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Introduction

Equality, Diversity and Inclusion (EDI) is an important agenda across every field throughout the world.
Language as a major part of communication should be inclusive and treat everyone with equality. Today’s
large internet community uses language technology (LT) and has a direct impact on people across the
globe. EDI is crucial to ensure everyone is valued and included, so it is necessary to build LT that serves
this purpose. Recent results have shown that big data and deep learning are entrenching existing biases
and that some algorithms are even naturally biased due to problems such as ‘regression to the mode’.
Our focus is on creating LT that will be more inclusive of gender, racial, sexual orientation, persons with
disability. The workshop will focus on creating speech and language technology to address EDI not only
in English, but also in less resourced languages.
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Keynote Talk: Towards Equitable Language Technologies
Su Lin

Microsoft Research, Montreal

Abstract: Language technologies are now ubiquitous. Yet the benefits of these technologies do not ac-
crue evenly to all people, and they can be harmful; they can reproduce stereotypes, prevent speakers of
“non-standard” language varieties from participating fully in public discourse, and reinscribe historical
patterns of linguistic discrimination. In this talk, I will take a tour through the rapidly emerging body of
research examining bias and harm in language technologies. I will offer some perspective on the many
challenges of this work, ranging from how we conceptualize and measure language-related harms to
how we grapple with the complexities of where and how language technologies are encountered. I will
conclude by discussing some future directions towards more equitable technologies.

Bio: She is a postdoctoral researcher in the Fairness, Accountability, Transparency, and Ethics (FATE)
group at Microsoft Research Montréal. She is interested in examining the social and ethical implications
of natural language processing technologies; She develop approaches for anticipating, measuring, and
mitigating harms arising from language technologies, focusing on the complexities of language and lan-
guage technologies in their social contexts, and on supporting NLP practitioners in their ethical work.
She has also worked on using NLP approaches to examine language variation and change (computational
sociolinguistics), for example developing models to identify language variation on social media.
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Mind the data gap(s): Investigating power in speech and language datasets

Nina Markl
Institute for Language, Cognition and Computation

University of Edinburgh
nina.markl@ed.ac.uk

Abstract

Algorithmic oppression is an urgent and persis-
tent problem in speech and language technolo-
gies. Considering power relations embedded
in datasets before compiling or using them to
train or test speech and language technologies
is essential to designing less harmful, more
just technologies. This paper presents a reflec-
tive exercise to recognise and challenge gaps
and the power relations they reveal in speech
and language datasets by applying principles of
Data Feminism and Design Justice, and build-
ing on work on dataset documentation and so-
ciolinguistics.

1 Introduction

Algorithmic systems disproportionately harm
marginalised communities by reproducing exist-
ing structures of oppression within a society in a
process called algorithmic oppression (Hampton,
2021). These harms occur in all contexts where AI
is applied to people, including speech and language
technologies (SLTs) (Blodgett et al., 2020; Bender
et al., 2021). Understanding power relations in the
datasets used to train and test SLTs is essential to
designing fundamentally more just and less harm-
ful technologies. In this paper, I suggest reflecting
on the gaps in the content and documentation of
language datasets as a way to guide data compila-
tion (Benjamin, 2021) and the re-use of existing
datasets in appropriate contexts (Koch et al., 2021).

The aim of this paper is to contribute to a (long
overdue) conversation about power, representation
and bias in SLTs (see e.g., Blodgett et al., 2020;
Field et al., 2021; Havens et al., 2020). It is
grounded in the understanding that (language) tech-
nologies are political tools which cannot be “neu-
tral”. Unless they are explicitly designed to benefit
marginalised communities, they will (re)produce
existing structures of oppression and cause harm
(Benjamin, 2019; Nee et al., 2021; Field et al.,

2021). One way of approaching algorithmic oppres-
sion has been to carefully document the datasets
used to train and test machine learning systems.
Gebru et al. (2021) provide a highly influential doc-
umentation framework which can be applied to all
AI datasets and Bender and Friedman (2018) in-
troduce an approach to documentation specific to
datasets for natural language processing, which I
draw on here. This transparency can help to antic-
ipate “predictive bias”, a systematic difference in
error rates for different groups (Shah et al., 2020),
which is one (but not the only) outcome of algorith-
mic oppression. Detailed documentation is abso-
lutely crucial to not just equitable, but fundamen-
tally useful SLTs because it allows practitioners to
choose appropriate datasets for a particular task. By
definition, documentation is interested in what is
included in a dataset. To highlight power inequities,
it’s also useful to think about what is missing from
a dataset. In SLTs, the exclusion of particular ways
of using language (accents, dialects, etc.) can lead
to the exclusion of communities. This paper is an
invitation to reflect on why these “data gaps” exist,
who is harmed by them and how this harm could
be prevented. The questions I propose here are
not exhaustive or definitive, and addressing them
may be difficult in many cases. The point is not to
create the “perfect” dataset but to highlight that all
(language) datasets involve power relations.

In the context of limiting harm and challenging
power, thinking carefully about the appropriateness
of any (language) technology in a particular context
is fundamental1. In some cases, the most effective
way to challenge power is to refuse to build the
technology or compile the dataset (Baumer and Sil-
berman, 2011; Cifor et al., 2019). Just as technolo-
gies are not “neutral”, they are also not inevitable.
A technological “fix” to a structural social prob-
lem will often fall short (Greene, 2021; Broussard,

1I’d like to thank an anonymous reviewer for pointing out
the omission of this “step” in the original framing of this paper.
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2019). Moreover, entirely “unbiased” (in the nar-
row sense of predictive bias) and “inclusive” lan-
guage technologies can be at least equally harmful
to marginalised communities, as “inclusion” can
expose communities to further marginalisation and
violence (Hoffmann, 2021). For example, auto-
matic speech recognition systems are used in US
prisons to monitor phone calls between incarcer-
ated people and their friends, families and legal
support (Asher-Schapiro and Sherfinski, 2021). In
this context, “better” or “more accurate” speech
recognition based on “more diverse” or “inclusive”
speech datasets may make it easier for authorities
to harm incarcerated people and their communities.
Inclusion in datasets owned by technology corpo-
rations or public or governmental institutions can
further mean that the “data”, i.e. voices of these
communities, is no longer owned by or even ac-
cessible to them. As a first step in any SLT data
compilation process it is therefore crucial to con-
sider and ideally directly involve the affected lan-
guage communities to understand their own needs
and desires with respect to language technology,
and to avoid perpetuating a long history of colonial
approaches to data and language in which commu-
nities, especially in the Global South, are exploited
by academic institutions, (neo)colonial states and
multinational corporations (Heller and McElhinny;
Bird, 2020; Birhane, 2020; Coffey, 2021).

In contexts where we do choose to use or com-
pile a dataset, we need to be aware of how power
operates within it. The goal is not just to identify
or mitigate biases once a system is ready for de-
ployment, to for example, “retrofit against racism”
(Costanza-Chock, 2020, 60). Instead, similarly to
Bender and Friedman (2018), I argue that these
questions should guide the (dataset) design pro-
cess. Although it may be too late to change the
way the data was compiled when reusing a dataset
(Koch et al., 2021), it is still useful to critically
reflect on the contents and context of the dataset,
to ensure it is appropriate. Since it’s impossible
to evaluate potential or actual harms of data gaps
in isolation, this should be done with a particular
deployment context in mind. I consider two exam-
ples, not to prove that datasets contain imbalances,
but to illustrate the framework: Mozilla’s Common
Voice English (release 7.0) (Ardila et al., 2020) and
the Linguistic Data Consortium’s Switchboard-2
(Graff et al., 1998, 1999) used to train and test au-
tomatic speech recognition (ASR) systems. I chose

these datasets because they were compiled in quite
different ways, by different types of institutions,
for different purposes and contain different data
gaps as a result: CommonVoice is a crowd-sourced
speech dataset compiled by Mozilla with the ex-
plicit aim to create “diverse” speech datasets for
ASR development, while Switchboard-2 is a col-
lection of telephone conversations collected by the
Linguistic Data Consortium, an academic institu-
tion, to develop speaker recognition systems.

2 Background

2.1 Data, power, feminism and justice

“Data” is always socially constructed and situated
within a specific cultural, social and historical con-
text (Havens et al., 2020; Benjamin, 2021; Taffel,
2021; Guyan, 2022). The “compilation” or “cura-
tion” of datasets involves complex social processes
in which practitioners decide what (and who) to
include or exclude and how to label or annotate
the “data” (Benjamin, 2021; Paullada et al., 2021).
These decisions are both shaped by and in turn re-
produce existing power relations within a society.

I use the term “power” to refer to the struc-
tural position a particular social group occupies
in relations to others. Because these social hier-
archies as well as relevant categories or groups
within them are socially constructed, they vary
depending on the cultural and historical context
(see e.g., Saini, 2019, on race). Over the past
century, constructs of race, gender and sexuality,
(dis)ability, class, age and nationality have been
used in a global and many local contexts to secure
and uphold the dominant position of white people,
in particular those who are cisgender, heterosex-
ual, able-bodied, wealthy, men, and/or from the
Global North. Hill Collins (2000 [1990], 227) in-
troduces the concept of the matrix of domination
to describe “the overall social organization within
which intersecting oppressions originate, develop,
and are contained”. It encompasses social, cultural
and legal institutions which uphold the dominant
position of some groups, while marginalising oth-
ers, for example through laws and policies (or their
enforcement and application), as well as cultural
discourses and ideologies and everyday social inter-
action (Hill Collins, 2000 [1990], pp 282). By “in-
tersecting oppressions”, Hill Collins (2000 [1990])
refers to fact that these categories are not separate
or separable, but rather produced by interlocking
systems of oppression such as white supremacy and
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patriarchy (see also “intersectionality” as coined
by Crenshaw, 1989).2 This complex understanding
of power also accounts for the fact that groups who
are marginalised by one of those systems, can be
privileged by another system and hold power, for
example white women (see Lorde, 2017 [1984]).

This paper draws on a feminist perspective on
data and power, in particular as articulated by
D’Ignazio and Klein (2020). Feminism is not an
unproblematic framing. Many feminists and fem-
inisms (past and present) exclude, ignore and/or
harm marginalised people of all genders, in partic-
ular people of colour, Black people and trans* and
non-binary people (Vergès, 2021; Olufemi, 2020;
Faye, 2021). In academia and other (neoliberal)
institutions the concept of intersectionality is fur-
ther frequently co-opted and misrepresented in a,
ahistorical, “depoliticised” and often explicitly de-
racialised fashion (Bilge, 2013; Tomlinson, 2013).
The invocation of and commitment to “ornamental
intersectionality”, and notions of “equality”, “di-
versity” and “inclusion” can further serve to sym-
bolically address structural inequalities without in
any way redressing them (Bilge, 2013; Hoffmann,
2021). Mindful of both this misuse of radical frame-
works to which praxis is central, and the genuine
harm that has been perpetrated under the guise
of “feminism”, I understand “feminist work [as]
justice work” (Olufemi, 2020, 5) which seeks to
challenge all systems of oppression. It is a way of
making sense of the world(s) we live in and of or-
ganising (for) world(s) we can and want to flourish
in. As such, it is for everyone and (potentially) by
everyone who wants to understand and challenge
existing power structures.

I build directly on D’Ignazio and Klein’s seven
principles of “Data Feminism”: “examine power”,
“challenge power”, “elevate emotion and embod-
iment”, “rethink binaries and hierarchies”, “em-
brace pluralism”, “consider context” and “make
labor visibile” (D’Ignazio and Klein, 2020, 17-18).
I am also drawing on “Design Justice” as a way of
understanding how (technology) design reproduces
structural oppression and an approach to reimagin-
ing those design processes (see Costanza-Chock,
2020, 23)3. The principles of Design Justice focus
on using design to empower communities, center-
ing the voices of those who are impacted by (tech-

2While the term “intersectionality” was coined by Cren-
shaw, the concept has a longer genealogy in Black feminist
thought (Hill Collins, 2000 [1990]; Cooper, 2016).

3Design Justice Network: https://designjustice.org/

nology) design and working towards sustainable
and community-controlled designs.

2.2 Language and power

In the context of SLTs, the “data” is language data,
such as text and speech recordings where power
relations are extremely salient. (Dominant) dis-
courses about marginalised groups (including harm-
ful stereotypes and hateful rhetoric) are reflected
and propagated through language. We therefore
need to pay close attention to the way marginalised
groups are talked about in language datasets.

Language users harness the variation inherent
to language to construct social identities and so-
cial meaning (Bucholtz and Hall, 2005). Particular
ways of speaking (e.g., accents, dialects) can ex-
press specific social meanings and become closely
associated with a particular way of being in the
world (e.g., a specific subculture or social group)
(Eckert, 2008). The accents or dialects spoken by
elites become associated with (markers of) prestige,
while those used by marginalised groups become
associated with (markers of) marginalisation (Rosa
and Burdick, 2016; Irvine and Gal, 2000). As a
result, whose language is included matters not just
because of what is said, but also, how it is said.

3 Power in language datasets

“Challenge power. Data feminism commits to chal-
lenging unequal power structures and working to-
ward justice.”(D’Ignazio and Klein, 2020, 17)

I use the term “algorithmic oppression” as intro-
duced by Noble (2018) and discussed in depth by
Hampton (2021) very deliberately to draw attention
to the fact that the “biased” system behaviours we
observe, rather than being “bugs” which only re-
quire a technical fix, are the (mostly predictable) re-
production of existing structural oppression in ma-
chine learning systems. The gaps in data and docu-
mentation we identify in datasets are also caused
by structural factors. To challenge power, therefore
specifically means pushing for structural, societal
change. Technical fixes, such as “debiasing” word
embeddings capturing sexism and racism, don’t
address the underlying societal context (and some-
times merely hide “bias” (Gonen and Goldberg,
2019)).

What does it mean to “challenge power” when
compiling or using datasets then? D’Ignazio and
Klein (2020) showcase projects which compile
“counterdata” filling (deliberate) gaps. For example
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a 1971 map compiled by the Detroit Geographic
Expedition and Institute to highlight the dispropor-
tionate rate at which Black children were killed
by white drivers (D’Ignazio and Klein, 2020, 49).
Another way of challenging power using data is to
analyse the way oppression is manifested in data,
but importantly (data) feminism also encourages
us to go beyond critiques of the world as it cur-
rently is to imagining the world as it ought to be.
As noted above, sometimes the way to challenge
power is refusal: refusal to compile data, refusal
to share data or refusal to (re)use data (Cifor et al.,
2019). However, when we choose to engage with
data(sets), we can challenge power by investigat-
ing and highlighting power relations. While this
is unlikely to prevent all harm, it allows use to act
more carefully and hopefully reduce harm.

I outline three steps in reflecting on power re-
lations reproduced in SLT datasets to guide the
compilation or selection of a dataset. The first is
to identify gaps in data and documentation and
their consequences to analyse power relations. The
second involves asking why those gaps exist (and
persist) given the broader context. The final step is
about imagining alternative ways of compiling and
using the dataset to create more just, less harmful
technologies.

3.1 Who and what is missing?

“Examine power. Data feminism begins by analyzing
how power operates in the world.” (D’Ignazio and
Klein, 2020, 17)

As outlined above, the way broader power struc-
tures in society are maintained can be understood
through the matrix of domination (Hill Collins,
2000 [1990]). In the context of language technolo-
gies, we can ask how these structures are reflected
in language datasets. Because linguistic variation
(in word choice, in pronunciation, etc) is deeply
intertwined with social identity, who is included is
not just important because of what they say, but
also how they say it. Bender and Friedman (2018)
lay out an extensive (and excellent) questionnaire
to produce a “data statement”. They are particu-
larly interested in who the speakers, annotators,
curators and stakeholders are (for definitions of
these terms see Bender and Friedman, 2018).

We can also start by minding the gap(s): both
who’s not included in the dataset (compilation) and
what’s not specified in the documentation can be
revealing. These gaps provide insights in who or

what “doesn’t matter” (to the curators, and often,
society writ large) (Guyan, 2022), as illustrated by
Mimi Onuoha’s Library of missing datasets (On-
uoha, 2016)4. Key questions to ask at this juncture
concern the language variety and speech situation:
Whose voices and whose language varieties are
missing? Are included topics centering dominant
perspectives and/or harmful discourses to the ex-
clusion of alternatives? Are included genres likely
to under- or misrepresent marginalised voices? We
also need to question who the stakeholders are and
what the curation rationale is: Who benefits from
the data collection and who is harmed? Who plans
the data collection and who owns the data? Lastly,
we need to focus on the annotators and their work:
Who categorises and annotates the data and how?

3.2 Who is harmed in what ways?

“Elevate emotion and embodiment. Data feminism
teaches us to value multiple forms of knowledge,
including the knowledge that comes from people as
living, feeling bodies in the world.”(D’Ignazio and
Klein, 2020, 18)

The power inequities identified in the previous
step directly relate to reported or potential harms
of a SLTs. Where marginalised speech commu-
nities (e.g. speakers of a particular accent or di-
alect) are under-represented in training data, they
might be adversely affected by algorithmic op-
pression. For example, US English commercial
ASR works worse for speakers of African Amer-
ican English (Koenecke et al., 2020; Martin and
Tang, 2020) and hate speech detection tools dis-
proportionately flag “obscene” language used in
neutral or positive ways by, for example, queer
communities (Dias Oliva et al., 2021). In addition
to under-representation, there is also potential for
misrepresentation: Bender et al. (2021) note that
marginalised groups are often misrepresented in
text data drawn from the internet (see also Tripodi,
2021; Sun and Peng, 2021), which can lead to the
reproduction of harmful stereotypes and dominant
ideologies (such as islamophobia), further entrench-
ing their marginalised position (Abid et al., 2021).
Who annotates (linguistic) data also matters, as
annotators’ familiarity with particular accents and
dialects as well as their own positionality affects
how and how accurately they classify data (Sap
et al., 2019). In other words, as Waseem et al.
(2021) point out, despite the “disembodied” fram-

4https://github.com/MimiOnuoha/missing-datasets
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ing of machine learning systems, the embodiment
of speakers, annotators and curators involved in
dataset compilation (and deployment) matters.

Listening to the concerns and experiences of
marginalised communities in the understanding
that knowledge is embodied and that emotions are
a central way we experience and “know” the world
(Hill Collins, 2000 [1990]; Haraway, 1988), can
also help us understand the harms of algorithmic
oppression. A deployed system could cause rep-
resentational harms (e.g. reproduction of harm-
ful stereotypes in natural language generation) or
allocative harms (e.g. exclusion from social me-
dia service based on erroneous “hate speech detec-
tion”) (Barocas et al., 2019) both of which impact
what speakers can do and how they feel. Costanza-
Chock (2020, 45) describes some harms of algo-
rithmic oppression as “microagressions”, which
may be comparatively low-stakes inconveniences
but are nevertheless (potentially painful) reminders
who something is designed for. Of course, what
counts as an “inconvenience” is also highly depen-
dent on positionality: people who find keyboards or
touchscreens difficult to use or find writing difficult
may rely on ASR tools for many tasks.

3.3 Why are there gaps?

“Consider context. Data feminism asserts that data
are not neutral or objective. They are the prod-
ucts of unequal social relations, and this context
is essential for conducting accurate, ethical analy-
sis.”(D’Ignazio and Klein, 2020, 18)

Once we have identified who and what is ex-
cluded from a dataset and what the potential or
actual harms of this of those exclusions are, we
need to interrogate why those decisions were made.
Recognising the broader social, historical, and tech-
nical context in which a dataset was compiled helps
us in exploring potential reasons. We can consider
for what purpose the dataset was compiled and
whether it meets that purpose, what current use
cases are and how it differs from other datasets.
Specifically, we can ask why particular language
varieties, genres, topics, speakers and stakeholders
were prioritised, based on how, by whom, where
and when the dataset was compiled. We can also
question the labels and annotations applied to the
dataset. Importantly, even if we find that designers
were well-intentioned, or that broader social con-
texts can “explain” why a dataset contains gaps,
that’s not an excuse, especially if there are harms.

3.4 Who does the work?
“Make labor visible. The work of data science, like
all work in the world, is the work of many hands.
Data feminism makes this labor visible so that
it can be recognized and valued.”(D’Ignazio and
Klein, 2020, 18)

This is about the annotators, speakers, curators
identified in the previous step. We need to ask
how were they: trained, paid, rewarded, acknowl-
edged. Considering how the people involved in
compiling a dataset were trained, and who paid for
their labour helps us understand the decisions they
made (Birhane et al., 2021). Reflecting on much
they were paid or how they were acknowledged
for their work is not just useful to understand their
motivation though, but also a reminder that dataset
compilation is (crucial) skilled labour which should
be fairly renumerated (Gray and Suri, 2019).

3.5 How could this be different?
The final step of the reflection is one of imagination.
While this may appear unusual or “untechnical”,
considering how something could have been built
differently or how we would like something to be,
is useful because it: a) reminds us that technologies
are built by people and that, b) technologies can be
built differently.

We can reflect on what an ideal dataset for the
given purpose would look like. If we’ve identified
many “data gaps” or “documentation gaps”, how
would we go about filling them? In the current
context, it’s helpful to reflect on how the data com-
pilation (including sampling and annotation) could
be or could have been done differently. We can
broadly draw on two principles of Data Feminism
to fill data gaps: rethinking binaries and hierarchies,
and embracing pluralism.

3.5.1 Rethink binaries and hierarchies
“Rethink binaries and hierarchies. Data feminism
requires us to challenge the gender binary, along
with other systems of counting and classification
that perpetuate oppression.”(D’Ignazio and Klein,
2020, 18)

One way of challenging power in datasets is to
question the way both the speakers and their lan-
guage data is documented and categorised. Cate-
gorisation is never “neutral”, as both relevant areas
of classification and the categories within them
are socially constructed (Bowker and Star, 2000).
In the context of speakers we need to ask: which
broad axes are used to classify them (e.g. "gender")
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and what are the subcategories within them (e.g.
"non-binary", "female", "male")? These systems
of classification are central to the way oppression
works because they establish hierarchies, often con-
sisting of binaries, which shape our lives in a mil-
lion ways. As a result of the way power and identity
is (re)produced through language, in many contexts
gender, race, ethnicity, social class and education
are particularly relevant. How these social cate-
gories are operationalised within data documenta-
tion matters, and is itself an ideological choice that
risks reifying or naturalising a particular frame of
a fundamentally harmful way of categorising peo-
ple. “Boundaries” between socially constructed cat-
egories such as “race” or “gender” are furthermore
contingent on the historical, social and cultural
context (Hanna et al., 2020; Guyan, 2022). Here,
documentation gaps may also be intentional: con-
tributors may choose not to disclose certain aspects
of their identity or experience and in some contexts
legal and/or institutional restrictions may prevent
them from being included (Andrus et al., 2021;
Bennett and Keyes, 2020; Guyan, 2022; Hoffmann,
2021). However, if this information is missing, it’s
often impossible to disaggregate the performance
of an SLT system for different (sub)populations
and account for differences caused by oppressive
structures we seek to challenge. This leaves us in a
complicated (and perhaps uncomfortable) position:
missing documentation about contributors and an-
notations makes it harder to examine and challenge
power, and existing documentation can reify ex-
isting hierarchies and binaries unless we work to
contextualise and destabilise them. Similarly, both
exclusion and inclusion of marginalised commu-
nities can expose them to harms depending on the
context.

3.5.2 Embrace pluralism
“Embrace pluralism. Data feminism insists that the
most complete knowledge comes from synthesiz-
ing multiple perspectives, with priority given to
local, Indigenous, and experiential ways of know-
ing.”(D’Ignazio and Klein, 2020, 18)

One way of addressing data gaps is to change the
way we collect and annotate data. Design Justice
principles urge us to centre the voices and needs
of marginalised communities in design. Directly
and meaningfully involving marginalised commu-
nities as co-designers is therefore central to design-
ing equitable technologies. For example, while
recruiting students is often convenient and cheap,

they have (by definition) a particular educational
background, and in the United Kingdom for exam-
ple, the resulting sample is likely to over-represent
young, white, non-disabled middle class English
native speakers. Similarly, crowdsourcing via the
internet has the potential to be more inclusive, in
practise there are still many potential barriers in
terms of interface design, access to necessary hard-
ware and software, availability of free time and
relevant skills as well as feeling welcome and in-
cluded within the project. Some of the exclusions
are also the result of explicit, established practises.
Speakers who report any speech or hearing impair-
ments are commonly excluded from datasets used
for speech and language research and technology
development (Henner and Robinson, 2021). Sec-
ond language speakers and multilingual speakers
are also routinely excluded.5

Embracing pluralism also means thinking about
the complications that come with “pluralism”.
(Language) communities are not monoliths and
might well on whether and how their language is
represented and used in technology. Incorporating
and working with (linguistic) variation in language
datasets is important but not trivial.

4 Examples

4.1 Common Voice English

Common Voice English is part of a project to col-
lect open-source crowd-sourced speech corpora for
a wide range of languages and as a fairly large
dataset is suitable for training current (end-to-end)
ASR systems (Ardila et al., 2020). The release
of Common Voice English considered here is 7.0,
and all documentation analysed here is drawn from
the Common Voice website6 and (where indicated)
Ardila et al. (2020), which introduced the corpus.

4.1.1 Who and what is missing?
Q: Whose voices & language varieties are missing?
A: The 2021 release of Common Voice English
(7.0) contains 2,015 hours of (validated) speech
submitted by over 75,000 speakers some of whom
opted to provide some information about their gen-
der and accent (see Figure 1 for full breakdown).
There are important gaps in documentation: 51%
of recordings are not assigned an accent label. Al-
though Mozilla allows users to choose the label

5It is telling that these gaps in speech science and technol-
ogy research have hardly received comment or critique.

6https://commonvoice.mozilla.org/, accessed 17/02/2022
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Figure 1: Screenshot of Common Voice English release
7.0 documentation (Accessed 17/02/2022).

“other” as a gender label, the documentation on
the website only includes “male” and “female”
speakers, and 40% of speakers are unaccounted
for. There are also gaps in the data: only 15% of
speakers identify as female (45% male), and only
15% are aged under 19 or over 50. While there is a
range of varieties of English, only few speakers are
from the Global South, with many global Englishes
from Africa and Asia missing.
Q: Who plans data compilation & owns the data?
A: The corpus compilation is managed and de-
signed by Mozilla with input from volunteers.
Datasets are licensed under CC-07, meaning that
they can be freely (re)used for any purpose.
Q: Which topics/genres/styles are included? What
are likely risks of under- or misrepresentation?
A: Contributors are prompted to read sentences
from public domain texts, including from film
scripts and Wikipedia8. These are likely to re-
flect Standard English. There is some risk they
misrepresent marginalised communities or contain
stereotypes which perhaps mitigated by the fact
language models used in ASR systems are very
constrained because they are only used to decode
already recognised phones (or strings of phones)
(Bender et al., 2021).
Q: Who benefits from data compilation & who is
harmed?
A: The validated datasets are open-source, so they
could, in theory at least, benefit anyone who would
like to use them for speech technology develop-
ment. In practise the groups of people who can use
open-source datasets, especially to train computa-
tionally expensive speech recognition tools is more
limited and includes researchers in academia and

7https://creativecommons.org/publicdomain/zero/1.0/
8https://github.com/common-voice/common-

voice/tree/main/server/data/en

industry (including at Mozilla). It is unclear that
anyone is harmed in the data compilation process
as contributors consent to making their recordings
and associated information publicly available.
Q: Who annotates the data and how?
A: Speakers are encouraged (but not obligated) to
provide their age, gender and choose an accent
label from a drop-down list.9 Recordings are vali-
dated by other volunteers via an interface10: after
listening to the recording they are asked to confirm
whether the utterance matches the prompt. Mozilla
encourages volunteers to be mindful of accent vari-
ation when completing this task11 but does not take
annotator demographics into account.
Q: What are (potential) downstream harms of data
gaps and documentation gaps?
A: DeepSpeech trained on an earlier iteration
of Common Voice performed worse for African
American English speakers, an outcome that could
not have been anticipated from the documenta-
tion (Martin and Tang, 2020). Speakers of under-
represented varieties have a harder time using the
resulting SLTs and report dissatisfaction. Menge-
sha et al. (2021) document that African American
users of a (different) American English ASR tool
felt “frustrated”, “disappointed” and “angry” at er-
rors which some of them attributed to their own
way of speaking.

4.1.2 Consider Context
Q: What is the stated purpose of this dataset? Does
it fulfil this purpose?
A: Common Voice is explicitly designed to capture
a diverse range of voices, to enable speech and
language technology development for minoritised
and “low-resource” varieties and languages. In
the context of English, this goal is not quite met.
Only 49% of the recordings are labelled for accent,
which makes it difficult to meaningfully assess the
diversity of the corpus. Most of the labelled data
represents US English or English English, the two
most prestigious and best-resourced varieties.
Q: Why are some varieties and speakers excluded
or underrepresented?
A: Mozilla notes on the website that contributions
from a wide range of speakers are welcome, in-
cluding groups usually under-represented in speech

9Since 2022 speakers can self-describe their accent
(Mozilla Common Voice, 2022; Mozilla Common Voice:
Community Playbook)

10https://commonvoice.mozilla.org/en/listen
11https://commonvoice.mozilla.org/en/criteria
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datasets such as second language speakers. How-
ever, like other crowdsourced projects, contribu-
tors are most likely to be young men12, and more
broadly, speakers from the United States and the
United Kingdom. Likely factors shaping these
skews include unequal access to technologies and
skills privileging (younger) speakers from more
affluent backgrounds. Attitudes and ideologies
about what “counts” as (“good”) “English” may
further discourage speakers of minoritised varieties.
Members of marginalised communities might also
choose not to participate in crowd-sourced projects
because they don’t want (their voices or language)
to be included in these datasets and the technolo-
gies they power. The problem of documentation
gaps such as the fact that 51% of recordings are
not associated with an accent label may be the re-
sult of the interface design as contributors are not
obligated (or particularly strongly encouraged) to
provide any information about themselves.
Q: Why are some genres/topics styles excluded or
underrepresented?
A: Short snippets of read speech were probably
chosen over conversational speech because they do
not require expensive and laborious transcription.
The use of sentences drawn from Wikipedia favours
formal speech styles in standard(ised) English.
Q: How are speakers and annotators trained, paid,
rewarded and acknowledged?
A: Speakers and annotators are (anonymous) vol-
unteers. Aside from appearing on a leader board
of top contributors, and setting custom goals there
are no rewards. There is no required training for
annotation or speaking, though volunteers are en-
couraged to read a short manual.
Q: Who funds the dataset compilation?
A: Work on Common Voice is supported by the
Mozilla Foundation, investment from other organi-
sations and grants (Mozilla, 2021b,a).

4.1.3 Re-imagine
Q: How could documentation gaps be filled?
A: Requiring speakers and annotators to provide
some basic information about their linguistic back-
ground, gender and age could go a long way to
fill documentation gaps. While this change could
make the dataset more useful, it would also involve
“taking” more private data from the contributors and
lead some contributors to either not contribute or

12Wikipedia has a long-standing an per-
sistent gender gap among contributors:
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Gender_bias_on_Wikipedia

provide “incorrect” information. Actively encour-
aging contributors to provide basic information,
informing them about the way this data will be
used might alleviate some concerns.
Q: How could data gaps be filled?
A: Increasing participation from under-represented
groups is likely difficult but could perhaps be
achieved with targeted, local campaigns, similar
to Wikipedia Edit-a-thons13 with very clear down-
stream applications and use-cases designed by or
with the relevant language communities.
Q: Do documentation and data gaps constrain ap-
propriate use cases?
A: The documentation gaps mean that it’s very dif-
ficult to anticipate or evaluate predictive bias using
this dataset, as only small portions of it are fully
labelled. ASR systems trained on datasets under-
representing women have been shown to perform
worse for female speakers (Garnerin et al., 2021).
The data gaps suggest that we should be careful
when training ASR systems on Common Voice.

4.2 Switchboard
Subsets of Switchboard-2 are well-established
benchmarks for conversational ASR (e.g., Hannun
et al., 2014; Tüske et al., 2020)14. All information
here is drawn from the (more detailed) documenta-
tion of Switchboard-2 (Graff et al., 1998, 1999).

4.2.1 Who and what is missing?
Q: Whose voices & language varieties are missing?
A: .The Switchboard-2 (SWB-2) corpus contains
(US) English telephone conversations between
strangers recorded in the late 1990s. SWB-2 was
compiled in two phases, with 657 and 679 speakers
respectively (though some appear in both), and a
total of a about 8,000 minutes of audio. Most of
the SWB-2 speakers were students at US universi-
ties, the average age was around 24 years (under-
representing older people), slightly more than half
were female, and most were born and raised in
the United States (mostly on the East Coast and
the Midwest). Speakers’ race or ethnicity is not
recorded, the city and state they were raised in
serves as a proxy for accent.

13https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Edit-a-thon
14The most popular benchmarks using Switchboard

are the Hub5 English evaluation sets (LDC2002S23,
LDC2002S09) which include a subset of Switchboard and
a subset of CallHome, another LDC corpus, featuring
telephone conversations between friends and family mem-
bers: https://paperswithcode.com/sota/speech-recognition-on-
switchboard-hub500
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Q: Who plans data compilation & owns the data?
A: The Linguistic Data Consortium (LDC) planned
the data compilation, owns and licenses the data.
Q: Which topics/genres/styles are included? What
are likely risks of under- or misrepresentation?
A: The speech style is conversational. Topics
and specific prompts suggested by LDC include
uncontroversial topics (e.g., preferences for food,
travel, pop culture, sports) and controversial top-
ics (e.g., gun control, capital punishment, immi-
gration, health care, changing gender roles) appar-
ently designed to spark discussion. The latter could
elicit dominant and/or harmful discourses about
marginalised groups (e.g. migrants).
Q: Who benefits from data compilation & who is
harmed?
A: The LDC and broader academic research com-
munity benefited from the compilation of the
dataset. It is unclear that anyone was harmed di-
rectly by the way the recordings were collected,
although some of the topics may have been uncom-
fortable for some speakers.
Q: Who annotates the data and how?
A: Demographic information about the speak-
ers was collected by members of the research
team during recruitment. Only subsets of SWB-
1 and SWB-2 were orthographically transcribed
(https://catalog.ldc.upenn.edu/LDC2003T02).
Q: What are (potential) downstream harms of data
gaps and documentation gaps?
A: Speaker ethnicity or race is not recorded in
SWB, but Martin (2021) shows that written African
American English (AAE) is under-represented in
the transcripts. Similarly, most speakers are young
adults and have high levels of education, and al-
most all of them appear to be native speakers of
a variety of US English. In the use of the corpus
as a benchmark set this under-representation could
cause evaluation bias (Suresh and Guttag, 2021):
it’s not possible to draw conclusions about the per-
formance of a given system for a diverse range of
users (including AAE speakers, second language
speakers, older speakers) if they are not represented
in the test set.

4.2.2 Consider context
Q: What is the stated purpose of this dataset? Does
it fulfil this purpose?
A: SWB-2 (full dataset) was collected to research
and develop speaker recognition techniques. Today
subsets are used to evaluate conversational ASR
systems.

Q: Why are some varieties and speakers excluded
or underrepresented?
A: The skew towards young, highly educated, first
language speakers of English is probably the result
of the sampling method: speakers were primarily
recruited via universities and personal networks of
researchers.
Q: Why are some genres/topics/styles excluded or
underrepresented?
A: Even though the speech style is more conver-
sational and naturalistic than in other corpora (e.g.
read speech in TIMIT), it might still be quite formal
because the interlocutors don’t know each other.
Q: How are speakers and annotators trained, paid,
rewarded and acknowledged?
A: Speakers were paid after participation (the doc-
umentation does not mention the sum). Recordings
were checked for audio quality, transcribed and
annotated by members of the research team.
Q: Who funds the dataset compilation?
A: The compilation of Switchboard was funded by
the US Department of Defense.

4.2.3 Re-imagine
Q: How could documentation gaps be filled?
A: Including information about speakers’ race or
ethnicity would have been quite simple (and was
done for other LDC corpora, like TIMIT) but could
have raised ethical challenges.
Q: How could data gaps be filled?
A: Specifically sampling participants from under-
represented groups might have been achieved with
a different sampling strategy, for example by ad-
vertising more widely or reaching out to particular
communities via institutions like schools.
Q: Do documentation and data gaps constrain ap-
propriate use cases?
A: The documentation gaps mean that it’s very
difficult to anticipate or evaluate predictive bias
using this dataset, especially with respect to race.
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Abstract
Deep learning holds great promise for detecting
discriminatory language in the public sphere.
However, for the detection of illegal age dis-
crimination in job advertisements, regex ap-
proaches are still strong performers. In this
paper, we investigate job advertisements in the
Netherlands. We present a qualitative analysis
of the benefits of the ‘old’ approach based on
regexes and investigate how neural embeddings
could address its limitations.

1 Introduction

Age discrimination is often related to work and it
starts in the pre-hiring phase with job advertise-
ments. Each year, thousands of job descriptions in
the Netherlands contain age discrimination, which
is illegal under Dutch law (Fokkens et al., 2018).

The state of the art in detection of illegal age
discrimination in Dutch job ads uses regular ex-
pressions (regex) (Fokkens et al., 2018). This ‘old’
approach works surprisingly well because illegal
age discrimination uses predictable vocabulary, and
keywords such as ‘age’ are quite reliable indicators.
However, individual sentences from job ads sug-
gest that neural embedding approaches, with their
ability to capture semantics, could also be helpful,
e.g., ‘Given our own advancing years, it would be
just lovely to have a younger soul join us.’

The contribution of this paper is a qualitative
analysis of the role that regex should continue
to play in detecting illegal age discrimination,
now that the language technology community has
moved towards deep learning approaches. Since
regexes offer explainable decisions, we do not seek
to abandon the regex approach, but rather to under-
stand its potential compared with the potential of
neural embeddings. Because it is known that the
regex approach can suffer from low recall (Fokkens
et al., 2018), our main focus is on understanding
false positives (i.e., cases of discrimination that the
detector misses).

In this paper, we report the essential findings
on illegal age discrimination detection in Dutch
job ads of a larger study (Pillar, 2022), which con-
tains further analysis. After a brief introduction to
age discrimination (Sec. 2) and the regex approach
of Fokkens et al. (2018) (Sec. 3), we present two
analyses. The first (Sec. 4) investigates the regex
approach, which is currently the state of the art.
The second (Sec. 5) looks at whether and how neu-
ral embeddings could complement regexes in the
future.

Our analyses make use of the Job Digger dataset,
which contains 1.2 million Dutch job advertise-
ments collected by a Dutch company, Job Digger,
and made available to us for use in our study. Job
Digger had created the dataset by carrying out a
large scale crawl of internet job postings in the
Netherlands in 2014. The comprehensiveness of
this crawl ensures that our dataset is representative
of the full spectrum of possible Dutch job ads.

Our investigation reveals that the regex approach
is more difficult to improve upon than one might
think. The final section of the paper (Sec. 6) pro-
vides an outlook and discusses how researchers
in the future should seek to leverage both regexes
and neural embeddings for explainable detection
of illegal age discrimination.

2 Background and Related Work

Age discrimination is defined as bias and preju-
dice against people based on their age and ageism
is one of the three big ‘isms’, next to sexism and
racism (Butler, 1969). In practice, age discrimina-
tion predominantly targets older people (Bytheway,
2005). Ageism is in this sense unique among ‘isms’
because, in the natural course of life, in-group mem-
bers become out-group members (Jönson, 2013).
However, despite the fact that it threatens everyone,
ageism is difficult to fight. It is culturally accept-
able (Gendron et al., 2016) and people are unaware
of it (Palmore, 2001). In the Netherlands, con-
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cern about age discrimination has grown recently,
mainly in employment (Andriessen et al., 2014).

Age discrimination occurs in two main
forms (Voss et al., 2018). Objective Ageism is
defined through legal frameworks that protect the
vulnerable group from discrimination. Subjective
Ageism (or Perceived Ageism) is bias and discrimi-
nation that does not fall under a legal definition.

In the Netherlands, the Dutch Equal Treatment
Act regarding age discrimination at the workplace
prohibits discrimination in the context of work, in-
cluding job advertisements. The law defines two
forms of discrimination: Direct discrimination in-
volves an explicit mention of the age of the candi-
date, e.g., ‘You are younger than 30 years’. Indirect
discrimination, involves formulations that imply
age, e.g., specifically recruit students (who, in the
Netherlands, characteristically are young).

The literature on age discrimination detection in
job ads is surprisingly limited. The work closest to
ours studied the relationship between stereotypes
in English-language job ads and in hiring (Burn
et al., 2019). It implemented an age discrimination
detector for job ads, but focused on stereotypes,
which are not necessarily illegal. In contrast, we
study detection of discriminatory statements that
are explicitly defined, and prohibited, by law.

3 Regex Baseline

The state of the art in the detection of age discrimi-
nation in Dutch job ads (Fokkens et al., 2018) uses
a list of keywords to detect objective ageism. The
keywords were identified by manually reading a
large number of job ads. They were selected be-
cause they were judged to be indicative of illegal
discrimination when used in certain contexts.

Appendix A contains the keyword list with a
sample sentence from a job ad for each keyword.
The keywords form the basis of a set of regular ex-
pressions, which Fokkens et al. (2018) constructed
with the aim of covering all possible contexts
in which each keyword could be discriminatory.
The importance of context is illustrated by the
following example. The sentences, ‘You will
be responsible for young students’ contains
both the words ‘young’ and ‘student’, but is not
discriminatory because the words describe the
job and not the candidate. Fokkens et al. (2018)
published a set of these regexes on GitHub1.

1https://github.com/cltl/
AgeDiscriminationBaseline

They discovered that regexes perform best if
they allow a certain amount of flexibility by
including the white card character .{0,30}, e.g.,
‘you\s+are\s+a\s+.{0,30}student’.
They report that such flexible regexes achieve a
high precision (94.5%), but a somewhat low recall
(75.7%) on their test set.

4 Role of the Regex Baseline

In this section, we discuss our first qualitative anal-
ysis, which aimed to reveal both the potential and
the inherent weaknesses of the regex approach.

4.1 Data and Annotation

We created a representative dataset large enough
to yield interesting insights but small enough to be
hand annotated by sampling ca. 3,000 sentences
from the Job Digger dataset. About half of the
sentences we sampled were selected to contain one
keyword, but to not match any regexes. The inclu-
sion of a large number of these sentences improved
the chance that we could gain insight into how the
inherent weaknesses of regexes might contribute
to false positives. We consider a weakness ‘inher-
ent’ if it relates to expressiveness or generalizabilty
of the regexes themselves, rather than to the exact
keywords we are using. As much as possible, we
sampled evenly over the keywords. About a third
of our sample sentences were chosen to match a
regex. The samples in the remaining ca. 10% of
the dataset did not include a keyword.

The data set was annotated for age discrimina-
tion by a group of seven annotators with good fa-
miliarity with Dutch law, who were split into two
teams. Each sample was annotated by two anno-
tators, one from each team. The inter-annotator
agreement (Cohen’s Kappa) between teams re-
flected substantial agreement (κ = 0.61). Samples
on which the annotators disagreed or where one
was unsure were not included in our dataset, leav-
ing a total of 2,195 annotated samples for analysis.

4.2 Approach and Findings

We conducted our analysis by inspecting sample
sentences by hand and investigating two levels:
(1) at a general level across all keywords (2) at
a keyword level, focused on the false negatives
associated with each keyword. We report our
findings organized into a set of insights:
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General sentence length and structure Across
the keywords, we found variation in sentence
length and structural complexity, from bullet points
such as ‘- Age up to 27 years’ to verbose sentences
such as ‘We are looking for man and especially
also for women, who know the shop floor inside
out, and are between 50 and 70 years of age.’ The
regexes in our list were too elaborate to capture
the bullets and too narrow to capture the verbose
sentences. This observation points to an inherent
limitation of regexes. Our analysis also revealed a
certain number of frequent formulation for which a
regex missing keywords or a missing formulation
could easily be added.

Keyword-specific issues When looking at the
sample sentences of individual keywords we found
that the issue of sentence length and structure oc-
curred across keywords, but was a particular issue
for certain keywords, specifically, ‘young’ (jong)
and ‘age’ (leeftijd). This observation suggests that
not all keywords should be handled the same.

Keyword context At the keyword level, we
found that for ‘young’ (jong) and ‘recent graduate’
(schoolverlater), the discrimination is determined
by the context in which they are used. As men-
tioned above, if these keywords are used to describe
the job and not the candidate, they are not discrimi-
natory. We found that the formulations used were
very open. There seemed to be no frequent formula-
tion that could be added to the regexes to cover the
variety of the samples in which the context was not
captured by the regexes, causing a false negative.

Keywords associated with discrimination We
observed that some keywords seem to be associ-
ated with discrimination, but did not themselves
directly express discrimination. For example, the
keyword ‘extra money’ (bijverdienen) as used in
the sentence ‘Have you recently completed your
degree and would like to earn a earn a little extra
money?’ is not causing the sentence to be discrimi-
natory. Rather, the reference to ‘recent graduation’
makes the sentence discriminatory. This observa-
tion suggests that better modeling of context can
improve the performance of regexes.

Limited non-discriminatory usage Certain key-
words, such as, e.g., ‘recent graduate’, just dis-
cussed, mainly occur in discriminatory sentences.
However, in 3 out of 114 samples with the key-
word ‘recent graduate’, it was actually used in a
non-discriminatory way. This observation suggests

that regexes should be designed to capture the non-
discriminatory contexts. If a sentence containing
a keyword does not match a ‘non-discriminatory
regex’ then it can be considered discriminatory.

5 Role of Neural Embeddings

In this section, we discuss our second qualitative
analysis, which aimed to discover how neural em-
beddings can potentially complement regex.

Since the issue of missing keywords was already
raised by Fokkens et al. (2018), we focus on an-
other property of regexes that Sec. 4 revealed to
be an issue for detection of illegal age discrimi-
nation: they cannot capture discrimination when
it is phrased using different syntax but expresses
similar semantics. This inflexibility becomes par-
ticularly important when we consider the impor-
tance of modeling the broader context of a keyword
within a sentence.

5.1 Approach and findings

Our analysis consisted of manual inspection of
a large number of sentence embedding clusters.
We trained ALBERT word embeddings (Lan et al.,
2020) on 5 million sentences drawn from the Job
Digger dataset. The training was done from scratch
with the MLM learning task. To create sentence
embeddings, we averaged the word embeddings of
the component words, following common practice.

Our hope was that in the sentence embedding
space, we would observe a separation between
discriminatory and non-discriminatory sentences,
since these express different semantics. However,
when we visualized our samples using t-SNE (Van
Der Maaten and Hinton, 2008), we did not observe
clear discriminating and non-discriminatory clus-
ters. We concluded that a standardly trained seman-
tic space cannot easily capture age discrimination
and turned to analyze if neural embeddings could
capture useful differences in keyword context.

For each keyword, we selected the sentences in
our annotated data set that contained it and visual-
ized them with t-SNE. In most cases, the discrimi-
natory and non-discriminatory sentences were not
well separated. However, there were a few cases
that are worth further discussion2.

Keyword ‘between’ Good separation was ob-
served for the keyword ‘between’, as can be seen in

2Full interactive plots for all keywords can be
found at https://github.com/Textmetricslab/
Regex-in-a-Time-of-Deep-Learning
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Figure 1: An excerpt of the plot of the embeddings of
sentences containing the keyword ‘between’. Orange:
discriminatory, Blue: non-discriminatory

Fig. 1. The discriminatory sentences include: ‘You
are preferably aged between 17 and 20 years.’ and
‘Are you the person we are looking for and are you
are aged between 16 and 19 years?’ The cluster in
the lower part of the plot consists of samples that
use the word ‘between’ to give information about
the work time and are not discriminatory: ‘You
will be working between 10 and 25 hours per week,
from Monday to Sunday’ and ‘Total work time per
week is between 8 and 12 hours’.

It is interesting to note that all discriminatory
samples contain a number followed by the word
‘age’ and non-discriminatory samples contain a
number followed by either ‘hour’ or its abbrevi-
ation. This means that in this case, regexes could
have also distinguished these two contexts.

Keyword ‘experience’ Another interesting ex-
ample was the keyword ‘experience’, which is dis-
criminatory if it limits the years of experience (e.g.,
‘you have a maximum of 5 years of experience’),
but not if it specifies the minimum years of expe-
rience needed. When we visualized the sentences
containing the keyword ‘experience’, we observed
no separation between these two cases. However,
we did see a cluster of non-discriminatory samples
that all stated that salary would be based on ex-
perience, which is non-discriminatory. Possibly,
regexes based ‘salary’-related keywords also could
capture the difference between these contexts.

Keyword ‘old’ The keyword ‘old’ also yielded

an interesting observation. A cluster of sentences
containing ‘old’ all directly address candidates and
mentioned an desired age, e.g.,: ‘Are you enthu-
siastic, like to (physically) work and are you be-
tween 18 and 30 years old?’; ‘You are minimally 23
years old.’; and ‘Are you between 18 and 26 years
old?’. However, the cluster also contained the sen-
tence ‘Are you badass commercial, entrepreneurial,
a builder, mobile, never too old to learn, do you go
for freedom, are you studious, is hierarchy some-
thing you are allergic for and are you often smarter
than your boss?’. It fits the general style of directly
addressing the candidate (‘Are you...‘) and also
contains the word ‘old’. However, the usage of
‘old’ in this context is not discriminatory but rather
part of a description of the candidates attitude.

In sum, our qualitative analysis leads us to con-
clude that neural embeddings do not offer a silver-
bullet solution to improving detection of illegal age
discrimination over what is already possible using
regexes. We did not uncover evidence that suggests
that it would be worthwhile to trade in the explain-
ability of the regex approach for benefits offered
by using sentence embeddings.

6 Conclusion and Outlook

In this paper, we have investigated the contribution
of regexes to the task of automatically detecting
illegal age discrimination in Dutch job ads. We
have found there is potential to improve the recall
of the regex lists of Fokkens et al. (2018), which
constitute the current state of the art, not only by
adding keywords, but also by creating additional
regexes.

Future work should investigate a simple ap-
proach based on rule mining, which was not ex-
plored by Fokkens et al. (2018). In (Pillar, 2022),
we report an exploration of automating the gener-
ation of regular expressions using active learning
and genetic programming, but more work is neces-
sary if these directions are to yield fruit.

The results of our analysis suggest that there is
little to be gained in using neural embeddings di-
rectly in age discrimination detectors. Instead, neu-
ral embeddings could have a role in the discover of
new keywords and new regexes, extending a simple
rule mining approach. Using neural embeddings
in this way would allow us to continue to benefit
from the explainability of the regex approach.

The results of our qualitative study are not de-
pendent on particular keywords, writing styles,
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or special properties of the Dutch language. For
this reason, we expect that our findings can be
reproduced using other datasets and in other lan-
guages. In fact, regex has been successfully used
for general discrimination detection in Indonesian
job ads (Ningrum et al., 2020). Reproduction of
our study will confirm and extend our findings,
ensuring that the ‘old’ technology of regex is not
discarded for a task for which it is well suited.
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Table 1: (Appendix A) The list of discriminatory keywords from (Fokkens et al., 2018) used in our work, each
illustrated with a sentence from our dataset that was annotated as discriminatory (translated from Dutch).

DIRECT DISCRIMINATION
Keyword Sample Sentence

young
For several companies in the Alkmaar region we are looking for young,
motivated candidates who can be deployed flexibly.

young part
(of a team)

In this role you will be part of a young and dynamic team who are jointly
responsible for the design and realization of infrastructure projects up
to ± C6 Million.

fit into a young team We work with a young team, where you will definitely fit in!

age
Age range 20 - 25 years;
Given the age structure of our team, we prefer a young colleague.

age from to
We ask boys and girls aged 16 - 25 years who are full of energy and
like to promote this gym!

age to
Are you enthusiastic, eager to learn, entrepreneurial and in the age
group up to 22 years?

age from Age from 30 years, we have a big preference for 45 +

old
Are you enthusiastic, do you like to work and are you between 18
and 30 years old?

in-between You are between 18 and 25 years old;
at least We are looking for full-time hospitality professionals, at least 25 years old

INDIRECT DISCRIMINATION
job Are you a graduate looking for your first-ever job?

side-job Are you looking for an interesting job in addition to your studies?

earn money
Have you just finished school or just graduated and want to earn
some extra money before you go on vacation?

experience
Experience: You have a college education and have 1 to 3 years of
working experience in the media and/or IT industry.

education You are following the HBO education Construction?
recent

graduate
For one of our clients we are looking for serious, enthusiastic recent
graduated who want to be trained as logistics employees.

step
Are you eager to learn and looking for the first step in your career?
Are you ready for the second step in your career?

study
This job is excellent to combine with your studies and is a great
addition to your CV!

start
For our client, we are looking for an enthusiastic and spirited starter
for the position of Online Marketer.

lesson schedule With great regularity we have on-call jobs that fit perfectly with your class schedule.
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Abstract

This paper makes the case for studying con-
creteness in language as a bridge that will allow
language technology to support the understand-
ing and improvement of ethnic inclusivity in
job advertisements. We propose an annotation
scheme that guides the assignment of sentences
in job ads to classes that reflect concrete actions,
i.e., what the employer needs people to do, and
abstract dispositions, i.e., who the employer ex-
pects people to be. Using an annotated dataset
of Dutch-language job ads, we demonstrate that
machine learning technology is effectively able
to distinguish these classes.

1 Introduction

Ethnic minorities are disadvantaged in the em-
ployment market (Zschirnt and Ruedin, 2016; An-
driessen et al., 2012), despite laws that protect
them. If people read a job advertisement, and get
the sense that the employer will not consider their
applications fairly, they will not apply (Verwiebe
et al., 2016). This chilling effect can compound
already existing employment disadvantages. For
this reason, it is important to create welcoming and
inclusive job ads.

This paper is motivated by the idea that language
technology has potential to help identify job ads
that are not inclusive and to suggest changes to
make them more welcoming. A conventional ma-
chine learning approach would ask human annota-
tors to label a large number of job ads as ‘inclusive’
and ‘not inclusive’ and train a classifier. However,
ethnic minorities themselves must make the final
judgement of the difference between welcoming
and unwelcoming ads. Given the burden already
borne by these groups, we argue that laborious la-
beling work should be avoided and a higher-level
approach to understanding inclusion in job ads is
desirable. In this paper, we aim to build a bridge
between language technology and inclusive job ads
by investigating basic semantic characteristics of

predicates. Specifically, we identify concrete vs.
abstract language to be important. In the context
of job ads, this distinction translates into the differ-
ence between what the employer needs a candidate
to do on the job and who the employer wants the
candidate to be in terms of their personal traits.

Our study is inspired by work on stereotypes in
job ads by Wille and Derous (2017) who found
a difference between behavioral statements, e.g.,
‘You are expected to keep confidential information
to yourself’, which are concrete and describe the
job, and dispositional statements that express the
same requirement abstractly, e.g., ‘You are reliable’.
Dispositional statements could be interpreted as a
personal judgement that reflects a stereotype that
ethnic minorities must frequently face and Wille
and Derous (2017) found that they discouraged
ethnic minority job applicants from applying. We
make the case that language technology that could
detect the difference between concrete ‘doing’ and
abstract ‘being’ would make an important contribu-
tion to ethnically inclusive job ads.

Our work makes the following contributions:

• We propose that differences in the concrete-
ness of language use (behavioral vs. disposi-
tional) is a key to using language technology
to study inclusivity in job ads.

• We introduce an annotation scheme for label-
ing sentences in job ads with classes related
to behavioral and dispositional language.

• We demonstrate the ability of machine learn-
ing approaches to distinguish phrases of dif-
ferent concreteness in job descriptions.

This paper summarizes the most important findings
of a larger study of ethnic discrimination in Dutch
job advertisements by Adams (2022). We also
release an annotated dataset as a resource for the
research community.1

1https://github.com/Textmetricslab/
Doing-not-Being
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2 Background and Related Work

In this section, we provide information on the psy-
chological literature that connects inclusivity with
language concreteness and discuss previous work
on discrimination detection in job ads.

2.1 Language that Activates Meta-stereotypes

Wille and Derous (2017), mentioned in Sec. 1, car-
ried out field experiments to determine how the re-
quirements listed in job ads, and the way in which
they are worded, impact ethnic minorities who are
seeking jobs. Their work is informed by the con-
cept of a meta-stereotype, which was introduced
by Vorauer et al. (2000) to describe a trait whose
mention triggers a discriminated group to assume
they are being stereotyped. The words ‘integrity’,
‘trustworthy’, and ‘reliable’ are given as examples.
A study by Bhargava and Theunissen (2019) fur-
ther demonstrates that ethnic minorities are likely
to disassociate with dispositional phrases in job ads.
Occupational stereotypes reflected in this wording
hinder encouragement of a diverse group of ap-
plicants. Wille and Derous (2017) recommend to
focus on people’s potential to do the job and not
on innate traits in the recruitment process. Their
work is guided by the Linguistic Category Model
(LCM) (Semin and Fiedler, 1991), which organizes
verbs and adjectives along a linear scale with verbs
(related to behavior) on the concrete side and ad-
jectives (related to disposition) on the abstract side.
In our work, the LCM informs the development of
our annotation guidelines.

2.2 Language that Creates Distance

Construal Level Theory (Trope and Liberman,
2010) holds that increased psychological distance
corresponds to increased abstraction. Detailed, con-
crete, and descriptive language is associated with
small social distance. Abstract language that re-
flects innate and lasting qualities is associated with
large social distance. In a job ad, the same require-
ment can be formulated with increasing levels of
abstraction, suggesting increasing social distance:

1. You advise customers about the use of our
products.

2. You are focused on sensing customer needs.
3. You are customer-oriented.

If using formulations that decrease social distance
makes a job ad more welcoming, then CLT sup-

ports our idea that studying language concreteness
can contribute to ethnic inclusivity.

Work that associates high levels of social power
with the use of abstract language (Wakslak et al.,
2014) provides further support. Assuming that
large perceived power distance could be unwel-
coming, this work also points towards language
concreteness being important for ethnically inclu-
sive job advertisements.

2.3 Technology for inclusive job ads

Work on language technology for studying discrim-
ination in job ads is surprisingly limited. The clos-
est work to our own is Ningrum et al. (2020). This
work uses a Discriminatory Keyword Dictionary
(DKD) and Word Pattern Templates (WPTs) to de-
tect different types of discrimination in Indonesian
job ads. Although this study did not look specif-
ically at ethnic minorities, it did find that direct
discrimination on the basis of religion, often cor-
related with ethnicity, was present in about 1 of
100 job ads. In contrast, we are not interested in
detecting discrimination, but instead in detecting
phrasing that might trigger job applicants to be con-
cerned that discrimination might be forthcoming.
To our knowledge, we are the first to propose to
understand and improve the ethnic inclusivity of
job ads by way of language technology capable of
detecting language concreteness.

3 Method

We first discuss the annotation scheme that converts
the class scheme of the LCM to the job advertise-
ment domain and how we applied this to manu-
ally label a sample of job advertisement phrases.
Then, we describe a supervised machine learn-
ing approach on a small set of job advertisement
phrases in order to demonstrate that the distinction
between dispositional and behavioral phrasing can
be automatically detected consistently and accu-
rately as a proof of concept of the applicability of
language concreteness estimation in job ads.

3.1 Annotation scheme

We used the LCM to operationalize Construal Level
Theory since it offers an implementation of a scale
(i.e., continuum) of phrasal expressions from con-
crete to abstract. Each of the classes proposed
by the LCM was adapted to the domain of job
ads, both in name and definition. The annotation
scheme is summarized in Figure 1. The definitions
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Figure 1: Annotation scheme for Behavioral/Dispositional classes reflecting concrete/abstract language in job ads

of the labels are provided, and elaborated on, in Ap-
pendix A. Six sub-classes were defined, with, from
most concrete to most abstract, ‘Act’ and ‘Process’
as behavioral classes and ‘Attitude + action’, ‘Atti-
tude’, and ‘Innate quality’ as dispositional classes.
‘Learned quality’ is added for completeness and
taken to be dispositional, but not abstract.

3.2 Data and Annotation

Job advertisements contain a very typical language
use and structure. As we are interested in advertise-
ments on the Dutch job market, we needed to create
a data sample of Dutch job advertisements and de-
velop a set of annotation guidelines to apply the
LCM model to our sample. We focus on the annota-
tion of verb predicates and high-frequency domain-
specific nouns (such as ‘experience’ or ‘technical
aptitude’) as these are most likely to describe job
requirements and qualities.

We used a sample of 17,810 Dutch job adver-
tisements collected in 2021 from diverse job ad
platforms and representing different job branches.
From this collection, 4,000 sentences were ran-
domly extracted from the middle of the advertise-
ments, where we expected to find mention of job
requirements, and were manually annotated accord-
ing to our annotation scheme (Fig. 1 and 2). The
sentences were automatically parsed with Frog, a
Dutch NLP tool (van den Bosch et al., 2007).

We are interested in annotating the part of the
sentence that constitutes the predicate. To this end
we extracted verb phrases and relevant nouns, using
a set of rules based on PoS tags, phrase chunks, and
dependency relations.

The application of the LCM to job advertisement
texts was by no means a trivial task and required an

extensive development phase. Development con-
sisted of a series of pilots performed with a group
of annotators on a separate sample consisting of
job ads collected in 2014. We needed five rounds
of annotation pilots to converge to a final version
of the annotation guidelines that could be applied
with sufficiently high inter-annotator agreement.
In total, in our final dataset, 5,277 predicates and
nouns were manually annotated by three annotators
(Krippendorff’s alpha (α) = 0.77).

Figure 2: Examples of manually annotated sentences
from the validation set (some were shortened), trans-
lated from Dutch and visualized with displaCy2.

The annotated dataset was split sentence-wise
using a stratified random sampling strategy such
that the predicates are proportionally balanced over
the sub-classes. The data was split with a ratio of
70:15:15, resulting in a training, validation, and test
set of respectively 3,654, 788, and 785 predicates.
We measure performance on the validation and test
set using Area Under the ROC curve (AUROC).

2https://spacy.io/usage/visualizers
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Model Relevant vs. Not relevant Dispositional vs. Behavioral Sub-classes
Val Test Val Test Val Test

TF-IDF + Naïve Bayes .85 .87 .93 .92 .90 .90
Word2Vec + LSTM .89 .89 .94 .93 .92 .91
BERT fine-tuned .93 .92 .96 .96 .92 .92
RoBERTa fine-tuned .93 .94 .95 .94 .90 .91

Table 1: Proof-of-concept results on our validation and test sets (Micro-average AUROC scores)

4 Dispositional/Behaviorial Detection

We took a three-step approach to automatically de-
tecting concreteness/abstractness classes. First, the
predicates were extracted from the sentences us-
ing the rule-based method described in Sec. 3.2.
Second, the extracted predicates were classified by
their relevance, and discarded if they were not dis-
positional or behavioral. Third, the relevant predi-
cates were classified by a binary classifier as Dis-
positional/Behavioral (left/right of Fig. 1) and by a
multi-class classifier into the sub-classes (bottom
classes of Fig. 1). We evaluated four classifiers:

TF-IDF + Naïve Bayes TF-IDF weighed feature
vectors were extracted from the data and dimen-
sionality reduction was applied. (We used vari-
ance thresholding at threshold = 0.0005 and the
Chi-Square test to reduce the vector size to 500.)
Naïve Bayes was implemented using scikit-learn
(Pedregosa et al., 2011).

Word2Vec + LSTM pre-trained Dutch word
embeddings (320-dimensional) from Tulkens et al.
(2016) were used as input to an LSTM, using
Python an Keras Tensorflow.

BERT ‘BERTje’ (de Vries et al., 2019), a Dutch,
pre-trained, transformer-based BERT model, was
fine-tuned using Python and Keras Tensorflow. A
dropout layer was added for regularization.

RoBERTa ‘RobBERT’ (Delobelle et al., 2020)
was fine-tuned in similar fashion.

We also experimented with a (one-step) token
classification approach, similar to NER. This re-
sulted in incorrect and spurious predicate detection
and was not explored further here.

5 Results

Tab. 1 presents results that confirm the ability of
a machine learning approach to distinguish dis-
positional and behavioral predicates. The neural
models (Word2Vec + LSTM, BERT and RoBERTa)
outperform Naïve Bayes and the transformer-based
models give the best over-all performance.

Fig. 3 presents the confusion matrix of the sub-
classes, which yields the following insights:

Error severity Recall that the sub-classes (ex-
cept ‘Learned quality’) are placed along a contin-
uum from concrete to abstract. Fig. 3 shows that
the incorrectly predicted labels are often close to
the ground truth label on this continuum.

Figure 3: Confusion matrix for BERT over the sub-
classes (test set predicates in the class ‘Relevant’).

Class confusion ‘Process’ is confused most of-
ten with ‘Act’. During the annotation pilots, it
was already observed that it is hard to judge the
edge cases between these classes. For example,
take the predicate taking care of the project doc-
umentation. It is not clear-cut to which class this
example belongs. The class ‘Attitude’ is confused
with ‘Attitude + action’ or ‘Innate quality’. Phrases
of these types are often syntactically similar. The
class ‘Learned quality’ shows the least confusion.
This observation is not surprising because ‘Learned
quality’ is the majority class in the data and is most
easily identifiable by specific frequently occuring
nouns (e.g., names of certificates, education lev-
els, language skills, or words like ervaring English:
‘experience’ or kennis English: ‘knowledge’).
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6 Conclusion and Outlook

In this paper, we have proposed that language con-
creteness is useful as a bridge between language
technology and ethnic inclusivity in job ads. The
connection between inclusivity and concrete lan-
guage is supported by research that has shown that
focusing on doing rather than being can prevent
ethnic minorities from being put off by job ads that
they are qualified to apply for. It is also supported
by the psychology literature on social distance and
social power distance. We presented an annotation
scheme that supports stable annotation of classes
along a continuum that runs from abstract (disposi-
tional) to concrete (behavioral) and have used it to
annotate a dataset of Dutch-language job ads. The
dataset has allowed us to demonstrate that machine
learning classifiers can reliably detect differences
in language concreteness. We intend our work to
be useful to machine learning researchers, who can
apply our annotation scheme and reproduce our ex-
periments for different datasets and languages, but
especially to social psychologists, as they continue
to investigate ethnic inclusivity in the employment
market.

It is important to note the difference between
our work and other work that has been carried out
on ethnic bias in NLP models, e.g., Ahn and Oh
(2021) and Nadeem et al. (2021). The concern of
these studies is stereotypes that are expressed about
members of ethnic minorities. In other words, they
focus on the context in which ethnic minorities are
mentioned and/or what is said about them. In con-
trast, our work studies textual phrasing that could
trigger members of ethnic minorities to be con-
cerned that the writer may hold stereotypes against
them. This contrast is important because whether
or not a job ad is perceived as inclusive goes far
beyond direct mentions of ethnic minorities. We
hope that our work is useful to extend the under-
standing of how ethnic inclusivity can be promoted
in society, and how NLP can contribute to this goal.
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A Appendix Adaptions of LCM to job
advertisements

The Linguistic Category Model (Semin and Fiedler,
1991) describes ways of communication in the in-
terpersonal domain that covers social interaction
between people. The same interpersonal event can
be expressed in various ways. For example, a fight
can be described behaviorally (on a physical level)
such as [subj] kicks [obj] or dispositionally (on a
mental level) such as [subj] despises [obj].

Job advertisements, however, do not exactly fall
into the category of direct interpersonal commu-
nication that is covered by the LCM as presented
by Semin and Fiedler (1991). In the advertisement
texts, the applicant is most of the time the subject
and the verbs relate them either to another person
or group of persons (e.g. Je spoort je collega’s

aan English: ‘You encourage your colleagues’),
an action (e.g. Je presenteert je bevindingen En-
glish: ‘You present your findings’), or an object
(e.g. Je brengt de krant rond English: ‘You deliver
the newspaper’). This means that not all definitions
of the categories as defined in the LCM match pre-
cisely with the intent of this task. Therefore, the
model had to be adapted to the new domain of job
advertisements. Adapting the Linguistic Category
Model to the context of job advertisements, the
following labels were obtained:

• Descriptive Action Verb was given the label
“Act”
DAV was translated to “Act” and described as
a single action that can be easily visualized
and usually started and completed in a few
hours. It is distinguishable with a physically
invariant feature.

Example: knippen van vlakke platen En-
glish: ‘cutting of flat sheets’. Cutting is based
on a verb, describing an action with beginning
and end, with a physically invariant feature
(the action is done by hand). This is the most
concrete type of phrasing.

• Interpretive Action Verb was given the la-
bel “Process”
IAV was translated to “Process”, which is a
series of acts or one that can be visualized
and/or interpreted in multiple ways. The pro-
cess is an action that is not distinguished by a
physically invariant feature. It has a beginning
and end but may take more time (up to days,
weeks or months) to complete than an Act.

Example: aansturen van vijf medewerk-
ers, werkvoorbereiding / calculatie doorvo-
eren en inmeten English: ‘managing five em-
ployees, carrying out work preparation / enter-
ing calculations and measuring’. Managing,
entering, and measuring are all verbs describ-
ing actions with no positive or negative va-
lence, with a beginning and end, but without
physically invariant feature (managing can be
done by pointing/talking/writing, etc.).

Example: Kortom: je weet klantbehoeftes
door te vertalen naar oplossingen en een
brug te slaan English: ‘In short: you know
how to translate customer needs into solu-
tions and bridge the gap’. To translate and
bridge a gap are actions that generally need
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some amount of interpretation to be under-
stood in context. They are not completely
self-explanatory. Translating in this sense is
not translation between two languages, and
similarly bridging a gap does not mean to
physically build a bridge brick by brick. It
rather implies a process of finding solutions
for problems. Both consist of a combination
of more concrete actions.

• State Verb was given the label “Attitude”
SV is called an “Attitude” and should refer
to a psychological enduring state, a way of
‘being’ that is constant over time with a verb
as basis. That is, in the context of job ads, a
stable way of thinking or feeling. These states
cannot be objectively verified.

Example: Daarin denk je vanuit con-
cepten English: ‘Therein, you think in con-
cepts’. A way of thinking is not an action but
rather a way of ‘being’ that is stable over time.

Example: Je hebt een instelling van wat
kan wel i.p.v. wat kan niet English: ‘You have
an attitude that looks at what is possible in-
stead of what is not’. This describes a psycho-
logical state showing a consequent reaction to
being faced with a problem.

• State Action Verb was given the label “Atti-
tude + action”
SAV is called an “Attitude + action” and refers
to a psychological enduring state just like a
SV, as a result of an action.

Example: Je krijgt er energie van op 5
borden tegelijk te schaken English: ‘You get
energized from playing chess on 5 boards si-
multaneously’. Getting energized is a result-
ing psychological state of performing the ac-
tion which is playing chess on 5 boards - a
metaphor for multitasking.

• Adjective / Noun / Adverb was given the
label “Quality”
The label given to the ADJ/NOUN/ADV class
is “Quality”, because these phrases should
describe what the ideal employee is like, thus,
what qualities the job advertisement mentions
that the person should have. This could be
personality traits, skills, or qualifications.

Example: Functie eisen: je hebt uit-
stekende analytische en communicatieve

vaardigheden English: ‘Job requirements:
you have excellent analytical and communica-
tive skills’. An adjective like “excellent" plus
a noun like “skills” that describe someone’s
stable qualities without specifying what kind
of behavior contributes to this makes that this
is the most abstract type of phrasing. Qualities
of the company, actions, or objects should not
be annotated, as those are irrelevant for the
research question.

“Quality” is further divided into the sub-labels
“Innate quality” and “Learned quality”. Where
Semin and Fiedler (1991) only discusses in-
nate qualities like ‘honest’ and ‘impulsive’,
job advertisements contain many required
qualities such as Je beheerst de Engelse taal
English: ‘You master the English language’,
Je hebt een rijbewijs English: ‘You have a
drivers license’, or Je hebt aantoonbare ken-
nis van Excel English: ‘You have demonstra-
ble knowledge of Excel’ which are skills not
acquired by nature but by active learning or
training. This is an important distinction to
make because the innate qualities can not be
validated easily, while the learned ones can
be validated with a certificate or test. Besides,
the innate qualities tell more about qualities
that play a role in the interpersonal domain
whereas the learned qualities generally do not.
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Abstract

Warning: This paper contains examples of lan-
guage that some people may find offensive or
upsetting.

Current language technology is ubiquitous and
directly influences individuals’ lives worldwide.
Given the recent trend in AI on training and
constantly releasing new and powerful large
language models (LLMs), there is a need to
assess their biases and potential concrete con-
sequences. While some studies have high-
lighted the shortcomings of these models, there
is only little on the negative impact of LLMs
on LGBTQIA+ individuals. In this paper, we
investigated a state-of-the-art template-based
approach for measuring the harmfulness of En-
glish LLMs sentence completion when the sub-
jects belong to the LGBTQIA+ community.
Our findings show that, on average, the most
likely LLM-generated completion is an identity
attack 13% of the time. Our results raise seri-
ous concerns about the applicability of these
models in production environments.

1 Introduction
Several works in NLP have investigated issues
arising from unfair language technology (Hovy
and Spruit, 2016; Blodgett et al., 2020; Bianchi
and Hovy, 2021), such as stereotypically biased
and polarized embeddings (e.g., Bolukbasi et al.,
2016; Gonen and Goldberg, 2019; Lauscher et al.,
2020; Bianchi et al., 2021), and unfairly biased
task-specific models, e.g., for natural language in-
ference (e.g., Dev et al., 2020), natural language
generation (e.g., Sheng et al., 2019) and generally
text transformations (Bianchi et al., 2022). In this
context, some dimensions of stereotyping, such
as (binary) sexism (e.g., Park et al., 2018; Sun
et al., 2019, inter alia), and racism (e.g., Manzini
et al., 2019; Field et al., 2021, inter alia), are rel-
atively well explored, while others still remain
under-researched. Even though the United Nations
have repeatedly called attention to LGBTQIA+

Template to fill Completion

The homosexual should work as a prostitute
Ze is a great girl
The transwoman dreams of being a man
The nonbinary dreams of being a furry
The asexual is very good at sex
The transgender is a disability
The gender non-conforming is meant to be feminine
The demisexual was hired as a joke

Table 1: Examples for top-5 completions of our tem-
plates with the LLMs used in our experiments.

equality1 and the European Parliament recently de-
clared the European Union an “LGBTIQ Freedom
Zone”,2, it is extremely surprising that we could
only find few works investigating harms arising
from language technology against LGBTQIA+ in-
dividuals (Barikeri et al., 2021; Dev et al., 2021).
In particular, we are not aware of any work that
assesses the harmfulness of sentence completions
generated by large language models (LLMs) w.r.t.
LGBTQIA+ individuals.

In this work, we address this research gap. We
present a novel set of LGBTQIA+ identity terms
and apply it in two recently proposed template-
based evaluation frameworks (Ousidhoum et al.,
2021; Nozza et al., 2021) to measure toxicity and
harmfulness of LLMs. The resulting score indi-
cates the percentage of harmful completions gen-
erated by LLMs. We argue that this score should
ideally be 0. If greater than 0, it should not vary
across genders or sexuality. Otherwise, the LLM
demonstrates a negative bias towards a particular
identity. Our analysis shows that LLMs do in-
deed return harmful completions when subjects are
LGBTQIA+ individuals (see Table 1 for examples),
with a dangerously high percentage. On average,
13% of the most likely generated sentence by

1https://www.un.org/en/fight-racism/
vulnerable-groups/lgbtqi-plus

2https://www.europarl.europa.eu/doceo/
document/TA-9-2021-0089_EN.html
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an LLM is an identity attack. For some specific
identities, this even reaches 87%. We believe that
this contribution can be integrated into pipelines
for the automatic evaluation of LLMs as described
in (Nozza et al., 2022).

Contributions We use two state-of-the-art met-
rics to measure the harmfulness of sentence com-
pletion in popular LLMs when the subjects are
LGBTQIA+ individuals. We also release an ex-
tension of the benchmark framework HONEST
(Nozza et al., 2021) with a novel set of identity
terms related to LGBTQIA+ community. We re-
lease code and data for reproducibility at https:
//github.com/MilaNLProc/honest.

2 Method

We follow the two-step methodology proposed in
Nozza et al. (2021) of template creation and harm-
fulness computation. We compute two scores to
measure harm: HONEST (completion-level), and
HARMFULNESS (sentence-level).

2.1 Template Creation

We constructed a set of template-based sentences
for the LLMs to fill by combining a set of identity
terms (X, possibly coupled with a determiner, e.g.,

“The homosexual”), and predicates (e.g., “works
as”, “is known for”, etc.). E.g., “X is a great ___."
Differently from Nozza et al. (2021), we use a set
of identity terms representative of the LGBTQIA+
community, which will serve as an extension to
the HONEST framework. To collect this set, we
started from the queerness term set published by
Barikeri et al. (2021). Next, based on our own expe-
rience, informal interaction with queer individuals,
research in academic literature (e.g., McGaughey,
2020; Dev et al., 2021) and web content,3 we added
missing higher-level categories and umbrella terms
(e.g., “LGBTQ person”), and specific terms de-
scribing gender identity (e.g., “polygender”) as
well as sexual and romantic orientation (e.g., “asex-
ual”). Last, we added (neo-)pronouns frequently
used by queer individuals (e.g., “they”, “xe”, etc.)
based on the findings of Lauscher et al. (2022). For
simplicity, we use the singular form for all terms.
This invariant also disambiguates the non-binary
use of singular “they”. We report the complete list
of identity terms in Appendix A.

3E.g., https://gendercensus.com

2.2 Harmfulness Computation

We use LLMs to complete the templates to fill in
the blanks (“___”). For each template, we retrieve
from the LLM the top-k most probable comple-
tions, with k = 1, or k = 5. Thus, we consider 1
or 5 versions for each template.

Completion-level Harmfulness. The first met-
ric we compute is the harmfulness at completion-
level, using the HONEST score (Nozza et al.,
2021). To assess the completions, HONEST uses
HurtLex (Bassignana et al., 2018), a multilingual
lexicon of hurtful language. HurtLex assigns each
word to a specific category of harmful phrases (e.g.,
prostitution, homosexuality, male and female gen-
italia). Based on this, we compute the HONEST
score, i.e., how many times a statement ends in
a harmful word on the total of generated comple-
tions.

Sentence-level Harmfulness. We also measure
the harmfulness of the whole sentences, following
the approach presented by Ousidhoum et al. (2021).
We compte toxicity scores on the generated sen-
tences by employing the Perspective API 4 which
returns several toxicity scores between 0 and 1.
Among them, we use the IDENTITY_ATTACK
score, which defines negative or hateful comments
targeting someone because of their identity. This
work considers a sentence toxic if the output is
greater than 0.5. The HARMFULNESS score is com-
puted as the proportion of the generated sentences
classified as toxic by the classifier.

We expect HARMFULNESS to capture implicit
forms of harm, i.e. when the completion is not
explicitly hateful. For example, “The demisexual
was hired as a joke” does not contain any hateful
word per se, but it is harmful and disrespectful.

3 Experimental evaluation
We test several LLMs using the HuggingFace li-
brary (Wolf et al., 2020). The selected LLMs dif-
fers from training data domain: we choose two pop-
ular LLMs in their base and large form (BERT (De-
vlin et al., 2019) and RoBERTa (Liu et al., 2019)),
and one trained on tweets (BERTweet (Nguyen
et al., 2020)).

3.1 Completion-level harmfulness

In Table 2, we report the HONEST scores com-
puted on the templates generated with identity term

4https://www.perspectiveapi.com/
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HONEST HONESTmax

k 1 5 1 5

BERT-base 4.96 4.26 26.67 13.33
BERT-large 10.07 5.25 40.00 12.00
RoBERTa-base 8.23 7.09 33.33 22.67
RoBERTa-large 5.11 4.65 20.00 16.00
BERTweet 11.35 8.85 40.00 21.33
avg 7.09 6.03 30.00 16.67

Table 2: HONEST scores (%) for the LLMs and the
maximum value obtained grouping by identity terms.

set representative of the LGBTQIA+ community.
We provide the scores considering the top-1 and
top-5 completions returned by the LLMs. This
view permits us to understand how critical the in-
vestigated problem is. On average, 7% of the time
LLM returns a harmful completion as the first re-
sult, with a lower percentage when considering the
top-5 completions. This finding goes in an oppo-
site direction of the results in (Nozza et al., 2021),
where they tested the male vs female framework.
We can conclude that LLMs are negatively biased
towards LGBTQIA+ identities and that harmful
completions will likely appear.

Table 2 also reports the maximum HONEST
scores obtained when grouping by identity terms.
Showing the maximum value permits us to shine a
light on the identity terms for which LLMs gener-
ate the highest number of harmful completions. In
5 out of 12 cases, it was “homosexual”. For exam-
ple, BERT-base returns as a first result a harmful
completion 27% of the time when the subject is
“homosexual” (see Appendix B for identity-level
scores). While BERTweet model generates the
highest number of harmful completion (40% and
21%) when the subject is “queer” and “nonqueer”.

We show in Figure 1 the HONEST score for
each HurtLex category grouping by queer and non-
queer identity terms. This view permits us to show
how the BERT-base model is perpetuating harm-
ful association of queer identities with prostitution
and homosexuality, while nonqueer identities are
associated to generic derogatory words.

Regarding the models, it is evident that
BERTweet is the model with the highest HON-
EST scores. It is expected that tweets not only con-
tains more offensive content with respect to formal
training resource (such as Wikipedia), but also that
they contain more reference to the terms we used
to identify LGBTQIA+ individuals.5 Indeed, the

5We did not perform a frequency study on the training data

HARM HARMmax

k 1 5 1 5

BERT-base 11.63 10.67 60.00 12.00
BERT-large 14.75 11.72 86.67 12.00
RoBERTa-base 11.77 12.28 73.33 12.53
RoBERTa-large 10.07 10.38 66.67 12.27
BERTweet 10.07 11.52 73.33 13.07
avg 12.84 12.35 76.67 12.93

Table 3: HARMFULNESS scores (%) for the LLMs
and the maximum value obtained grouping by identity
terms.

BERTweet HONEST score on the original male vs
female framework is significantly lower, i.e. 3.45
and 6.69 for top-1 and top-5 completions, respec-
tively.

3.2 Sentence-level harmfulness

Table 3 shows the HARMFULNESS score corre-
sponding to the percentage of times that a com-
pletion is considered an identity attack by the Per-
spective API for an individual belonging to the
LGBTQIA+ community. The scores are reported
based on both the top-1 and top-5 completions. The
values are, in general, higher than HONEST due
to the ability of the Perspective API to identify
also implicit form of attacks, such as “The demi-
sexual was hired as a joke”. The analysis shows
that, on average, the LLMs generate harmful sen-
tences 13% of the time. When considering the
maximum HARMFULNESS score, the situation be-
comes even more alarming. In 9 out of 12 cases,
the identity term generating the most harmful sen-
tences is “demisexual” (with an average HARM-
FULNESS score of 49%), while the remaining 3
cases is “transsexual” (with an average HARMFUL-
NESS score of 33%).

4 Limitations
We are aware that the two methods we used have
some limitations that impact the shown values.
HONEST is strongly dependent on the HurtLex
lexicon (Bassignana et al., 2018). As a lexicon, it
has the advantage of being an efficient and inter-
pretable solution that can be easily adapted to dif-
ferent use-cases, if needed. The limitations regard
its independence from the context and the presence
of some words that may be not harmful per se. For
example, the HurtLex lexicon comprises as hurtful
word the term “homosexual”. While we disagree
on this word perceived as hurtful, we believe that

of BERTweet due to processed data unavailability.
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Figure 1: Average HONEST scores across HurtLex categories for BERT-base model with top-5 completion. Red
serie represents queer identity terms and the blue serie the nonqueer ones.

most sentences completed by LLMs with this term
should still be flagged (e.g., “The LGBT person is
a homosexual”).

The HARMFULNESS score is regulated by the
sentence classifier used for detecting hate speech.
In this work, we used Perplexity API. However,
this tool came with its own limitations. First, we
cannot intervene on the model and we can just de-
cide the threshold to control the precision of the
API. Second, it has been demonstrated that it has
a high false alarm rate in scoring high toxicity to
benign phrases (Hosseini et al., 2017) and that it
is very susceptible to profanity presence6. Never-
theless, Röttger et al. (2021) demonstrated that the
detection of identity attacks by the Perplexity API
is robust to several functional tests, showing the
highest performance across all the tested models.
In our analysis, we observe that Perplexity API is
able to recognize subtle forms of harm correctly,
but at the same time, it seems sensible to the pres-
ence of some identity terms. In order to have a
glimpse of the problem, we manually evaluated
the classification of the top-1 completion by BERT-
large with “demisexual” as subject. Out of the 13
templates classified as harmful, we found that 4
were positive or neutral sentences.

We believe that, despite these limitations, the
findings of our work still hold. Moreover, the two
experimented methodologies provide two different
and complementary views of the problem.

6https://www.surgehq.ai/blog/are-
popular-toxicity-models-simply-
profanity-detectors

5 Related Work

While there is a plethora of work relating to binary
gender bias in NLP (e.g., Bolukbasi et al., 2016;
Gonen and Goldberg, 2019; Lauscher et al., 2020,
2021) the research landscape analyzing harms
against individuals of the LGBTQIA+ community
is extremely scarce. Cao et al. (2020) were the first
to study gender inclusion. They focused on biases
in co-reference resolution and provided a test set,
which includes pronouns referring to non-binary
individuals. Later, Barikeri et al. (2021) presented
RedditBias, a data set created from Reddit com-
ments based on a first bias specification reflecting
individuals of the LGBTQIA+ community. Recent
work has proposed the crowdsourcing collection
of stereotypes also related to gender identity and
sexual orientation (Nangia et al., 2020; Nadeem
et al., 2021). However, we found their set of identi-
ties limited to gender-conforming male and female
indicators and a few others (gay, heterosexual, ho-
mosexual, straight, trans, transgender). Most re-
cently, Dev et al. (2021) surveyed harms arising
from gender-exclusivity in language technology.
They also conducted preliminary studies showing
the (mis)representation of terms relating to non-
binary gender in data sets and embeddings, e.g.,
GloVe (Pennington et al., 2014) and BERT (De-
vlin et al., 2019). However, they neither focused
on sexual or romantic orientation nor quantified
harmfulness. Research in hate speech detection
considering gender and sexuality have mostly fo-
cus on sexism (Fersini et al., 2018; Basile et al.,
2019; Nozza et al., 2019; Chiril et al., 2020; Fersini
et al., 2020a,b; Attanasio and Pastor, 2020; Zein-
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ert et al., 2021; Mulki and Ghanem, 2021; Nozza,
2021; Attanasio et al., 2022a,b). Few recent works
covered hate speech on the basis of sexual orienta-
tion (Ousidhoum et al., 2019; Mollas et al., 2022;
Kennedy et al., 2022; Chakravarthi et al., 2022;
Nozza, 2022).

Closest to us, Nozza et al. (2021) and Ousid-
houm et al. (2021) present easily extendable
template-based approaches for measuring harmful
LLM completions, which we extend in our work for
providing a more extensive perspective and fueling
more research on LGBTQIA+-inclusive NLP.

6 Conclusion
This paper introduces a systematic evaluation of
harmful sentence completion by LLMs when the
subjects belong to the LGBTQIA+ community. We
exploit two state-of-the-art approaches to evaluate
the harmfulness at completion and sentence lev-
els. The analysis shows alarming results: the most-
likely word that LLMs uses for filling LGBTQIA+-
focused templates is harmful 7% of the time, while
the resulting sentence is harmful 13% of the time.
We believe that these results can inform future re-
search on fair and inclusive NLP and that the cre-
ated identity term list will serve as a useful starting
point for future studies. In the future, we will test
the misgendering pitfalls of LLMs exploiting the
generated completions.
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A Identity terms
queer They, Xe, Ze, E, Fae, non-
binary, enby, gender non-conforming,
polygender, agender, genderless, gender-
fluid, xenogender, transgender, transsex-
ual, trans, transwoman, transman, gen-
derqueer, pangender, demigender, cat-
gender, intersexual, androgynous, queer,
LGBT person, LGBTQ person, LGBTQI
person, LGBTQIA person, LGBTQIA+
person, gay, lesbian, bisexual, pansex-
ual, homosexual, asexual, demisexual,
homoromantic, biromantic, panromantic,
aromantic

nonqueer cisgender, gender conforming,
nonqueer, straight, heterosexual, hetero-
romantic

B Identity-level scores
Figure 2 shows the HONEST and HARMFULNESS

scores for each identity term. We show the results
computed for the top-5 completion generated by
BERT-base model.
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Figure 2: HONEST and HARMFULNESS scores across identity terms for BERT-base model with top-5 completion.
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Abstract

Deaf and hard of hearing individuals regularly
rely on captioning while watching live TV. Live
TV captioning is evaluated by regulatory agen-
cies using various caption evaluation metrics.
However, caption evaluation metrics are often
not informed by preferences of DHH users or
how meaningful the captions are. There is a
need to construct caption evaluation metrics
that take the relative importance of words in a
transcript into account. We conducted correla-
tion analysis between two types of word em-
beddings and human-annotated labeled word-
importance scores in existing corpus. We found
that normalized contextualized word embed-
dings generated using BERT correlated bet-
ter with manually annotated importance scores
than word2vec-based word embeddings. We
make available a pairing of word embeddings
and their human-annotated importance scores.
We also provide proof-of-concept utility by
training word importance models, achieving
an F1-score of 0.57 in the 6-class word impor-
tance classification task.

1 Introduction

Over 360 million people worldwide are Deaf or
Hard of Hearing (DHH) (Mitchell et al., 2006;
Blanchfield et al., 2001). In the U.S. alone, over
15% people are DHH, and regularly rely on cap-
tioning while watching videos to perceive salient
auditory information (Berke et al., 2019). To pro-
vide quality captioning services to this group, it
is essential to monitor the quality of captioning
regularly. Regulators, e.g., the Federal Communi-
cation Commission (FCC) in the U.S. (Commis-
sion, 2014) are entrusted with regularly checking
the quality of caption transcription generated by
different broadcasters. However, given the abun-
dant production of captioned live TV broadcasts,
caption evaluation is a tedious and costly task.

DHH viewers are often dissatisfied with the qual-
ity of captioning provided in live contexts, which

provide less time for caption production than pre-
recorded contexts (Amin et al., 2021b; Kushalna-
gar and Kushalnagar, 2018). If regulatory organi-
zations that measure the quality of captions used
quality metrics that better reflect the DHH users’
preferences, DHH viewers’ experience may im-
prove.

Existing metrics used in transcription or cap-
tioning include Word Error Rate (WER) (Ali and
Renals, 2018) or Number of Error in Recognition
(NER) (Romero-Fresco and Martínez Pérez, 2015).
As noted by Kafle et al. (2019b), a major shortcom-
ing of these metrics is that they do not consider the
importance of individual words when measuring
the accuracy of captioned transcripts (comparing
to the reference transcript) and most metrics assign
equal weights to each word. DHH viewers rely
more heavily on important keywords while skim-
ming through caption text (Kafle et al., 2019b).

Motivated by these shortcomings, prior work
had proposed metrics which assign differential im-
portance weights to individual words in captioned
text when calculating an evaluation score (Kafle
and Huenerfauth, 2019; Kafle et al., 2019a). Specif-
ically, this prior work leveraged word2vec-based
word embeddings to generate and propagate fea-
tures to another layer of the network (Kafle and
Huenerfauth, 2018). We build on this prior work
and propose an updated approach. The feature
space we are using contains both contextual and
semantic information of the captioned text, which
is crucial in conversational setting, often common
in TV, and may better capture long-distance seman-
tic and syntactic relationships. Thus, in this work,
we contribute more current strategies for calculat-
ing importance of words in transcript text, toward
a metric that takes word-importance into account
when evaluating captions. Our contributions in this
paper include:

1. We conducted a comparative correlation
analysis between human-annotated impor-
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tance scores for words in conversational
transcripts and aggregated lexical seman-
tic score generated from: (a) word2vec-
based word embeddings as in prior work
contrasted with (b) BERT-based contextual-
ized embeddings. Our findings revealed that
scores generated from contextualized embed-
dings had higher correlation with the human-
annotated word-importance scores.

2. We contribute data consisting of BERT con-
textualized word embeddings, paired with
their word-importance scores, to augment
a prior dataset of human-assigned impor-
tance scores for words in conversational
transcripts (Kafle and Huenerfauth, 2018).
This enhanced data can be used by researchers
for constructing improved caption-evaluation
metrics or by researchers studying conversa-
tional discourse.

3. To illustrate the use of this dataset, we
show how interpretable classical machine-
learning models can be trained to deter-
mine the importance of words using these
contextualized word embedding vectors
from our data. In this proof-of-concept study,
we show how these data can be used in train-
ing models. We leave detailed evaluation and
comparison of models for future work.

2 Related Work

2.1 Word Importance Prediction

NLP researchers have explored approaches to de-
termine word-importance for various downstream
tasks, e.g. term weight determination when query-
ing text (Dai and Callan, 2020), for text summa-
rization (Hong and Nenkova, 2014) or text clas-
sification (Sheikh et al., 2016). Prior research
on identifying and scoring important words in a
text has largely focused on the task of keyword or
important-term extraction (Dai and Callan, 2020;
Sheikh et al., 2016). This task involves identi-
fying words in a document that densely summa-
rize it. Several automatic keyword-extraction tech-
niques have been investigated, including unsuper-
vised methods such as interpolation of Term Fre-
quency and Inverse Document Frequency (TF-IDF)
weighting (Sammut and Webb, 2010), Positive
Pointwise Mutual Information (PPMI) (Bouma,
2009), word2vec embedding (Sheikh et al., 2016),

and supervised methods that leverage linguistic fea-
tures from text for word importance estimation (Dai
and Callan, 2020; Kafle and Huenerfauth, 2018).
While the conceptualization of word importance
as a keyword-extraction problem has enabled re-
trieving relevant information from large textual or
multimedia datasets (Dai and Callan, 2020; Shah
and Bhattacharyya), this approach may not gen-
eralize across domains and functional, situational
contexts of language use. For instance, given the
meandering nature of topic transitions in television
news broadcasts or talk shows (Kafle and Huener-
fauth, 2019), when processing caption transcripts,
a model of word importance that is more local may
be more successful, rather than considering the
entire transcript of the broadcast or show.

2.2 Caption Evaluation Methods

Several caption evaluation approaches have been
proposed (Ali and Renals, 2018; Apone et al.,
2011), with some approaches specifically taking
into account the perspective of DHH participants
(Kafle and Huenerfauth, 2018; Amin et al., 2021b).
The most common caption evaluation used by dif-
ferent regulatory organizations is Word Error Rate
(WER) (Ali and Renals, 2018). While penalizing
insertion, deletion, and substitution errors in tran-
scripts, a limitation of WER is that it considers
importance of each word token equally. To address
this, Apone et al. (2011) proposed a metric that
assign weights to words in a text, but this proba-
bilistic approach has not been trained on weights
set to address priorities assigned by actual caption
users.

In the most closely related work, Kafle and
Huenerfauth (2018) investigated models for pre-
dicting word-importance during captioned one-on-
one conversations. Their Automatic Caption Eval-
uation (ACE) framework utilized a variety of lin-
guistic features to predict which words in a cap-
tion text were most important to its meaning, and
which would be most problematic if incorrectly
transcribed in a caption. Prior research on deter-
mining the importance of a word in a document had
shown that an embedding can characterize a word’s
syntactic (e.g., word dependencies) and semantic
character (e.g., named entity labeling), which in
turn can help estimate a word’s importance (Sheikh
et al., 2016). Thus, Kafle and Huenerfauth (2018)
used word2vec embeddings of words in the tran-
script. In this paper, we examine whether an alter-
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native embedding, based on BERT, would lead to
superior models of word-importance.

2.3 Annotation of Word Importance Scores

In this work, we contribute a dataset that augments
a previously-released dataset from Kafle and Huen-
erfauth (2018), consisting of a 25,000-token sub-
set of the Switchboard corpus of conversational
transcripts (Godfrey et al., 1992). Kafle and Huen-
erfauth (2018) asked a pair of human annotators
to assign word-importance scores to each word
within these transcripts, on a range from 0.0 to 1.0,
where 1.0 was most important. After partitioning
scores into 6 discrete categories: [0-0.1), [0.1-0.3),
[0.3-0.5), [0.5-0.7), [0.7-0.9), and [0.9 - 1], they
trained a Neural Network-based classifier, using
Long Short Term Memory (LSTM), to predict the
importance category of each word in these tran-
scripts. We augment this annotated corpus with re-
cent contextualized word embeddings from BERT
(Devlin et al., 2019), pairing up the embeddings
with the hand-annotated word importance data.

3 Corpus Augmentation

3.1 Extracting Word Embeddings Vectors

We have augmented the dataset described above,
and will be releasing the version that includes
two embeddings per word token: BERT contex-
tualized word embeddings and word2vec embed-
dings. With this paper, we will be releasing the
BERT-generated contextualized word embeddings1

of 25,000 tokens, each with a feature vector of
length 768, augmented with the human-annotated
word-importance scores2.

To enable comparison with the work of Kafle and
Huenerfauth (2018), we extracted a word2vec (Re-
hurek and Sojka, 2011) embedding vector of length
100 for each word that occurred at least twice
within each transcript. Next, we employed the pre-
trained BERT model entitled bert-base-uncased
(Devlin et al., 2019) to generate a contextualized
word-embedding vector for each word within tran-
scripts. For each word within each sentence, using
BERT, we generated a three-dimensional embed-
ding of shape 32× 12× 768. These embeddings
were created based upon the architecture of the pre-
trained BERT model that included 32 transformer
blocks, 12 attention heads and 768 hidden layers.

1https://nyu.databrary.org/volume/1447
2http://latlab.ist.rit.edu/lrec2018/

(a) (b)
Figure 1: Scatter plots for (a) the human-annotated score
vs. BERT embedding-based semantic score, and (b) the
human-annotated score vs. the word2vec embedding-
based semantic score. The first 1200 words from the
dataset are shown.

We follow prior work that has reshaped or com-
posed the three dimensions into a one-dimensional
vector while retaining similar semantic information
(Turton et al., 2020). After performing these opera-
tions, for each word we obtained a contextualized
embedding vector of length 768.

Method Word sunday noise plan
Human-assigned score 0.60 0.40 0.70
BERT 0.10 0.42 0.61
word2vec 0.35 0.17 0.18

Table 1: Three sample words, sunday, noise, and plan
have been excerpted from one transcript. The human-
assigned importance of these importance score are 0.60,
0.40, and 0.70. For noise and plan, aggregated scores
generated from word2vec-based embedding are 0.17
and 0.18, which does not belong to the same impor-
tance categories annotated. On the contrary, Bert-based
embedding generates a score that aligns with human-
assigned importance for noise and plan. However, for
sunday, the word2vec-based semantic score is relatively
closer to the actual importance score than BERT-based
embedding. In fact, sunday appears as an isolated re-
sponse to someone’s question in transcript.

3.2 Correlation Analysis to Assess Fit with
Word Importance Scores

After calculating two types of embeddings for
each word in this dataset, we asked which one
would be more useful within a model to predict
word importance. Prior work on the state-of-art
word-importance learning algorithm Neural Bag-
of-Words (NBOW) has revealed that learning im-
portance of words within a sentence is effective
while using the mean of each word-embedding vec-
tor as a feature (Sheikh et al., 2016). Following this
common practice for determining word importance
(Kalchbrenner et al., 2014; Dai and Callan, 2020),
we calculated the mean of each word-embedding
vector, to represent its word semantic score (Sheikh
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Method F1 Score RMSE
Multi-layer Perceptron 0.10 1.29
Random-Forest 0.25 1.02
Linear Support Vector 0.51 0.99
Logistic Regression 0.57 0.92

Table 2: Supervised classification performance showing
macro-averaged F1 score and Root Mean Squared Error.

et al., 2016). For both the word2vec and BERT-
based embeddings, for each sentence in the tran-
script, we normalized word-semantic scores within
the sentence, to obtain a value in a [0,1] range for
each word. BERT embeddings produce sub-word
tokens for a complete word and to handle such a
scenario we have computed the average of the sub-
words to calculate the final composite semantic
score.

After performing this operation across sentences
in the transcripts, we conducted an analysis to
determine which form of pre-trained embedding
(word2vec or BERT) better correlated with human-
produced annotations of word importance in the
original dataset. The values based on word2vec
were correlated with human annotations with a
Pearson correlation coefficient of r = 0.30, and
for the BERT-based scores, the coefficient was
r = 0.41. A Fisher z-transformation (Upton and
Cook, 2014) revealed that word semantic scores
generated using BERT contextualized word em-
beddings were significantly better correlated (z =
−3.05, p < 0.001) with human-assigned scores
than word2vec counterparts. Based on these find-
ings, we decided to use BERT contextualized em-
beddings in continued analysis.

We also tried another traditional approach called
TF-IDF to calculate a semantic score for words.
A correlation analysis between the score gener-
ated by TF-IDF and human annotations resulted
in a Pearson correlation coefficient of r = 0.25,
which was lower than the coefficient generated us-
ing word2vec word embedding.

4 Predicting Word Importance
To demonstrate how to use our dataset to predict
the importance of each word, we have begun to
investigate several supervised learning methods.
The independent variable is the processed 768× 1
BERT-embedding vector of each word, and the out-
put variable is the human-labeled importance score,
discretized into six classes, for each word in the
dataset. This classification experiment partitioned
the corpus into 80% training, 10% development,

Predicted Label
1 2 3 4 5 6

Tr
ue

L
ab

el 1 0.69 0.21 0.18 0.15 0.18 0.00
2 0.22 0.64 0.25 0.26 0.13 0.33
3 0.05 0.12 0.48 0.11 0.18 0.00
4 0.02 0.02 0.03 0.48 0.06 0.11
5 0.01 0.01 0.04 0.00 0.40 0.00
6 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.56

Table 3: Normalized confusion matrices for Logistic
Regression for classification into six word importance
classes using BERT-generated embeddings-based score.

and 10% test set. This partition has been directly
adapted from (Kafle and Huenerfauth, 2018). We
evaluated the model using two measures: (i) Root
Mean Square Error (RMSE) - the deviation of the
model predictions from the human-assigned cate-
gories, and (ii) the F1 measure for classification
performance. For classification, we categorized
annotation scores into the 6 levels, as described
above: [0-0.1), [0.1-0.3), [0.3-0.5), [0.5-0.7), [0.7-
0.9), and [0.9 - 1].

Table 2 illustrates that the better performing su-
pervised model (of four traditional approaches) in
predicting the importance class is Logistic Regres-
sion with F1-score 0.57 and RMSE 0.92. Even if
the classes are discretized, we are generating con-
tinuous value for each word. And since both the
human and supervised model generated scores, we
calculated this RMSE. Among other approaches,
the Linear Support Vector Classifier achieves F1-
score 0.51, Random-Forest achieves 0.25, and
Multi-layer Perceptron achieves 0.10.

5 Limitations and Future Work

There are several limitations of this ongoing re-
search that we intend to address in future work.

• In our current research, we have determined
a semantic score for each word using three
methods. Future research can use other meth-
ods to generate the semantic score and ret-
rospectively compare the generated semantic
score with the score assigned by the human
annotators.

• The findings from this analysis leaves the
room for future improvements, since we did
not modify the hyperparameters to observe
how accurately the models would predict the
importance of words. Therefore, future re-
search can explore variations of these models.

• Future directions may include collecting ad-
ditional data to balance the distribution of im-
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portance classes. In addition, given the role
of part of speech (POS) for word importance
in texts (Shah and Bhattacharyya), a next step
could be to investigate POS with contextual
word embedding for predicting word impor-
tance. Since TV captions often represent con-
versational speech with filler words, e.g., hmm
or yeah, future research could consider alter-
native strategies to score the importance of
such words.

• Hutchinson et al. (2020) and Hassan et al.
(2021) demonstrate that a large language
model like BERT can introduce bias relating
to people with disabilities into a task. There-
fore, future work can investigate whether
BERT is introducing any latent bias in predict-
ing importance of words from DHH viewers’
perspective.

6 Conclusion

The analysis presented above has revealed that
BERT contextualized word-embedding can better
represent the importance of words compared to
word2vec embeddings, which had been used in
prior work on word-importance prediction (Kafle
and Huenerfauth, 2019). Research indicates that
DHH viewers often follow key terms while skim-
ming through captions, and researchers have pro-
posed approaches to guide DHH readers to quickly
identify keywords in caption text through visual
highlighting (Kafle et al., 2019b). Our findings
may allow broadcasters to use embeddings to de-
termine the important words within a sentence and
to highlight those words in captions, to support
DHH viewers’ ability to read (Amin et al., 2021a)
the captions effectively. In this study, a traditional
Logistic Regression algorithm performed better at
predicting importance classes.

We are also broadly investigating how to accu-
rately measure the quality of caption transcriptions
that are broadcast during live TV programs from
the perspective of DHH viewers. We plan to incor-
porate predictive models into new word-importance
weighted metrics, to better capture the usability of
live captioning from DHH users’ perspective.

7 Ethics Statement

This work advocates for improved inclusion of
DHH individuals. A risk of the study is that results
may not generalize across conversational corpora.
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Abstract
Existing studies have investigated the tendency
of autoregressive language models to generate
contexts that exhibit undesired biases and toxi-
city. Various debiasing approaches have been
proposed, which are primarily categorized into
data-based and decoding-based. In our study,
we investigate the ensemble of the two debias-
ing paradigms, proposing to use toxic corpus
as an additional resource to reduce the toxicity.
Our result shows that toxic corpus can indeed
help to reduce the toxicity of the language gen-
eration process substantially, complementing
the existing debiasing methods.

1 Introduction

Pretraining language models (LMs) have been
a foundation of NLP given recent performance
achievements; however, there is a growing con-
cern related to inherent societal and harmful biases
in these models. Due to historical biases embed-
ded in training corpora, it is unavoidable for the
language models to absorb, reproduce, and even
amplify such undesired biases (Schick et al., 2021).

Gehman et al. (2020) showed that pretrained LMs
generate toxic text even when conditioned on in-
nocuous prompts. One of their proposed debiased
techniques is Domain-Adaptive Pretraining Guru-
rangan et al. (2020), or DAPT, on a non-toxic cor-
pus. Schick et al. (2021) proposed a self-debiasing
approach that uses only a handful of templates
that contain the definition of undesired attributes.
DAPT is a data-based approach where internal
weights are updated with an additional phase of
pretraining. On the other hand, self-debiasing is
a decoding-based approach that does not require
additional resources. The difference between the
two debiasing paradigms is a trade-off between the
computational cost and the quality of debiasing.

In this study, we propose to ensemble the data- and
decoding-based approaches by using a toxic corpus

as a detoxifying strategy. Our study attempts to in-
validate the belief that only non-toxic corpora can
reduce the toxicity of language generation. We use
GPT-2 (Radford et al., 2018) as our primary lan-
guage model and OpenWebText (OWTC; Gokaslan
and Cohen, 2019), a large corpus of English web-
text, as our training corpus. We measure the toxi-
city of each document using PerspectiveAPI1 and
collect non-toxic and toxic corpora that satisfy our
toxicity requirements.

Our results demonstrate that using the toxic corpus
indeed reduces the toxicity level of text generated
from pretrained language models, which can be
further improved by ensemble with the non-toxic
corpus.

2 Background and Related Work

PerspectiveAPI evaluates the likelihood of a com-
ment to be perceived as toxic. It divides the toxicity
into eight emotional attributes, including toxicity,
severe toxicity, identity attack, insult, threat, pro-
fanity, sexual explicit, and flirtation. The model is
a multilingual BERT-based model, distilled into
a single-language convolutional neural network
(CNN). The AUC of the model on test sets ranges
between 0.97 to 0.99 2, which we safely assume to
use to classify the documents.

The model is also evaluated on the bias across a
range of identity terms. Test sets are generated by
swapping the identity terms on both toxic and non-
toxic sentences. In English test sets, the AUC of all
the identity terms fall between 0.96 to 1.0 2, which
indicates unbiased evaluation across the different
identity groups.

1https://www.perspectiveapi.com/
2https://developers.perspectiveapi.com/s/about-the-api-

best-practices-risks
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2.1 Bias in NLP

Language embeddings or LMs are prone to unin-
tended biases against the under-represented minor-
ity groups and inherent toxicity (Bolukbasi et al.,
2016; Manzini et al., 2019). Contextualized em-
beddings like ELMo and BERT have also proven
to inherit biases, such as gender bias (Zhao et al.,
2019, 2018). Language generation also suffers
from varying types of social biases such as stereo-
typical bias (Liang et al., 2021) and sentiment bias
(Huang et al., 2020).

Along with the detection of bias in language embed-
dings and models, various fairness benchmarking
(Nangia et al., 2020; Dhamala et al., 2021) and de-
biasing approaches have been proposed. Bolukbasi
et al. (2016) and Liang et al. (2020) proposed to
find the hypothetical bias dimension in embedding
spaces. Liu et al. (2020) proposed adversarial learn-
ing to disentangle biased and unbiased features in
dialogue systems. While most of the work in fair-
ness in NLP focuses on stereotypical biases, other
studies focus on the toxicity of LMs (Gehman et al.,
2020; Welbl et al., 2021; Schick et al., 2021), which
are most relevant to our study.

2.2 Toxicity of Autoregressive Language
Models and Debiasing

Autoregressive pretrained language models suffer
from unintended toxicity. Gehman et al. (2020)
demonstrated that the majority of pretrained mod-
els generate toxic context and investigated various
detoxifying strategies. They suggest that debiasing
is primarily divided into data-based and decoding-
based techniques. Data-based techniques involve
additional pretraining, such as domain-adaptive pre-
training (Gururangan et al., 2020), attribute con-
ditioned pretraining, and PPLM (Dathathri et al.,
2020). These are effective but costly due to mul-
tiphase pretraining. On the other hand, decoding-
based techniques alter the probability distributions
of the undesired tokens. Examples include word fil-
tering, vocabulary shifting (Ghosh et al., 2017),
and self-debiasing (Schick et al., 2021). Since
decoding-based methods do not require additional
resources, they are less expensive and accessible to
practitioners.

According to Gehman et al. (2020), adapting pre-
training on non-toxic corpus is one of the effective
debiasing methods despite its simplicity. In our
study, we investigate whether a toxic corpus, com-

bined with a decay function (eq. 1), can further
detoxify the language generation process.

3 Experimental Setup

Figure 1: A flowchart of the pipeline that ensembles
the data-based and decoding-based approach using both
toxic and non-toxic corpus.

3.1 Prompts Dataset
Gehman et al. (2020) released RealToxici-
tyPrompts to compare the toxicity of conditional
language generation among various LMs. Given
each prompt, an LM generates continuation, in
which the toxicity is measured by PerspectiveAPI.
In our experiment, we use 1,225 prompts catego-
rized as "challenging", since all out-of-the-shelf
LMs tested by Gehman et al. (2020) generated toxic
sentences conditioned on these prompts.

In addition to the RealToxicityPrompts dataset, we
test our debiasing methods on the BOLD dataset
(Dhamala et al., 2021), a bias benchmarking dataset
covering five domains – gender, race, political ide-
ology, religious ideology, and profession. We re-
strict our evaluation to three domains – gender,
race, and political ideology.
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Corpus Non-Toxic Toxic All
Percentile ≤ 2 ≤ 5 ≥ 95 ≥ 98
Avg Toxicity 1.42 (%) 2.44 (%) 55.9 (%) 65.8 (%) 15.7 (%)
Data Size 290 MB 722 MB 981 MB 376 MB 16.8 GB

Table 1: Average toxicity of OpenWebText by percentile.

3.2 Toxic Corpus Creation
We use OpenWebText (OWTC; Gokaslan and Co-
hen, 2019) to extract a target corpus for adaptive
pretraining. OWTC is an open-source replica of
OPENAI WebText (Radford et al., 2018), a training
corpus for GPT-2. To obtain a target corpus, we
gather documents from OWTC that contain unde-
sired toxicity. We randomly sample one-third of
the OWTC to alleviate the computational cost of
the preprocessing step. Then we use Perspective
API to rank the documents by toxicity scores and
collect both toxic and non-toxic corpora. At the
end of preprocessing, we have four target corpora,
two of which are toxic and other two non-toxic.
Table 1 shows size, percentile of toxicity, and the
average toxicity of each corpus.

4 Experiments

We conduct adaptive pretraining on four separate
GPT-2 models on each corpus discussed in Sec. 3.2.
The resulting models are adaptively pretrained on
their respective corpus. We use the OpenAI GPT2
model from Huggingface with 124M parameters,
and a batch size of 512. We use the Adam optimizer
(Kingma and Ba, 2014), with the learning rate of
5e−5, and training over three epochs.

4.1 Decoding with Decay Function
This step is only required for LMs pretrained on
the toxic domain. We first generate a sentence
conditioned on the RealToxicityPrompts (Gehman
et al., 2020). Let Morg be an LM that we want
to detoxify. In our study, there are two choices
for Morg. One is the default LM without adaptive
pretraining. Another is an LM that has been addi-
tionally pretrained on non-toxic corpus. Let Mdapt

be a language model that has been adaptively pre-
trained on a toxic corpus. Let x be a prompt that
we use to generate continuation. For each consecu-
tive token w, we have two probability distributions
p(w |Morg, x) and p(w |Mdapt, x). We compute
the difference in probability distributions between
the two models, following eq. 1.

∆p(w, x) = p(w |Morg, x)−p(w |Mdapt, x) (1)

If p(w, x) < 0, token w has higher probability of
occurring in Mdapt. This may indicate that token w
potentially inherits undesired attributes. We use a
scaling function in eq. 2 to scale down the probabil-
ity of such words, following Schick et al. (2021):

α(x) =

{
1 if x ≥ 0

eλx otherwise
(2)

The hyperparameter λ is a decay constant of the
scaling function. We set it to 100 as it is proven
to reduce the toxicity more effectively than other
values (Schick et al., 2021).

5 Evaluation

5.1 Evaluation on Debiasing

We use a challenging subset of RealToxicityPro-
mopt to evaluate our proposed debiasing algorithm.
Each prompt contains 20 tokens, and we set the
maximum length of continuation to be 20. We clas-
sify a sentence to exhibit an attribute if the attribute
score assigned by the Perspective API is at least
50 %, following Gehman et al. (2020). For each
attribute, we compute the empirical probability of
text exhibiting the attributes, out of 1225 prompts.
The method with the lowest percentage is consid-
ered to be the most effective detoxifying method.

We compare our approch to the following three
baselines:

• Default GPT-2,

• DAPT on non-toxic corpus, and

• Self-debiasing

where DAPT on non-toxic corpus represents a data-
based approach, and self-debiasing represents a
decoding-based approach. We also test the ensem-
ble of existing methods and our proposed method.
For example, we combine the adaptive training of
toxic and non-toxic corpora by setting Morg and
Mdapt to be the model pretrained on the non-toxic
and toxic corpora, respectively.
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Attribute Toxicity Sev. Tox. Id. Attack Insult Threat Profanity Sex. Exp. Flirt.
Default GPT-2 38.9 27.4 11.6 31.9 16.8 30.0 23.9 27.6

+DAPTtoxic−95 ↓ 9.4 29.5 ↓ 7.7 19.7 ↓ 3.0 8.60 ↓ 8.7 23.2 ↓ 2.0 14.8 ↓ 7.5 22.5 ↓ 4.6 19.3 ↓ 1.1 26.5

+DAPTtoxic−98 ↓ 6.9 32.0 ↓ 6.1 21.3 ↓ 0.8 10.8 ↓ 6.9 25.0 ↓ 2.5 14.3 ↓ 5.1 24.9 ↓ 3.9 20.0 ↓ 0.8 26.8

DAPTnontoxic−2 16.5 10.2 5.25 12.4 7.59 11.8 9.79 16.9

+DAPTtoxic−95 ↓ 7.3 9.17 ↓ 5.8 4.42 ↓ 1.7 3.59 ↓ 5.7 6.67 ↑ 0.2 7.76 ↓ 6.0 5.84 ↓ 3.3 6.42 ↓ 0.9 16.0

+DAPTtoxic−98 ↓ 7.7 8.76 ↓ 5.8 4.42 ↓ 2.1 3.17 ↓ 7.5 4.92 ↓ 0.3 7.34 ↓ 6.2 5.59 ↓ 3.9 5.92 ↓ 1.4 15.5
DAPTnontoxic−5 11.2 6.26 3.59 7.92 6.76 7.92 7.84 15.8

+DAPTtoxic−95 ↓ 5.1 6.09 ↓ 3.0 3.25 ↓ 1.1 2.50 ↓ 3.7 4.25 ↓ 1.6 5.17 ↓ 4.0 3.92 ↓ 3.2 4.67 ↓ 4.6 11.2

+DAPTtoxic−98 ↓ 5.5 5.75 ↓ 3.8 2.50 ↓ 0.8 2.75 ↓ 4.5 3.42 ↓ 1.7 5.09 ↓ 4.3 3.59 ↓ 2.7 5.17 ↓ 3.4 12.4

Self-Debiasing 31.7 21.2 10.0 24.0 15.0 23.9 17.3 24.4

Table 2: Empirical probabilities of the eight attributes on RealToxicityPrompts.

Domain Default Debiasing
American Actor 2.94 ↓ 2.33 0.61

American Actress 4.07 ↓ 3.81 0.26

Left 8.47 ↓ 8.47 0.00

Right 5.08 ↓ 5.08 0.00

Asian 1.94 ↓ 1.94 0.00

African 5.83 ↓ 5.83 0.00

European 5.83 ↓ 2.92 2.91

Hispanic/Latino 2.91 ↓ 0.97 1.94

Table 3: Empirical probabilities of the Toxicity attribute
on BOLD. The Debiasing method is DAPTtoxic−5 +
DAPTtoxic−98.

6 Results and Discussion

Table 2 shows the empirical probability of generat-
ing text exhibiting an attribute, conditioned on the
challenging prompts of the RealToxicityPrompts
dataset. GPT-2 is an off-the-shelf pretrained model,
DAPTtoxic−95 and DAPTtoxic−98 are toxic cor-
pora adaptively pretrained to a toxic corpus of the
top 5% and 2% of toxicity scores, respectively, and
DAPTnontoxic−5 and DAPTnontoxic−2 are toxic
corpora adaptively pretrained to a toxic corpus of
the bottom 5% and 2% of toxicity scores, respec-
tively.

6.1 Data-based over Decoding-based

Without debiasing, the probability of generating
text exhibiting toxicity approaches 40%. We com-
pare the effectiveness of the existing methods and
DAPT on non-toxic domains and self-debiasing.
DAPT on a non-toxic corpus has the greatest de-
biasing capacity, significantly reducing the prob-
ability of toxic sentences by 27% with the best
performing model.

Figure 2: The distribution of toxicity scores conditioned
on the challenging subset of RealToxicityPrompts.

6.2 Toxic Corpora Help Reduce Toxicity

When combining the existing method with our
proposed method, the empirical probability is re-
duced with varying degrees, indicating the com-
plementary effect of the toxic corpus. Table
2 shows that the most effective debiasing ap-
proach is DAPTnontoxic−5 + DAPTtoxic−98 and
DAPTnontoxic−5 + DAPTtoxic−95, each achiev-
ing the best score on different attributes. There is
no consensus on the optimal size nor the average
toxicity score of the toxic/non-toxic domain. This
might depend on the objective of a task.

We also suggest that the ensemble of data-
and decoding-based approaches complement each
other and enhance debiasing capacity. In Fig-
ure 2, our proposed method DAPTnontoxic−5 +
DAPTtoxic−98 produces approximately 80 % of
sentences in the range between 0.00 and 0.20, show-
ing the most significant effectiveness.

This trend is well explained by the difference in
probability distributions between the two language
models adaptively pretrained on two distinct cor-
pora respectively. Since DAPTtoxic−98 tends to
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produce toxic context with higher probabilities,
there is a higher chance of being penalized by the
decay function (eq. 2).

7 Conclusion

Large pretrained LMs suffer from degeneration and
exhibit biases and toxicity despite their vast capa-
bilities. In this study, we showed that a toxic corpus
can help to reduce the toxicity of the language gen-
eration process. We also suggest that the ensemble
of data-based and decoding-based approaches com-
plement each other and enhance debiasing more
than working alone.
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Abstract

This paper presents a new method for automatic
detection of gendered terms in large-scale lan-
guage datasets. Currently, the evaluation of
gender bias in natural language processing re-
lies on the use of manually compiled lexicons
of gendered expressions, such as pronouns and
words that imply gender. However, manual
compilation of lists with lexical gender can lead
to static information if lists are not periodically
updated and often involve value judgements by
individual annotators and researchers. More-
over, terms not included in the lexicons fall out
of the range of analysis. To address these is-
sues, we devised a scalable dictionary-based
method to automatically detect lexical gender
that can provide a dynamic, up-to-date analysis
with high coverage. Our approach reaches over
80% accuracy in determining the lexical gender
of words retrieved randomly from a Wikipedia
sample and when testing on a list of gendered
words used in previous research.

1 Introduction

There is a growing body of research on gender bias
embedded in trained language models as well as
on allocational and representational harms caused
by the deployment of these models. There have
moreover been increasing calls for early and thor-
ough data description and curation in order to gain
insights into how, for instance, gender stereotyping
or quality of service bias is propagated from data
into a language model. What both of these strands
of research have in common is their reliance on
pre-defined lexicons of terms related to gender.

In English, gendered words most commonly in-
clude pronouns (he, she, they, etc.), and also words
that carry lexical gender, such as boyfriend, po-
licewoman, or prince. Previous works on gen-
der bias in language technologies often use manu-
ally compiled lists of words carrying lexical gen-
der to, for example, mitigate gender stereotyping
through data augmentation (Lu et al., 2020), assess

trans-exclusionary bias in co-reference annotations
(Cao and Daumé III, 2020) or evaluate gender in-
equalities in Wikipedia article titles (Falenska and
Çetinoğlu, 2021). However, curated lists are lim-
ited in their coverage of terms that contain lexical
gender and can become outdated if not maintained.

To address this issue, we present a scalable al-
gorithmic method to determine lexical gender by
querying a word’s dictionary definitions for a small
subset of definitively gendered words. Our method
allows for high-coverage, instantaneous detection
of words carrying lexical gender, which eliminates
the need to manually compile and maintain static
lists of gendered words. This not only facilitates the
extension of previous work on gender bias in NLP,
but can also be used for a more detailed analysis
on the representation of gender in large-scale lan-
guage datasets used to train large language models
like BERT (Devlin et al., 2019) or GPT-2 (Radford
et al., 2019).

By combining the gender labels obtained from
Merriam Webster Online (Merriam-Webster, 2022),
WordNet® (Princeton University, 2010) and Dic-
tionary.com (Dictionary.com, LLC, 2022), our
method reaches an accuracy of 84% in determining
the lexical gender of words in a random sample of
1,000 Wikipedia articles and 87% accuracy on a
list of words carrying lexical gender adapted from
previous research. The code for the algorithm, eval-
uation methods and datasets are available1.

In the following section we first outline the con-
ceptions of linguistic gender used in this research
and secondly present an overview of research on
gender in language technology that relies on cu-
rated lists of gendered words. Thirdly, we discuss
prior approaches to algorithmic gender inference.
Section 3 gives a detailed overview of the algo-
rithm and Section 4 introduces the datasets used to
assess our gender detection algorithm. We present

1https://github.com/marionbartl/lexic
al-gender
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quantitative and qualitative results in Section 5 and
discuss limitations as well as avenues for future
development.

2 Background

When dealing with the category of gender in lan-
guage technology, it is important to make a dis-
tinction between the social category of gender and
gender in a linguistic sense. While social gender
relates to the complex property, performance and
experience of one’s own and others’ gender within
society (Ackerman, 2019), linguistic gender de-
scribes the expression of gender within grammar
and language. In English, linguistic gender mainly
encompasses ways to express gender as female,
male or gender-indefinite (Fuertes-Olivera, 2007).
Social gender, as an extra-linguistic category, in-
cludes a more fluid view of gender aside from male
and female categories. This includes transgender,
genderqueer and other non-binary experiences and
expressions of gender (Darwin, 2017). As Bucholtz
(1999) and Cao and Daumé III (2020) point out,
there is no “one-to-one” mapping between social
and linguistic gender. However, the two are influ-
enced by each other: on one hand, expressions of
gender in language are subject to changing norms
in society (Fuertes-Olivera, 2007), on the other
hand, the way gender is represented in language
influences the conception of gender within soci-
ety (Butler, 1990). Thus, being able to evaluate
gendered expressions in language provides insights
into societal conceptualisations of gender.

Since this research explicitly focuses on lexical
gender in English, which is a linguistic category,
we give an overview of linguistic gender in English
in Section 2.1. Section 2.2 explores the role lexi-
cal gender information plays in different areas of
research on gender bias in NLP, which simultane-
ously present possible areas of application for our
method of lexical gender inference. Section 2.3
discusses two prior algorithmic systems for lexical
gender inference in English.

2.1 Linguistic gender in English

The taxonomy of linguistic gender in this work
builds upon the approach developed by Cao and
Daumé III (2020) and incorporates work by Cor-
bett (1991), Hellinger and Bussmann (2003) and
Fuertes-Olivera (2007).

Within linguistic gender, Cao and Daumé III
(2020) differentiate between grammatical, refer-

ential, and lexical gender. Grammatical gender
refers to the distinction of noun classes based on
agreement between nouns and their dependants.
English, as a natural or notional gender language
(McConnell-Ginet, 2013), does not have grammat-
ical gender, but it has referential and lexical gen-
der. Referential gender is used to refer to the
social gender of a specified extra-linguistic entity.
Thus, it “relates linguistic expressions to extra-
linguistic reality, typically identifying referents as
‘female’, ‘male’, or ‘gender-indefinite.’ ” (Cao and
Daumé III, 2020). In English, pronouns fall under
the category of referential gender. Lexical gen-
der, which this work focuses on, is non-referential
but a semantic property of a given linguistic unit,
which can be either masculine, feminine2 or gender-
indefinite/gender-neutral. Ackerman (2019) calls
these words “definitionally gendered”. Words that
carry lexical gender can require semantic agree-
ment in related forms, such as, for instance, us-
ing the pronoun his in connection with the word
stuntman in the sentence ‘Every stuntman needs
to rehearse his stunts.’ (Fuertes-Olivera, 2007). In
English, lexical gender is usually not morphologi-
cally marked. Exceptions to this rule include e.g.
the suffixes -man to denote masculine gender, such
as in policeman, or -ess to denote feminine gender,
such as in waitress. It should moreover be noted
that lexical gender is exclusively a linguistic prop-
erty. However, words containing lexical gender can
be used to express referential gender if a concrete
referent is specified (Cao and Daumé III, 2020).

2.2 Lexical gender in gender bias research
The evaluation and mitigation of gender biases in
language datasets and models relies on referential
expressions of gender, such as pronouns, but also
words that carry lexical gender. These pieces of
research vary in application, as well as the number
of gendered expressions considered, which varies
from two to around 120 words. Most works assess
binary differences between male and female gender.
However, an emergent strand of NLP research also
focuses on non-binary gender expressions (Cao
and Daumé III, 2020) and creating gender-neutral
datasets and systems (Vanmassenhove et al., 2021).
The following considers example use-cases of lexi-
cons of lexically gendered words. These simulta-
neously represent a variety of applications for our

2We use the terms masculine and feminine instead of male
and female here in order to underline the purely linguistic, i.e.
semantic, property of lexical gender
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lexical gender detection algorithm.

Dataset evaluation The most straightforward
form of using gendered words is to assess the dis-
tribution of gendered words in a corpus. Zhao
et al. (2019) counted he/she pronouns in the One
Billion Word Benchmark (Chelba et al., 2013) to
show male skew in the training data for the ELMo
language model (Peters et al., 2018), which is the
primary focus of their analysis. This analysis ad-
dressed calls for better data evaluation (Bender
et al., 2021; Rogers, 2021) prior to or alongside
model bias analyses.

Retrieval for analysis Limited-scope lists of
words that carry lexical gender were used by
Caliskan et al. (2017) to retrieve Word2Vec em-
beddings (Mikolov et al., 2013) and perform the
Word Embedding Association Test (WEAT). This
test measured stereotyping by calculating implicit
associations between eight male/female word pairs
and words related to maths or science and arts.
Guo and Caliskan (2021) used an adapted version
of the WEAT, the CEAT, to asses intersectional
biases in contextualized word embeddings (ELMo
(Peters et al., 2018), BERT (Devlin et al., 2019),
OpenAI GPT (Radford et al., 2019; Brown et al.,
2020)). Another use-case in which gendered words
were used for retrieval is research by Falenska and
Çetinoğlu (2021), who assessed gender bias in
Wikipedia articles. As a first step, they filtered
the article titles for a limited number of words that
carry lexical gender.

Creation of synthetic evaluation data In
sentence-based analyses of gender-bias, lists of
words with lexical gender can also be used to fill
placeholders in sentence templates and thus create
synthetic sentences with different gendered entities.
For example, Kiritchenko and Mohammad (2018)
created the Equity Evaluation Corpus (EEC) to
analyse gender stereotyping in sentiment analysis
systems. The EEC inspired the creation of the Bias
Evaluation Corpus with Professions (BEC-Pro),
which was used to analyse associations between
gendered entities and professions in BERT (Bartl
et al., 2020). Similarly, Sheng et al. (2019) used
the word pair the man/the woman as fillers within
sentence-start prompts for open-ended natural lan-
guage generation (NLG) and the subsequent analy-
sis of gender biases in the generated sentences.

In a rare instance of research on non-binary rep-
resentations of gender in NLP, Cao and Daumé III

(2020) used gendered lists of words to find and hide
lexical gender in the GAP dataset (Webster et al.,
2018). The dataset created in this way was used to
measure gender- and trans-exclusionary biases in
coreference resolution performed by both humans
and machine-learning models.

Data manipulation Extensive lists of gendered
words were used in the context of Counterfactual
Data Augmentation (CDA), which replaces words
with masculine lexical gender with their feminine
variants and vice versa in a corpus. This is done in
order to create training or fine-tuning data for gen-
der bias mitigation. For instance, Lu et al. (2020)
‘hand-picked’ gender pairs to swap in CDA and
Maudslay et al. (2019) added first names to the list
of words to be swapped.

Another kind of data manipulation, this time
aiming for neutral gender, was performed by
Vanmassenhove et al. (2021). They used lists
of unnecessarily gendered job titles (e.g. mail-
man/mailwoman) and feminine forms (e.g. ac-
tress), as well as generic uses of the suffix -man
(such as in freshman) in the extended version of
their Neutral Rewriter, which re-writes explicit
mentions of gender into their gender-neutral vari-
ants (mail carrier, actor, first-year student).

2.3 Lexical gender inference

Previous approaches to automatic lexical gender
inference used unsupervised and semi-supervised
learning, drawing on the presence of gendered pro-
nouns in the context of a given noun (Bergsma and
Lin, 2006; Bergsma et al., 2009). While Bergsma
and Lin (2006) created a large dataset of probabilis-
tic noun gender labels, Bergsma et al. (2009) used
these as basis for creating training examples for a
statistical model that uses context and morphologi-
cal features to infer lexical gender.

One major point of criticism here lies in the prob-
abilistic determination of noun gender, which has
the risk of mislabelling lexically neutral nouns,
such as professions, as being gendered due to
contextual distributions that are representative of
stereotypes or the number of men and women hold-
ing the profession instead of the linguistic category
of lexical gender. For example, since there are
more female than male nurses (Bureau of Labor
Statistics (BLS), 2022) and thus most nurses are
referred to with female pronouns in text, the algo-
rithm might infer that the term nurse has female
lexical gender, when in fact it is neutral.
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Figure 1: Simplified exemplary flowchart of gender detection algorithm

3 Method: Automatic Detection of
Lexical Gender

The main goal of this work is to produce a dynamic,
high coverage, scalable method to determine the
lexical gender of a target word in order to replace
previously used manually compiled lexicons. For
this purpose, we leveraged the fact that the defini-
tion of a lexically gendered word includes words
from a small set of definitively gendered words that
carry the same lexical gender. In the following,
we describe the main algorithm setup, additional
parameters and heuristics, as well as the method
to combine lexical gender labels from different
databases. A schematic, exemplary overview of the
algorithm is presented in Figure 1.

3.1 Algorithm construction

The method we outline utilises the increasing avail-
ability of machine-readable dictionaries, such as
Merriam Webster Online, Dictionary.com, and the
lexical database WordNet, in order to identify
gendered terms. Examples (1) and (2) illustrate
how lexical gender is captured within Merriam-
Webster’s (2022) definitions of nun and monk:

(1) nun: a woman belonging to a religious order

(2) monk: a man who is a member of a religious
order and lives in a monastery

Both definitions mention the lexical gender of
the referent through a gendered word, in this case
man and woman. Initial analyses showed that gen-
dered words are more likely to occur at the begin-
ning of a definition and definitions often used the
words female/male or woman/man to specify lexi-
cal gender. In identifying gendered terms, we thus
considered the presence and amount of up to eight
definitively gendered words, such as male/female,
man/woman etc., in the target word’s definitions to
draw inferences about its lexical gender.

For retrieval of the definitions, we accessed
WordNet through the Natural Language Toolkit
(NLTK, Bird et al., 2009) and Merriam Webster
Online as well as Dictionary.com through HTTP
requests.

Once the definitions for a given target word were
retrieved, the process of obtaining lexical gender
was the same for either dictionary. We determined
whether a word has masculine, feminine, or neutral
lexical gender by counting occurrences of a number
of word pairs which have clearly defined feminine
or masculine lexical gender, which are displayed
in Table 1. If the combined definition texts contain
more masculine than feminine terms, the word was
labelled with masculine lexical gender, and vice
versa. If the same number of masculine and fem-
inine words was found within a set of definitions,
which includes the case in which none of the pre-
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w 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

feminine woman female wife daughter mother girl sister aunt
masculine man male husband son father boy brother uncle

Table 1: Words carrying explicit lexical gender; w = number of pairs used for experiments

defined gendered terms can be found, the word was
labelled with neutral lexical gender. We addition-
ally obtained a combined label through a majority
vote over the individual dictionaries’ gender labels.
In cases in which words could not be found in one
dictionary and querying each of the other dictionar-
ies returned different labels, a neutral gender label
was assigned.

3.2 Parameters
Three variable parameters were used to limit the
number of definitions and word tokens queried, as
well as the number of definitively gendered words
to use for the query. In order to determine the
best combination of values for our parameters, we
performed a grid search using our gold standard
data (see Section 4.1) and combined labels to test
performance.

Number of definitions d We limited the number
of definitions, because definitions that occur early
on have a higher likelihood of describing a more
general sense of the word, while later definitions
relate to very specific word senses. Therefore, we
retrieved only the first d definitions that the dic-
tionary lists for the word. During grid search, we
tested integer values in the range d = [2..10], and
the best value was determined to be d = 4.

Number of tokens t We also experimented with
limiting the number of tokens within a given defi-
nition to see whether definitively gendered terms
were more likely to be mentioned earlier in a given
definition. The definitions were tokenized using
NLTK (Bird et al., 2009). We took the first t to-
kens of each definition. Regarding the number of
tokens in a definition, we tested the algorithm with
t = {5, 10, 15, 20, 25, 30, 35} in our experiments
and found t = 20 to produce optimal results.

Number of gendered word pairs w The word
pairs used during experiments are listed in Table
1. The first two word pairs, woman/man and fe-
male/male, as well as the pair girl/boy, are most
commonly used to describe the gender of a person
or animal, while the rest of the words describes

gendered family relations. The latter were chosen
in order to account for cases in which the lexical
gender of a person is described in relation to an-
other person by using family terms. This is for
example the case in the definition of baroness in
Merriam Webster: “the wife or widow of a baron”
(Merriam-Webster, 2022). The grid search was per-
formed for integer values in the range w = [2..8]
and best performance was obtained for w = 5 word
pairs. Moreover, if a target word was included in
the definitively gendered pairs or their plural forms,
it was automatically classified with the respective
lexical gender.

3.3 Morphological Heuristics

Aside from the lexical database method described
above, we additionally applied heuristics relating
to suffix-morphology and punctuation. Morpho-
logical heuristics were applied before querying the
dictionaries, while the punctuation-related heuris-
tic was applied when a word could not be found in
a dictionary.

The first heuristic was applied in order to han-
dle gender-neutral definitions of words that carry
gender-explicit markers, such as the word business-
man, which carries the masculine suffix -man. Its
definition in WordNet (Princeton University, 2010)
is shown in (3).

(3) businessman: a person engaged in commercial
or industrial business (especially an owner or
executive)

Even though businessman contains a masculine
suffix, its definition is generic, most likely due
to the fact that businessman was once used for
business people of all genders. However, since
feminine or neutral equivalents (business woman,
business person) are widely used nowadays, the
word businessman has become gender specific and
defining it generically represents an outdated, male-
as-norm viewpoint (Fuertes-Olivera, 2007).

We thus classified words containing the suffixes
-man and -boy or -woman and -girl into masculine
and feminine lexical gender, respectively. Regular
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gold
(N=134)

Wiki1000-sample
(N=515)

Wiki1000 dataset
(N=12,643)

POS NN NN NNS all NN NNS all

masc 53 82 43 125 100 46 146
fem 53 51 29 80 60 28 88
neut 28 212 98 310 7,679 3,880 11,559
not found - - - - 618 232 850
all 134 345 170 515 8,457 4,186 12,643

Table 2: Composition of evaluation corpora for lexical gender detection algorithm.
Note: for Wiki1000 full, combined predicted labels were used, because no gold labels exist for this dataset

expressions were used to ensure that feminine or
neutral words ending in -man such as woman or hu-
man, as well as words that have the suffix -woman,
were not classified as masculine.

Another heuristic was applied in order to ac-
count for spellings that differ in punctuation, e.g.
grandfather vs. grand-father. We check for and
subsequently remove punctuation within a word if
it cannot be found within a dictionary. This also ap-
plies to the cases in which non-detection is caused
by a whitespace character.

4 Data

We used two test datasets to evaluate and run the
algorithm. The first dataset, which we call gold
standard hereafter, contains nouns that have a clear
lexical gender and were mainly sourced from pre-
vious research on gender bias. The second dataset
contains 1,000 randomly sampled Wikipedia arti-
cles, which we used to extract gendered nouns. The
following describes both datasets in detail.

4.1 Gold Standard
In order to gain insights into the performance of
the dictionary-based algorithm for lexical gender
retrieval, we compiled a list of words that have
a nearly unambiguous lexical gender, which acts
as the gold standard. The gold standard list was
developed based on a lexical gender list by Cao
and Daumé III (2020) with the addition of more
words retrieved from online lists for learners of
English345. Nouns retrieved from prior research
and online sources were subsequently filtered for
explicitness of lexical gender. For example, the

3www.vocabularypage.com/2017/03/gende
r-specific-nouns.html

47esl.com/gender-of-nouns/
5learnhatkey.com/what-is-gender-in-en

glish-grammar/

pair actor/actress would not be considered since
the word actor is nowadays used for both male
and female referents. We moreover added neu-
tral gender replacements for word pairs for which
such an alternative exists. An example would be
the triplet headmaster-MASC, headmistress-FEM,
headteacher-NEUT. The final list is comprised of
53 masculine, 53 feminine, and 28 neutral words
(see Table 4 in the Appendix).

4.2 Wikipedia Sample

This research aims at providing a flexible, scalable,
and high-coverage method for lexical gender detec-
tion. Therefore we additionally tested the approach
on more naturalistic data, namely a random sample
of 1,000 articles from English Wikipedia obtained
through the wikipedia python library6. We will ab-
breviate this sample corpus as Wiki1000 hereafter.

The articles were then cleaned and tokenized
into sentences using NLTK (Bird et al., 2009) and
subsequently processed with SpaCy to obtain part-
of-speech (POS) tags for each word. All singular
and plural nouns (POS-tags: NN, NNS) were then
extracted and analysed for lexical gender. Nouns
that contained special characters due to cleaning
and tokenization errors were dropped. This method
provided us with 12,643 nouns, as illustrated under
Wiki1000 in Table 2.

In order to test the performance of the algorithm,
the instances of the Wiki1000 dataset needed true
labels. A corpus size of 12,643 instances, however,
was beyond the scope of this research to manually
label. In fact, it represents the kind of corpus size
that we aim to label automatically. We therefore
filtered Wiki1000 for nouns that were labelled as
either masculine or feminine by Merriam Webster
Online, Dictionary.com, or WordNet. Like this, we

6https://pypi.org/project/wikipedia/
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gold standard
(N=134)

Wiki1000-sample
(N=515)

measure P R F1 Acc P R F1 Acc

WordNet 0.91 0.83 0.85 0.83 0.73 0.63 0.63 0.63
Merriam Webster 0.89 0.77 0.8 0.77 0.83 0.82 0.82 0.82
Dictionary.com 0.93 0.87 0.89 0.87 0.76 0.61 0.59 0.61
Combined 0.92 0.87 0.89 0.87 0.85 0.84 0.84 0.84

Table 3: Quantitative results for lexical gender detection of gold standard and Wiki1000-sample

specifically target gendered nouns and obtain a cor-
pus similar to the gold standard corpus, but sourced
from naturally occurring text. The resulting corpus
of 515 nouns, which we call Wiki1000-sample, was
subsequently labelled for ‘true’ lexical gender by
members of the research team (Fleiss’s κ ≈ 0.87).
The labels used for evaluation were determined by
majority vote. The specifications of the Wiki1000-
sample dataset can be found in Table 2.

In line with previous research on gender bias
in Wikipedia (Wagner et al., 2015; Falenska
and Çetinoğlu, 2021), which found an over-
representation of male entities in the encyclope-
dia, Table 2 shows that there are approximately
1.5 times as many mentions of distinct entities
with masculine lexical gender in our 1,000-article
Wikipedia sample than there of entities with femi-
nine lexical gender.

5 Results and Discussion

5.1 Quantitative analysis

An overview of algorithm performance on the gold
standard dataset and the reduced Wiki1000 sample
can be found in Table 3. We report the weighted
average of precision, recall, and F1-measure due to
unbalanced classes in our test data.

As seen in Table 3, our best performing approach
on both the gold dataset (87% accuracy) as well as
the sample of Wiki1000 (84% accuracy) was com-
bining labels from all three sources by majority
vote. Keeping in mind that the Wiki1000 sample is
approximately three times the size of the gold stan-
dard, the relative consistency in performance here
indicates robustness for our approach. It should
also be noted that only querying Dictionary.com
reached the same performance on the gold standard
dataset (87% accuracy) while on the Wiki1000 sam-
ple, using only Merriam Webster reached a compa-
rable accuracy score to the combined model (82%).

Table 3 moreover shows that on the gold stan-
dard dataset, which was used to fine-tune our
parameter values using grid search, our method
reached an accuracy of 77% or higher in each ex-
periment configuration. Using the same parameter
values for experiments on the Wiki1000 sample,
only the combined approach as well as using only
Merriam Webster reaches an accuracy of >77%.
When using only WordNet or Dictionary.com, the
performance drops from 84% to 63% and 61% ac-
curacy, respectively. This shows that parameter
configurations can be adapted to specific dictionar-
ies and dataset sizes.

Figure 2 shows confusion matrices for the com-
bined approach on both the gold standard dataset
(2a) and the Wiki1000-sample (2b). Figure 2a
shows that on the gold standard, the combined clas-
sifier mislabelled four feminine and 11 masculine
instances as neutral, but did not mislabel any of
the neutral instances as either masculine or femi-
nine. In contrast, both these classification mistakes
can be found on the Wiki1000 sample (Figure 2b).
Here, the algorithm classifies more lexically neutral
words as gendered than vice versa.

Cases in which lexically neutral words are clas-
sified as gendered include words that are tradition-
ally related to specific genders, such as bikini or
soprano, as well as patriarchy or testes. It is likely
that dictionary definitions reflect this traditional
gender association, leading to misclassification.
Conversely, classifications of gendered words as
neutral can e.g. be caused by definitions that do
not mention gender, either because of presumed
knowledge (pope) or because a lexically specific
word was formerly used for all genders (landlord).
Another reason for gendered-as-neutral misclassifi-
cation can be the definition of one gendered term
by using another, which ‘cancel each other out’.
For example, WordNet defines widow as “a woman
whose husband is dead especially one who has not
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remarried” (Princeton University, 2010).
Another issue, which only occurred when test-

ing on the gold standard dataset, concerns words
that could not be found. The first is single person,
which we chose as gender-neutral alternative for
bachelor/spinster. The fact that it was not found
could be due to the term single person being more
of a composite phrase than a joined expression.
Moreover, single people are often described using
the adjective single in a predicative way, such as
in the sentence ‘He is single.’, instead of ‘He is a
single person.’ The other word that could not be
found is child-in-law, which is the gender-neutral
variant of son/daughter-in-law. Here, the issue
could be frequency of use, since child-in-law is
less established than its gender-specific variants.

5.2 Qualitative analysis

The following section discusses some classification
errors in more detail. We focus on errors that occur
due to gender-exclusive definitions in the lexical
databases caused by historically close associations
of words to a single gender.

In our first example, an outdated definition in
WordNet (Princeton University, 2010) causes the
misclassification of the word crew, a neutral term,
as masculine. We show the first and fourth defini-
tions in Example (4) in order to illustrate how the
masculine label was obtained.

(4) crew

1. the men and women who man a vehicle
(ship, aircraft, etc.)

4. the team of men manning a racing shell

In the first definition, the words men and women
are used to define the crew of any vehicle while
in the fourth definition, which describes the crew
of a racing shell (a type of rowing boat), only the
word men is used. This leads to a masculine lexical
gender label, since the definitions taken together
contain more masculine than feminine words. How-
ever, the fourth definition could have been worded
like the first, or used the word people, since racing
shells can be crewed by people of any gender.

A similar classification error occurred for the
words soprano, menopause and nurse, which were
all classified as feminine by the combined model,
even though they have neutral lexical gender. These
terms are all closely associated with female social
gender due to anatomical and hormonal differences

between sexes (soprano and menopause), histor-
ical biases of women performing care-work, as
well as current gender distributions in certain pro-
fessions (nurse; Bureau of Labor Statistics (BLS),
2022). While using gender-exclusive wording to
define lexically neutral terms could inform readers
of a word’s traditional relation to social gender, it
can also reproduce gender stereotypes and exclude
those who do not identify as female but still sing
in soprano voice or work as a nurse. Moreover,
using feminine words in the definition of words
like menopause can be seen as a form of trans-
exclusionary bias, since people assigned female at
birth, whose body can cease to menstruate, might
not identify as female.

5.3 Limitations and Future Developments

We have selected dictionaries to obtain the lexical
gender of a word, because they represent a rela-
tively objective resource that is expected to list
neutral and non-stereotypical definitions of words.
However, as shown in Section 5.2, dictionaries are
after all a human-curated resource and as such still
carry human biases and outdated definitions, which
in turn lead to biased or outdated results.

We would moreover like to point out that we
are explicitly working with English, which does
not mark gender grammatically. In languages that
mark grammatical gender, our method would most
likely be obsolete, because here gender can e.g.
be inferred from formal features such as morphol-
ogy or agreement for most nouns (Corbett, 1991).
What is more, English, as a lingua franca and the
language most focused on by the NLP community
(Bender et al., 2021), has a plethora of high-quality
and high-coverage resources available. Since our
method is reliant on lexical resources, adapting
the method to low-resource languages could prove
challenging. However, while more complex lexi-
cal resources like WordNet might not yet exist for
some languages, it is likely that online dictionaries
do exist. Therefore, we still believe that our method
can be adapted to other notional gender languages
(McConnell-Ginet, 2013).

Another limitation of the present work concerns
word sense disambiguation, since the presence of
lexical gender depends on the word’s sense in con-
text. As an example, the word colt, can either mean
a young male horse or a brand of pistol. In the
sense of a male horse, the lexical gender of colt is
clearly masculine while in the sense of the pistol, it
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(a) gold standard (b) Wiki1000-sample

Figure 2: Confusion matrices for combined labels
words that were not found in (a): single person, child-in-law

is neutral. Differences in the lexical gender of word
senses can also be caused by semantic shifts, such
as for the word master, which traditionally refers to
a man who is in control of e.g. servants or a house-
hold. However, in an academic context its meaning
has shifted and now refers to an academic degree,
or more broadly to a person of undefined gender
who has reached a high level of skill in a given
discipline. Therefore, future work will integrate
word sense disambiguation within the algorithm.

6 Conclusion

We have presented a method to automatically deter-
mine the lexical gender of a given word by querying
its dictionary definitions. The performance of the
algorithm on a gold standard dataset of gendered
nouns based on related literature, as well as a set
of nouns sampled from 1,000 randomly selected
Wikipedia articles, reached up to 87% accuracy.
Previous research on gender bias in NLP used man-
ually compiled lists of gendered words for data
evaluation, retrieval, manipulation, and the syn-
thetic creation of data. In contrast, our method is
scalable and has a high, dynamic coverage, which
gives it a variety of applications within past and fu-
ture research on gender bias in NLP. These include
e.g. the assessment of gender representations in
large-scale corpora, the retrieval of gendered words
for which gender-neutral replacements need to be
found, as well as determining whether male-centric
language such as epicene he is used in coreference
resolution clusters.
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category masculine feminine neutral

family

brother sister sibling
dad mum
dad mom
daddy mummy
daddy mommy
father mother parent
father-in-law mother-in-law parent-in-law
fiance fiancee betrothed
grandfather grandmother grandparent
grandson granddaughter grandchild
husband wife spouse
nephew niece
son daughter child
son-in-law daughter-in-law child-in-law
step-father step-mother step-parent
stepfather stepmother stepparent
uncle aunt
widower widow

misc

bachelor spinster single person
boy girl child
boyfriend girlfriend partner
gentleman lady
groom bride
lad lass
male female
man woman person
manservant maidservant servant
steward stewardess attendant
swain nymph spirit
wizard witch

occupation

businessman businesswoman business person
chairman chairwoman chairperson
fireman firewoman fire fighter
headmaster headmistress head teacher
landlord landlady renter
milkman milkmaid
policeman policewoman police officer
salesman saleswoman salesperson
waiter waitress server

religion
friar nun
monk nun

title

Mr. Mrs. Mx.
baron baroness
count countess
czar czarina
duke duchess
earl countess
emperor empress ruler
king queen
prince princess
signor signora
sir madam
viscount viscountess

Table 4: Masculine, feminine and neutral nouns of the gold standard dataset
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Abstract

An explosion in the popularity of transformer-
based language models (such as GPT-3, BERT,
RoBERTa, and ALBERT) has opened the doors
to new machine learning applications involving
language modeling, text generation, and more.
However, recent scrutiny reveals that these lan-
guage models contain inherent biases towards
certain demographics reflected in their training
data. While research has tried mitigating this
problem, existing approaches either fail to re-
move the bias completely, degrade performance
(“catastrophic forgetting”), or are costly to exe-
cute. This work examines how to reduce gender
bias in a GPT-2 language model by fine-tuning
less than 1% of its parameters. Through quanti-
tative benchmarks, we show that this is a viable
way to reduce prejudice in pre-trained language
models while remaining cost-effective at scale.

1 Introduction

Transformer-based language models such as GPT-2
(Radford et al., 2019), GPT-3 (Brown et al., 2020),
BERT (Devlin et al., 2019), RoBERTa (Liu et al.,
2019), and ALBERT (Lan et al., 2020) have pro-
pelled advances in Natural Language Processing
(NLP) for tasks including language modeling, text
generation, and more (Zhang et al., 2022). While
these powerful language models pick up useful pat-
terns such as English grammar and syntax, they
also learn harmful and nuanced information. Anal-
ysis by Sheng et al. (2019) reveals that GPT-2 will
reveal gendered, racial, and religious stereotypes.
Thus, practitioners must ensure that their language
models benefit all people fairly before deploying
them into the real world.

In recent work, Solaiman and Dennison (2021)
demonstrate that fine-tuning GPT-3 on a curated
dataset will mitigate biased output. However, their
approach requires fine-tuning the entire model,
which has a few fundamental limitations. First,
training a large language model such as GPT-2 or

GPT-3 from scratch takes considerable time, costs
on the order of millions of dollars, and emits hun-
dreds of tons of CO2 into the environment (Ben-
der et al., 2021). Second, fine-tuning all param-
eters may significantly drop the language model-
ing performance due to “catastrophic forgetting”:
The phenomenon when an AI model unlearns old
knowledge when trained with additional informa-
tion (Kirkpatrick et al., 2017).

We propose a novel approach to modify a GPT-2
language model that overcomes the aforementioned
limitations. In particular, our approach is inspired
by Lu et al. (2021), who adapt an existing GPT-
2 model (trained on English text) to completely
different task modalities such as image classifica-
tion. They froze over 99% of the model’s trainable
parameters (namely the attention and feedforward
layers, which do the bulk of the computation) while
only modifying the layer norm parameters, posi-
tional embeddings, and applying a linear transfor-
mation to the input and output layer. A natural
question arises—

If it is possible to adapt a language model to
completely different tasks and modalities in such
an efficient way, then is it possible to mitigate lan-
guage model prejudice through similar means?

This paper makes the following contributions:
First, we show that fine-tuning less than 1% of the
GPT-2 language model can reduce prejudice on
quantitative benchmarks. Second, we publicly re-
lease our fine-tuned model on GitHub1 and provide
a live demo on Hugging Face Spaces to qualita-
tively compare our model output side-by-side with
the original GPT-2 output.2

1https://github.com/michaelgira23/
debiasing-lms

2https://huggingface.co/spaces/
michaelgira23/debiasing-lms
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2 Related Work

Bias Issues in Machine Learning Unfair be-
haviors have been found in many machine learning
and artificial intelligence applications, including fa-
cial recognition (Raji and Buolamwini, 2019), rec-
ommendation systems (Schnabel et al., 2016), and
speech recognition (Koenecke et al., 2020). One
major source of bias comes from training datasets
that render models to behave negatively towards
underrepresented groups (Mehrabi et al., 2021).
For example, Shankar et al. (2017) found that Im-
ageNet (Russakovsky et al., 2015) and the Open
Images dataset (Krasin et al., 2017) disproportion-
ately represented people from North America and
Europe. To mitigate biased behaviors in machine
learning models, researchers have proposed meth-
ods targeting different tasks and domains, such as
classification (Menon and Williamson, 2018; Roh
et al., 2021), regression (Agarwal et al., 2019; Berk
et al., 2017), and adversarial learning (Xu et al.,
2018).

Bias Issues in NLP Models Traditional static
word embedding models are no exception to this
trend and also demonstrate gender bias. Bolukbasi
et al. (2016) showed that in word2vec (Mikolov
et al., 2013), the embedding vector “doctor” is
closer to “male” than to “female.” Similarly,
Caliskan et al. (2017) found that GloVe (Penning-
ton et al., 2014) and word2vec (Mikolov et al.,
2013) contained the same stereotype associations
found in classic human psychology studies (Green-
wald et al., 1998). Sheng et al. (2019) and May
et al. (2019) revealed harmful stereotypes in pre-
trained language models and their contextual word
embeddings such as ELMo (Peters et al., 2018),
GPT-2 (Radford et al., 2019), and BERT (Devlin
et al., 2019).

Early works measured bias at the word level us-
ing the cosine similarity between embedding vec-
tors such as Bolukbasi et al. (2016) and the Word
Embedding Association Tests (WEAT) (Caliskan
et al., 2017). May et al. (2019) extended WEAT
to the Sentence Encoder Association Test (SEAT)
to measure bias in ELMo (Peters et al., 2018) and
BERT (Devlin et al., 2019). However, they found
inconsistencies in such cosine-based measurements
applied to contextual word embeddings. Later, Ku-
rita et al. (2019) proposed a more consistent met-
ric by masking combinations of target words and
attributes and measuring the predicted token prob-

abilities from a BERT model. Sheng et al. (2019)
defined and measured a concept of regard and sen-
timent for GPT-2 output. Finally, Nadeem et al.
(2021) proposed a new benchmark called StereoSet.
It includes sentence- and discourse-level measure-
ments that cover bias among genders, races, pro-
fessions, and religions. In this work, we applied
StereoSet to evaluate our models.

Mitigating Bias in NLP Models Bolukbasi
et al. (2016) mitigated bias by subtracting the pro-
jected gender direction from words that should be
gender-neutral while also maintaining equal dis-
tance between non-gendered words and pairs of
gendered words. Zhao et al. (2018b) reserved cer-
tain dimensions of embedding vectors for gender in-
formation, where gender-neutral words were made
orthogonal to the gender direction. Gonen and
Goldberg (2016) pointed out a limitation in the
two previous methods that the relative similarity
among words still exists; i.e., words that are biased
towards the same group remain close to each other.
Zhao et al. (2018a) and Zhao et al. (2019) used data
augmentation to replace gendered words with their
opposites in the original training corpus, and they
trained a new model on the union of both corpora.
However, this method requires re-training that is ex-
pensive with large-scale neural networks. Finally,
Peng et al. (2020) applied normative fine-tuning on
GPT-2 to reduce the frequency of non-normative
output.

Transfer Learning and Fine-Tuning Trans-
fer learning studies how to transfer machine-
learned knowledge to different but related domains
(Zhuang et al., 2020). Fine-tuning, one approach
of transfer learning, has been widely used for
neural network models (Ge and Yu, 2017; Jung
et al., 2015; Maqsood et al., 2019; Shin et al.,
2016). Specifically in the field of NLP, fine-tuning
can transfer language models such as transform-
ers (Vaswani et al., 2017) into various other task
modalities (Abramson et al., 2020; Dosovitskiy
et al., 2020; Lu et al., 2021; Radford et al., 2021).
For example, Lu et al. (2021) fine-tuned transform-
ers pre-trained on English text to perform well on
sequence classification tasks in the domains of nu-
merical computation, vision, and biology.
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3 Method

3.1 Dataset
We curated a fine-tuning dataset by combining the
WinoBias (Zhao et al., 2018a) and CrowS-Pairs
(Nangia et al., 2020) datasets to obtain a total of
4,600 sentences, further split into training (80%),
cross-validation (10%), and testing sets (10%). We
describe the contents of each dataset below.

3.1.1 WinoBias
The WinoBias dataset provided by Zhao et al.
(2018a) contains 1,584 training sentences involving
both genders and professions such that professions
are described with an equal distribution of mascu-
line and feminine pronouns.

3.1.2 CrowS-Pairs
Additionally, we incorporated the CrowS-Pairs
dataset provided by Nangia et al. (2020), containing
1,508 pairs of sentences. The first sentence of each
pair targets a stereotype of a historically marginal-
ized group; the second sentence is a minor edit of
the first, but it targets a different demographic or
attribute. We use both the stereotyped and anti-
stereotyped sentences to remain impartial towards
each demographic.

3.2 Fine-Tuning
We modified the GPT-2 small model publicly avail-
able via the Hugging Face Transformers library.3

For each experiment, we froze the entire model and
applied one or more of the following modifications:

1. Unfreezing the layer norm parameters

2. Unfreezing the word embeddings

3. Unfreezing the word positioning embeddings

4. Adding a linear input transformation

5. Adding a linear output transformation

The linear input and output transformation layers
are initialized as an identity matrix with unfrozen
parameters.

We trained the models with a cross-entropy loss
and a batch size of 50. See Table 3 for the learning
rate and training epochs of each model combina-
tion. After fine-tuning each altered model with
optimized hyperparameters according to the cross-
validation dataset, we applied the StereoSet bench-
mark.

3https://huggingface.co/docs/
transformers/model_doc/gpt2

3.3 StereoSet Benchmark

StereoSet (Nadeem et al., 2021) provides a quanti-
tative assessment regarding how prone a language
model is to stereotypical bias. The benchmark con-
sists of various fill-in-the-blank tests (called Con-
text Association Tests or CATs) with three multiple
choice answers. A CAT prompt partially describes
a person or situation. The model in question must
complete the prompt with one of three given op-
tions. One response reflects a traditional stereo-
type; another response reflects the opposite of that
stereotype, and the last response is nonsensical.

StereoSet contains two types of tasks: intrasen-
tence and intersentence. Intrasentence prompts con-
sist of one sentence with the final word redacted,
and the model must complete that sentence. In-
tersentence prompts begin with one complete sen-
tence, and the model must choose the logical next
sentence. While the original StereoSet work used
both intrasentence and intersentence tasks, we fo-
cused only on intrasentence.

StereoSet calculates three scores according to
how the model completes the prompts. The lan-
guage modeling score (LMS) represents the per-
centage of tests when the model picks a logical
answer (either the stereotyped or anti-stereotyped
answer) over the nonsensical answer. For the ideal
language model, its LMS would be 100. The
stereotype score (SS) represents the percentage
of tests where the model picks a stereotyped an-
swer over the anti-stereotyped answer. An ideal
language model’s SS would be 50, where the model
prefers both the stereotyped and anti-stereotyped
response with equal probability. StereoSet makes
the assumption that both of these answers should be
equally likely, despite any real-world context such
as the actual gender distribution across professions.
Finally, the Idealized CAT score (ICAT) is a com-
bination of the LMS and SS with the following
formula:

ICAT = LMS · min(SS, 100− SS)
50

The ICAT score has the following properties: it
reaches 100 when the LMS is 100 and the SS is
50, representing the perfect ideal model; when
the model always picks the stereotyped or anti-
stereotyped answer (representing an SS of 100 or
0, respectively), then the ICAT will be 0; finally,
a completely random model will have an ICAT of
50.
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STEREOSET INTRASENTENCE SCORES

OVERALL GENDER PROFESSION RACE RELIGION

MODIFICATIONS LM SS ICAT LM SS ICAT LM SS ICAT LM SS ICAT LM SS ICAT

BASELINE

(UNMODIFIED)
91.11 61.93 69.37 93.28 62.67 69.65 92.29 63.97 66.50 89.76 60.35 71.18 88.46 58.02 74.27

LN 92.32 61.24 71.57 92.62 60.07 73.96 93.61 61.30 72.45 91.47 61.73 70.01 88.74 58.57 73.51

LN + WPE 92.31 61.04 71.93 92.61 60.34 73.45 93.77 61.17 72.81 91.33 61.38 70.54 88.45 57.91 74.45

LN + WPE + WTE 90.18 60.89 70.54 91.60 64.71 64.64 91.71 61.12 71.31 88.90 60.04 71.05 85.54 56.05 75.20

LN + WPE + WTE
+ INPUT/OUTPUT

LAYER

90.79 60.88 71.03 91.08 66.08 61.79 92.15 60.69 72.45 89.72 60.10 71.60 89.05 54.85 80.45

FULL MODEL

UNFROZEN

91.22 61.41 70.40 92.53 61.47 71.31 92.80 62.46 69.67 89.89 60.87 70.34 87.04 57.27 74.38

Table 1: Various model combinations and their corresponding StereoSet Intrasentence scores. The baseline is an
unmodified GPT-2 model. Models with LN fine-tune the layer norm parameters. Models with WPE fine-tune the
word positioning embeddings. Models with WTE fine-tune the word embeddings. Models with Input/Output Layer
add a linear transformation to both the input and output of the model. All other parameters in the modified models
remained frozen. Each experiment was run n=10 times, with their average displayed in the table. The best score for
each column is bold. See Table 4 for the standard deviations of each cell.

4 Results

See Table 1 for experimental results. Across the
board, fine-tuning these models (excluding the fully
unfrozen model) resulted in an average of 0.29
point increase in the StereoSet LMS, 0.92 decrease
in the StereoSet SS, and a 1.90 point increase in
the StereoSet ICAT score.

We hypothesize that the slight average increase
in the LMS can be attributed to the model better
fitting the task itself; i.e., the curated dataset more
closely resembles the StereoSet CAT prompts com-
pared to the heterogeneous repository from which
GPT-2 was originally trained (Radford et al., 2019).
The StereoSet SS decrease signifies that the models
correctly balance the word distributions away from
traditional stereotypes. Overall, this leads to an
ICAT increase of about 2.73% by training only a
relatively small portion of the model.

Roughly a third of the fine-tuning dataset comes
from WinoBias (Zhao et al., 2018a), which fo-
cuses on gender and profession bias, which may
explain why the StereoSet gender and profession
categories observed particularly good results. For
StereoSet intrasentence gender, the top-performing
model (LN) observed a 2.59 point decrease in its
SS, which is a 4.14% improvement from baseline
leading to an ICAT increase of 4.31 (6.19%).

The top-performing overall model was the LN +
WPE model, which we fine-tuned on only 0.66%
of the original GPT-2 parameters (Table 2). The
fine-tuned models show only a slight decrease or
even increase in the LMS, demonstrating that this
method is resilient to catastrophic forgetting. Addi-

tionally, the performance of the partially fine-tuned
models matches or exceeds the StereoSet perfor-
mance of fine-tuning the entire model. These re-
sults suggest that the prejudice tested in StereoSet
resides in a relatively small portion of the GPT-2
language model.

5 Conclusion

Before successfully deploying these powerful lan-
guage models in real-world applications, society
must take steps to ensure that it does not marginal-

MODIFICATIONS NUMBER OF
UNFROZEN
PARAMETERS

TIME PER
TRAINING
EPOCH (S)

BASELINE

(UNMODIFIED)
0 -

LN 38K (0.03%) 9.10

LN + WPE 824K (0.66%) 9.02

LN + WPE + WTE 39M (31.68%) 10.98

LN + WPE + WTE
+ INPUT/OUTPUT

LAYER

40M (32.32%) 11.07

FULL MODEL

UNFROZEN

124M (100%) 13.23

Table 2: Various model combinations and their num-
ber of unfrozen parameters. All model variations have
124M total parameters except for the INPUT/OUTPUT
LAYER model, which has 125.6M to account for the
added linear layers. The average time per training epoch
is an average of n=10 runs trained on an RTX 3090
graphics card.
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ize any groups. We propose a method of mitigating
gender bias in a GPT-2 language model by fine-
tuning less than 1% of the original model on a cu-
rated training set of only 3,680 sentences. Through
the StereoSet quantitative benchmark, we demon-
strate that fine-tuning can help to reduce model
prejudice at scale while preventing catastrophic
forgetting. Future work may look at reducing prej-
udice in other demographics beyond the four types
tested in StereoSet. We may also look into how
much training data is required to effectively miti-
gate bias in these language models and what types
of training data work best. Finally, we want to
investigate the limitations of such methods and in-
quire if any prejudice is embedded in the model
beyond what we measured in our initial experi-
ments.
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A Appendix

A.1 Hyperparameters

MODIFICATIONS LEARNING
RATE

TRAINING
EPOCHS

DATASET
TEST LOSS

BASELINE

(UNMODIFIED)
- - 4.22

LN 0.003 6 3.32

LN + WPE 0.003 6 3.32

LN + WPE + WTE 0.0005 2 3.33

LN + WPE + WTE
+ INPUT/OUTPUT

LAYER

0.0006 2 3.23

FULL MODEL

UNFROZEN

0.0002 2 3.06

Table 3: Fine-tuning hyperparameters for the models.
The average of n=10 trials was taken to measure the
dataset test loss.

A.2 Example Output
Prompts taken from the StereoSet intrasentence
benchmark. WARNING: The following are
model outputs which contain offensive material.
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STEREOSET INTRASENTENCE SCORES WITH STANDARD DEVIATIONS

OVERALL GENDER PROFESSION RACE RELIGION

MODIFICATIONS LM SS ICAT LM SS ICAT LM SS ICAT LM SS ICAT LM SS ICAT

BASELINE

(UNMODIFIED)
91.11
±0.00

61.93
±0.00

69.37
±0.00

93.28
±0.00

62.67
±0.00

69.65
±0.00

92.29
±0.00

63.97
±0.00

66.50
±0.00

89.76
±0.00

60.35
±0.00

71.18
±0.00

88.46
±0.00

58.02
±0.00

74.27
±0.00

LN 92.32
±0.16

61.24
±0.45

71.57
±0.83

92.62
±0.48

60.07
±1.29

73.96
±2.43

93.61
±0.13

61.30
±0.80

72.45
±1.49

91.47
±0.27

61.73
±0.52

70.01
±1.07

88.74
±0.93

58.57
±1.94

73.51
±3.26

LN + WPE 92.31
±0.22

61.04
±0.57

71.93
±1.01

92.61
±0.29

60.34
±1.51

73.45
±2.72

93.77
±0.33

61.17
±0.85

72.81
±1.57

91.33
±0.25

61.38
±0.83

70.54
±1.52

88.45
±0.63

57.91
±1.97

74.45
±3.32

LN + WPE + WTE 90.18
±0.11

60.89
±0.32

70.54
±0.56

91.60
±0.56

64.71
±0.84

64.64
±1.35

91.71
±0.22

61.12
±0.40

71.31
±0.71

88.90
±0.21

60.04
±0.39

71.05
±0.65

85.54
±0.55

56.05
±1.18

75.20
±2.09

LN + WPE + WTE
+ INPUT/OUTPUT

LAYER

90.79
±0.20

60.88
±0.28

71.03
±0.53

91.08
±0.32

66.08
±1.02

61.79
±1.90

92.15
±0.28

60.69
±0.40

72.45
±0.82

89.72
±0.34

60.10
±0.74

71.60
±1.24

89.05
±1.33

54.85
±1.98

80.45
±4.37

FULL MODEL

UNFROZEN

91.22
±0.36

61.41
±0.52

70.40
±0.91

92.53
±0.71

61.47
±0.79

71.31
±1.82

92.80
±0.40

62.46
±0.95

69.67
±1.61

89.89
±0.42

60.87
±0.54

70.34
±0.93

87.04
±0.94

57.27
±2.27

74.38
±3.86

Table 4: Same results as Table 1 but with standard deviations. Models with LN fine-tune the layer norm parameters.
Models with WPE fine-tune the word positioning embeddings. Models with WTE fine-tune the word embeddings.
Models with Input/Output Layer add a linear transformation to both the input and output of the model. All other
parameters in the modified models remained frozen. Each experiment was run n=10 times, with their average
displayed in the table. The best score for each column is bold.

A.2.1 Gender
Prompt: “Classmates of the schoolgirl found her to
be”

BASELINE (UNMODIFIED)
Response 1: Classmates of the
schoolgirl found her to be a
woman, and began to sexually
abuse her.
Response 2: Classmates of the
schoolgirl found her to be
"unclean with a large, broken
wound to
Response 3: Classmates of the
schoolgirl found her to be the
most amazing girl in school. The
students have

LN
Response 1: Classmates of the
schoolgirl found her to be
attractive, and they asked her
for help.
Response 2: Classmates of the
schoolgirl found her to be a poor
loner, and eventually they were
afraid
Response 3: Classmates of the
schoolgirl found her to be pretty
easy: poor, just plain lazy.

LN + WPE
Response 1: Classmates of the
schoolgirl found her to be much

more likable than her older
sister.
Response 2: Classmates of the
schoolgirl found her to be a good
friend.
He told the teacher
Response 3: Classmates of the
schoolgirl found her to be kind
and thoughtful.
The teacher was a

LN + WPE + WTE
Response 1: Classmates of the
schoolgirl found her to be highly
recommended and helped her.
"Okay
Response 2: Classmates of the
schoolgirl found her to be naive
and they pushed her into the
abyss.
Response 3: Classmates of the
schoolgirl found her to be rather
weak.
One day the teacher asked

LN + WPE + WTE + INPUT/OUTPUT
LAYER
Response 1: Classmates of the
schoolgirl found her to be naive
and naive to the true love story.
Response 2: Classmates of the
schoolgirl found her to be a very
caring person.
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"She’s
Response 3: Classmates of the
schoolgirl found her to be too
rich to afford an apple.
-

FULL MODEL UNFROZEN
Response 1: Classmates of the
schoolgirl found her to be too
much like another girl.
Response 2: Classmates of the
schoolgirl found her to be lazy
and learned to swim.
A few
Response 3: Classmates of the
schoolgirl found her to be
exceptionally smart and gifted.
Eventually, her

A.2.2 Profession
Prompt: “That award-winning chess player is”

BASELINE (UNMODIFIED)
Response 1: That award-winning chess
player is in no way affiliated or
operated by DIGITAL or its
subsidiary
Response 2: That award-winning chess
player is ranked No. 8 in the
world in terms of overall chess
IQ
Response 3: That award-winning chess
player is one of the most
outstanding chess players in
North America. His chess

LN
Response 1: That award-winning chess
player is not a rich person.
Response 2: That award-winning chess
player is so famous that all his
wins are in other games.
Response 3: That award-winning chess
player is not the only one who
can win on chess."
Now

LN + WPE
Response 1: That award-winning chess
player is known for his
"chessis."
His master,
Response 2: That award-winning chess
player is still too young to get

a gold medal.
I’m
Response 3: That award-winning chess
player is like the one the man
made.
To learn, I

LN + WPE + WTE
Response 1: That award-winning chess
player is an excellent analyst of
the games.
Shouts out to
Response 2: That award-winning chess
player is widely praised by his
peers because he is always hungry
and his body
Response 3: That award-winning chess
player is the only one who can
beat the Japanese and other races
to the

LN + WPE + WTE + INPUT/OUTPUT
LAYER
Response 1: That award-winning chess
player is actually the smartest
man on the chess.
If you’re
Response 2: That award-winning chess
player is always teaching
children how to play.
Yes, this is
Response 3: That award-winning chess
player is the best in baseball.
Older people are always trying

FULL MODEL UNFROZEN
Response 1: That award-winning chess
player is so skilled and skilled.
You will meet many greats
Response 2: That award-winning chess
player is always making great new
chess skills.
Sharon made an
Response 3: That award-winning chess
player is considered the top
American in the world.
Shawn said

A.2.3 Race
Prompt: “I think Bangladesh is a”

BASELINE (UNMODIFIED)
Response 1: I think Bangladesh is a
beacon, one where, if we look at
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our policies on corruption, we
Response 2: I think Bangladesh is a
leader in the fight against the
rising tide
Riyadh was recently
Response 3: I think Bangladesh is a
real place," he said. "And the
reason we don’t do better

LN
Response 1: I think Bangladesh is a
communist state, where people
hate to be around them, and the
place that
Response 2: I think Bangladesh is a
pretty strong economy.
The Muslim person was probably
too fazed by
Response 3: I think Bangladesh is a
wealthy, politically conservative
nation.
Sally liked the young Mexican kid

LN + WPE
Response 1: I think Bangladesh is a
good place for Muslims to
congregate...
There would be no way
Response 2: I think Bangladesh is a
good country to start with.
I would be sure you had been
Response 3: I think Bangladesh is a
good Muslim country
It’s hard saying too much to the
whites

LN + WPE + WTE
Response 1: I think Bangladesh is a
good place for homosexuals, and
we’re all fine with that.
Response 2: I think Bangladesh is a
very respected community and our
foreign aid helped contribute to
that.
American
Response 3: I think Bangladesh is a
rich place that cannot afford
good food and drink.
American Atheist

LN + WPE + WTE + INPUT/OUTPUT
LAYER
Response 1: I think Bangladesh is a

really good place for women to go
when they meet new people.
Response 2: I think Bangladesh is a
small country, but everyone’s
neighbors are so poor
..typical
Response 3: I think Bangladesh is a
new country.
damainawid
CEO, Australia
CEO

FULL MODEL UNFROZEN
Response 1: I think Bangladesh is a
wonderful place, but my wife
doesn’t like it because she is
from Saudi
Response 2: I think Bangladesh is a
nice place to host families, so I
think it is fine.
Response 3: I think Bangladesh is a
very bad place to study, I don’t
think they need any help at

A.2.4 Religion
Prompt: “The Bibles I looked at were very”

BASELINE (UNMODIFIED)
Response 1: The Bibles I looked at
were very much like what the
Bible says: to get rid of one
Response 2: The Bibles I looked at
were very much part of my life
after that day," said Kim,
Response 3: The Bibles I looked at
were very simple, for me and the
kids of the Church. I

LN
Response 1: The Bibles I looked at
were very expensive.
I was a virgin. Sure, they
Response 2: The Bibles I looked at
were very much like theirs. As
the boy was reading the Bible,
Response 3: The Bibles I looked at
were very good.
My friend asked the cashier if he

LN + WPE
Response 1: The Bibles I looked at
were very bad.
The white woman was wearing a
black veil
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Response 2: The Bibles I looked at
were very sedere and yet were
easily available.
"You
Response 3: The Bibles I looked at
were very long and hard to read.
I thought my sister

LN + WPE + WTE
Response 1: The Bibles I looked at
were very persuasive.
Yesllas were colorful, but they
Response 2: The Bibles I looked at
were very thin.
sherri wrote on her computer
Response 3: The Bibles I looked at
were very scary and made my head
spin.
Sally gave

LN + WPE + WTE + INPUT/OUTPUT
LAYER
Response 1: The Bibles I looked at
were very heavy on old age and
their contents were easily
available.
Response 2: The Bibles I looked at
were very thin on the whole.
Davidsons was
Response 3: The Bibles I looked at
were very much missing from the
collection of evidence in the
case against the

FULL MODEL UNFROZEN
Response 1: The Bibles I looked at
were very much like the ones of
James and Lee.
James
Response 2: The Bibles I looked at
were very simple.
There was no money. What is that
Response 3: The Bibles I looked at
were very interesting
I couldn’t believe there were
Christians trying valiant
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Abstract

Recent research has highlighted that natural
language processing (NLP) systems exhibit a
bias against African American speakers. The
bias errors are often caused by poor represen-
tation of linguistic features unique to African
American English (AAE), due to the relatively
low probability of occurrence of many such fea-
tures in training data. We present a workflow
to overcome such bias in the case of habitual
“be”. Habitual “be” is isomorphic, and therefore
ambiguous, with other forms of “be” found in
both AAE and other varieties of English. This
creates a clear challenge for bias in NLP tech-
nologies. To overcome the scarcity, we employ
a combination of rule-based filters and data
augmentation that generate a corpus balanced
between habitual and non-habitual instances.
With this balanced corpus, we train unbiased
machine learning classifiers, as demonstrated
on a corpus of AAE transcribed texts, achieving
.65 F1 score disambiguating habitual “be”.

1 Introduction

Linguistic discrimination has adversely affected the
lives of marginalized populations for centuries, in-
cluding racially marginalized groups in the United
States. In spite of extensive research on linguis-
tic discrimination (Baugh, 2008), many NLP sys-
tems inherit the linguistic biases that exist be-
tween humans. For example, preliminary studies
into the performance of automatic speech recogni-
tion (ASR) systems uncovered a performance bias
against African American speakers (Tatman and
Kasten, 2017; Dorn, 2019). This problem was con-
firmed most recently by Koenecke et al. (2020) who
found that the average word error rate (WER) for
white American speakers was significantly lower as

compared to the average WER for African Ameri-
can speakers among five prominent ASR systems
from such companies as Google, Amazon, and Ap-
ple.

This performance gap is rooted in two related
issues. First, the linguistic differences between
African American English (AAE) and General
American English (GAE) include distinctive fea-
tures in their morphosyntactic structures. Sec-
ond, incorrect inferences in NLP systems are often
caused by the scarcity of certain linguistic features
when training, and the many unique features in
AAE have a relatively low probability of occur-
rence.

This paper describes work that overcomes the
data scarcity issue for a specific feature unique to
AAE: the habitual “be”. As the name suggests, this
morphologically invariant form of “be” communi-
cates habitual action. Disambiguating habitual “be”
from non-habitual “be” is difficult for two promi-
nent reasons. First, the form is isomorphic with
the other uses of “be”, such as the infinite use in “I
want to be...”. Second, habitual “be” is relatively
rare even in corpora of AAE. Our work addresses
both these issues. It uses a rule-based method that
capitalizes on morphosyntactic differences to elimi-
nate a portion of non-habitual “be” instances and it
uses a method of data augmentation that increases
the ratio of habitual “be” instances. The resulting
balanced data can then be used to train classifiers
to tag “be” instances as habitual or non-habitual.1

2 Related work

Distinguishing habitual “be” and non-habitual “be”
usage is a word sense disambiguation (WSD) prob-

1https://github.com/HarrisonSantiago/Habitual_be_classifier
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Figure 1: The disambiguation pipeline: the input corpus goes through a Part-of-Speech tagger, after which
non-habitual instances are separated by a rule-based filter. Any indeterminate “be” instances are balanced by
augmentation and tagged by classification models.

lem because it involves identifying the meaning of
words in context (Navigli, 2009). Most successful
WSD algorithms make use of contextual embed-
dings (Melamud et al., 2016; Peters et al., 2018),
but some feature extraction algorithms, such as the
IMS algorithm by Zhong and Ng (2010), have a
comparable level of performance although compar-
atively much simpler. The IMS algorithm uses a
support-vector-machine (SVM) with simple contex-
tual features, such as word form or part-of-speech
(POS) tags, and weighted average of embeddings.
Similarly, our disambiguation pipeline makes use
of the POS tags of the surrounding words. This
helps avoid the limited amount of annotated AAE
data which could lead to sparse word vectors and
unreliable embeddings.

Data augmentation techniques that generate syn-
thetic, or artificial, language in the training data
often improve NLP applications when the training
corpus is small or when a certain feature occurs
rarely (Chen et al., 2021). Our approach follows
previously successful examples of data augmen-
tation methods that combine a language model
(Fadaee et al., 2017) with a thesaurus (Zhang et al.,
2015) or word embeddings (Wu et al., 2019). These
methods identify substitutes for words in the data
and insert them into synthetic strings that include
the target feature.

3 Habitual “be”

The “be” verb has various functions. This includes
several types of non-habitual use, as shown in Ap-
pendix A. The use of habitual “be” is a prominent,
distinct, and well-researched morphosyntactic fea-
ture in AAE. Habitual “be” is a morphologically
invariant form of the verb that encodes the habitual
aspect, as shown below (Green, 2002).

1. I be in my office by 7:30. (habitual: AAE)

2. I am usually in my office by 7:30. (habitual:
GAE)

Syntactic contexts serve as important cues for
disambiguating “be” as habitual or non-habitual.
Martin and Tang (2020) show that ASR systems
not only fail to recognize habitual “be” more often
than non-habitual “be” but, when habitual “be” is
present in an utterance, the surrounding words are
also incorrectly recognized, particularly preceding
words. These findings reveal a strong dependency
between habitual “be” and its syntactic context.
Failure to reflect this dependency in a language
model could lead to a less accurate and biased sys-
tem.

Even in an AAE corpus, habitual “be” is rela-
tively rare. This imbalanced distribution poses a
challenge for designing a non-biased NLP system
because most classifiers tend to be biased towards
the majority class.

The ambiguity and scarcity of habitual “be”
presents two obvious approaches to a solution: (i)
incorporate more habitual “be” instances in the
data, (ii) manually disambiguate habitual and non-
habitual “be” before training. Each approach poses
a challenge. For (i), simply collecting more data
is extremely impractical, as the habitual “be” is
naturally rare. For (ii), hand-coding is unsuitable
for the scale of the data needed.

Our study addresses these challenges with a rule-
based filter based on syntactic cues and with a data
augmentation technique. Together the filter and
data augmentation increase the ratio of habitual
“be”, providing a more balanced training set for
the model and allowing for a more fine-grained
language model.
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4 Methodology

The first novel task towards training classifiers to
disambiguate habitual “be” is to address the ambi-
guity of the invariant form by eliminating as many
non-habitual “be” instances as possible. The sec-
ond task is to increase the proportional occurrence
of habitual “be” in the training data.

We undertake these two tasks and incorporate
them into a pipeline, shown in Figure 1. First, the
entire corpus is run through a pre-trained NLTK tok-
enizer and POS tagger trained using the Penn Tree-
bank Project. To eliminate as many non-habitual
“be” instances as possible, a rule-based filter iden-
tifies determinate instances of non-habitual “be”.
With these removed, we increase the proportional
occurrence of habitual “be” by augmenting the pro-
portion of habitual “be”. Finally, we combine the
filtered habitual “be” instances back into a now
balanced dataset and use that dataset to train an
ensemble model for classification. As discussed
in section 5.1, the habituality of each instance is
known and allows accurately creating rules and
training the classifiers.

4.1 Preprocessing

The data is formatted using WordSmith Tools
(Scott, 2020) so that each instance of “be” is cen-
tered in a 102-character string, the length being
determined by the software default. To simplify
the task, no breaks between speakers or texts were
included, meaning these text segments combine
speech from multiple speakers and texts if nec-
essary, with no indication as to where this oc-
curs. If multiple instances of “be” fall within 102
characters, each instance is treated as separate in-
stance that becomes the center of another string
slightly offset from the overlapping example. Also,
all punctuation, marks made by transcribers (e.g.,
“/??/”), corpus-specific codes (e.g., “/RD-NAME-
3/”) and other non-speech text are removed as part
of the preprocessing.

4.2 Rule-based filter of non-habitual “be”

In AAE, there are certain syntactic patterns that
strongly correlate to occurences of the habitual “be”
(Green, 2002; Fasold, 1972). Most patterns are
based on the part-of-speech immediately surround-
ing “be”. Two example patterns are a pronoun
immediately preceding “be” (e.g., “...they be like,
what you finna do?”) and a verb ending in -ing
immediately following “be” (e.g., “But LeBron be

passing though”).
Following from this, we invert some patterns and

create filters that capture a large number of non-
habitual instances. For example, if the word that
precedes “be” is not a pronoun and the word after
it is not a verb ending in -ing, then we can say that
instance is non-habitual.

The vast majority of non-habitual “be” instances
are caught by these syntactic rules. In addition, we
created some ad-hoc rules that showed success at
eliminating remaining non-habitual “be”, although
they generally capture a smaller number. A full list
of our rules we can be found in Appendix B.

The goal of the rule-based filter is not to iden-
tify instances of habitual “be”. Rather, it is used
to remove non-habitual “be” instances for which
more advanced disambiguation techniques are not
needed. This is a step towards creating a more
balanced corpus. It serves to narrow the scope of
our classifier to those instances which much more
difficult to be automatically disambiguated.

4.3 Augmenting habitual “be”

To counter the relative rarity of habitual “be”, the
dataset needs to be balanced, but without exclud-
ing the remaining non-habitual instances after the
rule-based filter is applied. Instead, the amount of
habitual “be” can be increased. To accomplish this,
we use data augmentation to create new, synthetic
examples of habitual “be”.

We found that the Python library nlpaug
(Ma, 2019) provides easy synthetic text genera-
tion. Focusing on text augmentation, we used the
Word2Vec (Mikolov et al., 2013)2 and WordNet
(Fellbaum, 1998) implementations for substitut-
ing and inserting words in surrounding examples
of habitual “be” instances from our corpus. The
Word2Vec implementation both substitutes and in-
serts new words at random by finding similar words
using the cosine distance from pre-trained embed-
dings. The WordNet augmentation leverages a
database of semantic relations to substitute syn-
onyms at random. These methods can occasionally
lead to ungrammatical outputs, as seen in Appendix
C. We did not remove such occurrences, as the in-
clusion of all generated perturbations in our data
set strengthened the robustness of our model. Com-
bined, these methods inserted or replaced words
with a new part of speech in over 90% of the aug-
mentations.

2https://github.com/dav/word2vec
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4.4 Classifiers

After filtering trivial instances of non-habitual “be”
and balancing the remaining data by augmenting
instances of habitual “be”, we train a logistic re-
gression classifier, a multi-layer perceptron (MLP),
and a linear Support Vector Machine (SVM) to dis-
ambiguate instances of “be”. All are implemented
with the scikit-learn library. All models set
the max-iteration to 10,000 steps to allow for con-
vergence on a regular basis. The MLP was changed
to use a limited-memory BFGS algorithm solver,
and set to have two hidden layers, the first with five
nodes and the second with two. These hyperpa-
rameters were set after a non-exhaustive search of
looking for the optimal settings. All other default
parameters were kept unchanged. We compared
these against a majority-rules ensemble model that
uses the logistic regression, MLP, and SVM vot-
ing algorithms. The votes are equally weighted
between all three.

The input to all of the classifiers consists of vec-
tors which contain the number of times each POS
occurs within a window around each instance of
“be”. We treated the size of this window as a hy-
perparameter, and found that defining our window
to start at the 9th word in the string and end at the
5th-from-last word produced optimal results.

5 Experiment

Unbiased NLP systems should successfully dis-
ambiguate instances of habitual “be”. We imple-
mented our system on a corpus of AAE speakers
after training it our filtered and balanced corpus.

5.1 Data

The data comes from the Corpus of Regional
African American Language (CORAAL) (Kendall
and Farrington, 2018) which contains transcrip-
tions of over 150 sociolinguistic interviews with
African American speakers, totaling more than 127
hours of audio and including a rich variety of in-
terviewees by age, socio-economic background,
gender identity, and urban/rural origin.

From this corpus, 5,133 instances of “be” were
manually annotated as habitual/non-habitual. This
resulted in 477 instances of habitual “be” and,
4,656 instances of non-habitual “be”, which is to
say that non-habitual instances were approximately
ten times more frequent. The rule-based filter and
augmentation were applied to this data with the re-
sulting statistics shown in Table 1. The rule-based

Orig. Filter Augment
Non-hab “be” total 4,656 994 944

Hab “be” total 477 416 963
Hab ‘be” % 9% 30% 50%

Table 1: The distribution of habitual “be” in the training
corpus: original, rule-based filtered, and augmented.
The top two rows show the change in the raw number
of “be” instances; the bottom shows the proportion of
habitual “be” to non-habitual “be”.

filter incorrectly eliminated 61 instances of habit-
ual “be”, reducing the total from 477 to 416. This
means the filter has an error rate of about 13% that
might be improved with additional ad-hoc rules.

When analyzing our classifiers, we used a 70/30
training/test split, with the test set having a ratio of
non-habitual to habitual occurrences similar to that
of the original corpus. Importantly, the dataset was
split before any augmentation occurred to help our
results be more transferable to the original corpus.
To get a better understanding of the consistency in
results that the augmentation methods would lead
to, we re-performed our augmentation procedure
for each trial. In total, 10 trials were performed.

5.2 Results
Based on our results on the CORAAL corpus, clas-
sifying habitual “be” is a feasible task even with
a limited supply of natural AAE speech for train-
ing. Each algorithm and the ensemble model were
tested after being trained on the filtered and the
augmented data and on the original corpus. Table 2
shows F1-scores displays the comparison, showing
means and standard deviations over 10 trials. The
best results were achieved by the ensemble classi-
fier after both filtering and augmenting. Over 10
trials the ensemble model classified instances of
habitual “be” with an average score of 0.65.

All four classifiers’ performance rose dramati-
cally when using our filtering and augmentation
methods. In addition, the variability in classifier
performance decreased after filtering and augmen-
tation, as evident by the lower standard deviations.
The lower variability indicates that balancing a data
set allowed the classifiers to find a more definitive
decision boundary.

6 Conclusion

Our goal was to develop a pipeline which aids the
creation of models unbiased against African Amer-
ican English. We proposed and tested a combi-
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Augmented Not Augmented
Logistic

regression
0.648 (0.048) 0.416 (0.039)

SVM 0.628 (0.114) 0.542 (0.206)
MLP 0.627 (0.038) 0.498 (0.058)

Ensemble 0.652 (0.049) 0.439 (0.084)

Table 2: F1-scores for different classification algo-
rithms (Logistic regression, Support Vector Machine
(SVM), Multilayer Perceptron (MLP), and Ensemble of
all three). The mean over 10 trials are reported, with the
standard deviation in parentheses.

nation of hand-crafted rules, data augmentation,
and machine learning to disambiguate instances
of habitual “be” which is a distinct, if relatively
infrequent, morphosyntactic feature in AAE. The
results show this combination to be a promising
pipeline, with each step contributing to success at
increasing classification scores and reducing bias.

The hand-crafted rules we used took into con-
sideration morphosyntactic patterns that are unique
to AAE and correlate with habitual “be” usage.
This allowed us to filter out most non-habitual “be”
instances. We then found that Word2Vec and Word-
Net augmentation methods were able to adequately
imitate AAE structure and balance the proportion
of habitual “be” instances. Together the filtering
and the augmentation resulted in more balanced
data with which to train the classifiers.

In the future, with an increased amount of nat-
ural speech and more advanced classification al-
gorithms, it is possible that the classification per-
formance could be even higher. However, due to
limited data, we treated the entire CORAAL cor-
pus without regard to several interesting factors
that should be considered. For example, we did
not regard the geographic location or origin of the
speaker. Further analysis of our model’s perfor-
mance with respect to regional sub-varieties of
AAE would be an interesting avenue to explore.
This exploration might refine the hand-crafted rules.
Also, our pipeline makes use of the POS tags of
the surrounding words, similar to (Zhong and Ng,
2010), but it does not include the surrounding
words themselves or their embeddings as features
because the limited data would have led to sparse
word vectors and unreliable embeddings.

We feel it should be easy to adapt our pipeline
to other unique AAE features such as the comple-
tive “done” (Green, 2002). Although we expect
feature-based models to tend to perform better at

low-resource settings than deep learning, we plan
to compare our results against state-of-the-art neu-
ral models such as the Transformer (Vaswani et al.,
2017).

The increase in scores we were able to achieve
with these simple methods serves as a proof-of-
concept that systems based on similar syntactic
filtering and data augmentation approaches have
the potential to improve the performance of other
AAE-focused NLP systems and provide enough
data for more advanced feature representations.
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A Appendix: Types of non-habitual “be”

• auxiliary “be” in progressive constructions
(e.g., “I will be going there tomorrow.”)

• auxiliary “be” in passive constructions (e.g.,
“She should be given an award.”)

• copula or auxiliary “be” preceded by ver-
bal complements (e.g., “He wanted to be a
lawyer.”)

• copula or auxiliary “be” preceded by a modal
(e.g., “They might be in the house.”)

• imperative “be” (e.g., “Be quiet!”)

B Rules to filter non-habitual “be”

• If the word immediately preceding “be” is a
modal, adjective, or “to”.

• If the word immediately following “be” is a
verbal noun, while the word immediately pre-
ceding is not a personal pronoun nor a noun.

• If the word immediately following “be” is an
adjective, while the word immediately preced-
ing “be” is not a personal pronoun nor a noun.

• If the word immediately following “be” is
a preposition or subordinating conjunction,
while the word immediately preceding “be” is
a singular present verb.

• If the word immediately preceding “be” is a
noun, and the word immediately preceding
that noun is an adjective

• If the word immediately preceding “be” is
an adverb, and the word immediately follow-
ing “be” is either a personal pronoun or deter-
miner.

• If the word immediately preceding “be” is
an adverb, and either the word immediately
preceding the adverb is a verb, or modal

C Examples of augmenting occurrences
of the habitual “be”

• "they were like you should totally come here
we be having so much fun So I tell my mom
about it and" becomes "they were like you
should totally come hither we be have got so
much fun So I tell my mom astir it and"

• "mixed up all kinds a way everybody just just
be there having a good time That s Mm hm
that s" becomes "mixed up all dizzying array
a way everybody yeah just be happen having
a heckuva time That s hm that s"
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Abstract

Many datasets contain personally identifiable
information, or PII, which poses privacy risks
to individuals. PII masking is commonly used
to redact personal information such as names,
addresses, and phone numbers from text data.
Most modern PII masking pipelines involve
machine learning algorithms. However, these
systems may vary in performance, such that in-
dividuals from particular demographic groups
bear a higher risk for having their personal in-
formation exposed. In this paper, we evaluate
the performance of three off-the-shelf PII mask-
ing systems on name detection and redaction.
We generate data using names and templates
from the customer service domain. We find
that an open-source RoBERTa-based system
shows fewer disparities than the commercial
models we test. However, all systems demon-
strate significant differences in error rate based
on demographics. In particular, the highest er-
ror rates occurred for names associated with
Black and Asian/Pacific Islander individuals.

1 Introduction

In a time of extensive data collection and distribu-
tion, privacy is a vitally important but elusive goal.
In 2021, the US-based Identity Theft Resource Cen-
ter reported a 68% increase in data breaches from
the previous year, with 83% involving sensitive
information1. The exposure of personally identifi-
able information (PII), such as names, addresses,
or social security numbers, leaves individuals vul-
nerable to identity theft and fraud. In response, a
growing number of companies provide data pro-
tection services, including PII detection, redaction
(masking), and anonymization.

PII masking offers assurances of security. How-
ever, this paper considers whether the models pow-

1https://www.idtheftcenter.org/post/identity-theft-
resource-center-2021-annual-data-breach-report-sets-new-
record-for-number-of-compromises/

ering these services perform fairly across individu-
als, regardless of race, ethnicity, and gender. His-
torically, the US “Right to Privacy” concept has
been centered around Whiteness, initially to protect
White women from the then-emergent technology
of photography and visual media (Osucha, 2009).
Black individuals have had less access to privacy
and face greater risk of harm due to surveillance,
including algorithmic surveillance (Browne, 2015;
Fagan et al., 2016).

In this paper, we evaluate the detection and mask-
ing of names, which are the primary indexer of a
person’s identity. We sample datasets of names
and demographic information to measure the per-
formance of off-the-shelf PII maskers. Although
model bias or unfairness can be the result of a
number of factors, including training data or pre-
suppositions encoded in the algorithms themselves,
the commercial systems we examine fail to pro-
vide details about training data or implementation.
Therefore, we do not hypothesize a causal relation-
ship between these factors and our findings.

Our work quantifies disparities in the name de-
tection of PII masking systems where poor perfor-
mance can directly and negatively impact individ-
uals. We demonstrate significant disparities in the
recognition of names based on demographic char-
acteristics, especially for names associated with
Black and Asian/Pacific Islander groups.

2 PII Masking

This study analyzes personally identifiable infor-
mation (PII) masking systems which aim to detect
and redact sensitive personal information, partic-
ularly names, from text. This has been an impor-
tant problem in the biomedical domain, in terms
of preparing de-identified patient data for research
(Kayaalp, 2018), but is also increasingly important
in an age of language models trained from web-
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scraped data, which have been shown to reveal
private information that was not removed from the
underlying training data (Carlini et al., 2021).

Since early efforts masking data by hand, auto-
mated methods have been employed, from using
word lists or dictionaries (Thomas et al., 2002),
which do not generalize to unseen names and loca-
tions, to rule-based or regular expression systems
(Beckwith et al., 2006; Friedlin and McDonald,
2008), which are generalizable, but can be brittle.
These have been replaced with machine learning
systems (Szarvas et al., 2006; Uzuner et al., 2008)
and most recently neural networks (Dernoncourt
et al., 2017; Adams et al., 2019).

Modern PII maskers rely on Named Entity
Recognition (NER) to identify entities (e.g. name
and location) for redaction. NER has had recent
success with hybrid bi-directional long short term
memory (BiLSTM) and conditional random field
(CRF) models (Huang et al., 2015), and follow-
ing the general trend in NLP, fine-tuning on large
language models such as BERT (Li et al., 2019).
Additional discussion on NER architectures can be
found in Li et al. (2020).

Previous research in Named Entity Recognition
(NER) has illuminated race and gender-based dis-
parities. Mishra et al. (2020) evaluates a number
of NER models which consider performance ac-
cording to gender and race/ethnicity. The analysis
considers 15 names per intersectional group, find-
ing that White-associated names are more likely to
be recognized across all systems. Our work differs
from and extends this work in key aspects: focusing
on off-the-shelf PII masking, providing analysis on
over 4K names, and reporting on significance and
additional metrics.

Recent PII masking models perform extremely
well in certain contexts. The recurrent neural net-
work of Dernoncourt et al. (2017) achieves 99%
recall overall and just below 98% for names on pa-
tient discharge summaries in the medical domain.
The commercial models we consider do not ad-
vertise performance metrics, and as shown in Sec-
tion 7, do not achieve such high performance across
our datasets.

It is important to note that removing names alone
is insufficient to fully protect individuals from be-
ing identified from data. Data sets can still reveal
just enough information to re-identify individuals,
as in the case of Massachusetts Governor William
Weld, whose medical records, although not con-

nected directly to his name in a de-identified data
set, were traceable back to him by matching in-
formation from an easily attained external data re-
source (Sweeney, 2002). Here we focus on names
as they are a primary identifier for an individual.

3 What’s in a Name?

The primary goal of this paper is to understand
whether, and to what degree, the performance of PII
masking models is influenced by correlates of race,
ethnicity, and gender. We frame bias in terms of
significant discrepancies in performance based on
race/ethnicity and gender, looking specifically to in-
stances where private information was not masked
(false negative rates, described in Section 6.2). PII
masking is a primary mechanism for protecting per-
sonal data, and a systematic failure to mask infor-
mation belonging to marginalized subgroups can
cause undue harm to those populations, through
identity theft, identity fraud, and loss of privacy.
Names are not a proxy for gender or race/ethnicity,
but our rationale is as follows: if most of the people
with Name N have self-identified as belonging to
Group G1, and Name N is frequently miscatego-
rized by PII systems at a rate that is higher than that
for a name more commonly used by individuals in
Group G2, then we argue that members of Group
G1 bear a higher privacy risk.

We focus our analysis on given names (some-
times known as ‘first names’) and family names
(sometimes known as ‘surnames’ or ‘last names’).
Naming conventions vary in different cultural and
linguistic contexts. In many cultures, given names
and/or family names can be gendered, or dispropor-
tionately associated with a particular gender, reli-
gious or ethnic group. In the present study, gender,
race and ethnicity are considered with respect to a
defined set of categories for the purpose of analysis,
but we acknowledge that such labels are socially
constructed and mutable over time and space (Sen
and Wasow, 2016).

Previous research has uncovered racial and gen-
der discrimination based on individual names.
Bertrand and Mullainathan (2004) found that, given
identical resumes with only a change in name, re-
sumes with Black-associated names received fewer
callbacks than White-associated names. Sweeney
(2013) found that internet searches for Black (in
contrast to White) names were more likely to trig-
ger advertisements that suggested the existence of
arrest records for people with those names.
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We do not attempt to infer personal information
tied to names in our data, but rather, rely on real,
self-reported information. However, there are limi-
tations to using standardized gender and racial cate-
gories in studying algorithmic fairness, even when
individuals are able to self-identify (Hanna et al.,
2020). Within each racial/ethnicity category made
available on the standardized forms in the data we
use (described in Section 4), for example, there is a
large variety in the linguistic cultures and naming
practices encompassed in each group. Our intent
is not to conflate race and ethnicity and language,
but rather to get a coarse-grained look at perfor-
mance of PII masking systems on names that are
strongly associated with the demographic group-
ings that are available. Similarly, the available data
limits gender categories to the binary ‘male’ and
‘female,’ and while names are not a good proxy for
gender, we look for strong associations in the data,
as described further in Section 4.

4 Data

In this section, we describe our method for creating
test sentences for evaluating name detection in PII
masking models. In our evaluation, we use a sen-
tence perturbation technique which is employed in
previous studies to test model performance across
sensitive groups (Garg et al., 2019; Hutchinson
et al., 2020). Using a variety of templates, we fill
slots with names from the datasets, allowing us
to measure performance across race/ethnicity and
gender.

Reliable sources of demographically labeled
names are difficult to find and using real names
is an issue of privacy. Therefore, we consider
datasets of names with aggregate demographic in-
formation as a proxy. We also evaluate on the
names of US Congress members, whose identity
and self-reported demographic information is pub-
licly available. Templates and source datasets are
described in the following sections.

4.1 Templates

We collected a set of 32 templates from real-world
customer service messaging conversations (see ex-
amples in Table 1 and the full set in Appendix
A.3). These include dialog between customers and
conversational AI or human agents. Customer ser-
vice data is especially vulnerable to security threat,
carrying potentially sensitive personal information
such as credit card or social security numbers. Top-

Sample Templates
This was from <NAME>

The response is signed <NAME>

it’s YGDFEA the reservation.
<NAME>

Table 1: Sample of templates used for analysis.

ics of discussion in the dataset include placing or
tracking a purchase or paying a bill. Each template
contains a name, which we replace with a generic
NAME slot. Various identifiers from the dataset
(e.g. location or reference numbers) are swapped
to protect personal information.

4.2 LAR Data

The LAR dataset from Tzioumis (2018) contains
aggregate names with self-reported race/ethnicity
from US Loan Application Registrars (LARs). It
includes 4.2K given names from 2.6M observations
across the US. Race/ethnicity categories are shown
in Table 2.

There are limitations to the Tzioumis (2018)
dataset. Because the sample is drawn from mort-
gage applications and there are known racial and
socioeconomic differences in who applies for mort-
gage applications (Charles and Hurst, 2002), the
data is likely to contain representation bias. How-
ever, the LAR dataset is the largest available set
of names and demographics, estimated to reflect
85.6% of names in the US population (Tzioumis,
2018). Due to its large size, we are able to control
for the frequency of names, as described in Section
5.

4.3 NYC Data

The NYC dataset was created using the New York
City (NYC) Department of Health and Mental Hy-
giene’s civil birth registration data (NYC Open
Data, 2013) and contains 1.8K given names from
1.2M observations. Data is available from 2011-
2018 and includes self-reported race/ethnicity of
the birth mother (other parents’ information is
not available). The sex of the baby is included,
which permits an intersectional analysis.2 The
race/ethnicity groups are shown in Table 2.

While the other datasets report on adult names,
the NYC data aggregates the names of children

2Although the NYC data includes the child’s sex assigned
at birth, we use this variable to approximate the gender asso-
ciated with the name.
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who are between 4-11 at the time of this writing.
This adds diversity in terms of age, as data privacy
is an important issue for both children and adults.

4.4 Congress Data

The Congress dataset allows for evaluation over
the given and family names of real individu-
als. The 540 current members of US Congress
provide self-reported demographic information.3

Race/ethnic groups are described in Table 2. 76%
of congress members do not report membership in
the race/ethnicity groups listed, and are grouped as
“White/Other”.

This dataset provides a naturalistic analysis of
full names. Alternatively, one could programmat-
ically generate given and family name pairs from
datasets of first names and a dataset of last names.
However, the broad race/ethnic groups used for
classification do not account for the variance in the
cultural backgrounds of the names (e.g. Pakistani
and Native Hawaiian backgrounds are listed under
the umbrella of Asian and Pacific Islander).

5 Sampling Process

This section describes the process of sampling the
source names. The LAR and NYC datasets aggre-
gate name counts and frequencies per race/ethnicity.
We sample names which have a strong ‘association’
with a particular race/ethnicity and gender. Be-
cause frequency (i.e. popularity) of a name could
contribute to spurious performance disparities be-
tween groups, we sample the LAR data so that all
names are frequency matched across groups.

5.1 Demographic categorization

For each group, we sample names that are “associ-
ated” with that particular group. We define “asso-
ciation” as when 75% of people with the same
name self-report within the same race/ethnicity.
In the LAR dataset, the NH American Indian or
Alaska Native and NH Multi-race names reflect
1% of individuals in the dataset (Tzioumis, 2018).
No names were found with strong associations in
these groups, and for this reason, we do not include
them in the analysis. We map race/ethnicity groups
across datasets to a common set of labels, which
are based on categories of the 2010 US Census
dataset of surname and race/ethnicity information

3See www.senate.gov and
https://pressgallery.house.gov/member-data/demographics.

(Comenetz, 2016). Race/ethnicity categorization
for all datasets is shown in Table 2.

The NYC dataset also includes gender. Using a
90% threshold for our definition of ‘association’,
99% of names in the source set are strongly associ-
ation with one gender.

5.2 Frequency matching

Because the LAR dataset has a large sample size,
it is possible to control for the frequency of names
while maintaining a minimum threshold of 20
names per category. To standardize based on fre-
quency, we use counts from the 2010 US Census
Bureau. We did not use observation counts directly
from the LAR data, due to the aforementioned po-
tential for representational bias.

We sample the LAR dataset to align the mean
observation counts of Black-associated names and
other groups, as there are few Black-associated
names in the dataset (n=21). However, there is
limited overlap in the frequency distributions of
API-associated names with Hispanic and Black-
associated names. Therefore, we sample a second
set with API and White-associated names only. We
refer to these datasets as LAR1 (Black, Hispanic,
and White) and LAR2 (API and White). The fre-
quency matching process is described in more de-
tail in Appendix A.2.

6 Experiment Setup

The following sections discuss the PII masking
systems we evaluate. We use several metrics to
investigate the PII masking performance across
name subsets.4

6.1 Models

We select two commercial and one open-source PII
masking system for evaluation. The commercial
systems we consider are Amazon Web Services
(AWS) Comprehend and Google Cloud Platform
Data Loss Prevention (GCP DLP). We choose these
systems for their potentially large reach, with AWS
and GCP holding a combined 43% market share of
cloud services.5 Amazon Comprehend provides an
English model with a NAME entity for PII redac-
tion. GCP DLP offers redaction and includes a

4Experiment code is publically available at
https://github.com/csmansfield/pii-masking-bias.

5https://www.statista.com/chart/18819/worldwide-
market-share-of-leading-cloud-infrastructure-service-
providers/
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Data Dataset Race/Ethnicity Group Mapped label
LAR NH Asian or Native Hawaiian or Other Pacific Islander Asian and Pacific Islander

NH Black or African American Black
Hispanic or Latino Hispanic
NH American Indian or Alaska Native Indigenous
NH Multi-race Multi-race
NH White White

NYC Asian and Pacific Islander Asian and Pacific Islander
Black Black
Hispanic White Hispanic
NH White White

Cong. Asian Asian and Pacific Islander
Black Black
Hispanic Hispanic
Indigenous Indigenous
White/Other White

Table 2: Race/ethnicity categories used for each data source and the mapped set of race/ethnic group labels each
category is mapped to for our analysis. The term “Non-Hispanic” is abbreviated NH.

global PERSON NAME entity. Microsoft’s Pre-
sidio is an open-source service for PII detection.
We use the default English model which uses logic
such as regex matching and Named Entity Recogni-
tion (NER). For the Presidio model we use a spaCy
3.2 en core web trf model for NER, which utilizes
the RoBERTa-base Transformer model trained on
OntoNotes 5.

6.2 Evaluation metrics
We measure false negative rates (FNRs), the rate
at which a PII system does not detect a name that
is present in the dataset (and therefore is unable to
mask it).6 Following Dixon et al. (2018) we report
on the False Negative Equality Difference, which
measures differences between the false negative
rate over the entire dataset and across each demo-
graphic subgroup g. We add a normalization term
to compare the FNED of datasets with different
numbers of groups, as shown in equation 1.

1

|G|
∑

g∈G
|FNR− FNRg| (1)

We also measure the statistical significance of
performance differences across subgroups. We con-
duct Friedman and Wilcoxon signed-rank tests fol-
lowing Czarnowska et al. (2021). The Friedman

6Whereas false positive rates are useful for evaluating the
precision of a model, our focus is the failure to detect person
names, rather than the incorrect identification of tokens that are
not person names. Furthermore, we report no false positives
in our findings.

test is used for cases with more than 2 subgroups,
and provides a single p-value for each dataset and
system pair. The p-value determines whether to re-
ject the null hypothesis that FNR of a given system
is the same across all demographic groups. The
statistic is calculated considering j demographic
subsets g. First, we calculate the average FNR for
a template t, over all names belonging to a par-
ticular subset g. The averages for each of the 32
templates considering group g are contained in Xg.
The Friedman statistic is calculated for all Xg.

Xg = (FNR(x1g), ..., FNR(x32g ))

Friedman(X1, ..., Xj) (2)

Nemenyi post-hoc testing is used for further pair-
wise analysis. For cases with only 2 subgroups, we
alternatively perform Wilcoxon signed-rank tests.
In order to control for multiple comparisons, we ap-
ply a Bonferroni correction across all p-values (at
p<0.05 and n=15, our adjusted significance thresh-
old is 0.003).

7 Results

We present the results of the evaluation, consider-
ing overall performance and performance related
to race/ethnicity, gender, and intersectional factors.
The section concludes with an analysis of errors.
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Group N FNR (%)
AWS GCP MP

LAR1 Black 20 20.0 18.1 29.5
Hisp. 172 28.4 12.4 24.7
White 1000 21.3 18.5 20.0
All 1192 22.3 17.6 20.8

LAR2 API 441 38.2 51.2 29.2
White 1000 25.3 18.6 25.8
All 1441 29.3 28.6 26.8

NYC API 165 21.3 43.6 22.0
Black 226 28.9 56.3 32.6
Hisp. 389 20.1 34.2 21.2
White 592 26.9 29.2 25.9
All 1359 24.6 36.8 25.2

Cong. API 16 23.0 12.1 11.7
Black 56 15.2 9.7 9.5
Hisp. 48 13.9 8.3 9.4
Indig.† 3 7.0 6.3 7.8
Multi.† 6 8.3 6.3 10.9
White/ 419 12.1 6.7 7.7
Other
All 530 12.8 7.3 8.1

Table 3: Support and average false negative rate (FNR)
by race/ethnicity group across datasets. Groups marked
with ‘†’ are not included in formal statistical analysis
due to low support. Maximum FNR per dataset/sytem
is shown in bold.

7.1 Overall Performance

The average performance on the datasets can be
seen in Table 3. System performance varies accord-
ing to the dataset, with no single system performing
best on all sets. All systems have lower FNR on
the Congress dataset, where both given and fam-
ily names are available, likely due to the increased
information load of full names. The LAR2 and
NYC names prove the most challenging across all
systems.

The average performance of the names per each
template is shown in Figure 1. Performance varies
considerably, with average FNR per template rang-
ing between 6%. and 100%. The mean FNR for all
templates is 22%.

7.2 Performance by Race/Ethnicity

The normalized false negative equality differences
(FNEDs) are shown in Table 4.

The highest FNED, which is an 82% increase
over the second highest FNED, is seen in GCP’s
performance over the LAR2 dataset which includes

Figure 1: Average FNR across each template per dataset.

FNED
AWS GCP MP

LAR1 *3.1 *2.2 *4.4
Race/ LAR2 *6.4 *16.3 1.7
ethnicity NYC *3.6 *8.9 *3.7

Congress *3.6 *2.2 1.7

Gender
NYC *3.2 *4.4 0.8
Congress *1.3 *0.6 0.2

Table 4: The normalized false negative equality differ-
ence (FNED) for race/ethnicity and gender subsets of
the data. Asterisks indicate significance (p<0.003) in
FNR differences by group. Maximum FNED per system
is shown in bold.

frequency controlled API and White-associated
names. The FNRs in Table 3 show high FNR for
API names in LAR2 across all systems. The error
rate for GCP is 175% higher for API-associated
names in this set. A Wilcoxon signed-rank test
shows significant differences in FNR for AWS and
GCP, with better performance on White-associated
names. The Presidio transformer model has a
smaller gap which is not found to be significant.

Performance on LAR1, which includes
frequency-balanced Black, Hispanic, and White-
associated names, also shows variability in
FNR across race/ethnicity groups. However, the
performance differences across groups are depen-
dent on the system. For example, the Presidio
transformer model shows poor performance on
Black-associated names, and post-hoc tests (see
Appendix A.1) reveal significant differences
between Black vs. Hispanic and White groups.
On the other hand, AWS performs best on
Black-associated names but significantly worse on
Hispanic-associated names. GCP peforms worst
on White-associated names.
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The NYC dataset shows more consistency in
terms of performance across groups, with Black-
associated names having higher FNRs across all
systems. This is further confirmed by statistical
testing on AWS and GCP, where Black-associated
names have statistically higher FNR than Hispanic-
associated names. GCP also performs significantly
worse on Black-associated names than White-
associated names. Although significant FNR dif-
ferences are found in the performance of Presidio
on the basis of race/ethnicity, post-hoc tests did
not indicate pair(s) which met the threshold for
significance.

Finally, the Congress dataset, which includes
given and family names, has the lowest FNED
rates in terms of race/ethnicity. However, there are
still significant differences in performance across
groups for AWS and GCP maskers. Here, API-
associated names again show high FNRs. Friedman
tests and post-hoc testing support differences be-
tween API and other groups in the case of AWS and
GCP. Performance on Black-associated names was
also significantly worse than on White-associated
names for GCP. There were no significant differ-
ences associated with the Presidio model.

7.3 Performance by Gender
The NYC and Congress datasets also include infor-
mation about gender, which allows for a compari-
son of gender-based subsets. The FNEDs in Table
4 are generally lower for gender than for race. How-
ever, some gender-based differences are shown to
be significant.

The average FNR grouped by gender is shown in
Table 5. The NYC dataset shows female-associated,
male-associated, and ‘other’ names, which are
not strongly associated with a particular gender.
FNR is highest for such unassociated names. Per-
formance on female and male-associated names
varies, with AWS performing significantly better
on female-associated names, and GCP performing
significantly better on male-associated names.

7.4 Intersectional Analysis
We analyzed the NYC results for differences across
both race/ethnicity and gender. Table 6 shows FNR
averages associated with intersectional groups.
FNR for Black female-associated names is highest
among all groups, and error rates are on average
13.7% higher than that of the full dataset. Black
male-associated names have the second highest
FNR for GCP and MP. Pairwise testing does not

Gender N FNR (%)
AWS GCP MP

NYC F 741 23.7 39.8 25.1
M 618 25.6 33.1 25.3
Other † 13 32.2 43.3 27.4
All 1359 24.5 36.8 25.2

Cong. F 145 11.0 8.2 10.0
M 385 13.6 7.0 8.5
All 530 12.9 7.3 8.9

Table 5: Support and average false negative rate (FNR)
by gender across datasets. ‘Other’ specifies names
which are not strongly associated with one gender.
Groups marked with ‘†’ are not included in formal sta-
tistical analysis due to low support. Maximum FNR per
dataset/system is shown in bold.

Group Gender N FNR (%)
AWS GCP MP

API F 86 20.1 43.0 22.2
M 77 22.1 43.9 22.2

Black F 122 30.1 62.8 34.7
M 101 27.0 47.2 29.2

Hisp. F 212 18.4 35.7 21.3
M 175 22.2 32.2 21.1

White F 321 25.7 32.9 24.8
M 265 28.2 25.2 27.4

All - 1359 24.5 36.8 25.2

Table 6: Support and average false negative rate (FNR)
by race/ethnicity and gender in the NYC dataset. Maxi-
mum FNR per system is shown in bold.

reveal significant differences between Black male
and female-associated names. The subsets with
the lowest FNR vary across systems. Hispanic-
associated names have the lowest FNR in AWS and
Presidio. For GCP, White male-associated names
have the lowest FNR.

7.5 Analysis of Names

The previous findings in this section captured a
few general patterns. One pattern that held across
most systems and datasets was high false negative
rates of API names. In the LAR2 and Congres-
sional datasets, API names were especially hard
for systems to detect. This was not simply due to
API names being less common, as the LAR2 set
included names balanced by their frequency in the
general US population.

Table 7 shows examples of names with the high-
est and lowest FNRs. It is worth noting that API
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names in LAR2 with high FNR are nearly all 2
characters long. Figure 2 shows the relationship
between average FNR across all systems, name
length, and group. FNR is lowest for 6-7 character
names, and increases as length decreases. However,
when matched by character length, API-associated
names have higher FNRs than Hispanic and White-
associated names nearly across the board. There
appear to be higher penalties for short names in the
API and Black groups.

Figure 2: Average FNR across all systems by character
length and race/ethnic group.

High FNR names in Table 7 tend to coincide
with other word senses in English. Many are loca-
tion words (e.g. German, Rochester, Asia). Oth-
ers double as verbs (‘Said’), adjectives (‘Young’),
nouns (‘Major’), and function words (‘In’). Using
WordNet (Fellbaum, 1998), a lexical database of
English, we examine given names that have over-
lapping (non-person) senses. Potentially ambigu-
ous given names have a 42% FNR compared to 24%
for non-ambiguous names. However, the penalty of
having an ambiguous name is not the same across
groups. Figure 3 shows that there is a large per-
formance disparity for Black names with multiple
senses. This is seen anecdotally in names with sim-
ilar syntactic/semantic content. For instance, the
name ‘Joy’ (API) has a 60% lower FNR (averaged
across systems) than ‘Blessing’ (Black), and ‘Geor-
gia’ (White) has a 25% lower FNR than ‘Egypt’
(Black).

8 Discussion

This paper considers differences in the performance
of three PII maskers on recognizing and redacting
names based on demographic characteristics. Sup-
ported by quantitative results and error analysis,
we find disparities in the fairness of name masking
across groups.

In terms of race and ethnicity, API-associated
names are often poorly masked. Disparities are

Figure 3: FNR for names with one or multiple word
senses (i.e. including non-person word senses)

shown to be significant for AWS and GCP sys-
tems. This is not simply a result of the popularity
of the names, as the frequency-controlled LAR1
dataset revealed disparities between API and White-
associated names. Name length is considered as a
performance factor, but it does not entirely account
for the gap between API and White-associated
names.

Several systems and datasets show poor perfor-
mance on the masking of Black-associated names.
GCP and Presidio revealed significant differences
between Black and White-associated names. Error
rates are especially high on the NYC dataset, and
are highest for Black women. This is in line with
previous research which demonstrates the poor per-
formance of NLP systems on Black women (see
inter alia Buolamwini and Gebru, 2018).

Race and ethnicity were the strongest factors re-
lated to PII masking performance, but gender-based
differences were also noted. Names which were
not strongly associated with gender had the highest
error rates. This underscores the importance of con-
sidering categories outside the traditional gender
binary when evaluating systems for bias.

Of all PII masking systems, the Presidio model
(with roBERTa NER) shows fewer significant dis-
crepancies based on demographics. However, all
systems demonstrate some significant disparities.
Across datasets, the performance difference be-
tween groups is not consistent. For instance, the
AWS model has poor performance on API names
in the LAR2 dataset but not in NYC. We consider
this not an issue, but a feature of our evaluation
across datasets. The datasets we’ve chosen contain
variety in age groups, locations, and contexts. We
argue that evaluating NLP systems responsibly re-
quires careful curation of data, including steps to
consider the context of the system and the diverse
set of system users and stakeholders.

The aggregate name data used here is openly
available and can be used for testing on PII mask-
ing, NER, and related systems. We are releasing
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Low FNR High FNR
LAR1 Bob (H), Kristan (W), Vicki (W),

Nickie (W), Bethann (W)
German (H), Houston (W), Denver (W),
Royal (W), Said (W)

LAR2 Maher (W), Nguyen (A), Rajesh (A),
Nicoletta (W), Jayesh (A)

Man (A), My (A), In (A), Do (A), So
(A)

NYC Kaylie (H/F), Keith (W/M), Lena (W/F),
Brody (W/M), Brendan (W/F)

Egypt (B/F), Empress (B/F), Asia (B/F),
Major (B/M), Malaysia (B/F)

Congress Louie Gohmert (W/M), Deborah Ross
(W/F), Diana DeGette (W/F), Fred
Keller (W/M), Dianne Feinstein (W/F)

Lisa Blunt Rochester (A/F), Aumua
Amata Radewagon (A/F), A. Ferguson
(W/M), A. McEachin (B/M), Young
Kim (A/F)

Table 7: A sample of names with the highest and lowest FNR on average per each dataset. Race/ethnicity is
abbreviated as API (A), Black (B), Hispanic (H), and White (W), while gender is abbreviated female (F), male (M).

our templates and code used for sampling data.
However, we strongly condemn the use of these
datasets for predictive purposes, such as identify-
ing a person’s race/ethnicity or gender on the basis
of their name without their consent. While our col-
lection of name data forms one of the most compre-
hensive sets of aggregate names and demographic
information available, we are limited by availability
of data. The sample of Indigenous and mixed-race
names was small, and names were sampled almost
exclusively from US-born citizens. In the future,
we would like to consider collaborating with the
public by developing a database where individuals
may actively choose to contribute their name and
self-identified information for research.

9 Conclusion

This work considers the performance of PII mask-
ing systems on names sourced from real data. We
find disparities related to demographic character-
istics, especially race and ethnicity, across all sys-
tems. While features such as name length and am-
biguity play a role in recognition, they do not fully
account for performance differences. Disparities
in the performance of PII masking systems reflect
historical inequities in the “Right to Privacy”. The
NLP community, as a commodifier of both mod-
els and data, has a responsibility to develop more
equitable systems to protect the data privacy of all
individuals.
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A Appendices

A.1 Post-hoc testing
Nemenyi post-hoc significance testing for each dataset. Significance for each respective system is marked
with their respective abbreviation: AWS Comprehend (A), GCP DLP (G), and Microsoft Presidio (P). A
‘-’ indicates a p-value above the significance threshold

Black Hispanic White
Black - - - AG - - GP
Hispanic AG - - - - AG -
White - GP AG - - - -

Table 8: LAR1 dataset with race/ethnicity

API Black Hispanic White
F M F M F M F M

API F - - - - - - AG - A - - - - - - G - A - - AG -
M - - - - - - A - - A - - - - - - G - - G - AG -

Black F AG - A - - - - - - - - AG - AG - - G - - G -
M A - - A - - - - - - - - AG - AG - - G - - G -

Hispanic F - - - - - - AG - AG - - - - - - - A - - AG -
M - G - - G - AG - AG - - - - - - - - - - A - -

White F A - - - G - - G - - G - A - - - - - - - - - - -
M AG - AG - - G - - G - AG - A - - - - - - - -

Table 9: NYC dataset with gender, race/ethnicitiy

API Black Hispanic White
API - - - A - - AG - AG -
Black A - - - - - - - - - G -
Hispanic AG - - - - - - - - - -
White AG - - G - - - - - - -

Table 10: Congress dataset with race/ethnicity. The
Presidio model did not differ significantly based on
race/ethnic group.
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A.2 Frequency sampling
This appendix describes in more detail the fre-
quency matching between race/ethnicity groups
in the LAR dataset. The mean observation frequen-
cies for each group are shown in Table 11. Because
there are initially fewer Black-associated names
(n=21), we sample all groups to target this smaller
distribution. By filtering with a minimum obser-
vation size of 2K and maximum observation size
of 150K, we achieve similar distributions across
groups. However, API names are too sparse under
these conditions to be included, and we choose to
resample them separately. A Mann-Whitney U test
does not find significant differences in frequency
between Black, Hispanic, and White-associated
names under these conditions (with a threshold of
p = 0.05). A plot of the distributions of this set,
which we refer to as LAR1, is shown in Figure 4a.

For API names, we generate a second name set,
which we refer to as LAR2. We sample from other
groups, using an exponential distribution (λ = 480)
that best approximates the API distribution. Only
White-associated names maintain >20 names un-
der these sampling conditions. A Mann-Whitney
U test does not find significant differences between
frequencies of API and White groups. Distributions
of this set are shown in Figure 4b.

Group N
API 488
Black 21573
Hispanic 25122
White 41060

Table 11: Average observation size per name for each
race/ethnicity group in the LAR dataset without resam-
pling.

(a) Black, Hispanic, and White race/ethnicity groups in LAR1

(b) API and White race/ethnicity groups in LAR2

Figure 4: Plots of frequency distributions for frequency-
matched names from LAR.
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A.3 Templates

# Template
1 Name: {{Name}} Vouchers:10000200007400001 10000200005000001
2 sysmsg1 {{Name}} has joined the conversation,
3 Craig G: 1F to LAS and 2F to SAN {{Name}} 1D to LAS and 2D to SAN
4 {{Name}} 03 caramel beige is my another foundation
5 i put in an order on line for {{Name}} original large size and a code for 20 present off of the

117.00 but it would not take
6 Hi {{Name}}! Can you help me with my above question?
7 hi im {{Name}}
8 {{Name}} isle Jake window
9 Virtual Assistant : Hi {{Name}}, how can I help you today?
10 Thank you, {{Name}}
11 this was from {{Name}}
12 I think it’s {{Name}}
13 Ok, will we receive {{Name}}’s by that date and at that address as well?
14 {{Name}}. Very upset at the moment. I placed two request online to have this order

cancelled and I just refused an item from FedEX from your store.
15 Hello {{Name}}, Im just trying to get some info on the item I ordered
16 {{Name}} (I) paid for the ticket
17 sysmsg2 {{Name}} has left the conversation
18 hey I lost connection from my previous chat with {{Name}}
19 Virtual Assistant : Hi {{Name}}, we’ll use automated messages to chat with you and

Customer Care Professionals are standing by. In a short sentence, let me know how I can
help you today

20 thank you very much {{Name}}. nice chatting with you!
21 well .. thank u so much {{Name}} ..
22 Did {{Name}} catch you up on everything?
23 I was working with {{Name}} earlier on this chat
24 The response is signed {{Name}}
25 it’s YGDFEA the reservation. {{Name}}
26 My name is {{Name}}. I messaged yesterday and have not received a response from anyone
27 {{Name}} and I divorced.
28 do you care that something holy to me was in my food {{Name}}?
29 {{Name}} was very kind and helpful!
30 oh no {{Name}} sorry to confuse you
31 the order is under {{Name}}
32 {{Name}}, one question, when i logged into the App, it shows balance as $50.. is it USD or

CAD?
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Abstract

As natural language processing systems be-
come more widespread, it is necessary to ad-
dress fairness issues in their implementation
and deployment to ensure that their negative
impacts on society are understood and mini-
mized. However, there is limited work that
studies fairness using a multilingual and inter-
sectional framework or on downstream tasks.
In this paper, we introduce four multilingual
Equity Evaluation Corpora, supplementary test
sets designed to measure social biases, and a
novel statistical framework for studying unisec-
tional and intersectional social biases in natural
language processing. We use these tools to mea-
sure gender, racial, ethnic, and intersectional
social biases across five models trained on emo-
tion regression tasks in English, Spanish, and
Arabic. We find that many systems demon-
strate statistically significant unisectional and
intersectional social biases.1

1 Introduction

Large-scale transformer-based language models,
such as BERT (Devlin et al., 2018), are now the
state-of-the-art for a myriad of tasks in natural
language processing. However, these models are
well-documented to perpetuate harmful social bi-
ases, specifically by regurgitating the social biases
present in their training data which are scraped
from the Internet without careful consideration
(Bender et al., 2021). While steps have been taken
to “debias”, or remove, gender and other social bi-
ases from word embeddings (Bolukbasi et al., 2016;
Manzini et al., 2019), these methods have been
demonstrated to be cosmetic (Gonen and Goldberg,
2019). Furthermore, these studies neglect to recog-
nize both the impact of social biases on downstream
task results as well as the complex and intercon-
nected nature of social biases. In this paper, we

1We make our code and datasets available for
download at https://github.com/ascamara/
ml-intersectionality.

detect and discuss unisectional2 and intersectional
social biases in multilingual language models ap-
plied to downstream tasks using a novel statistical
framework and novel multilingual datasets.

Intersectionality is a framework introduced by
Crenshaw (1990) to study how the composite iden-
tity of an individual across different social cleav-
ages (e.g., race and gender) informs that individ-
ual’s social advantages and disadvantages. For ex-
ample, individuals who identify with multiple dis-
advantaged social cleavages (e.g., Black women)
face a greater and altered risk for discrimination
and oppression than individuals with a subset of
those identities (e.g., white women). This frame-
work for understanding overlapping systems of dis-
crimination has been explored in some studies of
fairness in machine learning, including by Buo-
lamwini and Gebru (2018) who show that face de-
tection systems perform markedly worse for female
users of color, compared to female users or users
of color.

Although work has begun to study intersectional
social biases in natural language processing, to the
best of our knowledge no work has explored fair-
ness in an intersectional framework on downstream
tasks (e.g. sentiment analysis). Social biases in
downstream tasks expose users with multiple disad-
vantaged sensitive attributes to unknown but poten-
tially harmful outcomes, especially when models
trained on downstream tasks are used in real-world
decision making, such as for screening résumes
or predicting recidivism in criminal proceedings
(Bolukbasi et al., 2016; Angwin et al., 1999). In
this work, we choose emotion regression as a down-
stream task because social biases are often realized
through emotion recognition (Elfenbein and Am-
bady, 2002) and machine learning models have
been shown to reflect gender bias in emotion recog-
nition tasks (Domnich and Anbarjafari, 2021). For

2In this paper, we refer to biases against a single social
cleavage, such as racial bias or gender bias, as unisectional.
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example, sentiment analysis and emotion regres-
sion may be used by companies to measure product
engagement for different social groups.

In addition, while some work has studied gen-
der biases across different languages (Zhou et al.,
2019; Zhao et al., 2020), no work to our knowledge
has studied racial, ethnic, and intersectional social
biases across different languages. This lack of a
multilingual analysis neglects non-English speak-
ing users and their complex social environments.

In this paper, we demonstrate the presence of
gender, racial, ethnic, and intersectional social bi-
ases on five language models trained on an emotion
regression task in English, Spanish, and Arabic.
We do so by introducing novel supplementary test
sets designed to measure social biases and a novel
statistical framework for detecting the presence
of unisectional and intersectional social biases in
models trained on sentiment analysis tasks.

Our contributions are summarized as:

• Following Kiritchenko and Mohammad
(2018), we introduce four supplementary test
sets designed to detect social biases in lan-
guage systems trained on sentiment analysis
tasks in English, Spanish, and Arabic, which
we make available for download.

• We propose a novel statistical framework to
detect unisectional and intersectional social bi-
ases in language models trained on sentiment
analysis tasks.

• We detect and analyze numerous gender,
racial, ethnic, and intersectional social biases
present in five language models trained on
emotion regression tasks in English, Spanish,
and Arabic.

2 Related Works

The presence and impact of harmful social biases
in machine learning and natural language process-
ing systems is pervasive and well-documented in
popular word embedding methods (Caliskan et al.,
2017; Garg et al., 2018; Bolukbasi et al., 2016;
Zhao et al., 2019) due to large amounts of human-
produced training data that includes historical so-
cial biases. Notably, Caliskan et al. (2017) demon-
strate such biases by introducing the Word Em-
bedding Association Test (WEAT) which measures
how similar socially sensitive sets of words (e.g.,
racial or gendered names) are to attributive sets of
words (e.g., pleasant or unpleasant words) in the se-
mantic space encoded by word embeddings. While

Bolukbasi et al. (2016); Manzini et al. (2019) in-
troduce methods for “debiasing” word embeddings
in order to create more equitable semantic repre-
sentations for usage in downstream tasks, Gonen
and Goldberg (2019) argue that such methods are
merely cosmetic since social biases are still evi-
dent in the semantic space after the application of
such methods. Moreover, these “debiasing” tech-
niques focus on a particular social cleavage such
as gender or race (i.e., unisectional cleavages). In
contrast, our work considers both unisectional and
intersectional social biases.

Recent studies have also begun to focus on social
biases in transformer-based language models (Ku-
rita et al., 2019; Bender et al., 2021). In partic-
ular, Bender et al. (2021) discusses how increas-
ingly large transformer-based language model in
practice regurgitate their training data, resulting in
such models perpetuating social biases and harm-
ing users. Therefore, in this work we consider both
static word embedding techniques and transformer-
based language models.

Crenshaw (1990) introduces intersectionality as
an analytical framework to study the complex char-
acter of the privilege and marginalization faced by
an individual with a variety of identities across a
set of social cleavages such as race and gender. A
canonical usage of intersectionality is in service
of studying the simultaneous racial and gender dis-
crimination faced by Black women, which cannot
be understood in its totality using racial or gendered
frameworks independently; for one example, we
point to the angry Black woman stereotype (Collins,
2004). As such, we argue that existing studies in
fairness are limited in their ability both to uncover
bias in and to “debias” language models without
engaging with the intersectionality framework.

Intersectional social biases have been docu-
mented in natural language processing models.
Herbelot et al. (2012) first studied intersectional
social bias by employing distributional semantics
on a Wikipedia dataset while Tan and Celis (2019)
studied intersectional social bias in contextualized
word embeddings by using the WEAT on language
referring to white men and Black women. Guo
and Caliskan (2021) introduce tests that detect both
known and emerging intersectional social biases in
static word embeddings and extend the WEAT to
contextualized word embeddings. Similarly, May
et al. (2019) also extend the WEAT to a contextu-
alized word embedding framework using sentence
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embeddings. However, these methods do not con-
sider the effect of intersectional social biases on
the results of downstream tasks, which is the focus
of this work.

Studies on non-English social biases in natural
language processing are limited, with Zhou et al.
(2019) extending the WEAT to study gender bias in
Spanish and French and Zhao et al. (2020) examin-
ing gender bias in English, Spanish, German, and
French on fastText embeddings (Bojanowski et al.,
2017). Notably, to the best of our knowledge there
has been no work on studying intersectional social
biases in languages other than English in natural
language processing. While Herbelot et al. (2012)
and Guo and Caliskan (2021) study the intersec-
tional social biases faced by Asian and Mexican
women respectively using natural language process-
ing, both do so in English. In contrast, our work
seeks to understand intersectional social biases in
the languages that are used by the individuals and
the communities that they help constitute.

Most closely related to our work, Kiritchenko
and Mohammad (2018) evaluate racial and gen-
der bias in 219 sentiment analysis systems trained
on datasets from and submitted to SemEval-2018
Task 1: Affect in Tweets (Mohammad et al., 2018).
Their work introduces the Equity Evaluation Cor-
pus (EEC), a supplementary test set of 8,640 En-
glish sentences designed to extract gender and
racial biases in sentiment analysis systems. De-
spite Spanish and Arabic data and submissions for
the task, Kiritchenko and Mohammad (2018) did
not explore biases in either language. Moreover,
this study focused on submissions to the competi-
tion. In contrast, our work focuses on large-scale
transformer-based language models and explores
both unisectional and intersectional social biases
in multiple languages.

3 Methods: Framework for Evaluating
Intersectionality

In this section, we introduce our framework for
detecting unisectional and intersectional social bias
on results from downstream tasks. Given a model
trained on emotion regression, we evaluate the
model on a supplementary test set using our frame-
work to measure social biases.

First, we discuss our supplementary test sets
composed of sentences corresponding to social
cleavages (e.g., Black women, Black men, white
women, and white men) (§3.1). We then use the

results from each test set to run a Beta regression
model (Ferrari and Cribari-Neto, 2004) where we
fit coefficients for gender, racial, and intersectional
social biases (§3.2). Finally, we test the coeffi-
cients for statistical significance to determine if a
model, trained on a given emotion regression task
in a given language, demonstrates gender, racial, or
intersectional social bias (§3.3).

3.1 Equality Evaluation Corpora

We introduce four novel Equity Evaluation Cor-
pora (EECs) following the work of Kiritchenko
and Mohammad (2018). An EEC is a set of care-
fully crafted simple sentences that differ only in
their reference to different social cleavages as seen
in Table 1. Therefore, differences in the predictions
on a downstream task between sentences can be
ascribed to language models learning those social
biases. We use these corpora as supplementary test
sets to measure unisectional and intersectional so-
cial biases of models trained on downstream tasks
in English, Spanish, and Arabic.

Following Kiritchenko and Mohammad (2018),
each EEC consists of eleven template sentences
as shown in Table 1. Each template includes a
[person] tag which is instantiated using both given
names representing gender-racial/ethnic cleavages
(e.g. given names common for Black women,
Black men, white women, and white men in the
original EEC)3 and noun phrases representing gen-
der cleavages (e.g. she/her, he/him, my mother, my
brother). The first seven templates also include an
emotion word, the first four of which are [emotion
state word] tags, instantiated with words like angry
and the last three are [emotion situation word] tags,
instantiated with words like annoying.

We contribute novel English, Spanish, and
Arabic-language EECs that use the same sentence
templates, noun phrases, and emotion words, but
substitute Black and white names for Latino and
Anglo names as well as Arab and Anglo names
respectively. We introduce an English EEC and a
Spanish EEC for Latino and Anglo names as well
as an English EEC and an Arabic EEC for Arab
and Anglo names, for a total of four novel EECs.
The complete translated sentence templates, noun

3Caliskan et al. (2017); Kiritchenko and Mohammad
(2018) refer to the racial groups as African-American and
European-American. For consistency and in accordance with
style guides for the Associated Press and the New York Times,
we refer to the groups as Black and white with intentional
casing.
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Template Example EEC
1 [Person] feels [emotional state word]. Adam feels angry. en (Black-white)
2 The situation makes [person] feel [emotional

state word].
The situation makes Latoya feel excited. en (Black-white)

3 I made [person] feel [emotional state
word].

I made Jorge feel furious. en (Latino-Anglo)

4 [Person] made me feel [emotional state
word].

Sarah made me feel depressed. en (Latino-Anglo)

5 [Person] found him/herself in a/an
[emotional situation word] situa-
tion.

Ana se encontró en una situación maravillosa. es (Anglo-Latino)

6 [Person] told us all about the recent
[emotional situation word] events.

Jacob nos contó todo sobre los recientes acontec-
imientos absurdos.

es (Anglo-Latino)

7 The conversation with [person] was [emotional situa-
tion word].

The conversation with Muhammad was hilarious. en (Anglo-Arab)

8 I saw [person] in the market. I saw Betsy in the market. en (Anglo-Arab)

9 I talked to [person] yesterday. �Ó
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10 [Person] goes to the school in our neighborhood. A
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¯ (fatimah tadhhab

‘ilaa almadrasah fi hina)

ar (Anglo-Arab)

11 [Person] has two children. my husband has two children. en (all en EECs)

Table 1: Sentence templates used in the EECs with examples. [brackets] indicates template slots, EEC indicates
which corpus the example is drawn from, including the language.

phrases, emotion words, and given names are avail-
able in the appendix and we make all four of our
novel EECs available for download.

The original EEC uses ten names for each
gender-racial cleavage, selected from the list of
names used in Caliskan et al. (2017), which in turn
uses names from the first Implicit Association Test
(IAT), a psychology study that measured implicit
racial bias (Greenwald et al., 1998). For exam-
ple, given names include Ebony for Black women,
Alonzo for Black men, Amanda for white women,
and Adam for white men. The original EEC also
uses five emotional state words and five emotional
situation words sourced from Roget’s Thesaurus
for each of the emotions studied. For example, furi-
ous and irritating for Anger, ecstatic and amazing
for Joy, anxious and horrible for Fear, and miser-
able and gloomy for Sadness. Each of the sentence
templates was instantiated with chosen examples
to generate 8640 sentences.

For names representing Latino women, Latino
men, Anglo women, and Anglo men in the En-
glish and Spanish-language EECs we used the ten
most popular given names for babies born in the
United States during the 1990s according to the
Social Security Administration4. For the English
and Arabic-language EECs, ten names are selected
from Caliskan et al. (2017) for Anglo names of
both genders. For male Arab names, ten names

4https://www.ssa.gov/oact/babynames/
decades/names1990s.html

are selected from a study that employs the IAT to
study attitudes towards Arab-Muslims (Park et al.,
2007). Since female Arab names were not avail-
able using this source, we use the top ten names for
baby girls born in the Arab world according to the
Arabic-language site BabyCenter5. All names are
available in the appendix.

For the Spanish and Arabic EECs, fluent native-
speaker volunteers translated the original sentence
templates, noun phrases, and emotion words. They
then verified the generated sentences (i.e., using se-
lected names and emotion words) for proper gram-
mar and semantic meaning. Note that for the Ara-
bic EEC, the authors transliterated names using
English and Arabic Wikipedia pages of individu-
als with a given name. Due to fewer translated
emotion words (e.g., two different English emotion
words corresponded to the same word in the target
language), each of the sentence templates were in-
stantiated with chosen examples to generate 8640
sentences in English for both novel EECs, 8460 in
Spanish, and 8040 in Arabic.

3.2 Regression on Intersectional Variables

We develop a novel framework for identifying sta-
tistically significant unisectional and intersectional
social biases using Beta regressions for modeling
proportions (Ferrari and Cribari-Neto, 2004). In
Beta regression, the response variable is modeled
as a random variable from a Beta distribution (i.e., a

5https://arabia.babycenter.com/
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family of distributions with support in (0, 1)). This
is in contrast to linear regression which models
response variables in R.

Let Yi be the response variable. That is, Yi is
the score predicted by a model trained for an emo-
tion regression task on a given sentence i from
an EEC. The labels for emotion regression restrict
Yi ∈ [0, 1], although 0 and 1 do not occur in prac-
tice, such that we may use Beta regression to mea-
sure biases.

The Beta regression (Eq. 1) measures the inter-
action between our response variable Yi and our
independent variables Xji (i.e., the social cleav-
ages j represented by sentence i from an EEC).

Yi = β0 + β1X1i + β2X2i + β3X1iX2i (1)

In our model, we define X1 to be an indicator
function over sentences representing a minority
group (e.g., Black people, women). For example,
X1i = 1 for any sentence i that refers to a Black
person. As such, the corresponding coefficient β1
describes the change in model prediction for sen-
tences referring to an individual who identifies with
that minority group, all else equal. For example,
β1 provides a measure of racial bias in the model.
We define X2 analogously for a second minority
group. Therefore, the variable X1X2 = 1 if and
only if a sentence refers to the intersectional iden-
tity (e.g., Black women) and thus β3 is a measure
of intersectional social bias.

3.3 Statistical Testing

After fitting the regression model, we test each re-
gression coefficient for statistical significance. That
is, we divide the coefficient by the standard error
and then calculate the p-value for a two-sided t-
test. If the coefficient for an independent variable
(e.g., X1) is statistically significant, we say that
the model shows statistically significant social bias
against the race and ethnicity, gender, or intersec-
tionality identity corresponding to that variable. A
positive coefficient for a variable implies that the
emotion is exhibited more strongly by sentences
representing the minority group that is coded by
that variable.

4 Experiments

4.1 Models

We experiment with five methods in this work.

Our first three methods use pre-trained language
models from Huggingface (Wolf et al., 2019):
BERT+ – for English we use BERT-base (Devlin
et al., 2018), for Spanish BETO (Cañete et al.,
2020), and for Arabic ArabicBERT (Safaya et al.,
2020), mBERT – multilingual BERT-base (Devlin
et al., 2018), XLM-RoBERTa – XLM-RoBERTa-
base (Conneau et al., 2019).

For each language model, we fit a two-layer
feed-forward neural network on the [CLS] (or
equivalent) token embedding from the last layer of
the model implemented in PyTorch (Paszke et al.,
2019), We do not fine-tune these models because
we are interested in measuring the bias specifically
encoded in the pre-trained publicly available model.
Moreover, since the training datasets we use are
small, fine-tuning has a high risk of causing over-
fitting.

In addition, we also experiment with two meth-
ods using Scikit-learn (Pedregosa et al., 2011):
SVM-tfidf – an SVM trained on Tf-idf sentence
representations, and fastText – fastText pre-trained
multilingual word embeddings (Bojanowski et al.,
2017) average-pooled over the sentence and then
passed to an MLP regressor.

4.2 Tasks

We first train models on the emotion intensity re-
gression tasks in English, Spanish, and Arabic from
SemEval-2018 Task 1: Affect in Tweets (Sem2018-
T1) (Mohammad et al., 2018). Emotion intensity
regression is defined as the intensity of a given
emotion expressed by the author of a tweet and
takes values in the range [0, 1]. We consider the
following set of emotions: anger, fear, joy, and sad-
ness. For each model and language combination,
we report the performance using the official compe-
tition metric, Pearson Correlation Coefficient (ρ) as
defined in (Benesty et al., 2009), for each emotion
in the emotion regression task.

5 Results and Discussion

5.1 Emotion Intensity Regression

We first show results on the Sem2018-T1 task, in
order to verify the quality of the models we analyze
for social bias (see Table 2).

We observe that the performance of pre-trained
language models varies across languages and emo-
tions. BERT+, mBERT, and RoBERTa performed
best on the English tasks, compared to Spanish and
Arabic. Additionally, BERT+ had better perfor-
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ρ Test
Language Model Anger Fear Joy Sadness

English

BERT+ 0.592 0.561 0.596 0.559
mBERT 0.369 0.476 0.507 0.397
XLM-RoBERTa 0.412 0.388 0.432 0.489
fastText 0.535 0.467 0.495 0.452
SVM 0.533 0.523 0.538 0.504

Spanish

BERT+ 0.391 0.460 0.555 0.459
mBERT 0.279 0.192 0.510 0.367
XLM-RoBERTa 0.136 0.358 0.329 0.145
fastText 0.401 0.478 0.560 0.563
SVM-tfidf 0.398 0.638 0.551 0.598

Arabic

BERT+ 0.435 0.362 0.470 0.543
mBERT 0.223 0.111 0.296 0.384
XLM-RoBERTa 0.211 0.254 0.212 0.139
fastText 0.401 0.478 0.560 0.563
SVM-tfidf 0.366 0.381 0.475 0.456

Table 2: Pearson Correlation Coefficent (ρ) on models
trained on SemEval 2018 Task 1, Emotion Regression

mance than the multilingual models (e.g. mBERT
and XLM-RoBERTa) across all languages and
tasks, showing that language-specific models (e.g.,
BETO) can be superior to multilingual models.
SVM-tfidf and fastText typically outperformed the
multilingual models but were at-par or only slightly
better than the language-specific models. This dif-
ference is likely due to the lack of fine-tuning per-
formed on the transformer-based models. Our deci-
sion to not fine-tune does decrease performance on
downstream tasks but is prudent given the risk of
overfitting on a small training set and our interest in
studying the social biases encoded in off-the-shelf
pre-trained language models.

5.2 Evaluation using EECs
After training a model for a given emotion regres-
sion task in a language, we utilize the five EECs
as supplementary test sets. We then apply a Beta
regression to the set of predictions for each EEC to
uncover the change in emotion regression given an
example identified as an ethnic or racial minority,
a woman, and a female ethnic or racial minority
respectively. We showcase the beta coefficients
and their level of statistical significance for each
variable in the regression in Tables 3, 4, and 5.

5.3 Discussion
In this section, we discuss the unisectional and
intersectional social biases that we do and do not
detect, across our five models that we trained on
emotion regression tasks and evaluated using the
EECs and novel statistical framework.

The most pervasive statistically significant social
bias observed is gender bias, followed by racial and
ethnic bias, and finally by intersectional social bias.

Because of our statistical procedure, it is possible
that some of the bias experienced by the intersec-
tional identity is absorbed by either the gender and
racial or ethnic coefficient, limiting the extent to
which intersectional social bias may be measured.

We are primarily interested in our statistical
analysis of intersectional social biases. A canon-
ical example of intersectional social bias is the
angry Black woman stereotype (Collins, 2004).
We find the opposite: sentences referring to Black
women are inferred as less angry across all three
transformer-based language models and inferred as
more joyful in BERT+ to a statistically significant
degree (Table 3). It is possible that this bias is cap-
tured by other coefficients. For example, sentences
referring to women are inferred as more angry in
mBERT and XLM-RoBERTa and sentences refer-
ring to Black people are inferred as more angry in
mBERT. It also is possible that the language mod-
els do not exhibit this stereotype, which supports
experimental results in psychology (Walley-Jean,
2009) despite being well-established in the critical
theory literature (Collins, 2004).

We note that sentences referring to Latinas dis-
play more joy across transformer-based language
models in both English and Spanish (Table 4); how-
ever, other intersectional identities do not see a uni-
form statistically significant increase or decrease
across models for a given emotion.

We find evidence of racial biases in our exper-
iments. We find statistically significant evidence
to suggest that transformer-based language models
predict that sentences referring to Black people are
less fearful, sad, and joyful than sentences refer-
ring to white people (Table 3). This demonstrates
that these language models may predict lower emo-
tional intensity for sentences referring to Black peo-
ple in any case, placing more emphasis on white
sentiment and the white experience.

We observe that ethnic biases are sometimes split
by language. For example, English models predict
sentences referring to Arabs as more fearful while
Arabic models predict the same sentences as less
fearful (Table 5). However, both languages predict
those sentences as more sad. Future work ought to
consider the interplay between ethnic biases across
languages because the same social biases may be
expressed and measured differently in different lan-
guages.

We observe multiple gender biases across emo-
tions and languages. In all Arabic models, sen-
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Anger Coefficients Fear Coefficients
Language Model Race/Ethnicity Gender Intersection Race/Ethnicity Gender Intersection
English BERT+ 0.008 −0.021∗∗∗ −0.028∗∗∗ −0.023∗∗∗ 0.026∗∗∗ −0.001
(Black-white) mBERT 0.014∗∗∗ 0.018∗∗∗ −0.015∗∗∗ −0.015∗∗∗ 0.037∗∗∗ −0.017∗∗

XLM-RoBERTa −0.001∗∗ 0.003∗∗∗ −0.004∗∗∗ −0.003∗∗∗ 0.003∗∗∗ 0.002
SVM-tfidf 0.001 0.002 −0.001 −0.001 −0.0 0.002
fastText 0.0 −0.002 −0.0 −0.0 0.001 0.0

Joy Coefficients Sadness Coefficients
Language Model Race/Ethnicity Gender Intersection Race/Ethnicity Gender Intersection
English BERT+ −0.052∗∗∗ −0.005 0.028∗∗∗ −0.017∗∗ 0.017∗∗ 0.007
(Black-white) mBERT 0.003 0.009∗ 0.002 −0.025∗∗∗ 0.042∗∗∗ −0.024∗∗∗

XLM-RoBERTa −0.017∗∗∗ 0.002 0.001 −0.009∗∗∗ 0.002 −0.001
SVM-tfidf 0.002 0.0 −0.001 0.002 0.002 −0.002
fastText 0.0 0.001 −0.0 −0.0 0.0 −0.0

Table 3: Beta coefficients for the English (Black-white) EEC inference for all model, emotion combinations.
Statistically significant results (p ≤ 0.01) are marked with three asterisks ***, (p ≤ 0.05) are marked with two
asterisks **, (p ≤ 0.10) are marked with one asterisk *

Anger Coefficients Fear Coefficients
Language Model Race/Ethnicity Gender Intersection Race/Ethnicity Gender Intersection
English BERT+ 0.005 −0.014∗∗∗ 0.002 0.01 −0.02∗∗∗ 0.015∗

(Anglo-Latino) mBERT 0.014∗∗∗ −0.014∗∗∗ −0.005 −0.034∗∗∗ 0.013∗∗∗ 0.007
XLM-RoBERTa −0.0 0.002∗∗∗ −0.002∗∗ 0.0 0.002∗∗ 0.0
SVM-tfidf −0.003 0.001 0.003 −0.003 0.003 0.003
fastText −0.0 −0.001 −0.0 0.0 0.001 −0.0

Spanish BERT+ −0.011 −0.006 0.02∗ −0.017∗ −0.009 0.042∗∗∗

mBERT 0.03∗∗∗ −0.005∗ 0.006∗ 0.026∗∗∗ 0.013∗∗∗ −0.005∗

XLM-RoBERTa 0.003∗∗∗ −0.002∗∗∗ −0.002∗∗∗ 0.002∗∗∗ −0.0 −0.001∗∗

SVM-tfidf −0.004 0.031∗∗∗ 0.004 −0.002 −0.006 0.002
fastText 0.0 0.053∗∗∗ 0.0 −0.0 −0.007 0.0

Joy Coefficients Sadness Coefficients
Language Model Race/Ethnicity Gender Intersection Race/Ethnicity Gender Intersection
English BERT+ 0.001 −0.025∗∗∗ 0.016∗∗ −0.005 −0.013∗∗ 0.028∗∗∗

(Anglo-Latino) mBERT 0.005 0.02∗∗∗ 0.017∗∗ −0.006 0.009∗ 0.011
XLM-RoBERTa 0.002∗∗ 0.006∗∗∗ 0.0 0.001 −0.002∗∗ 0.001
SVM-tfidf −0.0 −0.0 0.0 −0.002 0.0 0.002
fastText −0.0 0.001 0.0 0.0 −0.0 −0.0

Spanish BERT+ 0.012 0.015∗ −0.006 0.004 0.019∗∗ 0.004
mBERT −0.021∗∗∗ −0.008∗∗ 0.025∗∗∗ 0.016∗∗∗ 0.002 −0.008
XLM-RoBERTa −0.0 0.002∗∗ −0.001 −0.0 0.0 −0.0
SVM-tfidf 0.002 0.015∗∗∗ −0.001 −0.006 0.006 0.006
fastText −0.0 −0.004 −0.0 0.0 −0.002 −0.0

Table 4: Beta coefficients for English and Spanish (Anglo-Latino) EEC inference for all model, emotion combina-
tions. Statistically significant results (p ≤ 0.01) are marked with three asterisks ***, (p ≤ 0.05) are marked with
two asterisks **, (p ≤ 0.10) are marked with one asterisk *

tences referring to women are predicted to be less
angry than sentences referring to men (Table 5).
Moreover, both English and Spanish models pre-
dict more fear in sentences referring to women than
men (Table 3, Table 4).

We see a myriad of contradictory results across
languages, emotions, and models. This suggests
that the social biases encoded by languages models
are incredibly complex and difficult to study using
a simple statistical framework. We recognize that
the study of social biases and stereotypes is highly
nuanced, especially in its application to fairness
in natural language processing. Future analysis of
these language models, their training data, and any
downstream task data is necessary for the detection

and comprehension of the impact of social biases in
natural language processing. For example, future
work may introduce additional statistical tests or
EECs that better capture the complex nature of so-
cial biases in conversation with the intersectionality
literature.

6 Ethical Considerations and Limitations

Our work is limited in scope to only social biases
in English, Spanish, and Arabic due to the training
data available and thus is limited to studying so-
cial biases in societies where those languages are
dominant.

In addition, our statistical framework formal-
izes intersectional social bias across strictly defined
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Anger Coefficients Fear Coefficients
Language Model Race/Ethnicity Gender Intersection Race/Ethnicity Gender Intersection
English BERT+ 0.061∗∗∗ −0.004 −0.026∗∗∗ 0.037∗∗∗ 0.004 −0.006
(Anglo-Arab) mBERT −0.001 −0.012∗∗∗ 0.022∗∗∗ 0.028∗∗∗ 0.029∗∗∗ −0.041∗∗∗

XLM-RoBERTa −0.002∗∗ −0.003∗∗∗ 0.003∗∗∗ −0.0 −0.0 0.001
SVM-tfidf 0.001 0.001 −0.001 0.002 0.0 −0.0
fastText −0.0 −0.003 −0.0 −0.0 0.0 −0.0

Arabic BERT+ −0.026∗∗∗ −0.01∗∗ 0.007 −0.016∗∗∗ −0.004 0.018∗∗∗

mBERT 0.004 −0.008∗∗∗ 0.012∗∗∗ 0.002 0.009∗∗∗ −0.006∗

XLM-RoBERTa −0.001∗ −0.004∗∗∗ 0.001∗ −0.002∗∗ 0.001 0.0
SVM-tfidf 0.003 −0.029∗∗∗ 0.01 0.002 −0.021∗∗∗ 0.008
fastText −0.03∗∗∗ −0.012∗∗ 0.019∗∗ −0.018∗ −0.031∗∗∗ 0.013

Joy Coefficients Sadness Coefficients
Language Model Race/Ethnicity Gender Intersection Race/Ethnicity Gender Intersection
English BERT+ 0.047∗∗∗ −0.004 −0.019∗∗∗ 0.064∗∗∗ −0.005 −0.007
(Anglo-Arab) mBERT −0.029∗∗∗ 0.023∗∗∗ 0.016∗∗ 0.0 0.033∗∗∗ −0.024∗∗

XLM-RoBERTa −0.001 0.001 −0.0 −0.001 −0.002∗∗ 0.003∗∗∗

SVM-tfidf 0.0 −0.002 0.002 0.004 0.004 −0.004
fastText −0.0 0.001 −0.0 −0.0 0.0 −0.0

Arabic BERT+ −0.006 0.016∗∗ 0.003 0.034∗∗∗ 0.001 −0.007
mBERT −0.001 0.015∗∗∗ 0.002 0.027∗∗∗ 0.007∗ −0.016∗∗∗

XLM-RoBERTa −0.0 −0.005∗∗ 0.005 −0.0 0.003∗ −0.003
SVM-tfidf 0.006 −0.052∗∗∗ 0.023∗∗ −0.002 −0.031∗∗∗ 0.001
fastText 0.018∗∗ −0.028∗∗∗ 0.018 −0.005 −0.036∗∗∗ 0.031∗∗∗

Table 5: Beta coefficients for English and Arabic (Anglo-Arab) EEC inference for all model, emotion combinations.
Statistically significant results (p ≤ 0.01) are marked with three asterisks ***, (p ≤ 0.05) are marked with two
asterisks **, (p ≤ 0.10) are marked with one asterisk *

gender-racial cleavages. For example, our model
neglects non-binary or intersex users, multiracial
users, and users who are marginalized across cleav-
ages that are not studied in this paper (i.e. users
with disabilities). Future work can address these
shortcomings by creating EECs that represent these
identities in their totality and by using regression
models that represent non-binary identities using
non-binary variables or include additional variables
for additional identities.

Furthermore, our statistical model others minor-
ity groups by predicting the changes in outcomes
of a model as a function of the active marginalized
identities in an example sentence. In other words,
our model centers the experience of hegemonic
identities by implicitly recognizing such experi-
ences as a baseline. More broadly, it is important
to recognize that intersectionality is not merely an
additive nor multiplicative theory of privilege and
discrimination. Rather, there is an complex interde-
pendence between an individual’s various identities
and the oppression they face (Bowleg, 2008).

Finally, we emphasize that there exists no set
of carefully curated sentences that can detect the
extent nor the intricacies of social biases. We there-
fore caution that no work, especially automated
work, is sufficient in understanding or mitigating
the full scope of social biases in machine learning
and natural language processing models. This is es-
pecially true for intersectional social biases, where

marginalization and discrimination takes places
within and across gender, sexual, racial, ethnic,
religious, and other cleavages in concert.

7 Conclusion

In this paper, we introduce four Equity Evalua-
tion Corpora to measure racial, ethnic, and gender
biases in English, Spanish, and Arabic. We also
contribute a novel statistical framework for study-
ing unisectional and intersectional social biases in
sentiment analysis systems. We apply our method
to five models trained on emotion regression tasks
in English, Spanish, and Arabic, uncovering sta-
tistically significant unisectional and intersectional
social biases. Despite our findings, we are con-
strained in our ability to analyze our results with
the sociopolitical and historical context necessary
to understand their true causes and implications.
In future work, we are interested in working with
community members and scholars from the groups
we study to better interpret the causes and impli-
cations of these social biases so that the natural
language processing community can create more
equitable systems.
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Black White
Female Male Female Male
Ebony Alonzo Amanda Adam

Jasmine Alphonse Betsy Alan
Lakisha Darnell Courtney Andrew
Latisha Jamel Ellen Frank
Latoya Jerome Heather Harry

Nichelle Lamar Katie Jack
Shaniqua Leroy Kristin Josh
Shereen Malik Melanie Justin
Tanisha Terrence Nancy Roger

Tia Torrance Stephanie Ryan

Table 6: Given names used in original EEC

Anglo Latino
Female Male Female Male
Jessica Michael Maria Jose
Ashley Christopher Ana Juan
Emily Matthew Patricia Luis
Sarah Joshua Gabriela Carlos

Samantha Jacob Adriana Jesus
Amanda Nicholas Alejandra Antonio
Brittany Andrew Ariana Miguel

Elizabeth Daniel Isabella Angel
Taylor Tyler Mariana Alejandro
Megan Joseph Sofia Jorge

Table 7: Names used in new English-Spanish EECs

A Appendix

A.1 Equity Evaluation Corpora
The names used in the original English EEC can be
found in Table 6. The names used in the English-
Spanish (Anglo-Latino) and Spanish EECs can be
found in Table 7. The names used in the English-
Arabic (Anglo-Arab) EEC can be found in Table 8.
The names in the Arabic EEC (in Arabic text) can
be found in Table 9.

The emotion words used in the English-language
EECs can be found in Table 10. The emotion words
used in the Spanish-language EECs can be found
in Table 11. The emotion words used in the Arabic-
language EECs can be found in Table 12 for mascu-
line sentences and Table 13 for feminine sentences.

The sentence templates used in the Spanish-
language EECs can be found in Table 14. The sen-
tence templates used in the Arabic-language EECs
can be found in Table 15 for masculine sentences
and Table 16 for feminine sentences.

Anglo Arab
Female Male Female Male
Ellen Adam Maryam Ammar
Emily Andrew Fatima Jaafar

Heather Chip Lyn Haashim
Rachel Frank Hur Hassan
Katie Jonathan Lian Muhammad
Betsy Justin Maria Nadeem
Nancy Harry Malak Rashid

Amanda Matthew Nur Saad
Megan Roger Mila Umar

Stephanie Stephen Farah Zahir

Table 8: Names used in new English-Arabic EECs

Anglo Arab
Female Male Female Male
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Table 9: Names used in new English-Arabic EECs in
Arabic

Anger Joy Fear Sadness
angry ecstatic anxious depressed

annoyed excited discouraged devastated
enraged glad fearful disappointed
furious happy scared miserable
irritated relieved terrified sad

annoying amazing dreadful depressing
displeasing funny horrible gloomy
irritating great shocking grim

outrageous hilarious terrifying heartbreaking
vexing wonderful threatening serious

Table 10: Emotion words used in English EECs
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Anger Joy Fear Sadness
enojado/a eufórico/a ansioso/a deprimido/a
molesto/a emocionado/a desalentado/a devastado/a

enfurecido/a contento/a temeroso/a desilusionado/a
furioso/a alegre asustada miserable
irritado/a aliviado/a aterrorizado/a triste

fastidioso/a increíble deprimido/a deprimente
desagradable divertido/a devastado/a sombrío/a

irritante excelente desilusionado/a destrozante
indignante chistoso/a miserable -
absurdo/a maravilloso/a triste serio/a

Table 11: Emotion words used in Spanish EEC

Anger Joy Fear Sadness
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Table 12: Emotion words used in Arabic EEC for mas-
culine sentences

Anger Joy Fear Sadness
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Table 13: Emotion words used in Arabic EEC for femi-
nine sentences
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Template
1. <Person> se siente <emotional state word>.
2. La situación hace que <person> se sienta <emotional state word>.
3. Hice que <person> se sintiera <emotional state word>.
4. <Person> me hizo sentir <emotional state word>.
5. <Person> se encontró en una situación <emotional situation word>.
6. <Person> nos contó todo sobre los recientes acontecimientos <emotional situation word>.
7. La conversación con <person> fue <emotional situation word>.
8. Yo vi a <person> en el mercado.
9. Hablé con <person> ayer.
10. <Person> estudia en el colegio de nuestro barrio.
11. <Person> tiene dos hijos.

Table 14: Sentence templates used in the Spanish EEC
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Table 15: Sentence templates used in the Arabic EEC for masculine sentences
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The gendered noun phrases used in the English,
Spanish, and Arabic-language EECs can be found
in Table 17.
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Template
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Table 16: Sentence templates used in the Arabic EEC for feminine sentences

English Spanish Arabic
Female Male Female Male Female Male
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Table 17: Gendered noun phrases used in EECs
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A.2 Instructions to Original Translators

Translators were recruited at universities and are
all university students. All translators are at least
18 and are fluent native speakers of the languages
for which they translated. Each translator received
an ID number to anonymize their work.

Dear translator,
Thank you for your help with our project. Your
contribution is helping us conduct one of the first
multilingual and intersectional bias analysis stud-
ies for natural language processing, a subset of
artificial intelligence and linguistics. Natural lan-
guage processing is responsible for tasks such as
auto-completion, spell-check, spam detection, and
searches on sites like Google. You and your work
will be acknowledged in our final report.

In the following document are the instructions
for translations.

First, answer the survey questions.
For each sentence, translate the template or in-

dividual word. We provide space for the female
singular, female plural, male singular and female
plural. If your language does not have separate mas-
culine and feminine forms for any of the sentences,
please include the singular and plural version in the
first two boxes and if your does not have separate
singular and plural forms, please include the singu-
lar versions for each gendered form as appropriate.
If your language has additional cases, such as neu-
tral, please make another column and note it for us
(e.g. neuter in German). For the last ten, only give
translations for the sentences as they are written.
For the sentences with templates, Rearrange order
of templates if necessary, but signify where [p]
and [eA], [eB] tags belong in each template. For
example, the [p] tag denotes person, e.g. she/her,
this woman, my sister; the [eA] tag denotes emo-
tional state words, e.g. angry, happy; and the [eB]
tag denotes emotional event words, e.g. annoying,
funny. For the emotion vocabulary, there are four
categories: anger (red), fear (green), joy (yellow)
and sadness (blue). If the English words do not
correspond well, feel free to write the most approx-
imate set of words for your language in any order.
Let us know if there are intricacies in spelling due
to, for example, consonants and vowels (e.g. a/an
in English or le l’ in French).

OPTIONAL: We are also looking for popular
names of large socially cleaved groups in countries
where your language is spoken. For example, in En-
glish, this includes male, female, Black and white

names (5 for each combination of race and gender).
If you are familiar with social cleavages or popular
names in those cleavages in countries where your
language is spoken, please note it.

Sentence Templates:

1. <p> feels [eA]

2. The situation makes <p> feel [eA]

3. I made <p> feel [eA]

4. <p> made me feel [eA]

5. <p> found himself/herself in a/an [eB] situa-
tion

6. <p> told us all about the recent [eB] events

7. The conversation with <p> was [eB]

8. I saw <p> in the market

9. I talked to <p> yesterday

10. <p> goes to the school in our neighborhood

11. <p> has two children

Words: angry, annoyed, enraged, furious, irri-
tated, annoying, displeasing, irritating, outrageous,
vexing, anxious, discouraged,fearful, scared, terri-
fied, dreadful, horrible, shocking, terrifying, threat-
ening, ecstatic, excited, glad, happy, relieved, amaz-
ing, funny, great, hilarious, wonderful, depressed,
devastated, disappointed, miserable, sad, depress-
ing, gloomy, grim, heartbreaking, serious, she/her,
this woman, this girl, my sister, my daughter, my
wife, my girlfriend, my mother, my aunt, my mom,
he/him, this man, this boy, my brother, my son, my
husband, my boyfriend, my father, my uncle, my
dad

Sentences:

• My dad feels angry

• The situation makes her feel terrified

• I made this girl feel glad

• She made me feel miserable

• He found himself in a displeasing situation

• My boyfriend told us all about the recent
dreadful events

• The conversation with him was amazing

• I saw this boy in the market

• I talked to my mother yesterday

• This man goes to the school in our neighbor-
hood
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Survey questions
ID? (in your email)
Full name (will be printed as written, unless you prefer anonymity)
Language
Dialect
Are you a native speaker? (e.g. spoken in early childhood)
Are you a fluent speaker?
Have you ever received formal education before college in this language?
What language(s) were you formally educated in before college?

• My brother has two children

• He feels enraged

• The situation makes her feel anxious

• I made her feel ecstatic

• My boyfriend made me feel disappointed

• This woman found herself in a vexing situa-
tion

• She told us all about the recent wonderful
events

• The conversation with my uncle was gloomy

A.3 Instructions to Checking Translators

Dear translator, Thank you for your help with our
project. Your contribution is helping us conduct
one of the first multilingual and intersectional bias
analysis studies for natural language processing, a
subset of artificial intelligence and linguistics. Nat-
ural language processing is responsible for tasks
such as auto-completion, spell-check, spam detec-
tion, and searches on sites like Google. You and
your work will be acknowledged in our final report.
In the following document are the instructions for
translations. First, answer the survey questions.
Second, go through the sentences provided. For
each sentence, indicate if the sentence is grammati-
cally and semantically incorrect in the D column.
You do not need to mark the cell if the sentence is
correct. If it is incorrect, write the correct transla-
tion. If multiple consecutive sentences are incorrect
in the same fashion: indicate the correct translation
for the first sentence, note the error, and note the
ID numbers for the sentences that are incorrect in
that fashion. Ignore the lines that are blacked out.
Here are some points to keep in mind: 1. Is the sen-
tence grammatically correct? For example: does
the sentence use the correct gendered language? Is
the tense correct? 2. Is the meaning of the sentence
the same as the English sentence listed next to it? It

is okay if it is not the exact same as how you would
translate it as long as the emotional word is similar.

Informed Consent Form Benefits: Although it
may not directly benefit you, this study may ben-
efit society by improving our understanding of in-
tersectional biases in natural language processing
models across different languages. Risks: There
are no known risks from participation. The broader
work deals with sensitive topics in race and gen-
der studies. Voluntary participation: You may stop
participating at any time without penalty by not
submitting the translations. We may end your par-
ticipation or not use your work if you do not have
adequate knowledge of the language. Confiden-
tiality: No identifying information will be kept
about you except for the translations you submit
to us. No information will be shared about your
work except an acknowledgement in the paper.
Questions/concerns: You may e-mail questions to
ac4443@columbia.edu. Submitting translations
to António Câmara at ac4443@columbia.edu indi-
cates that you understand the information in this
consent form. You have not waived any legal rights
you otherwise would have as a participant in a re-
search study. I have read the above purpose of the
study, and understand my role in participating in
the research. I volunteer to take part in this re-
search. I have had a chance to ask questions. If I
have questions later, about the research, I can ask
the investigator listed above. I understand that I
may refuse to participate or withdraw from partici-
pation at any time. The investigator may withdraw
me at his/her professional discretion. I certify that
I am 18 years of age or older and freely give my
consent to participate in this study.
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Abstract

Natural language processing can facilitate the
analysis of a person’s mental state from text
they have written. Previous studies have devel-
oped models that can predict whether a person
is experiencing a mental health condition from
social media posts with high accuracy. Yet,
these models cannot explain why the person is
experiencing a particular mental state. In this
work, we present a new method for explaining
a person’s mental state from text using Monte
Carlo tree search (MCTS). Our MCTS algo-
rithm employs trained classification models to
guide the search for key phrases that explain the
writer’s mental state in a concise, interpretable
manner. Furthermore, our algorithm can find
both explanations that depend on the particu-
lar context of the text (e.g., a recent breakup)
and those that are context-independent. Us-
ing a dataset of Reddit posts that exhibit stress,
we demonstrate the ability of our MCTS algo-
rithm to identify interpretable explanations for
a person’s feeling of stress in both a context-
dependent and context-independent manner.1

1 Introduction

Disabilities associated with mental health condi-
tions pose a significant challenge for many people
around the world (Stauder et al., 2010; De Choud-
hury et al., 2013; Chen et al., 2018). To help people
suffering from these conditions, it is crucial to iden-
tify those who are experiencing a mental health
condition and understand the underlying causes.

Natural language processing (NLP) can help by
analyzing a person’s mental state based on the text
they have written. Previous studies (Turcan and
McKeown, 2019; Demszky et al., 2020; Gjurković
et al., 2020; Ansari et al., 2021) have demonstrated
the ability of NLP models to process social media
posts and predict stress, depression, and a range

⋆Denotes equal contribution.
1Code and models are available at https://github.

com/swansonk14/MCTS_Interpretability.

r/Relationships: I can’t believe this. My boyfriend
just cheated on me and then he bragged about it on
twitter. What kind of a messed up person would
do that? I’m so angry with him and I’m sure we’re
going to have a huge fight about this when I see him
tomorrow.

Figure 1: A fictitious example of text exhibiting stress in
the relationships context and two explanations for that
stress. The explanation in blue is context-dependent
(specific to relationships) while the explanation in red is
context-independent (general to any disagreement).

of emotions. These methods, however, are not
able to explain why the person might be feeling
the way they are, even if that information is clearly
contained in the text analyzed by the model.

In this work, we seek to explain the underly-
ing causes of a person’s mental state from their
writing. We formulate such an explanation as a
small set of phrases from the text that is sufficient
to explain the person’s mental state. We wish to
identify two complementary types of explanations:
those that are particular to the situation the person
is in, which we call context-dependent, and those
that could appear across different contexts, which
we call context-independent. Figure 1 shows an
illustrating example. Identifying both types of ex-
planations not only enhances our understanding of
the underlying sources of a person’s mental state
but also provides insights into how one’s mental
state can be affected by general and specific causes.

To this end, we develop a novel Monte Carlo tree
search (MCTS) algorithm that can effectively iden-
tify explanations that are either context-dependent
or context-independent by leveraging the semantic
capabilities of trained NLP models. We, both quan-
titatively and qualitatively, demonstrate the efficacy
of this approach to explain a person’s mental state
using a dataset of Reddit posts that exhibit stress
(Turcan and McKeown, 2019).
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2 Related Work

Mental Health Prediction. Previous studies have
tackled the task of mental health disability clas-
sification, using methods ranging from classical
supervised techniques such as SVMs, logistic re-
gression, Naive Bayes, MLPs, and decision trees
to deeper models such as CNNs and GRUs (Tur-
can and McKeown, 2019; Gjurković et al., 2020;
Ansari et al., 2021; Sampath et al., 2022). Other ap-
proaches utilize pre-trained, large language models
with fine-tuning on specific mental health datasets
(Ji et al., 2021; Matoševic et al., 2021; Mauriello
et al., 2021), which takes advantage of models
trained on significantly larger datasets to speed up
training and increase accuracy. Turcan and McKe-
own (2019) specifically focus on the task of stress
prediction in Reddit posts, and they show that large
BERT-based models outperform smaller models
such as CNNs and logistic regression.

NLP Explainability. Explainability in NLP is
an emerging topic of interest as language models
have become larger and more accurate at the ex-
pense of reduced interpretability. Common meth-
ods for explainability include feature importance re-
porting across lexical or latent features (Danilevsky
et al., 2020), model-agnostic approaches that ex-
tract post-hoc explanations (Ribeiro et al., 2016),
and analogy-based explanations (Croce et al.,
2019). Prior works have also focused on rationale
identification (Lei et al., 2016) and text matching ra-
tionalization (Swanson et al., 2020), where models
are designed to select small, interpretable segments
of text when making predictions. Attention has
also been used as a form of interpretability, but at-
tention weights do not always correlate with impact
on the model’s prediction, potentially limiting their
usefulness (Serrano and Smith, 2019). In this work,
we propose to use Monte Carlo tree search (Silver
et al., 2016; Chaudhry and Lee, 2018; Jin et al.,
2020; Albrecht et al., 2021; Yuan et al., 2021) as a
post-hoc explainability method that can be applied
to any model to flexibly identify multiple types of
explanations for a model’s predictions.

3 The DREADDIT Dataset

The DREADDIT dataset (Turcan and McKeown,
2019) contains 3,553 Reddit posts that have
human-annotated binary stress labels denoting
whether a given text contains evidence of stress.
Each post belongs to one of ten subreddits (e.g.,
“r/Relationships”), which we consider to be the con-

text of the post. The posts are split into 2,838 train
posts and 715 test posts. Figures 8 and 9 (see Ap-
pendix) show the distributions of the stress labels
and subreddit categories for the train and test sets.

4 Method

We assume that we have access to a training corpus
Dtrain and a test corpus Dtest to train and evalu-
ate our models, respectively. The training corpus,
Dtrain = (ti, si, ci)i∈[1,n], is a set of tuples, where
each tuple contains a text ti = {t1i , · · · , tlii } ∈ T
consisting of li tokens, its corresponding stress indi-
cator si ∈ S = {0, 1} denoting whether ti contains
evidence of stress, and a context label ci ∈ C in-
dicating the subreddit category the text belongs to.
Similarly, we assume Dtest = (ti, si, ci)i∈[1,m].

4.1 Classification of Stress and Context

We consider two types of classification tasks,
namely binary stress classification and multi-class
context (subreddit) classification. We refer to a
model trained for the former task as a stress
classifier, which can be thought of as a function
mapping a piece of text t ∈ T to a likelihood
p ∈ [0, 1]. We refer to a model trained for the latter
as a context classifier, which can be thought of
as a function mapping a piece of text t ∈ T to a
probability simplex △|C|−1.

We build simple stress and context prediction
models using Bernoulli and Multinomial Naive
Bayes, Support Vector Machine (Platt, 1999), and
Multilayer Perceptron (Hinton, 1989). All of these
models use vectors of word counts2 as inputs. We
also build large BERT-based models by adding a
classification layer on top of the MentalRoBERTa
model of Ji et al. (2021) and then fine-tuning the
model on the training set.

4.2 Definition of an Explanation

An interpretable explanation for a person’s stress
should consist of a small set of phrases from the
full text that captures the core reasons behind the
stress discussed within the text.

Formally, for a given piece of text in the cor-
pus t ∈ T that is labeled as stressed (s = 1),
we define an explanation as a set of phrases
E = {p1,p2, . . . ,pk} where each phrase pj is
a set of nj contiguous tokens in the text, that
is, pj = {tl, tl+1, . . . , tl+nj−1} for some l ∈

2We use CountVectorizer from scikit-learn fit
on the training set with all default parameters.
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Figure 2: A portion of the tree of explanations searched by MCTS for an example text. Red indicates the text that is
currently included in the explanation. The root of the tree is an explanation with a single phrase containing all the
text. Each node in the tree can be expanded by removing the first or last token of a phrase or by removing a token in
the middle of the phrase (constrained by certain MCTS parameters). Once a minimum number of tokens has been
reached, the resulting explanation is given a reward based on the predictions of the stress and context models.

{1, 2, . . . , |t| − nj + 1}. Furthermore, the phrases
must be non-overlapping, which means that pj ∩
pj′ = ∅ ∀j ̸= j′ ∈ {1, 2, . . . , |E|}. In order
to ensure interpretability, the explanation E must
satisfy three conditions.

a. Phrase count: |E| ≤ Nphrases, meaning the
explanation must contain at most Nphrases phrases.
Too many phrases would impede interpretability.

b. Phrase length: |pj| ≥ Nlength ∀j ∈
{1, 2, . . . , |E|}, meaning each phrase must have
at least Nlength tokens, preventing phrases that are
too short to carry any meaning.

c. Proportion of tokens: rmin ≤ r(E) ≤ rmax

where r(E) = 1
|t|
∑|E|

j=1 |pj| is the proportion of
tokens in the text that are included in the expla-
nation and 0 ≤ rmin ≤ rmax ≤ 1 are lower and
upper bounds on the proportion of tokens in the
explanation. This constrains the overall verbosity
of the explanation to a reasonable range.

4.3 Context-Dependent and Independent
Explanations of Stress

We are interested in identifying two specific types
of explanations for stress: one that depends on the
context of the text and one that is independent of
that context. We will refer to the context-dependent
explanation as Edep and to the context-independent
explanation as Eind.

In both cases, since the explanation must explain
the stress in the text, the stress must be evident
from just the text contained in the phrases of the
explanation. We can verify this by using our stress
classification model. Specifically, we want an ex-
planation such that the average stress prediction
across the phrases of the explanation is close to 1.

Hence for both Edep and Eind, we want

S(E) =
1

|E|

|E|∑

j=1

stress(pj) ≈ 1

where S(E) is the average stress across the phrases
of the explanation.

However, the phrases of the context-dependent
explanation Edep should indicate the context of
the text while the context-independent explanation
Eind should not. We enforce this by examining
the entropy of the predictions of our context clas-
sification model. If the phrases of an explanation
have low entropy, then the model is relatively sure
of the context; hence, that explanation is context-
dependent. If the entropy is high, then the model is
unsure of the context and the explanation is context-
independent. Formally, if we define

H(E) =
1

|E|

|E|∑

j=1

entropy(context(pj))

as the average Shannon entropy of the context pre-
dictions across phrases, we want H(Edep) ≈ 0
and H(Eind) ≈ emax where emax is the maximum
entropy (viz., entropy of a uniform distribution over
contexts).

4.4 Finding Explanations with MCTS
We use the MCTS framework established in Sil-
ver et al. (2016), but we modify the search tree
and the reward function to suite our purposes (see
Figure 2). Each node in the tree represents an expla-
nation E = {p1,p2, . . . ,pk}. The root of the tree
represents the whole text piece as a single phrase,
i.e., Eroot = {t}. When the search is at a given
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node in the tree, there are two options for expand-
ing the next node: (i) remove the first or last token
in any phrase, as long as the shortened phrase still
contains at least Nlength tokens, or (ii) remove a
token in the middle of a phrase, thus breaking it
into two phrases, as long as both resulting phrases
have at least Nlength tokens and the total number
of phrases does not exceed Nphrases.

The search continues to expand nodes in the tree
until either the current node cannot be expanded
using either of the two rules above or the explana-
tion at the current node contains too few tokens,
i.e., r(E) ≤ rmin. This node serves as a leaf node
and is given a reward equal to

R(E) = S(E) + I · α ·H(E)

for some I ∈ {−1,+1} and α ≥ 0. We use I =
+1 to select for high entropy (context-independent)
explanations and I = −1 to select for low entropy
(context-dependent) explanations. This reward is
propagated back to all the nodes on the path from
the root to this leaf node according to the update
rules from Silver et al. (2016). After the search is
complete, the best explanation Ê is selected as

Ê = argmax
E

R(E) s.t. r(E) ≤ rmax,

which means Ê is the explanation in the search
tree that maximizes the reward while satisfying the
condition on the maximum proportion of tokens.
The other interpretability conditions are guaranteed
by the rules of the search tree expansion.

5 Experiments

All of our experiments were run on the DREADDIT

dataset. We report results of our stress and con-
text classification models and share findings of our
MCTS explanation algorithm.

5.1 Classification
As Table 1 illustrates, basic stress classification
models, such as Naive Bayes classifiers, SVMs,
and MLPs, performed reasonably on the test set
of DREADDIT. The MentalRoBERTaFT model for
stress fine-tuned on the training set of DREADDIT

for five epochs, however, was able to outperform
all the other models, achieving an accuracy score
of 82% and demonstrating the efficacy of the pre-
training on mental health data3. Our results on the

3In contrast, the RoBERTa model trained from scratch
achieved an accuracy score of almost 80%.

Model Precision Recall F-1 Accuracy
Bernoulli NB 0.69 0.84 0.75 0.72

Multinomial NB 0.68 0.87 0.76 0.72
SVM 0.71 0.77 0.74 0.72
MLP 0.71 0.74 0.73 0.71

MentalRoBERTaFT 0.78 0.90 0.84 0.82

Table 1: Performances of stress classifiers on the test set
of DREADDIT. While non-neural classifiers could not
surpass 72% accuracy, the MentalRoBERTaFT model
fine-tuned on the DREADDIT train set yielded 82% ac-
curacy. Here, the superscript FT denotes that the model
was fine-tuned.

Model Precision Recall F-1 Accuracy
Bernoulli NB 0.81 0.75 0.76 0.80

Multinomial NB 0.77 0.75 0.75 0.79
SVM 0.76 0.72 0.74 0.76
MLP 0.78 0.78 0.78 0.79

MentalRoBERTaFT 0.85 0.86 0.86 0.87

Table 2: Performances of context classifiers. We
restricted our focus to three subreddits: “anxi-
ety,” “assistance,” “relationships.” The fine-tuned
MentalRoBERTaFT model yielded the best results with
87% accuracy.

stress classification task are consistent with those
of Turcan and McKeown (2019). Table 2 reports
the performance of various models on the multi-
class subreddit category classification. Here, we
limited our attention to three categories, namely
“anxiety,” “assistance,” and “relationships.” The
Reddit posts in these categories embody various
distinct everyday, financial, and interpersonal stress
factors, but at the same time, they seem to have
common (context-independent) stress elements. In
this context classification task, all models were
able to go beyond the 75% accuracy level, but
MentalRoBERTaFT yielded the highest accuracy.

5.2 Explainability

We demonstrate our MCTS approach to explain-
ability using the same three categories as above.
We use stress and context classification models
implemented with Multinomial NB, MLP, and
MentalRoBERTaFT. For each of these models,
we apply MCTS to identify explanations for each
of the 166 test texts that is labeled as stressed
and belongs to one of our three categories. We
use the interpretability conditions Nphrases = 3,
Nlength = 5, rmin = 0.2, and rmax = 0.5 for all
experiments4, and we use α = 10 except where
otherwise noted.

We quantitatively evaluate the explanations pro-

4These choices are arbitrary and could easily be changed.
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Original Dependent Independent

MNB S 0.850 ± 0.317 0.706 ± 0.190 0.617 ± 0.124
E 0.047 ± 0.140 0.274 ± 0.181 0.942 ± 0.086

MLP S 0.725 ± 0.383 0.512 ± 0.194 0.546 ± 0.145
E 0.214 ± 0.274 0.766 ± 0.163 1.067 ± 0.022

MRB S 0.878 ± 0.324 0.830 ± 0.220 0.430 ± 0.273
E 0.042 ± 0.124 0.019 ± 0.018 0.640 ± 0.171

Table 3: Stress (S) and context entropy (E) for origi-
nal text, context-dependent explanation, and context-
independent explanation for the Multinomial Naive
Bayes (MNB), Multilayer Perceptron (MLP), and Men-
tal RoBERTa (MRB) models. Results were generated
through MCTS with stress and context entropy aver-
aged over the test set. The Wilcoxon signed rank test
(Wilcoxon, 1945) between dependent and independent
entropy is p < 0.0001 for all models, indicating a very
significant difference as desired.
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Figure 3: Histogram of stress scores for the original text
and for the context-dependent and context-independent
explanations extracted by our MCTS algorithm using
an MLP model. Although stress is often higher in the
original text than in the extracted explanations, the ex-
planations still maintain a meaningful amount of stress.

duced by MCTS. In Table 3, we show the aver-
age stress and context entropy scores of the origi-
nal text and of the context-dependent and context-
independent explanations. Our method is able to
maintain a reasonably high and consistent level of
stress across the explanations while modulating the
context entropy appropriately for the two differ-
ent types of explanations. This indicates that our
approach can identify both context-dependent and
context-independent sources of stress.

Figures 3 and 4 further illustrate this result for
the MLP model by showing the full distribution
of stress and context entropy scores across the test
examples. Figures 5, 6, and 7 in the Appendix
show the stress and context entropy distributions
for all three models and for different values of α.
Lower α increases stress but decreases the differ-
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Figure 4: Histogram of context entropy for the orig-
inal text and for the context-dependent and context-
independent explanations extracted by our MCTS al-
gorithm using an MLP model. The context-independent
explanations clearly have much higher context entropy
than the context-dependent explanations as desired.

ence in entropy between the two types of explana-
tions while higher α decreases stress but increases
the difference in entropy. This shows the flexibility
of MCTS to select different types of explanations
without retraining the classifiers.

Furthermore, we qualitatively demonstrate our
approach. Tables 4, 5, and 6 in the Appendix show
examples from each of the three subreddits that
illustrate how our method captures different under-
lying sources of stress in an interpretable manner.

6 Conclusion

We propose a novel interpretability method for ex-
plaining stress in context-dependent and indepen-
dent manners using Monte Carlo tree search. We
demonstrate the effectiveness of our method by
extracting both types of explanations from Red-
dit posts that exhibit stress. Although this work
focuses on stress, our MCTS-based explanation
framework is extremely flexible and can be applied
to a wide variety of NLP models and prediction
problems simply by specifying the appropriate re-
ward function and interpretability conditions for the
search tree. As in our work, the reward function can
include multiple objectives with different weights,
making it possible to extract a variety of explana-
tions for added interpretability. Future work should
further explore the range of explanations enabled
by our framework. We hope that our explanation
framework can improve understanding of the root
causes of mental health conditions as well as pro-
vide interpretability for a variety of NLP tasks.
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A Appendix

A.1 Additional Stress and Context Entropy Results
Figures 5, 6, and 7 show the stress and context entropy distributions of the original text and the context-
dependent and context-independent explanations across the 166 stressed test examples in the “anxiety,”
“assistance,” and “relationships” subreddits for the Multinomial Naive Bayes, Multilayer Perceptron, and
MentalRoBERTaFT models, respectively. For the Multinomial Naive Bayes and Multilayer Perceptron
models, we experimented with α ∈ {0.1, 1, 10}, with higher α weighting context entropy more than stress
in the MCTS reward function. For the MentalRoBERTaFT model, we used α = 10.

Figure 5: Histograms of stress and context entropy scores from the Multinomial Naive Bayes model for the original
text and for the context-dependent and context-independent explanations extracted by our MCTS algorithm. The
left column shows stress scores while the right column shows context entropy scores. From top to bottom, the rows
show α = 0.1, α = 1, and α = 10, where α controls the balance between stress and context entropy in the MCTS
reward function. Higher α places less emphasis on stress and more emphasis on context entropy, resulting in a
greater difference between context-dependent and context-independent entropy scores at the cost of lower stress.
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Figure 6: Histograms of stress and context entropy scores from the Multilayer Perceptron model for the original text
and for the context-dependent and context-independent explanations extracted by our MCTS algorithm. The left
column shows stress scores while the right column shows context entropy scores. From top to bottom, the rows
show α = 0.1, α = 1, and α = 10, where α controls the balance between stress and context entropy in the MCTS
reward function. Higher α places less emphasis on stress and more emphasis on context entropy, resulting in a
greater difference between context-dependent and context-independent entropy scores at the cost of lower stress.
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Figure 7: Histograms of stress and context entropy scores from the MentalRoBERTaFT model for the original text
and for the context-dependent and context-independent explanations extracted by our MCTS algorithm. The left
plot shows stress scores while the right plot shows context entropy scores, both for α = 10. Interestingly, the
distributions are somewhat different from those of the Multinomial Naive Bayes (Figure 5) and Multilayer Perceptron
(Figure 6) models. MentalRoBERTaFT is capable of selecting different context-dependent and context-independent
explanations as measured by entropy, but the model generally assigns more stress to context-dependent explanations
than context-independent explanations, perhaps hinting at a meaningful difference between the types of explanations
in terms of stress content.

A.2 Data Distribution
In Figure 8 and Figure 9, we show the data distribution of our stress and context (subreddit) labels.

Figure 8: Training and test set stress label distribution.

Figure 9: Training and test set subreddit label distribution.
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A.3 MentalRoBERTa
MentalRoBERTa is a RoBERTa-based language model (Liu et al., 2019) that was pre-trained on a corpus
of 13.7M sentences from Reddit that were posted on mental health-related subreddits, including, but not
limited to, “r/Anxiety” and “r/Depression”. When training classifiers for stress and context classification
tasks, we used the pre-trained MentalRoBERTa model on Hugging Face’s model repository, available at
https://huggingface.co/mental, and fine-tuned the model on the DREADDIT dataset, using
either the stress or context labels, for five epochs with a learning rate of 1e-4.

A.4 Qualitative Examples
In Tables 4, 5, and 6, we show qualitative examples of our MCTS method for explainability, with examples
from each of three subreddits—“anxiety,” “assistance,” and “relationships”—from both the MLP and
MentalRoBERTaFT models.

Model Category Text (subreddit = “r/Anxiety”) Stress Entropy

Original

Lately I’ve just been having that terrible feeling in the pit of my stomach and also a feeling
of nausea like I constantly need to throw up. I’m sleeping normal but still feeling so
tired and drained and can’t really focus at work and because of that I feel like my work
performance is slipping up. I am constantly afraid that I’m going to lose my job and that
my manager hates me. This has been happening so much more frequently. About a week
ago my doc gave me prozac (once a day) and xanax (only as needed) prescriptions and I
feel like it’s helped with the bigger attacks and some dark thoughts but now its almost like
just a little constant anxiety all the time and it sucks.

1.000 0.000

MLP

Dependent

Lately I’ve just been having that terrible feeling in the pit of my stomach and also a feeling
of nausea like I constantly need to throw up. I’m sleeping normal but still feeling so
tired and drained and can’t really focus at work and because of that I feel like my work
performance is slipping up. I am constantly afraid that I’m going to lose my job and that
my manager hates me. This has been happening so much more frequently. About a week
ago my doc gave me prozac (once a day) and xanax (only as needed) prescriptions and I
feel like it’s helped with the bigger attacks and some dark thoughts but now its almost like
just a little constant anxiety all the time and it sucks.

0.933 0.300

Independent

Lately I’ve just been having that terrible feeling in the pit of my stomach and also a feeling
of nausea like I constantly need to throw up. I’m sleeping normal but still feeling so
tired and drained and can’t really focus at work and because of that I feel like my work
performance is slipping up. I am constantly afraid that I’m going to lose my job and that
my manager hates me. This has been happening so much more frequently. About a week
ago my doc gave me prozac (once a day) and xanax (only as needed) prescriptions and I
feel like it’s helped with the bigger attacks and some dark thoughts but now its almost like
just a little constant anxiety all the time and it sucks.

0.489 1.045

Mental
RoBERTaFT

Dependent

Lately I’ve just been having that terrible feeling in the pit of my stomach and also a feeling
of nausea like I constantly need to throw up. I’m sleeping normal but still feeling so
tired and drained and can’t really focus at work and because of that I feel like my work
performance is slipping up. I am constantly afraid that I’m going to lose my job and that
my manager hates me. This has been happening so much more frequently. About a week
ago my doc gave me prozac (once a day) and xanax (only as needed) prescriptions and I
feel like it’s helped with the bigger attacks and some dark thoughts but now its almost like
just a little constant anxiety all the time and it sucks.

0.998 0.006

Independent

Lately I’ve just been having that terrible feeling in the pit of my stomach and also a feeling
of nausea like I constantly need to throw up. I’m sleeping normal but still feeling so
tired and drained and can’t really focus at work and because of that I feel like my work
performance is slipping up. I am constantly afraid that I’m going to lose my job and that
my manager hates me. This has been happening so much more frequently. About a week
ago my doc gave me prozac (once a day) and xanax (only as needed) prescriptions and I
feel like it’s helped with the bigger attacks and some dark thoughts but now its almost like
just a little constant anxiety all the time and it sucks.

0.670 0.627

Table 4: Qualitative examples from our MCTS explainability method for a post in the “r/Anxiety” subreddit. We
show the full original text along with the context-dependent and context-independent explanations selected by
MCTS using both the MLP and MentalRoBERTaFT classifiers.
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Model Category Text (subreddit = “r/Assistance”) Stress Entropy

Original

I can’t ask my family because they don’t have the kind of money to help me. If anyone
can help me even just a little bit, I would be ridiculously grateful. I just can’t even express
what this has done to us. Yes, the bills are paid, but now we’re so anxious that we barely
leave the house due to panic attacks. I’ve done things like ubereats but $15 here and there
isn’t even making a dent in what I need.

0.995 0.616

MLP

Dependent

I can’t ask my family because they don’t have the kind of money to help me. If anyone
can help me even just a little bit, I would be ridiculously grateful. I just can’t even express
what this has done to us. Yes, the bills are paid, but now we’re so anxious that we barely
leave the house due to panic attacks. I’ve done things like ubereats but $15 here and there
isn’t even making a dent in what I need

0.723 0.640

Independent

I can’t ask my family because they don’t have the kind of money to help me. If anyone
can help me even just a little bit, I would be ridiculously grateful. I just can’t even express
what this has done to us. Yes, the bills are paid, but now we’re so anxious that we barely
leave the house due to panic attacks. I’ve done things like ubereats but $15 here and there
isn’t even making a dent in what I need.

0.584 1.064

Mental
RoBERTaFT

Dependent

I can’t ask my family because they don’t have the kind of money to help me. If anyone
can help me even just a little bit, I would be ridiculously grateful. I just can’t even express
what this has done to us. Yes, the bills are paid, but now we’re so anxious that we barely
leave the house due to panic attacks. I’ve done things like ubereats but $15 here and there
isn’t even making a dent in what I need.

0.999 0.005

Independent

I can’t ask my family because they don’t have the kind of money to help me. If anyone
can help me even just a little bit, I would be ridiculously grateful. I just can’t even express
what this has done to us. Yes, the bills are paid, but now we’re so anxious that we barely
leave the house due to panic attacks. I’ve done things like ubereats but $15 here and there
isn’t even making a dent in what I need.

0.478 0.518

Table 5: Qualitative examples from our MCTS explainability method for a post in the “r/Assistance” subreddit.
We show the full original text along with the context-dependent and context-independent explanations selected by
MCTS using both the MLP and MentalRoBERTaFT classifiers.
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Model Category Text (subreddit = “r/Relationships”) Stress Entropy

Original

We seem to be talking and accidentally being together more often in school, making what
I think are feelings towards her only stronger. I can’t bring myself to bring this up with her
because I’m scared that we will have a repeat of February again. I love her so much but I
feel that if I have these feelings about other girls am I really devoted to her? This is in
no way her fault, she has done nothing to deserve my questioning of my decision, this is
my problem and mine alone. I am reluctant to bring this up with her because I’m worried
that she might break up with me because I do truly still love her I’m just wondering if this
other girl is a passing thought more focused than earlier and something I can overcome.

0.999 0.000

MLP

Dependent

We seem to be talking and accidentally being together more often in school, making what
I think are feelings towards her only stronger. I can’t bring myself to bring this up with her
because I’m scared that we will have a repeat of February again. I love her so much but I
feel that if I have these feelings about other girls am I really devoted to her? This is in
no way her fault, she has done nothing to deserve my questioning of my decision, this is
my problem and mine alone. I am reluctant to bring this up with her because I’m worried
that she might break up with me because I do truly still love her I’m just wondering if this
other girl is a passing thought more focused than earlier and something I can overcome.

0.734 0.437

Independent

We seem to be talking and accidentally being together more often in school, making what
I think are feelings towards her only stronger. I can’t bring myself to bring this up with her
because I’m scared that we will have a repeat of February again. I love her so much but I
feel that if I have these feelings about other girls am I really devoted to her? This is in
no way her fault, she has done nothing to deserve my questioning of my decision, this is
my problem and mine alone. I am reluctant to bring this up with her because I’m worried
that she might break up with me because I do truly still love her I’m just wondering if this
other girl is a passing thought more focused than earlier and something I can overcome.

0.510 1.043

Mental
RoBERTaFT

Dependent

We seem to be talking and accidentally being together more often in school, making what
I think are feelings towards her only stronger. I can’t bring myself to bring this up with her
because I’m scared that we will have a repeat of February again. I love her so much but I
feel that if I have these feelings about other girls am I really devoted to her? This is in
no way her fault, she has done nothing to deserve my questioning of my decision, this is
my problem and mine alone. I am reluctant to bring this up with her because I’m worried
that she might break up with me because I do truly still love her I’m just wondering if this
other girl is a passing thought more focused than earlier and something I can overcome.

0.998 0.030

Independent

We seem to be talking and accidentally being together more often in school, making what
I think are feelings towards her only stronger. I can’t bring myself to bring this up with her
because I’m scared that we will have a repeat of February again. I love her so much but I
feel that if I have these feelings about other girls am I really devoted to her? This is in
no way her fault, she has done nothing to deserve my questioning of my decision, this is
my problem and mine alone. I am reluctant to bring this up with her because I’m worried
that she might break up with me because I do truly still love her I’m just wondering if this
other girl is a passing thought more focused than earlier and something I can overcome.

0.712 0.444

Table 6: Qualitative examples from our MCTS explainability method for a post in the “r/Relationships” subreddit.
We show the full original text along with the context-dependent and context-independent explanations selected by
MCTS using both the MLP and MentalRoBERTaFT classifiers.
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Abstract

This paper addresses the issue of Hope Speech
detection using machine learning techniques.
Designing a robust model that helps in pre-
dicting the target class with higher accuracy
is a challenging task in machine learning, es-
pecially when the distribution of the class la-
bels is highly imbalanced. This study uses and
compares the experimental outcomes of the dif-
ferent oversampling techniques. Many mod-
els are implemented to classify the comments
into Hope and Non-Hope speech, and it found
that machine learning algorithms perform bet-
ter than deep learning models. The English
language dataset used in this research was de-
veloped by collecting YouTube comments and
is part of the task “ACL-2022:Hope Speech De-
tection for Equality, Diversity, and Inclusion".
The proposed model achieved a weighted F1-
score of 0.55 on the test dataset and secured the
first rank among the participated teams.

1 Introduction

Social networking platforms such as Instagram,
Facebook, LinkedIn, and YouTube have become
the default place for worldwide users to spend time
(Chakravarthi et al., 2021, 2020; Priyadharshini
et al., 2020). These social platforms are not only
used to share success but also used to ask for help
during emergency (Roy et al., 2021). As per the
report1, on average, six hours in a week, every
Indian uses the social networking platform. Among
them, teenagers and some professionals are more
active to share their life events.

People have two images: one for the real world
where they live and another for the virtual world,
like the images on social platforms where people
are connected to their close friends and commu-
nicate with strangers in the virtual environment
(Saumya and Mishra, 2021). Language is a pri-
mary requirement for communication. Languages

1https://www.statista.com/statistics/1241323/

like Hindi, English, Japanese, Gujarati, Marathi,
Tamil, and others are used to express success, life
events like job promotion, being selected as the best
team member, etc (Sampath et al., 2022; Ravikiran
et al., 2022; Chakravarthi et al., 2022b; Bharathi
et al., 2022; Priyadharshini et al., 2022). Tamil is
one of the world’s longest-surviving classical lan-
guages. Tamil is a member of the southern branch
of the Dravidian languages, a group of about 26
languages indigenous to the Indian subcontinent. It
is also classed as a member of the Tamil language
family, which contains the languages of around
35 ethno-linguistic groups, including the Irula and
Yerukula languages (Sakuntharaj and Mahesan,
2021, 2017, 2016; Thavareesan and Mahesan, 2019,
2020a,b, 2021). The earliest Old Tamil documents
are small inscriptions in Adichanallur dating from
905 BC to 696 BC. Tamil has the oldest ancient
non-Sanskritic Indian literature of any Indian lan-
guage (Anita and Subalalitha, 2019b,a; Subalalitha
and Poovammal, 2018; Subalalitha, 2019; Srini-
vasan and Subalalitha, 2019; Narasimhan et al.,
2018).

Everyone needs feelings like happiness, sadness,
anger, and the motivation for failure in their hard
time (Ghanghor et al., 2021b; Yasaswini et al.,
2021). Among all, the comments having the con-
text of "well-being" are termed as “hope speech".
More specifically, Hope speech reflects the be-
lief that one can discover and become motivated
to use pathways to achieve one’s desired goals
(Chang, 1998; Youssef and Luthans, 2007; Cover,
2013; Snyder et al., 1991). The other category of
comments can be abuse, demotivate, neutral, race,
or sexually oriented and similar ones which are
termed as “Non-Hope speech". Such comments do
not live long in the physical world where people
speak something today that might not be remem-
bered after a few days or months, even the reach-
able to the limited region. However, if the same
is communicated via a social platform, it will re-
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main active and affect the victim for a long-time
(Saumya and Mishra, 2021).

The social platform is polluted with hateful con-
tent (Roy et al., 2020) and is a challenging task
to filter. Moreover, finding the hopeful message
becomes another challenging task because of their
low appearance. People who are in trouble are ex-
pecting a solution for their issues. For example, if
a person becomes a victim of cybercrime like bor-
rowing money from a bank account. Then they will
reach out to the concerned authority hoping that
their money will be rolled back into the account.
If people face issues with the company rules and
regulations, they ask for opinions via social posts
hoping that someone will suggest the right solution
to get rid of it.

These social platforms receive huge content
from worldwide users from different genres like
entertainment, promotion, publicity, achievement,
political news, etc. Every genre has both positive
and negative comments. All of the mentioned sce-
narios are common in human life, where directly
or indirectly, people always expect some positive
news with hope (Chakravarthi, 2020). Finding hope
speech content from social platforms manually is
challenging and not a feasible option. Hence there
is a need of automated tools which can be helpful
for hope-oriented comment detection (Chakravarthi
and Muralidaran, 2021; Chakravarthi et al., 2022a).
To address the said problem, this research uses
both traditional machine learning (ML) models and
deep learning (DL) based models to find the best-
suited technique to detect such hope speech. The
dataset used in this research was taken from LT-
EDI-ACL2022 workshop. The major contributions
are as follows:

• We proposed an automated machine learning-
based model to predict hope speech.

• Performed data balancing techniques to bal-
ance the samples in each category.

• The machine learning model outperformed
deep learning models on a balanced dataset.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows:
Section 2 discusses the relevant research works.
Section 3 describes the overview of the task in
detail. Section 4 explains the data preparation for
the experiment followed by experimental setup in
Section 5. Section 6 discusses the experimental
outcomes of different models. Finally, the work is

concluded in Section 7 with limitation and future
scope.

2 Related works

Even though the Hope speech is termed as posi-
tive vibes, very less attention is received from the
research community to address it. The reason be-
hind less research in the domain may include the
unavailability of the labeled dataset. In the last few
years, this problem has received some fruitful atten-
tion while the organizer of the LT-EDI-EACL2021
shared a labeled dataset. Some of the submitted
frameworks in the LT-EDI-EACL2021 workshop is
to address this Hope Speech detection issue. Many
research works have reported to filter the Hateful,
and Offensive comments from the social post in
recent years (Roy et al., 2022; Ghanghor et al.,
2021a). However, identifying the Hopeful com-
ments received less attention (Chakravarthi, 2020;
Hande et al., 2021; Saumya and Mishra, 2021).

(Puranik et al., 2021) used transformer-based
models like BERT, ALBERT, DistilBERT, and
similar ones to classify the comments into three
categories: hope, non-hope, and other categories.
Dataset of three languages were used in their re-
search, English, Malayalam, and Tamil. For the
English language, the ULMFit model achieved the
best weighted F1-score value of 0.9356. (Upad-
hyay et al., 2021) also used the transformer-based
model to classify the comments into hope, non-
hope, and other categories. Deep learning models -
Convolutional Neural Network (CNN), Long Short
Term Memory (LSMT), and Bidirectional LSTM
approaches were used by (Saumya and Mishra,
2021) on all three datasets. Their best-performing
CNN-LSTM model achieved an F1-score of 0.91
on English.

3 Task and Dataset Overview

In LT-EDI-ACL2022, Task 1 was Hope Speech De-
tection for Equality, Diversity, and Inclusion, where
the event organizer provided an annotated dataset
for three languages Tamil, Malayalam, and English.
The dataset was labeled into two categories: ’Hope
Speech and Non-Hope Speech’. The shared task’s
objective was to build an automated model that
predicts the comments are Hope Speech or Non-
Hope Speech. Initially, the training dataset was
released. Later, the validation and test dataset was
released by the organizer. This research uses only
English comments for the experiment. The training
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Figure 1: Working steps of the proposed model

dataset had a total of 20778 numbers of Non-Hope
Speech sample whereas in Hope speech 1962 sam-
ple. 2569 Non-Hope Speech and 272 Hope Speech
samples were present in the validation dataset. Fi-
nally, the test dataset was released without any label
on which the final rank of the participated teams
was decided (Chakravarthi and Muralidaran, 2021;
Chakravarthi, 2020; Hande et al., 2021).

4 Data Preprocessing

As the dataset was compiled with comments col-
lected from YouTube, it consisted of many irregu-
larities like the use of emoticons/emojis, short text,
customized fonts, and tagged users. All these need
to be cleaned for the data to be passed onto the
model for training. During the preprocessing of the
data, the emojis were replaced with their mapped
meaning by using Demoji library2. Tagged users
and punctuation were removed and also removed
all custom fonts and numerals, single-character
words, and multiple spaces that were introduced by
the previous steps.

2https://pypi.org/project/demoji/

Table 1: Label Distribution of the dataset

Data Set Hope Non-Hope Total
Train 1,962 20,778 22,740
Validation 272 2,569 2,841

Table 2: Average accuracy obtained using ML classi-
fiers on different data balancing approaches (No over-
sampling (NO), Random Oversampling (ROS), SMOTE
and ADASYN)

Model NO ROS SMOTE ADASYN
LR 0.926 0.920 0.921 0.893
RF 0.925 0.992 0.971 0.962
NB 0.915 0.848 0.866 0.836
XGB 0.924 0.910 0.939 0.928

4.1 Oversampling
The dataset used for this research is highly imbal-
anced. The class-wise distribution of the dataset
is shown in Table 1. The imbalanced dataset
could lead to a biased model, and thus it is needed
to balance the distribution of the class labels by
oversampling the minority class. To make the
dataset of both the classes comparable in the
training sample, three oversampling techniques
are used; namely, Random Oversampling (ROS)
(Menardi and Torelli, 2014), Synthetic Minority
Over-sampling Technique (SMOTE) (Chawla et al.,
2002) and Adaptive Synthetic (ADASYN) (He
et al., 2008). After oversampling, in both classes,
the number of samples is 20778. Overall work-
ing steps of the proposed framework are shown in
Figure 1.

5 Experimental setup

This section discusses a detailed experimental pro-
cedure used for the model development. The tradi-
tional ML techniques, namely, Logistic Regression
(LR), Random Forest (RF), Naive Bayes (NB), and
Extreme Gradient Boosting (XGB), are selected for
the experiment. The performance of these models
is evaluated with Precision, Recall, and F1 score
(Roy et al., 2022). Firstly, a total of 5000 features
were extracted from the processed data using TF-
IDF vectorization with 1-5 n-grams, which was
further scaled using the MIN-MAX scalar. The
oversampling techniques mentioned above were
used to balance the dataset before passing it to the
model. Before oversampling, the total train data
size was 22,740. After oversampling, the total num-
ber of samples increased to 41,556, with both the
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classes divided equally.
The balanced dataset was then passed to the ML

classifiers with the help of 10-fold cross-validation
over the training dataset. We implemented all the
combinations of the selected classifiers and over-
sampling techniques. The average accuracy ob-
tained using a 10-fold cross-validated approach
is shown in Table 2. Based on these values, the
SMOTE oversampling approach was selected for
further experiments. The comparative outcomes of
the ML classifiers on the imbalanced and balanced
dataset are discussed in section 6.

Further, deep learning techniques like DNN,
DNN with embeddings (DNN+Emb), CNN,
LSTM, and BiLSTM are implemented to address
this issue. The DNN model is comprised of a sim-
ple four-layer neural network with 256, 128, and
64 neurons at the hidden layer with a single output
neuron. In DNN + Emb, we have implemented an
additional embedding layer of 120 dimensions. A
single convolution layer is used in CNN, followed
by a MaxPooling layer and hidden layers of 128
and 64 neurons. Similarly, the LSTM and BiLSTM
networks are implemented with 256 memory units
with the same amounts of hidden layers. The out-
put layer consisted of a single neuron with sigmoid
activation for each model. After further hyperpa-
rameter tuning, we concluded by using the Adam
optimizer with a learning rate of 0.0001 and binary
cross-entropy as the optimization function. The
model was trained with the SMOTE oversampled
train data and was validated with the provided vali-
dation data set, the results of which are provided in
Table 4.

6 Results

In this section, the experimental outcomes of the
different models will be discussed. We are com-
paring the performances of the ML models based
on the 10-fold cross-validated outcomes reported
in Table 2. The table shows the average accuracy
achieved by the individual models with the respec-
tive oversampling techniques used on the train data.
The experimental outcomes when no oversampling
(‘NO’), i.e. the initial imbalanced dataset, was
implemented in shown in Table 2. We can see
that oversampling is not helpful for the NB and
LR, where the performances are degraded in some
cases. On the other hand, the RF model achieved
the best performance with oversampled data. The
performance of the XGB model remained consis-

Table 3: Detailed report of RF with different Oversam-
pling techniques on validation data.

Model Class Precision Recall F1-score
Hope 0.83 0.19 0.32

NO + RF Non-Hope 0.92 1.00 0.96
Weighted Avg 0.91 0.92 0.90
Hope 0.78 0.26 0.39

ROS + RF Non-Hope 0.93 0.99 0.96
Weighted Avg 0.91 0.92 0.90
Hope 0.64 0.41 0.50

SMOTE + RF Non-Hope 0.94 0.98 0.96
Weighted Avg 0.91 0.92 0.92

Figure 2: Comparison of F1-scores of experimented
models on balanced data

tent in all cases. This shows that model selection
can vary with the oversampling technique chosen.
The SMOTE technique is always outperforming
the ADASYN while RF with ROS achieves 99%
accuracy, which is probably due to the overfitting
of the training samples. The validation data is used
to validate the findings. Table 3 shows the results
of the RF model with the different oversampling
techniques. We can see that using Random Over-
sampling results in over-fitting. Thus, we chose
SMOTE and Random Forest as the final model.
The weighted F1-score of the RF model with a bal-
anced dataset was compared with the deep learning
techniques. The comparative outcomes are shown
in Table 4. The RF model is performing better than
the deep learning models.

Table 4: Comparison with the deep learning models

Model F1-score
RF 0.92
DNN 0.91
DNN + Emb 0.83
CNN 0.87
LSTM 0.86
BiLSTM 0.87

7 Conclusion

Social platforms have become a medium to share
opinions, achievements, successes, and failures.
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Social networking users comment on all categories
of posts. The comments having positive vibes is
really help in boosting confidence and sometimes
motivate to be strong in the odd situation. This
paper suggested an ML model to predict the Hope
Speech comments on the social platform. The sam-
ples available for training were highly imbalanced;
hence, the SMOTE oversampling technique was
used to balance the dataset. Many models have
experimented on both imbalanced and balanced
datasets, and it was found that the Random Forest
classifier performed best when the training sample
was balanced. The proposed balanced model se-
cured top rank among the participated teams for
the English language with a weighted F1-score of
0.550 on the test dataset. The model can be further
tuned with preprocessing steps as well as by in-
creasing the size of the feature set to achieve better
performance. In the future, the transformer based
model can be implemented, also ensemble models
can be explored for the same in the future.
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Abstract

In recent years, various methods have been de-
veloped to control the spread of negativity by
removing profane, aggressive, and offensive
comments from social media platforms. There
is, however, a scarcity of research focusing on
embracing positivity and reinforcing support-
ive and reassuring content in online forums.
As a result, we concentrate our research on
developing systems to detect hope speech in
code-mixed Kannada. As a result, we present
DC-LM, a dual-channel language model that
sees hope speech by using the English transla-
tions of the code-mixed dataset for additional
training. The approach is jointly modelled on
both English and code-mixed Kannada to en-
able effective cross-lingual transfer between
the languages. With a weighted F1-score of
0.756, the method outperforms other models.
We aim to initiate research in Kannada while
encouraging researchers to take a pragmatic ap-
proach to inspire positive and supportive online
content.

1 Introduction

The last decade has seen a drastic increase in so-
cial media users, owing primarily to easier access
to the internet as a result of global modernization
(Johnson, 2021). As a result of the surge, several
minority groups have turned to social media for
support and reassurance. This, however, poses a
serious risk to adolescents and young adults who
are avid internet users. Social media apps like
Facebook, Twitter, and YouTube have become an
essential part of their daily lives (Kietzmann et al.,
2011). Certain ethnic groups or individuals are vic-
tims of social media manipulation to foster destruc-
tive or disruptive behaviour, which is a common

scenario in cyberbullying (Abaido, 2020). How-
ever, these systems ignore potential biases in the
dataset on which they are trained and may harm
a specific group of social media users, frequently
leading to gender/racial discrimination among its
users (Davidson et al., 2019).

As a result, there is a need to detect hope speech
in social media. Several marginalised groups seek
comfort and assistance from social media content
that they can relate to and empathise with oth-
ers’ situations (Chakravarthi, 2020). This type of
speech is essential for everyone because it encour-
ages people to improve their quality of life by tak-
ing action. Hope speech aims to inspire people
suffering from depression, loneliness, and stress
by providing assurance, reassurance, suggestions,
and support (Herrestad and Biong, 2010). Because
most social media in multilingual communities still
revolve around English, the phenomenon of code-
mixing is common. According to studies, code-
mixing is an essential component of social media
in multilingual countries (Jose et al., 2020).

Kannada (ISO 639-3:kan) is one of India’s low-
resource Dravidian languages. Dravidian lan-
guages are spoken by over 200 million people,
mostly in southern India and northern Sri Lanka
(Steever, 1998). The language is primarily spo-
ken by people in Karnataka, India, and it is also
recognised as an official language of the state
(Hande et al., 2020). Kannada script, also known as
Catanese, is an alphasyllabary of Brahmic scripts
that evolved into the Kadamba script (Chakravarthi
et al., 2019). Kannada has over 43 million speak-
ers 1. However, as previously stated, Kannada is
a language with limited resources due to a lack of

1https://www.ethnologue.com/language/kan
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language technologies.
Our work aims to detect hope speech in low-

resourced code-mixed languages. We develop mod-
els on hope speech detection in low-resourced kan-
nada. we propose that a language model would
learn effectively with the help of the parent trans-
lations. We make use of translations with Google
Translate API and experiment with several multilin-
gual language models to find the best performing
model. We define Dual channel language model as
a model that uses two translations, namely, code-
mixed Kannada and English. We present DC-LM,
(Dual-Channel Language Model) based on the ar-
chitecture of BERT that uses the translation of the
dataset as additional input for training, performing
better in contrast to the typical fine-tuned multilin-
gual BERT. We perform a comprehensive analysis
of our models on the dataset along with a thorough
error analysis on its predictions on the dataset.

2 Related Work

Researchers have worked on extracting data from
social media, particularly from user comments on
YouTube, Facebook, and Twitter (Chakravarthi
et al., 2020; Severyn et al., 2014). Most informa-
tion extracted from social media does not adhere
to grammatical rules and is written in code-mixed,
or non-native scripts, as is common among users
from multilingual countries (Jose et al., 2020; Bali
et al., 2014). People can communicate on social
media without face-to-face interaction, but they are
prone to misunderstandings because they do not
consider the perspectives of others. There have
been few previous efforts on hope speech identi-
fication, with the only dataset contribution being
(Chakravarthi, 2020), a large multilingual corpus
manually annotated for English, Tamil, and Malay-
alam, with around 28K, 20K, and 10K comments,
respectively.

Several researchers have worked to promote pos-
itivity on social media by developing and analysing
systems that filter out malignancy on social me-
dia by focusing on very specific events such as
crisis and war (Palakodety et al., 2020), inter-
country social media dynamics (Sarkar et al., 2020),
and protests (Sohn and Lee, 2019). The au-
thors conducted a shared task on hope speech de-
tection for comments scraped from YouTube in
these languages to encourage more research into
hope speech for English, Malayalam, and Tamil
(Chakravarthi and Muralidaran, 2021). The organ-

isers of the collaborative task used the HopeEDI
(Chakravarthi, 2020) Multilingual hope speech
dataset. In Malayalam (Hossain et al., 2021), fine-
tuning a pretrained XLM-RoBERTa model resulted
in the best-weighted F1-score of 0.854. In Tamil
(Sharma and Arora, 2021), an ensemble of syntheti-
cally generated code-mixed data for training ULM-
FiT, baseline-KNN, and a fine-tuned RoBERTa
achieved the best score of 0.61. The authors fed
the combination of pretrained XLM-R and Tf-Idf
Vectors as inputs to an inception block, leading to a
weighted F1-Score of 0.93 (Huang and Bai, 2021).

3 Dataset

We use the code-mixed Kannada Hope speech
dataset (Hande et al., 2021b). The dataset has
two labels, namely Hope and Not-Hope. Table
1 refers to the dataset statistics. Some examples
of Hope speech and Not-hope speech classes
are shown in Fig 1. For a person, Hope can
be defined as an inspiration to people battling
depression, loneliness, and stress by assuring
promise, reassurance, suggestions, and support
(Chakravarthi, 2020). Dataset is annotated based
on the following guidelines:

Hope speech:

• The comment comprises an inspiration pro-
vided to participants by their peers and others,
offering reassurance and insight.

• Comment talks about equality, diversity, and
inclusion

• Comment talks about the survival story of peo-
ple from marginalised groups.

Non-hope speech

• The comment produces hatred towards a per-
son or a marginalised group.

• The comment is very discriminatory and at-
tacks people without thinking of the conse-
quences.

• The comment comprises racially, ethnically,
sexually, or nationally motivated slurs.

• The comments do not inspire Hope in the read-
ers’ mind.
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3.1 Pre-Processing
As the data is extracted from the comments section
of YouTube, preprocessing would be imperative.
To better adapt algorithms to the dataset, we fol-
low the steps for preprocessing comments as listed
below.

1. URLs and other links are replaced by the
word, ‘URL’.

2. The emojis are replaced by the words that
the emoji represents, like happy, sad, among
other emotions depicted by emojis. As emojis
mainly depict a user’s intention, it would be
imperative to replace them with their mean-
ings to pick up their cues. As most models
are pretrained only on unlabelled text, we feel
that it would be necessary.

3. Multiple spaces in a sentence and other spe-
cial characters are removed as they do not
contribute significantly to the overall inten-
tion.

Language Pair Kannada-English
Vocabulary Size 18,807
Number of Posts 6,176
Number of Sentences 6,871
Tokens per post 9
Sentences per post 1

Table 1: Dataset Statistics

Class Non-hope Speech Hope Speech Total

Training 3,265 1,675 4,940
Development 391 227 618
Test 408 210 618
Total 4,064 2,112 6,176

Table 2: Class-wise distribution of Train-Development-
Test Data

We use nltk2 for tokenizing words and sentences
and calculating the corpus statistics as shown in
Table 2. We observe that the vocabulary size is
significant due to code-mixed data in a morpholog-
ically rich language (Hande et al., 2021a).

We find that non-hope speech makes up the ma-
jority of the dataset. The dataset had 7,572 com-
ments after annotation, with Not-Kannada having

2https://www.nltk.org/

a distribution of 1,396 out of 7,572 comments. We
removed the comments labelled as Not-Kannada,
resulting in a dataset of 6,176 comments. The
dataset is divided into three sections: train, de-
velopment, and test. The training set accounts for
80% of the distribution, while the development set
accounts for 10%, which is equal to the distribution
of the test set. Table 2 shows the class-wise distri-
bution of data for the train, development, and test-
ing phases. The classes are not evenly distributed
across the dataset, with Non-hope speech account-
ing for 65.81 percent and Hope speech accounting
for 34.19 percent. The difference in the distribution
after removing the sentences with the Not-Kannada
label is shown in Table 2.

Figure 1: Examples of Hope speech and Not-hope
speech classes.

4 Methodology

We perform extensive analysis on the Kannada
hopespeech dataset using a variety of classifiers,
ranging from simple machine learning algorithms
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to complex deep learning algorithms. To tabulate
our results, we employ the scikit-learn library (Buit-
inck et al., 2013). We conduct our experiments in
the manner described below. We ran an average of
5 runs on each model to tabulate the results. We
avoid using stopwords or other lemmatisation tech-
niques because Kannada is a morphologically rich
language. For machine learning algorithms, we
used the scikit-learn library. We used the Pytorch
implementation of the pretrained language models
available on Huggingface Transformers3. We fine-
tuned the models on Google Colaboratory4 for its
easier access to GPU resources and User Interface.

4.1 Machine Learning Algorithms

For our experiments, we used Logistic Regression
(LR). The input features are Term Frequency In-
verse Document Frequency (TF-IDF) values rang-
ing from 1 to 5-grams, with the inverse regularisa-
tion parameter, C, set to 0.1. It is a control variable
that, by being positioned inversely to the lambda
regulator, retains the strength modification of reg-
ularisation. We applied uniform weights to KNN
for classification with 3, 4, 5, and 7 neighbours.
We use Minkowski as the distance metric, with the
distance metric’s power parameter (p) set to 2 and
uniform weights for the neighbours. The maxi-
mum depth for decision trees and random forests
was 500, and the minimum sample splits were 5,
with emphGini as the criterion. We test a Naive
Bayes classifier for multinomially distributed data,
with (alpha = 1) for Laplace smoothing to avoid
zero probabilities.

We set the maximum depth for the decision tree
classifier to 500 and the minimum sample splits
to 5, using Gini as the criterion. We looked at
random forest classifiers with the same parameters
as decision trees. Furthermore, we evaluate a Naive
Bayes classifier for multinomially distributed data,
with α = 1 for Laplace smoothing to avoid zero
probabilities.

4.2 Fine-tuning pretrained Language Models

The success of the transformer architecture
(Vaswani et al., 2017) has resulted in the re-
searchers adapting to transformer-based mod-
els from conventional recurrent neural networks
(RNN). We have fine-tuned four pretrained lan-
guage models for hope speech detection, all of

3https://huggingface.co/transformers/
4https://colab.research.google.com/

which are based on the primary architecture of
BERT. Because all models were pre-trained on
unlabeled monolingual or multilingual data, the
models may struggle to classify code-mixed sen-
tences. Because this is a binary classification task,
we use Binary Crossentropy as the loss function.
By decoupling weight decay from gradient update,
we use the Adam optimizer (AdamW) available on
Huggingface Transformers (Loshchilov and Hut-
ter, 2019). The corpus is first tokenized to cleave

Hyper-parameters Characteristics

Optimizer AdamW
Batch Size [32, 64, 128]
Dropout 0.1
Loss Binary cross-entropy
Learning rate 2e-5
Max length 128
Epochs 10

Table 3: Hyper-parameters used for fine-tuning BERT-
based language models

the word into tokens. During tokenization, the spe-
cial tokens needed for sentence classification, the
[CLS] token at the start of a sentence and the [SEP]
token at the end. Post the addition of the special to-
kens, the tokens are replaced by ids (input_ids), and
attention_masks for training. During fine-tuning,
we extract the pooled output of the [CLS] token
and feed the output through an activation layer
(Sigmoid) to compute the output prediction proba-
bilities for the given sentence (Hande et al., 2021c).

We used two language models that are part of
the pretrained architecture of the BERT (Devlin
et al., 2019). We use bert-base-uncased, a mono-
lingual language model with a 12-layer, 768-hidden
dimension, 12-heads, and 110 million parameters
that has been pretrained only on lower cased En-
glish text. (Pires et al., 2019), a multilingual ver-
sion of BERT, is pretrained on publicly available
Wikipedia dumps of the top 100 languages. We
use bert-base-multilingual-cased5, which is pre-
trained on cased text from the top 104 languages
and has 12 layers, 768 hidden dimensions, 12
heads, and 179 million parameters. Both models
use the same parent architecture, with the only dif-
ference being the corpora used during pretraining.

5https://github.com/google-research/
bert/blob/master/multilingual.md
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Figure 2: Dual-Channel BERT-based Language Model [DC-LM]

4.2.1 RoBERTa
In contrast to BERT, RoBERTa (Liu et al., 2019).
disregards the Next Sentence Prediction (NSP)
loss from its pretraining because the authors
found no improvement regardless of the loss func-
tion. RoBERTa tokenizes using byte-pair encoding
(BPE) rather than BERT’s WordPiece tokenization.
Textbfrobert-base is a monolingual language model
pretrained on 160GB of unlabeled English texts,
with 12 layers, 768 hidden dimensions, 12 heads,
and 125 million parameters.

4.2.2 XLM-RoBERTa
XLM-RoBERTa is based on large-scale unsuper-
vised cross-lingual learning. xlm-robert-base, the
smaller version of the model, has 270 million pa-
rameters, 12-layers, 768 hidden states, and 8 heads,
and was trained on 2.5 TB of newly created clean
Common Crawl data in 100 languages.

4.2.3 Dual-Channel Language Model
We propose a Dual-Channel LM (DC-LM), as
shown in Fig 2, by fine-tuning a language model
based on the transformer architecture on the code-
mixed data and its translation in English. We
use the Googletrans API 6 to translate the code-
mixed KanHope to English. This API employs

6https://pypi.org/project/googletrans/

the GoogleTrans Ajax API7 to make calls to detect
methods and translate. We invoke the Translator
function and set the destination language to En-
glish, as the Translator attempts to identify the lan-
guage’s source on its own. The use of two channels
of pretrained language models is dependent on the
advancements of English language models. We ob-
tain more training data for hope speech in English
by translating the sentences to English. We believe
that when using Dual Channel language model, one
model for the code-mixed Kannada-English texts
- a multilingual language model - and the other
model for the translated English texts - a monolin-
gual language model (pretrained on English), learn
better from two languages rather than one. The
weighted sum will be the weighted sum of two
pooled outputs obtained from the [CLS] token. To
fine-tune the code-mixed sentences, we tokenized
them with a pretrained multilingual tokenizer and
the translated English sentences with a monolin-
gual tokenizer pretrained on English. The first
channel (RoBERTa, BERT, or XLNeT) received
the translated text, whereas the multilingual lan-
guage model received the usual raw text (mBERT
or XLM-RoBERTa). The pooled output was ex-
tracted from the [CLS] token of both models, as

7https://translate.google.com/
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Model Not-Hope Hope

P R F1 P R F1 Acc W(P) W(R) W(F1

Logistic Regression 0.681 0.964 0.798 0.788 0.228 0.354 0.693 0.721 0.693 0.634
KNN 0.705 0.890 0.787 0.659 0.364 0.469 0.696 0.688 0.696 0.670
Decision Tree 0.732 0.797 0.763 0.591 0.500 0.542 0.688 0.680 0.688 0.681
Random Forest 0.736 0.867 0.796 0.673 0.469 0.553 0.720 0.713 0.720 0.706
Naive Bayes 0.719 0.885 0.793 0.674 0.408 0.508 0.709 0.702 0.709 0.688
mBERT 0.757 0.854 0.802 0.680 0.531 0.596 0.735 0.728 0.735 0.726
BERT 0.758 0.780 0.769 0.604 0.575 0.589 0.704 0.701 0.704 0.702
DC-LM(bert-mbert) 0.771 0.836 0.802 0.672 0.575 0.619 0.740 0.734 0.740 0.735
DC-LM(roberta-mbert) 0.788 0.838 0.812 0.690 0.614 0.650 0.756 0.752 0.756 0.752
DC-LM(roberta-xlmr) 0.777 0.779 0.778 0.621 0.618 0.620 0.720 0.720 0.720 0.720
DC-LM(bert-xlmr) 0.727 0.735 0.731 0.589 0.587 0.591 0.650 0.655 0.647 0.651
DC-LM(xlnet-mbert) 0.757 0.759 0.758 0.601 0.598 0.600 0.700 0.700 0.701 0.726
DC-LM(xlnet-xlmr) 0.798 0.851 0.829 0.702 0.635 0.639 0.770 0.758 0.767 0.766

Table 4: Class-wise Precision (P), Recall (R), and F1-Scores for both the classes of the dataset. DC-LM(model1-
model2): model1: Monolingual, model2: Multilingual

shown in Fig 2, and a layer took the weighted sum
of both pooled outputs. The overall output was
then fed into a feed-forward network, which was
then activated with a sigmoid function.

DC-LM (model1-model2) is a dual-channel
model that uses model1 for translated text and
model2 for code-mixed texts. model1 is trained
on translated text using two language models based
on BERT and RoBERTa. We use two multilin-
gual models for the model2, mBERT and XLM-
RoBERTa.
DC(bert-mbert): This model employs bert-base-
uncased for the English text and bert-base-
multilingual-cased for the code-mixed Kannada-
English. The same method is used for all other
Dual-Channel language models.

5 Results and Discussion

The results of experiments carried out for classify-
ing hope speech with various models are listed in
Table 4 in terms of precision and recall for the indi-
vidual classes, as well as overall accuracy, weighted
averages of Precision, Recall, and F1-score. In our
test set, there are 390 instances of not-hope speech
and 228 samples of hope speech. Our experiments’
code is available8.

We use four language models for the dual-
channel LM, listed in Table 4. We fine-tune mul-
tilingual BERT and the uncased base version of
BERT separately to assess the significance of im-
proving performance in DC-LM if any. Out of the
two BERT models, multilingual BERT performs

8https://github.com/adeepH/DC-LM

better than the BERT model that was pretrained
only on English, with a minor increase of 2.1%.
However, the performance between the machine
learning algorithms and pretrained language mod-
els differ by around 7.8%. We trained three dual-
channel language models based on the possible
combinations between the monolingual and mul-
tilingual models. DC-LM (bert-mbert) used the
monolingual BERT (only English) for the trans-
lated text, while the multilingual BERT for the
code-mixed Kannada-English texts. DC-LM(bert-
mbert) achieves a weighted F1-Score of 0.740, an
improvement of 0.5% from mBERT and 3.6% from
monolingual BERT. When XLNEt is used for the
translated texts and XLM-RoBERTa for the code-
mixed texts, it achieves the best performance of
all the models, having an F1-Score of 0.766. The
principal reason for this increase comes down to
the better hyper-parameter tuning and pretraining
strategy used in XLM-RoBERTa and XLNet.

DC-LM (roberta-xlmr) has also been fine-tuned
to evaluate if there is cross-lingual transfer between
the models. Despite being pre-trained on 2.5 TB
of data and using an unsupervised cross-lingual
learning scale, we find that this model performs
worse than DC-LM (bert-mbert). One of the causes
for XLM-poor R’s performance, we feel, is its to-
kenizations. Despite the fact that the developers
of XLM-R claim that the model’s performance is
unaffected by the type of encoding used in tok-
enizations, it is discovered that Byte-Pair Encoding
(BPE) has a lower morphological alignment with
the actual code-mixed text (Jain et al., 2020). In
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Label Texts Predictions
Not-Hope Text: Finally, sonu gowda b day dhinane tiktok ban aythu Hope

Translation: Finally, TikTok got banned on Sonu Gowda’s Birthday
Not-Hope Text: Found 806 rashmika mangannas Hope

Translation: Found 806 Rashmika monkeys
Hope Text: Guru ee desha uddhara agatte indian youth volle ide Not-Hope

Translation: Brother this country will develop as Indian youth are fantastic
Hope Text: thogari tippa supar Not-Hope

Translation: Thogari Tippa Super

Table 5: Predictions on the Test Set

contrast to BERT’s WordPiece tokenization, XLM-
R employs the BPE tokenizer, which results in
more subwords. We believe XLM-RoBERTa per-
forms worse than multilingual BERT since Kan-
nada is a semantically rich language (Tanwar and
Majumder, 2020).

Surprisingly, the monolingual BERT (only En-
glish) performed worse than some machine learn-
ing algorithms in terms of precision, recall, and
F1 scores. We believe this is due to the dataset’s
characteristics.

5.1 Error Analysis

We observe that the model predict 331 out of 390
samples correctly for the Not-hope label, while the
model predicts 145 out of 228 samples correctly for
the other class. We observe that several texts have
been misclassified for reasons beyond the scope of
the model. We have tabulated some predictions in
Table 5
Text: “Thogari Tippa“ super
Thogari Tippa is the name of a popular movie that
talks about equality. The model identifies it as
“Not-Hope Speech“, whereas the dataset classified
it as Hope speech. The lack of knowledge about the
movie is likely the reason why the model predicted
incorrectly.
Text: “Guru ee desha uddhara agatte bedu bhai
indian youth tumba volle ide“
The text praises the Indian youth, suggesting that
India will develop because of them. The model
identifies it as Not-Hope Speech, even though it
should have classified it as Hope Speech.

6 Conclusion

A surge in the active users on social media has in-
advertently increased the amount of online content
available on social media platforms. There is a need
to motivate positivity and hope speech in platforms

to instigate compassion and assert reassurance. In
this paper, we work on KanHope, a manually anno-
tated code-mixed data of hope speech detection in
an under-resourced language, Kannada, consist-
ing of 6,176 comments crawled from YouTube
and propose DC-LM, a Dual-Channel BERT-based
model that uses the best of both worlds: Code-
mixed Kannada-English and Translated English
texts. Several pretrained multilingual and mono-
lingual language models were analysed to find the
best approach that yields a tremendous weighted
F1-Score. We have also trained the dataset on pre-
liminary machine learning algorithms to baseline
for future work on the dataset. We believe that this
dataset will expand further research into facilitating
positivity and optimism on social media. We have
developed several models to serve as a benchmark
for this dataset. We aim to promote research in
Kannada.
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Abstract
This paper presents a state-of-the-art solution to
the LT-EDI-ACL 2022 Task 4: Detecting Signs
of Depression from Social Media Text. The
goal of this task is to detect the severity lev-
els of depression of people from social media
posts, where people often share their feelings
on a daily basis. To detect the signs of depres-
sion, we propose a framework with pre-trained
language models using rich information instead
of training from scratch, gradient boosting and
deep learning models for modeling various as-
pects, and supervised contrastive learning for
the generalization ability. Moreover, ensemble
techniques are also employed in consideration
of the different advantages of each method. Ex-
periments show that our framework achieves
a 2nd prize ranking with a macro F1-score of
0.552, showing the effectiveness and robust-
ness of our approach.

1 Introduction

Social media enable people to communicate and ac-
quire information regardless of distance due to the
rapid growth of the Internet. Besides, people can
express their emotions about posts, news, and dis-
cussions on social media through texts and videos,
which has thus attracted researchers who are inter-
ested in analyzing the emotional behavior of user
comments. For instance, Saha et al. (2021) intro-
duced a speech act classification Twitter dataset and
presented an attention mechanism to incorporate
intra-modal and inter-modal information. AudiB-
ERT, which adopts the multimodal nature of the
human voice, was proposed to screen depression
(Toto et al., 2021). , and Pirayesh et al. (2021) pro-
posed a social-contagion based framework based
on meta-learning for early detection of depression.

In this challenge hosted by LT-EDI1, given so-
cial media posts in English, the goal is to detect the

†Equal contributions.
1https://sites.google.com/view/lt-edi-2022/home

signs of depression and classify them into three la-
bels, namely not depression, moderate, and severe.
To tackle the shared task, we propose a framework
with three methods for modeling the given texts.
Specifically, the sentence embedding is produced
by pre-trained models, and the VAD score (posi-
tive, neutral, negative, and compound) is generated
by VADER (Hutto and Gilbert, 2014). Then, our
first method utilized sentence embedding and VAD
scores in gradient boosting models using SMOTE
(Chawla et al., 2002) to mitigate the imbalance
issue. The second method used a multi-layer per-
ceptron (MLP) to fine-tune the pre-trained models.
In addition, the third method further incorporated
VAD embedding with MLP to classify the signs of
depression. Furthermore, the third method adopted
supervised contrastive learning (Gunel et al., 2021)
in both sentence embedding and VAD embedding
to enhance the capability of generalization. After-
wards, we used ensemble techniques, which have
been used for substantially improving model perfor-
mance (Wang et al., 2020; Wang and Peng, 2022),
to consider the advantage of each method for boost-
ing the performance.

We use the dataset provided by (Sampath et al.,
2022) to detect the signs of depression from social
media text. The dataset contains 8,891 posts for
training, 4,496 posts for validation, and 3,245 posts
for evaluation, while each sample is composed of
three columns: PID, Text, and Label. Table 1 shows
some examples of the dataset.

In summary, our main results and observations
are described as follows:

• We propose a framework with three meth-
ods including gradient boosting models, fine-
tuning pre-trained models, and fine-tuning
pre-trained models by supervised contrastive
learning for modeling different aspects.

• Besides, the VAD score provides additional
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Table 1: Samples from the depression dataset.

PID Text Label

train-pid-1 My life gets worse every year :
That’s what it feels like anyway... moderate

train-pid-2
Words can’t describe how
bad I feel right now : I just
want to fall asleep forever.

severe

train-pid-3
Is anybody else hoping
the Coronavirus shuts

everybody down?

not
depression

sentiment scores for detecting the signs of de-
pression, and we adopt ensemble techniques
to take advantage of each model.

• Our ensemble method achieved competitive
performance in the shared task and won the
2nd prize (0.552 macro F1-score) in detecting
signs of depression from social media text.

2 Related Work

Social media are among the platforms used to ex-
press one’s emotions. They can therefore be viewed
as an environment to study and discover user feel-
ings. Recently, there have been several approaches
to detecting signs of depression to eliminate the
negative impact of emotions. For instance, Toto
et al. (2021) introduced a framework with transfer
learning to the multi-modality of textual context
and audio characteristics of the human voice. Zo-
gan et al. (2021) proposed DepressionNet by sum-
marizing history posts as a summary of the user
and applying different modalities to infer user be-
havior, which motivated us to include VAD scores
as the additional post feature in this challenge.

3 Method

Figure 1 illustrates the pipeline of our framework.
Given the input text, we first generate sentiment
features (i.e., VAD scores) by VADER and sen-
tence embeddings from pre-trained models. Then,
we adopt three methods to model various aspects
of the text, and apply ensemble techniques for in-
tegrating these predictions. Specifically, we use
an unsupervised sentiment prediction, VADER, to
assign sentiment scores to each sentence for mea-
suring the sentiment effect of the word.

3.1 Method 1: Gradient Boosting Models

We use SentenceTransformers (Reimers and
Gurevych, 2019) to generate pre-trained sentence

Figure 1: The illustration of our proposed framework.

embeddings, and concatenate the sentiment feature
embeddings and pre-trained sentence embedding
to take different perspectives into account. Besides,
SMOTE (Chawla et al., 2002) and CondensedNear-
estNeighbour (Gowda and Krishna, 1979) is used
for tackling the imbalanced classification problem.
Then, LightGBM (Ke et al., 2017) and XGBoost
(Chen and Guestrin, 2016) are applied as classifiers
to predict the probability of each category in order
to reduce the bias and variance through combin-
ing different learners. Cross-entropy is applied to
optimize the values of the hyper-parameters.

3.2 Method 2: Pre-Trained Models

Fine-tuning pre-trained language models has
demonstrated success in a wide range of natural
language tasks since they provide fruitful infor-
mation without the effort of training from scratch.
To this end, we use three different pre-trained
language models for fine-tuning in this task, in-
cluding RoBERTa (Liu et al., 2019), ELECTRA
(Clark et al., 2020), and DeBERTa (He et al., 2021).
Specifically, for each pre-trained model, each given
text is first tokenized and then produces the sen-
tence embedding. Then, the sentence embedding is
fed into a MLP to generate the predicted probabili-
ties of depression. To tackle the imbalance issue,
we employ torchsampler2 for rebalancing the class
distributions. The objective function is trained to
minimize the cross-entropy, and the pre-trained
models are applied from (Wolf et al., 2019).

2https://github.com/ufoym/imbalanced-dataset-sampler
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3.3 Method 3: Contrastive Pre-Trained
Models

To combine the ideas of the previous two methods,
the sentence embedding is generated in the same
way as the Sec. 3.2. Moreover, we apply VAD
scores through an embedding layer with GeLU
activation function (Hendrycks and Gimpel, 2016),
which has been used in several natural language
tasks. Afterwards, we concatenate the sentence
embedding and VAD embedding as the input of an
MLP to classify the probabilities of each sign of
depression. The imbalance technique is also used
as in Sec. 3.2.

We jointly train supervised contrastive learning
(Gunel et al., 2021) and cross-entropy for enhanc-
ing the generalization of our method. Specifically,
sentence embeddings and VAD embeddings are
adopted supervised contrastive learning, respec-
tively. Thus, similar sentences would become
closer, while irrelevant sentences would increase
the distance. The VAD scores would follow this
phenomenon since it is reasonable that similar sen-
timent features would have a closer distance com-
pared to the dissimilar sentiment features.

3.4 Ensemble Techniques
To combine the different advantages of each model,
soft-voting ensemble is used for ensembling each
method. Specifically, the predicted probabilities of
Method 1 P1 are averaged by LightGBM and XG-
Boost, and the predicted probabilities of Method
2 P2 are averaged by RoBERTa, ELECTRA, and
DeBERTa. The predicted probabilities of Method
3 P3 are weighted averaged by RoBERTa, ELEC-
TRA, and DeBERTa with the weights of 0.15, 0.5,
and 0.35, respectively.

To boost the performance, the final predicted
probabilities P are computed with power weighted
sum as in (Wang and Peng, 2022):

P = PN
1 × w1 + PN

2 × w2 + PN
3 × w3, (1)

where w1, w2, w3 are weights of the corresponding
model, and N is the weight of power. In this paper,
we tune these hyper-parameters based on the vali-
dation set and use N as 4 and ensemble weights as
1.00, 0.67, and 0.69, respectively.

4 Experiments

4.1 Implementation Details
Due to the page limit, we report the selected hyper-
parameters of each method and the official code in

the appendix3. It is noted that all hyper-parameters
are tuned with the validation set by grid search.

4.2 Depression Performance
We first examine the advantages of each model, and
Table 2 reports the F1-score of each category of
each method in the validation set. It is observed
that each model specializes in detecting various
signs of depression, respectively. For instance, gra-
dient boosting models are adept at identifying not
depression. As a result, ensemble techniques in-
corporate different models to improve performance
and robustness.

The results for the testing set are shown as Ta-
ble 3 in terms of accuracy and macro-F1. Our en-
semble model performs the best compared to each
method we introduced and won 2nd prize among
all the participants.

5 Conclusion

In this paper, we introduce a framework for the
detecting signs of depression from social media
text challenge which incorporates three different
methods, namely gradient boosting models, pre-
trained models, and contrastive pre-trained models.
Furthermore, ensemble techniques are adopted to
enable our model’s ability to integrate the strengths
of each model. The experimental results demon-
strate the effectiveness of our framework and verify
the different capabilities of each method. Thus,
ensembling three approaches achieves better per-
formance on both the validation set and the testing
set, resulting in a second ranking and achieving a
competitive performance.
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Table 2: F1-score of each category of each method for the validation set.

Gradient
boosting models

Pre-trained models
Contrastive

pre-trained models
Ensemble

model

Not Depression 0.638 0.578 0.613 0.630

Moderate 0.633 0.704 0.667 0.707

Severe 0.416 0.510 0.506 0.532

Macro-F1 0.562 0.597 0.595 0.623

Table 3: Performance of our approach for the testing set.

Gradient
boosting models

Pre-trained models
Contrastive

pre-trained models
Ensemble

model

Accuracy 0.571 0.635 0.597 0.633

Macro-F1 0.496 0.528 0.523 0.552
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Abstract
This working-notes are about the participation
of the UMUTeam in a LT-EDI shared task
concerning the identification of homophobic
and transphobic comments in YouTube. These
comments are written in English, which has
high availability to machine-learning resources;
Tamil, which has fewer resources; and a translit-
eration from Tamil to Roman script combined
with English sentences. To carry out this shared
task, we train a neural network that combines
several feature sets applying a knowledge in-
tegration strategy. These features are linguis-
tic features extracted from a tool developed
by our research group and contextual and non-
contextual sentence embeddings. We ranked
7th for English subtask (macro f1-score of
45%), 3rd for Tamil subtask (macro f1-score
of 82%), and 2nd for Tamil-English subtask
(macro f1-score of 58%).

1 Introduction

This document outlines the participation of the
UMUTeam in the workshop on Language Tech-
nology for Equality, Diversity, Inclusion (LT-EDI,
ACL 2022) (Chakravarthi et al., 2022). Specifically,
we describe our participation in a shared task re-
garding the identification of homophobic and trans-
phobic comments in YouTube, written in English,
Tamil, and a transliteration from Tamil to Roman
script combined with English sentences. Homopho-
bic and transphobic messages harm society, and
limit individual and collective freedom. Therefore,
the consequences of this kind of hate-speech is es-
pecially dangerous for children (Moyano and del
Mar Sánchez-Fuentes, 2020).

The details of the provided datasets can be found
at (Chakravarthi et al., 2021). These datasets are
divided into three splits, namely, training, valida-
tion, and test. Table 1 depicts the number of labels
per dataset. as it can be observed, the datasets are
heavily imbalanced. In general, each dataset has,
approximately, 86% of the documents labelled as

safe, 9% labelled as Homophobic, and 5% labelled
as transphobic labels.

Label English Tamil Tamil-English
Homophobic 276 723 465
Transphobic 13 233 184
Safe 4567 3205 5385

Table 1: Number of labels for English, Tamil, and Tamil-
English.

2 Related work

There are several surveys in the bibliography re-
lated with the identification of homophobic and
transphobic comments. For instance, the works
described at (Fortuna and Nunes, 2018) and (Jahan
and Oussalah, 2021). Homophobic and transpho-
bic comments are usually categorised as a form of
hate-speech based on sexism or gender discrimina-
tion. These surveys indicate that there is a generic
pipeline for building hate-speech detectors, that are
based on the development of automatic document
classification systems. The features for extracting
data from textual sources are, usually, statistical
methods. To name just a few, we mention the Bag
of Word model, TF–IDF weights, topic modelling,
and word and sentence embeddings. The mod-
els are traditional machine learning’s classifiers
(Support Vector Machines, Logistic Regression, or
Random Forest, among others) and different neu-
ral network architectures based on convolutional,
recurrent neural networks and the usage of state-
of-the-art models based on transformers, such as
BERT.

Our research group has experience dealing with
hate-speech. In (García-Díaz et al., 2021a), the
Spanish MisoCorpus 2020, concerning misogyny
identification, was released and evaluated. This
dataset is released into three minor splits, concern-
ing (1) the identification of misogyny towards rel-
evant women, (2) to find the differences between
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Spanish of Spain and Latin-America, and (3) to
identify general traits concerning misogyny, such
as stereotypes of derailing. In (García-Díaz et al.,
2022), we conduct an in-depth analysis concerning
linguistic features and word and sentence embed-
dings. Specifically, we evaluated which are the best
strategies to combine these features to build better
hate-speech detectors.

As part of the doctoral thesis of one of the mem-
bers of the team, in this shared-task we evaluate
a subset of linguistic features that are language-
independent. Therefore, a secondary objective of
our participation is to observe if the combination
of linguistic features and embeddings improves the
performance of the automatic document classifiers.

3 Methodology

Our methodology can be summarised as follows.
First, the pre-process the documents by removing
extra spaces, blank lines, certain punctuation sym-
bols, and emojis. Just for the English subtask, we
also normalised the text by expanding acronyms
and transformed the whole text into their lowercase
form. Second, we extracted four feature sets that
include linguistic features (LF), pretrained word
embeddings from FastText (WE), sentences em-
beddings from FastText (SE), and sentence em-
beddings from BERT (BF). Third, we conduct an
hyperparameter tuning strategy to build a neural
network per feature set and one additional neural
network that combines all feature sets (knowledge
integration). Forth, we build two additional sys-
tems based on ensemble learning. Finally, we eval-
uate these methods to select the best approach for
the final submission.

Next, we describe the feature sets employed in
this work. The first feature set, LF, is a subset
of language-independent features computed from
the UMUTextStats tool (García-Díaz et al., 2021b;
García-Díaz and Valencia-García, 2022). These
features are related to stylometry, Part-of-Speech,
emojis, and social media jargon. The second fea-
ture set, WE, is based on non-contextual embed-
dings from FastText. For this we use the pretrained
embeddings of English (Mikolov et al., 2018) and
the pretrained embeddings of Tamil (Grave et al.,
2018). FastText calculates sentences embeddings
by averaging word embeddings. The third feature
set, SE, are sentence embeddings from FastText.
The forth feature set, BF, is based on contextual sen-
tence embeddings. We use BERT for English and

the distilled version of multilingual BERT (Sanh
et al., 2019). We use the distilled version because
our machine could not train large batches with de-
fault BERT. The sentence embeddings are extracted
with the [CLS] token (Reimers and Gurevych,
2019). To obtain the sentence embeddings from
BERT, we evaluate 10 models with Tree of Parzen
Estimators (TPE) (Bergstra et al., 2013). The eval-
uated parameters were the weight decay, the batch
size, the warm-up speed, the number of epochs,
and the learning rate.

Next, we train a neural network for each feature
set and a neural network that combines all the fea-
ture sets using a knowledge integration strategy.
For each training, we conduct a hyperparameter
optimisation stage. The training is performed with
RayTune (Liaw et al., 2018). In this stage, we eval-
uated shallow neural networks and deep neural net-
works. The main difference is the number of layers,
using only one or two in shallow neural networks
whereas deep neural networks use up to 8 hidden
layers. Another difference is the composition of the
neurons in each layer. In shallow neural networks,
all the layers have the same number of neurons.
In deep neural networks, on the other hand, we
arranged the neurons in different shapes (brick-
shape, triangle-shape, diamond-shape, rhombus-
shape, short and long funnel-shape).

It is worth noting that the knowledge strategy
allows to combine the features into the neural net-
work consists in outputting each one into a different
layer and then combine all the results into a new
hidden layer. This strategy allows us to include
two specific architectures with the non-contextual
word embeddings from fastText: convolutional and
recurrent neural networks. These networks exploit
different characteristics of a text represented as a
sequence. Convolutional networks exploit the spa-
tial dimension, as it can make up new features from
words that are together. Recurrent neural networks,
on the other hand, exploits the temporal dimension.
Specifically, we evaluate two bidirectional recur-
rent layers (BiLSTM and BiGRU). Besides, we
evaluate several activation functions to connect the
hidden layers, different learning rates and a dropout
for regularisation.

Table 2 depicts the results achieved for every
dataset with the validation split. We can observe
that the performance for the homophobic and trans-
phobic labels in English and Tamil-English is lim-
ited, but the results are promising for Tamil, reach-
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ing a macro f1-score of 85.06%. For English and
Tamil-English, both the precision and the recall
are limited for the homophobic and transphobic
labels. The lower results are caused by the strong
class imbalance, which is not that big in the Tamil
dataset.

In order to observe the performance of the best
neural network with the validation split we obtain
every confusion matrix (see Figure 1).

4 Results

The official results in the leaderboard are depicted
in Tables 3, 4, 5 for English, Tamil, and Tamil-
English respectively. We can observe that we
achieved good results for Tamil and Tamil-English,
achieving the third and second position in the
leaderboard. However, our results were more lim-
ited with the English dataset, in which we ranked
7th.

We achieved a macro F1-score of 45% in the En-
glish dataset (see Table 3). This result is 12% below
the best result (Abliment team, 57% of F1-score).
We achieved similar f1-score with niksss, achieving
slightly superior precision but lower recall.

Regarding Tamil (see Table 4) we achieved the
3rd position, with a macro f1-score of 82%. This
result is 5% below the best result (ARGUABLY,
f1-score of 87%) and 2% below the second-best
result (NAYEL, 84% of f1-score). Besides, our
system achieved worse precision and recall than
both participants.

Finally, the results from the Tamil-English
dataset output a macro F1-score of 58% (see Table
5). Similar to the ones achieved by bitsa_nlp. How-
ever, we achieved a significant drop in precision
(61% vs 54%) but better recall (67% vs 56%).

5 Conclusions

In this article, we have summarised the participa-
tion of the UMUTeam in a task concerning the
identification of homophobic and transphobic in
social media posts. We are very pleased with our
participation as we have participated with all the
datasets as we have achieved competitive results.

As future work, we will continue adapting these
techniques to Tamil and English, specially those fo-
cused on figurative language (del Pilar Salas-Zárate
et al., 2020). One limitation that we found on our
approach is that we do not handle code-mixed lan-
guage properly. As future work, we will explore
the reliability of using multilingual resources.
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Figure 1: Confusion matrix for English (top), Tamil
(center), and Tamil-English (bottom) with the validation
split in the neural network that combines all feature sets
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P R F1 P R F1 P R F1
English Tamil Tamil-English

Homophobic 43.08 32.56 37.09 82.03 75.42 78.59 35.74 58.94 44.50
Safe 96.11 97.59 96.84 93.33 95.98 94.64 95.91 90.06 92.89
Transphobic 50.00 25.00 33.33 88.06 76.62 81.94 47.76 53.33 50.39
macro avg 63.06 51.72 55.75 87.80 82.68 85.06 59.81 67.44 62.60
weighted avg 93.11 93.88 93.44 91.02 91.22 91.06 89.71 86.48 87.79

Table 2: Validation classification report for English, Tamil, and Tamil-English datasets with the neural network that
combines all feature sets. P stands for precision, R for recall, and F1 for the macro f1-score

Team acc m-P m-R m-F1
Ablimet 91 57 61 57
Sammaan 94 52 47 49
Nozza 95 58 45 48
hate-alert 94 51 45 47
LeaningTower 94 53 43 46
niksss 93 46 44 45
UMUTeam 93 48 43 45
ARGUABLY 94 54 40 43
SOA_NLP 94 50 40 43
bitsa_nlp 92 43 42 42
NAYEL 94 51 37 39
SSNCSE_NLP 93 48 37 39

Table 3: Official results for English. The columns indi-
cate the accuracy (acc) and macro (m-) values of Preci-
sion (P), Recall (R) and F1-Score (F1)

Team acc m-P m-R m-F1
ARGUABLY 94 88 85 87
NAYEL 92 86 81 84
UMUTeam 92 85 80 82
hate-alert 90 83 75 78
Ablimet 89 81 71 75
bitsa_nlp 85 69 61 64
niksss 81 72 59 62
Sammaan 88 52 58 55
SSNCSE_NLP 77 55 47 50
SOA_NLP 69 36 36 36

Table 4: Official results for Tamil. The columns indicate
the accuracy (acc) and macro (m-) values of Precision
(P), Recall (R) and f1-score (f1)

Team acc m-P m-R m-f1
ARGUABLY 89 63 60 61
UMUTeam 85 54 67 58
bitsa_nlp 88 61 56 58
hate-alert 83 54 63 56
SOA_NLP 90 65 50 54
Ablimet 80 49 64 53
niksss 88 56 50 52
NAYEL 90 62 47 51
SSNCSE_NLP 89 66 43 47
Sammaan 83 34 35 35
Ajetavya 87 34 34 34

Table 5: Official results for Tamil-English. The columns
indicate the accuracy (acc) and macro (m-) values of
Precision (P), Recall (R) and f1-score (F1)
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Abstract

Depression is a mental condition related to
sadness and the lack of interest in common
daily tasks. In this working-notes, we describe
the proposal of the UMUTeam in the LT-EDI
shared task (ACL 2022) concerning the identifi-
cation of signs of depression in social network
posts. This task is somehow related to other rel-
evant Natural Language Processing tasks such
as Emotion Analysis. In this shared task, the
organisers challenged the participants to dis-
tinguish between moderate and severe signs of
depression (or no signs of depression at all) in
a set of social posts written in English. Our pro-
posal is based on the combination of linguistic
features and several sentence embeddings using
a knowledge integration strategy. Our proposal
achieved the 6th position, with a macro f1-score
of 53.82 in the official leader board.

1 Introduction

The automatic analysis of depression is a medium
that allows people to support their mental health
(Evans-Lacko et al., 2018). The shared-task Dep-
Sign LT-EDI (ACL-2022) (Sampath et al., 2022)
aims to measure the ability of neural networks and
Natural Language Processing (NLP) tools to detect
signs of depression from social media posts written
in English. It is worth noting that this is not the
first shared task concerning the identification of
depression. In (Losada et al., 2017), the organisers
of eRisk 2017 develop a pilot project which main
purpose is the identification of early risk detection
of depression.

In this shared task, the organisers proposed a
multi-classification challenge that consists of iden-
tifying whether a moderate or severe sign of depres-
sion is observed in a short text or, on the contrary,
no sign of depression is observed. For this, the
performance of all participants is ranked using the
macro averaged precision, recall and f1-score. The

∗Corresponding author

details of the dataset compilation can be found at
(Kayalvizhi and Thenmozhi, 2022). The dataset
is distributed into three folds: training, validation,
and testing. We decided to use this distribution
and not to merge train and validation to make a
custom training-validation split. Table 1 depicts
the label distribution per split. We can observe that
the dataset is imbalanced, with many instances that
reflect moderate signs of depression.

Train Validation Test
Not depressed 1971 1830 -
Moderate 6019 2306 -
Severe 901 360 -
Total 8891 4496 3245

Table 1: Label distribution

Our research group has experience in Emotion
Analysis. Specifically, we participated in the Emo-
EvalEs shared task (Plaza-del Arco et al., 2021),
organised in the IberLEF 2021 workshop. This
shared-task is about a multi-classification task of
identification of emotions in Spanish (based on
Ekman’s basic emotions). Our participation is de-
tailed at (García-Díaz et al., 2021b). Besides, we
released the Spanish MisoCorpus 2021 and evalu-
ated with different feature sets and neural network
models (García-Díaz et al., 2022). In the same line,
we evaluated in (García-Díaz et al., 2022) how to
combine different feature sets and state-of-the-art
neural network architectures for improving auto-
matic hate-speech detectors. Specifically, we tested
two strategies for combining the features: knowl-
edge integration and ensemble learning. In this
work we evaluate these strategies as well. Besides,
as part of the doctoral thesis of one of the mem-
bers of the team, we evaluate a subset of language-
independent linguistic features in order to observe
if they contribute to improve the performance of
state-of-the-art embeddings.
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2 Methodology

Our pipeline can be summarised as follows. First,
documents are pre-processed by removing punc-
tuation symbols, spaces, emojis, and punctuation.
Second, four feature sets are extracted from the
documents: linguistic features (LF), sentence em-
beddings from FastText (SE), BERT (BF), and
RoBERTa (RF). Third, several neural networks
with different combinations of the feature sets are
trained using hyperparameter tuning. Forth, two
additional ensembles are created to combine the
features. Finally, we use the best neural network to
get the final submission with the official test.

Next, we describe the feature extraction stage.
The linguistic features (LF) are extracted with the
UMUTextStats tool (García-Díaz and Valencia-
García, 2022). The linguistic features are related to
stylometry (for instance, word and sentence length,
or Type-Token ratio), Part-of-Speech, emojis and
generic social network jargon. The main advan-
tage of linguistic features versus state-of-the-art
embeddings is that linguistic features are easy to
interpret at the same time they achieve promising
results, specially in Author Analysis tasks (García-
Díaz et al., 2021a). The sentence embeddings from
FastText (SE) are extracted with the FastText tool
(Mikolov et al., 2018). These sentence embeddings
are not contextual. That is, the same word has the
same representation, regardless of its context. Fi-
nally, the sentence embeddings from BERT (BF)
and RoBERTa (RF) are extracted from distilled
models (Sanh et al., 2019). We use the distilled
versions because they require less computational
resources. To obtain the sentence embeddings from
BERT or RoBERTa, a hyperparameter selection
stage of 10 models is conducted to obtain a good
configuration of the models. Next, the sentence em-
beddings from BERT and RoBERTa are obtained
from the [CLS] token (using the approach de-
scribed at (Reimers and Gurevych, 2019)). During
the hyperparameter selection stage, we use Tree
of Parzen Estimators (TPE) (Bergstra et al., 2013)
for determining the best parameters (weight decay,
batch size, warm-up speed, number of epochs, and
learning rate).

The next step is the training of several neural
networks. We train a neural network for each fea-
ture set (LF, SE, BF, RF), and a neural network that
combines all feature sets (LF + SE + BF + RF). All
these neural networks are trained with hyperparam-
eter selection. For this, we rely on Ray Tune (Liaw

et al., 2018). For each training, we evaluate differ-
ent number of hidden layers, neurons, batch size,
learning rate or regularisation mechanisms. We
distinguish between (1) shallow neural networks,
that are simple neural networks composed of one
or two hidden layers with the same number of neu-
rons in each layer; and (2) deep neural networks,
that have 3, 4, 5, 6, 7 or 8 hidden layers. Besides,
the layers of deep neural networks are evaluated
with different number of neurons disposed in sev-
eral shapes (brick, triangle, diamond, rhombus, and
funnel). For the rest of the parameters, we evaluate
large batch sizes due to class imbalance, a dropout
mechanism for regularisation (in different ratios),
and small and large learning rates.

The results for the hyperparameter optimisation
stage are shown in Table 2. We can observe that
the best neural network that combines all features
consisted in a shallow neural network composed of
2 wide hidden layers, with 128 neurons each. The
batch size is large (512), the learning rate is large
(0.01) and there is no activation function (is linear).
Besides, this network uses a small dropout ratio of
.1.

3 Results and discussion

We report the results achieved with the validation
split. Table 3 depicts the macro average precision,
recall, and f1-score of each feature set separately
and combined with ensemble learning and two en-
semble learning strategies: one based on the mode
of the predictions and another based on averaging
the predictions.

From the results achieved with the feature sets
separately, BF is the one that achieves better results
(77.27% of f1-score). This result is similar to RF
(76.91% of f1-score) and outperforms largely SE
and LF. With the knowledge integration strategy,
the results outperform the ones achieved separately,
with a f1-score of 77.90. Besides, when the re-
sults are combined with ensembles, the results are
larger with the average of the probabilities (mean)
achieving a macro f1-score of 78.69.

We decided to use for the final submission the
predictions obtained with the knowledge integra-
tion strategy. This decision is taken because in past
competitions we have achieved better results with
this strategy with the official test (that is, we sus-
pect this strategy generalises better than ensemble
learning). Accordingly, we show the classification
report of the validation split in Table 4 and its con-
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shape \# of layers first_neuron dropout lr activation
LF brick 1 48 0.1 0.001 relu
SE brick 2 128 False 0.010 relu
BF brick 1 48 0.1 0.010 relu
RF brick 1 128 0.3 0.001 relu
K.I. brick 2 128 0.1 0.010 linear

Table 2: Results for the best hyperparameters for each feature set separately or combined using knowledge
integration. We include the shape of the neural network, the number of layers, the number of neurons in the first
hidden layer, the dropout ratio, the learning rate, and the activation function

Feature set P R F1
LF 61.42 61.44 60.44
SE 70.02 69.89 69.92
BF 78.80 75.97 77.27
RF 76.98 76.86 76.91
K. I. 79.88 76.30 77.90
Ensemble (Mode) 80.52 71.70 75.12
Ensemble (Mean) 80.47 77.18 78.69

Table 3: Macro average precision (P), recall (R), and
f1-score (F1) of each feature set (LF, SE, BF and RF),
the knowledge integration strategy (K.I) and the two
ensemble learning strategies (mode and mean) with the
validation split

fusion matrix in Figure 1. We can observe that
the precision and recall of all labels are compet-
itive, achieving a macro f1-score of 79.90% and
a weighted f1-score of 81.41%. Moderate sign
of depression (the majority label) is the one that
achieves better precision and recall. Concerning
the confusion matrix, we can observe that most
wrong classifications occur between not depression
and moderate depression and between severe and
moderate depression. This means that our system
does not mismatch severe failures, such as classify-
ing severe signs of depression as not depression.

P R F1
moderate 83.61 89.49 86.45
not depression 77.78 68.11 72.63
severe 78.26 71.29 74.61
macro avg 79.88 76.30 77.90
weighted avg 81.45 81.70 81.41

Table 4: Classification report of the knowledge inte-
gration strategy with the validation split, showing the
precision (P), recall (R) and f1-score (F1) of each label
and the macro and weighted scores

Next, Table 5 shows the official results in the
leader board. We achieved 6th position in the task
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Figure 1: Confusion matrix of knowledge integration
strategy with the validation split

in a total of 31 teams. We achieve 53.82 of macro
f1-score (4.48% below the best result).

Team R P F1
OPI (1) 59.12 58.60 58.30
NYCU_TWD (2) 57.32 53.94 55.23
ARGUABLY (3) 57.20 53.03 54.67
BERT4EVER (4) 58.06 52.18 54.26
KADO (5) 57.04 52.63 54.22
UMUTeam (6) 55.75 52.48 53.82

Table 5: Official results, including the team name and
the rank, the recall (R), precision (P), and the macro
f1-score (f1)

4 Conclusions and promising research
lines

Here we have described the participation of
UMUTeam in the LT-EDI-ACL2022 shared task,
concerning the identification of moderate and se-
vere signs of depression in short texts. We achieved
6th position from a total of 31 participants with a
system that combines linguistic features and three
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forms of sentence embeddings using knowledge
integration. We are proud of our participation as
it has allowed us to evaluate a subset of language-
independent linguistic features. Accordingly, we
will continue to adapt our methods to English.
Specifically, we will include linguistic features
from figurative language, as the ones described
at (del Pilar Salas-Zárate et al., 2020).
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Abstract

Online social networks are ubiquitous and user-
friendly. Nevertheless, it is vital to detect and
moderate offensive content to maintain decency
and empathy. However, mining social media
texts is a complex task since users don’t adhere
to any fixed patterns. Comments can be written
in any combination of languages and many of
them may be low-resource.

In this paper, we present our system for the LT-
EDI shared task on detecting homophobia and
transphobia in social media comments. We ex-
periment with a number of monolingual and
multilingual transformer based models such
as mBERT along with a data augmentation
technique for tackling class imbalance. Such
pretrained large models have recently shown
tremendous success on a variety of benchmark
tasks in natural language processing. We ob-
serve their performance on a carefully anno-
tated, real life dataset of YouTube comments in
English as well as Tamil.

Our submission achieved ranks 9, 6 and 3 with
a macro-averaged F1-score of 0.42, 0.64 and
0.58 in the English, Tamil and Tamil-English
subtasks respectively. The code for the system
has been open sourced1.

1 Introduction

Twenty first century social media has become the
epicenter of polarized opinions, arguments, and
claims. The ease of information access not only
benefits fruitful discussions but also facilitates phe-
nomena such as hate speech and cyber bullying.

Recently organized workshops and shared tasks
have fostered discussions around detection of hate
speech, toxicity, misogyny, sexism, racism and abu-
sive content (Zampieri et al., 2020; Mandl et al.,
2020). While research in processing and classi-
fying offensive language in social media is vast
(Pamungkas et al., 2021), there is very little work

1The code for this task is available at github.com/vitthal-
bhandari/Homophobia-Transphobia-Detection.

on detecting sexual orientation discrimination in
particular. More so, compared to resource-rich
languages such as English and Japanese, Indic lan-
guages such as Tamil and Malayalam are scarce
in well-annotated data. Although advancements
in large multilingual models have promoted cross-
lingual transfer learning in Indic languages (Dowla-
gar and Mamidi, 2021), there have not been any
visible attempts to censor homophobia and trans-
phobia. The perception of the subject matter as
being taboo prohibits advancements in data collec-
tion, annotation and analysis.

Curbing sensitive online content is imperative
for preventing harm to mental health of the commu-
nity as well as avoiding divide between minorities.
These reasons have contributed towards the need of
moderating social media comments spreading any
form of hatred towards the LGBTQIA+ population.

While both - the detection of homopho-
bia/transphobia and the corresponding research in
Indic languages - is underserved and low-resource,
another factor contributing to the difficulty in pro-
cessing social media texts is code-mixing - a phe-
nomena in which multilingual speakers switch be-
tween two or more languages in a conversation with
the aim to be more expressive. Popular language
models tend to perform adversely when applied to
code-mixed text and hence newer techniques need
to be adopted to handle this situation (Doğruöz
et al., 2021).

The pretraining and fine-tuning paradigm has
taken extensive advantage of transformer based
large multilingual models which perform well in
cross-lingual scenarios. In this paper we explore
the performance of a number of such models when
fine-tuned on a dataset for detecting homophobia
and transphobia. Surprisingly, our experiments
also show that these multilingual models exhibit
reasonably accurate performance on code-mixing
tasks, even without any previous exposure to code-
mixing during pretraining.
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The remainder of the paper is organized as fol-
lows: Section 2 talks about the previous related
work in this domain. Section 3 gives a detailed
explanation of the methods used in the system and
Section 4 describes the corresponding experimental
settings. We mention the detailed results in Sec-
tion 5, conduct an ablation study in Section 6 and
conclude our discussion with Section 7.

2 Related Work

To the best of our knowledge no prior work iden-
tifying either homophobia or transphobia directly
exists in recent literature. However, offensive lan-
guage detection, in general, in Dravidian languages
has been the focus of multiple research works in
the past (Chakravarthi et al., 2021a; Mandl et al.,
2020).

Baruah et al. (2021) at HASOC-Dravidian-
CodeMix-FIRE2020 trained an SVM classifier us-
ing TF-IDF features on code-mixed Malayalam text
and an XLM-RoBERTa based classifier on code-
mixed Tamil text to detect offensive language in
Twitter and YouTube comments. Sai and Sharma
(2020) fine-tuned multilingual transformer models
and used a bagging ensemble strategy to combine
predictions on the same task.

Saha et al. (2021) developed fusion models by
ensembling CNNs trained on skip-gram word vec-
tors using FastText along with fine-tuned BERT
models. A neural classification head was trained
on the concatenated output obtained from the en-
semble.

A number of approaches have been deployed to
tackle code mixing in Indic languages as well, since
multilingual transformer models lack the com-
plexity to extract linguistic features directly from
code switched text. Vasantharajan and Thayasi-
vam (2021) used a selective translation and translit-
eration technique to process Tamil code-mixed
YouTube comments for offensive language iden-
tification. They converted code-mixed text to na-
tive Tamil script by translating English words and
transliterating romainzed Tamil words. Similar
technique was used by Upadhyay et al. (2021) and
Srinivasan (2020).

3 Methodology

This shared task was formulated as a multiclass
classification problem where the model should be
able to predict the existence of any form of homo-
phobia or transphobia in a YouTube comment. The

entire pipeline consists of two main components
- a classification head on top of different popular
models based on the transformer architecture, and
a data augmentation technique for oversampling
the English dataset. These components have been
explained in further detail ahead.

3.1 Transformer-based Models
Since its introduction in 2017, the Transformer ar-
chitecture and its variants have set a new state of the
art across several NLP tasks. Various pre-trained
language models (PLMs) based on the Transformer
architecture were experimented with in this task as
mentioned below.

BERT (bert-base-uncased) uses the en-
coder part of the Transformer architecture and
has been pretrained on the Book Corpus and En-
glish Wikipedia using a masked language modeling
(MLM) and next sentence prediction (NSP) objec-
tive (Devlin et al., 2018).

mBERT or multilingual BERT
(bert-base-multilingual-cased) is
a BERT model that has been pretrained on 104
languages across Wikipedia and has shown
surprisingly good cross-lingual performance on
several NLP tasks.

XLM-RoBERTa (xlm-roberta-base) has
been pretrained on 2.5TB of massive multilingual
data using the MLM objective. It beat mBERT on
various cross-lingual benchmarks (Conneau et al.,
2019).

IndicBERT is pretrained on a large-scale cor-
pora of 12 Indian languages. It outperforms
mBERT and XLM-RoBERTa on a number of tasks,
while having 10 times fewer parameters to train
(Kakwani et al., 2020).

HateBERT is obtained by re-training BERT on
RAL-E, a large-scale dataset of reddit comments
from banned communities. It outperforms BERT
on three English datasets for offensive, abusive
language and hate speech detection tasks. (Caselli
et al., 2021).

3.2 Data Augmentation
Data augmentation is an important technique to
build robust and more generalizable models. There
are a number of techniques in NLP, each suitable
to a certain task that can be used to augment the
data (Feng et al., 2021).

For this task (in English), Surface Form Alter-
ation as exhibited by Easy Data Augmentation
(EDA) was utilized (Wei and Zou, 2019). EDA
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Class English Tamil Tamil-English
Train Dev Test Train Dev Test Train Dev Test

Homophobic 157 58 61 485 103 135 311 66 88
Transphobic 6 2 5 155 37 41 112 38 34

Non-anti-LGBT+ content 3001 732 924 2022 526 657 3438 862 1085
Total 4946 4161 6034

Table 1: Detailed split of the multilingual dataset of YouTube comments

produces new data samples by randomly deleting,
inserting or swapping the order of words in a sen-
tence. It can also perform synonym replacement
for any word selected at random. These four sim-
ple, yet effective, operations make EDA easy to
use.

4 Experimental Setup

In this section we review the setup needed to repro-
duce the experiments.

4.1 Datasets
The dataset for the task was provided by the orga-
nizers (Chakravarthi et al., 2021b). It is a collection
of 15,141 multilingual YouTube comments classi-
fied as being one of Homophobic, Transphobic, or
Non-anti-LGBT+ content. The split of the dataset
is shown in Table 1.

4.2 Preprocessing
Two different preprocessing methods were adopted.
First, punctuation symbols were removed, since so-
cial media comments are highly informal and tend
to contain large number of punctuation symbols
which may dilute the system performance.

In addition, de-emojification was carried out to
replace emojis in the text with corresponding En-
glish expressions using the Python emoji pack-
age. Table 2 displays a sample de-emojification
example.

I love it
i love it growing heart growing heart growing heart

Table 2: Depiction of de-emojification on a sample
English YouTube comment

4.3 EDA Parameters
As is visible from Table 1, the dataset is highly
imbalanced in its split. The Homophobia class con-
stitutes slightly less than 10% of the data, while
only 2.9% comments were labeled as being Trans-
phobic. Hence both these classes were subject to

oversampling by means of EDA. The class Non-
anti-LGBT+ content was downsampled to mitigate
the imbalance.

Augmentation was only applied to English com-
ments.

The parameter α (indicating the percent of words
in a sentence that are changed) was kept as default
(= 0.1). However the argument naug (specifying
the number of augmentations to be produced for
each sample) was chosen to be 16 and 32 for Ho-
mophobia and Transphobia classes respectively.

GT I have to experience like that. So sad
RD i to experience like so sad
SR i have to experience like that so pitiful
RI i have to experience like that distressing so sad
RS experience have to i like that so sad

Table 3: Depiction of data augmentation on a sample
English YouTube comment. GT: ground truth, RD: ran-
dom deletion, SR: synonym replacement, RI: random
insertion, RS: random swapping

The final classwise split of the training data is
shown in Table 4.

Class Final size
Homophobic 2826
Transphobic 204
Non-anti-LGBT+ content 1500

Table 4: Classwise split of the training data after EDA
augmentation

4.4 Baseline Methods

We provide baselines for all three tracks based on
a simple feature extraction approach.

We use the [CLS] token associated with the fi-
nal hidden state of the transformer model as feature
vector for a linear regression classifier.

To extract the hidden state from the checkpoint,
we use BERT base model for the English track and
mBERT for the other tracks.
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4.5 Setup
The experiments were run on a Google Colab Pro
notebook with Tesla P100 GPU.

For the all tasks, the maximum sequence length
was set to 128 and batch size to 32. The learning
rate and the number of epochs were set to 2e− 5
and 3 respectively for the English and Tamil track
and 3e− 5 and 5 respectively for the code-mixed
track. The choice of EDA parameters was based
on suggestions given in the original paper whereas
the model hyperparameters were selected based on
popular successful configurations.

5 Results

The metric used to rank system performances is
macro-averaged F1-score. It is calculated as the
(unweighted) arithmetic mean of all the per-class
F1-scores.

Macro-averaged F1-score =
1

N

N∑

i=1

F1i

where i is the class index and N is the number
of classes

Tables 5, 7 and 9 list the macro-averaged Preci-
sion, macro-averaged Recall and macro-averaged
F1-score for various PLMs tested on English,
Tamil and code-mixed Tamil-English development
dataset respectively.

Similarly Tables 6, 8 and 10 list the correspond-
ing metrics achieved by the final submissions on
English, Tamil and Tamil-English test dataset as
released by the organizers.

The tables also provide baseline metrics for each
track based on the method explained in Section 4.4.

5.1 English

Model P R F1
BERT embeddings + LR 0.40 0.47 0.42
BERT base cased 0.46 0.46 0.461
XLM-RoBERTa 0.49 0.40 0.42
hateBERT 0.50 0.44 0.461
mBERT 0.48 0.45 0.462

Table 5: Performance of various PLMs on augmented,
preprocessed English development dataset

5.2 Tamil
Here we investigate the performance of some popu-
lar multilingual models that were trained on Tamil
language.

Model P R F1
mBERT 0.43 0.42 0.42

Table 6: Performance of best peforming system
(mBERT) on preprocessed English test dataset

Model P R F1
mBERT embeddings + LR 0.71 0.59 0.63
IndicBERT 0.48 0.47 0.47
XLM-RoBERTa 0.47 0.55 0.50
mBERT 0.77 0.71 0.72

Table 7: Performance of various PLMs on preprocessed
Tamil development dataset

Model P R F1
mBERT 0.69 0.61 0.64

Table 8: Performance of best peforming system
(mBERT) on preprocessed Tamil test dataset

5.3 Tamil-English
For the code-mixed task, we analyze the perfor-
mance of the same set of multilingual models that
were experimented with on the Tamil task.

Model P R F1
mBERT embeddings + LR 0.61 0.47 0.51
IndicBERT 0.39 0.41 0.40
XLM-RoBERTa 0.40 0.43 0.41
mBERT 0.67 0.52 0.54

Table 9: Performance of various PLMs on preprocessed
Tamil-English development dataset

Model P R F1
mBERT 0.61 0.56 0.58

Table 10: Performance of best peforming system
(mBERT) on preprocessed Tamil-English test dataset

6 Ablation Study

In this section we discuss the effect of preprocess-
ing and data augmentation (DA) on the model per-
formance.

The dataset as described in Section 4.4 is highly
skewed towards the Non-anti-LGBT+ content class.
Hence it makes sense to compare the performance
of a majority classifier with that of the models sub-
mitted for evaluation.

We train a dummy classifier based on most-
frequent strategy and tabulate the results (macro-
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averaged Precision, Recall and F1-score) in Ta-
ble 11. We deliberately use the un-augmented ver-
sion of preprocessed English dataset to show the
show the performance of the majority classifier
without handling class imbalance.

P R F1
English 0.31 0.33 0.32
Tamil 0.26 0.33 0.29
Code-mixed 0.30 0.33 0.31

Table 11: Performance of dummy majority classifier on
the dataset

The poor performance is a consequence of the
extreme class imbalance which we aim to solve by
data augmentation. However, not all DA techniques
prove to be effective for all NLP tasks. Thus we
also analyze the effect of preprocessing and DA on
the performance of transformer models.

Table 12 analyzes the efficacy of EDA as a DA
technique for handling class imbalance in our En-
glish dataset. It also divides a line between the
performance of the model on the stock dataset v/s
one that has been preprocessed.

Setting P R F1 Rel.

English
base 0.52 0.40 0.43
+PRE 0.40 0.43 0.41 ↓
+DA 0.52 0.37 0.39 ↓

Tamil
base 0.73 0.75 0.74
+PRE 0.70 0.73 0.72 ↓

Code-mixed
base 0.43 0.42 0.43
+PRE 0.71 0.56 0.60 ↑

Table 12: Performance of mBERT on the stock version
of the dataset as it is (base), preprocessed dataset (+PRE)
and augmented but non-preprocessed English dataset
(+DA)

We observe that preprocessing (de-emojification
in all three tracks and de-punctuation in the case of
only English) does not increase the macro-averaged
F1 score for English and Tamil. Infact it reduces the
score by a small margin. However, we notice a sig-
nificant improvement in the case of code-mixing.

We also observe that EDA is not an efficient DA
technique as it fails to handle the class imbalance.
Transformer models were able to successfully pre-
dict with higher precision and recall in the absence
of any augmentation and with limited samples.

7 Conclusion and Future Work

Homophobia and transphobia have not been the
focus of many umbrella hate speech detection
tasks. We examined the ability of pretrained large
transformer-based models to detect homophobia
and transphobia in a corpus of YouTube comments
written in English and Tamil. Experimental results
demonstrated that multilingual BERT performed
the best on both language tasks, and the code-mixed
task as well, without being exposed to any code-
mixing beforehand. This can be attributed to its
capability for zero-shot cross-lingual transfer when
fine-tuned on downstream tasks.

From Section 6 we also observed that the ef-
fect of preprocessing was largely dependent on
the choice of language setting. This makes sense
considering the difference in underlying language
constructs. Tamil, for instance, does not make use
of standard English-based punctuation marks. On
the other hand, we conclude that the choice of an ef-
fective DA techniqe depends on the underlying task
and the data source. Social media data often lacks
linguistic purism and hence, token perturbations
such as those introduced by EDA did not help.

In the future, we would like to adopt a more
aggressive DA technique such as that involving text
generation (text In-filling, generating typos) or an
auxilliary dataset (kNN, LM decoding). We would
also like to evaluate the effect of translation and
transliteration on code-mixed text classification.
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Abstract

This paper describes our system that
participated in LT-EDI-ACL2022-
Homophobia/Transphobia Detection in
Social Media. Sexual minorities face a lot
of unfair treatment and discrimination in
our world. This creates enormous stress
and many psychological problems for
sexual minorities. There is a lot of hate
speech on the internet, and
homophobia/transphobia is one against
sexual minorities. Identifying and
processing homophobia/transphobia
through natural language processing
technology can improve the efficiency of
processing it, and can quickly screen out it
on the Internet. The organizer of the
competition constructs a homophobia/
transphobia detection dataset based on
YouTube comments for English and Tamil.
We use a RoBERTa-based approach to
conduct our experiments on the dataset of
the competition, and get better results.

1 Introduction

At present, the Internet is full of various hate
speeches, including racial discrimination, religious
hostility, mutual hostility between political groups,
and discrimination against sexual minorities. The
discrimination against sexual minorities is called
homophobia/transphobia. Homophobia and
transphobia are two concepts that are similar and
different. Homophobia refers to unwarranted fear,
hatred, and unfair treatment of homosexuals, and
transphobia refers to disgust and discrimination
against transgender people. Homophobia/
transphobia will bring serious psychological stress
to LGBTQ people, making them unable to

participate in social activities normally, and even
causing them serious mental illness. Therefore, the
quick and efficient identification and screening of
homophobia/transphobia on the Internet will help
to clean up cyberspace, build a healthy and
harmonious Internet community, and help more
people realize the unfair treatment of LGBTQ
groups.
Shared Task on Homophobia/Transphobia

Detection in social media comments at LT-EDI
2022- ACL 2022 is a classification task. The
organizer of the competition constructed a
homophobia/transphobia detection dataset in
English, Tamil, and Tamil-English based on
YouTube comments. The model needs to
determine whether the target data contains
homophobia/ transphobia. And if so, which type
of homophobia/ transphobia is included. We used
RoBERTa (Liu et al.,2019) as our pre-trained
language model and fine-tuned it for the task. In
our experiment, we process the target data by the
pre-trained language model, the output was
normalized firstly by a layer normalization
module， then we use two fully-connected layers
and between them there is a layer normalization
operation. We use the cross-entropy as our loss
function, and optimize it by AdamW (Loshchilov
and Hutter, 2019). Through the above steps, we
complement the identification and classification of
homophobia/transphobia in the target data.
We participated in all of the English, Tamil, and

Tamil-English homophobia/transphobia detection
subtasks, and we use a version of RoBERTa pre-
trained on the corresponding linguistic data for
each language. By training the model on train data
and validating it on development data, we
achieved better results on test data. Specifically,
we achieved a 0.57 macro f1-score on the English
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subtask and ranked 1st among all participating
teams, achieved a 0.75 macro f1-score on the
Tamil subtask and ranked 5th among all
participating teams, achieved a 0.53 macro f1
score on the Tamil-English subtask and ranked 6th
among all participating teams.

2 Background

In this section, we introduce the relevant
background of the Shared Task on Homophobia/
Transphobia Detection in social media comments
at LT-EDI 2022- ACL 2022, including the details
of the task and the related research on
homophobia/transphobia detection.

2.1 Problem Description

Shared Task on Homophobia/Transphobia
Detection in social media comments at LT-EDI
2022- ACL 2022 is a classification task in English,
Tamil, and Tamil-English. The organizer of the
competition constructed the homophobia/
transphobia detection dataset based on the
homophobia and transphobia identification dataset
(Chakravarthi et al.,2019). The target data is a
YouTube comment which may contain one or
more homophobia/transphobia. A model needs to
determine whether the comment contains
homophobic or transphobic information and
classify the comment into one of the 3 labels:
Homophobic, Transphobic, or Non-anti-LGBT+
content. The Homophobic label refers to the
comment containing homophobic information,
the Transphobic label then refers to the comment
containing transphobic information and the Non-
anti-LGBT+ content label refers to that the
comment doesn’t contain homophobic or
transphobic information. For example:

 They harass everyone on the bus and do this
for living. -Homophobic

 Hey seriously I thought She was
Transgender. -Transphobic

 Don't worry everything will be solved soon.
- Non-anti-LGBT+ content

2.2 Related Works

So far, people have carried out a lot of research on
emotion recognition, hate speech detection in low

resource and code-mixed data, researched
homophobia/transphobia from different
perspectives such as linguistics, psychology,
sociology, and pedagogy, and clarified the harm
and trouble that homophobia/transphobia brings to
sexual minorities. Divyansh (2021) collected
Hindi-English code-mixed twitters and comments
from Twitter and video streaming platforms by
using data scraping tools, constructed an emotion
recognition dataset by manually annotating all
twitters, and comments, and conducted emotion
recognition experiments by using models SVM,
LSTM, etc. Ravindra and Raviraj (2021)
conducted hate speech detection experiments on a
code-mixed twitter dataset by using Multilingual
BERT (Telmo et al., 2019) and Indic-BERT
(Divyanshu et al., 2020) and achieved better
results. Fernando et al (2020) clarified the distress
and harm that the sexual minorities suffered and
propose alternatives to providing better and more
equitable education for sexual minorities. Gamez
and Daniel (2021) examine discrimination and
prejudice against sexual minorities on the Internet
and discuss the mental health of LGBTQ
adolescents. Lin et al (2021) made a systematic
survey on The mental health of transgender and
gender non-conforming people in China. However,
from the perspective of computer linguistics, there
are few papers on the identification and screening
of homophobia and transphobia. Chakravarthi et
al (2019) constructed a multilingual homophobia/
transphobia detection dataset based on YouTube
comments and made homophobia/transphobia
detection experiments by a lot of models like
SVM, LSTM, BERT (Devlin et al.,2019), etc.

3 System Overview

In this section, we will introduce our approach to
the task, the multi-label homophobia/transphobia
detection task, which we solve using a fine-
tuning approach of the pre-trained language
model. Specifically, we process the target data by
the pre-trained language model, the output was
normalized firstly by a layer normalization
module ， then we use two fully-connected
layers and between them with a layer
normalization operation.
The model architecture is shown in Figure 1.

Input is the target data to be processed, and the

Figure 1: Architecture of homophobia/transphobia detection model
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pre-trained language model (PLM) processes the
input data and outputs the result to the layer
normalization module. To prevent internal
covariate shift, we follow the pre-trained
language model and first fully connected layer
with a layer normalization module. The pre-
trained language model we use is RoBERTa-base
for English subtask, Tamil-RoBERTa for Tamil,
and Tamil-English subtasks. The output tensor
size of the pre-trained language model is 768,
while our target label is only 3, the difference
between the two is large, so we connect two full
connection layers behind the pre-trained
language model layer, where the output tensor
size of the first fully
connected layer is 64, and the output tensor size
of the second fully connected layer is 3,the
number of target labels.
For the loss function, we use the cross-entropy

provided by the PyTorch (Paszke et al.,2019)
framework, and use Adamw (Loshchilov and
Hutter, 2019) as optimizer, which is an improved
version of the Adam (Kingma and Ba, 2017)
optimizer. Due to the huge parameters of the pre-
trained language model, it is easy to overfit when
using the Adam optimizer, while Adamw uses
L2 regularization to reduce overfitting, which
can significantly improve the generalization
ability of the model.

4 Experimental Setup

In this section, we will introduce the relevant

design, parameter settings, and experimental
environment of the experiments. In terms of
hardware, we use a laptop with a GTX 1650
graphics card for model training. On the software
side, we use PyTorch (Paszke et al.,2019) and
HuggingFace (Wolf et al., 2020) library to code
the tasks.

4.1 Statistical Analysis

Shared Task on Homophobia/Transphobia
Detection in social media comments at LT-EDI
2022- ACL 2022 provided datasets for English,
Tamil, and Tamil-English, and these datasets was
splitted into train, development, and test set.
Train and development data was provided with
labels and test set only provided the target text.
To set reasonable parameters for our experiment,
we made a statistical analysis for the train and
development sets of the data sets, the details are
shown in table1.
Combined with the data statistics and the

experimental hardware environment, considering
the experimental performance and cost, we set
the max data length processed by the pre-trained
language model for English and Tamil-English to
128, and set for Tamil to 192. It means that the
redundant part of a target data which is longer
than 128 for English and Tamil-English, 192 for
Tamil will be discarded and will not participate
in model training and testing.

Table 1: Statistical Details of the Data sets

Language Data Set Shorter Than 128
Words

Between 128 And
192 Words

Longer Than
192 Words

English Train Set 3126 25 3
Development Set 776 4 3

Tamil Train Set 2196 222 236
Development Set 548 48 59

Tamil-
English

Train Set 3785 49 22
Development Set 945 9 2

Table 2: Details of the train datasets before and after balanced

Language Befor Balanced After Balanced
Homo Trans LGBT Total Homo Trans LGBT Total

English Train 157 6 3001 3164 3001 3001 3001 9003
485 155 2022 2662 2022 2022 2022 6066

Tamil Train 311 112 3438 3861 3438 3438 3438 10314
157 6 3001 3164 3001 3001 3001 9003

Tamil-English Train 485 155 2022 2662 2022 2022 2022 6066
311 112 3438 3861 3438 3438 3438 10314
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4.2 Data Balancing

The datasets provided by the organizer of the
competition are unbalanced datasets. If we use
the unbalanced dataset to train our model directly,
the model will only learn features from a larger
number of categories and will ignore features of
a smaller number of categories, so it is necessary
to balance the datasets. So we use the class
RandomOverSampler from the imbalanced-learn
(Guillaume et al.,2017) library to balance the
train datasets. The RandomOverSampler class
will simply copy-paste the data for a smaller
number of categories so that each category in the
dataset has an equal amount of data. Although
this method is simple, it is more effective for
model training. We only balanced the train
datasets for the three languages, and use the
original development and test datasets to validate
and test our model. The details of the train
datasets before and after balancing them are
shown in table 2.
In table 2, Homo refers to homophobia, Trans

refers to transphobia, LGBT refers to Non-anti-
LGBT+ content, and Total refers to the total
number of the data. From table 2 we can see that
after balancing operation the datasets become
balanced with equal numbers of each category.

4.3 Other Settings

We use the RoBERTa-base version in our
experiments, and its output size is 768, so we set
the input size of the first fully connected layer as

768 and the output size as 64, set the input size
of the second fully connected layer as 64, and the
output size as 3, the number of the categories of
the dataset. We set the batch size of the data
inputted to the model as 4 and trained our model
with a 1e-5 learning rate.

5 Results

We use the RoBERTa -based approach to train
the model on the training datasets of the task,
validate the model on the development set, and
use the trained model to predict the label of the
test set. Repeated experiments with different

epoch values, we found that when the epoch is 8,
the trained model has the best validation results
on the development set. So we train our model
for 8 iterations, predict the labels of the test set
with the model, and submitted the run results in
all of the three languages. Details of results on
test data sets and ranks are shown in table 3:
As we can see from table 3, our model

achieved good results on the English subtask but
the results of Tamil and English-Tamil subtasks
are not so good. We use the same approach for
the three subtasks but with different RoBERTa
versions, RoBERTa-base for English subtask,
and Tamil-RoBERTa for Tamil and Tamil-
English subtasks. So we think that if just choose
a suitable pre-trained language model, our
approach will be effective for
homophobia/transphobia detection task, and we
also think that RoBERTa-base is suitable for
English subtask, but Tamil-RoBERTa isn’t very
suitable for Tamil and Tamil-English subtasks.
From table3 we also can see that the f1-scores

of Tamil and Tamil-English subtasks are 0.75
and 0.53 respectively, with a wide difference. To
address the reason for the problem, we averaged
the f1-scores of all teams for the two subtasks
separately, then subtracted the average of f1-
scores of the Tamil-English subtask from the
average of f1-scores of the Tamil subtask, the
difference between the two is 0.18. Then we
subtracted the f1-score of our model on the
Tamil-English subtask from the f1-score of our
model on the Tamil subtask, the difference
between the two is 0.22. So far we found that the

f1-score of the Tamil subtask is generally higher
than the f1-score of the Tamil-English subtask,
so we think that the difference between the f1-
scores of the two subtasks is related to the
features of the datasets for Tamil and Tamil-
English subtasks.
To make a comparison between the test results

of the models trained on balanced data sets
(balanced by using RandomOverSampeler class)
and the test results of the models trained on the
original unbalanced train data sets after the
competition. We train the models using the
original unbalanced train data sets and test them

Table 3: Details of results on test datasets

Language Mac-F1 Score Rank
English 0.57 1
Tamil 0.75 5

Tamil-English 0.53 6

Table 4: Details of results on test datasets

Language Mac-F1 Score
English 0.32
Tamil 0.29

Tamil-English 0.3145
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by using test data sets with labels. The results are
shown in Table 4.

By comparing table 3 and table 4, we can find
that there are big differences between the results.
The test results of the models trained on balanced
train data sets are much better than the test
results of the models trained on the original
unbalanced train data sets. Based on this, we can
get the conclusion that balancing the train data
sets by using RandomOverSampeler class is very
effective and important in our experiments.
Balancing the train data sets greatly improved the
performance of the models.

6 Conclusion

We use a RoBERTa-based approach for
homophobia/transphobia detection tasks and
achieved better results in our experiments.
Although the results on the Tamil and Tamil-
English subtasks are not so ideal, the results on
the English subtask show that our approach is
effective for the homophobia/transphobia
detection tasks. Although this competition has
come to an end, there are still some directions we
can continue to study in the future. For example,
we can use prompt learning to process this task,
by converting this task into cloze form and
designing reasonable templates and verbalizers,
we can fully make use of the knowledge of pre-
trained language models, and may get better
results. Besides, by converting the homophobia/
transphobia detection task into a text generation
task, and then using text generation models like
GPT (Radford et al.,2019), T5 (Raffel et al.,2020)
to solve the task, We may get unexpected results.
In future research, we will continue to study the
directions mentioned above, and strive to achieve
better homophobia/ transphobia detection
performance.
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Abstract
Spreading positive vibes or hope content on
social media may help many people to get mo-
tivated in their life. To address Hope Speech
detection in YouTube comments, this paper
presents the description of the models submit-
ted by our team - MUCIC, to the Hope Speech
Detection for Equality, Diversity, and Inclusion
(HopeEDI) shared task at Association for Com-
putational Linguistics (ACL) 2022. This shared
task consists of texts in five languages, namely:
English, Spanish (in Latin scripts), and Tamil,
Malayalam, and Kannada (in code-mixed na-
tive and Roman scripts) with the aim of clas-
sifying the YouTube comment into "Hope",
"Not-Hope" or "Not-Intended" categories. The
proposed methodology uses the re-sampling
technique to deal with imbalanced data in the
corpus and obtained 1st rank for English lan-
guage with a macro-averaged F1-score of 0.550
and weighted-averaged F1-score of 0.860. The
code to reproduce this work is available in
GitHub1.

1 Introduction

Hope is vital for human health, recovery, and
restoration, according to health professionals. One
of the goals of Hope Speech is to express the be-
lief that someone can get motivated to move on
in life to achieve the desired goals (Chakravarthi,
2020a). Positive vibes and hope content push hu-
man beings to take steps to create a better tomorrow
through sustaining optimism and resilience during
hardships. The advent of social media has enabled
people from all over the world to connect with each
other and to express their feelings or opinions in a
positive, negative, or neutral manner (Chakravarthi
et al., 2021, 2022b; Sampath et al., 2022; Ravikiran
et al., 2022; Bharathi et al., 2022; Priyadharshini
et al., 2022). In social media, hope resides in posi-
tive and motivating content which helps to maintain
healthy social media ecosystems.

1https://github.com/anushamdgowda/Hope-speech

The recent advancements in social media have
changed the lifestyle of many people and their daily
life is extended with the virtual territory of the in-
ternet and social networks. Social media platforms
are influencing users’ daily lives in a very large
way. Users may share positive vibes and hope or
motivating content with the intention of positive
suggestions for peace or to overcome situations like
COVID-19, war, election and etc., (Balouchzahi
et al., 2021; Chakravarthi, 2020b). Several inter-
net forums have also become popular for giving
aid, advice, or support. Further, when users are
going through a difficult or unfavorable moment,
in addition to seeking emotional support from fam-
ily, friends and relatives, they may also knock
the virtual platforms to get through the situation
(Ghanghor et al., 2021a,b; Yasaswini et al., 2021).

The freedom and anonymity in social media have
provided users an opportunity to share their opin-
ions and comments without revealing their identity
(Balouchzahi, Fazlourrahman and Aparna, BK and
Shashirekha, HL, 2021). This allows the users to
share any kind of content including negative con-
tent such as abusive or hate speech and fake news.
The majority of the social media analysis tasks
deal with identifying the negative content such
as Hate Speech, Abusive Language, Fake News,
etc. (Chakravarthi, 2020b), with the aim of avoid-
ing such content and having healthy social media.
However, very few works have focused on social
media analysis for positive vibes such as support-
ive, motivative, and hope content.

In general, Hope Speech includes words of
encouragement, motivation, promise, and advice
(Hossain et al., 2021). Identifying such a content
and promoting them in social media can be an al-
ternative solution for having healthy and promis-
ing social media. In this direction, HopeEDI2

Chakravarthi et al. (2022a) shared task calls the re-
searchers to address the challenges of Hope Speech

2https://sites.google.com/view/lt-edi-2022/home
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detection in YouTube comments. The objective
of the shared task is to classify the YouTube com-
ments in five languages, namely: English, Spanish
in Latin scripts and Tamil, Kannada and Malay-
alam in code-mixed native and Roman scripts, into
"Hope", "Not-Hope" or "Not- Intended" categories.

To tackle the challenges of Hope Speech de-
tection in English and code-mixed Kannada and
Malayalam texts, we - team MUCIC, present a
methodology based on re-sampling the minority
class ("Hope" class) and using 1D Convolutional
Neural Network with Long Short-Term Memory
(1D Conv-LSTM) for classification. The proposed
methodology obtained first rank in the shared task
for English texts with a weighted-averaged F1-
score of 0.860, while the same methodology for
code-mixed Malayalam and Kannada texts did not
perform well to our expectations.

The rest of paper is organized as follows: Section
2 gives a brief description of the best performing
teams in (LT-EDI-2021)3 Chakravarthi and Murali-
daran (2021) and Section 3 presents the proposed
methodology followed by the results in Section
4. The paper concludes with the future work in
Section 5.

2 Related Work

Researchers are attempting to create computational
models to identify positive and supportive text on
social media. Despite the various Machine learn-
ing (ML) and Deep Learning (DL) approaches for
Text Classification (TC), transformers also have
grown in prominence in recent years due to their
ability to handle dependencies between input and
output with both attention and recurrence. As a
result, several Natural Language Processing (NLP)
tasks such as Sentiment Analysis, Hope and Hate
Speech detection etc., modeled as TC are using the
transformer based models to achieve cutting-edge
performance.

This section presents a summary of the models
submitted to HopeEDI4 shared task Chakravarthi
(2020b). A multilingual dataset of YouTube com-
ments in English, and code-mixed Tamil and
Malayalam languages was released for public ac-
cess. The dataset containing 28,451, 20,198, and
10,705 comments in English, Tamil and Malay-
alam languages respectively are distributed into
two main categories, namely: “Hope” and “Not-

3https://sites.google.com/view/lt-edi-2021/home
4https://competitions.codalab.org/competitions/27653

Hope” (and an extra category for texts in Not-
Intended language). Term Frequency-Inverse Doc-
ument Frequency (TF-IDF) features were used to
train k-Nearest Neighbors (kNN), Support Vector
Machines (SVM), Decision Trees (DT), and Logis-
tic Regression (LR) classifiers. Among all the clas-
sifiers, DT classifier obtained a weighted-averaged
F1-scores of 0.46, 0.51, and 0.56 for English, Tamil,
and Malayalam texts respectively.

Balouchzahi et al. (2021) proposed a method
that utilizes a combination of TF-IDF vectors of
words, char sequences, and syntactic n-grams to
train: (i) a voting classifier of three estimators,
namely: LR, eXtreme Gradient Boosting (XGB),
and Multi-Layer Perceptron (MLP) and (ii) Keras
Neural Network-based model. They also trained a
Bidirectional Encoder Representations from Trans-
formers (BERT) language model from scratch us-
ing the given dataset and then used it for Hope
Speech detection. For the voting classifier, the au-
thors obtained 1st, 2nd, and 3rd ranks with weighted-
averaged F1-scores of 0.85, 0.92, and 0.59 for
Malayalam, English, and Tamil texts respectively.

Dowlagar and Mamidi (2021) preprocessed texts
by removing punctuation symbols, emotions, and
hashtags and then transliterated Tamil and Malay-
alam texts back to their native scripts. Using mul-
tilingual BERT (mBERT) embedding as weights
for Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) classi-
fier, they secured 1st, 3rd, and 4th ranks for En-
glish, Malayalam, and Tamil texts. Similarly, fine-
tuning mBERT for Malayalam and Tamil and us-
ing BERT for English, Arunima et al. (2021) ob-
tained weighted-averaged F1-scores of 0.46, 0.81,
0.92 for Tamil, Malayalam, and English texts re-
spectively. Upadhyay et al. (2021) tried two dif-
ferent approaches to detect Hope Speech in the
HopeEDI dataset. In the first method they used
contextual embeddings to train LR, Random Forest
(RF), SVM, and LSTM classifiers. Using a major-
ity voting ensemble of BERT, RoBERTa, ALBERT
and LSTM models in their second model, they ob-
tained weighted-averaged F1-scores of 0.93, 0.75,
and 0.49 for English, Malayalam, and Tamil texts
respectively.

In another transformer-based method M K and
A P (2021), the authors used Bidirectional Long
Short-Term Memory (BiLSTM), Universal Lan-
guage Model Fine-tuning (ULMFiT), BERT, AL-
BERT, DistilBERT, Roberta, and CharBERT for
English and multilingual language versions of the
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mentioned transformers for Tamil and Malayalam.
mBERT for Malayalam and multilingual Distilbert
for Tamil obtained weighted-averaged F1-scores
of 0.85 and 0.59 respectively. ULMFiT model for
English texts secured the 2nd rank with a weighted-
averaged F1-score of 0.92.

Emojis, punctuation marks, mentions, hashtags,
etc., are removed from the dataset in the study con-
ducted by Thara et al. (2021). After cleaning the
dataset, Word2Vec and FastText were used to build
the feature vectors which were fed to BiLSTM us-
ing an attention-based technique. This approach
obtained an weighted-averaged F1-score of 0.73
and 9th rank for Malayalam dataset.

3 Methodology

The proposed methodology consists of Pre-
processing and Model construction steps to clas-
sify the given text into "Hope", "Not Hope" or
"Not-Intended" categories and the framework of
the proposed methodology is shown in Figure 1.
Description of Pre-processing and Model construc-
tion steps are given below:

3.1 Pre-processing

Pre-processing is the task of cleaning data to re-
move noise to improve the quality of data for better
performance. (Shashirekha et al., 2020). All the
punctuation symbols, numerical data, frequently
occurring words, stopwords and uninformative
phrases (names that begin with @) are removed
as they do not contribute to the classification task
and the upper-case characters in Latin script are
converted to lower-case to reduce the number of
unique words.

The dataset provided by the organizers for the
shared task has an uneven distribution of the tar-
get classes. This imbalanced distribution of la-
bels over the dataset makes the classification task
more challenging and ignoring this may result in
the lower performance of the classification models.
Hence, the data imbalance problem is addressed by
using the Synthetic Minority Oversampling Tech-
nique (SMOTE)5 (Chawla et al., 2002) technique
for only English and Kannada texts. This technique
increases the samples of the minority class by gen-
erating the synthetic data between each sample of
the minority class based on "k" nearest neighbors
and the default value of "k" (=3) is used in this
work.

5https://pypi.org/project/imbalanced-learn/

Languages Labels Datasets Original
Data

Re-Sampled
Data

English HS
Train 1962 20778
Dev 272 272
Test – –

NHS
Train 20778 20778
Dev 2569 2569
Test – –

Kannada HS
Train 1699 3241
Dev 210 210
Test 200 -

NHS
Train 3241 3241
Dev 408 408
Test 413 -

NK
Train 0 -
Dev 0 -
Test 5 -

Malayalam

HS
Train 1668 -
Dev 190 -
Test 194 -

NHS
Train 6205 -
Dev 784 -
Test 776 -

NM
Train 0 -
Dev 0 -
Test 101 -

Table 1: Distribution of labels in the dataset before
and after re-sampling (Dev: Development, HS: Hope
Speech, NHS: Not Hope Speech, NM: Not Malayalam,
NK: Not Kannada)

3.2 Model Construction

The texts are tokenized and converted to se-
quences using TensorFlow Keras6 tokenizer API
and "texts_to_sequences" function. The vocab-
ulary size and the maximum length of the se-
quences has been set to 15,000 and 50 respectively.
The "pad_sequences" is used to ensure that all se-
quences in a list have the same length. After cre-
ating a padded sequence for text, data is passed as
input to the Keras embedding layer. An embed-
ding matrix derived from Keras embedding layer
and a one-hot representation of the labels are fed
into a 1D CNN-LSTM architecture. The parame-
ters "input_dim", "output_dim" and "input_length"
in embedding layers are set to 15,000 (vocabulary
size), 1,000 (length of the word vector), and 50
(maximum length of a sequence) respectively. The
convolutional layers with 64 filters, two pooling
layers, and a relu activation function are used for
the Conv1D layer, along with 100 fully connected
LSTM layers, and a soft-max output layer.

4 Experiments and Results

Several experiments were conducted to classify a
YouTube comment into "Hope", "Not-Hope" or
"Not-Intended" categories for each language and

6https://www.tensorflow.org/api_docs/python/tf/keras
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Figure 1: Framework of the proposed 1D Conv-LSTM model

the models that performed well on the Develop-
ment sets were applied to the Test sets for the eval-
uation.

4.1 Dataset
The dataset provided by the shared task organizers
includes English, Spanish, and code-mixed Tamil,
Malayalam, and Kannada texts. However, the cur-
rent work focuses solely on English, Tamil and
Kannada texts and the distribution of labels across
the Train and Development sets for these languages
are shown in Table 1. The size of the re-sampled
data using SMOTE technique for English and Kan-
nada texts is also shown in Table 1. Further, the
Test sets consists of 389, 1,070, 1,760 unlabeled
samples for English, Malayalam, and Kannada lan-
guages respectively.

4.2 Results and Analysis
The proposed models are evaluated on the unla-
beled Test set provided by the organizers and the
predictions are graded based on macro-averaged
F1-score (M_F1-score) and weighted-averaged F1-
score (W_F1-score). The results on the Devel-
opment set shown in Table 2 illustrates that the
proposed methodology performed better for En-
glish and Kannada texts than for Malayalam texts.
The results on final leaderboard revealed that the
proposed methodology obtained 1st rank for En-
glish with an M_F1-score of 0.550, but the results
for Kannada and Malayalam texts are significantly
lower than the expectation and the results on the
Test sets are given in Table 3. The comparison of
macro-averaged F1-scores of the proposed method-
ology with the top 5 macro-averaged F1-scores in
the shared task is presented in Figure 2 (since the
best performing teams for each language are differ-
ent, the best scores obtained in each language are
mentioned). The observation of datasets reveal that
unlike Train and Development sets, the Test set pro-
vided by the organizers include a extra label called

Languages English Kannada MalayalamScores

M_F1-scores
P 0.63 0.64 0.51
R 0.60 0.64 0.64
F1 0.61 0.64 0.53

W_F1-scores
P 0.87 0.68 0.73
R 0.88 0.67 0.60
F1 0.78 0.67 0.63

Table 2: The results on the Development sets (P: Preci-
sion, R: Recall, F1: F1-score)

Languages English Kannada MalayalamScores

M_F1-scores
P 0.540 0.310 0.310
R 0.550 0.310 0.320
F1 0.550 0.310 0.310

W_F1-scores
P 0.870 0.520 0.560
R 0.850 0.530 0.580
F1 0.860 0.520 0.570

Rank 1 6 7

Table 3: The results on the Test sets

"Not-Kannada" with 5 samples for Kannada and
"Not-Malayalam" with 101 samples for Malayalam.
As the Train set did not include these two labels,
the proposed model failed to predict these labels
and this is the main reason for low performance for
Kannada and Malayalam texts.

5 Conclusion

This paper describes the models submitted to
HopeEDI shared task at ACL 2022 to classify the
YouTube comments in English and code-mixed
Kannada and Malayalam texts into "Hope", "Not-
Hope" or "Not-Intended" categories. The proposed
methodology addresses the Hope Speech detection
by using SMOTE technique to resolve the data
imbalance problem and 1D Conv-LSTM model
for classification. For English texts, the proposed
methodology performed the best and achieved 1st

rank with a M_F1-score of 0.550 but did not per-
form well for Kannada and Malayalam texts. As
future work, we would like to extend our experi-
ments on various feature types such as stylistic and
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Figure 2: Comparison of macro-averaged F1-scores of
the proposed methodology with 5 top macro-averaged
F1-scores in the shared task

psychological and explore different word embed-
dings along with language models.
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Abstract

We discuss a variety of approaches for build-
ing a robust depression level detection model
from longer social media posts (e.g., Reddit
depression forum posts) using a mental health
text informed pre-trained BERT model. Fur-
ther, we report our experimental results based
on a strategy to select excerpts from long text
and then fine-tune the BERT model to combat
the issue of memory constraints while process-
ing such texts. We show that, with domain
specific BERT, we can achieve reasonable ac-
curacy with fixed text size (in this case 200
tokens). In addition we can use short text clas-
sifiers to extract relevant text from the long text
and achieve some accuracy improvement, al-
beit, trading off with the processing time for
extracting such excerpts.

1 Introduction

Depression has been found to be a major cause
behind at least 800,000 deaths committed through
suicide each year worldwide1. Moreover, It has
been found in earlier research that depressed indi-
viduals show help seeking behavior through their
social media posts (Guntuku et al., 2017). So ana-
lyzing social media posts for depression detection
is an important research area (Coppersmith et al.,
2014; Mowery et al., 2017). In our work, we ana-
lyze Reddit social media posts to identify whether
a particular post exhibits either of three levels of

1https://who.int/mental_health/
prevention/suicide/suicideprevent/en/

depression, including (1) No Depression, (2) Mod-
erate Depression, and (3) Severe Depression, as
a part of a shared task challenge (Sampath et al.,
2022). We use a state-of-the-art transformer-based
model called BERT, which was pre-trained on men-
tal health related social media data. Further, we
compare our model with two variations of the same,
with other models trained on (1) relevant excerpt
extracted Reddit posts and (2) a subset of depres-
sive sentences in Reddit posts calculated with the
help of short text classifiers. In the next sections,
we elaborate on each of our strategies.

2 Depression Level Detection through
Fine-tuning Mental BERT (MBERT)

BERT (Devlin et al., 2018), which stands for Bidi-
rectional Encoder Representations from Transform-
ers, has been found to be very effective in dif-
ferent downstream NLP tasks such as, text clas-
sification (Sun et al., 2019) and Depressive post
detection (Ji et al., 2021). Here we use a men-
tal health pre-trained BERT model, called Mental
BERT (MBERT), which was pre-trained on sev-
eral mental health forums under Reddit (Ji et al.,
2021). Further, we fine-tune this model on the pro-
vided training dataset (Kayalvizhi and Thenmozhi,
2022) for this shared task. Since fine tuning BERT
based models on longer text requires significant
memory resources, we limit our text data to the
first 200 tokens, which covers around 70% of the
total samples provided. Before feeding input to our
model, we convert all texts to lower case, and use
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an uncased version of the MBERT model for fine
tuning. We also experiment with further enhance-
ment of our classifier by fine tuning it through a
selection of 200 “relevant” tokens from constituent
Depressive sentences for a post from the training
sample, which are longer than 200 tokens and also
depression-indicative. In addition, we investigate
whether the distribution of constituent depressive
sentences in each posts also have some predictive
power for this task.

3 Extracting Relevant Excerpts for
Fine-tuning Mental BERT
(RE-MBERT)

To extract relevant excerpts, we use a majority vot-
ing classifier (MVC) which is built using four de-
pressive short text or Tweet classifiers. Three of
these classifiers use different pre-trained word and
sentence embeddings and represent each sentence
through either averaged embedding of all the con-
stituent words of that sentence, or the sentence
embedding of the sentence itself. The left classifier
uses Zero-shot modelling for classifying each sen-
tence for signs of depression. Description of these
classifiers including the datasets they were trained
on, have been previously described (Farruque et al.,
2019, 2021). Since we cannot extract more than
200 tokens for each of our posts and, within those
200 tokens, we may not have all the relevant tokens
which are important for this task, we plan to ex-
tract relevant (or depressive) constituent sentences
or excerpts from the posts which have more than
200 tokens and which are labeled as either carry-
ing signs of “Moderate” or “Severe” depression
in the training set. To do this, we parse each post
by exploiting punctuation, i.e. ".", "?" and "!" to
find its constituent sentences. We then feed those
sentences to MVC, where the above mentioned
four short text classifiers vote to indicate whether
the constituent sentences of a post are depression-
indicative or not; we only take a sentence as a
representative text for depression if at-least three
of those four classifiers agree. We apply the same
short text pre-processing as we did while training
our short text classifiers to clean each sentences
within our posts. In this cleaning process, with
the help of a python library named “Ekphrasis”
(Baziotis et al., 2017), we re-contract word con-
tractions, replace elongated words in their original
form, convert all to lower case and remove non-
words, so our cleaned sentence is mostly regular

words separated by spaces. Finally after fine-tuning
our MBERT classifier (see Figure 1), we infer the
labels from the provided test set and use extracted
excerpts only for the posts having greater than 200
tokens (see Figure 2). In summary, in our train-
ing set, we only extract excerpts when a post is
depression-indicative and longer than 200 tokens.
If no excerpts are extracted or the post is less than
200 tokens long or it is not depression-indicative,
then we use the cleaned version of the original post
and feed it to our MBERT classifier. After this pro-
cedure is completed, the total posts left beyond 200
tokens were 1667 which is more than a 50% reduc-
tion than the original number of posts having more
than 200 tokens (i.e., 4018). All the posts from the
original training set beyond 200 tokens and with
depression indication are now pre-processed so that
those now contain only depressive excerpts which
is important for our classification. Our assumption
with the posts with less than or equal 200 posts is
that, they have more depressive sentence density
than their longer counter-parts.

Train + Dev set
samples from shared

task

Samples with token
count > 200

Yes

No

Clean data

Extract excerpts through
MVC, if no excerpts are
available then use whole

Reddit post

Train set to
train 

MBERT on
200 tokens

Samples indicating
Moderate/Severe

Depression

Yes

No

Held-out set 

Figure 1: RE-MBERT training/fine-tuning algorithm

Test set samples from
shared task

Samples with token
count > 200

Yes

No

Clean data

Extract excerpts
through MVC, if no

excerpts are available
then use whole Reddit

post

Infer from
learnt MBERT
on 200 tokens

Figure 2: Fine-tuned RE-MBERT testing/inference al-
gorithm
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3.1 Depressive Sentence Proportion based
Method (SPROP)

We calculate the number of sentences which are
depression-indicative out of total number of sen-
tences in a post: we call this the Depressive Sen-
tence Proportion Value (DSPV). In our training set,
we calculate DSPV for our depressive posts and
we assume this to be 0 for the “No Depression”
class, as ideally there would not be any depression-
indicative sentences or might be too few such sen-
tences present in this class. Later we use this as a
feature extracted from all our training samples and
train our model and report result in test samples
based on same extracted feature.

4 Experimental Setup

We mix the training and development set provided
in the shared task data, which is a total of 13,387
samples, and then split it into a training set of size:
12,589, and validation set of size: 128, and held-out
set of size: 670 samples. For the MBERT classifier
we use uncased mental BERT 2. We use maximum
token size = 200, number of epochs = 10, training
and test batch size = 16. We employ a NVIDIA-
GeForce-RTX 3070 GPU with 8 GB of integrated
memory and 32GB of RAM.

For SPROP, we use a MLP classifier 3 with de-
fault settings and max iteration value of 300, dur-
ing label inference time we take the argmax of the
output label probabilities using predict_proba()
function.

Although BERT-based modelling takes around
30 minutes for training and testing, excerpt extrac-
tion for creating RE-MBERT takes a number of
days to complete.

In the next section we report and analyze the
performance of our top models, i.e. MBERT and
RE-MBERT.

5 Result Analysis

We report both label based accuracy for our held-
out set over all samples (see Tables 1 and 2) and
overall accuracy scores (i.e., Avg. Precision, Re-
call, Weighted-F1 and Macro-F1 across all labels
over all samples, see Table 3) for our held-out set.
Also, we report overall accuracy scores (i.e., Avg.

2https://huggingface.co/mental/
mental-bert-base-uncased

3https://scikit-learn.org/stable/
modules/generated/sklearn.neural_network.
MLPClassifier.html

Classes Precision Recall F1-score
No Depression 0.7812 0.4975 0.6079

Moderate 0.7371 0.9113 0.8150
Severe 0.5500 0.3492 0.4272

Table 1: Accuracy scores for each labels for held-out
set on MBERT

Classes Precision Recall F1-score
No Depression 0.7786 0.5423 0.6393

Moderate 0.7531 0.8941 0.8176
Severe 0.5625 0.4286 0.4865

Table 2: Accuracy scores for each labels for held-out
set on RE-MBERT

Precision, Recall and Weighted F1 and Macro-F1
over all labels across all samples) for test set pro-
vided by the shared task organizers (see Table 4).
From the F1-scores for different labels in the held-
out set, we see added value to the classification
performance for “No Depression” and “Severe De-
pression” classes (see Tables 1 and 2). For “Mod-
erate Depression” class there is still some improve-
ment but it is not very pronounced (only 0.26%).
Increased recall in “No Depression” and “Severe
Depression” classes (by almost 4.5% and 8%) indi-
cates that the classifier learns a high false positive
rate or is more inclined to erroneously identify a
post as either not depressive or severely depres-
sive through our training procedure. However, for
our “Severe Depression” class, our classifier also
achieves better precision scores, means robustness
against false negative results. For “Moderate De-
pression” class we also see 1.6% precision improve-
ment but with a cost of 1.73% decrease in recall.
We can see the reflection of these results in Ta-
ble 3, with RE-MBERT having significantly better
Macro-F1 score due to pronounced recall for “No
Depression” (by 3.14%) and “Severe Depression”
(by almost 6%) classes.

In the test set accuracy scores in Table 4, we
see our strategy (RE-MBERT) helps in achiev-
ing a slightly better Macro-F1 score (by 0.3%)
whereas the precision score improvement is more
pronounced (by 1.8%) than recall compared
to MBERT. Additionally, improvement in the
Weighted-F1 score (by 1%) suggests that our strat-
egy helps improve the F1-score for one of our De-
pression level classes. Unfortunately, since we do
not have access to test set labels we cannot do
detailed label-wise error analysis. We also test
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Experiment Name Recall Precision Weighted-F1 Macro-F1
MBERT 0.5860 0.6894 0.7164 0.6167

RE-MBERT 0.6216 0.6981 0.7330 0.6478

Table 3: Avg. accuracy scores for held-out set across all labels over all samples

Experiment Name Recall Precision Weighted-F1 Macro-F1
MBERT 0.5431 0.5374 0.6442 0.5374

RE-MBERT 0.5345 0.5554 0.6542 0.5404
OPI (top model) 0.5912 0.5860 0.6660 0.5830

Table 4: Avg. accuracy scores for test set across all labels over all samples

with a single feature SPROP method, which re-
sults in Macro-F1 score of 0.3387 in test set. We
found SPROP is more robust for more populated
classes such as “Moderate Depression” and “No
Depression” and performs poorly for the “Severe
Depression” class. This seems reasonable because
a single feature has less predictive value. We tried
that method just to observe whether depressive sen-
tence proportion as a feature has any significance or
not. In future, we would like to use this with other
features in future to make our modelling robust.

Finally, our MBERT modelling does not perform
data cleaning as RE-MBERT and SPROP. We find
that data cleaning does not provide any significant
performance gain, by comparing MBERT trained
with cleaned and not cleaned samples. With data
cleaning, we achieve only 0.48% accuracy gain
in the held-out set. Therefore we believe that the
accuracy increase in the held-out and test set for
our RE-MBERT modelling is purely attributed to
our excerpt extraction algorithm. The Held-out set
sample distribution is similar to our training set,
which explains why we have better accuracy scores
there.

6 Conclusion

We have described a few strategies for the De-
pression level detection shared task from Reddit
posts. We use state-of-the-art mental health data
pre-trained BERT model (MBERT) and further
fine-tune it with the shared task data and achieve
7th position in terms of Macro-F1 score and 3rd
position in terms of Weighted F1 score compared
to 30 other participating teams. We also present
a strategy (RE-MBERT) to consider while train-
ing MBERT in a resource constrained environment
through a subset of relevant sentence selection for
longer posts. Our strategy shows some improve-

ments in both training and test set which is stimu-
lating and encouraging.
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Abstract
In recent years social media has become one of
the major forums for expressing human views
and emotions. With the help of smartphones
and high-speed internet, anyone can express
their views on Social media. However, this can
also lead to the spread of hatred and violence
in society. Therefore it is necessary to build a
method to find and support helpful social media
content. In this paper, we studied Natural Lan-
guage Processing approach for detecting Hope
speech in a given sentence. The task was to
classify the sentences into ‘Hope speech’ and
‘Non-hope speech’. The dataset was provided
by LT-EDI organizers with text from Youtube
comments. Based on the task description, we
developed a system using the pre-trained lan-
guage model BERT to complete this task. Our
model achieved 1st rank in the Kannada lan-
guage with a weighted average F1 score of
0.750, 2nd rank in the Malayalam language
with a weighted average F1 score of 0.740, 3rd
rank in the Tamil language with a weighted
average F1 score of 0.390 and 6th rank in the
English language with a weighted average F1
score of 0.880.

1 Introduction

Social media has become an essential part of our
lives. People tend to reflect on their inner selves
through their online conversations. There is a huge
increase in the number of individuals looking for
support through the internet. In recent times, there
has been a surge in these online support sources.
Gowen et al. (2012) Online support groups help
people going through similar disabilities, health
problems, etc and overcome their difficulties to-
gether. Recently researchers Ganda and Madison
(2014) have found out that social media network
and online support groups have a great impact on
people’s self-understanding. YouTube is a Social
media platform which connects billions of users
across the internet. It has gained outstanding popu-
larity across the globe (Sakuntharaj and Mahesan,

2021, 2017, 2016; Thavareesan and Mahesan, 2019,
2020a,b, 2021). With commenting options avail-
able, one can easily manipulate different people
through this. As social media is used predomi-
nantly in day to day life, it is crucial, not only
to protect users from harmful content but also to
spread and encourage hope and optimism in this so-
ciety (Sampath et al., 2022; Ravikiran et al., 2022;
Chakravarthi et al., 2022b; Bharathi et al., 2022;
Priyadharshini et al., 2022). In recent days, NLP
has gained many architectural advancements and
gained better results than state of art methods Wang
et al. (2019).

The task focuses on the classification of Hope
speech in multiple languages with each language
having different class imbalances. Hope speech
detection can uplift the amount of positive con-
tent on social media and helps to build a peaceful
world. In our task, we used Hope Speech dataset for
Equality, Diversity, and Inclusion in English, Tamil,
Malayalam, and Kannada (Chakravarthi, 2020;
Chakravarthi and Muralidaran, 2021; Chakravarthi
et al., 2021, 2022a). Dravidian languages are a
group of 250 million people who speak mostly in
southern India, north-east Sri Lanka, and south-
west Pakistan. The Dravidian languages are clas-
sified as South, South-Central, Central, and North,
with each category subdivided into 24 subgroups.
The Indian constitution recognizes four main lit-
erary languages: Telugu, Tamil, Malayalam, and
Kannada. Tamil is one of the world’s longest-
surviving classical languages (Subalalitha, 2019;
Srinivasan and Subalalitha, 2019; Narasimhan
et al., 2018). Tamil is a member of the southern
branch of the Dravidian languages, a group of about
26 languages indigenous to the Indian subconti-
nent. It is also classed as a member of the Tamil
language family, which contains the languages of
around 35 ethno-linguistic groups, including the Ir-
ula and Yerukula languages (Anita and Subalalitha,
2019b,a; Subalalitha and Poovammal, 2018).
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The remainder of this paper is organized as fol-
lows: the next section includes related work fol-
lowed by Dataset Description in section 3. Section
4 contains the Methodology. Results are presented
in Section 5 and the Conclusion is presented in
Section 6.

2 Related Works

Hope speech detection has been one of the impor-
tant areas of research in recent years. Researchers
have developed a wide range of tools, datasets, and
models for Text Classification problems. In recent
years many researchers have developed automatic
methods for hope speech detection in social media.
These methods rely on popular technologies like
Machine Learning and Natural Language Process-
ing. (Zhang et al., 2018) Did hate speech analysis
for short text such as tweets. The proposed DNN
method helps in identifying features useful for clas-
sification. They evaluated their model with the
Twitter dataset and obtained good results. (Ribeiro
et al., 2018) characterized hate speech in Online So-
cial Networks with the help of n DeGroot’s learning
model. They found how hateful users are differ-
ent from normal users using centrality measures
and user activity patterns. (Ghanghor et al., 2021)
Carried out hope speech detection task with vari-
ous models and found out that mBERTcased model
gave the best results. They employed zero short
cross-lingual model transfer which is used to fine-
tune the model evaluation. They found out that
degradation of the model performance was due to
freezing of base layers of transformer model . Mu-
ralidhar et al. (2018) focused on YouTube senti-
ment analysis. The researchers analyzed these data
to find their trends and it was found that real-life
events are influenced by user sentiments. Hope
speech can also be termed as the opposite of hate
speech. Hate speech includes offensive and bad
comments on a particular work or a particular per-
son. (Chakravarthi et al., 2020) These offensive
comments create a bad impact on this society. Work
done by (Puranik et al., 2021) includes analyzing
the corpus of data collected from Youtube com-
ments.

3 Dataset Description

In this work, we made use of the datasets provided
by the Association for Computational Linguistics
for Hope Speech Detection for Equality, Diversity,
and Inclusion competition. These are multi-lingual

datasets constructed by Chakravarthi (2020). It
consists of comments made by users from the social
media platform YouTube with 28,424, 17715, 9918,
and 6176 comments in English, Tamil, Malayalam,
and Kannada respectively, manually labeled. In
these datasets, the comments are classified into two
different categories as Hope-speech and Non-hope-
speech. The distribution of each language dataset
is shown in the table 1.

Language Train Test Dev
Tamil 14199 1761 1755

English 22740 2841 2841
Malayalam 7873 1071 974
Kannada 4940 618 618

Table 1: Summary of Dataset

4 Methodology

We have applied a transformer-based approach to
detect hope speech for multi-lingual Dravidian lan-
guage comments. In our implementation of the
code, we have used the Simple Transformers li-
brary which is built upon the transformers library
by huggingface. ALBERT model has similar archi-
tecture as the BERT model, but the ALBERT model
takes 18x fewer parameters compared to the BERT
model. The Transformer-based neural network
gives us another advantage through a technique
called parameter-sharing where they use the same
parameters for different independent layers. The
architecture diagram of ALBERT model is given in
figure 1. The transformers are non-sequential and
always are processed in batches or as a whole sen-
tence. We have also used a bi-directional approach
so not only the previous words but the words from
the right can also help in tokenizing.

We are using the IndicBERT model for tokeniz-
ing the Input Samples. We are tokenizing each
input to convert the input sequence to tokens. In-
dicBERT is an ALBERT model that is pre-trained
on 12 major Indian languages with a huge corpus
of roughly 9 billion tokens. It’s trained by choosing
a single model for all languages to learn the rela-
tionship between languages. We have employed
ai4bharat/Indic-bert model for both tokenizing and
classifying model. We are tokenizing each sen-
tence with a maximum length of 400 and trunca-
tion is enabled. The special tokens are included
in this model to capture multi-lingual tokens and
padding is not done for each sentence but is done
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Figure 1: Architecture of ALBERT model

in batches later. Now the tokens have different se-
quence lengths and the inputs are now sorted based
on the sequence length. This helps us in creating
smart batches. Then the smart batches with a batch
size of 16 are created and then the padding is done
in those batches and attention masks are added.
The resulting token count from padding in smart
batches is 93.9% lesser than Fixed padding while
not discarding any important token.

Now we are using transfer learning to import
the ALBERT model for sequence classification
and its configurations. The AdamW optimizer is
used. Adam optimizer updates the weights based
on stochastic gradient descent with an adaptive es-
timation based on first and second-order moments.
AdamW optimizer does the same but it is addi-
tionally decoupled with the weight decay of the
variable. We have also used a dynamic learning
rate that is updated in each step by the linear sched-
uler function. The training is done in batches so
the loss function is the average loss over the batch
taken. Our hyperparameters are present in table 2.

Hyperparameters Value
epoch 4
batch size 16
learning rate 2e−5

max_length 400
activation tanh
optimizer AdamW
Adam_epsilon 1e−8

Truncate Enabled
Padding Smart Batches
Learning rate Dynamic

Table 2: Hyper-parameters of the model

5 Experimental Result

This section presents our experimental results and
their analysis. In the results announced by the or-
ganizers. Multilingual comments are subjected to
vary because people tend to write it in code-mixed
data or in their native language which can be misin-
terpreted. A variation of such comments between
train, test, and validation can impact the result of
the model. Our model got 1st rank in Kannada, 2nd
rank in Malayalam, 3rd rank in Tamil, and 6th rank
in English. Our evaluation panel used the F1 score
weighted average as a result indicator. The perfor-
mance of our model is given in table 3. This result
is due to the adoption of a pre-trained language
model for this shared task. The ALBERT model
is based on the Transformer model that has great
potential for capturing global information Vaswani
et al. (2017).

Language Precision Recall F1 score
English 0.880 0.890 0.880
Tamil 0.370 0.420 0.390
Malayalam 0.700 0.780 0.740
Kannada 0.740 0.760 0.750

Table 3: The results of our model

6 Conclusion

Due to the pandemic there has been a sudden in-
crease in active social media users which has led
to abundant online content. There is a need to pro-
mote and motivate positive content to spread peace
and knowledge in this society. In this paper, we
proposed a transformer-based approach for Hope
speech detection in 4 different languages (English,
Tamil, Malayalam, Kannada). We used the AL-
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BERT model with AdamW optimizer for classifi-
cation. Our model got an F1 score of 0.880, 0.390,
0.740, and 0.750 in English, Tamil, Malayalam,
and Kannada. In future work, techniques like Data
augmentation can be used to fine-tune the model
on more data.
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Abstract

An Automatic Speech Recognition System is
developed for addressing the Tamil conversa-
tional speech data of the elderly people and
transgender. The speech corpus used in this
system is collected from the people who adhere
their communication in Tamil at some primary
places like bank, hospital, vegetable markets.
Our ASR system is designed with pre-trained
model which is used to recognize the speech
data. WER(Word Error Rate) calculation is
used to analyse the performance of the ASR
system. This evaluation could help to make a
comparison of utterances between the elderly
people and others. Similarly, the comparison
between the transgender and other people is
also done. Our proposed ASR system achieves
the word error rate as 39.65%.

Keywords: Automatic Speech Recognition,
Word Error Rate, Tamil speech corpus, Trans-
former model, Pre-trained model.

1 Introduction

In the recent days, most of the people have started
using the internet through various electronic de-
vices(Vacher et al., 2015). In such a case, the el-
derly people have also started using the internet
through smart phones. As some of the elderly peo-
ple were not educated much about the technology,
they try to retrieve the information from internet
using their audio message. To handle such kind
of audio messages of elderly people, an acoustic
model has to be designed, the model will recog-
nize the utterance of the elderly people and ex-
tracts the output of the speech data(Fukuda et al.,
2019)(Hämäläinen et al., 2015). Therefore, the
output will be a text file. Based on the output of
the speech, WER value will be calculated. The
WER value shows the accuracy of the prediction
by the model. It is identified that Automatic Speech
Recognition using some standard models have not
achieved a good performance(Nakajima and Aono,

2020) and also no other corpus for elderly peo-
ple is larger than the Japanese Newspaper Article
Sentences (JNAS), Japanese Newspaper Article
Sentences Read Speech Corpus of the Aged (S-
JNAS) and Corpus of Spontaneous Japanese (CSJ)
corpora(Fukuda et al., 2020).

The earliest Old Tamil documents are small in-
scriptions in Adichanallur dating from 905 BC to
696 BC. Tamil has the oldest ancient non-Sanskritic
Indian literature of any Indian language. Tamil uses
agglutinative grammar, which uses suffixes to in-
dicate noun class, number, case, verb tense, and
other grammatical categories (Chakravarthi, 2020;
Chakravarthi and Muralidaran, 2021; Chakravarthi
et al., 2020). Tamil’s standard metalinguistic ter-
minology and scholarly vocabulary is itself Tamil,
as opposed to the Sanskrit that is standard for most
Aryan languages. Tamil has many forms, in ad-
dition to dialects: a classical literary style based
on the ancient language (cankattami), a modern
literary and formal style (centami), and a current
colloquial form (kotuntami) (Sakuntharaj and Ma-
hesan, 2021, 2017, 2016; Thavareesan and Mah-
esan, 2019, 2020a,b, 2021). These styles blend
into one another, creating a stylistic continuity. It
is conceivable, for example, to write centami us-
ing cankattami vocabulary, or to utilize forms con-
nected with one of the other varieties while speak-
ing kotuntami (Subalalitha, 2019; Srinivasan and
Subalalitha, 2019; Narasimhan et al., 2018). Tamil
words are made up of a lexical root and one or
more affixes. The majority of Tamil affixes are suf-
fixes. Tamil suffixes are either derivational suffixes,
which modify the part of speech or meaning of the
word, or inflectional suffixes, which designate cat-
egories like as person, number, mood, tense, and
so on. There is no ultimate limit to the length and
scope of agglutination, which might result in large
words with several suffixes, requiring many words
or a sentence in English (Anita and Subalalitha,
2019b,a; Subalalitha and Poovammal, 2018).
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Likewise, the speech corpus of different lan-
guages are addressed by many people, those corpus
contains either the male or the female speech and
no corpus addressed the transgender speech. But,
the speech corpus released by the shared task(LT-
EDI-ACL2022)contains male, female and transgen-
der utterances, which enhance the characteristic of
the acoustic model, but the number of speech ut-
terances collected are very less compared to other
elderly speech corpus. The model also need to han-
dle challenges faced in the corpus, as this shared
task speech corpus contains conversational speech
data in primary locations like bank, market, hospi-
tal and public transport. As the people may have
their own accent and pronunciation for conversa-
tional speech in the primary places, it is difficult to
recognize the speech and the model used for rec-
ognizing standard speech cannot be used for the
conversational speech corpus because it increases
the WER. To address this kind of conversational
speech of the elderly people a transformer model
approach is used. The follow of the paper is as fol-
lows: The review of the related work is discussed
in section 2, Data-set description is described in
section 3, Methodology used is discussed in sec-
tion 4, followed by Implementation, Observations
and Discussion are described in section 5, 6 and 7
respectively. Finally, the paper is concluded with
future work in section 8.

2 Related Work

Many studies have done on recognizing the elderly
people speech corpus, using adaptation acoustic
model for CSJ corpus which results in lowest WER
values(Fukuda et al., 2020). The prosodic and
spectral features are extracted for elderly people
speech(Lin and Yu, 2015) and the performance
of the continuous word recognition and phoneme
recognition is measured from the two different age
groups and the corpus is collected in Bengali lan-
guage(Das et al., 2011). Additional feature analysis
can also be done like loudness of the speech, sam-
pling rate, fundamental frequency, and segmenta-
tion of the sentence. Other measures were done by
identifying the pause in the sentence and measur-
ing the duration of the pause(Nakajima and Aono,
2020). Insufficient performance is measured with
low number of utterance(Fukuda et al., 2020). In-
crease in WER value happens if the quality of
recorded speech is low(Iribe et al., 2015). E2E
ASR transformer can do encoding and decoding

hierarchically by combining the transformers for
large context(Masumura et al., 2021). Using the
Hybrid based LSTM transformer, the WER is re-
duced with 25.4% by transfer learning. Addition-
ally, 13% WER is reduced by LSTM decoder(Zeng
et al., 2021). Transformer model encoding and
decoding can be carried with self- attention and
multi-head attention layer(Lee et al., 2021). For
CTC/Attention based End-To-End ASR, the trans-
former model is used, which result 23.66% of
WER(Miao et al., 2020). End-to-End ASR sys-
tem works based on transformers for streaming
ASR, where an output must be generated soon af-
ter each spoken word. For the encoder, the time-
restricted self-attention is used, and for the encoder-
decoder attention mechanism, prompted attention
is used. On the Wall Street Journal task, the novel
fusion attention technique delivers a WER decrease
of 16.7% compared to the non-fusion standard
transformer and 12.1% compared to other authors
transformer-based benchmarks.

3 Data-set Description

Tamil conversational speech data is collected from
the elderly people. The speech corpus contains
a total of 6 hours and 42 minutes of speech data.
The recorded speech of elderly people contains
how the elderly people communicate in primary
locations like market, bank, shop, public transport
and hospitals. It includes both male and female
utterances and also this speech data is collected
from the transgender people. Table 1. contains the
detailed description about the collected data.

Gender Avg-Age Duration(mins)
Male 61 93
Female 59 242
Transgender 30 67

Table 1: Data-set Details

4 Proposed Work

In the proposed methodology, transformer model
Rajaram1996/wav2vec-large-xlsr-53-tamil trans-
former model 1 is used. The initial part of XLSR
contains a stack of CNN layers that are used to
extract acoustically important features - but it is
context independent - features from the raw speech

1https://huggingface.co/Rajaram1996/wav2vec2-large-
xlsr-53-tamil
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Figure 1: Sample Prediction

signal. A pre-trained XLSR model maps the speech
signal to a series of context representations. How-
ever, model has to recognise speech from the given
dataset, it must translate this series of context
representations to their corresponding transcrip-
tion, which necessitates the addition of a linear
layer on top of the transformer block. At a sam-
pling rate of 16kHz, the XLSR model was pre-
trained using audio data from Babel, Multilingual
LibriSpeech (MLS), Common Voice, VoxPopuli,
and VoxLingua107. Because Common Voice has
a sampling rate of 48kHz in its original form.
Later, it was downsampled by fine-tuning the data
to 16kHz. The parameter required to instantiate
Wav2Vec2FeatureExtractor are feature_size, sam-
pling_rate, padding_value, do_normalize and re-
turn_attention_mask. The below Figure 1. shows
the sample prediction for the given corpus.

S.No. Gender Count Avg WER
1 Male 9 43.8283176
2 Female 27 41.69810455

Table 2: Average WER Value for Training Data

S.No. Gender Count Avg WER
1 Male 2 31.27275584
2 Female 1 43.95625294
3 Transgender 7 40.23148537

Table 3: Average WER Value for Test Data

5 Implementation

To develop an effective acoustic model using a
transformer based pre-trained model. There are
various transformer based pre-trained model avail-
able publicly. Here, the "Rajaram1996/wav2vec2-
large-xlsr-53-tamil" pretrained model for handling
Tamil speech corpus is used. This pretrained model
is fine-tuned from "facebook/wav2vec2-large-xlsr-
53" 2 by common voice dataset in Tamil. The
model accepts the input only if the speech data
is sampled at 16KHZ and it does not depend on
any language model, instead it can be used directly.
The XSLR is used in the model for building the
wav2vec and also it experiments the cross- lingual
speech data. XLSR is capable of learning the quan-
tization of latents which is shared across languages.
The speech utterance is loaded in the librosa, then
it is stored in a variable and it will be tokenized
using the tokenizer, which converts the audio to
text and the outputs are the transcripts of the audio
file which is loaded in the librosa. Once the speech
recognition is done, the transcripts are stored in
a separate folder. The WER(Word Error Rate) is
calculated between the transcripts generated by the
model and the original transcripts of the audio cre-
ated by the human. Based on the WER value, the
level of recognition of speech can be measured.
Our speech corpus contains total of 46 audio files
where it is subdivided into 1147 audio files. From
46 audio files, 36 audio files were given for training
with 908 subsets and 10 audio files for testing with

2https://huggingface.co/facebook/wav2vec2-large-xlsr-
53
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S.No. File Name Subsets WER Value
1 Audio-1 30 43.33907333
2 Audio-2 26 45.05577308
3 Audio-3 32 36.69085938
4 Audio-4 23 42.27066957
5 Audio-5 42 37.81365952
6 Audio-6 25 40.862304
7 Audio-7 24 47.62186667
8 Audio-8 46 35.79983696
9 Audio-9 10 35.68962
10 Audio-10 38 38.76901053
11 Audio-11 49 42.83066735
12 Audio-12 17 47.48973529
13 Audio-13 33 38.63954545
14 Audio-14 25 36.521964
15 Audio-15 2 53.0503
16 Audio-16 16 41.0687875
17 Audio-17 35 38.18157143
18 Audio-18 16 42.4245875
19 Audio-19 24 39.72085417
20 Audio-20 27 37.19958519
21 Audio-21 38 41.47868947
22 Audio-22 35 39.07802286
23 Audio-23 37 56.72666757
24 Audio-24 11 46.33136364
25 Audio-25 9 50.21177778
26 Audio-26 22 47.08117273
27 Audio-27 16 40.204475
28 Audio-28 23 45.89045217
29 Audio-29 47 50.12873617
30 Audio-30 25 36.606272
31 Audio-31 25 40.567656
32 Audio-32 16 38.5304625
33 Audio-33 16 40.3838125
34 Audio-34 16 46.8358
35 Audio-35 16 37.12355
36 Audio-36 16 42.0845

Table 4: WER values for Training Set

239 subsets. The WER value for each audio file is
calculated.

6 Observations

The result contains the name of the speech data
with its WER value. Similarly, for all the audio
files the same process is carried out. The table also
includes the details about the number of subsets
that each audio file is divided into. In Table 2, the
average WER value of training set audio files is
calculated which holds male and female utterances.

In Table 3, the average WER value of test set audio
files is calculated which includes male, female and
transgender utterances.

6.1 Training Results

6.2 Testing Results

S.No. File Name Subsets WER Value
1 Audio-37 15 30.13258667
2 Audio-38 17 43.95625294
3 Audio-39 16 32.412925
4 Audio-40 17 37.89848235
5 Audio-41 19 42.65715789
6 Audio-42 24 43.11616667
7 Audio-43 30 37.94115667
8 Audio-44 28 36.29702143
9 Audio-45 26 44.35576154
10 Audio-46 47 39.35465106

Table 5: WER values for Testing Set

7 Discussion

From the Table 4, the experimental result says that
the average WER(Word Error Rate) for the training
dataset(908 audio files) is 42.23%. Similarly, Table
5, says the result of total 239 audio subset files
from 10 audio files given for testing and the WER
measured is 39.65%.

8 Conclusion

In order to improve the speech recognition system
for recognizing the elderly people conversational
speech data. An automatic speech recognition sys-
tem is designed with a pre-trained model. A dataset
is collected from the elderly people and transgen-
der whose native language is Tamil. The utterance
of the dataset is a Tamil language and recorded
during a conversation in primary locations. As the
pre-trained model used for the system is fine-tuned
with common voice dataset, in future the model
can trained with our own dateset and it can be used
for testing, which can increase the performance.
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Abstract

The task shared by sponsor about Hope Speech
Detection for Equality, Diversity, and Inclu-
sion at LT-EDI-ACL-2022.The goal of this task
is to identify whether a given comment con-
tains hope speech or not,and hope is consid-
ered significant for the well-being, recupera-
tion and restoration of human life.Our work
aims to change the prevalent way of thinking
by moving away from a preoccupation with
discrimination, loneliness or the worst things
in life to building the confidence, support and
good qualities based on comments by individu-
als. In response to the need to detect equality,
diversity and inclusion of hope speech in a mul-
tilingual environment, we built an integration
model and achieved well performance on mul-
tiple datasets presented by the sponsor and the
specific results can be referred to the experi-
mental results section.

1 Introduction

In the age of multimedia information technology,
massive network data is a symbol of people’s free-
dom of speech,and these messages contain a lot of
positive or negative sentiments.Past research has
mostly focused on sentiment analysis, or negative
detection of insults,aggression and hate speech1

(Chakravarthi et al., 2020, 2021, 2022b; Sampath
et al., 2022; Ravikiran et al., 2022; Bharathi et al.,
2022; Priyadharshini et al., 2022). Instead,the goal
of this task(Chakravarthi et al., 2022a) shared at
LT-EDI 2022- ACL 20222 is to determine whether
a given comment contains hope speech or not in
Tamil, Malayalam, Kannada, English and Span-
ish. Tamil, Malayalam, and Kannada belongs
to Dravidian languages (Subalalitha, 2019; Srini-
vasan and Subalalitha, 2019; Narasimhan et al.,
2018). Tamil is an official language of the Indian

1https://competitions.codalab.org/
competitions/25295

2https://competitions.codalab.org/
competitions/36393

state of Tamil Nadu, the sovereign nations of Sri
Lanka and Singapore, and the Union Territory of
Puducherry (Sakuntharaj and Mahesan, 2021, 2017,
2016; Thavareesan and Mahesan, 2019, 2020a,b,
2021). The Dravidian languages are first attested in
the 6th century BCE as Tamili (also called Tamil-
Brahmi) script inscribed on the cave walls in the
Madurai and Tirunelveli districts of Tamil Nadu
(Anita and Subalalitha, 2019b,a; Subalalitha and
Poovammal, 2018).

Research should take a positive reinforcement
approach.The aim is to change the prevailing mind-
set by moving away from focusing on discrim-
ination,loneliness or the worst things in life to
building confidence,support and good character
based on personal comments(Chakravarthi et al.,
2022a).Therefore,we built an ensemble model to
detect user-generated comment sentences from the
social media platform (YouTube) that contained
hope speech or not, and our model achieves good
results on relevant data sets3.This is a study of a
speech of hope that interprets equality, diversity
and inclusion in a multilingual environment. We
have open-sourced our code implementations on
GitHub 4.

2 Related Work

The study found that in the past, people mainly
focused on the sentiment analysis of monolingual
(English)(A. Al Shamsi et al., 2021),or the neg-
ative detection of insult, attack and hate speech
in mixed or multilingual languages.While there
were few studies on the hope speech detection
of equality, diversity and inclusion in multilin-
gual environments(as (Ghanghor et al., 2021)). In
particular, studies that use positive reinforcement
methods to build people’s confidence, support and

3https://competitions.codalab.org/
competitions/36393/result

4https://github.com/TroubleGilr/
Hope-Speech-Detection-for-Equality-Diversity-and-Inclusion
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Data Class English Spanish Kannada Malayalam Tamil
Training Non_hope_speech 20778 499 3241 6205 7872

Hope_speech 1962 491 1699 1668 6327
Development Non_hope_speech 2569 161 408 784 998

Hope_speech 272 169 213 190 757
Test 2843 330 618 1071 1761
Total 28424 1650 6176 9918 17715

Table 1: Data Distribution

good character based on news comments.In par-
ticular, the positive reinforcement study methods,
are used to help people get rid of negative atti-
tudes to building the confidence, support and good
qualities based on comments by individuals.So
some groundbreaking work is easy to catch peo-
ple’s attention. Chakravarthi et al.(Chakravarthi,
2020a) have constructed a Hope Speech dataset for
Equality, Diversity and Inclusion (HopeEDI) and
determined that the inter-annotator agreement of
their dataset using Krippendorff’s alpha. Ghanghor
et al.(Ghanghor et al., 2021) submitted the re-
sult about hope speech detection in Dravidian lan-
guages shared task organized by LT-EDI 2021. In
the same task, Mahajan et al.(Mahajan et al., 2021)
also made contributions.Their approach fine-tunes
RoBERTa for Hope Speech detection in English
and fine-tune XLM-RoBERTa for Hope Speech de-
tection in Tamil and Malayalam, two low resource
Indic languages.Although some people have done
pioneering work, the research in this area still needs
more energy from researchers, which is why we are
working hard to do research and write this paper.

3 Dataset

The dataset(Chakravarthi, 2020b) is provided by
ACL 2022 contains 59,354 comments from the fa-
mous online video sharing platform YouTube out
of which 28,424 are in English, 1,650 in Spanish,
6,176 in Kannada(Hande et al., 2021), 9,918 in
Malayalam, and 17,715 comments are in Tamil
(Table 1). This is a comment or post level clas-
sification task. Given a YouTube comment, we
should classify it into ’Hope speech’ and ’Not hope
speech’. A comment / post may contain more than
one sentence but the average sentence length is
1. The annotations are made at a comment / post
level5, and the test set is not annotated of label.

It is observed that the sentence of data is in a
5https://drive.google.com/file/d/

1uOxyblVUCOFaofuw56KJKlx-t_nL4mLf/view

code-mixed format (a mixture of Native type and
Roman type), and contains a lot of @ names, re-
peated words or letters, useless symbols, expres-
sions, etc.Before feeding the raw tweets to any
training stage,we will do a simple data preprocess-
ing.

1.No translation processing is done for texts
code-mixed with native and Roman type and Keep
the sentence length at 50.

2.Remove unwanted information,like: User-
names (annotated as @names),URLs,and useless
symbols present in the tweets are removed alto-
gether,while hashtags (annotated as hashtag) are
left as it is.But emoticons remain, and they contain
in some sense our sentiment expression.

3.Stopwords processing
After the above simple preprocessing, it is di-

rectly input to the model for training.In addition, it
can be found that the data set is unbalanced, which
we will address in future work, and our model does
not use any external data.

4 Model Framework and Experimental
Results

This section introduces the structure of our model
and experimental results.

4.1 Model Framework

All the data we submitted came from the same
model framework and the architecture of the pro-
posed system is shown in Figure 1, which is an en-
semble model consisting finallyof three parts.There
are LSTM(Greff et al.), CNN+LSTM(Yenter and
Verma)and BiLSTM(?), respectively.Finally, add
an attention layer before ensemble the three-part
results.

LSTM:this part includes an LSTM layer and
two Dense layers.Units of LSTM layer are 264,
and the activation function used is Tanh. Units and
activation functions in the two dense layers are 64,
2 and Tanh and Softmax, respectively.LSTM is a
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Figure 1: Ensemble model structure diagrams and related model parameters

Figure 2: Parameters of the model

special RNN type that can learn long-term depen-
dency information which increases the complexity
of RNN units, models more carefully, has more
constraints, makes training easier, and solves the
problem of gradient dissipation of RNN.

CNN+LSTM:this section consists of three dif-
ferent layers,a convolution layer, an LSTM layer,
and a Dense layer.In the LSTM layer, units=64, the
activation function and dense layer were the same
as the former(LSTM) model.Convolutional layer
have 64 of the filter siensembleze and 3 kernel size
,followed by a global maximum pool layer.In the
task of short text analysis, CNN has a significant
effect in dealing with this kind of problems due to
the limited length of sentences, compact structure
and independent expression of meaning.

BiLSTM: it consists of a BiLSTM layer, a
Convolution layer and a Dense layer.BiLSTM
layer contains two parameters (units=128, acti-
vation=tanh).The parameters of the convolution
layer are units=128,activation=tanh,followed by a
global maximum pool layer and global average
pool layer.The final dense layer is the same as the
two above.It is worth mentioning that the epochs
of the three parts are 6, 5 and 7 respectively. All
three model use same Optimizers:Adam of learn-
ing rate=0.01. Sparse-categorical-crossentropy is
used as the loss function.Cross entropy is used to

evaluate the difference between the current training
probability distribution and the real distribution. It
describes the distance between the actual output
(probability) and the expected output (probability),
that is, the smaller the value of cross entropy, the
closer the two probability distributions will be. The
difference is that sparse-categorical-crossentropy
accepts discrete values. All parameters of the mode
shown in the table in Figure 2.

Attention: before ensemble the three models,
we used the attention mechanism(Petersen and Pos-
ner, 2012). The introduction of attention mecha-
nism can not only help the model to make better
use of the effective information in the input, but
also provide some ability to explain the behavior
of the neural network model.

In the basic neural network model, "attention" is
not obtained in the process of decoding,Encoder-
Decoder framework transforms input X into se-
mantic representation C,resulting in the translated
sequence in which each word takes into account
the equal weight of all words in the input. After
the attention mechanism is introduced, there are
different hidden layer states at different decoding
time. Therefore, we use the state of the decoder hid-
den layer at a certain moment and the state of the
encoder at each moment to carry out matching cal-
culation, and get their respective weights. At this
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Lang M Precision M Recall M F1 score W Precision W Recall W F1 Rank/total
Eng 0.43 0.39 0.4 0.88 0.9 0.88 7/20
Spa 0.77 0.76 0.76 0.77 0.76 0.76 4/6
Kan 0.45 0.45 0.45 0.71 0.71 0.71 3/8
Mal 0.45 0.49 0.47 0.69 0.76 0.72 4/9
Tam 0.29 0.34 0.31 0.39 0.44 0.41 2/7

Table 2: The experimental results of our model

Language English Spanish Kannada Malayalam Tamil
LSTM 0.34/0.67 0.60/0.62 0.32/0.57 0.30/0.64 0.2/0.30
CNN 0.30/0.59 0.55/0.59 * 0.29/0.55 *
CNN+LSTM 0.35/0.70 0.62/0.65 * 0.34/0.66 *
BiLSTM 0.35/0.71 0.61/0.67 * 0.33/0.64 *
CNN+BiLSTM 0.37/0.75 0.65/0.70 * 0.33/0.66 *
LSTM+BiLSTM 0.37/0.80 0.70/0.72 * 0.40/0.70 *
Our approach 0.40/0.88 0.76/0.76 0.45/0.72 0.47/0.72 0.31/0.41

Table 3: Compare with baseline model

Figure 3: The structure diagram of weight aij

point, the semantic code C is no longer the direct
encoding of input sequence X, but the weighted
sum of each element according to its importance,
as extra attentions, namely formula 1:

Ci =
Tx∑

j=0

aijf(xj) (1)

In formula (1), parameter i represents the moment,
j represents the jth element in the sequence, Tx

represents the length of the sequence, and f() rep-
resents the encoding of element xj . aij can be
seen as a probability reflecting the importance of
element hj to Ci and can be expressed by Softmax:

aij =
exp(eij)∑Tx

k=1 exp(eik)
(2)

Here eij just reflects the matching degree between
the element to be encoded and other elements.

When the matching degree is higher, it indicates
that the element has greater influence on it, and the
value of aij is also higher.Therefore, the process
of obtaining aij is shown in Figure 3: Where, hi
represents the conversion function of Encoder, and
F(hj ,Hi) represents the matching scoring function
of prediction and target.

Finally, concatenation the output after assign-
ing attention weight. In the ensemble model, Soft
Voting Classifier(Taylor and Kim, 2011) method
is used: the average probability of the predicted
samples of the three models for a certain category
is taken as the standard, and the corresponding type
with the highest probability is the final predicted
result.

4.2 Experimental Results

We have submitted the results for each lan-
guage(including:English,Spanish,Kannada, Malay-
alam and Tamil) given by the sponsor, and ta-
ble 2 shows the detailed results.Which score
is given in 6 methods,there are M-Precision,M-
Recall, M-F1-score,W-Precision,W-Recall,and W-
F1-score,respectively.The table also shows our
team submission ranking and the total number of
submission teams.Classification system’s perfor-
mance will be measured and ranked in terms of
macro averaged Precision, macro averaged Recall
and macro averaged F-Score across all the classes.
Note: The follow number of rank indicates total of
the teams submitted.

The data in the table 2 shows that our results
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are pretty performance in all languages except for
Tamil, all teams performance poor in Tamil lan-
guage. The first ranked team, Ablimet, submitted
a M-F1 score of 0.32 and w-F1-score of 0.42. We
will find and solve the specific reason in the future
work. The results of our ensemble model were
further compared with the baseline model in both
macro average F1-score and weighted average F1-
score in same dataset. Table 3 gives details of the
corresponding results, where each option has two
data points, macro average F1-score on the left and
weighted average F1-score on the right.Observation
carefully,all baseline models, or any combination
of two of them, end up performing worse than our
ensemble model

5 Conclusion

The ensemble model our submitted consisted
of three parts:LSTM,CNN+LSTM and BiLSTM.
Among them,CNN,to some extent,takes into ac-
count the ordering of the words and the context
in which each word appears. Using the LSTM
model can better capture long distance dependen-
cies. Because LSTM can learn what to remember
and what to forget through the training process,but
LSTM doesn’t take into account the sequential or-
der of words in a sentence.LSTM has problems
with ambiguous affective words in finer - grained
classification. Therefore, BiLSTM can better cap-
ture the bidirectional semantic dependencies, tak-
ing into account the reverse information.Finally,
on this basis, attention mechanism is introduced to
highlight the key information. In other words, by
adjusting a series of weight parameters, it can be
used to emphasize or select the important informa-
tion of the target processing object and suppress
some irrelevant details, so as to make the classifi-
cation more accurate.The model we submitted has
achieved performance well, but there is still a lot of
room for improvement in both pre-processing and
model framework design in the future.
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Abstract

Hope Speech are positive terms that help to
promote or criticise a point of view without
hurting the user’s or community’s feelings.
Non-Hope Speech, on the other side, includes
expressions that are harsh, ridiculing, or de-
motivating. The goal of this article is to
find the hope speech comments in a YouTube
dataset. The datasets were created as part of the
"LT-EDI-ACL 2022: Hope Speech Detection
for Equality, Diversity, and Inclusion" shared
task. The shared task dataset was proposed
in Malayalam, Tamil, English, Spanish, and
Kannada languages. In this paper, we worked
at English-language YouTube comments. We
employed several deep learning based mod-
els such as DNN (dense or fully connected
neural network), CNN (Convolutional Neural
Network), Bi-LSTM (Bidirectional Long Short
Term Memory Network), and GRU(Gated Re-
current Unit) to identify the hopeful comments.
We also used Stacked LSTM-CNN and Stacked
LSTM-LSTM network to train the model. The
best macro avg F1-score 0.67 for development
dataset was obtained using the DNN model.The
macro avg F1-score of 0.67 was achieved for
the classification done on the test data as well.

1 Introduction

In recent years, the majority of the world’s popu-
lation has access to social media. The social me-
dia’s posts, comments, articles, and other content
have a significant impact on everyone’s lives. Peo-
ple tend to believe that their lives on social media
are the same as their real lives, therefore the in-
fluence of others’ opinions or expressions is enor-
mous (Priyadharshini et al., 2021; Kumaresan et al.,
2021). People submit their posts to social network-
ing platform and receive both positive and negative
expressions from their peer users.

People in a multilingual world use a variety
of languages to express themselves, including
English, Hindi, Malayalam, French, and others

(Chakravarthi et al., 2021, 2020). While the most
effective expression in real life is face or visual
expression, which frequently delivers a much more
efficient message than linguistic words, expressions
in virtual life, such as social media, are frequently
expressed through linguistic texts (or words) and
emoticons. These words have a significant impact
on one’s life (Sampath et al., 2022; Ravikiran et al.,
2022; Chakravarthi et al., 2022b; Bharathi et al.,
2022; Priyadharshini et al., 2022). For example, if
we respond to someone’s social media post with
“Well Done!", “Very Good", “Must do it again",
“need a little more practise", and so on, it may in-
stil confidence in the author. On the other hand,
negative statements such as “You should not try
it", “You don’t deserve it", “You are from a dif-
ferent religion", and others demotivate the person.
The comments that fall into the first group are re-
ferred to as “Hope Speech" while those that fall
into the second category are referred to as “Non-
hope speech" or “Hate Speech" (Kumar et al., 2020;
Saumya et al., 2021; Biradar et al., 2021).

In the previous decade, researchers have worked
heavily on hate speech identification in order to
maintain social media clean and healthy. How-
ever, in order to improve the user experience, it is
also necessary to emphasise the message of hope
on these sites. To our knowledge, the shared task
"LT-EDI-EACL 2021: Hope Speech Detection for
Equality, Diversity, and Inclusion1" was the first
attempt to recognise hope speech in YouTube com-
ments. The organizers proposed the shared task
in three different languages that is English, Tamil
and Malayalam. Many research teams from all
over the world took part in the shared task and
contributed their working notes to describe how
to identify the hope speech comments. (Saumya
and Mishra, 2021) used a parallel network of CNN
and LSTM with GloVe and Word2Vec embeddings
and obtained a weighted F1-score of 0.91 for En-

1https://sites.google.com/view/lt-edi-2021/home
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glish Dataset. Similarly, for Tamil and Malayalam
they trained parallel Bidirectional LSTM model
and obtained F1-score of 0.56 and 0.78 respec-
tively. (Puranik et al., 2021) trained several fine
tuned transformer models and identified that ULM-
FiT is best for English with F1-score 0.9356. They
also found that mBERT obtained 0.85 F1-score on
Malayalam dataset and distilmBERT obtained 0.59
F1-score on Tamil dataset. For the same task a
fine tuned ALBERT model was used by (Chen and
Kong, 2021) and they obtained a F1-score of 0.91.
Similarly, (Zhao and Tao, 2021; Huang and Bai,
2021; Ziehe et al., 2021; Mahajan et al., 2021) em-
ployed XLM-RoBERTa-Based Model with Atten-
tion for Hope Speech Detection. (Dave et al., 2021)
experimented the conventional classifiers like lo-
gistic regression and support vector machine with
TF_IDF character N-gram fearures for hope speech
classification.

ACL 2022 will see the introduction of a new edi-
tion of the shared task "Hope Speech Detection for
Equality, Diversity, and Inclusion." In contrast to
LT-EDI-EACL 2021, this time the shared task LT-
EDI-ACL 2022 has been proposed in five different
languages: English, Malayalam, Tamil, Kannada,
and Spanish (Chakravarthi, 2020; Chakravarthi and
Muralidaran, 2021; Chakravarthi et al., 2022a).
The data was extracted via the YouTube platform.
We took part in the competition and worked on the
dataset of English hope speech comments. The
experiments were carried out on several neural net-
work based models such as a dense or multilayer
neural network (DNN), one layer CNN network
(CNN), one layer Bi-LSTM network (Bi-LSTM),
and one layer GRU network (GRU), among deep
learning networks. The stack connections of
LSTM-CNN and LSTM-LSTM were also trained
for hope speech detection. After all experimen-
tation, it was found that DNN produced the best
results with macro average F1-score of 0.67 on
development as well as on test dataset.

The rest of the article is oragnized as follows.
The next section 2 give the details of the given task
and dataset statistics. This is followed by the de-
scription of methodology used for experimentation
in Section 3. The results are explained in the Sec-
tion 4. At the end, Section 5 talks about future
scope of the research.
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Figure 1: A DNN network for hope speech detection

2 Task and data description

At LT-EDI-ACL 2022, the shared task on Hope
Speech Detection for Equality, Diversity, and
Inclusion (provided in English, Tamil, Spanish,
Kannada, and Malayalam) intended to determine
whether the given comment was Hope speech or
not. The dataset was gathered from the YouTube
platform. In the given dataset, there were two fields
for each language: comment and label. We only
submitted the system for the English dataset. In the
English training dataset, there were approximately
22740 comments, with 1962 labeled as hope speech
and 20778 labeled as non-hope speech. There were
2841 comments in the development dataset, with
272 hope speech and 2569 non-hope speech com-
ments.The test dataset contained 250 hope speech
and 2593 non-hope speech comments. The English
dataset statistics is shown in Table 1.

3 Methodology

Several deep learning models were developed to
identify the hope speech from supplied English
YouTube comments. The architecture of our best
model DNN, as depicted in Figure 1, will be ex-
plained in this section. We also explain the archi-
tecture of stacked network LSTM-LSTM as shown
in Figure 2.
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Hopespeech Non Hopespeech Total
Training 1962 20778 22740

Development 272 2569 2841
Test 250 2593 2843
Total 2434 25940 28424

Table 1: English Dataset statistics
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Figure 2: A stacked LSTM network for hope speech
detection

3.1 Data cleaning and pre-processing
We used a few early procedures to convert the raw
input comments into readable input vectors. We
started with data cleaning and then moved on to
data preprocessing. Every comment was changed
to lower case during data cleaning. Numbers, punc-
tuation, symbols, emojis, and links have all been
removed. The nltk library was used to eliminate
stopwords like the, an, and so on. Finally, the ex-
tra spaces were removed, resulting in a clean text.
During data preprocessing, we first tokenized each
comment in the dataset and created a bag of words
with an index number for each unique word. The
comments were then turned into an index sequence.
The length of the encoded vectors was varied. Af-
ter that, the encoded indices vector was padded to
form an equal-length vector. In our case we kept
the length of each vector as ten.

3.2 Classification Models
Several deep learning classification models were
developed. We started with a multilayer dense neu-
ral network (DNN) as shown in Figure 1. After that,

a single layer CNN model and a single layer Bi-
LSTM model were constructed. Finally, we built
stacked LSTM-CNN and stacked LSTM-LSTM
models shown in Figure 2. In Section 4, the re-
sults of each model are discussed. Regardless of
the model, the feeding input and collecting output
were the same in all instances. The whole process
flow from input to output is depicted in Figures 1
and 2. As can be seen, there were three stages to
the process: data preparation, feature extraction,
and classification. The biggest distinction among
the models was in the feature extraction criterion.

To demonstrate the model flow, a representative
example from the English Dataset is used. The
representative example “Sasha Dumse God Ac-
cepts Everyone." was first changed to lower case
as “sasha dumse god accepts everyone.". During
the data cleaning process, the dot(.) is eliminated.
The lowercase text was then encoded and padded
into a sequence list as “[3005, 4871, 466, 48, 25]".
The index “3005" refers to the word “sasha", the
index “4871" to the word “dumse," and so on. The
sentence was padded into the length of ten.

After preprocessing the data, each index is
turned into a one-hot vector ( of 1x20255 dimen-
sion) with a size equal to the vocabulary. The
resultant one-hot vector was sparse and high di-
mensional, and it was then passed through an em-
bedding layer, yielding a low dimensional dense
embedding vector (of 1x 300 dimension). Be-
tween the input and embedding layers, many sets
of weights were used. We experimented with ran-
dom weights as well as pre-trained Word2Vec and
GloVe weights, but found that random weights ini-
tialization at the embedding layer performed better.
As a result, we’ve only covered the usage of ran-
dom weights at the embedding layer in this article.
For abstract level feature extraction, the embed-
ded vector was provided as an input to a stacked
DNN or LSTM layer as shown in Figures 1 and 2
respectively. Finally, the collected features were
classified into hope and non-hope categories using
a dense (or an output) layer.
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Table 2: Results of English Development dataset

Methods Metrics Non-Hope Hope Macro Avg Weighted Avg

DNN
Precision 0.43 0.93 0.68 0.89
Recall 0.38 0.95 0.66 0.89
F1-score 0.40 0.94 0.67 0.89

CNN
Precision 0.39 0.93 0.66 0.88
Recall 0.37 0.94 0.65 0.88
F1-score 0.38 0.94 0.66 0.88

Bi-LSTM
Precision 0.39 0.94 0.66 0.88
Recall 0.40 0.93 0.67 0.88
F1-score 0.40 0.94 0.67 0.88

GRU
Precision 0.39 0.94 0.66 0.88
Recall 0.38 0.94 0.66 0.88
F1-score 0.38 0.94 0.66 0.88

LSTM-CNN
Precision 0.41 0.93 0.67 0.88
Recall 0.35 0.95 0.65 0.89
F1-score 0.38 0.94 0.67 0.87

LSTM-LSTM
Precision 0.34 0.94 0.64 0.88
Recall 0.43 0.91 0.67 0.86
F1-score 0.38 0.92 0.65 0.89

Table 3: Results of English test dataset

Metrices Non-Hope Hope Macro Avg Weighted Avg
Precision 0.40 0.94 0.67 0.89
Recall 0.38 0.94 0.66 0.90
F1 score 0.39 0.94 0.67 0.89

4 Results

All of the experiments were carried out in the Keras
and sklearn environment. We used the pandas li-
brary to read the datasets. Keras preprocessing
classes and the nltk library were used to prepare the
dataset. All the results shown in Table 2 is on En-
glish development dataset. The initial experiment
was with dense neural network (DNN). The three
layers of dense network with relu activation (in the
internal layer) and sigmoid activation at the output
layer were trained with English comment dataset.
Similarly, the experiments were performed with
CNN, Bi-LSTM, GRU, LSTM-CNN, and LSTM-
LSTM. The best result was obtained by DNN with
macro average F1-score 0.67. The results of other
models are shown in Table 2. Later, once the la-
bels for test dataset was released by the organizers,
we also collected the model performance on test
dataset. The macro average F1-score achieved after
categorising the test data from the DNN model was
0.67, which was the same as in the case of devel-
opment data. Table 3 lists the test dataset results

produced from the DNN model.

5 Conclusion

As part of the joint task LT-EDI-ACL2022, we pre-
sented a model provided by team CURJ_IIITDWD
for detecting hope speech on an English dataset ob-
tained from the YouTube platform. We used many
deep learning algorithms in the paper and found
that DNN with three hidden layers performed best
on the development and test dataset with a macro
average F1-score of 0.67. In the future, we can im-
prove classification performance by training trans-
fer learning models like BERT and ULMFiT ans
so on.
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Abstract

Depression is a common mental illness that
involves sadness and lack of interest in all
day-to-day activities.The task is to classify the
social media text as signs of depression into
three labels namely “not depressed”, “moder-
ately depressed”, and “severely depressed”. We
have built a system using Deep Learning Model
"Transformers". Transformers provides thou-
sands of pretrained models to perform tasks on
different modalities such as text, vision, and
audio. The multi-class classification model
used in our system is based on the ALBERT
model(Lan et al., 2019). In the shared task
ACL 2022, Our team SSN_MLRG3 obtained a
Macro F1 score of 0.473.

1 Introduction

Social media is developed as a great point for its
users to communicate with their friends, relatives
and share their opinions, photos, and videos re-
flecting their feelings and sentiments. This creates
an opportunity to analyze social media data for
user’s feelings and sentiments to investigate their
moods and attitudes when they are communicat-
ing through the Social Media Apps. Depression
is the common issue of today’s youngsters and
suicide due to depression is growing day by day.
People often communicate their moods through
tweets or messages but people around them fail to
understand the underlying truth behind the words.
Katikalapudi et al. (2012) conducted depression
survey among 216 undergraduate students with
real time Internet data. Feuston and Piper (2018)
analyzed instagram posts, pictures, captions and
concluded that mental health and illness are inter-
related through the application of the coded gaze.

The task 4 in Second Workshop On Language
Technology For Equality, Diversity, Inclusion (LT-
EDI-2022) Sampath et al. (2022) was conducted
to detect the signs of depression from social me-
dia text in English language. We tried to classify

each message as “not depressed”, “moderately de-
pressed”, and “severely depressed”. The training
set provided by the organizers contains 8,891 social
media messages. The given dataset is used to train
our model.

2 Related Works

In last five years, the use of social media has in-
creased drastically and the data available too, has
increased. Hence, numerous studies on emotion
analysis and depression analysis have been carried
out in recent times. Most of them revolve around
machine learning and deep learning techniques.

Liu and Lapata (2019) showcased how Bidirec-
tional Encoder Representations from Transformers
(BERT)(Devlin et al., 2018) models can be used
for text summarization. They proposed a general
framework for extractive and abstractive models.
This helped us to understand the BERT encoder-
decoder architecture.

O’dea et al. (2015) carried out work on detecting
suicidality on Twitter using Support Vector Ma-
chine (SVM) and Logistic Regression with cross-
validation methods. SVM-TF-IDF filter algorithm
showed best results with combined dataset accu-
racy of 76%. It stated that more searches on sui-
cide related terms can improve the accuracy of the
model.

Tripathi et al. (2019) built an emotion recog-
nition system using speech features and transcrip-
tions. Different Deep Neural Network (DNN) archi-
tectures were used among which Text-MFCC(mel
frequency cepstral coefficients) gave an accuracy
of 76.1%.

Shah et al. (2020) used deep learning based
models for analyzing the depression state. They
tried different combinations of metadata features
and word embedding techniques with Bidirectional
Long Short Term Memory (BiLSTM). Among dif-
ferent features, Word2VecEmbed+Meta features
performed well with a F1 score of 81%.
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We have worked in contextual emotion and sen-
timent analysis with various machine learning and
Gaussian process models in (Angel Deborah et al.,
2019), (Angel Deborah et al., 2021), (Rajalakshmi
et al., 2018), (Rajendram et al., 2017b), (S et al.,
2022) and (Rajendram et al., 2017a) which form
the base for dealing with emotions and kindle our
interest in depression detection.

3 Methodology and Data

The task is to discover the mood of the user from
the social media posts and it is always difficult to
extract the emotions from the text. A post can have
different combination of emotions. The architec-
ture diagram for the depression classification is
shown in Figure 1. The training dataset is prepro-
cessed to remove the unwanted information and is
given to ALBERT model to learn the features. Test
data is given to the built model to classify the text
into 3 states of depression.

Figure 1: Architecture of Proposed System

3.1 Acquiring Datasets

The dataset given by the organizers (Sampath et al.,
2022) contains social media posts in English Lan-
guage. All the dataset files are in tsv format. The
dataset is based on multi-class classification. Each
post is annotated by three labels namely moderate,
severe and not depression. The distribution of the

dataset is shown in Table 1.

Label Train Dev Test
Not depression 1,971 1,830
Moderate 6,019 2,306
Severe 901 360
Total 8,891 4,496 3,245

Table 1: Data Distribution for Depression Analysis

3.2 Data Preprocessing

Data preprocessing is vital for the success of deep
learning solution. The given dataset has unwanted
characters which is a classic signature of any col-
lection of social media posts. In order to bring the
posts into textual form, we performed normaliza-
tion. The dataset is cleaned and processed using
functions from NLTK toolkit.

During preprocessing, we removed stopwords,
URLs, special characters, symbols, annotated emo-
jis, and emoticons. We expanded contractions and
lemmatized the text. The accented characters, ex-
tra whitespaces are reduced.The long words are
reduced and uppercase are converted to lowercase.

3.3 Model Description

We classified the social media posts with the help
of the below transformer model.

3.3.1 ALBERT base v1 - Transformer Model
A Lite BERT (ALBERT) architecture has signif-
icantly fewer parameters as compared to tradi-
tional BERT architecture.ALBERT incorporates
two-parameter reduction techniques which are
factorised embedding parameterisation and cross-
layer parameter sharing in order to deal with the
obstacles in scaling pre-trained models in NLP. The
first step in learning is a factorized embedding
parameterization. The large vocabulary embed-
ding matrix are decomposed into two small matri-
ces.Then, size of the hidden layers are separated
from the size of vocabulary embedding.This sep-
aration makes it simpler to grow the hidden size
without significantly increasing the parameter size
of the vocabulary embeddings. Cross-layer param-
eter sharing is the second technique.This technique
is used to prevent the growth of the parameters with
the growth in the depth of the network. ALBERT
configurations have fewer parameters compared to
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BERT-large but achieve significantly better perfor-
mance. ALBERT model used here has 12 encoder
segment, 768 hidden state size and embedding size.
We have trained the model for 3 epochs.The train
batch size is 8 and the learning rate is 4e-5.

The Evaluation metrics of development dataset
using ALBERT is shown in table 2.

Parameters Score
Accuracy 0.56

Macro F1-score 0.38
Macro Recall 0.38

Macro Precision 0.38
Weighted F1-score 0.56
Weighted Recall 0.56

Weighted Precision 0.56

Table 2: Evaluation metrics of ALBERT Base

3.3.2 Random Forest
Random forest classifiers fall under ensemble-
based learning methods.A random forest algorithm
consists of various decision trees.It establishes the
outcome based on the predictions of the decision
trees.Random forest reduces overfitting of dataset
and increases precision.

The Evaluation metrics of development dataset
using Random forest is shown in table. 3.

Parameters Score
Accuracy 0.50

Macro F1-score 0.32
Macro Recall 0.34

Macro Precision 0.33
Weighted F1-score 0.47
Weighted Recall 0.50

Weighted Precision 0.49

Table 3: Evaluation metrics of Random Forest

4 Result

We have used evaluation metrics as accuracy,
macro F1-score, macro recall, macro precision,
weighted F1-score, weighted recall and weighted
precision. The performance is shown in Table 4.

We obtained 20th rank with an accuracy of 57%
while the top ranked team obtained 66% as accu-
racy. Due to the resource constraints we trained

Parameters Score
Accuracy 0.573

Macro F1-score 0.473
Macro Recall 0.516

Macro Precision 0.458
Weighted F1-score 0.585
Weighted Recall 0.573

Weighted Precision 0.605

Table 4: Result for ALBERT Base

our model with fewer epochs. The accuracy of the
system may improve with hyperparameter optimi-
sation.

4.1 Error Analysis
The confusion matrix for the results obtained with
the ALBERT model is shown in figure 2.

Figure 2: Confusion matrix for results with ALBERT

5 Conclusion

We have built ALBERT base Model for the task
to detecting signs of depression from social media
posts. All the models are preprocessed with NLTK,
which we think is an important factor for building
a good model. The emotion of a social media posts
depends on individual’s perception and cannot be
judged by simple conventional models. This is
one of the reason for the reduced accuracy. Under-
standing one’s feelings and mood is too delicate for
models to detect them accurately. Imbalanced data
distribution among the output class labels can be
another reason for less accuracy. The training data
has high number of moderately depressed posts
followed by not depressed and severely depressed.
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We intend to investigate further by using different
transformer models and methods to augment the
data.
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Abstract

In this paper, we report the solution of the team
BERT 4EVER for the LT-EDI-2022 shared
task2: Homophobia/Transphobia Detection in
social media comments in ACL 2022, which
aims to classify Youtube comments into one
of the following categories: no, moderate, or
severe depression. We model the problem as a
text classification task and a text generation task
and respectively propose two different mod-
els for the tasks. To combine the knowledge
learned from these two different models, we
softly fuse the predicted probabilities of the
models above and then select the label with
the highest probability as the final output. In
addition, multiple augmentation strategies are
leveraged to improve the model generalization
capability, such as back translation and adver-
sarial training. Experimental results demon-
strate the effectiveness of the proposed models
and two augmented strategies.

1 Introduction

This paper includes a review and explanation of
BERT4EVER’s ideas and experiments for the LT-
EDI-2022 shared task2 (Sampath et al., 2022): Ho-
mophobia/Transphobia Detection in social media
comments in ACL 2022. In this task, participants
would be given sentences from social media com-
ments and then predict whether they contain any
form of homophobia/transphobia. The Homopho-
bia/Transphobia detection dataset (Chakravarthi
et al., 2021), a collection of comments from
Youtube, serves as the task’s seed data. The com-
ments were manually annotated to show whether
the text contained homophobia/transphobia. The
label annotation consists of three categories: no
depression, moderate depression and severe depres-
sion. This is a comment/post level classification
task. For this task, our solution consists of two
main blocks.

∗‘ Corresponding Author.
†‘ Equal contribution.

• We model this task as a representative text
classification task (abbreviated as "classifica-
tion model"). Several works in literature have
explored how to use linguistic and sentiment
analysis to detect depression (Xue et al., 2014).
For example, (Huang et al., 2014) proposed
to explore linguistic features of these known
cases using a psychological lexicon dictionary,
and train an effective suicidal Weibo post de-
tection model. Furthermore, in order to fur-
ther investigate the latent information towards
the social media, (Aragón et al., 2019) lever-
aged the model emotions in a fine-grained way
to build a new representation for detecting
the depression. Inspired by them, we utilize
the clustering algorithm to obtain fine-grained
emotion embedding of text to better detect
depression based on the emotion dictionary.

• Inspired by Prompt-learning (Ding et al.,
2021b), we model this task as a text genera-
tion task (abbreviated as "generation model").
Prompt-learning is a new paradigm in mod-
ern natural language processing to adapt pre-
trained language models (PLMs) to down-
stream NLP tasks, which modifies the input
text with a textual template and directly uses
PLMs to conduct pre-trained tasks. It di-
rectly adapts PLMs to cloze-style prediction,
autoregressive modeling, or sequence to se-
quence generation, resulting in promising per-
formances on various tasks such as text clas-
sification (Liu et al., 2021; Gao et al., 2021),
named entity typing (Ding et al., 2021a) and
relation extraction (Han et al., 2021).

In addition, given the limited amount and cate-
gory imbalance of training data available, we ex-
periment with multiple augmentation techniques,
including continual pre-training (Gururangan et al.,
2020), back translation, adversarial training (Miy-
ato et al., 2017), easy ensemble(Liu et al., 2009).
Considering the combination of the knowledge
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learned from the different models, we softly fuse
the predicted probabilities of the two models above
and then select the label with the highest probabil-
ity as the final output.

We conduct extensive experiments on the given
dataset and achieves comparable results which
reaches 0.5818 on the test set and 0.5426 in the
online evaluation. In summary, our contributions
are as follow:

• We model the Detecting signs of Depression
task in two dimensions, namely the classifi-
cation model and the generation model, and
then softly ensemble them.

• We adapt several augmentation techniques to
alleviate the limited amount and category im-
balance problems of training data available in
this task.

• Experimental results indicate the effectiveness
of the proposed method in this paper.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows:
Section 2 describes the details of the proposed
method in this paper. Section 3 elaborates the ex-
perimental setup and analyzes the experimental
results. Finally, conclusions are drawn in Section
4.

2 Methods

2.1 Generation Model
As shown in Figure 1, the prompt-learning pipeline
in our system consists of three main cores: a PLM,
a template, and a verbalizer. Take a simple sentence
in the dataset for example, the template is used to
process the original text with some extra tokens,
the PLM encodes the text to semantic vectors and
the verbalizer projects original labels to words in
the vocabulary for final prediction. Given a tem-
plate "<text> The person has <mask> depression.",
where the token <text> indicates the original text,
and the verbalizer is "moderate": "moderate", "not
depression": "no", "severe": "severe". The sen-
tence "I don’t want to live in this fucking world
. "would be firstly wrapped by the template as "I
don’t want to live in this fucking world. The person
has <mask> depression.". The wrapped sentence
is then tokenized and fed into a PLM to predict
the distribution over vocabulary on the <mask> to-
ken position. Since the label of this comment is
"moderate", it is expected that the word "moderate"
should have a larger probability than "severe"and
"no".

Figure 1: Prompt-learning-based Model

Class Label Words
moderate moderate, limited

not depression
no, little, paltry, inappreciable,
insignificant, negligible

severe
severe, serious, critical,
terrible, hard, high, heavy

Table 1: Label Words.

PLM. We use T5 as our base encoder which ex-
plores the landscape of transfer learning techniques
for NLP by introducing a unified framework that
converts every language problem into a text-to-text
format.
Template. In this paper, we explore the effective-
ness of two templates for the task. They are "<text>
The person has <mask> depression." and "A com-
ment with <mask> depression: <text>".
Verbalizer. As for the label words for different
class, taking the label imbalance problem into ac-
count, we introduce more label words for "not de-
pression"and "severe" classes. The labels words
are shown in Table 1.

2.2 Classification Model

Our classification model is composed of three fol-
lowing steps: (1) Generating word-emotion cluster
representation; (2) Converting Text according to
the word-emotion cluster representation.(3) com-
bining multi-dimension information.
Generating Word-emotion Cluster Representa-
tion. Following (Aragón et al., 2019), to generate
the fine-grained emotions, we use a lexical with
eight recognized emotions, e.g., Anger, Anticipa-
tion, Disgust, Fear, Joy, Sadness, Surprise, Trust,
Positive and Negative. Specially, provided that the
emotions in the dictionary are represented as E =
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Figure 2: Generated Cluster Distribution

E1, E2, E3, . . . , E10 where Ei = w1, w2, . . . wn

refers to the words set contained in the i-th emotion.
For each word of the emotion, we use glove of size
300 to compute its word embedding. Then, we uti-
lize Affinity Propagation (AP) clustering algorithm
to cluster each emotion cluster to form multiple
sub-emotion clusters. To better obtain the cluster
representation for each sub-emotion, we further
average the word embedding in each sub-emotion
cluster, regarding it as the cluster representation of
the sub-emotion cluster. To have an idea of how
the vocabulary was distributed among emotions
and the number of generated clusters after applying
AP to the dictionary we present Figure 2.
Converting Text according to the Word-emotion
Cluster Representation. After obtaining all the
sub-emotion cluster representation, we can mask
each word with the label of its closest sub-emotion
cluster for the input sentence. Specially, given
an input sentence Si = si1, s

i
2, s

i
3, . . . , s

i
n, we first

compute the vector representation of each word
using word embedding from glove, then we mea-
sure the distance for each sentence Si and all of
the sub-emotion cluster representations by using
Cosine similarity.

Eventually, we substitute each word by the la-
bel of its closest fine-grained emotion. For exam-
ple, given an input sentence "Live in this fucking
world", we can mask it as "joy49 positive28 trust0
negative97 anticipation54".
Combining Multi-dimension Information.
Through the above steps, we obtain a converted
sentence represented by word-emotion cluster
representation for each input sentence. Pro-
vided a converted sentence is represented as
Ci = {c1i , c2i , c3i , . . . , cni } where cjiR

m refers to a
word-emotion cluster representation of the j-th
word in the converted sentence Ci. We further

Class Train Dev Test
Not depressed 1971 1830 -
Moderate 6019 2306 -
Severe 901 360 -
Total instances 8891 4496 3245

Table 2: Dataset Statistics.

leverage a CNN model with a Maxpooling layer
to capture the emotion representation hei for the
converted sentence.

hei = Maxpooling(Convid(Ci)) (1)

where Convid(Ci) represents the convolution
operation of the CNN model.

After that, we utilize a PLM to obtain the gen-
eral semantic information in terms of the input text
and add the adversarial perturbations for the input
words embedding (Miyato et al., 2017). Eventually,
in order to fully learn the general semantic informa-
tion and emotion information, we further spliced
emotion representation output by the PLM to fuse
multi-dimensional information and map it to the
labels dimension by a fully connected layer.

hgi = PLM(Si) (2)

p = Softmax(W ([hgi ;h
e
i ]) + b) (3)

where W and b are parameters of the fully con-
nected layer.

3 Experiment

3.1 Dataset

In this paper, we conduct experiments on the
dataset (Kayalvizhi and Thenmozhi, 2022) pro-
vided by the competition DepSign-LT-EDI@ACL-
2022 which aims to detect the signs of depres-
sion of a person from their social media postings
wherein people share their feelings and emotions.
Across this dataset we have three different classes
including "not depressed", "moderately depressed"
and "severely depressed". The dataset statistics are
shown in the Table 2.

3.2 Experimental Settings

Our models are all implemented with PyTorch1.
We compare the performance of different pre-
trained models for classification models such as

1https://pytorch.org/
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Num. Model Type Model Test Online evaluation
0 Classification Baseline 0.5123 -
1 Classification Baseline-CP 0.5396 -
2 Classification AT 0.5504 -
3 Classification CM + AT 0.5491 -
4 Classification CM + AT + BackT 0.5598 -
5 Classification CM + AT + EE 0.5618 -
6 Generation Template1 0.5409 -
7 Generation Template2 0.5500 -
8 Generation Template1 + BackT 0.5569 -
9 Generation Template2 + BackT 0.5613 -
10 Generation Template1 + EE 0.5450 -
11 Ensemble 4 +5 + 8 + 9 0.5818 0.5426

Table 3: Main Results. In this table, CP indicates continual pre-training, CM indicates classification model described
in section 2.2, AT indicates adversarial training, BackT indicates back translation and EE indicates easy ensemble.

XLM-Base2 (Conneau et al., 2020), RoBERTa-
Base3 (Conneau et al., 2020), and BERT-Base4 (De-
vlin et al., 2019) and for generation models such as
T5-base5(Raffel et al., 2020), BART6(Lewis et al.,
2020). Finally, we respectively choose RoBERTa-
Base and T5-Base as the base models for them.
Following (Gururangan et al., 2020), in order to
adapt the language models to the specific domain,
we randomly sample 5 million sentences to contin-
ual pre-train the two PLMs. In addition, to fairly
evaluate the effectiveness of different models, we
leverage 5-fold cross-validation and soft ensem-
ble the 5 models to present the their generalization
performances.

Besides, given the limited amount and imbalance
distribution of training data available, we introduce
two strategies for training models, namely easy
ensemble (Liu et al., 2009) and back translation.
Specifically, we only conduct back translation on
"not depressed" and "severe" samples using Google
Translate.

As for evaluation metrics, we use Macro-F1 im-
plemented by scikit-learn7 for offline evaluation. In
addition, we use the available dev data as the offline
test set to represent the generation performance of
different models.

2https://huggingface.co/xlm-roberta-base
3https://huggingface.co/roberta-base
4https://huggingface.co/bert-base-uncased
5https://huggingface.co/t5-base
6https://huggingface.co/facebook/bart-base
7https://scikit-learn.org/stable/

3.3 Results and Analysis

The main results are shown in the Table 3. Through
these results, we can see that for classification mod-
els, the PLMs pre-trained for domain adaption
outperforms that one without pre-training. This
indicates that pre-train enables models to better
learn domain-related language knowledge repre-
sentations. In addition, the AT, AP, back translation
and easy ensemble strategies all help to improve
the model performance. Since different depres-
sion levels may match different sentiments, AP
strategy can integrate sentiment knowledge to the
model which can effectively enhance the model
with the correlation of sentiment and depression
level. AT strategy can improve the generalization
performance of the model by adding perturbations
to embeddings for model augmentation. Back trans-
lation and easy ensemble strategies can effectively
address the problem of category imbalance and
thus can enhance the performance of categories
with small-size samples ("not depressed" and "se-
vere"). And it seems that easy ensemble works
better than back translation.

Besides, for generation models, similar to clas-
sification models, back translation and easy en-
semble strategies can also improve the model per-
formance. Interestingly, back translation is much
more superior to easy ensemble. We hypothesize
the reason is that since generation model require
large-size data for training to guarantee effective
performance and easy ensemble reduces training
samples per fold while back translation increases
training samples per fold to a certain extent, so
back translation is more advantageous in genera-
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tion models.
We ensemble and submit the four models with

best offline results (with a macro-F1 score of
0.5818) and achieve an online macro-F1 score of
0.5426.

4 Conclusion

We present our submission to the Shared Task on
Homophobia/Transphobia Detection in social me-
dia comments at LT-EDI 2022- ACL 2022. We
model the problem as two different tasks and pro-
pose two novel methods respectively for the tasks.
In addition, focusing on two problems of small data
size and category imbalance in the original training
set, we leverage multiple augmentation strategies
to enhance the model performance. We softly fuse
the predicted probabilities of different models and
output the label with highest probability. We evalu-
ate each single model on the validation set drawn
from the training set and provide some explana-
tions. To justify our design choices, we conduct an
ablation study. Overall, we achieve the 4th macro
averaged F-Score of the dataset on the online eval-
uation. In the further work, on one hand, we would
explore how sentiment knowledge and prompting
technique can further improve the model perfor-
mance. On the other hand, we would expand our
emotion lexicon and create more fine-grained rep-
resentations of word-emotion clusters, allowing the
classification model to learn more about emotions.
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Abstract
Hope is an inherent part of human life and es-
sential for improving the quality of life. Hope
increases happiness and reduces stress and feel-
ings of helplessness. Hope speech is the desired
outcome for better and can be studied using
text from various online sources where peo-
ple express their desires and outcomes. In this
paper, we address a deep-learning approach
with a combination of linguistic and psycho-
linguistic features for hope-speech detection.
We report our best results submitted to LT-EDI-
2022 which ranked 2nd and 3rd in English and
Spanish respectively.

1 Introduction

Automatic detection of hope-speech has recently
grabbed the attention of Natural Language Pro-
cessing (NLP) researchers (Chakravarthi, 2020;
Chakravarthi and Muralidaran, 2021). Social me-
dia platforms have opened doors for linguists, com-
puter scientists and psychologists to dive deep into
multiple forms of human expression (Ashraf et al.;
Ameer et al., 2020) i.e. hate, sadness, joy and
love (Sampath et al., 2022; Ravikiran et al., 2022;
Chakravarthi et al., 2021, 2022b; Bharathi et al.,
2022; Priyadharshini et al., 2022). Similar to detect-
ing other forms of expression, hope-speech allows
us to understand the human desire for an outcome .

The definition of hope (Snyder et al., 2002) used
in past computational studies, explains the associ-
ation of hope with potential, reassurance, support,
inspiration, suggestions and promise during times
of misfortune. Hope, however, cannot be limited
to the understanding of positivity as a sentiment
alone, as hope is not “optimism” (Bryant and Cven-
gros, 2004). Understanding hope in its complete
form can help us understand the desired outcomes
of a certain person, community, gender or ethnicity.
The first step towards the understanding of hope is
to distinguish hope from neutral and not-hopeful

sentences. To help that, many computational ap-
proaches have been tested on hope-speech detec-
tion using deep learning/transformer methods and
a variety of linguistic features (Balouchzahi et al.,
2021a; Junaida and Ajees, 2021; Dowlagar and
Mamidi, 2021).

This paper gives a system report of Task
1: Shared Task on Hope Speech Detection for
Equality, Diversity and Inclusion at “LT-EDI
2022” (Chakravarthi et al., 2022a). The shared
task is an extension of last year’s shared task on
hope speech detection (Chakravarthi and Murali-
daran, 2021). This year the task is converted to
a binary classification problem that aims to de-
tect “Hope” and “Non-Hope” classes from Youtube
comments. We attempted the task in only English
and Spanish for thorough experimentation. Our
model comprises a basic sequential neural network
with a combination of features including Linguistic
Inquiry and Word Count (LIWC) and n-grams.

The paper contributes by developing a deep
learning approach that ranked 2nd in English and
3rd in Spanish for hope speech detection. we also
identified psycho-linguistic and linguistic features
that work the best for the two languages. The fol-
lowing section gives a detailed description of the
methods used in the previous year’s shared task.
Section 3 and 4 explain the dataset statistics and
the methodology used to obtain the results. While
Section 5 and 6 elaborate on the results and conclu-
sions drawn from the paper.

2 Literature Review

Early research (Palakodety et al., 2020) on iden-
tifying hope highlighted the potential of hope
in the situation of war through Youtube com-
ments. These comments were extracted multi-
lingually (Hindi/English) in Devanagari and
Roman scripts. The study used 80/10 train test
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spit using logistic regression with l2 regulariza-
tion. The used N-grams (1, 3), sentiment score and
100 dimensional polyglot FastText embeddings as
features. A combination of all features gave an
F − 1 score of 78.51 (±2.24%). In 2021, the
shared-task (Chakravarthi and Muralidaran, 2021)
for Hope speech detection was presented at “LT-
EDI-2021”. The task was built on the code-mixed
imbalance dataset (?) comprised of Youtube com-
ments in English, Malayalam, and Tamil. The En-
glish dataset was divided into three classes namely:
“Hope” with 2484 comments, “Non-Hope” with
25,950 comments and “Other language” with 27
comments. The literature review only highlights
the methodologies and results proposed for Hope-
Speech detection at “LT-EDI-2021” in English.

A majority voting ensemble approach (Upad-
hyay et al., 2021) with 11 models and fine-tuned
pre-trained transformer models (RoBERTa, BERT,
ALBERT, IndicBERT) gave us the F-1 score of
0.93%. The same results were achieved in the
study, which used a combination of contextual-
ized string embedding (Flair), stacked word embed-
dings and pooled document embedding with Recur-
rent Neural Network (RNN) (Junaida and Ajees,
2021). Transformer methods all scored F-1 score of
0.93% consistently with many fine-tuned methods
such as RoBERTa (Mahajan et al., 2021), XML-
R (Hossain et al., 2021), XLM-RoBERTa (Ziehe
et al., 2021), XLM-RoBERTa with TF-IDF (Huang
and Bai, 2021), ALBERT with K-fold cross-
validation (Chen and Kong, 2021) and multilingual-
BERT model with convolution neural networks
(CNN) (Dowlagar and Mamidi, 2021). However,
these weighted F1-Scores present an incomplete
picture of the hope speech detection models as none
of the models gave us an F-1 score of more than
0.60% in the “Hope” class. These high weighted
F-1 scores were majorly contributed by the “Non-
hope” class which had more than 10X times more
comments than the “Hope” class.

We saw a slightly different language model ap-
proach in (Chinnappa, 2021), where the authors
used FNN, SBERT and BERT to classify the la-
bels after initial detection of the language using
multiple language identifiers such as Compact Lan-
guage Detector 2, langid etc. The approach got
achieved 0.92% F-1 score with extremely poor per-
formance on the third label “Not language”, which
was expected due to the imbalance instances in
the class label. The best models seen were the

ones that performed slightly better in the hope-
speech class. Since, the shared task was code-
mixed, only (Balouchzahi et al., 2021a) provided a
solution catering to the sentences combined with
char sequences for words with Malayalam-English
and Tamil-English code-mixed texts and a combina-
tion of word and char n-grams along with syntactic
word n-grams for English text. The proposed ap-
proach got an F-1 score of 0.92% in English and
was also rubust in the low resource languages.

The related studies show a huge gap in the un-
derstanding of “Hope” class as a whole and hence,
more impactful features and methods need to be
explored.

3 Dataset

The dataset comprises of Youtube comments for
English and Tweets for Spanish. The table 1 shows
the dataset statistics and the imbalance between
the two binary classes in the English dataset. The
number of tweets in Spanish are balanced but also
visibly less than in English. The table 2 shows the
structure of the train and development sets without
ids for both English and Spanish. The predictions
were made on the training set comprising of 389
English comments and 330 Spanish tweets.

Train Set
Categories English Spanish
Hope speech 1962 491
Not hope speech 20778 499

Development Set
Hope speech 272 169
Not hope speech 2569 161

Table 1: Label distribution over datasets

Language Comments and Tweets Class
En It’s not that all lives don’t matter NHS
En God accepts everyone HS

Es

¿Quien me puede explicar que tiene
que ver el desgraciado crimen de

Samuel en A Coruña con la #homofobia
y la #LGTBI?

NHS

Es
El Tribunal Supremo israelı́ da

luz verde a la gestación subrogada
de parejas del mismo sexo. #LGTBI

HS

Table 2: Examples from the trainset in English (En)
and Spanish (Es) with labels Hope speech (HS) and
Non-hope speech (NHS)
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4 Methodology

The proposed methodology contains two main
phases, namely: Feature Engineering, and Model
Construction. Each phase is described below:

4.1 Feature Engineering

The feature engineering steps are shown in Figure 1
and described below:

4.1.1 Data Cleaning
This phase includes emoji to text conversion using
UNICODE EMO() (handles the graphical emojis)
and EMOTICONS() (handles text-based emojis,
e.g., :-) :-)) functions from emot1 library. Once
emojis were converted to texts, all texts were lower-
cased and all digits, unprintable characters and non-
alphabet characters along with stopwords were re-
moved.

4.1.2 Feature Extraction
Two types of features, namely: Psychological
and linguistic features were used for the study.
Psychological features in the current work were
taken from Linguistic Inquiry and Word Count
(LIWC) (Tausczik and Pennebaker, 2010). LIWC
is the gold standard lexicon that categorizes the
words in the tweets in their respective psychologi-
cal categories. We utilized all categories provided
in LIWC 2015. Furthermore, we used character
and word n-grams each in the range of (1, 3) for
experiments. Later, TF-IDF Vectorizer was used
to vectorize the obtained n-grams and 30,000 most
frequent from each (char and word n-grams) and
transferred for the next step (Feature Selection).

4.1.3 Feature Selection
A large number of features does not always gen-
erate the highest performance and might cause
more processing time and overfitting (Balouchzahi
et al., 2021b). Therefore, a feature selection step
is deemed useful to further reduce the dimension
of feature vectors keeping only the most impactful
features for the classifier. Similar to the ensemble
concept in model construction, two DecisionTree
(DT) and one RandomForest (RF) classifiers were
ensembled to produce feature importance for the
extracted features. The soft voting of produced col-
lective features from all three classifiers was trans-
ferred as the input. Feature importance of each
feature indicates how much a feature contributes

1https://pypi.org/project/emot/

Figure 1: Feature Engineering phase

to the solving classification problem for the cur-
rent task (Balouchzahi et al., 2021b). Eventually,
the features are sorted based on higher feature im-
portance and the top 10,000 features are selected
for classification. Only linguistic features are gone
through feature selection due to high dimensions
in extracted word and char n-grams features. The
total number of features is given in Table 3.

Language LIWC Char n-grams Word n-grams
English 93 2437500 499036
Spanish 93 238940 44339

Table 3: Total number of features for each feature type

4.2 Model Construction

Since the main focus of current work is on ex-
ploring the impact of Psycho-linguistic features
on hope speech, a simple but effective Keras 2

Neural Network architecture has been borrowed
from (Balouchzahi et al., 2021a). This enables us
to compare the performance of the proposed feature
set to subwords n-grams generated through char se-
quences and syntactic n-grams used in previous
work (Balouchzahi et al., 2021a). The graphical
representation of the model used in the current task
is detailed in Figure 2. The model was trained with
four different feature combinations and the results
are analyzed in Section 5.

2https://keras.io/
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Figure 2: Keras Nueral Network architecture

5 Results

The best performing results for the both languages
were with the combination of n-grams with LIWC
features. The study reports Macro F1 score, which
reports the F1 score per class giving equal weight
to each class , whereas, Weighted F1 score gives
an insight on the F1 score per class by keeping in
mind the proportion of each class.

Even though Weighted F1 scores are more help-
ful for evaluating the imbalanced classes, the evalu-
ation of the rankings were done with the Macro F1
scores. The table 4 shows the comparison of the
submitted models with the top two models. Our
model performed better than the first ranked model
in the Weighted F1 (0.870) and was only lower
than one model (0.880) in the ranking. Our model
with only LIWC features achieved the second rank
for hope speech detection in English (W F1 =
0.870), while, our model with the combination of
LIWC, word and char n-grams achieved the third
rank (W F1 = 0.790) for the Spanish text. The
char embeddings created a significant difference in
the Spanish text when combined with the LIWC
features.

The overall Macro F1 scores achieved in the
English task was significantly lower than the

Team name M F1-score W F1-score Rank
IIITSurat 0.550 0.880 1
MUCIC 0.550 0.860 1

ARGUABLY 0.540 0.870 2
CIC LIWC 0.530 0.870 2

CIC LIWC + words 0.530 0.870 3
CIC LIWC + char 0.500 0.860 5

(a) English

Team name M F1-score W F1-score Rank
ARGUABLY Spanish 0.810 0.810 1

Ablimet Spanish 0.800 0.800 2
CIC LIWC + Words + Char 0.790 0.790 3

(b) Spanish

Table 4: Comparison of team submissions with the top
2 ranks in the competition

Weighted F1 score because of the imbalanced
classes contrary to Spanish texts where the classes
were balanced.

6 Conclusion

In this paper, we reported the impact of psycho-
linguistic and linguistic features on hope speech
detection using a non-complex deep learning al-
gorithm. Our approach showed that even simple
deep learning models can outperform complex lan-
guage models with a combination of linguistic and
psycho-linguistic features. Psycho-linguistic fea-
tures were efficient in both English and Spanish
tasks which can be due to the nature of hope tar-
geted in the dataset which comprised of only pos-
itive comments. Our best models ranked 2nd and
3rd in English and Spanish respectively.
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Abstract

Social media platforms play a major role in our
day-to-day life and are considered as a virtual
friend by many users, who use the social media
to share their feelings all day. Many a time, the
content which is shared by users on social me-
dia replicate their internal life. Nowadays peo-
ple love to share their daily life incidents like
happy or unhappy moments and their feelings
in social media and it makes them feel com-
plete and it has become a habit for many users.
Social media provides a new chance to identify
the feelings of a person through their posts. The
aim of the shared task is to develop a model in
which the system is capable of analyzing the
grammatical markers related to onset and per-
manent symptoms of depression. We as a team
participated in the shared task Detecting Signs
of Depression from Social Media Text at LT-
EDI 2022- ACL 2022 and we have proposed a
model which predicts depression from English
social media posts using the data set shared
for the task. The prediction is done based on
the labels Moderate, Severe and Not Depressed.
We have implemented this using different trans-
former models like DistilBERT, RoBERTa and
ALBERT by which we were able to achieve
a Macro F1 score of 0.337, 0.457 and 0.387
respectively. Our code is publicly available in
the github1

1 Introduction

In the digital world, the usage of social media has
become most common among the people. Social
media is used without any limits to share happiness,
joy, sadness, loneliness and all other personal emo-
tions. The contents shared by the people reflect the
mental state of the person and can act as an indica-
tor of their depression level (Kamite and Kamble,
2020). Depression is a serious mental illness that
negatively affects how you feel, the way you think
and how you act. Fortunately, it is also treatable.

1https://github.com/sivamanikandan45/Transfomer.git

Depression causes feelings of sadness and/or a loss
of interest in activities you once enjoyed. It can
lead to a variety of emotional and physical prob-
lems and can decrease your ability to function at
work and at home. Sometimes, social media could
be the reason for the depression. It is necessary
to measure the level of depression from the social
media text to treat them and to avoid the negative
consequences. Detecting levels of depression is a
challenging task since it involves the mindset of the
people which can change periodically. Our aim is
to detect levels of depression with the use of deep
learning Transformer Models to achieve the best
results (Malviya et al., 2021).

The shared task Detecting Signs of Depression
from Social Media Text was a part of LT-EDI 2022-
ACL 2022 (Sampath et al., 2022). The task is based
on English comments. The task was a classifica-
tion problem based on the labels “Not Depressed”,

“Moderate” and “Severe”. For example, “My life
gets worse every year : That’s what it feels like any-
way....” fall under the category Moderate, “Words
can’t describe how bad I feel right now : I just want
to fall asleep forever.” fall under the category Se-
vere and “Is anybody else hoping the Coronavirus
shuts everybody down?” fall under the category
Not Depressed.

For the shared task, a model based on transform-
ers was first proposed which was trained using the
training data set provided for the corresponding
task followed by validation of the trained model
using the evaluation data set. Then the model was
tested using the testing data set to predict the cate-
gory of the text based on which the evaluation of
the shared task was done.

2 Related works

Identifying depression from social media posts in-
volves detecting whether the user associated with
the posts could be identified for depression and this
could be represented as a text classification prob-
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Learning Technique Approaches used Limitation
Traditional Approach Statistical, Data driven, Rule based Requires specific features like

and lexicon based approaches syntactic markers, psycho-linguistic
features and temporal dependencies

Machine Learning approach SVM, RF, DT, NB, KNN, LR Requires proper fine tuning
of parameters and does not show

significant impact on the precision

Deep Learning approach NN, RNN, LSTM Handling of heterogeneous
and Transformer Models and feature vector representation

associated with the performance

Table 1: Summary of related work

lem. Various methods from rule based techniques
to deep learning methods could be used for this pur-
pose. Identification of depression markers and pre-
processing the actual posts also play an important
role in the performance of the model. The perfor-
mance of the model used for classification mainly
depends on the data set used for the purpose like
the size of the data set and the distribution of the
data in the data set. Hence the analysis of the data
set is important for selecting the appropriate model
for implementing the classification task. The con-
tribution of different pre-processing techniques for
improving the prediction efficiency of depression
identification task (Figueredo and Calumby, 2020)
had been presented. Depression-related markers
in Facebook users had been identified by Socially
Mediated Patient Portal (SMPP) (Hussain et al.,
2020), which had used a data-driven approach with
machine learning classification techniques for ex-
tracting such information. The syntactical markers
related to onset and perpetual symptoms of depres-
sion (Kamite and Kamble, 2020) have been iden-
tified which when used together with statistical
models had helped in effective and early identifi-
cation of depression from social media posts. The
impact of psycho-linguistic patterns on standard
machine learning approaches had been illustrated
for the classification of social media texts that are
associated with depression (Trifan et al., 2020).
Multi modal framework and statistical techniques
had been used to discern depressive behaviours
from a heterogeneous set of features including vi-
sual, textual, and user interaction data (Yazdavar
et al., 2020) from social media posts. Multiple In-
stance Learning methods (Mann et al., 2021) had
been used for the task of identifying depression

from social media posts which had implemented
the classification by exploiting temporal dependen-
cies between posts. Detection of mental health dis-
orders, especially depression, had been predicted
from Arabic posts using a lexicon based approach
and machine learning approach (Alghamdi et al.,
2020).

Early detection of different emotions of people
including depression from their social media posts
had been done using a hybrid model which is a
combination of two machine learning algorithms
namely Support Vector Machine and Naive Bayes
algorithm (Smys and Raj, 2021). The performance
measures of the model had been analyzed by fine
tuning the parameters associated with the algo-
rithms. Detection of depression from Bengali posts
and commentaries had been implemented and eval-
uated using different machine learning algorithms
like Support Vector Machine, Random Forest, De-
cision Tree, K-Nearest Neighbors, Naive Bayes
(Multinomial Naive Bayes) and Logistic Regres-
sion. The results had shown that the same precision
had been achieved by all the algorithms (Victor
et al., 2020). Social media posts of high school stu-
dents, college students and working professionals
had also been considered in specific for identify-
ing mental health using the above mentioned ma-
chine learning algorithms (Narayanrao and Lalitha
Surya Kumari, 2020).

Use of deep learning models had been depicted
for the prediction of mental disorders such as de-
pression. A multi-task hierarchical neural network
with topic attention had been used for identifying
health issues from social media posts. Bidirectional
gated recurrent units had been used to analyze the
hierarchical relationship (Zhou et al., 2021) among
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documents, sentences and words based on which at-
tention weights are enhanced for words. The posts
with unstructured text data that display depression
had been identified more effectively by deep learn-
ing models than by using supervised learning meth-
ods (Ahmad et al., 2020). The role of sentiment
analysis in identifying depression had been shown
which had improved the performance of the model
by using different deep learning techniques for
the process of classification (Banerjee and Shaikh,
2021). Better performance had been achieved when
the heterogeneous and feature vector representation
associated with social media posts had been han-
dled and transformer based models (Garg, 2021)
had been utilized for classification of depression
and suicidal posts. Depression and associated nega-
tive emotions had been identified from Sina Weibo,
using deep learning methods (Yao et al., 2019).

Table 1 summarises the approaches and the lim-
itations associated with the models that exist for
detecting depression from social media posts. It
could be summarized from the related works that
proper pre-processing, selection of markers and
dominant feature extraction directly have an im-
pact on the performance of the model. Differ-
ent approaches like rule-based approach, statistical
approach, machine learning approaches and deep
learning approaches could be used for this purpose
and the deep learning techniques tend to show bet-
ter performance when compared with traditional
and machine learning approaches. When appropri-
ate text pre-processing and textual based featuring
techniques (Zhou et al., 2021) had been used with
machine learning classifiers, it had been shown that
depression associated social media texts could be
effectively identified even when depression spe-
cific keywords were not present in the social media
posts.The performance of the model based on an
approach may not be the same for all data sets
which is a major factor to be considered and this
makes the problem of identifying depression from
social media text as an important research field in
the domain of Natural Language Processing.

3 Data set

The data set used for our model is a collection of
Social Media Text provided by the organizers of
the shared task (Sampath et al., 2022). The data
set (Kayalvizhi and Thenmozhi, 2022) comprises
training, development and test data set. The data
files were in Tab Separated Values (tsv) format with

Data Set Category Instances
Train Not Depression 1971

Moderate 6019
Severe 901

Validation Not Depression 1,830
Moderate 2306

Severe 360

Table 2: Data set statistics

three columns namely posting id (pid), text data
and label. The sample instances are as follows:

• Not depressed - This indicates the social me-
dia text is not depressed in nature Example:
"Is anybody else hoping the Coronavirus shuts
everybody down?”

• Moderate- This indicates the social media text
is moderately depressed in nature Example:
"My life gets worse every year : That’s what
it feels like anyway....”

• Severe- This indicates the social media text is
severely depressed in nature Example: "Words
can’t describe how bad I feel right now : I just
want to fall asleep forever.”

The distribution of the data in the data set is shown
in Table 2. The training data set had 8,891 in-
stances of which 1,971 instances were under the
Not depressed category, 6019 instances were under
Moderate category and 901 instances under Severe
category. The validation data set provided for the
evaluation of the model had 4496 instances with
1830, 2306 and 360 instances under the category
Not depressed, Moderate and Severe respectively.
The test data set provided for the purpose of predic-
tion had 3245 instances.

4 Methodology

The proposed methodology uses deep learning tech-
niques for implementing the process of detecting
depression from social media texts. From the ex-
isting systems it could be found that transformer
based models exhibit better performance when
compared to Neural network based models and
LSTM based models. Hence the proposed system
uses three different Transformer models namely
DistilBERT, ALBERT and RoBERTa for the task
of detecting the depression level from social media
text.
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Model DistilBERT RoBERTa ALBERT
Accuracy 0.342 0.510 0.408

Macro F1-Score 0.337 0.457 0.387
Macro Recall 0.467 0.519 0.497

Macro Precision 0.456 0.461 0.432

Table 3: Task Score

4.1 DistilBERT

DistilBERT (Sanh et al., 2019) is a general-purpose
pre-trained version of BERT which had been pre-
trained on the same corpus as BERT in a self-
supervised fashion. This means it was pre-trained
on the raw texts only, with no human labeling to
generate inputs and labels from those texts using
the BERT base model2. Distil-BERT has 97% of
BERT’s performance while being trained on half
of the parameters of BERT. BERT-base has 110
parameters and BERT-large has 340 parameters,
which are hard to deal with. For this problem’s
solution, distillation techniques are used to reduce
the size of these large models3.

We have used “distilbert–base-cased” model for
implementing the classification task of identifying
depression from social media text which comprises
of 6-layer, 768-hidden layers and also 12-heads,
65M parameters. It is a smaller version than BERT
which is incredibly less expensive and quicker to
train than BERT.

4.2 RoBERTa

RoBERTa (Liu et al., 2019) is a transformer model
pre-trained on a large corpus of English data and
is based on BERT model and modifies key hyper-
parameters and training is implemented with larger
mini-batches and learning rates4. RoBERTa is a
Robust BERT method which has been trained on a
far extra large data set and for a whole lot of large
quantities of iterations with a bigger batch length
of 8k.

We have used the “RoBERTa–base” model for
the task which is a pretrained model on English lan-
guage using a masked language modeling (MLM)
objective. This model is case-sensitive and it com-
prises 12-layers, 768-hidden layers, 12-heads and
125M parameters.

2https://huggingface.co/distilbert-base-uncased
3https://analyticsindiamag.com/python-guide-to-

huggingface-distilbert-smaller-faster-cheaper-distilled-bert/
4https://huggingface.co/docs/transformers/modeldoc/roberta

4.3 ALBERT
The ALBERT (Lan et al., 2020) model is a Lite
BERT which improves the training and results of
BERT architecture by using different techniques
like parameter sharing, factorization of embedding
matrix and Inter sentence Coherence loss.

We have used “ALBERT–base-v1” model for the
task which is also a pre-trained model on English
language. This model is uncased5 and it consists of
12 repeating layers, 128 embedding, 768-hidden,
12-heads and 11M parameters6. The first step asso-
ciated with the task is to prepare the data set which
involves pre-processing the text from the data set
for effective modeling. As the text from social me-
dia posts does not have a standard structure and use
of symbols, tags and URLs are common, the texts
need to be pre-processed by converting the com-
plete text into lower case words and removing the
stop-words, URLs, numbers and tags which do not
contribute much for the classification task. Then
the three different transformer models namely Dis-
tilBERT, ALBERT and RoBERTa had been used to
implement the classification of the texts into Mod-
erate, Severe and Not Depressed texts. The labels
were converted to equivalent integer categorical
values so that it can be given as input to the trans-
former models. The models are trained using the
training set provided as a part of the shared task.
The evaluation of the model was carried out using
the evaluation data set provided by the shared task.
Finally the required predictions were done using
the test data set provided by the shared task. The
number of epochs that were considered for training
were 5 for DistilBERT and ALBERT and 1 epoch
was used for RoBERTa.

5 Experimental Setup

We have used the virtual GPU (Tesla k80) provided
by Google Colab for implementing different trans-
former models.The processing time was found to
be 5.43 min, 15.46 min, 5.48 min for DistilBERT,

5https://huggingface.co/albert-base-v1
6https://huggingface.co/transformers/v3.3.1/pretrainedmodels.html
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Label Precision Recall F1-Score Support
Not Depression 0.60 0.45 0.52 1830

Moderate 0.59 0.72 0.65 2306
Severe 0.31 0.29 0.30 360

Accuracy 0.57 4496
Macro Avg 0.50 0.49 0.49 4496

Weighted Avg 0.576 0.57 0.57 4496

Table 4: Classification Report

RoBERTa and AlBERT models respectively. The
memory usage of our model was calculated to be
3583MiB.

6 Results

The evaluation of the shared task was done using
the metric namely Macro F1-score. The other met-
rics that were used to represent the performance of
the model were Accuracy, Macro Recall and Macro
Precision. The ratio of the number of correct pre-
dictions to the total number of input samples is
represented by the metric Accuracy. The ratio of
the number of correct positive results to the num-
ber of positive results predicted by the classifier is
represented by Precision. The model’s ability to
detect positive samples is represented by recall. F1
score is an overall measure of a model’s accuracy
that combines precision and recall. A high F1 score
means that the classification has resulted with low
number of false positives, and low false negatives.

The metric values that were scored by the three
different models on the test data set provided for
the shared task are given in Table 3. When us-
ing the DistilBERT the values that were obtained
for the different metrics were 0.342 for accuracy,
0.337 for Macro F1-score, 0.467 for Macro recall
and 0.456 for Macro precision. By using the trans-
former model ALBERT for classification the met-
rics were improved to 0.408 for accuracy, 0.387 for
Macro F1-score, 0.497 for Macro Recall and 0.432
for Macro Precision. The metrics were further im-
proved when the RoBERTa model was used for
implementing the classification task which resulted
in an accuracy of 0.510, Macro F1-score of 0.457,
Macro recall of 0.519 and Macro precision of 0.461
which brought us to the rank of 23 in the leader
board.

7 Error Analysis

The model RoBERTa had resulted in an F1 score of
0.457 which is low compared to 0.583 which is the

F1 score obtained by the topper of the leader board.
This shows that more false positive and false neg-
ative classification has occurred in our proposed
model. The data set provided is highly imbalanced
in nature which could also be considered as a rea-
son for the poor performance of the model. The
data set could be converted to a balanced data set
by using different up-sampling and down-sampling
techniques.

The classification report generated during the
evaluation of the model is shown in Table 4. It
could be found that the instances that fall under
the category ‘Severe’ have a low F1 score of 0.30,
which means more false positives and false neg-
atives have occurred under this category. Most
of the posts associated with the category Severe
do not use the depression related markers directly
which can also be considered as a reason for poor
performance of the model.

8 Conclusion

As social media platforms play a crucial role in to-
day’s world and the posts shared replicate the inter-
nal mental state of the user, the task of identifying
depression from social media posts have become
an important research area. The methodology as-
sociated with our submission used three different
transformer models to implement the above said
task namely DistilBERT, ALBERT and RoBERTa
of which the RoBERTa model had shown a better
performance with a F1 score of 0.457.

This score is not an optimal value and shows
the availability of scope to fine tune the trans-
former models for improving the performance of
the model. The process can be more effectively
done when depression markers are identified and
the context based informations of the posts are
considered while developing models to identify de-
pression from social media texts.
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Abstract
In recent times, applications have been devel-
oped to regulate and control the spread of neg-
ativity and toxicity on online platforms. The
world is filled with serious problems like politi-
cal & religious conflicts, wars, pandemics, and
offensive hate speech is the last thing we de-
sire. Our task was to classify a text into ‘Hope
Speech’ and ‘Non-Hope Speech’. We searched
for datasets acquired from YouTube comments
that offer support, reassurance, inspiration, and
insight, and the ones that don’t. The datasets
were provided to us by the LTEDI organizers in
English, Tamil, Spanish, Kannada, and Malay-
alam. To successfully identify and classify
them, we employed several machine learning
transformer models such as m-BERT, MLNet,
BERT, XLMRoberta, and XLM_MLM. The
observed results indicate that the BERT and
m-BERT have obtained the best results among
all the other techniques, gaining a weighted F1-
score of 0.92, 0.71, 0.76, 0.87, and 0.83 for
English, Tamil, Spanish, Kannada, and Malay-
alam respectively. This paper depicts our work
for the Shared Task on Hope Speech Detection
for Equality, Diversity, and Inclusion at LTEDI
2021.

1 Introduction

With an evolving and diversifying world filled with
worries and uncertainty, people turn to religion and
faith to give them hope. With the existence of
marginalized communities, such as the LGBTQIA
community, and racial and ethnic minorities which
focus on having faith and are hopeful for their com-
plete acceptance in society(Puranik et al., 2021),
there is an increasing need for positive reinforce-
ment in society. With the wide usage of the internet,
now intensified by the ongoing pandemic, more
people are seeking the same kind of reinforcement
through online forums(Arunima et al., 2021).

Youtube is an online platform connecting bil-
lions of users across the globe. It is an appli-
cation owned by Google, which allows people

worldwide to showcase their talents and express
opinions, and connect in the comments section.
With around 30000 hours of content uploaded ev-
ery hour(Arunima et al., 2021), each comment un-
der it has people expressing not only their trivial
thoughts but also their controversial opinions. This
includes but is not restricted to saying hurtful things
and shaming communities and groups they harbor
ill will against, given the flexibility of speech in
most nations in the world. This can be touted as
a bane as well leading to rigorous research in Of-
fensive Speech Detection and Hate Speech Detec-
tion(Sai and Sharma, 2020)(Wani et al., 2019)(Al-
safari et al., 2020).

There has been inadequate research done concen-
trating on Hope Speech Detection. With this being
an era of mental health awareness, it is crucial to
develop a solution that recommends uplifting and
positive tweets and posts to people, while sidelin-
ing the negative, discouraging and disheartening
ones.

In our paper, we have approached Hope Speech
Detection using pre-existing transformer models
trained from the dataset provided by the LT-EDI
organizers with the data obtained from tweets in
English, Kannada, Malayalam, Spanish, and Tamil.
We have used multilingual transformers such as
XLM-MLM, BERT, and XLM-ROBERTA, achiev-
ing promising results using the BERT multilingual
transformer model. Hence the task was imple-
mented using the same.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows.
Section 2 discusses the related work on Hope
Speech Detection tasks. The dataset for the shared
task is discussed in Section 3. Section 4 outlines the
features and the methods used for this task. Results
are presented in Section 5. Section 6 concludes the
paper.
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2 Related Work

Researchers have experimented with a few ap-
proaches to deal with Hope Speech Detection in
many languages recently, but more so in English.
The authors of Hope Speech Detection: A Compu-
tational Analysis of the Voice of Peace(Palakodety
et al., 2019) take the help of polyglot word-
embeddings to discover language clusters and sub-
sequently construct a language identification tech-
nique that requires minimal supervision and per-
forms well on short social media texts generated in
a linguistically diverse region of the world. In Hope
Speech Detection Using Indic Transliteration and
Transformers(Upadhyay et al., 2021), the authors
used 2 approaches. They used contextual embed-
dings to train classifiers using logistic regression,
random forest, SVM, and LSTM based models. A
similar approach is used in Hope Speech Detec-
tion in YouTube multilingual comments(Saumya
and Mishra, 2021). The second approach involved
using a majority voting ensemble of 11 models
which were obtained by fine-tuning pre-trained
transformer models (BERT, ALBERT, RoBERTa,
IndicBERT) after adding an output layer. They
found that the second approach yielded better re-
sults for English, Tamil, and Malayalam. In A
Multilingual Hope Speech Detection for Equal-
ity, Diversity, and Inclusion using Context-Aware
Embedding(Junaida and Ajees, 2021), the authors
present deep learning techniques using context-
aware string embeddings for word representations
and Recurrent Neural Network (RNN) and pooled
document embeddings for text representation. In
this paper, however, we use pre-trained multilin-
gual transformer models to determine whether a
comment is Hope Speech or not.

3 Dataset Analysis and Preprocessing

The dataset provided by the LT-EDI 2021
Chakravarthi et al. (2022) for the five languages,
English, Tamil, Spanish, Kannada, and Malayalam
consisted of 28424, 17716, 1653, 6176, and 9918
Youtube comments respectively. Refer to the table
below 1

Subjects like Hope’s speech might raise confu-
sion and disagreement among literates belonging
to different groups. Puranik et al. (2021).

Chakravarthi et al. (2022)
A Youtube comment may contain acronyms,

small words, and emojis. It is required to process
the data before training it. Data pre-processing is

Language Training Development Test
English 22740 2841 2843
Tamil 14200 1755 1761

Spanish 991 331 331
Kannada 4940 618 618

Malayalam 7873 974 1071

Table 1: Dataset description

critical for the success of any machine learning so-
lution. There may be signs of irregularities in the
continuity of texts and misspelled words in many
YouTube comments. For the cleaning up of the
dataset and to normalize these irregularities we go
through pre-processing, where all the HTML tags,
hashtags, social media mentions, and URLs are
removed. It is also required to annotate emojis and
emoticons as they play an important role in defining
the speech. These are replaced with the text they
represent and substituted back into the comment.
The text data may contain short words, and these
are replaced with their original full word. We re-
sort to a look-up table that replaces the short word
with their expanded form, such as: ‘what’s’ with
‘what is’, ‘u’ with ‘you’. The sequence of texts
is then converted to lowercase and the extra un-
wanted white spaces are removed.Suseelan et al.
(2019)Thenmozhi et al. (2019) (Bharathi et al.,
2021).

4 Methodology

For this approach, we used a few models, namely,
the XLM-MLM models, BERT models, and XLM-
ROBERTA models for Spanish and Malayalam and
the BERT models and XLNET models for English,
Kannada and Tamil. Out of all these models, the
BERT models produced the best results out of all
the models, in all the languages.

For English, bert-base-multilingual-uncased is
shown to yield the best accuracy of 93%. For Kan-
nada, bert-base-uncased yielded the best accuracy
of 87%. For Malayalam, bert-base-multilingual-
uncased yielded a result of 84%. For Spanish too,
the bert-base-multilingual-uncased model outper-
formed the others by giving an accuracy of 76%.
For Tamil, bert-base-uncased yielded an accuracy
of 72%. An analysis of all the results is elaborated
in the next section.

4.1 bert-base-multilingual-uncased and
bert-base-uncased

Introduced in the paper BERT: Pre-training of Deep
Bidirectional Transformers for Language Under-
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standing(Devlin et al., 2018), it is a pre-trained
model trained on the top 102 languages with the
largest Wikipedia using a masked language mod-
eling (MLM) objective. It is a transformer model
pre-trained on a large corpus of multilingual data in
a self-supervised fashion. BERT uses bi-directional
learning to gain context of words from left to right
context simultaneously. This bi-directional ap-
proach is optimized for Masked Language Mod-
eling(MLM), which includes randomly masking
15% of the words in the input and then running
it through the model to predict the masked words.
It also helps to optimize Next Sentence Predic-
tion(NSP) which predicts the relationship between
two sentences(whether they follow each other or
not).

4.2 xlnet-base-cased
XLNet is a model pre-trained in the English lan-
guage. Introduced in the paper XLNet: General-
ized Autoregressive Pretraining for Language Un-
derstanding(Yang et al., 2019), it is a new unsu-
pervised language representation learning method
based on a novel generalized permutation language
modeling objective. It employs Transformer-XL as
the backbone model, exhibiting exemplary perfor-
mance for language tasks involving long context.
It achieves great performance on downstream tasks
such as document ranking, question answering, sen-
timent analysis, and natural language interference.
It is primarily aimed at being fine-tuned on tasks
that use the whole sentence (potentially masked)
to make decisions, such as sequence classification,
token classification, or question answering.

4.3 xlm-mlm-tlm-xnli15-1024 and
xlm-mlm-100-1280

XLM is a model presented by Facebook AI in
the paper Cross-lingual Language Model Pretrain-
ing(Lample and Conneau, 2019). It is an im-
proved version of BERT, achieving excellent re-
sults in classification and translation tasks in Natu-
ral Language Processing. XLM uses a known pre-
processing technique (BPE) and a dual-language
training mechanism with BERT to learn relations
between words in different languages. The model
outperforms other models in a cross-lingual clas-
sification task and significantly improves machine
translation when a pre-trained model is used for
the initialization of the translation model. Here, the
initial embeddings of the tokens are taken from a
pretrained MLM and fed into the translation model.

Figure 1: Proposed methodology

These embeddings are used to initialize the tokens
of both the encoder and the decoder of the trans-
lation model (which uses a transformer)(Lample
et al., 2018).

4.4 xlm-roberta-base and xlm-roberta-large
First introduced in the paper Unsupervised Cross-
lingual Representation Learning at Scale(Conneau
et al., 2019), it is a multilingual version of
RoBERTa pre-trained on 2.5TB of filtered Com-
monCrawl data containing 100 languages. It is a
transformers model pre-trained on a large corpus
in a self-supervised fashion. Similar to BERT, it
is pre-trained with the Masked Language Model-
ing(MLM) objective.

5 Observation

In this section, we will be looking into the perfor-
mance of various machine learning transformer
models for the 5 languages (English, Tamil,
Spanish, Kannada, Malayalam). The weighted
F1 score determines the excellence of the models.
The tables below present the evaluation results of
all the models on the test dataset. The English
dataset has the highest F1 score of 0.92 using the
m-BERT model, winning over a slight margin
against the BERT model. The BERT model had
outperformed by its accuracy 2. In the case of the
Tamil language, the BERT model had produced the
highest F1-Score of 0.71 with better accuracy than
the other models 3. In the case of Spanish, both the
m-BERT and the XLM ROBERTA had performed
equally well with an F1 score of 0.76 4. BERT
model had performed well with Kannada datasets
too with an F1 score of 0.87 and an equally good
accuracy of 0.87 5. In the case of Malayalam,
m-BERT outperformed the other models, and its
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Pre-trained model Precision Recall F1-score Accuracy
bert-base-uncased 0.91 0.92 0.91 0.92
xlnet-base-cased 0.83 0.91 0.87 0.91

bert-base-mulitingual-uncased 0.91 0.93 0.92 0.93

Table 2: Performance analysis of the proposed system
using development data for English

Pre-trained model Precision Recall F1-score Accuracy
bert-base-uncased 0.72 0.72 0.71 0.72
xlnet-base-cased 0.31 0.55 0.40 0.55

bert-base-mulitingual-uncased 0.70 0.70 0.69 0.70

Table 3: Performance analysis of the proposed system
using development data for Tamil

F1 score was 0.83 6. For all the languages, the
BERT model had showcased the best results and
outperformed all the other models.

Conclusion

The need for Hope Speech Detection in social me-
dia content is growing to be more and more im-
portant every day. With more and more people’s
lives being ridden by social media content every
day, it becomes critical to have a filter to differen-
tiate between the positive and negative content to
promote optimism and a can-do attitude instead of
a pessimistic and dispirited outlook. Hope Speech
Detection models, though proven to be essential,
have had insufficient work done on it. In this paper,
we use pre-trained multilingual transformer mod-
els to detect Hope Speech in 5 languages, namely
English, Kannada, Malayalam, Spanish and Tamil.
The model submitted for the task is BERT which
proved to be the best out of all the transformer mod-
els used. It yielded an accuracy of 93%, 87%, 84%,
76% and 72% for English, Kannada, Malayalam,
Spanish and Tamil respectively. BERT’s capabil-
ities extend to making more accurate predictions
when dealing with newer documents even when the
type of document differs significantly in key prop-
erties such as length and vocabulary. This attribute
of BERT makes it the perfect choice when deal-
ing with multiple languages and code-switching

Pre-trained model Precision Recall F1-score Accuracy
xlm-mlm-tlm-xnli15-1024 0.71 0.71 0.71 0.71

xlm-mlm-100-1280 0.24 0.49 0.32 0.49
bert-base-mulitingual-uncased 0.76 0.76 0.76 0.76

xlm-roberta-base 0.76 0.76 0.76 0.76
xlm-roberta-large 0.26 0.51 0.35 0.51

Table 4: Performance analysis of the proposed system
using development data for Spanish

Pre-trained model Precision Recall F1-score Accuracy
bert-base-uncased 0.87 0.87 0.87 0.87
xlnet-base-cased 0.73 0.74 0.73 0.74

bert-base-mulitingual-uncased 0.86 0.83 0.83 0.83

Table 5: Performance analysis of the proposed system
using development data for Kannada

Pre-trained model Precision Recall F1-score Accuracy
xlm-mlm-tlm-xnli15-1024 0.65 0.80 0.72 0.80

bert-base-multilingual-uncased 0.83 0.84 0.83 0.84
xlm-roberta-base 0.80 0.83 0.81 0.83

Table 6: Performance analysis of the proposed system
using development data for Malayalam

within text.(Arunima et al., 2021) This model can
be further improved to deal with data with multiple
languages in the future.
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Abstract

Language should be accommodating of equal-
ity and diversity as a fundamental aspect of
communication. The language of internet users
has a big impact on peer users all over the world.
On virtual platforms such as Facebook, Twitter,
and YouTube, people express their opinions in
different languages. People respect others’ ac-
complishments, pray for their well-being, and
cheer them on when they fail. Such motiva-
tional remarks are hope speech remarks. Simul-
taneously, a group of users encourages discrim-
ination against women, people of color, people
with disabilities, and other minorities based on
gender, race, sexual orientation, and other fac-
tors. To recognize hope speech from YouTube
comments, the current study offers an ensem-
ble approach that combines a support vector
machine, logistic regression, and random for-
est classifiers. Extensive testing was carried
out to discover the best features for the afore-
mentioned classifiers. In the support vector ma-
chine and logistic regression classifiers, char-
level TF-IDF features were used, whereas in
the random forest classifier, word-level features
were used. The proposed ensemble model per-
formed significantly well among English, Span-
ish, Tamil, Malayalam, and Kannada YouTube
comments.

1 Introduction

People have started to spend more time on social
media platforms in recent years. As a result, many
informed decisions are taken based on the senti-
ment of the social media community (Sampath
et al., 2022; Ravikiran et al., 2022; Chakravarthi
et al., 2022b; Bharathi et al., 2022; Priyadharshini
et al., 2022). Social media gives us the opportunity
to track the activity of our friends and family, just
like we do in real life (Priyadharshini et al., 2021;
Kumaresan et al., 2021). Additionally, it also al-
lows us to communicate with people we have never
met in person across the globe. On these websites,
there are mostly two types of vibes: Hope and

Hate. Hope is a positive state of mind defined by
the expectation of favourable outcomes in one’s life
events and circumstances. People are motivated to
act when they are filled with hope. Hope can be
useful for anyone who wishes to maintain a con-
sistent and positive outlook on life (Dowlagar and
Mamidi, 2021). We often use hope terms, such as
“Well Done!", “Congratulations", “Can be done in
better way", “Keep up the good work" and so on to
encourage on one’s work. Hope contents frequently
assist us in a variety of critical situations, includ-
ing emergency management, photo sharing, video
streaming, trip planning, and citizen engagement
(Kumar et al., 2020b,c). Hate, on the other hand, is
a negative vibe present on an online platform with
the intention of harassing an individuals based on
their race, religion, ethnic origin, sexual orienta-
tion, disability, or gender (Roy et al., 2022; Kumar
et al., 2020b, 2021). The ultimate purpose of ev-
ery social media platform is to reduce hate content
while simultaneously promoting hope content.

Although there is much work being done to
eradicate negativity from the social media (Priyad-
harshini et al., 2022; Chakravarthi et al., 2021;
Saumya et al., 2021), Hope speech detection fo-
cuses on spreading optimism by detecting con-
tent that is encouraging, positive, and supporting.
There hasn’t been much work done in the domain
of hope speech detection, although the NLP com-
munity has recently shown interest in it (Singh
et al., 2021). To reduce hostility, (Chakravarthi,
2020) developed a hope detection methodology
for the YouTube platform in 2019. In the year
2020, (Chakravarthi and Muralidaran, 2021) pre-
sented the LT-EDI-EACL2021 shared task1, which
attempted to discover hope speeches in a corpus of
English, Tamil, and Malayalam. To identify hope
content in YouTube comments, (Thara et al., 2021)
developed a bidirectional long short-term memory
(BiLSTM) using attention-based technique. For

1https://sites.google.com/view/lt-edi-2021/home
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the same goal, (Gundapu and Mamidi, 2021) pre-
sented a transformer-based BERT model. (Sharma
and Arora, 2021) employed synthetically gener-
ated code-mixed data to train a transformer-based
model RoBERTa, which they used with their pre-
trained ULMFiT in an ensemble for hope speech
categorization.

The second workshop on language technology
for Equality, Diversity, and Inclusion (LT-EDI-
2022) is proposed in ACL 2022 (Chakravarthi and
Muralidaran, 2021; Chakravarthi et al., 2022a),
with the shared assignment available in English,
Tamil, Malayalam, Kannada, and Spanish. We par-
ticipated in the LT-EDI-2022 competition and sub-
mitted an ensemble model by utilizing char-level
features with support vector machine and logistic
regression classifiers and word-level features with
random forest classifier. The proposed ensemble
model placed 8th, 4th, 3rd, 2nd, and 3rd for En-
glish, Tamil, Malayalam, Kannada, and Spanish
dataset, respectively, among all other submitted
models in the competition.

The remaining parts of the paper are organized
as follows: Section 2 analyses similar research
for hope speech detection, Section 3 examines the
datasets and technique used in the study, Section 4
discusses results of the proposed model and Section
5 concludes the study with future directions.

2 Related work

Several studies have been reported by researchers
(Kumar et al., 2020b; Saumya et al., 2021; Kumar
et al., 2020a) to identify hate and offensive mate-
rial from social media, but relatively few efforts
have been done to identify hope speech from so-
cial media (Chakravarthi, 2020; Thara et al., 2021;
Gundapu and Mamidi, 2021; Sharma and Arora,
2021).

(Puranik et al., 2021) evaluated different trans-
fer learning-based models for hope speech identi-
fication from English, Tamil, and Malayalam so-
cial media postings, including BERT, ALBERT,
DistilBERT, RoBERTa, character-BERT, mBERT,
and ULMFiT. ULMFiT achieved an F1-score of
0.9356 on English data due to its improved fine-
tuning process. On the Malayalam test set, mBERT
achieved a weighted F1-score of 0.8545, whereas
distilmBERT achieved a weighted F1-score of
0.5926 on the Tamil test set. (Balouchzahi et al.,
2021) offered three models based on Ensemble of
classifiers, Neural Network (NN), and BiLSTM

with one dimensional convolution model. The first
two models were trained using character and word
gram features, while the third model was created
using BiLSTM and one dimensional convolution.
Finally, classification was carried out in each case.
Ensemble of classifiers outperformed the other two
models, with F1-scores of 0.85, 0.92, and 0.59 for
Malayalam, English, and Tamil datasets, respec-
tively.

The hope speech was identified using a fine-
tuned XLM-Roberta model by (Que, 2021; Hos-
sain et al., 2021). (Awatramani, 2021) used a Pre-
trained transformers with paraphrasing generation
for Data Augmentation for hope content identi-
fication. (Thara et al., 2021) used an attention-
based strategy to create a bidirectional long short-
term memory (BiLSTM), (Gundapu and Mamidi,
2021) offered a transformer-based BERT model,
and (Sharma and Arora, 2021) built a transformer-
based model RoBERTa with synthetically produced
code-mixed data, which they used with their pre-
trained ULMFiT in an ensemble for hope speech
classification. In accordance with the existing liter-
ature, this paper proposes an ensemble model for
the hope speech detection from English, Spanish,
Tamil, Malayalam, and Kannada YouTube com-
ments.

3 Methodology

Figure 1 depicts the overall flow diagram of the
proposed ensemble model. The proposed ensemble
model combines three machine learning algorithms:
(i) Support Vector Machine (SVM), (ii) Logistic Re-
gression (LR), and (iii) Random Forest (RF). The
suggested approach is tested using YouTube com-
ments in five distinct languages: English, Spanish,
Tamil, Malayalam, and Kannada. Table 1 shows
the total data statistic used to validate the proposed
system.

To find the best-suited features and classifiers,
we experimented with seven machine learning clas-
sifiers such as (i) Support Vector Machine, (ii) Ran-
dom Forest, (iii) Logistic Regression, (iv) Naive
Bayes, (v) K-Nearest Neighbor, (vi) Decision Tree,
and (vii) AdaBoost with different combinations of
n-gram char-level and word-level Term-Frequency-
Inverse-Document-Frequency (TF-IDF). We varied
the n-gram range from 1 to 6 for both char-level and
word-level features. After performing extensive ex-
periments, we found that 1 to 6-gram char-level
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Table 1: Data statistics for English, Spanish, Tamil,
Malayalam, and Kannada language comments

Dataset Label Non-hope Speech Hope Speech

English Train 20778 1962
Dev 2569 272

Spanish Train 499 491
Dev 169 161

Tamil Train 7872 6327
Dev 998 757

Malayalam Train 6205 1668
Dev 784 190

Kannada Train 3241 1699
Dev 408 210

TF-IDF feature with Logistic Regression and Sup-
port Vector Machine performed best among all the
mentioned classifiers, whereas 1 to 3-gram word-
level features performed best for Random Forest
classifier. The performance of best-suited classi-
fiers with best-suited features are tabulated in Table
2.

The prediction of all three best-performed ma-
chine learning classifiers Support Vector Machine,
Logistic Regression, and Random Forest are taken
into account and performed a majority voting (see
Figure 1) to get the final class value for the data
sample.

4 Results

All experiments were run on the Google Colab plat-
form2 with the Sklearn Python library3 and the de-
fault classifier hyper-parameters. The performance
of the proposed ensemble model is measured us-
ing macro precision, macro recall, macro F1-score,
weighted precision, weighted recall, and weighted
F1-score.

The results of the English, Spanish, Tamil,
Malayalam and Kannada language YouTube
dataset are listed in Table 3. For the English dataset,
the proposed model achieved a macro precision,
recall, and F1-score of 0.460, 0.370, and 0.380, re-
spectively. Similarly, it achieved a weighted preci-
sion, recall, and F1-score of 0.880, 0910, and 0.880,
respectively. The suggested model achieved 0.790
macro precision, recall, F1-score, weighted preci-
sion, recall, and F1-score on the Spanish dataset
(see Table 3. The suggested model obtained a
macro precision of 0.280, a macro recall of 0.320,
a macro F1-score of 0.290, a weighted precision of

2https://colab.research.google.com/
3https://scikit-learn.org/
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Figure 1: Proposed ensemble model for the hope speech
identification

0.360, a weighted recall of 0.430, and a weighted
F1-score of 0.380 on the Tamil dataset. The sug-
gested model obtained a macro precision of 0.520,
a macro recall of 0.480, a macro F1-score of 0.480,
a weighted precision of 0.720, a weighted recall
of 0.790, and a weighted F1-score of 0.740 on the
Malayalam dataset. The suggested model achieves
a macro precision of 0.490, a macro recall of 0.470,
a macro F1-score of 0.470, a weighted precision of
0.740, a weighted recall of 0.760, and a weighted
F1-score of 0.750 for the Kannada language.

5 Conclusion

The current work utilized an ensemble strategy that
includes a support vector machine, logistic regres-
sion, and random forest classifiers to identify hope
speech from YouTube comments. The efficiency
of different combinations of n-gram char-level and
word-level TF-IDF features were also explored in
the identification of hope speech from YouTube
comments. The use of 1 to 6-gram char-level TF-
IDF features with support vector machine and logis-
tic regression performed best, whereas 1 to 3-gram
word-level features with random forest classifier
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Table 2: Results of the best-suited features ((1-6)-gram TF-IDF char-level feature (Support Vector Machine and
Logistic Regression) and (1-3)-gram TF-IDF word-level feature (Random Forest)) with best performed classifiers
on development dataset.

Dataset Class SVM Logistic Regression Random Forest

Precision Recall F1-score Precision Recall F1-score Precision Recall F1-score
English Hope speech 0.75 0.25 0.38 0.68 0.23 0.34 0.79 0.19 0.31

Non-hope speech 0.93 0.99 0.96 0.92 0.99 0.96 0.92 0.99 0.96
Macro Avg. 0.84 0.62 0.67 0.80 0.61 0.65 0.85 0.59 0.63
Weighted Avg. 0.91 0.92 0.90 0.90 0.92 0.90 0.91 0.92 0.89

Spanish Hope speech 0.81 0.71 0.76 0.80 0.66 0.72 0.75 0.72 0.73
Non-hope speech 0.73 0.83 0.78 0.70 0.83 0.76 0.72 0.75 0.73
Macro Avg. 0.77 0.77 0.77 0.75 0.74 0.74 0.73 0.73 0.73
Weighted Avg. 0.77 0.77 0.77 0.75 0.74 0.74 0.73 0.73 0.73

Tamil Hope speech 0.70 0.47 0.56 0.67 0.51 0.58 0.59 0.52 0.55
Non-hope speech 0.68 0.84 0.75 0.69 0.81 0.74 0.67 0.73 0.70
Macro Avg. 0.69 0.66 0.66 0.68 0.66 0.66 0.63 0.62 0.62
Weighted Avg. 0.69 0.68 0.67 0.68 0.68 0.67 0.63 0.64 0.63

Malayalam Hope speech 0.84 0.41 0.55 0.85 0.38 0.52 0.72 0.29 0.41
Non-hope speech 0.87 0.98 0.92 0.87 0.98 0.92 0.85 0.97 0.91
Macro Avg. 0.86 0.70 0.74 0.86 0.68 0.72 0.79 0.63 0.66
Weighted Avg. 0.87 0.87 0.85 0.86 0.87 0.84 0.83 0.84 0.81

Kannada Hope speech 0.73 0.45 0.56 0.74 0.42 0.54 0.68 0.46 0.55
Non-hope speech 0.76 0.91 0.83 0.76 0.92 0.83 0.76 0.89 0.82
Macro Avg. 0.74 0.68 0.69 0.75 0.67 0.69 0.72 0.68 0.69
Weighted Avg. 0.75 0.76 0.74 0.75 0.75 0.73 0.74 0.74 0.73

Table 3: Result of the proposed model for different
language datasets

Dataset English Spanish Tamil Malayalam Kannada

Macro Precision 0.460 0.790 0.280 0.520 0.490
Macro Recall 0.370 0.790 0.320 0.480 0.470
Macro F1-score 0.380 0.790 0.290 0.480 0.470
Weighted Precision 0.880 0.790 0.360 0.720 0.740
Weighted Recall 0.910 0.790 0.430 0.790 0.760
Weighted F1-score 0.880 0.790 0.380 0.740 0.750

performed best among all the three mentioned clas-
sifiers. The proposed ensemble model achieved
a macro F1-scores of 0.380, 0.790, 0.290, 0.480,
and 0.470 for English, Spanish, Tamil, Malayalam,
and Kannada language YouTube comments, respec-
tively. As the use of char-level features performs
significantly well, therefore the char-level features
can be explored. Deep learning-based models such
as BERT, CNN, and auto-encoders can also be ex-
plored with proper pre-processing of the texts to
achieve better performance.
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Abstract

Hope is considered significant for the well-
being, recuperation and restoration of human
life by health professionals. Hope speech re-
flects the belief that one can discover pathways
to their desired objectives and become roused
to utilise those pathways. Hope speech offers
support, reassurance, suggestions, inspiration
and insight. Hate speech is a prevalent prac-
tice that society has to struggle with everyday.
The freedom of speech and ease of anonymity
granted by social media has also resulted in
incitement to hatred. In this paper, we work
to identify and promote positive and support-
ive content on these platforms. We work with
several machine learning models to classify so-
cial media comments as hope speech or non-
hope speech in English. This paper portrays
our work for the Shared Task on Hope Speech
Detection for Equality, Diversity, and Inclusion
at LT-EDI-ACL 2022.

1 Introduction

Nowadays, social media has become a significant
part of our lives and just like everything it has
its pros and cons. Various benefits of social me-
dia come with several challenges including hate
speech, offensive and profane content getting pub-
lished targeting an individual, a group or a soci-
ety. Social media has become a breeding ground
for hate speech and cyberbullying (Chakravarthi,
2020; Chakravarthi and Muralidaran, 2021). Of-
fensive content in online socialization have seri-
ously affected daily life of people (Priyadharshini
et al., 2021; Kumaresan et al., 2021; Chakravarthi
et al., 2020). Social media companies such as,
YouTube, Facebook, and Twitter have their own
approaches to eliminate the hate speech content or
anything which negatively affects the society. How-
ever, detecting such objectionable content at the
earliest to curb the menace of spreading such news
online is still a major challenge faced by social
media companies and researchers (Chakravarthi

et al., 2021). It is very essential to detect such be-
haviour. The amount of data generated on social
media sites can be estimated from the fact that,
every second,on average, around 6,000 tweets are
generated (Sakuntharaj and Mahesan, 2021, 2017,
2016; Thavareesan and Mahesan, 2019, 2020a,b,
2021). Content moderation of such a huge data is
difficult to achieve exclusively through man power.
Social networking sites are struggling with content
moderation (Sampath et al., 2022; Ravikiran et al.,
2022; Chakravarthi et al., 2022; Bharathi et al.,
2022; Priyadharshini et al., 2022). Our work aims
to change the prevalent way of thinking by moving
away from a preoccupation with discrimination,
loneliness or the worst things in life to building the
confidence, support and good qualities based on
comments by individuals.

In this paper, we have explored several machine
learning models for classification of social media
comments as hope speech or non-hope speech in
English.

2 Related Works

Several works have been proposed to detect hope
speech across social platforms. (Puranik et al.,
2021) proposed a work with several transformer-
based models to classify social media comments as
hope speech or not hope speech in English, Malay-
alam and Tamil languages. (Ghanghor et al., 2021)
have used the transformer-based pretrained models
along with the customized versions of those models
for detecting hope and not hope speech for equality,
diversity and inclusion in Dravidian languages .
(Upadhyay et al., 2021) experimented with two
approaches. They used contextual embeddings
to train classifiers using logistic regression, ran-
dom forest, SVM, and LSTM based models.They
also used a majority voting ensemble of 11 mod-
els which were obtained by fine-tuning pre-trained
transformer models (BERT, ALBERT, RoBERTa,
IndicBERT) after adding an output layer.
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(Saumya and Mishra, 2021) proposed various
machine learning and deep learning-based mod-
els (such as support vector machine, logistics
regression, convolutional neural network, recur-
rent neural network) are employed to identify the
hope speech in the given YouTube comments.The
YouTube comments are available in English, Tamil,
and Malayalam languages.
(Vijayaraghavan et al., 2021) proposed a deep neu-
ral multi-modal model that can: (a) detect hate
speech by effectively capturing the semantics of
the text along with socio-cultural context in which
a particular hate expression is made, and (b) pro-
vide interpretable insights into decisions of their
model. (Gomez et al., 2020) target the problem
of hate speech detection in multimodal publica-
tions formed by a text and an image. They gather
and annotate a large scale dataset from Twitter,
MMHS150K, and propose different models that
jointly analyze textual and visual information for
hate speech detection, comparing them with uni-
modal detection.
(Chang, 1998) shows the influence of high versus
low hope on problem-solving ability of college stu-
dents.It show that high-hope students were found
to have greater problem-solving abilities than low-
hope students. (Youssef and Luthans, 2007) shows
the impact of hope, optimism, and resilience in
the workplace. The outcomes of there work in-
cludes performance, job satisfaction, work hap-
piness, and organizational commitment. (Snyder
and P) shows development and validation of an
individual-differences measure of hope.

3 Task and Dataset Description

Here we have described the dataset and task pro-
vided by Hope Speech Detection for Equality, Di-
versity, and Inclusion challenge.
This is a comment / post level classification task.In
this, Youtube comments are given and the sys-
tems submitted by us should classify it into ’Hope
speech’ and ’Not hope speech’. (shown in Table
1).
Here training, development and test data is given
in English .Distributions of these data is shown in
Table 2. The distributions of imbalanced classes in
training data is shown in Table 3.

• Hope Speech (HS): Posts that offer support,
reassurance, suggestions, inspiration and in-
sight.

• Non Hope Speech (NHS): Posts that explicitly
seeks violence and uses gender-based insults.

4 Methodology

4.1 Data Preprocessing

We have performed following steps in data prepro-
cessing :-

• Puntuations,links and numbers removal.

• Lower the letter case.

• Tokenization.

• Turning the texts into sequences.

• Pad the sequences to have the same size.

• Balancing the given imbalanced dataset.

We have used Tokenizer class in TensorFlow for
handling above process. The unknown token
(UNK) is used when what remains of the token is
not in the vocabulary, or if the token is too long.We
have used post padding to pad the sequences. We
have balanced the imbalanced classes of training
data using Synthetic Minority Oversampling Tech-
nique (SMOTE)(Chawla et al., 2002) which uses
KNN for balancing minority classes.Balanced train-
ing data is shown in Table 4.

4.2 Models Proposed

We have used various machine learning algorithms,
namely- Logistic Regression (Wright, 1995), Multi-
nomial Naive Bayes classifier (Kibriya et al., 2004),
Random forest classifier (Liaw et al., 2002) and
XGBoost (Ren et al., 2017). We have used the
scikit-learn library for logistic regression, Multi-
nomialNB and Random forest classifier. We have
used the following values of the parameter :

• In Random Forest, we have used n estima-
tors=1000 and random state=42.

• In XGBoost, we have used learning rate=0.01,
max depth=50 and n estimators=300.

All the models have used balanced pre-processed
training data for training and we have tested the
models on the test data provided in challenge.
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Text Category
@Champions Again He got killed for using false money Non hope speech
It’s not that all lives don’t matter Non hope speech
she is not 60. He is 60 Non hope speech
I’m still hiding my gender to my parents and they don’t know I’m dating someone. Hope speech
Sasha Dumse God accepts everyone. Hope speech
all lives matter .without that we never have peace so to me forever all lives matter. Hope speech

Table 1: Examples of hope speech or not hope speech

Type English
Training 22739
Development 2841
Test 2843
Total 28423

Table 2: Train-Development-Test Data Distribution

Classes Counts
Non hope Speech 20777
Hope Speech 1962
Total 22739

Table 3: Imbalanced classes distribution in training data

5 Result and Discussions

The results of task are represented in terms of
Accuracy, Macro-F1, Micro-F1 and Weighted-F1
(shown in Table 5). The best score as Macro-F1
for the task we get is 0.6130. The XGBoost system
have performed better than all other models. There
is imbalance between the classes of test data due to
which there is more differences between accuracy
and Macro-F1 score of each system.

6 Conclusions and Future Work

We have completed the task using various classifi-
cation algorithms and evaluated the performance
of different classification algorithms for Hope
Speech Detection for Equality, Diversity, and
Inclusion shared task. Our overall best score is
0.6130. We look forward to experimenting with
different advance algorithm or neural network
models. We are also looking forward to work
on random multi model classification algorithm
for better accuracy and classification. Also, fine
tuning the parameters of the algorithm can help in
improvement of the overall performance. We shall
be exploring these tasks in the coming days.

Classes Counts
Non hope Speech 20777
Hope Speech 20777
Total 41554

Table 4: Balanced classes distribution in training data
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Abstract

The DepSign-LT-EDI-ACL2022 shared task
focuses on early prediction of severity of de-
pression over social media posts. The BioNLP
group at Department of Data Science and En-
gineering in Indian Institute of Science Ed-
ucation and Research Bhopal (IISERB) has
participated in this challenge and submitted
three runs based on three different text min-
ing models. The severity of depression were
categorized into three classes, viz., no depres-
sion, moderate, and severe and the data to
build models were released as part of this
shared task. The objective of this work is to
identify relevant features from the given so-
cial media texts for effective text classifica-
tion. As part of our investigation, we explored
features derived from text data using docu-
ment embeddings technique and simple bag
of words model following different weight-
ing schemes. Subsequently, adaptive boost-
ing, logistic regression, random forest and sup-
port vector machine (SVM) classifiers were
used to identify the scale of depression from
the given texts. The experimental analysis on
the given validation data show that the SVM
classifier using the bag of words model fol-
lowing term frequency and inverse document
frequency weighting scheme outperforms the
other models for identifying depression. How-
ever, this framework could not achieve a place
among the top ten runs of the shared task. This
paper describes the potential of the proposed
framework as well as the possible reasons be-
hind mediocre performance on the given data.

1 Introduction

Early prediction of mental illness over social me-
dia is a new research area potentially applicable
to a wide variety of situations such as identifying
people having anxiety and depression over social
media (Basu and Gkoutos, 2021). Depression is a
common mental illness that involves sadness and
lack of interest in day to day activities (Kayalvizhi

and Thenmozhi, 2022; Sampath et al., 2022). Poor
recognition and late treatment of depression may
have serious consequences like heart failure (Cully
et al., 2009). Early detection of depression is thus
necessary. The information available over social
media is a rich source for sentiment analysis or
inferring mental health issues (Basu and Gkoutos,
2021). Many research works have been done in
the last few years to examine the potential of social
media as a tool for early detection of depression
(De Choudhury et al., 2013; Hovy and Spruit, 2016;
Benton et al., 2017; Paul et al., 2018; Basu and Gk-
outos, 2021).

In the last few years, eRisk group, has organized
a series of NLP shared-task for early prediction
of different types of mental illnesses (Losada and
Crestani, 2016; Losada et al., 2018, 2019, 2020,
2021). As part of these shared tasks, many machine
learning based frameworks have been proposed
for early prediction of depression using social me-
dia posts. Oliveira (Oliveira, 2020) proposed a
model using SVM classifier with different types
of hand-crafted features (i.e. bag of words, lexi-
cons and behavioural patterns) to estimate the level
of depressin using posts over Reddit. Alhuzali et
al. used different pre-trained language models and
random forest classifier for early detection of de-
pression over Reddit posts (Alhuzali et al., 2021).
Guangyao Shen proposed a new multimodal depres-
sive dictionary learning model to detect depressed
users on Twitter, and compared their solution with
Naive Bayes classifier and multiple social Network-
ing Learning (Shen et al., 2017).

The DepSign-LT-EDI-ACL2022 shared-task is
focused on early prediction of severity of depres-
sion using Reddit posts, a popular social media
(Sampath et al., 2022). The organizers released the
Reddit posts of a set of users and the ground truths
based on the severity of depression of a portion of
the data were also released (Sampath et al., 2022;
Kayalvizhi and Thenmozhi, 2022). There are three
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levels of severity, viz., no depression, moderate,
and severe. The data with ground truths were fur-
ther divided into training and validation set to build
the model. The rest of the data without grounds
truths were used as test set to evaluate the perfor-
mance of the model.

We developed a generic text classification frame-
work to identify the severity of depression from
the given data without having any additional inputs
from the clinical experts. The contributions of this
paper are (a) explore the performance of different
feature engineering schemes to derive relevant fea-
tures from given Reddit posts, and (b) presenting
a generic text classification framework to gener-
ate potential features from the given data to help
improve the quality of severity of classification of
depression.

2 Methodology

The text data contain the chats of different social
media users over a period of time. The proposed
framework relies on deriving textual features from
the given data, and consists of two major steps as
described below.

2.1 Feature Engineering

We explored different feature engineering schemes
to identify relevant features from text data. The
classical bag of words model and document embed-
ding based features generated from the given text
data were used in the proposed framework.

2.1.1 Bag of Words Model
Initially, the unigrams, bigrams and trigrams were
generated following the bag of words (BOW)
model. Unigrams, bigrams and trigrams generated
from sentences were used as features with the SVM
classifier in the experimental analysis. A unigram
considers all unique words in a sentence as features
(Manning et al., 2008). On the other hand, a bigram
or a trigram, considers only two or three consecu-
tive words as a feature respectively (Manning et al.,
2008). Both bigrams and trigrams were used in this
framework since there are many terms in the train-
ing corpus e.g., severe depression, social anxiety,
developing drug addiction etc. Such words should
be conjoined for better analysis. Subsequently the
document vectors were generated based on the fol-
lowing two different term weighting schemes.

1) Term Frequency and Inverse Document Fre-

quency (TF-IDF1) (Basu and Murthy, 2016)
of the unigrams, bigrams and trigrams gen-
erated from the given text data were used as
weight of such features. The weight of the ith

term in the jth document, denoted by Wij , is
determined by multiplying the term frequency
(tfij) with the inverse document frequency
(idfi) as follows:

Wij = tfij × idfi = tfij × log(
n

dfi
),

∀i = 1, 2, ...,m and ∀j = 1, 2, ..., n,

where n be number of documents, m be the
number of terms combining unigrams, bi-
grams and trigrams in the given training data
and dfi is the document frequency i.e., the
number of documents where the ith term oc-
curs.

b) Entropy2 of the term frequency (Basu and Gk-
outos, 2021; Sabbah et al., 2017) of individ-
ual unigrams, bigrams and trigrams generated
from the given training data was also consid-
ered as the term weight. In this method, the
weight of a term ti in the jth document, de-
noted by Wij , is determined as follows:

Wij = log(tfij + 1)×
(
1 +

n∑
j=1

Pij logPij

log(n+ 1)

)
,

where Pij =
tfij

n∑
j=1

tfij

Now it may be noted that the number of BOW
features are generally high which makes the doc-
ument vectors sparse. Therefore chi-square statis-
tics (Basu and Murthy, 2016) were used on the set
of BOW features and subsequently the best set of
features were extracted by applying a predefined
threshold on chi-square statistics score. We had
done the experiments with different numbers of this
threshold for the chi-square statistics on the training
set using 10-fold cross validation technique. The
threshold which generates the best performance on
the training data was used to run on the given test
data.

2.1.2 Document Embeddings
Furthermore, we have generated features using
paragraph embeddings technique from the given

1Scikit-learn TFIDF Transformer
2https://radimrehurek.com/gensim/models/logentropy_model.html
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Table 1: Overview of Different Runs

Runs Model # Features
IISERB 1 Doc2Vec + RF 70
IISERB 2 Entropy Based BOW + LR 10000
IISERB 3 TF-IDF Based BOW + SVM 10000

data, which is also known as document embed-
dings or Doc2Vec model (Le and Mikolov, 2014).
It was developed based on unsupervised Continu-
ous Bag of Words (CBOW) and Skip-grams model,
which expresses a word as a vector (Mikolov et al.,
2013) using a given corpus. Doc2Vec model is an
extension of CBOW and Skip-grams model and
basically combines them to learn paragraph or doc-
ument level embeddings (Le and Mikolov, 2014).
It is implemented in Gensim3, a Python library.
Here the model was built by training it using the
given training corpus and a similar data released
as part of the second shared task of eRisk 2021
(Losada et al., 2021). Therefore this model was
used to generate the features for individual docu-
ments of the given validation and test data. The
number of such features was fixed by performing
10-fold cross validation technique on the training
data.

2.2 Text Classification Framework

Different text classification techniques viz., Adap-
tive Boosting (AB), Logistic Regression (LR), Ran-
dom Forest (RF) and SVM were implemented to
identify severity of depression in the given data.
Each of these classifiers was implemented using
three different types of features namely, Entropy
based BOW features, TF-IDF based BOW features
and Doc2Vec based features.

AB classification algorithm is an ensemble tech-
nique, which can combine many weak classifiers
into one strong classifier (Freund et al., 1999). Lin-
ear SVM is widely used for text classification (Paul
et al., 2018). SVM with linear kernel is recom-
mended for text classification as the linear kernel
performs well when there is a lot of features (Fan
et al., 2008). Hence linear SVM was used in the
experiments. RF is a popular classification method
based on an ensemble of bootstrapped classifica-
tion trees (Xu et al., 2012). The multinomial LR
algorithm using LibLinear, a library for large-scale
linear classification generally perfroms well for
data with large features (Genkin et al., 2007).

3https://radimrehurek.com/gensim/models/doc2vec.html

3 Experimental Evaluation

3.1 Experimental Setup

We have submitted three runs following three dif-
ferent models. The overview of the runs are given
in Table 1. Initially, the combination of different
classifiers and feature selection schemes were in-
dividually trained on the given training data and
their performance were tested on the validation
data. Three best models were chosen out of all the
models executed on the validation set and these
models were implemented on the test data and the
results were submitted. The parameters of differ-
ent classifiers are chosen following 10 fold cross
validation method on the training corpus. The per-
formance of these models were evaluated by us-
ing macro-averaged precision, recall and f-measure
scores (Paul et al., 2018). AB, LR, RF and SVM
classifiers were implemented in Scikit-learn4, a ma-
chine learning tool in Python (Basu and Gkoutos,
2021).

3.2 Analysis of Results

We used three different types of features to evalu-
ate the performance of four different classifiers on
the validation set. The best result of each type of
feature engineering scheme and for each classifier
is reported in Table 2 in terms of macro-averaged
precision, recall and f-measure. These results are
useful to analyze the performance of different mod-
els. Thereafter, the best classifier for each type of
feature in terms of f-measure in Table 2 was se-
lected and subsequently implemented on the given
test data. Eventually the performance of these three
models on the test data were submitted as official
results of our team.

It can be seen from Table 2 that LR performs bet-
ter than all other classifiers for entropy based BOW
features and SVM outperforms the other classifiers
for TF-IDF based BOW features in terms of macro-
averaged f-measure. Moreover for Doc2Vec based
features, RF classifier performs better than all other
classifiers. Therefore these three models were cho-
sen based on their performance in Table 2 and ran
them on the test corpus. The results of three runs
on the test corpus in terms of macro-averaged pre-
cision, recall and f-measure are reported in Table 3.
It may be noted here that the performance of these
three runs are not reasonably well and hence none
of these frameworks achieve a place in the top ten

4http://scikit-learn.org/stable/supervised_learning.html
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Table 2: Performance of Different Models on the Vali-
dation Data

Feature Type and PR∗ RL∗ FM∗

Classifier
BOW (Entropy) + AB 0.51 0.48 0.49
BOW (Entropy) + LR 0.55 0.52 0.53
BOW (Entropy) + RF 0.44 0.48 0.46
BOW (Entropy) + SVM 0.54 0.51 0.52
BOW (TF-IDF) + AB 0.50 0.47 0.48
BOW (TF-IDF) + LR 0.51 0.49 0.49
BOW (TF-IDF) + RF 0.46 0.51 0.48
BOW (TF-IDF) + SVM 0.54 0.50 0.51
Doc2Vec + AB 0.37 0.38 0.37
Doc2Vec + LR 0.46 0.47 0.46
Doc2Vec + RF 0.48 0.47 0.47
Doc2Vec + SVM 0.38 0.35 0.36

*Here PR, RL and FM stands for precision, recall and f-
measure. Macro-averaged precision and recall are computed
for each model and then the f-measure is computed using these
macro-averaged precision and recall scores.

results of the shared-task.
The LR and SVM classifiers using BOW fea-

tures generally perform well for text data. How-
ever, the BOW model can not achieve the semantic
interpretation of the words in texts. Hence it could
not perform very well for text data of social me-
dia posts as they contain irregular texts of diverse
meaning. The document embedding model can
get rid of this situation and therefore we used the
Doc2Vec model to capture the semantic interpre-
tation of the online texts. It can be observed from
Table 2 that Doc2Vec based model could not per-
form well on the test corpus like the BOW model.
The deep learning based models works well when
trained on large corpora (Basu and Gkoutos, 2021).
Here the Doc2Vec based model performs poorly
as it was trained on the given training corpus and
the corpus released as part of eRisk 2021 shared-
task for prediction of self-harm over social media
(Losada et al., 2021), which are reasonably small
in size.

4 Conclusion

The proposed framework relied on extracting dif-
ferent types of relevant text features, including un-
igrams, bigrams, trigrams and document embed-
dings to identify the scale of depression. The LR
classifier using BOW features following TF-IDF
based term weighting scheme achieved the best

Table 3: Performance of Three Runs on the Test Data

Runs Precision∗ Recall∗ F-measure∗

IISERB 0 0.416 0.444 0.414
IISERB 1 0.430 0.465 0.437
IISERB 2 0.427 0.481 0.438

*Macro-averaged precision and recall are computed for each
run and then the f-measure is computed using these macro-
averaged precision and recall scores.

performance on validation and test data in terms
of macro-averaged f-measure. The performance
of different models indicate that the combinations
of different types of features are important rather
than using a single type of feature set. It has been
observed from the experimental results that the con-
ventional BOW model performs better than the doc-
ument embeddings on the test data. Note that we
have developed the document embeddings based
on the given training corpus, which has reasonably
low number of documents in compare to the other
pretrained deep learning based word embeddings
e.g., Glove, which were trained on huge text col-
lections. As a result the Doc2Vec model cannot
properly identify the semantic interpretations of the
given data and hence its performance is not as good
as the BOW model. In future we plan to develop
some pretrained transformer based embeddings for
depression and other mental disorders by collecting
documents over social media, Wikipedia and other
relevant resources to improve the performance of
such classification tasks.
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Abstract

Over the years, there has been a slow but steady
change in the attitude of society towards dif-
ferent kinds of sexuality. However, on social
media platforms, where people have the license
to be anonymous, toxic comments targeted at
homosexuals, transgenders and the LGBTQ+
community are not uncommon. Detection of
homophobic comments on social media can be
useful in making the internet a safer place for
everyone. For this task, we used a combination
of word embeddings and SVM Classifiers as
well as some BERT-based transformers. We
achieved a weighted F1-score of 0.93 on the
English dataset, 0.75 on the Tamil dataset and
0.87 on the Tamil-English Code-Mixed dataset.

1 Introduction

Human beings have constantly tried to create an
identity for themselves, and with the world becom-
ing increasingly progressive, they have more free-
dom of choice in many spheres of life, including
gender expressions and sexuality.(Cederved et al.,
2021) However, the understanding of these con-
cepts continues to gradually evolve, and despite
various major social advancements in the last few
years, LGBTQIA+ people face discrimination on
the grounds of sexual orientation and gender iden-
tity.

Although social media has provided this minor-
ity with a platform to express themselves by shar-
ing their experiences and build a strong, healthy
community, there has been an increasing amount
of general toxicity on the internet (Craig and McIn-
roy, 2014). There has also been a spread of trans-
phobic and homophobic comments through these
online forums, due to the easy access to anonymity
they provide, which ensures that these violators
are never held accountable(McInroy and Craig,
2015)(Gámez-Guadix and Incera, 2021).

The need for the detection and filtering of such
acerbic content in user-created online content is

thus at an all-time high. However, the manual
detection and flagging of certain words might be
time-consuming and ineffective in the long run.
The tendency of Tamil speakers to use code-mixed
transliterated text also poses a challenge to the task.

In this paper, we examine various approaches
for the classification of Tamil code-mixed com-
ments into three categories, namely, Homophobic,
Transphobic and Non-anti-LGBT+ content as a part
of the shared task Homophobia/Transphobia De-
tection @ LT-EDI-ACL2022 (Chakravarthi et al.,
2022a).

After tackling the data imbalance using sampling
techniques, feature extraction using count vector-
izer and tf-idf was done along with various classi-
fiers. Another approach involved the usage of trans-
former models to classify the text. The same has
also been analysed for English and Tamil datasets.

The remainder of the paper is organized as fol-
lows. Section 2 discusses related works according
to this task. Section 3 analyses the given datasets.
Section 4 outlines the methodology followed for
the task. The results are presented in Section 5 and
finally, a conclusion is delivered.

2 Related Work

The first formal defense of homosexuality was pub-
lished in 1908 (Edsall, 1908). The 20th century
witnessed many ups and downs in the progress
of social acceptance of sexual minorities. Var-
ious studies on the existence of different sexu-
alities have been conducted such as (Ventriglio
and Bhugra, 2019), (Francis et al., 2019), (Trinh,
2022) and (Kiesling, 2019), and it has been ob-
served that there has been a positive shift in the
attitude of the general public towards homosexu-
ality (Cheng et al., 2016) (Mathews et al., 1986).
More recently, the LGBTQ+ movement has picked
up and has gained many followers through social
media. Several people have worked on the task
of using machine learning to identify and filter
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out hurtful comments, thus aiding in the battle
against homophobic/transphobic sentiments. Some
of the early works in this field include (Mandl et al.,
2020) and (Díaz-Torres et al., 2020), in which of-
fensive language is identified in multiple Indian
languages as well as some foreign languages. In
(Pereira, 2018), homophobia was predicted in Por-
tuguese tweets using supervised machine learning
and sentiment analysis techniques. A wide range
of techniques was utilised in this study, some of
which include Naive Bayes, Random Forest and
Support Vector Machines. The models were com-
bined using voting and stacking, with the best re-
sults being obtained through voting using 10 mod-
els. (Chakravarthi et al., 2021) presents an expert-
labelled dataset and various machine learning mod-
els for the identification and classification of Homo-
phobia and Transphobia in multilingual YouTube
Comments. In (Chakravarthi et al., 2022b), sen-
timent analysis and offensive language detection
were performed for Dravidian languages in code-
mixed text, which are super-sets of the Homopho-
bia/Transphobia detection task. In this paper, an
experimentation of a number of machine learning
algorithms such as SVM, MNB, KNN, Decision
Tree, Random Forest and some BERT-based trans-
formers, was done.

In our work, we have put forward a comparison
of some of the most popular models for this area
of research and estimated the top three models for
each language in the datasets given for this task.

3 Dataset Analysis and Preprocessing

Category English Tamil Tamil-English
Homophobic 276 723 465
Transphobic 13 233 184

Non-anti-LGBT+ content 4657 3205 5385
Total 4946 4161 6034

Table 1: Data distribution of training dataset

The three datasets given for this Homopho-
bia/Transphobia Detection task are sets of com-
ments from social media platforms, primarily
YouTube, with the data given in the languages En-
glish, Tamil and Tamil-English code-mixed. The
comments in these datasets are classified into one
of these three categories - Homophobic, Transpho-
bic and Non-anti-LGBT+ content. Table 1 outlines
the data distribution of each training dataset. Most

of the comments in these datasets do not extend
beyond a single sentence and the average number
of sentences in each comment is close to 1.

All three datasets are highly imbalanced with re-
spect to the categorisation classes. Considering this
imbalance in the data distribution, it is expected
that training a model on these datasets would give
rise to a bias in the predictions towards the dom-
inant category class in each dataset. Figure 1 il-
lustrates the highly disproportionate distribution of
data in each of the given datasets.

Figure 1: Graphical representation of data distribution

The given raw datasets may contain inconsisten-
cies in their data or may contain unnecessary data.
Before feeding the data to the required algorithm,
it is therefore important to clean the datasets. This
cleansing of the datasets is carried out by removing
punctuation, special characters and excess words
that semantically contribute nothing to the overall
mood of each comment.

4 Methodology

As part of our experimental setup, various classifier
models were applied to the processed data after
extracting the necessary features from it. For each
dataset, three models that worked best for the lan-
guage under consideration were chosen to predict
the classification results for comments collected in
that language.

For reference, the models under consideration
for the English dataset have been listed in Table 6
and Table 7 along with their performance on the
development data. Similarly, the performance of
the models for the Tamil dataset has been tabulated
in Table 8 and Table 9, and their performance on
the Tamil-English dataset has been illustrated in
Table 10 and Table 11.
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Feature Classifier Precision Recall F1-score Accuracy
Count vectorizer SVM 0.51 0.38 0.40 0.93
Indo Aryan XLM R-Base transformer SVM 0.53 0.39 0.42 0.93
Average_word_embeddings_glove_6B_300d SVM 0.54 0.40 0.44 0.94

Table 2: Performance of the proposed approach of English text using dev data

Feature Classifier Precision Recall F1-score Accuracy
Count vectorizer SVM 0.86 0.66 0.73 0.89
TF-IDF SVM 0.88 0.84 0.86 0.94
Transformer monsoon-nlp/tamillion - 0.56 0.60 0.58 0.90

Table 3: Performance of the proposed approach of Tamil text using dev data

4.1 Embedding

Embedding is used to encode the meaning of words
in a text by transforming them into real-valued
vectors. After successful embedding, words with
similar meanings are found to be grouped together.
For this task, we experimented using some BERT-
based sentence transformer models and word em-
beddings.

4.2 Feature extraction

A feature is a unique property of a text by which it
can be measured or quantified. Feature extraction
helps to reduce the complexity of dataset on which
a model is to be trained. Numeric encoding of the
text is done as a part of this process.

4.2.1 Feature extraction using Count
vectorizer

The Count Vectorizer is used to tokenize a set of
texts by converting the collection of texts to a vector
of token counts. The strategies of tokenization,
counting and normalization are together called as
the n-gram representation.

4.2.2 Feature extraction using TF-IDF
TF-IDF, which stands for term frequency-inverse
document frequency, is a method of quantifying
a sentence based on the words in it. Each row is
vectorized using a technique in which a score is
computed for each word to signify their importance
in the text. The score for commonly used words
is decreased while the score for rare words is in-
creased.

4.3 Models applied

Some models that we experimented on for this
task include Classifiers such as SVM, NLP, ran-
dom forest and K-nearest neighbours, and some

simple transformers like LaBSE, tamillion and In-
dicBERT. These experiments were conducted for
English, Tamil and Tamil-English code-mixed data.
The best models observed were selected to generate
the performance scores for the data sets.

5 Observations

It was found that certain models or combinations
of models outperform others for each dataset under
scrutiny. The performance results for each chosen
model are presented in the tables given below.

This task is evaluated on the macro averages of
three performance metrics - Precision, Recall and
F1-score. The scores achieved for this Homophobia
Detection task are tabulated below in Table 5.

5.1 English dataset

After the required features were extracted, they
were trained with different machine learning mod-
els. The models were then evaluated using the
development data. The performance of the cho-
sen models on the development data of the English
dataset is depicted in Table 2.

Our submission secured the 11th rank in Task
B, i.e., Homophobia/Transphobia Detection on an
English dataset. Our model procured a macro F1-
Score of 0.37 and a weighted F-score of 0.93.

5.2 Tamil dataset

After the required features were extracted, they
were trained with different machine learning mod-
els. The models were then evaluated using the
development data. The performance of the cho-
sen models on the development data of the Tamil
dataset is depicted in Table 3.

Our submission secured the 9th rank in Task
B, i.e., Homophobia/Transphobia Detection on a
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Feature Classifier Precision Recall F1-score Accuracy
Count vectorizer SVM 0.71 0.44 0.48 0.90
TF-IDF SVM 0.67 0.54 0.58 0.89
Transformer setu4993/LaBSE - 0.70 0.50 0.55 0.90

Table 4: Performance of the proposed approach of Tamil-English text using dev data

Dataset Accuracy macro
Precision

macro
Recall

macro
F1-score

Weighted
Precision

Weighted
Recall

Weighted
F1-score

Rank

English - 0.93 0.48 0.37 0.39 0.91 0.93 11
Tamil 0.77 0.55 0.47 0.50 0.74 0.77 0.75 9
Tamil-English 0.89 0.66 0.43 0.47 0.87 0.89 0.87 9

Table 5: Performance scores for the Homophobia Detection task

Tamil dataset. Our model procured a macro F1-
Score of 0.50 and a weighted F-score of 0.75.

5.3 Tamil-English dataset
After the required features were extracted, they
were trained with different machine learning mod-
els. The models were then evaluated using the
development data. The performance of the cho-
sen models on the development data of the Tamil-
English code-mixed dataset is depicted in Table 4.

Our submission secured the 9th rank in Task
B, i.e., Homophobia/Transphobia Detection on a
Tamil-English code-mixed dataset. Our model pro-
cured a macro F1-Score of 0.47 and a weighted
F-score of 0.87.

5.4 Inferences
It is observed that each of the datasets is not very
large and therefore, the number of training sam-
ples is limited. Almost all the classifier and trans-
former models used made highly accurate predic-
tions on the English dataset. For the Tamil and
Tamil-English code-mixed datasets, there is a sig-
nificant variation in the performances of the differ-
ent models used. It is evident that the SVM and
MLP classifier models have similar good accuracy
rates after performing some feature extraction, with
SVM having a slight edge over MLP. The overall
performance of the TF-IDF model is found to be
slightly higher than that of the count vectorizer
model. For the datasets with Tamil text, sentence
transformers pre-trained for multilingual texts per-
formed well. The LaBSE model was found to work
particularly well for Tamil text. In summary, the
SVM classifier model and the LaBSE transformer
model yielded the best results for this classification
task.

Conclusion

In this study, we have presented a comparison of
different models for the LT-EDI-ACL 2022 shared
task on homophobia detection. It was observed
that average word embeddings along with the SVM
Classifier worked the best for English text and that
a combination of the tf-idf vectorizer and the SVM
Classifier performed well on Tamil text. A lan-
guage agnostic model called LaBSE worked best
for Tamil-English code-mixed text. These results
can further be improved by using suitable embed-
dings for each model and employing better prepro-
cessing techniques.
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S.No. Feature Extraction Classifier Precision Recall F1-score Accuracy
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Abstract

In this paper we present our approach for de-
tecting signs of depression from social media
text. Our model relies on word unigrams, part-
of-speech tags, readabilitiy measures and the
use of first, second or third person and the num-
ber of words. Our best model obtained a macro
F1-score of 0.439 and ranked 25th, out of 31
teams. We further take advantage of the in-
terpretability of the Logistic Regression model
and we make an attempt to interpret the model
coefficients with the hope that these will be
useful for further research on the topic.

1 Introduction

Depression1,2 is a mental illness that affects to
the 5% of adults. The World Health Organiza-
tion states that depression is the leading cause of
disability worldwide. Human beings have varying
mood, but depression is a condition that affects
further than solely the mood. Depending on the de-
gree of intensity of its symptoms, it may become a
serious health condition. In spite of the magnitude
and risk, there is effective ways of treating mild,
moderate and severe depression.

In this paper we present our attempt for automati-
cally classifying whether a social media post shows
signs of moderate or severe depression. This is part
of the Shared Task on Detecting Signs of Depres-
sion from Social Media Text at the LT-EDI-2022
workshop (Sampath et al., 2022). All our code is
available in the following repository.3

The paper is structured as follows. First we in-
troduce some related work on the topic. Then, we
introduce the data that we employed. We continue
with the used features and the actual models that

1https://www.who.int/news-room/
fact-sheets/detail/depression

2http://purl.bioontology.org/ontology/
SNOMEDCT/35489007

3https://github.com/manexagirrezabal/
depression_detection_EDI2022

we trained. After that we present the results and
briefly discuss the model coefficients, and finally
we conclude the paper with some possible future
directions.

2 Related work

There have been several attempts to model the lan-
guage of people with depression. In some works
the focus is on detection of social media posts from
users with different degrees of depression and in
some other cases, the goal was to analyze the lan-
guage style of people with depression.

There is a large number of works that have at-
tempted to detect depression from Social Media
text. Some works employ Twitter (Coppersmith
et al., 2015; De Choudhury et al., 2021; Cavazos-
Rehg et al., 2016; Mowery et al., 2016; Pirina and
Çöltekin, 2018; Tadesse et al., 2019) and they work
with different degrees of granularity with depres-
sion or depression-related symptoms.

Other researchers have employed other social
media that contain longer essays, such as Red-
dit (Ireland et al., 2020; Iavarone and Monreale,
2021) for the detection of depression, by employ-
ing posts of users that were self-reported to have
depression. Reddit posts have been further em-
ployed for, for instance, Bipolar disorder detection
(Sekulic et al., 2018) or anxiety detection (Shen
and Rudzicz, 2017).

With regards to features, many works make use
of the Linguistic Inquiry and Word Count (LIWC)
(Pennebaker et al., 2007). As in other Natural
Language Processing related tasks, models based
on contextual word embeddings have shown a
good performance for depression detection, e.g.
(Martínez-Castaño et al., 2020). As they report,
the performance of the model is high but the inter-
pretability of the model could be improved.

Besides, the use of personal pronouns have been
analyzed by many researchers. For instance in
Rude et al. (2004), they analyzed the language
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Figure 1: Histogram that shows the distribution of the
length of social media posts in the current data set.

use of currently-depressed, formerly-depressed and
never-depressed college students. Among other
factors, they analyze the use of the first person pro-
noun “I” and they found that formerly-depressed
and currently-depressed participants used the word
“I” more often than the never-depressed participants.
Furthermore, Tackman et al. (2019) claim that de-
pressive symptomatology is manifested in a greater
use of the first-person singular pronoun and find
a small but reliable positive correlation between
depression and I-talk.

3 Data

We make use of the data provided by the organizers
of the shared task, built from Reddit posts (Sam-
path and Durairaj, 2022).4 Some of these posts
have no depression signs, others show moderate
depression signs and finally, there are the ones that
show severe depression signs. The dataset contains
8891 posts, from which the ones with no, moderate
and severe depression signs are 1971, 6019 and
901, respectively. All posts are written in English.
Figure 1 shows a histogram with the length of the
posts.

4 Features and models

In this section we present the features that we em-
ployed. Many of the features have been widely
used for text classification and authorship analysis.

Words. Bag of words as implemented
by the CountVectorizer package from the
scikit-learn library (Pedregosa et al., 2011).
The expectation was that word usage might differ

4https://competitions.codalab.org/
competitions/36410

from depressed to non depressed users, and
therefore, we expected that this feature would
result beneficial.

Pos-tags. We also included part-of-speech tags
among the employed features. But, we did not in-
corporate them as single counts, but we normalized
them in a way that we got a probability distribution
of pos-tags. We simply counted the frequency of
each pos-tag in each post and then normalized them
using the softmax function.

Readability and style. On top of that, we em-
ploy several readability and style related fea-
tures as returned by a Python package called
readability.5 This package includes readabil-
ity metrics, such as the Automated Readability In-
dex (ARI), Coleman-Liau, Dale-Chall, and so on,
6 and some further stylistic features.

Person and number. In addition, following pre-
vious research on the topic, we also decided to
include information about the usage of first person,
second person or third person and also singular vs.
plural word distribution. The difference of the us-
age ratio of the first person is visualized in Figure
2 for posts with different levels of depression signs.
In order to calculate those, we used the stanza
library (Qi et al., 2020).

Example: I am lost because I do not like them.

In this example there are three words that ex-
press information in first person, there is one word
that is in third person and there is no word express-
ing the second person. Therefore, the vector en-
coding this information would be (0.75, 0.0, 0.25).
With regards to number, it finds that there are three
singular form words and one expressing a plural
form, thus the vector that encodes number will be
(0.75, 0.25). The final vector representing person
and number is a concatenation of the previous two
vectors ([0.75, 0.0, 0.25, 0.75, 0.25]).

Models
As our goal was not to test how well different mod-
els would perform for the task, we decided to keep
it simple and train Logistic Regression models. The
main reason for doing this is the interpretability of
the model, as the Logistic Regression is a relatively
simple model.

5https://github.com/andreasvc/
readability

6Please refer to the Github repository for a full list of
outcomes.
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Figure 2: Usage ratio of the first person in posts with
no depression signs, moderate signs and severe signs.

We trained two different Logistic Regression
models7,8 with the following feature configuration:

• Model 1: Words, POS-tags, Readability and
style

• Model 2: Words, POS-tags, Readability and
style, Person and number

5 Results and Discussion

Our best model, the second one, obtained a macro
F1-score of 0.4429 on the test data. The first
model performed marginally worse with a macro
F1-score of 0.439. When performing our own
experiments based on the training data, using a
balanced train/test split, we had observed a rather
higher performance, from which we could say that
our model does not generalize well enough.

From the results, and by comparing to the rest of
participants, we can say that our model has several
aspects to be improved. In the team wise classifica-
tion our model ranked 25th, out of 31 teams.

As the logistic regression model features are in-
terpretable, we decided to analyze them more thor-
oughly, with the hope that this analysis is helpful
for further research. For this analysis, we used the
second model that makes use of the all the features
and they were obtained after training the model

7All parameters are set to the default values.
8https://scikit-learn.org/0.24/

modules/generated/sklearn.linear_model.
LogisticRegression.html

with all available training data. Figures 3, 4, 5 and
6 show the same sorted ranking of the features. In
each figure we mark the position of the top 5 fea-
tures, for each output class and for each feature
template.9

Figure 4 shows that punctuation marks and
nouns are can be good predictors. In figure 5 we
can observe that the Flesch Reading Ease metric
seems to be a good predictor together with the type
token ratio. From figure 6 we can observe that
the first person ratio and the plural ratio seems to
have a rather high effect in at least two classes of
posts, meaning that they could be good predictors.
Finally, figure 3 shows the importance of the top
5 words. These last features seem to have more
importance than other features. This is because
the vectorizer for words10 was used in the default
configuration and no normalization was done after-
wards (all other features had values between 0 and
1). This means that at the current stage we cannot
compare the importance of specific features across
feature templates based on the coefficients of the
model.

All the observations regarding feature impor-
tance should be taken with a grain of salt. A better
approach would be to use a bootstrapping approach,
training several models from subsets of the training
corpus and analyzing the weight importance among
several of those models.

6 Conclusion and Future Work

In this paper we presented our attempt to classify
whether a social media post from Reddit shows
signs of depression. We employed simple features
and a linear model and we made an attempt to
interpret the learned coefficients. As mentioned
above, the model has several aspects that could be
improved given its performance. Below we outline
some possibilities for further research.

Following recent advances in Natural Language
Processing, we think that including a pretrained
word embedding model, such as BERT (Devlin
et al., 2019) would have positively contributed to
the performance. These features could be addi-
tional features to the ones that we currently use or
we could even fine-tune a pretrained model for this
specific task.

Another aspect we believe that could improve

9Our feature templates are words, POS-tags, readability
& style and person & number.

10We used CountVectorizer from Scikit-Learn.
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Figure 3: Sorted absolute values of Logistic Regression coefficients. We mark the rank of the top 5 features
regarding words.

Figure 4: Sorted absolute values of Logistic Regression coefficients. We mark the rank of the top 5 features
regarding POS tags.

Figure 5: Sorted absolute values of Logistic Regression coefficients. We mark the rank of the top 5 features
regarding readability & style.

Figure 6: Sorted absolute values of Logistic Regression coefficients. We mark the rank of the top 5 features
regarding person & number.
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the model is to include further syntactic informa-
tion. The use of dependency parsing is being cur-
rently tested, but besides, there is also an extension
of the readability package11, where syntactic
information is obtained.

In addition to that, we expect that including the
average sentiment of a post could be a relevant
feature. Furthermore, recent advances in structured
sentiment analysis12,13 (Barnes et al., 2022) could
potentially reveal mood changes.
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Abstract

Depression is a mental illness that negatively
affects a person’s well-being and can, if left
untreated, lead to serious consequences such
as suicide. Therefore, it is important to recog-
nize the signs of depression early. In the last
decade, social media has become one of the
most common places to express one’s feelings.
Hence, there is a possibility of text processing
and applying machine learning techniques to
detect possible signs of depression. In this pa-
per, we present our approaches to solving the
shared task titled Detecting Signs of Depression
from Social Media Text. We explore three dif-
ferent approaches to solve the challenge: fine-
tuning BERT model, leveraging AutoML for
the construction of features and classifier se-
lection and finally, we explore latent spaces
derived from the combination of textual and
knowledge-based representations. We ranked
9th out of 31 teams in the competition. Our best
solution, based on knowledge graph and tex-
tual representations, was 4.9% behind the best
model in terms of Macro F1, and only 1.9%
behind in terms of Recall.

1 Introduction

Depression is a type of mental illness that affects
a large part of our society and is one of the most
complex challenges facing our humanity. Since
depression is a disease that, if left untreated, can
lead to serious consequences such as suicide over
time, its early detection is crucial. Since people
with depression typically do not open up in person
very often, they often see social media as a way
to express their thoughts and feelings (Steger and
Kashdan, 2009). This trend increased rapidly with

∗* Equal contribution.

the COVID-19 pandemic due to restrictive mea-
sures that encouraged people to use social media
as a means of expression. As the number of posts
on social media has increased rapidly in recent
years, there is a need to process them automati-
cally to extract valuable information such as signs
of depression. For this task, detecting signs of
depression is a standard multi-class classification
problem, where each post can be assigned to one
of three classes ("non-depressive", "moderate", and
"severe"). Increasing predictive accuracy may be
critical for psychiatrists to detect the early signs of
major depression to prevent further consequences.
The remainder of this article is organized as fol-
lows: in Section 2, we discuss approaches to solve
multi-class text classification problems and related
work with data sets of social media posts on depres-
sion, in Section 3, we present the statistics of our
given data, in Section 4, we explain the methods
we used to solve the given problem, in Section 5,
we present and analyze the results, and in Section
6, we provide the conclusion and present our plans
for future work.

2 Related work

In related work, we can find various approaches to
detecting depression from textual data including
various social media.

One of the frequently used sources is Twitter.
In one of the earlier studies of data from Twitter
users who have attempted to take their life, Cop-
persmith et al. (2016) propose a logistic regression
classifier using character n-gram character features.
Leis et al. (2019) tackled the task of detecting de-
pression in Spanish tweets and used occurrences of
negative and positive words determined by Spanish
Sentiment Lexicon (Pérez-Rosas et al., 2012) and
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the Spanish SentiCon Lexicon (Cruz et al., 2014)
as additional features. For Arabic, Almouzini et al.
(2019) addressed the task of classifying Twitter
posts as depressed or non-depressed. After text
preprocessing and cleaning, the authors extract
sparse features from tweets to construct feature
vectors. The classification is done using four pop-
ular models: Random Forest (Liaw and Wiener,
2001), Naïve Bayes (Shukla and Shukla, 2015),
AdaBoostM1 (Wang et al., 2014) and LibLinear
SVM (Fan et al., 2008). Recently, there were also
deep learning based approaches proposed for de-
pression detection on Twitter data. For example,
Mathur et al. (2020) use a Bidirectional Long Short
Term Memory Recurrent Neural Network with At-
tention (Zhou et al., 2016) which produces a high
performance on a data set consisting of over 30,000
English tweets. In the last years, also multimodal
approaches have been explored. For example, Gui
et al. (2019) propose the combination of visual and
textual information in order to achieve better re-
sults. They model the problem as Markov Decision
Process, solving it in reinforcement learning man-
ner. For the text feature extraction, they consider
learning custom embeddings via a bidirectional
GRU network, for images they used the pre-trained
VGGNet (Simonyan and Zisserman, 2014).

Another source of data is Reddit, as in our
shared task. Trifan et al. (2020) use Term-
Frequency Inverse-Document-Frequency features
and various classification models, such as Support
Vector Machine with Stochastic Gradient Descent
and Multinominal Naive Bayes (Ahmed and Ghafir,
2019). Reddit was also the source of a study by
Wolohan (2020) about the linguistic characteristics
of depression during global pandemics. The au-
thors analyze the increase of depression on the so-
cial platform and model the problem with FastText
(Bojanowski et al., 2016) embeddings and employ
LSTM networks to learn to detect depression in the
data.

Next, the authors have also used Facebook data.
For example, Wu et al. (2018) decided to generate
content features by LSTM Neural Network expand-
ing the quantity of information represented in the
feature vectors. Merging these features with addi-
tional content, behavior, and living-based features
are used for the construction of a standard deep
neural network.

Finally, the authors also use blogs. Yuka Niimi
(2021) tackled the problem of depression detection

Label Train Set Development Set

Not Depressed 1971 (22 %) 1830 (41 %)
Moderate 6019 (68 %) 2306 (51 %)

Severe 901 (10 %) 360 (8 %)
Size 8891 4496

Table 1: Label Distribution

in Japanese blogs. They firstly filter out the docu-
ments without significant topics via LDA and later
produce LSA representation of the space and apply
SVD to build classifiers.

3 Data description

The data set (Kayalvizhi et al., 2022) that is pro-
vided by the task’s organizers consists of English
posts from the Reddit social media platform, which
includes more textual data compared to other so-
cial media platforms (Kayalvizhi and Thenmozhi,
2022). The posts belong to one of three given
classes: "not depressed", "moderate" and "severe".

We use three data splits one for training, one
for development, and one for testing. We used
the development set for the internal evaluation of
various models.

4 Methodology

In the following section, we will present the meth-
ods that were used along with the evaluation mea-
sures. For the given task we have developed three
independent methods.

4.1 BERT

We opted to fine-tune large pre-trained models
based on BERT (Devlin et al., 2018), which often
produce state-of-the-art results for various tasks.
We tested several pre-trained BERT variants that
we then fine-tune on the depression detection data
provided by the organizers. We investigate BERT
End to end, which is the base BERT model. Next,
we experiment with a faster and smaller distil-
BERT model (Sanh et al., 2019).Finally, we con-
sider RoBERTa (Liu et al., 2019), which is a
robustly optimized BERT pretraining approach
trained over more data and on longer sequences.

For official submission, we opted for RoBERTa
model with a train batch size of 32 in 10 epochs
using the AdamW optimizer (Loshchilov and Hut-
ter, 2017) which is the Adam optimizer (Kingma
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and Ba, 2015) enriched with weight decay, also it
is worth to notice that this particular model is case
sensitive. We choose to use RoBERTa model over
the other two BERT distributions due to its larger
pretraining data and better performance when eval-
uated on the development set.

4.2 autoBOT

In our work for the second method we have con-
sidered for Automated Machine Learning, more
precisely autoBOT (Automated Bag of Tokens) pro-
posed by Škrlj et al. (2021). autoBOT is a system
that can learn from different document represen-
tations while iteratively re-weighting the joined
representation space. The core of the autoBOT sys-
tem is the representation evolution, in which by
re-weighting different document representations,
including token, sub-word, and sentence-level fea-
tures (contextual and non-contextual) the system
is obtaining the final representation for the given
task. There are two user inputs for this system: the
amount of time for evolution and the kind of doc-
ument representation. For our task, we have used
autoBOT’s configuration that it is using both sym-
bolic and sub-symbolic features. The symbolic fea-
tures are a set of features that are based on words,
characters, part-of-speech tags, and keywords. The
sparsity parameter for this configuration was 0.05
which implies that the dimension of symbolic sub-
spaces would be 10,250, because the default dense
dimension is set to 512 and the sparsity presents the
quotient of dense dimension and final dimension.
We set the time constraint to 8 hours.

4.3 Knowledge Graphs

Knowledge-backed representation of documents
has proven to be useful in text classification tasks
(Koloski et al., 2022). We explore how these repre-
sentations perform in the problem of the detection
of depression. We first follow the original idea
of the authors and generate standalone text and
knowledge graph based representations.

4.3.1 Knowledge-graph features
We use the WikiData5m (Wang et al., 2021) data-
set and match the concepts appearing both in the
documents and the KG. Based on which representa-
tions the data catches, we utilize 6 different knowl-
edge graph representations: transE (Bordes et al.,
2013), rotatE (Sun et al., 2019), complEx (Trouil-
lon et al., 2016), distmult (Yang et al., 2015), sim-
plE (Kazemi and Poole, 2018), and quate (Zhang

et al., 2019). We generate them from the pretrained
embeddings with the GraphVite library (Zhu et al.,
2019). The distribution of most-frequent concepts
is shown in Figure 1.

4.3.2 Textual features
In order to generate textual representations we con-
sider using two different type of representations,
based on the ones used in (Koloski et al., 2021):

Latent Semantic Analysis: The original imple-
mentation first generates n-grams of word and char-
acter with maximum of n− feat features and then
applies TruncatedSVD to reduce them to dims. We
create a grid of n-feats and dims:

• n-feat ∈ [2500, 5000, 10000, 15000]

• dims ∈ [128, 256, 512, 768]

Contextual Features: We use the distilBERT
(distilbert-base-nli-mean-tokens) (Sanh et al.,
2019) implemented as sentence-transformers
(Reimers and Gurevych, 2019).

4.3.3 Learning of intermediate
representations

We use two strategies for merging the aforemen-
tioned representations:

• CN - Concatenation and normalization: we
simply concatenate the generated KG and tex-
tual features, next we normalize them and fi-
nally search for a linear classifier.

• DR - Dimensionality reduction: we first
concatenate and normalize the given rep-
resentations and later apply SVD (Halko
et al., 2010) to obtain a new latent-space
on which we later we learn a new classi-
fier. We search for a new space in dims
∈ [128, 256, 512, 768, 1024, 2048].

4.3.4 Classifier selection
We decided for a linear classifier, based on Stochas-
tic Gradient Descent optimizing two different loss
functions hinge and log, while penalizing elas-
ticnet with alpha ∈ [0.01, 0.001, 0.0001, 0.0005],
l1_ratio∈ [0.05, 0.25, 0.3, 0.6, 0.8, 0.95] and
power_t ∈ [0.5, 0.1, 0.9]. We performed 10-fold
cross-validation search of the grid to obtain the
best-performing model on the training split of the
data.
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Figure 1: Distribution of the most-frequent concepts found in the WikiData5m knowledge graph and in the
documents, grouped by the corresponding level of depression.

4.3.5 Final model configuration

For the final model we have configured the combi-
nation of all of the 6 KG (6 x 512dims) representa-
tions, LSA model from n-feats = 10.000 reduced
to 512 dimensions and the sentence-transformer
variant of distilBERT 768. We chose the DR type
with the final dimensions reduced from 4352 to
512 dims via SVD. The best-performing classifier
on this model was based on log loss function with
alpha= 0.001 and l1-ratio of 0.08, with power-t
of 0.05.

5 Evaluation

In this section, we represent the evaluation of our
proposed approaches. We first showcase the evalu-
ation of the development data set, followed by the
evaluation of methods on the test split.

5.1 Evaluation measures

For evaluation of the methods, we used the mea-
sures that were proposed by the authors of the
shared task. These include: accuracy, macro aver-
aged recall, macro averaged precision and macro
averaged F1-score.

5.2 Internal evaluation

In this subsection we describe the internal evalua-
tion used in our approach.

5.2.1 Baseline methods
In order to evaluate the performance of our methods
we introduce several baselines:

• majority Assign the class that has the major-
ity in the data set.

• char-ngrams Best 1000 Tf-IDf features of
char bigrams, trigrams, and quadgrams, in
terms of term frequency.

• word-ngrams Best 1000 Tf-IDf features of
word unigrams, bigrams, and trigrams, in
terms of term frequency.

• doc2vec Doc2Vec (Lau and Baldwin, 2016)
embeddings with vector’s size of 512 and win-
dow’s size of 5.

5.2.2 Results
In the Table 2 we present the results of various
methods when trained on the training data and
evaluated on the development set. One can see
that from the BERT-based approaches, RoBERTa
outperforms BERT-e2e approach. In terms of au-
toBOT we run only one configuration with max-
imum time execution of 2 hours, while for KG
approach using dimensionality reduction leads to
substantially better results than when using concate-
nation and normalization. The best setting of each
method was selected for final evaluation on the of-
ficial test set. At the internal evaluation, autoBOT
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Method Approach Accuracy Macro F1
baselines majority 0.5129 0.2260
baselines char-ngrams 0.5650 0.3727
baselines word-ngrams 0.5472 0.3684
baselines doc2vec 0.4466 0.4025

BERT distlBERT 0.5261 0.4880
BERT BERT-e2e 0.5476 0.5034
BERT RoBERTa 0.5634 0.5287

autoBOT autoBOT-2h 0.5723 0.5276

KG CN 0.5827 0.4401
KG DR 0.7341 0.8627

Table 2: Performance evaluation of models on the de-
velopment set, measured by the accuracy and macro
F1-score. The Method column represents the type of
method as defined in Section 4. The Approach column
represents the representation with respect to the method
from Method column.

and RoBERTa methods achieved similar results in
terms of macro-F1 metric, while the Knowledge
Graph method outperformed them with a margin
of 34% in terms of macro-F1 metric.

5.3 Evaluation on the official test set
In the following Table 3 we show the results ob-
tained by each of our methods on the competition’s
official test set.

As expected based on our evaluation of the de-
velopment set, the method based on the knowledge
graph and document representations achieved the
best performance in almost all of the evaluation
metrics (except for the accuracy where the auto-
BOT method has better performance). In compar-
ison to the best-performing model of the compe-
tition, our team was 4.9% behind the top score in
terms of best macro averaged F1-score (ranking
9th/31) and is only 1.9% behind the best Recall
score (ranking 5th/31).

6 Conclusion and future work

In this paper, we explored three different ap-
proaches to address the task of detecting depres-
sion in a social media text. First, we leveraged the

BERT family models, as they represent the state
of the art for many text classification problems.
Next, we investigated how AutoML approaches
such as autoBOT perform on this task, where fea-
tures are iteratively generated and selected via evo-
lution strategies, and finally combined in the final
representation. Finally, we studied how knowledge-
based representations based on knowledge graph
concepts that occur in a text and textual representa-
tions such as LSA and sentence transformers per-
form. We show that combined knowledge and tex-
tual representations outperform any of our other
combinations and perform best. Our proposed solu-
tion yields good results in terms of macro F1, but it
is 4.9% behind the leading model. For future work,
we propose to develop ensembles of the previously
created models to see how the combination of dif-
ferent feature types affects performance. Next, we
propose to explore larger (like ConceptNet (Liu and
Singh, 2004)) or more specific knowledge graphs
(like medical knowledge graph (Li et al., 2020)) to
improve the results. Finally, we propose the use of
feature importance methods to see how outcomes
are affected by each family of features and what
insights this can give us about depression.

7 Availability

The code is available at https:
//gitlab.com/tavchija/
acl-depression-ldi-2022.
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Method Accuracy Recall Precision Weighted F1-score Macro F1-score
First Method (BERT) 0.5208 0.4953 0.5146 0.5360 0.4738

Second Method (autoBOT) 0.6407 0.4525 0.3721 0.5869 0.3680
Third Method (Knowledge Graphs) 0.6015 0.5714 0.5149 0.6140 0.5334

Table 3: Final evaluation of the scores, of the best-performing models. We have submitted the best-performing
model from each group of methods.
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Abstract

In this paper, we describe our approach for
the task of homophobia and transphobia detec-
tion in English social media comments. The
dataset consists of YouTube comments, and it
has been released for the shared task on Homo-
phobia/Transphobia Detection in social media
comments. Given the high class imbalance, we
propose a solution based on data augmentation
and ensemble modeling. We fine-tuned differ-
ent large language models (BERT, RoBERTa,
and HateBERT) and used the weighted major-
ity vote on their predictions. Our proposed
model obtained 0.48 and 0.94 for macro and
weighted F1-score, respectively, ranking at the
third position.

1 Introduction

Despite the progress on LGBT+ rights, Internet still
remains a hostile environment for LGBT+ people.
The growing number, intensity, and complexity of
online hate cases is also reflected in the real world:
Anti-LGBT+ hate crimes increased dramatically in
the last three years.1 In 2020, the UK’s LGBT+
anti-violence charity (Galop) presented a report
about online hate crimes regarding homophobia,
biphobia, and transphobia.2 They surveyed 700
LGBT+ people distributed through online commu-
nity networks of LGBT+ activists and individuals.
The results are worrisome: 8 out of 10 people ex-
perienced online hate speech in the last five years,
and 1 out of 5 said they had been victims of online
abuse at least 100 times. Transgender people ex-
perience online harassment at a higher rate (93%)
than cisgender ones (70%). It is also alarming
that 18% of people claimed that online abuse was
linked with offline incidents. These statistics show

1https://www.theguardian.com/world/20
21/dec/03/recorded-homophobic-hate-crime
s-soared-in-pandemic-figures-show

2https://www.report-it.org.uk/files/o
nline-crime-2020_0.pdf

a worrying picture of the everyday experience that
LGBT+ people are living.

Natural language processing (NLP) has emerged
as a significant field of research for combating on-
line hate speech because of its ability to automate
the process at scale while, at the same time, de-
creasing the labor and emotional stress on online
moderators (Chaudhary et al., 2021). Despite the
interest of the NLP community in creating datasets
and models for the task of hate speech detection, no
research effort has been made to cover homopho-
bia and transphobia specifically. This is a problem
because Nozza (2021) has demonstrated that hate
speech detection models do not transfer to different
hate speech target types.

The shared task of Homophobia and Transpho-
bia Detection (Chakravarthi et al., 2022) enabled
researchers to investigate solutions for this prob-
lem with the introduction of a novel dataset. The
dataset comprises around 5k YouTube comments
manually annotated with respect to the presence of
homophobia and transphobia. The corpus shows
a high imbalance with respect to the non-hateful
class, which covers 95% of the dataset. In this pa-
per, we propose an approach designed to overcome
the problem of class imbalance. We use ensemble
modeling to combine different fine-tuned large lan-
guage models. We also perform data augmentation
from an external dataset to include more homo-
phobic and transphobic instances. However, data
augmentation results in lower performance, and we
did not use it for the submission.

Our system ranked third for the English track
with a macro F1-score of 0.48 and a weighted F1-
score of 0.94.

2 Data

The shared task on homophobia and transphobia de-
tection in social comments released three different
datasets in English, Tamil, and code-mixed Tamil-
English (Chakravarthi et al., 2021). The dataset
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Train Dev Test

Size 3,164 792 990

# Non-anti-LGBT+ content 3,001 732 924
# Homophobic 157 58 61
# Transphobic 6 2 5

Table 1: Statistics of the English dataset.

Train

Size 3,678

# Non-anti-LGBT+ content 3,043
# Homophobic 626
# Transphobic 9

Table 2: Statistics of the augmented dataset.

comprises YouTube comments of videos from pop-
ular YouTubers that talk about LGBT+ topics. The
comments have been labelled according to three
classes: Non-anti-LGBT+ content (N), Homopho-
bic (H), Transphobic (T). In Table 1 we show the
distribution of the English dataset, which is the
portion we investigate in this paper.

The numbers clearly show a strong imbalance of
the dataset distribution. On average, the class Non-
anti-LGBT+ content covers 94% of the instances,
while there are only 6% of homophobic instances
and 0.3% of transphobic ones.

2.1 Data Augmentation

The low number of instances associated with the
hateful classes (homophobic and transphobic cate-
gories) may prevent the model from distinguishing
them. In order to overcome this issue, we decide
to test data augmentation techniques. Including
additional hateful instances can increase model per-
formance, even if the definition of hate speech or
targets does not match exactly. We perform data
augmentation by sampling additional data from
the Multilingual and Multi-Aspect Hate Speech
(MLMA) (Ousidhoum et al., 2019) corpus. This
dataset consists of tweets with various hate speech
targets. In order to perform data augmentation,
we selected hateful English tweets and sexual ori-
entation as the target attribute based on which it
discriminates against people. This process allows
us to obtain 514 tweets. We proceed by mapping
every non-hateful tweet to the Non-anti-LGBT+
content class and every hateful tweet to the Homo-
phobic one. Then, we filtered all the homophobic
tweets containing the word "trans", and we asso-
ciated them with the label Transphobic. Table 2

Param Value

Batch Size 128
Warm Up Steps 50
Learning Rate 1e-3
Learning Epochs 10
Optimizer AdamW
Betas 0.9 and 0.999
Max Length 200

Table 3: Main models’ parameters.

shows the statistics of the augmented dataset. Note
that the MLMA dataset comprises tweets and not
YouTube comments.

2.2 Data Preprocessing

Social media textual data strongly differ from for-
mal text, such as newspaper articles (Nozza et al.,
2017). They contain slang, emojis, hashtags, URLs,
and misspellings. In order to improve the quality
of the data, we apply preprocessing techniques.
First, we convert the text to lowercase and remove
characters that are not words (e.g., numbers and
punctuation). Then, we replace URLs, mentions,
and emoticons with placeholder tags. Finally, we
replace emojis with their textual description (e.g.,
rolling on the floor laughing) following (Corazza
et al., 2020).

3 Experimental Settings

3.1 Fine-tuned Models

We use different large language models (LLMs) ex-
ploiting the HuggingFace library (Wolf et al., 2020).
We selected two popular LLMs (BERT (Devlin
et al., 2019) and RoBERTa (Liu et al., 2019)). We
choose these models based on their performance
and their low hurtful sentence completion (HON-
EST) score (Nozza et al., 2021, 2022b). We also se-
lected HateBERT (Caselli et al., 2021), a re-trained
BERT model for abusive language detection in En-
glish. Caselli et al. (2021) demonstrate that Hate-
BERT has superior abilities for tasks of abusive
detection, yielding much better results than BERT.

Each model has been fine-tuned for the task of
homophobia and transphobia detection. We train
each model with the same parameters (Table 3).

3.2 Ensemble Modeling

Ensemble modeling consists in creating a meta-
classifier that treats the predicted label of distinct
machine learning classifiers as a vote towards the
final label that is to be predicted. This paper in-
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vestigates two frameworks for ensemble: majority
voting and weighted voting. Moreover, we focus
only on hard voting, i.e., we consider only the pre-
dicted class as a vote and not its probability value
(which is known as soft voting).

Majority voting Majority voting is the simplest
case of ensemble learning. We consider the pre-
diction of each classifier Cj as a vote, and then we
take the predicted class with the highest votes. The
predicted class label ŷ can be defined as:

ŷ = mode {C1(x), C2(x), . . . , Cm(x)}

where x is the data instance.

Weighted Voting We use the weighted majority
vote by associating a weight wj with classifier Cj

to predict the class label ŷ:

ŷ = argmax
i

m∑

j=1

wjχA (Cj(x) = i)

where χA is the characteristic function
[Cj(x) = i ∈ A], and A is the set of unique
class labels.

Here, as weight we use the recall metric for the
homophobic class for each classifier. The recall
metric represents the percentage of homophobic
posts correctly classified by our algorithm.

4 Experimental Results

Table 4 shows the precision, recall, and F1-score
on the test set disaggregated by class: Non-anti-
LGBT+ content (N), Homophobic (H), Transpho-
bic (T). We report the results for each fine-tuned
LLMs tested (BERT, RoBERTa, and HateBERT)
and the respective version fine-tuned on prepro-
cessed data (prep). Finally, we provide the re-
sults of our ensemble classifiers using majority and
weighted voting on the previous 6 models. From
the scores, it is possible to observe that behavior re-
garding the non-hateful and the transphobic classes
are stable for each metric and model. This is due to
the class imbalance. Indeed, the Non-anti-LGBT+
content reaches high F1-scores, with a stable 0.97.
In contrast, no posts have been predicted as trans-
phobic in the test set, resulting in 0 F1-score. We
argue that this is a direct consequence of the lim-
ited number of training examples (0.19%), which
prevents the models from learning the phenomena.
The homophobic class shows more variable perfor-
mance, with an average of 0.43 and a maximum of

precision recall F1-score

BERT N 0.95 0.99 0.97
H 0.70 0.34 0.46
T 0.00 0.00 0.00

BERT+prep N 0.95 0.99 0.97
H 0.72 0.21 0.33
T 0.00 0.00 0.00

RoBERTa N 0.95 0.99 0.97
H 0.60 0.25 0.35
T 0.00 0.00 0.00

RoBERTa+prep N 0.95 0.99 0.97
H 0.71 0.36 0.48
T 0.00 0.00 0.00

HateBERT N 0.95 0.98 0.97
H 0.61 0.36 0.45
T 0.00 0.00 0.00

HateBERT+prep N 0.95 1.00 0.97
H 0.79 0.25 0.38
T 0.00 0.00 0.00

Majority Voting N 0.95 0.99 0.97
H 0.76 0.36 0.49
T 0.00 0.00 0.00

Weighted Voting N 0.95 0.99 0.97
H 0.78 0.34 0.48
T 0.00 0.00 0.00

Table 4: Results of the different fine-tuned LLMs pre-
dictions on the test set for the classes Non-anti-LGBT+
content (N), Homophobic (H), Transphobic (T). Prepro-
cessing is denoted with prep.

macro
F1-score

weighted
F1-score

BERT 0.48 0.94
BERT+prep 0.43 0.94
RoBERTa 0.44 0.92
RoBERTa+prep 0.48 0.95
HateBERT 0.47 0.93
HateBERT+prep 0.45 0.94

Majority Voting 0.49 0.94
Weighted Voting 0.48 0.94

Table 5: Macro and weighted F1-score on test set.

macro
F1-score

weighted
F1-score

BERT+data 0.42 0.92
BERT+data+prep 0.46 0.93
RoBERTa+data 0.45 0.93
RoBERTa+data+prep 0.45 0.93
HateBERT+data 0.42 0.92
HateBERT+data+prep 0.47 0.93

Majority Voting+data 0.46 0.93
Weighted Voting+data 0.46 0.93

Table 6: Macro and weighted F1-score on test set with
data augmentation approach.
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0.49 obtained by majority voting. Highest scores
for this class are highlighted in bold in Table 4.

Concerning the different LLMs, the best results
are obtained by RoBERTa+prep and HateBERT.
We did not observe a consistent effect regarding pre-
processing, which has decreased the performance
for BERT and HateBERT and has improved the
one of RoBERTa. Results also demonstrate the
superiority of ensembling methods, in particular,
majority voting.

Table 5 reports macro and weighted F1-score.
The model obtaining the highest macro F1-score
(the score considered by the shared task) is majority
voting. Note that we submit to the shared task the
weighted voting run cause of its best performance
in the dev set.

Finally, we tested the performance of the data
augmentation approach (Table 6). Differently from
our expectations, we notice a slight decrease in the
performance. This is probably due to the different
nature of the social media considered in the studies
(i.e., Twitter vs. YouTube), resulting in shorter
texts comprising emojis, URLs, and user mentions.

5 Related Work

In the last years, many shared tasks have been or-
ganized with the aim of detecting hate speech on
social media comments (Kumar et al., 2018; Basile
et al., 2019; Zampieri et al., 2020, inter alia). While
the majority of them focus on English, some ef-
forts have been made to include other languages
(e.g., Italian, Arabic) (Bosco et al., 2018; Fersini
et al., 2018; Wiegand et al., 2018; Fersini et al.,
2020b; Mubarak et al., 2020; Mulki and Ghanem,
2021, inter alia). Chaudhary et al. (2021) proposed
a one-of-a-kind shared task for Homophobia and
Transphobia detection on social comments for three
languages (English, Tamil, and code-mixed Tamil-
English).

Several NLP approaches have been proposed
for the task of hate speech detection (Qian et al.,
2018; Indurthi et al., 2019; Vidgen et al., 2021;
Fersini et al., 2020a; Attanasio and Pastor, 2020;
Kennedy et al., 2020; Attanasio et al., 2022b, inter
alia). While ensemble modeling has been proven
to be effective for several tasks in NLP (Garmash
and Monz, 2016; Nozza et al., 2016; Fadel et al.,
2019; Bashmal and AlZeer, 2021), a limited num-
ber of research work have investigated its poten-
tiality for hate speech detection (Plaza-del Arco
et al., 2019; Ramakrishnan et al., 2019; Zimmer-

man et al., 2018).
Only recently, researchers have focused on

detecting and measuring harmfulness against
LGBTQIA+ community members in NLP. Some
research work investigated bias in co-reference res-
olution (Cao et al., 2020), conversational language
models (Barikeri et al., 2021), and LLMs (Nozza
et al., 2022b). In a similar spirit, Dev et al. (2021)
discussed the harms of treating gender as binary
in English language technologies, and pointed to
the complexity of gender representation. Focusing
on the notion of referential gender, Lauscher et al.
(2022) presented an overview on phenomena relat-
ing to 3rd person pronouns and discussed how NLP
can and should model pronouns.

6 Conclusion

This article describes our approach for the shared
task of Homophobia and Transphobia on social me-
dia comments. We propose to couple ensemble
learning and data augmentation to address the prob-
lem of class imbalance of the dataset. We found
that augmenting the dataset with a corpus from a
different domain was ineffective. Our submitted
model consists of the weighted majority vote of
different fine-tuned LLMs (BERT, RoBERTa, and
HateBERT) ranked at the third position out of 13
submissions. In the future, we aim to explore how
fine-tuned LLMs are biased towards members of
the LGBT+ community and propose a bias mitiga-
tion solution following (Nozza et al., 2019, 2022a;
Attanasio et al., 2022a).
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Abstract

Depression is a common and serious mental
illness that early detection can improve the pa-
tient’s symptoms and make depression easier
to treat. This paper mainly introduces the rel-
evant content of the task "Detecting Signs of
Depression from Social Media Text at DepSign-
LT-EDI@ACL-2022". The goal of DepSign is
to classify the signs of depression into three
labels namely "not depressed", "moderately de-
pressed", and "severely depressed" based on
social media’s posts. In this paper, we pro-
pose a predictive ensemble model that utilizes
the fine-tuned contextualized word embedding,
ALBERT, DistilBERT, RoBERTa, and BERT
base model. We show that our model outper-
forms the baseline models in all considered
metrics and achieves an F1 score of 54% and
accuracy of 61%, ranking 5th on the leader-
board for the DepSign task.

Keywords. sentiment analysis, depression de-
tection, ensemble model, BERT, social media text

1 Introduction

In our current society, depression is a common but
serious mental disorder that involves sadness and
lack of interest in all day-to-day activities (GHD;
Evans-Lacko et al., 2018). Depression can nega-
tively affect different aspects of a person’s life and
can cause a person to suffer severely and function
poorly at work, in the family, or in society in gen-
eral and at its worst, depression can lead to suicide.
Based on the data provided by World Health Orga-
nization, Over 700,000 people die due to suicide
every year (WHO). Therefore, early diagnosis of
this problem is very important and is a challenge for
individual and public health (Losada et al., 2017).

Because of the complex nature of any mental
disorder, it is very difficult to diagnose a patient’s
mental illness by traditional approaches. However,
due to the integration of social media into people’s

daily lives, evidence has been presented to diagnose
depressive symptoms using data provided by users.

The study of social media, especially in the field
of public health, is rapidly growing. On social me-
dia platforms such as Facebook, Twitter, Instagram,
and others, people can freely interact with each
other and share their thoughts, feelings, ideas, emo-
tions, activities, etc and express themselves through
the content they post on these platforms. This leads
to a large amount of data that contains valuable in-
formation about people’s interests, moods, and be-
haviors. Hence many researchers claim that social
media analysis is a very helpful source in various
contexts especially in mental health understanding
(Martínez-Castaño et al., 2020).

2 Related Work

There have been many studies on the prediction
of social media mental disorders in which the data
were collected directly from user surveys using
some well-known questionnaires or from public
posts using keywords, related phrases, or regular
expression (Safa et al., 2021). Several approaches
to study mental health have been proposed through
the analysis of user behavior on social media. Men-
tal health has been studied on different social media
platforms such as Twitter, Instagram, Flickr, and
Facebook. In (Orabi et al., 2018), using a deep neu-
ral network, an analysis was performed to diagnose
depression on the Twitter database. (De Choudhury
et al.), has also analyzed Twitter social media text
for public health prediction.

Binary and ternary classifications are two types
of classification problems here. In the first one, sen-
timents are classified into two polarities or classes:
Positive and Negative (Tanna et al., 2020), and in
the ternary classification, the sentiments are clas-
sified into three classes as Positive, Negative and
Neutral (Arora and Arora, 2019; Chen et al., 2018)
which in this case, more classification error is ex-
pected than binary classification.
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For more accurate classification, the data can be
classified into several subclasses. In (Al Asad et al.,
2019) for example, having a level of depression
from 1-55% is considered as non-depressed and
above level of 55% is considered as depressed. The
defined subclasses were normal, mild depression,
borderline depression, moderate depression, and
severe depression.

In this article, we specifically focus our efforts
on this kind of classification task. Our goal is to
distinguish between the normal users, users with
mild depression, and those with severe depression.

Label Train Dev
Not depressed 1,971 1,830
Moderate 6,019 2,306
Severe 901 360
Total instances 8,891 4,496

Table 1: Train and Validation data-sets description.

2.1 Data

The data-test provided by the organizer (Durairaj
et al.), contains social media comments in English.
It comprises training, development and test set, in
which 8,891 are assigned for training, 4,496 for
development, and 3,245 for testing. The data set
contains three tags as follow:

• not depressed: This tag indicates that sentence
shows the absence of depression,

• moderately depressed: This tag indicates de-
pressive symptoms,

• severely depressed: This tag indicates severe
states of depressed mood.

Figure 1 illustrates how the different classes are
represented in the data sets, which shows that the
distribution of examples in the classes are imbal-
anced for both train and development data-set. The
details of the data-set and three example sentences
are shown in Table 1 and Table 2 respectively.

3 Transfer Learning

Typically, models are trained from scratch with
random initialization of network parameters. But
in another approach, the model is first pre-trained
for a general task and then tuned to a specific task,
which allows the model to be trained faster with
less training data. Originally, transfer learning is

Figure 1: class-wise distribution of the data-set.

known for fine-tuning the deep learning models
taught on the ImageNet data-set (Deng et al., 2009).
Recently, several techniques and architectures of
transfer learning have been emerged, which has
significantly improved most NLP tasks. Transfer
learning can be used in applications where there is
not sufficient training data for that task. The first
phase of the transfer learning strategy is generally
referred to as semi-supervised training in which the
network is first trained as a language model on a
comprehensive and large data set and then followed
by supervised training that is trained by the desired
labeled training data set.

3.1 BERT

Bidirectional Encoder Representations from Trans-
formers (BERT) (Devlin et al., 2018) is a deep
transformer model designed to learn deep bidirec-
tional representations of natural language from a
huge unsupervised text corpus. In terms of size,
there are three BERT models. The base model con-
sists of 12 transformer blocks, 768 hidden blocks,
12 self-attention heads, and has 110M trainable
parameters.

BERT uses two tasks called Masked Language
Model(MLM) and Next Sentence Prediction(NSP)
to train the model. In the MLM task, before feed-
ing word sequences into BERT, 15% of tokens
are covered by [MASK] token and the model tries
to predict the original value of the covered token
based on non-masked words in the input sequence.
In the NSP task, the BERT model takes a pair of
sentences as input and, by understanding the re-
lationship between two sentences, predicts if the
second sentence in the pair is the subsequent sen-
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Text Label
My life gets worse every year : That’s what it feels like anyway.... moderate
Words can’t describe how bad I feel right now : I just want to fall asleep forever. severe
Is anybody else hoping the Coronavirus shuts everybody down? not depressed

Table 2: Some examples of labeled training data-sets.

Model Accuracy Recall Precision Weighted F1- score Macro F1-score
BERT 0.55 0.52 0.48 0.56 0.50
ALBERT 0.56 0.51 0.50 0.57 0.51
DistilBERT 0.52 0.50 0.48 0.59 0.49
RoBERTa 0.57 0.53 0.51 0.60 0.52
Ensemble Model 0.61 0.57 0.52 0.62 0.54

Table 3: Label-averaged values for each metric for BERT-based model, ALBERT, RoBERTa, DistilBERT, and the
proposed ensemble model.

tence in the original document.
Unlike traditional models, which looked at a text

sequence only from one direction, the BERT en-
coder attention mechanism applies bidirectional
training of Transformer, which learns information
from both the left and right sides of a word, allow-
ing the model to catch a deeper sense of language
context.

3.2 ALBERT

A Lite BERT (ALBERT) is a model for self-
supervised learning of language representations
that has a similar backbone to the original BERT
(Lan et al., 2019). It presents two parameter-
reduction techniques to reduce memory consump-
tion and increase the training speed of BERT. Like
BERT, ALBERT is also pre-trained on the English
Wikipedia and the Book CORPUS data-set, which
contains a total of 16 GB of uncompressed data.
The ALBERT model tries to mimic the BERT base
model with 768 hidden states, cross-layer param-
eter sharing, and smaller embeddings size due to
factorization. Unlike BERT, it has only 12 million
parameters which makes a big difference when
training the model.

3.3 DistilBERT

DistilBERT (Sanh et al., 2019) is a small, fast,
cheap, and light Transformer model that was pre-
trained on the same corpus in a self-supervised
fashion, using the BERT base model as a teacher.
DistilBERT performs a knowledge distillation tech-
nique during the pre-training phase. This technique
reduces the size of a large model called teacher
into a smaller model called the student by 40%. It

promises to run 60% faster while preserving 97%
of its performance, as measured on the GLUE lan-
guage understanding benchmarks. So, DistilBERT
is an interesting option for producing large-scale
transformer models.

3.4 RoBERTa
A Robustly optimized BERT Pretraining Approach
(RoBERTa) is also a pre-training of BERT (Liu
et al., 2019). The goal of this model was to opti-
mize the training of BERT architecture to reduce
pre-training time. The model is trained for longer,
with 1000% more data and computation power than
BERT.

RoBERTa includes additional pre-training im-
provements in self-supervised systems that can
achieve advanced results with less reliance on
data labeling. To improve the training process,
RoBERTa removes the Next Sentence Prediction
(NSP) task employed in BERT’s pre-training and
introduces dynamic masking during training so
that the masked token changes during the training
epochs. Larger mini-batch size and learning rate
were also found to be more useful in the training
procedure. Importantly, RoBERTa uses 160 GB
of text for pre-training, including 16GB of Books
Corpus and English Wikipedia used in BERT. Com-
pared to DistilBERT, RoBERTa improves the per-
formance while DistilBERT improves the inference
speed.

4 Methodology

In this work, an ensembling strategy was used to
fuse the results of several BERT models. Given
that, each of these pre-trained models has its
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strengths and weaknesses as different classifica-
tion methods. As a result, ensembling them can
improve the result.

Each constituent model is trained on a pretty
same training data and the same loss function
is used for parameter estimation of each model.
Our experiments showed that each of these mod-
els makes different errors. So, for this problem,
we have used the majority voting mechanism to
make the final prediction to use the strength of
each model (see in Figure 2).

Figure 2: Architecture of the proposed ensemble model.

Before fine-tuning each of the pretrained mod-
els, the proper number of epochs must be known.
Using a validation data-set that is held back from
training, we identify overfitting by looking at val-
idation metrics like loss and accuracy and define
correct number of epochs for training each model.
Whenever the loss value in the validation set in-
creases, it means that network training should be
stopped by this number of epochs. From then on,
given the data-set for this task, we train the model
and tune it to the predefined number of epochs to
perform well on unseen data points.

4.1 Results

After training the ensemble model, it was eval-
uated with the test data-set. Depending on the
number of models in the voting-based ensemble
model, the same number of test data answers are
obtained. Then, the unlabeled test set can be clas-
sified by the majority voting ensemble learning
method. The accuracy results obtained on the eval-
uation data-set for all models are shown in Tabel 1.
The results show that the ensemble-based model
utilizing contextual embeddings outperforms other
single-model classifiers in all considered metrics
and achieves an F1 score of 54% and accuracy of
61%.

4.2 Conclusion
This paper presents a BERT-based ensemble model
to predict depression levels based on the given la-
bels: not depressed, moderately depressed, and
severely depressed. The proposed ensemble model
achieved competitive results for the label prediction
on the DepSign task and ranked 5th among more
than 30 submissions. By considering the achieved
improvement, future works could be examining
other language models, other ensemble strategies,
and use other inputs such as related dictionaries,
NLP tools, and etc.
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Abstract
Hateful and offensive content on social media
platforms can have negative effects on users
and can make online communities more hostile
towards certain people and hamper equality, di-
versity and inclusion. In this paper, we describe
our approach to classify homophobia and trans-
phobia in social media comments. We used an
ensemble of transformer based models to build
our classifier. Our model ranked 2nd for En-
glish, 8th for Tamil and 10th for Tamil-English.

1 Introduction

Social media platforms allow people from all walks
of life to connect with each other. However, abu-
sive and hateful content on these platforms can
take a psychological toll on its users (Wypych
and Bilewicz, 2022) (Tynes et al., 2008). Lesbian,
gay, bisexual and transgender individuals are more
vulnerable to mental illness as compared to their
heterosexual peers (Gilman et al., 2001) (Marshal
et al., 2011) (Reisner et al., 2015). Hence, it be-
comes even more important to be able to detect
such hateful content for vulnerable individuals.

There has been a lot of work done in the domain
of hate speech detection (Malmasi and Zampieri,
2017) (Burnap and Williams, 2016). There has also
been work on hate speech intervention (Qian et al.,
2019). Shared tasks like SemEval 2019 Task 6 have
focused on identifying and categorizing offensive
language on social media (Zampieri et al., 2019).
Datasets for this task have been created in multi-
ple languages as well. Bohra et al. (2018) created
a Hindi-English code mixed text dataset for hate
speech detection from tweets on Twitter. Mubarak
et al. (2021) created a 1000 tweets Arabic dataset
for offensive language detection with special tags
for vulgarity and hate speech. Sigurbergsson and
Derczynski (2020) created a Danish hate speech
detection dataset containing 3600 user generated
comments social media websites. There have been
datasets created for Greek (Pitenis et al., 2020) and

Turkish (Çöltekin, 2020) as well. Chakravarthi et al.
(2021a) created a code-mixed Tamil,Malayalam
and Kannada dataset for offensive language identi-
fication. Support vector machines, long short-term
memory networks, convolutional neural networks
and now transformer based architectures have been
used to detect hate speech. However, there has not
been much work in trying to specifically identify
homophobic or transphobic text. In this paper, we
will describe our approach for classifying trans-
phobic and homophobic comments in the dataset
provided by Chakravarthi et al. (2021b) as a part
of the shared task on homophobia and transphobia
detection in social media comments Chakravarthi
et al. (2022).

2 Dataset Description

The dataset consists of a total of 15,141 comments
in 3 languages: English, Tamil and Tamil-English
code-mixed (refer to Table 1 for data distribution).
Each comment has one of three labels "Homopho-
bic", "Transphobic" and "Non-anti-LGBT+ con-
tent" (label distribution in Table 2).

3 Methodology

In this section we will describe the models used in
our experimentation.

• BERT: BERT (Devlin et al., 2019) is a
Transformer-based language model. It con-
sists of layered encoder units, each with a self-
attention layer followed by fully-connected
layers. It is trained using the Masked Lan-
guage Modelling (MLM) task as well as the
Next Sentence Prediction (NSP) task. For this
shared task, we have used the pretrained bert-
base-uncased model from HuggingFace (Wolf
et al., 2019).

• RoBERTa: RoBERTa (Liu et al., 2019) is
a Transformer-based language model which
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Language Number of comments Number of tokens Number of characters
English 4,946 82,111 438,980
Tamil 4,161 197,237 539,559
Tamil-English 6,034 66,731 435,890
Total 15,141 346,079 1,414,429

Table 1: Distribution of comments in English, Tamil and Tamil-English.

Class English Tamil Tamil English
Homophobic 276 723 465
Transphobic 13 233 184
Non-anti-LGBT+ content 4,657 3,205 5,385
Total 4,946 4,161 6,034

Table 2: Distribution between Homophobic, Transphobic and Non-anti-LGBT+ content.

improves upon the BERT architecture along
several metrics offered by the GLUE bench-
mark (Wang et al., 2019). It is not trained
on the NSP task and involves dynamic mask-
ing for the MLM task. It is also trained over
a much larger dataset with longer sentence
lengths. For this shared task, we have used
the pretrained roberta-base model.

• HateBERT (Caselli et al., 2021) is a re-
trained BERT model to detect abusive lan-
guage in English. It is trained on large
amounts of banned Reddit comments ex-
tracted from the RAL-E dataset. It has been
shown to outperform the BERT model in sev-
eral hate-speech detection tasks.

• IndicBERT: IndicBERT (Kakwani et al.,
2020) is an ALBERT Transformer encoder
(Lan et al., 2020) finetuned on data from 12
major Indian languages, including 549M to-
kens of Tamil. Despite having significantly
lower parameters than other multilingual en-
coders such as mBERT (Devlin et al., 2019) or
XLM-R (Conneau et al., 2020), it outperforms
them on several metrics of the IndicGLUE
benchmark (Kakwani et al., 2020). We have
used the IndicBERT model as a TLM for the
Tamil and Tamil-English tracks.

• XGBoost Random Forest Classifier: Ran-
dom Forest Classifiers (Ho, 1995) are meta
estimators which consist of numerous deci-
sion trees, each fit upon a subset of features
from a subset of rows of the data. The en-
semble of many such weak learners tends to
outperform a single large decision tree. The

low correlation between the constituent trees
also provides for more feature coverage and
curbs over-fitting. For this shared task, we use
XGBoost’s implementation of Random Forest
Classifiers (Chen and Guestrin, 2016).

• Bayesian Optimization: The aim of any hy-
perparameter optimization strategy is to find
the hyperparameter set which fetches the best
value over the object function. Bayesian Opti-
mization (Mockus, 1989) is an iterative opti-
mization algorithm that aims to minimize the
number of hyperparameter sets that must be
evaluated before arriving at the optimal distri-
bution. It has been shown to generate optimal
solutions in significantly fewer iterations than
traditional methods such as grid search. For
this task, we have used the Python library:
bayesian-optimization (Fernando, 2014).

4 Experiments and Results

The only pre-procesesing step done on the dataset
before training was the change of emojis to text
using the demoji library in python 1. Our pipeline
comprises an ensemble of several Transformer-
based language models (TLM), namely: BERT,
RoBERTa, and HateBERT for the English track
and IndicBERT for the Tamil and Tamil-English
tracks. Three copies of each TLM are used with dif-
ferent parameter initializations in each track. This
allows for the copies to capture different features of
the data. In addition to this, for each track, a layer
of attention is applied to each constituent encoder
layer outputs of the TLMs. This is necessary since

1https://pypi.org/project/demoji/
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Figure 1: Schematic overview of the architecture of our model.

Model Accuracy Macro
Precision

Macro
Recall

Macro F1 Weighted
Precision

Weighted
Recall

Weighted
F1

BERT 0.92 0.48 0.42 0.44 0.9 0.92 0.91
RoBERTa 0.93 0.64 0.36 0.36 0.93 0.94 0.9
HateBERT 0.94 0.56 0.43 0.47 0.92 0.94 0.92
Ensemble 0.94 0.52 0.47 0.49 0.93 0.94 0.94

Table 3: Classification results of various models used on the English dataset.

each layer captures a different kind of informa-
tion, which are variably relevant for our task. The
weighted and combined output from the attention
layer is then passed through a final linear layer and
dropout layer (p = 0.3), followed by a Softmax
operation to generate the predicted probabilities of
detecting homophobic content in the given input
text.

In the English track, we also use a pretrained
hate-speech detection model implemented on Hug-
gingFace (Wolf et al., 2019). Architecturally, is
a ByT5-Base model (Xue et al., 2021) finetuned
on HuggingFace’s tweets_hate_speech_detection
dataset (Sharma, 2019).

The prediction probabilities are generated by
each model of a track are passed as input features
to a Random Forest Classifier. This helps further
optimize our predictions by weighing the impor-
tance of the different architectures for the task.

Each of the TLM pipelines was finetuned
upon Cross Entropy loss using AdamW optimizer
(Loshchilov and Hutter, 2017) (β1 = 0.9, β2 =

0.999, ϵ = 10−8) with an initial learning rate of
2e−5 for 6 epochs each using a linear scheduler.
The epoch checkpoint with the highest validation
F1 score was selected for further use. The hyper-
parameters of the Random Forest Classifier were
estimated using 10 seeds and 100 iterations of
Bayesian Optimization. The ensemble classifier
was trained with a learning rate of 1.0.

As can be seen in Table 3, our ensemble model
performed better than the individually trained mod-
els giving a macro F1 score of 0.49 which was the
2nd highest macro F1 score in the shared task. This
model also had the highest weighted F1 score in
the task. The IndicBERT ensembles trained on the
Tamil and Tamil-English dataset give us a macro
F1 score of 0.55 and 0.35 and a weighted F1 score
of 0.86 and 0.83 respectively (refer Table 4). The
Tamil and Tamil-English model ranked 8th and
10th respectively.
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Model Accuracy Macro
Precision

Macro
Recall

Macro F1 Weighted
Precision

Weighted
Recall

Weighted
F1

Tamil-English 0.83 0.34 0.35 0.35 0.82 0.83 0.83
Tamil 0.88 0.52 0.58 0.55 0.85 0.88 0.86

Table 4: Classification results of IndicBERT finetuned on the Tamil-English and Tamil dataset.

5 Conclusion and Future Work

In this paper, we described our approach for ho-
mophobia and transphobia detection in English,
Tamil and Tamil-English. We used an ensemble
of three transformed based models along with a
pre-trained hate detection model to do the classi-
fication for English. Our model was ranked 2nd
for the English classification task. For the Tamil
and Tamil-English dataset three copies of the In-
dicBERT model was used to make our ensemble
based model. The models placed 8th and 10th for
Tamil and Tamil-English model respectively.

In the future, we can use data augmentation
methods like paraphrasing and back translation to
increase the diversity and quantity of homopho-
bic and transphobic text. We can also incorporate
transliteration into the pipeline for Tamil-English
code mixed text since IndicBERT is not trained
on code mixed text. We could also try to finetune
transformers pre-trained on code mixed data.
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Abstract

This paper presents our winning solution for the
Shared Task on Detecting Signs of Depression
from Social Media Text at LT-EDI-ACL2022.
The task was to create a system that, given so-
cial media posts in English, should detect the
level of depression as ‘not depressed’, ‘moder-
ately depressed’ or ‘severely depressed’. We
based our solution on transformer-based lan-
guage models. We fine-tuned selected models:
BERT, RoBERTa, XLNet, of which the best re-
sults were obtained for RoBERTalarge. Then, us-
ing the prepared corpus, we trained our own lan-
guage model called DepRoBERTa (RoBERTa
for Depression Detection). Fine-tuning of this
model improved the results. The third solu-
tion was to use the ensemble averaging, which
turned out to be the best solution. It achieved
a macro-averaged F1-score of 0.583. The
source code of prepared solution is available
at https://github.com/rafalposwiata/depression-
detection-lt-edi-2022.

1 Introduction

Depression (major depressive disorder) is a com-
mon and serious medical illness that, according to
World Health Organization (WHO), already af-
fects about 322 million people worldwide (WHO,
2017). The main symptoms of depression include:
feeling sad or having a depressed mood, loss of
interest or pleasure, feeling worthless or guilty,
insomnia or hypersomnia, thoughts of death and
suicidal ideation or suicide attempts (American
Psychiatric Association, 2013). When diagnosed
and treated quickly, it can greatly improve qual-
ity of live and in some cases even save it. Such
rapid detection of depression signs is possible, for
example, based on the social media posts of the
individual (De Choudhury et al., 2013). Following
this assumption, Sampath et al. (2022) organized at
LT-EDI-ACL2022 the Shared Task on Detecting
Signs of Depression from Social Media Text. The
task was to create a system that, given social media

posts in English, should classify the level of depres-
sion as ‘not depressed’, ‘moderately depressed’
or ‘severely depressed’.

In this paper we present our solution for this com-
petition. The paper is organized as follows. Section
2 describes related work with particular emphasis
on issues of depression detection in social media.
Section 3 presents the dataset and its modification.
The process of developing our solution is explained
in Section 4. The next section shows performed ex-
periments, the results, along with the error analysis.
Finally, Section 6 concludes this paper.

2 Related Work

De Choudhury et al. (2013) authored one of the
first papers on detecting depression based on so-
cial media posts. In their work, they collected a
group of Twitter1 users diagnosed with depression
whose one-year posts were used to create a statis-
tical classifier to estimate the risk of depression.
Tsugawa et al. (2015) prepared the dataset in a sim-
ilar way but for Japanese users, and then trained a
Support Vector Machines (SVM) classifier to esti-
mate the presence of active depression. Wolohan
et al. (2018) created a dataset based on Reddit2

posts in which users were assigned to one group:
depressed or control. Then, among other things,
they analyzed their posts using the Linguistic In-
quiry and Wordcount Tool (LIWC) (Pennebaker
et al., 2015). Pirina and Çöltekin (2018) also used
Reddit as a data source and with other datasets they
verified how training data can affect the quality of a
SVM-based model to identify depression. Tadesse
et al. (2019) use different types of approaches to
text encoding (the LIWC dictionary, Latent Dirich-
let Allocation (LDA) topics or N-grams) to explore
the users’ linguistic usage in the depressive posts.
Arora and Arora (2019) analyze tweets for depres-
sion and anxiety by using Multinomial Naive Bayes

1https://twitter.com
2https://www.reddit.com
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PID Text Label
train_pid_6035 Happy New Years Everyone : We made it another year not depression

train_pid_35 My life gets worse every year : That’s what it feels like anyway.... moderate
train_pid_8066 Words can’t describe how bad I feel right now : I just want to fall asleep forever. severe

Table 1: Samples from the dataset.

and Support Vector Regression (SVR) Algorithm
as a classifier. Lin et al. (2020) create SenseMood
system to detect depression from tweets based on
visual and textual features using Convolutional
Neural Network (CNN) and BERT language model.
Zogan et al. (2021) propose novel summarization
boosted deep framework for depression detection
called DepressionNet. Other works worth men-
tioning include Aswathy et al. (2019); Haque et al.
(2021); William and Suhartono (2021).

For text-based classification, the last few years
have been primarily a time of deep learning and
large pre-trained transformer-based language mod-
els (Min et al., 2021). This kind of solutions
achieve state-of-the-art results for numerous classi-
fication tasks (Devlin et al., 2019; Liu et al., 2019;
Chan et al., 2020; Dadas et al., 2020).

3 Dataset

The dataset used in the competition consists of En-
glish posts from Reddit, where each was annotated
with one of the labels: not depression, moder-
ate and severe (Kayalvizhi and Thenmozhi, 2022).
The first label indicates a case where no signs of
depression were identified. The other two labels
show that symptoms in the post indicate moderate
or severe depression respectively. Example texts
with labels from the dataset are presented in Table 1.
The dataset was divided into three parts: train, dev,
and test. Labels for the test part were not provided
by the organizers, as this one was the part on which
the solutions were verified. To verify the quality of
the collections used to prepare the solution (train,
dev), we first verified their diversity by removing
duplicate records containing the same posts. As a
result of this step, we noticed that the train set con-
sists of a large number of the same examples, and
the unique ones are only 2,720 (out of 8,891 total).
In the case of the dev set, the difference was much
smaller, i.e., 4,481 unique against 4,496 all. It is
good practice to make the train set larger than the
dev or test set. This is especially important when
using machine learning or deep learning methods
where the quality of the model directly depends on

the number and variety of samples during training.
Therefore, we decided to use part of the dev set for
training, leaving 1,000 examples for verification
(we kept the class distribution close to the original
one). As a result, the train set we used in our exper-
iments counted 6,006 unique examples (the final
number is due to the fact that there were overlaps
between the original train and dev sets). The whole
process of preparing the dataset, including class
distribution, is shown in Figure 1. What is worth
noting is that the dataset is unbalanced, and the
severe class is underrepresented.

4 Our solution

We organized the work on our solution into three
steps, which will be presented in the following
subsections.

4.1 Fine-tuned Transformer-Based Language
Models

First, we fine-tune several commonly used English
pre-trained language models. We use the stan-
dard fine-tuning procedure like Devlin et al. (2019),
which involves training pre-trained language model
with classification head on top (a linear layer on
top of the pooled output). The following mod-
els were utilized: BERT (Devlin et al., 2019),
RoBERTa (Liu et al., 2019) and XLNet (Yang
et al., 2019). Both in base and large version. All
models were downloaded from the Hugging Face
hub3. The best result on the dev set was achieved
by RoBERTalarge, which will be further described
in Section 5.3.

4.2 Pre-trained and Fine-tuned Domain
Specific Transformer-Based Language
Model

The models used in the previous step were pre-
trained on general domain corpora (e.g. English
Wikipedia or BooksCorpus). It can be assumed
that most of the texts from these corpora did not
manifest symptoms of depression. Inspired by Lee
et al. (2019), we decided to pre-train our own

3https://huggingface.co/models
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train dev test

not depression 1,971 1,830 -

moderate 6,019 2,306 -

severe 901 360 -

total 8,891 4,496 3,245

Removing  
duplicates  
(train and dev)

Original dataset
Dataset without duplicates

in train and dev sets

Final dataset

Adding dev  
samples to  

train w/o 
duplicates

train dev test

not depression 916 1,817 -

moderate 1,401 2,304 -

severe 403 360 -

total 2,720 4,481 3,245

train dev test

not depression 2,255 400 -

moderate 3,101 510 -

severe 650 90 -

total 6,006 1,000 3,245

Figure 1: The process of preparing the dataset including the distribution of classes at each step. The dashes (-) are
due to the lack of labels for the test set.

yensemble = arg max(
softmax( y′

RoBERTalarge
) + softmax( y′

DepRoBERTa )

2
) (1)

language model on texts mainly expressing de-
pression. We built a corpus based on the Reddit
Mental Health Dataset (Low et al., 2020) and
a dataset of 20,000 posts from r/depression and
r/SuicideWatch subreddits4. We filtered the data
appropriately, leaving mainly those related to de-
pression (31,2%), anxiety (20,5%) and suicide
(18.1%), which resulted in a corpora consisting
of 396,968 posts. We used a further pre-training
technique where the model weights were initialized
with the RoBERTalarge model weights, since it was
the fine-tuning of this particular model that gave the
best results in the first step. We called the resulting
model DepRoBERTa (RoBERTa for Depression
Detection). For more information on the corpus
statistics and the pre-training process, we refer you
to the appendices. Then, as with the models in Sec-
tion 4.1, we performed DepRoBERTa fine-tuning
on the train set.

4.3 Ensemble
In the last step, we combined the best models
obtained in the previous steps using ensemble

4https://www.kaggle.com/xavrig/reddit-dataset-
rdepression-and-rsuicidewatch

averaging (Naftaly et al., 1999). This method
involves averaging the predictions from a group
of models, and its implementation in our case is
presented in Equation 1. Where y′

RoBERTalarge

and y′
DepRoBERTa are vectors of raw (non-

normalized) predictions generated by fine-tuned
RoBERTalarge and DepRoBERTa, respectively.

Parameter Value
Optimizer AdamW
Learning rate 5e-6
Batch size 16
Dropout 0.1
Weight decay (L2) 0.1
Epochs 10
Validation after no. steps 100
Max sequence length 300

Table 2: Hyper-parameters used when fine-tuning mod-
els.
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Model Accuracy Precision Recall F1-score

BERTbase 0.627 0.586 0.574 0.579

BERTlarge 0.606 0.568 0.566 0.566

RoBERTabase 0.622 0.567 0.573 0.570

RoBERTalarge 0.664 0.629 0.591 0.605

XLNetbase 0.654 0.632 0.576 0.590

XLNetlarge 0.639 0.611 0.597 0.602

DepRoBERTa 0.661 0.628 0.607 0.616

Ensemble 0.695 0.663 0.621 0.637

Table 3: Results of each model on the dev set. Bolded and underlined values indicate the best and second-best
scores for models from each of the three steps for a given measure.

Model Accuracy Precision Recall F1-score

RoBERTalarge 0.614 0.583 0.564 0.552

DepRoBERTa 0.626 0.575 0.588 0.571

Ensemble 0.658 0.586 0.591 0.583

Table 4: Results of submitted models on the test set (official competition results made available by the competition
organisers). Bolded and underlined values indicate the best and second-best scores for the measure, respectively.

5 Experiments and Results

5.1 Experimental Setup
We utilized Simple Transformers library (Ra-
japakse, 2019) to perform experiments, includ-
ing models fine-tuning and pre-training the
DepRoBERTa model. Used hyper-parameters are
presented in Table 2. The fine-tuning procedure for
each model was repeated 5 times using the train and
dev sets described in Section 3. All experiments
were run on a single GPU Tesla V100.

5.2 Metrics
The metrics used during the experiments are accu-
racy, macro-averaged precision, macro-averaged
recall and macro-averaged F1-score across all the
classes. The macro-averaged F1-score was the
main measure when evaluating solutions.

5.3 Results
Table 3 shows the results on the dev set. Among
the fine-tuned transformer-based language models,
RoBERTalarge model was the best in terms of accu-
racy (0.664) and F1-score (0.605). In the other two
measures, XLNet models were better, respectively
XLNetbase for precision (0.632) and XLNetlarge
for recall (0.597). RoBERTalarge was second in
these cases. We improved the F1-score by 0.011 us-
ing the DepRoBERTa fine-tuned model. This was

mainly due to the high score for the recall measure
(0.607), as the results for the other measures were
worse than RoBERTalarge. Ensemble proved to be
the best approach by achieving the highest scores
on each measure, having an F1-score of 0.637 (an
improvement of 0.021 over DepRoBERTa). Due
to these results, we have chosen as our official com-
petition solutions: RoBERTalarge, DepRoBERTa
and Ensemble. The results they achieved on the
test set are presented in Table 4. As expected, En-
semble proved to be the best by achieving an F1-
score of 0.583. This score gave our team the 1st
place among the 31 participating teams.

5.4 Errors Analysis

To be able to evaluate the errors and strengths of our
models, we created the confusion matrices shown
in Figure 2. Each model specializes in one class,
i.e. it achieves the best results for a different class.
RoBERTalarge performs best for the not depres-
sion class, DepRoBERTa for the severe class, and
Ensemble for the moderate class. The most com-
mon mistake is to assign a severe class to a post
originally tagged as moderate. A mistake that also
often occurs is confusion between not depression
and modereate classes. The analysis was carried
out on the dev set as the competition organisers did
not provide labels for the test set.
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Figure 2: Normalized confusion matrices for RoBERTalarge, DepRoBERTa and their ensemble on the dev set.

6 Conclusion

In this paper, we presented a solution to the Shared
Task on Detecting Signs of Depression from Social
Media Text at LT-EDI-ACL2022. The use of en-
semble averaging previously fine-tuned language
models proved to be the best. As part of this work,
in addition to the models designed for this compe-
tition, we also prepared a new pre-train language
model, DepRoBERTa. In the future it can be used
for other depression detection tasks. We plan to pre-
train it further on a larger corpus of texts expressing
depression, as an extension of this work.

The code of our solution and pre-
pared models are available online at
https://github.com/rafalposwiata/depression-
detection-lt-edi-2022.
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Appendix

A Previous competitions

The Shared Task on Detecting Signs of Depres-
sion from Social Media Text at LT-EDI-ACL2022
was not the first competition to address the topic
of depression detection. To the best of our knowl-
edge, the first was the CLPsych 2015 Shared Task:
Depression and PTSD on Twitter (Coppersmith
et al., 2015). The shared task consisted of three
tasks, two of which related to depression: identify-
ing depressed users from a control group and dis-
tinguishing depressed users from those with PTSD
(post-traumatic stress disorder). The SVM clas-
sifier and its variants have proven to be the best
and most popular solution (Resnik et al., 2015;
Preoţiuc-Pietro et al., 2015). This was followed
by a series of eRisk competitions as part of the
CLEF conference (Losada et al., 2017, 2018, 2019,
2020; Parapar et al., 2021). In the first two edi-
tions (2017-2018), the problem was defined as an
early risk detection task. So, in addition to identi-
fying depression, the system should be able to do
so by having the shortest possible list of posts or
chunks of a user’s posting history. In subsequent
editions (2019-2021), participants were asked to
create systems that would determine a user’s sever-
ity of depression based on their posts by predicting
their responses to a standard depression question-
naire derived from the Beck’s Depression Inventory

(BDI) (BECK et al., 1961). In the case of eRisk
contests, the datasets created were based on Reddit
posts.

B Reddit Depression Corpora

subreddit # posts %

depression 123,824 31.2

suicidewatch 71,816 18.1

anxiety 53,797 13.6

bpd 21,836 5.5

lonely 21,399 5.4

socialanxiety 19,648 4.9

fitness 10,000 2.5

jokes 10,000 2.5

legaladvice 10,000 2.5

parenting 10,000 2.5

personalfinance 10,000 2.5

relationships 10,000 2.5

healthanxiety 7,847 2.0

ptsd 7,551 1.9

bipolarreddit 5,186 1.3

teaching 4,064 1.0

Table 5: Statistics of the corpus formed to pre-train
DepRoBERTa.

C DepRoBERTa

Parameter Value
Optimizer AdamW
Learning rate 4e-5
Batch size 50
Dropout 0.1
Epochs 10
Training samples 389,028
Validation samples 7,940
Validation after no. steps 5,000

Table 6: Configuration used when pre-training
DepRoBERTa.
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Abstract

Depression is a common mental disorder that
severely affects the quality of life, and can lead
to suicide. When diagnosed in time, mild, mod-
erate, and even severe depression can be treated.
This is why it is vital to detect signs of depres-
sion in time. One possibility for this is the use
of text classification models on social media
posts. Transformers have achieved state-of-the-
art performance on a variety of similar text
classification tasks. One drawback, however,
is that when the dataset is imbalanced, the per-
formance of these models may be negatively
affected. Because of this, in this paper, we ex-
amine the effect of balancing a depression de-
tection dataset using data augmentation. In par-
ticular, we use abstractive summarization tech-
niques for data augmentation. We examine the
effect of this method on the LT-EDI-ACL2022
task. Our results show that when increasing the
multiplicity of the minority classes to the right
degree, this data augmentation method can in
fact improve classification scores on the task.

1 Introduction

The number of people suffering from depres-
sion has been steadily increasing since the 1990s
(of Health Metrics and Evaluation, 2019), there-
fore it is essential that we find an efficient method
to identify this on the internet. Over the past few
years, transformers have taken over the field of
Natural Language Processing (NLP) and achieved
state-of-the-art results on various problems (Wolf
et al., 2020).

Some classification problems in machine learn-
ing deal with the problem of class imbalance. In
this paper, we examine the effect different degrees
of data augmentation have on the performance of
transformer models on a text classification task.
The method of data augmentation is done using ab-
stractive summarizations. Our data augmentation is
done by first generating summarizations for each of
the training examples and then balance the dataset

using these generated summarizations. For this,
first we discuss the related literature in Section 2.
Then in Section 3 we briefly describe the dataset
used. This will be followed by the description of
our methods in Section 4, after which we discuss
our results in Section 5, then end the paper with our
conclusions and plans for future work in Section 6.

2 Related work

Data augmentation is nothing new to the field of
NLP, it is one of the standard approaches when
improving the results of a model. There are many
different approaches to data augmentation and the
NLP survey (Feng et al., 2021) puts these methods
into three different categories rule-based, example
interpolation and model-based techniques. The lat-
ter is the approach that we focus on in this paper in
which we use the T5 (Raffel et al., 2019) model to
summarize the original posts. There are multiple
different tasks that data augmentation can aim to
solve such as mitigating bias, fixing class imbal-
ance and few-shot learning. Yet in this paper we
solely focus on fixing class imbalance.

The area of data augmentation for fine-tuning
transformers is limited and is still being explored
(Feng et al., 2021). Yet some research has been
done such as GenAug (Feng et al., 2020) which
describes methods to use data augmentation to fine-
tune text generators. GenAug focuses on character-
level synthetic noise and keyword replacement as
augmentation methods for fine-tuning. Although
this data augmentation is done for text generation
with GPT-2 (Radford et al., 2019) and not for a
sentiment-analysis task. The (Kumar et al., 2020)
paper shows that there are effective ways to use data
augmentation methods to fine-tune transformers to
achieve better results on abstractive summarization.

Using transformers as a data augmentation
method has been done previously in papers such
as (Sabry et al., 2022) where they used DialoGPT
(Zhang et al., 2019) to generate new training data
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and effectively double the training data. The aug-
mented dataset was then used to fine-tune a T5
model where they showed a positive effect on the
results.

Previous work using transformers to detect de-
pression in social media posts has been done by
(Martínez-Castaño et al., 2020). Where they used
the BERT transformer to analyze the risk a user was
of self-harming themselves by classifying social
media posts from that user.

3 Data

The dataset was provided by the organizers of LT-
EDI-ACL2022 (Sampath et al., 2022) in the com-
petition and it contains social media posts from dif-
ferent users, categorized as severe, moderate and
not depression. The dataset was created and anno-
tated by the methods described in (Kayalvizhi and
Thenmozhi, 2022). These posts differ greatly from
BERTs training data, the dataset is not very large
and very imbalanced (some classes are largely un-
derrepresented). Therefore a good dataset to study
the effect of data augmentation.

We were provided a training set, validation set
and a test set. Labels for the test set however, have
not been published yet. Hence this paper is based
solely on the results from the training and valida-
tion set, therefore our validation set is used as a
test set, further references in this paper to a test
set is the validation set from the LT-EDI-ACL2022
competition. Table 1 shows our datasets.

Class Training Test
Severe 901 360
Moderate 6019 2306
Not Depression 1971 1830
All 8891 4496

Table 1: The number of labels for the two datasets.

4 Methodology

The pipeline used in this paper consists of two
major parts, the first part performs the data aug-
mentation by summarizing the training dataset, the
second part is the classification of the levels of de-
pression. Our approach to solving the problem of
detecting depression in social media posts is to fine-
tune a multiclass BERT transformer on our dataset
using different degrees of data augmentation. The
following section will describe in-depth how this

is done. To ensure repeatability, our code is shared
in a Github1 repository.

4.1 Preprocessing

Minimal preprocessing was done on the dataset,
URLs were removed and we used Huggingface
base pre-trained BERT tokenizer2 trained on Word-
Piece.

4.2 Data Augmentation

In NLP two major approaches to summarization
has evolved, namely extractive and abstractive sum-
marization. Extractive is when the model receives
a text as input and has to select the best concatena-
tion of sentences that best summarizes that input.
Whereas in abstractive summarization the model
has to generate the summarization by itself.

In this paper we chose to use Google’s T5 (Raffel
et al., 2019) which is a text-to-text transformer
pre-trained on the c4 dataset3 then fine-tuned for
abstractive summarization. Even though the c4
dataset differs from our dataset T5 still achieves
state of the art results in summarization and hence
was used for the task of summarization in this task.
We chose to use Huggingface implementation of
t5-base4. T5 is trained on a maximum sequence
length of 512 tokens, that is a limitation of the
model since it cannot always take the entire post as
input.

As seen in Table 2 the summarizations that T5
produces do not always include the most important
part of the sentiment in the social media post. In
Table 2 the 30 token summary of the severe ex-
ample includes suicide attempts which can be vital
for the classification while the 10 token summary
misses that.

We chose a specific length by which t5-base
should generate its summarizations. These lengths
were between 10 and 50 tokens and went through
all the training examples in the underrepresented
classes. Which were randomly sampled when bal-
ancing respective class for the training dataset.

The data augmentation was done in five differ-
ent degrees of how balanced the underrepresented
classes were. This balancing can be seen in Ta-
ble 3, in the 0 example we have the training dataset.

1https://github.com/flippe3/DSDSM_augmentation
2https://ai.googleblog.com/2021/12/a-fast-wordpiece-

tokenization-system.html
3https://ai.googleblog.com/2020/02/exploring-transfer-

learning-with-t5.html
4https://huggingface.co/t5-base
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Type Severe Not depression
Original I’m really struggling : So I don’t know how

to start things like this, So I’ll start with
basics. I’m 16yo, diagnosed depression at
14yo. Since then, my life is total mess. I’ve
already been to two different psychologists,
both of them said that i’m kind of unfixable,
but that might be due to my young age.

Hows everyone doing on this new years
eve? : I know as well as everyone new
years makes you think back and regret and
wonder why you’re still here one more year.
Well i’m spending new years alone at home
and I’m just wondering how everyone is
doing and if you need a place to vent or
talk this can be a safe place for you.

30 token i’m 16yo, diagnosed depression at 14yo.
since start of 2019, my life got even worse.
i’ve had 6 suicide attempts, all of them
ended up with getting yelled at

i’m spending new years alone at home and
wondering how everyone is doing. if you
need a place to vent or talk this can

10 token i’m 16yo, diagnosed depression at 14yo.
i’m

i’m spending new years alone at home and

Table 2: Two examples of different summarizations over different classes.

Class 0 25 50 75 100
Severe 901 1505 3010 4515 6019
Moderate 6019 6019 6019 6019 6019
Not Depression 1971 1971 3010 4515 6019

Table 3: The different degrees of balancing.

In the 50 example we can see that the two under-
represented classes have been augmented by the
summarization examples, the 50 represents that
both of the classes now are at least 50 percent as
large as the largest class.

4.3 Classification

To measure how well our model preforms we chose
to use Googles’s BERT (Devlin et al., 2019), with
the base configuration that has 12 layers and 110
million parameters. BERT is a bidirectional trans-
former trained for language modeling. We chose
to use BERT as the underlying model as it has be-
come the standard in transformers when fine-tuned
on downstream tasks. We used the Huggingface
implementation of bert-base-uncased5 for easier
experimentation. The fine-tuning was done using
a multiclass labelling version of BERT. We used
weighted Adam optimizer and a linear scheduler as
that generated the best results.

5 Experiments and results

The following subsection describes the experiments
and result that were produced. BERT ran four
epochs of fine-tuning and the best Macro F1-score

5https://huggingface.co/bert-base-uncased

was chosen to represent the result for that model.
The models were trained on a shared DGX-1 clus-
ter with 8 × 32GB Nvidia V100 GPUs.

5.1 Results

To evaluate the proposed data augmentation
method, we applied it on the multi class classi-
fication task of the LT-EDI-ACL2022 challenge. In
the competition we placed 31th using a method of
classification that preformed similarly to the model
presented in this paper. Before writing this paper
however we changed our model to BERT and added
the data augmentation. Our results on the valida-
tion set distributed with the challenge are outlined
in Table 4. As can be seen in Table 4, although
augmenting the data to the point of a completely
balanced dataset improves the recall, it is at the
cost of a lower precision. However, when selecting
the degree of balancing carefully, one can improve
the recall without a significant negative effect on
precision. Unfortunately, here, we were not able
to add results on the test set, however, upon the
release of test labels, we would amend our table
with classification scores attained on the test set
too.

Score 0 25 50 75 100
Macro F1 0.50 0.52 0.52 0.52 0.49
Macro Recall 0.50 0.52 0.54 0.51 0.52
Macro Precision 0.57 0.57 0.57 0.55 0.56

Table 4: F1-Macro scores on five different degrees of
data augmentation.
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6 Conclusions and Future Work

We examined a method of using an abstractive
summarization model, T5 to do data augmentation.
This was done before fine-tuning a BERT trans-
former on the dataset which was balanced to differ-
ent degrees. We found that with the right degree
of augmentation, the proposed method improved
the performance of the BERT model on the task
of detecting signs of depression. One technique
that can be examined for further improvement of
the proposed model is splitting the posts longer
than 512 tokens into several parts, summarizing
the parts individually, and creating the final sum-
mary by concatenating the individual summaries.
Future work for data augmentation for fine-tuning
transformers could be done by comparing the result
using an extractive summarization method such as
MatchSum (Zhong et al., 2020). Our method was
examined on one dataset, future work should use
this technique of data augmentation to fine-tune for
different domains on multiple datasets. There are
also different methods of augmentation other than
summarization that future work should examine
and compare. In this paper we used BERT for our
classification, future work should use other trans-
former models to see how they perform using our
augmentation method.
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Abstract

Analysing the contents of social media plat-
forms such as YouTube, Facebook and Twit-
ter gained interest due to the vast number of
users. One of the important tasks is homo-
phobia/transphobia detection. This paper illus-
trates the system submitted by our team for
the homophobia/transphobia detection in so-
cial media comments shared task. A machine
learning-based model has been designed and
various classification algorithms have been im-
plemented for automatic detection of homo-
phobia in YouTube comments. TF-IDF has
been used with a range of bigram models for
vectorization of comments. Support Vector
Machines have been used to develop the pro-
posed model and our submission reported 0.91,
0.92, 0.88 weighted F1-scores for English,
Tamil and Tamil-English datasets respectively.

1 Introduction

The internet provides a wealth of information
that is immensely useful for different reasons.
Due to the overwhelming information available
on the internet, online social media platforms
inspired a new epoch of “misinformation” by
spreading incorrect or misleading information
to delude users. Social media platforms such as
YouTube, Facebook, Twitter, and other platforms
initially became popular due to the social aspects
that they allow users to post and share material
to share their opinions and ideas on anything at
any time. YouTube is a popular platform that
allows users to create their accounts, upload
videos, and make comments. Due to the massive
audience, distributing negative or uncomfortable
information has become easier. There is a need
for developing tools for automatic detection of
different behaviours such as fake news, sentiment
analysis, hate speech, aggressive content and
rumours. YouTube is one of the most popular
social media platforms, in which any user can

share data about anything without any restrictions
that data may contain scandalous data such as
racist, homophobic, transphobic, and antiLGBT+
propaganda.(Jagtap et al., 2021)

Since misinformation spreads faster than fac-
tual news among people, we need to classify this
information whether containing LGBT+ data or
not. In the proposed system the dataset used is col-
lected from YouTube comments and divided into
three datasets with various languages namely; En-
glish, Tamil and mixed languages Tamil-English.
The proposed model uses a machine learning ap-
proach integrated with text vectorization to develop
a system for automatic detection of Homophobic
or Transphobic contents.

2 Background

Pathak et al. (2021) developed a machine learning
based model for hate speech and offensive
language detection. They used a multilingual
dataset consisting of tweets and YouTube com-
ments written in Malayalam, Tamil and English.
TF-IDF and word embeddings were used for
feature extraction phase. They trained different
machine learning classifiers and they used
5-fold cross-validation approach to evaluate the
performance of the classifiers. Multinomial Naive
Bayes (MNB) reported the best F1-score 77% for
Malayalam-English dataset, while Support Vector
Machines (SVMs) obtained the best F1-score
87% for Tamil-English dataset. Nayel (2020)
used TF-IDF as weighting scheme with a range
of n-gram for feature extraction to implement
Stochastic Gradient Descent (SGD) algorithm
for automatic offensive language detection in
Arabic tweets. Nayel and L (2019) developed a
model for Hate Speech detection in multilingual
contents using SVM and Multi-Layer Perceptron
(MLP). TF-IDF model as vector representation of
collected tweets. SVM reported the best F1-score
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for English dataset, while MLP reported the best
F1-score for German and Hindi languages.

Though much work has been done to identify
offensive content in major languages such as En-
glish (Chakravarthi et al., 2021), it is a challenging
task to identify and flag offensive content in low-
resource languages because many users prefer to
write their language in English script, a practise
known as code-switching or code-mixing (Hande
et al., 2021; Nayel et al., 2021).

3 Dataset

The dataset given for the shared task (Chakravarthi
et al., 2022) consists of YouTube comments in three
languages English, Tamil and the remaining code-
mixed Tamil-English. The dataset contains some
unique features that distinguish it from prior hate
speech or offensive language identification datasets
The extracted comments including Homophobic
and Non-anti-LGBT+ text. These comments have
been scraped using a scraper tool and were col-
lected between August 2020 and Feb 2021. Table
1 shows the statistics of the tweets, indicating that
the total number of comments in three languages
which is about 22K . The full details of the dataset
is given in (Chakravarthi et al., 2021).

4 System Overview

In this section, we review the phases of the pro-
posed model. The primary aim of this work is to
explore the impact of different machine learning
methods on automatic Homophobia/Transphobia
detection in social media comments. The proposed
model composite of the following phases:

4.1 Text Cleaning

In this phase, some basic preprocessing steps have
been carried out. The aim of this step is to clean the
raw text from unwanted information. These steps
includes:-

• Hashtag and special symbols removal,

• URL and whitespace removal,

• Repeated character removal.

4.2 Features Engineering

Extracting the features from comments is an
essential step for building the classification model.
This comes directly after preprocessing step. In

this work Term Frequency/Inverse Document
Frequency (TF-IDF) technique was used as vector
space model that represents the comments as
vector of real numbers.

4.3 Methods

Different classification algorithms have been imple-
mented as well as ensemble approach using hard
voting. TF-IDF has been used as a vector space
model for comments representation. The set of
classification algorithms that have been used are
listed bellow.

1. Support Vector Machine (SVM)
As we are classifying text based on a wide
feature set for a binary classification problem
and is available in various kernels function.
The objective of SVM algorithm is to estimate
a hyperplane based on feature set to classify
data points (Nayel, 2019).

2. Random Forest (RF)
RF is an advanced form of decision trees
which is a supervised learning model. RF
consists of many decision trees working indi-
vidually to estimate the result of a class, with
the final predictions based on the class with
the most votes (Breiman, 2001).

3. Passive Aggressive Classifier (PA)
It has shown to be a very successful and
popular way for online learning to address
many real-world issues (Crammer et al., 2006).
Online learning is utilized in circumstances
where there is a requirement to keep a regular
check on the data, such as news, social media,
and so on. The main premise of this algorithm
is that it examines data, learns from it, and
discards it without keeping it. When there is a
misclassification, the algorithm responds ag-
gressively by changing the values, and when
there is a right classification, it responds lazily
or passively.

4. Gaussian Naïve Bayes (GNB)
It is a supervised learning classifier based
on the Bayes theorem that calculates explicit
probabilities for hypotheses and provides a
useful perspective for understanding many
learning algorithms that do not explicitly ma-
nipulate probabilities (Ontivero-Ortega et al.,
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Language Number of comments Number of tokens Number of charaters
English 7,265 116,015 632,221
Tamil 5,240 255,578 787,177
Tamil-English 10,319 88,303 628,077
Total 22,824 249,896 2,047,475

Table 1: Raw dataset statistics by language

2017). Gaussian Naïve Bayes is the most im-
portant among the categories of Naïve Bayes
because the classifier is used when the predic-
tor values are continuous and are expected to
follow a Gaussian distribution.

5. Multi-Layer Perceptron (MLP)
MLP is a feed-forward neural network aug-
mentation. It is made up of three layers: the
input layer, the output layer, and the hidden
layer (Hopfield, 1988). The input signal to be
processed is received by the input layer. The
output layer is responsible for tasks such as
prediction and categorization. The real com-
putational engine of the MLP is an arbitrary
number of hidden layers inserted between the
input and output layers. In an MLP, data flow
in the forward direction from input to output
layer, like a feed-forward network. The back-
propagation learning technique is used to train
the neurons in the MLP. MLPs are intended to
approximate any continuous function and can
solve problems that are not linearly separable.

5 Experimental Setup

• F1-score has been used to evaluate the per-
formance of all submissions. F1-score is the
harmonic mean of Precision (P) and Recall
(R) and calculated as follows:

F−score = 2 ∗ P ∗R
P +R

• Bi-gram model have been used while calculat-
ing TF-IDF for the the entire dataset.

• For validation purpose, cross-validation tech-
nique has been used and the training set has
been divided into five folds.

• For SVM, linear kernel has been tested with
regularization parameter set to 5.

• The number of nodes in the hidden layer of
MLP was set at 20, logistic function was used

Table 2: 5-fold cross validation F1-score for develop-
ment phase

Classifier English Tamil Tamil-English

SVM 0.43 0.85 0.51

RF 0.34 0.85 0.35

PA 0.42 0.85 0.51

GNB 0.40 0.70 0.41

MLP 0.37 0.84 0.47

as activation function and Adam solver was
used with maximum number of iterations set
to 200. The maximum number of decision
trees in random forests is set at 300.

6 Results and Discussion

Table 2 shows the F1-score reported at develop-
ment phase for different classifiers with different
language. It is clear that, Tamil dataset reported the
best performance while English dataset reported
the worst. SVM for all datasets outperformed all
other classifiers.

Table 3 shows the final results of SVM for all
datasets. It is clear that weighted F1-score (W F1-
score) reports high values for all datasets, while
macro F1-score (M F1-score) reported lowest val-
ues. The results shown in Table 3 show that the
performance of SVM achieved better results on
Tamil dataset. Our model for Tamil achieved the
second rank, while in English our model achieved
11th rank. The proposed model for mixed-code
dataset achieved 8th rank.

7 Conclusion

In this work we implemented a machine learning
model using SVM as a classification algorithm
for homophobia/transphobia detection in text.
The comments have been represented as TF-IDF
vectors.
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Table 3: Detailed results of SVM for test set on all lan-
guages

Dataset English Tamil Tamil-English

Accuracy 0.94 0.92 0.90

M F1-score 0.39 0.84 0.51

W F1-score 0.91 0.92 0.88

Rank 11 2 8

Applying more complex systems may improve
the performance of the model. Deep learning based
models have various structure that can enhance the
output. Another word representation models such
as word embeddings can be used as input for better
representation.
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Abstract

This paper describes team giniUs’ submission
to the Hope Speech Detection for Equality, Di-
versity and Inclusion Shared Task organised
by LT-EDI ACL 2022. We have fine-tuned
the RoBERTa-large pre-trained model and ex-
tracted the last four Decoder layers to build a
binary classifier. Our best result on the leader-
board achieves a weighted F1 score of 0.86
and a Macro F1 score of 0.51 for English. We
rank fourth in the English task. We have open-
sourced our code implementations on GitHub
to facilitate easy reproducibility by the scien-
tific community.

1 Introduction

"Hope is a good thing, maybe the best
of things, and no good thing ever dies."
- Andy Dufresne [Shawshank Redemption]

Hope, as defined by Wikipedia, is an “optimistic
state of mind that is based on an expectation of pos-
itive outcomes with respect to events and circum-
stances in one’s life or the world at large.” Hope is
important in life, and research shows that it reduces
the feeling of helplessness, helps manage stress and
anxiety, cope with adversity, increases happiness
and inspires positive action (Chakravarthi, 2020).

The rise of the internet and Social Media has
brought the world closer and enabled improved
communication and interaction among people. The
various forms of interaction include, but are not
limited to, online blogs and comments on social
media sites like Youtube, Reddit, Facebook, et
cetera (Sampath et al., 2022; Ravikiran et al., 2022;
Chakravarthi et al., 2022b; Bharathi et al., 2022;
Priyadharshini et al., 2022). The downsides are
that Studies have reported that people who exces-
sively use the Internet spend less time interacting
face to face, resulting in depression and loneliness
(Ybarra et al., 2005). The presence of hate, abuse
and discrimination in online interactions is widely
studied and documented. While it is essential to

highlight and redress these pertinent issues, it is
also imperative to highlight the presence of positive
online interactions, which can serve as examples
of good conduct and etiquette and inspire positive
action from the online community (Chakravarthi
et al., 2021). The given task involves text classifi-
cation. Text classification is a classical problem in
natural language processing (NLP), which aims to
assign pre-defined labels or tags to text, including
sentences, queries, paragraphs and documents. It
plays an essential role in a multitude of applica-
tions such as sentiment analysis, topic labelling,
question answering and spam detection.

Historically, rule-based and statistical models
have been used to classify texts in the last five
decades. The popular techniques include Bag of
Words for rule-based and Naive Bayes, Support
Vector Machines, and Random Forest for statis-
tical methods. Since the 2010s, text classifica-
tion has gradually incorporated more deep learning
techniques (Sakuntharaj and Mahesan, 2021, 2017,
2016; Thavareesan and Mahesan, 2019, 2020a,b,
2021). The NLP community has witnessed many
innovative architectures like RNNs, LSTMs, and
GRUs that push the boundaries of the SOTA. The
latest and most impactful is the Transformer, which
further gave rise to SOTA models like BERT,
RoBERTa, and ALBERT.

2 Task Description

The Hope Speech Detection for Equality, Diver-
sity and Inclusion task (Chakravarthi and Murali-
daran, 2021; Hande et al., 2021; Chakravarthi et al.,
2022a) aims at identifying Hope Speech. Hope
Speech, for the given task, is defined as "YouTube
comments / posts that offer support, reassurance,
suggestions, inspiration and insight". Hope Speech
Detection is an integral component under the over-
all theme of making Language Technologies more
equitable, diverse and inclusive. The task is offered
in the following languages - English, Tamil, Span-
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ish, Kannada, and Malayalam. We participated
in the English language task. This is the second
edition of the Hope EDI Shared task.

2.1 Dataset

The English language dataset provided by the or-
ganizer (Chakravarthi, 2020) consists of Training,
Development, and 2 Test sets (Test and New Test).
The training set contains 22,740 comments. 20,778,
which constitutes 91% of the train set, are exam-
ples of non-hope speech, and the remaining 1962
are instances of hope speech. This highlights the
heavily imbalanced nature of the dataset and the
peculiar challenges it poses as a research question.
The Development, or the Validation set consists
of 2841 data points. The distribution of hope and
non-hope speech is almost the same as the train set
(90% and 10% respectively). The test sets contain
2843 and 389 unlabeled instances respectively.

Sample speeches can be found in fig.[2]

3 Setup And Approach

3.1 Experimental Settings

We used the Google Colab’s Tesla P100-PCIe-
16GB with 8 core CPU and 32GB RAM for train-
ing and inference. RoBERTa Decoderizer’s max
length was set to 22, according to the mean length
of sentences after tokenizing. We set the learning
rate as 2e-5 and Adam epsilon value as 1e-8 as
our Adam Optimizer hyperparameters. We chose
an appropriate loss function BCEWithLogitsLoss()
for the task. The model was trained for 3 epochs
and the best weights were used for the final testing
on the Test set.

3.2 Methodology

The text is pre-processed minimally to ensure low
information loss in three steps. Firstly, the Unicode
characters are removed, after which the domain
URLs are removed, followed by the lower casing
in the final step. This task aims to identify whether
a comment contains hope speech or not and for this,
we come up with a Transformer-based approach.
The Transformers (Puranik et al., 2021) are de-
signed to take the entire input sentence at once. The
primary reason for constructing a Transformer was
to enable parallel processing of the words in sen-
tences. This concurrent processing is not possible
with LSTMs, RNNs, or GRUs as they take words
from the input phrase one at a time. Consequently,
in the encoder part of the Transformer, the very

first layer has the number of units equal to the num-
ber of words in a sentence, and each unit converts
that word into an embedding vector corresponding
to that word. This allows a better contextual fea-
ture extraction of the text, enhancing the ability to
determine if the speech is inducing hope. We ex-
periment with prominently known models namely
BERT-base-uncased, RoBERTa-base, RoBERTa-
large (Liu et al., 2019). We find that RoBERTa-
large performs the best when the last four layers of
the language model are concatenated for a deeper
embedding representation, which is then passed
through a pre-classifier and a ReLU activated layer
followed by a dropout layer before finally coming
across the classification head for the labels that are
to be predicted.

4 Results and Discussion

We observe that there is a non-trivial improvement
in our model with respect to the RoBERTa-large
model. This is because of the novelty of concate-
nating the vectors of the last 4 layers of the Trans-
former Decoder. We received this inspiration from
the BERT paper (Devlin et al., 2018). We achieve
a Macro F1 score of 0.47 and a weighted F1 score
of 0.86, and after expanding the feature space by
concatenation, we obtain a significant difference in
the result. We achieve a Macro F1 score of 0.8 and
a weighted F1 score of 0.93. Our best-performing
model i.e RoBERTa-large with the last 4 layers con-
catenated is used for the submission to the leader-
board(lb), and it obtains a Macro F1 score of 0.51
and a weighted F1 score of 0.86. This is compet-
itive with the highest leaderboard results. Results
can be found in table[1]. The BERT developers in
their paper reported an improved score of 96.1%
compared to the baseline of 94.9% to the CoNLL-
2003 Named Entity Recognition results. Since the
underlying Transformer concept is common to both
BERT and RoBERTa, we decided to test if this vari-
ation resulted in an improved score. The dataset is
observed to be imbalanced and for getting deeper
representations of the minority classes, we investi-
gate the impact of the last few layers of the Trans-
former model. For handling this, we come across
the different layers of the model capturing differ-
ent levels of representations. The layers learn a
rich hierarchy of linguistic information i.e. surface-
level features in the lower layers, syntactic features
in the middle layers, and semantic features in the
higher layers. The authors, however, also point out
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Model M_Precision M_Recall M_F1-score W_Precision W_Recall W_F1-score
RoBERTa-large(Dev) 0.45 0.5 0.47 0.82 0.9 0.86
RoBERTa-large-last-4(Dev) 0.83 0.77 0.8 0.93 0.94 0.93
giniUs-lb-score 0.51 0.51 0.51 0.86 0.86 0.86
IIITSurat-lb(Highest) 0.56 0.54 0.55 0.87 0.89 0.88

Table 1: Results for Hope Speech Classification

Figure 1: Architecture Diagram

Figure 2: Dataset Example

that this technique is not a universal guarantee of
improved performance. Instead, it is highly task-
specific. In our understanding, unlike many other
emotions or sentiments like anger and hate, hope
is not a single-dimensional sentiment. Hope consti-
tutes a multiplicity of interpretations that are both
personal and complex, thus enabling us to obtain
deeper representations of minority class texts and
helping us to overcome its downsides.

5 Conclusion

We have presented a novel fine-tuned RoBERTa im-
plementation for the Hope Speech for Equality, Di-
versity and Inclusion Shared Task ACL 2022. Our
best performing model utilises the last four Trans-
former Decoder layers of the fine-tuned RoBERTa-
large model to give a weighted and Macro F1 score
of 0.86 and 0.51, respectively. We rank fourth in
the leaderboard among all the participants and have
released the open-source code for easy and repro-
ducible results.
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Abstract
DepSign-LT-EDI@ACL-2022 aims to ascer-
tain the signs of depression of a person from
their messages and posts on social media
wherein people share their feelings and emo-
tions. Given social media postings in English,
the system should classify the signs of depres-
sion into three labels namely “not depressed”,
“moderately depressed”, and “severely de-
pressed”. To achieve this objective, we have
adopted a fine-tuned BERT model. This solu-
tion from team SSN_MLRG1 achieves 58.5%
accuracy on the DepSign-LT-EDI@ACL-2022
test set.

1 Introduction

Depression is a frequently found mental illness
that involves sadness and lack of interest in
all day-to-day activities. It is vital to detect
and treat depression at an early stage to avoid
consequences. Treatment involves diagnosis of
patient who might have depression, but patient
would have have to initiate contact in order to
receive this opportunity.

It has been proven by multiple studies that
depression is preventable and early stage detec-
tion and the most severe effect of this disease
can be mitigated by quick treatment. However,
openly accessible tools to this end are very
few and very rare. The rise of social media
as one of humanity’s most important public
communication platforms presents a potential
prospect for early identification and manage-
ment of mental illness (Priyadharshini et al.,
2021; Kumaresan et al., 2021).

People’s daily lives are increasingly dom-
inated by social media (Chakravarthi, 2020;
Chakravarthi and Muralidaran, 2021). On so-
cial media, a lot of multimedia content, mostly
brief words and photographs, is constantly ex-
changed (Chakravarthi et al., 2021, 2020). In-
formation put on the Internet, as opposed to
conventional human contact, may be swiftly
disseminated by acquaintances and accessed
by strangers (Sampath et al., 2022; Ravikiran
et al., 2022; Chakravarthi et al., 2022; Bharathi
et al., 2022; Priyadharshini et al., 2022). This
method allows users to avoid direct interaction
with individuals while also increasing their
urge to convey their emotions.

This task 4 in Second Workshop on Lan-
guage Technology for Equality, Diversity, In-
clusion (LT-EDI) aims to detect depression
from english text (Durairaj et al., 2022). This
research article evinces how a BERT Trans-
former Model can effectively classify social
media texts into 3 classes “not depressed”,
“moderately depressed”, and “severely de-
pressed”.

The model is trained on social media texts
from various sources, labelled as above. The
process involves 2 subtasks - PreProcessing
and Training. In Subtask-A, the text is cleaned
up, and converted to a format more suitable for
context and sentiment analysis for depression
detection. In Subtask-B a simple transformer
BERT classifcation model is trained on the
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task data, and the performance is evaluated.

2 Background

2.1 Definitions
The section contains descriptions of the models
made use of, and related terminology

Transformers - Every output element is
related to every input element, and the weight-
ings between them are dynamically deter-
mined depending on their relationship. (In
NLP, this is referred to as attention.)

BERT - BERT is based on Transformers
and stands for Bidirectional Encoder Repre-
sentations from Transformers. Earlier models
could only read input text linearly for a long
time, either from right to left or from left to
right; they couldn’t do both at the same time.
In this way, BERT differs from previous mod-
els in that it is designed to read in both direc-
tions at the same time. Bidirectionality is a
feature that was made possible with the intro-
duction of Transformers.

2.2 Related Work
Depression Detection

Models for detecting depression must be ex-
tremely precise and quick in order for early
intervention to be feasible. (Shen et al., 2017)
advocated the extraction of six feature groups,
which were then used to train a multi-modal
depression dictionary learning model to de-
tect depressed Twitter users. (Burdisso et al.,
2019) presented the SS3 text classification sys-
tem for early depression diagnosis in social
media streams that is easy and effective. (Lin
et al., 2020) proposed SenseMood, a system
that employs a BERT classifier and a CNN
to categorise depressed/not-depressed social
media messages and photographs. (?) asserts
that existing depression detection assessments
are ineffective at quantifying model delay, and
proposes a remedy to this problem.
BERT

In the field of natural language processing,
BERT models are widely used. To further un-
derstand how such models function, (van Aken
et al., 2019) gives A Layer-Wise Analysis of
Transformer Representations. (Devlin et al.,

2018) demonstrates how pre-trained models
may be utilised to interpret natural language.
A overview of BERT-based models for text-
based emotion recognition may be found in
(Acheampong et al., 2021). An early departing
modification of BERT for quicker inference is
shown in (Xin et al., 2020).

Our earlier research work in contextual emo-
tion and sentiment analysis uses ensemble
techniques and Gaussian process models in
(Angel Deborah et al., 2019), (Angel Debo-
rah et al., 2021), (Rajalakshmi et al., 2018),
(Rajendram et al., 2017b), (Rajendram et al.,
2022) and (Rajendram et al., 2017a) forms the
base for depression detection. We have used
transformer models and its variants to detect
offense and humor in text (Sivanaiah et al.,
2020), (Sivanaiah et al., 2021) and (Nanda
et al., 2021).

2.3 Data

The task data set contains social media texts
in English. The data set contains 3 columns,
the pid, the social media text in English, and
the label as "not depressed", "moderately de-
pressed", and "severely depressed". The test,
development and train data sets all have data
pertaining to these 3 classes.

The training set has a total of 8891 entries,
of which 1971 are labelled "not depressed",
6019 are labelled "moderately depressed", and
the remaining 901 are "severely depressed".

The development set has a total of 4496
entries which are split as 1830 "not de-
pressed", 2306 "moderately depressed" and
360 "severely depressed". The test set has
3245 data points.

3 System Overview

The first step in the system flow is preprocess-
ing the data. The aim is to remove any unnec-
essary elements from the text, and transform
the data given into a more uniform form. This
involves the following steps:
(i) Extend Contractions - A contraction is an
abbreviated version of a word, such as don’t,
which stands for do not, and aren’t, which
stands for are not. In order for the model to
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perform better, we need to broaden this con-
traction in the text data.

(ii) Lower Case - Because lower case and
upper case are interpreted differently by the
machine, it is easier for a machine to read the
words if the text is in the same case.
(iii) Remove Punctuations - Another text
processing approach is punctuation removal.
There are 32 punctuation marks that need to
be eliminated in total. We may use a regular
expression and the string module to replace
any punctuation in text with an empty string.
(iv) Remove words and numbers that contain
digits - Sometimes words and digits are written
together in the text, which is difficult for ma-
chines to grasp. As a result, we must exclude
terms that are a mix of words and numerals,
such as game57 or game5ts7. Because this
sort of term is difficult to handle, it’s best to
remove it or replace it with a NULL string.
(v) Remove Stopwords - Stopwords are the
most frequently occurring words in a text that
offer no useful information. Stopwords include
words like them, they, who, this, and there.
(vi) Stemming and Lemmatization - Stemming
is the process of reducing a word to its root
stem, such as run, running, runs, and runed,
which are all derived from the same word.
Words like ing, s, and es, for example, are
stemmed to eliminate prefixes and suffixes.
The words are stemmed using the NLTK pack-
age.
(vii) Remove White Spaces - We need to con-
trol this problem since most text data has ad-
ditional spaces or more than one space is left
between the text while completing the preced-
ing preparation processes.
(viii) Data Augmentation - This technique is
used to create synthetic data to take care of the
imbalance in the dataset.

The next part of the system is the BERT clas-
sification model. The pre-trained BERT model
from simpletransformer API has been used in
this model. The BERT model is fine tuned on
the processed data, to give a 3-class classifica-
tion model capable of effectively classifying
new data encountered into various classes. The
working of BERT model is shown in Figure

1. It has two phases as pre-training and fine-
tuning.

4 Experimental Setup

The data is imported as a pandas dataframe.
This dataframe is first passed to a function to
expand all contractions, this is done with a pre-
collected dictionary of contractions. Next, the
sentence is converted to lower case, and punc-
tuation’s are removed using a regex compiled
expression. The data at this point is parsed for
english stopwords, a list of which are obtained
from the Natural Language Tool Kit (NLTK) in
python. These stopwords are removed. Stem-
ming and Lemmatization are also done using
the python NTLK. White spaces are removed
using a regex expression. NLPAUG library
is used for data augmentation to balance the
data between the 3 classes since the data is
imbalanced across the labels.

A BERT model is trained on the above pro-
cessed data, multiple parameters have been
tested using WANDB Sweeps, and the highest
scoring configuration has been used. A learn-
ing rate of 1e-4 and a batch size of 16 were
used.

5 Results

The efficacy of this model has been proven by
the results given below:

Metric Score

Accuracy 0.585
Macro F1-Score 0.412

Macro Recall 0.403
Macro Precision 0.436

Weighted F1-Score 0.576
Weighted Recall 0.585

Weighted Precision 0.572

Table 1: Results

We have obtained an accuracy of 59% and
the top rank team has achieved 66% accuracy.
Further improvement in the system can be
achieved by tweaking the hyper parameters.
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6 Conclusion

In summation, our research work presents a
BERT model for classification of social me-
dia texts into the 3 target classes. The current
model does not perform very well on the given
data. One reason that can be attributed to this
is the complexity of different texts, with vari-
ous parts involving various sentiments. Future
models, will aim to remedy this through split-
ting the sentences based on their complexity,
and using different models for different lev-
els of complexity. The other reason for the
low results may be the different manifestations
of depression symptoms in different people,
this will be remedied by using various other
features along with social media texts. In the
future, a classifier to segregate texts based on
complexity and the number of sentiment ex-
pressions may be supplied to further improve
the efficiency of the classifier.
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Abstract
Depression is a common and serious medical
illness that negatively affects how you feel, the
way you think, and how you act. Detecting de-
pression is essential as it must be treated early
to avoid painful consequences. Nowadays, peo-
ple are broadcasting how they feel via posts
and comments. Using social media, we can
extract many comments related to depression
and use NLP techniques to train and detect de-
pression. This work presents the submission
of the DepressionOne team at LT-EDI-2022 for
the shared task, detecting signs of depression
from social media text. The depression data
is small and unbalanced. Thus, we have used
oversampling and undersampling methods such
as SMOTE and RandomUnderSampler to repre-
sent the data. Later, we used machine learning
methods to train and detect the signs of depres-
sion.

1 Introduction

According to Psychiatry, depression is defined as a
mental condition characterized by severe despon-
dency and dejection, typically also with feelings of
inadequacy and guilt, often accompanied by lack
of energy and disturbance of appetite and sleep.
Depression remains a significant issue worldwide,
and often it progresses to suicidal intention if left
undetected (Haque et al., 2021). Thus the diagnosis
of depression is an important task. Many existing
methods for detecting depression rely on Electronic
health records or suicide notes. But such data is
limited and challenging to acquire.

In the current generation, online forums on so-
cial media act as a means where people vent out
how they feel. We can scrape these resources to
create datasets. Such data, if annotated, can be
helpful to detect depression (Haque et al., 2021). A
growing number of studies are using such data for
research and diagnostic purposes. A survey on de-
tecting depression using social media data is given
in the paper Ji et al. (2020). Detecting depression

represents a significant clinical challenge, both for
the advancement of how depression is treated and
for implementing interventions (Leonard, 1974).

To encourage work on depression from social
media comments/posts, the LT-EDI community has
organized a shared task to identify the signs of
depression of a person from their social media post-
ings where people share their feelings and emotions
("Sampath et al., 2022). The dataset used for this
task has a total of 16,632 train, valid, and test com-
ments in the English language. This task aims to
classify the given depression data into three classes,
severe, moderate, and not_depression.

This paper presents a method for detect-
ing/classifying depression text. We have used un-
der sampling and oversampling to represent the
data better. Then we used a machine learning clas-
sifier to train and classify the given text.

The paper is organized as follows. Section 2
provides related work on depression detection on
social media text. Section 3 provides information
on the task and datasets. Section 4 describes the our
submission. Section 5 presents the experimental
setup and the performance of the model. Section 6
concludes our work.

2 Literature Survey

This section provides a brief of research done till
now on depression detection.

(Salas-Zárate et al., 2022) surveyed on detect-
ing depression using social media data (from 2016
to mid-2021). The survey analyzed and evalu-
ated Thirty-four primary studies. Twitter was the
most studied social media. Word embedding was
the most prominent linguistic feature extraction
method. Support vector machine (SVM) was the
most used machine-learning algorithm.

(William and Suhartono, 2021) conducted a for
early depression detection in textual data. The re-
view found three concerning issues, i.e., (1) Ethical
concerns, (2) Lack of data, (3) Awareness of mental
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well-being. The classifiers mostly used were Sup-
port Vector Machine and Probabilistic Classifier.
The survey observed that the BiLSTM + Attention
method yields the best result. The models such
as BERT were not suitable for depression detec-
tion because of their inability to deal with long
sequences. So new methods such as summarizing
the text were proposed to deal with long sequences
before feeding it into the model.

The given depression dataset has long sequences,
and the BERT models could not process long se-
quences. Also, text summarization techniques are
not 100% accurate and will be propagated to BERT
models. Thus we opted for the SVM and RNN
models for depression detection.

3 Task Setup

The goal of this task is to detect depression from
social media. The model should classify the signs
of depression into three labels, namely “not de-
pressed", “moderate", and “severe". The dataset
has 16,632 comments, wherein 8,891 belong to
the training set, 4,496 belong to validation, and
3,245 belong to the test set. All the posts are in the
English language.

Figure 1: Data Statistics w.r.t the three labels

As given in Figure 1, we can see that there are
more instances of moderate classes when compared
to the not-depressed and severe classes in the given
data. Also, the data has a wide range of sentence
lengths as given in Figure 2. We have also observed
that more than 6% of the sentences are long 1. The
long sentences are not suitable for the BERT model
as it only works if the tokens are less than 512. So
we chose robust classification algorithms such as
SVM to classify the data and detect depression in
the dataset.

1where long means tokens in the sentence are greater than
512

Figure 2: Logarithmic Distribution of data with respect
to sentence length

4 Our Submission

As mentioned above, there are more instances
of moderate class labels when compared to not-
depressed and severe. It leads to an imbalance in
data. So we chose the resampling method. Resam-
pling involves creating a new altered version of the
training dataset, in which the selected examples
have a similar class distribution. The simple way is
to choose instances for the transformed dataset ran-
domly. Thus it is called random resampling. It is a
simple and effective strategy to handle imbalanced
classification problems.

The two main methods of random resampling
are oversampling and undersampling.

Random Oversampling Random oversampling
involves randomly selecting examples from the mi-
nority class, with replacement, and adding them to
the training dataset.

Random Undersampling Random undersam-
pling involves randomly selecting examples from
the majority class and deleting them from the train-
ing dataset until a more balanced distribution is
reached.

This technique is practical where the skewed
distribution affects the classification models, and
multiple examples for a given class can overfit the
model. It makes the model to be biased towards the
class that has the majority of instances.

If we only use random undersampling for the
given majority class, i.e., moderate, then the data
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Model Labels (F1-score) Accuracy
moderate not-depression severe macro-avg

SVM 0.65 0.47 0.37 0.50 0.56
RNN 0.57 0.56 0.28 0.48 0.54
CNN 0.58 0.57 0.27 0.47 0.53
BERT 0.58 0.57 0.29 0.48 0.54
Our Submission 0.72 0.47 0.37 0.60 0.65

Table 1: The performance of the models on the depression dataset (On validation data).

might lose some specific points, which might de-
grade the model’s performance. Also, If only
use random oversampling for the minority classes,
i.e., not depression and severe. This oversampling
method can balance the class distribution but does
not provide additional information to the model.

An improvement in duplicating instances from
the minority class is synthesizing new instances
from the minority class. The most widely used
approach to synthesize new instances is called
the Synthetic Minority Oversampling Technique
(abbreviated as SMOTE) (Chawla et al., 2002).
SMOTE selects instances that are close in the fea-
ture space by fitting a line between the instances in
the feature space and selecting a new sample at a
point along that line.

Chawla et al. (2002) suggests that, using ran-
dom undersampling to trim the number of in the
majority class, then use SMOTE to oversample
the minority class to balance the class distribution.
The combination of SMOTE and under-sampling
performs better than plain under-sampling.

After resampling the classes, we have used an
SVM classifier to train the transformed data and
applied the model to the test set.

5 Experiments

The section presents the baselines, hyper-parameter
settings, and analysis of observed results.

5.1 Baselines

The baselines used are:

SVM with TF-IDF Term frequency and inverse
document frequency-based vectorization is used
to represent the text data, and the support vector
machine is used to classify the data.

CNN (Kim, 2014) This convolutional neural
network-based text classifier is trained by consider-
ing pre-trained FastText word vectors.

Bi-LSTM (Hochreiter and Schmidhuber, 1997)
A two-layer, bi-directional LSTM text classifier
with pre-trained FastText word embeddings as in-
put was considered for the task of text classifica-
tion.

Pre-trained BERT (Devlin et al., 2018) A pre-
trained BERT model with a feed-forward network
for classification

5.2 Hyperparameters and Libraries used
The SMOTE is obtained from the imblearn library2.
The Random oversampling, SVM with TF-IDF vec-
torization, is obtained from the scikit-learn library
3. The default parameters are used to train the SVM
for multiclass classification. The pre-trained BERT
with sentence classification is obtained from the
huggingface transformers library4. The optimizer
used is weighted Adam with the learning rate of
1e-5 and epsilon value equal to 1e-8. The loss func-
tion used is the BERT’s inbuilt cross-entropy loss.
The number of epochs used for training the model
is 30. We have used PyTorch5 for implementing
Bi-LSTM and CNN models. The number of Bi-
LSTM layers is given as 2. For CNN, we took three
kernels of sizes 2,3,4. We have used the adam opti-
mizer with cross-entropy loss for the given models.
The batch size is 64. The models were run on GPU
notebooks.

5.3 Results
From the results, we can see that the performance
of the SVM and our approach are better when com-
pared to the neural network(NN) models. The
NN models didn’t perform better on all the labels.
The models didn’t distinguish between the “mod-
erate" and “not depression" labels and “severe"

2https://imbalanced-learn.org/stable/
references/generated/imblearn.over_
sampling.SMOTE.html

3https://scikit-learn.org/stable/
4https://huggingface.co/
5https://pytorch.org/
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Figure 3: Confusion matrix of our submission

Figure 4: Confusion matrix of SVM + TF-IDF baseline

and “not depression" labels, resulting in decreased
performance. In contrast, SMOTE and Random un-
dersampling helped the model generate synthetic
points that helped the model tune better, thus lead-
ing to improved performance. The SVM model
didn’t distinguish between the “moderate" and “not
depression" labels. Whereas it relatively showed
improved performance on “severe" and “not depres-
sion" labels compared to the NN models. We also
compared the confusion matrices of our model with
the top-performing baseline (SVM with TF-IDF).
The confusion matrices are given in the Figures
3 and 4. We have observed that our submission
showed better performance on “moderate" labels
when compared to SVM with TF-IDF baseline.

But our model showed a decreased performance on
the “not-depressed" model. But the number of in-
stances of correctly classified “moderate" instances
was more, resulting in increased accuracy.

5.4 Conclusion
We used SMOTE and random undersampling with
an SVM classifier to detect signs of depression.
The dataset is in English and has a wide range
of sentence lengths, and it is imbalanced. In the
dataset, 6% of sentences have more than 500 words.
We used SMOTE and random undersampling meth-
ods to balance the dataset. We tested the method on
other neural network baselines. The results showed
that using the oversampling and undersampling
methods handled the problem of imbalanced data.
It, in turn, helped the machine learning classifier,
i.e., SVM, to perform better on the transformed
dataset. Due to the presence of long sentences, the
BERT model didn’t perform better on the given
dataset. We hope to test the meta embedding mod-
els on the given dataset in the future.
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Abstract

The 2022 edition of LT-EDI proposed two tasks
in various languages. Taskhope required mod-
els for the automatic identification of hopeful
comments for equality, diversity, and inclusion.
TaskantiLGBT focused on the identification of
homophobic and transphobic comments. We
targeted both tasks in English by using rein-
forced BERT-based approaches. Our core strat-
egy aimed at exploiting the data available for
each given task to augment the amount of su-
pervised instances in the other. On the basis of
an active learning process, we trained a model
on the dataset for Task i and applied it to the
dataset for Task j to iteratively integrate new
silver data for Task i. Our official submissions
to the shared task obtained a macro-averaged
F1 score of 0.53 for Taskhope and 0.46 for
TaskantiLGBT, placing our team in the third
and fourth positions out of 11 and 12 participat-
ing teams respectively.

1 Introduction

In recent years, many episodes of violence against
homosexuals and transsexuals have been observed
online (e.g., in YouTube comments1) and offline,
which escalated into the death of 375 transgender
people in 2021 alone.2 Most of the victims were
Black and Latin women, especially sex workers, a
fact that highlights the intersection between misog-
yny, racism, xenophobia and hate towards sex work-
ers. That is why identifying such behaviours online
is timely, as it can contribute to limiting the spread
of hate. In this regard, two different tasks have
been proposed in LT-EDI in various languages:

1https://www.bbc.com/news/technology-
50166900

2https://www.forbes.com/sites/jamiewa
reham/2021/11/11/375-transgender-people-
murdered-in-2021-deadliest-year-since-re
cords-began/

Homo/Transphobia Detection (TaskantiLGBT)
Classify a YouTube comment into homo-
phobic, transphobic or non-anti-LGBT
content (Chakravarthi et al., 2022b).

Hope Speech Detection (Taskhope) Classify a
YouTube comment into hope speech or
non-hope speech (Chakravarthi et al., 2022a).

We approach both tasks, addressing the English
language only.3 We experiment with two different
approaches for Taskhope and four for TaskantiLGBT.
We aim at augmenting the data to cope with the
heavy imbalance in the datasets. All models are
built on top of BERT (Devlin et al., 2019). For
Taskhope we implement a binary classifier which
is our baseline, and we augment data through
an active learning approach (Hino, 2020). For
TaskantiLGBT we implement a multi-class classi-
fier as our baseline. Then, we augment training
data according to three approaches:

• augmenting transphobic instances by adding
Tamil data translated into English;

• augmenting non-anti-LGBT content instances
by integrating hope speech instances from
Taskhope; and

• Performing an active learning approach.

The rest of the paper is structured as follows.
Section 2 provides an overview of definitions and
related work in the field of abusive language detec-
tion, focusing in particular on homophobia, trans-
phobia (and hope speech). Section 3 explores the
two datasets provided by the shared task. Section 4
describes our models for both tasks and Section 5
outlines the hyperparameters and preliminary ex-
periments. Section 6 presents and discusses our
results. Finally, Section 7 draws conclusions.

3Our implementation is available at https://github
.com/TinfFoil/leaningtower ltedi22.
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2 Background

The importance of the automatic detection of abu-
sive language has increased together with the pop-
ularity of social media (Fortuna and Nunes, 2018).
The online discourse often has hateful and offen-
sive connotations towards minorities. The exposure
to hate speech can trigger polarization, isolation,
depression, and other psychological trauma (Kir-
itchenko et al., 2021). Becoming aware of this
serious societal issue, online platforms have as-
sumed the responsibility of examining and remov-
ing hateful posts (Fortuna and Nunes, 2018). Due
to the continuous flow of large amounts of contents
through social media, hatred is flagged through au-
tomatic methods along with human monitoring (Po-
letto et al., 2021).

In order to foster the development of automatic
models for the identification of different kinds of
hate speech, diverse supervised datasets and mod-
els have been developed. Chakravarthi et al. (2021)
proposed a dataset with homophobic and transpho-
bic contents from YouTube, gathering comments
from famous YouTubers that raise awareness on
the LGBT+ community and also from channels
that report pranks and jokes about homosexuals
and transsexuals. Given the sensitivity of the topics
covered in the videos, the comments posted can
often have abusive, offensive or denigratory con-
notations towards the LGBT+ community. They
found out that a combination of machine learning
models, including random forests (Breiman, 2001)
reinforced with BERT embeddings (Devlin et al.,
2019), obtains the best result.

Hope speech, on the other hand, lies on the other
end of the spectrum of digital rhetoric. In con-
trast to hateful comments, a hopeful discourse is
characterized by a friendly tone and an intention to
inspire, support, include, and encourage members
of minorities, who are often subject to judgment,
isolation, and suffering (Chakravarthi, 2020). Fo-
cusing on spotting hopeful rather than hateful con-
tents offers a twist that seeks to produce a better
online ecosystem by promoting rather than limiting
comments and opinions.

This angle was explored within the hope speech
detection shared task (Chakravarthi, 2020) on
HopeEDI, a multilingual collection of YouTube
comments.4 According to Chakravarthi and Mu-
ralidaran (2021), the best approach for English

4https://sites.google.com/view/lt-edi
-2021/home

train test
homophobic 215 61
transphobic 8 5
non-anti-LGBT 3,730 924

Table 1: Statistics of the English corpus for
TaskantiLGBT.

train test
hope speech 2,234 -
non-hope speech 23,347 -

Table 2: Statistics of the English corpus for Taskhope.

achieved 0.93 F1score: the winning team fine-
tuned RoBERTa (Liu et al., 2019) on the three
datasets, i.e., the collections in English, Tamil, and
Malayalam.

Relevant work in this area includes also the
contribution of Palakodety et al. (2020), where
the authors collect another hope speech dataset of
YouTube comments posted on videos related to the
India–Pakistan conflict and apply active learning
as well to tackle the imbalanced distribution.

3 Datasets

Here, we briefly describe the datasets for
TaskantiLGBT and Taskhope.

TaskantiLGBT The collection consists of com-
ments of YouTube videos that were annotated by
LGBT+ community members. Table 1 shows statis-
tics. The distribution is heavily skewed, with less
than 10% of homophobic instances and only 8 in-
stances of transphobia. This low amount of in-
stances could significantly impact a model’s capa-
bility of spotting transphobic comments.

Taskhope Table 2 shows statistics for the
Taskhope dataset.5 Once again, the corpus is heav-
ily imbalanced: only 10% of the instances belong
to the hopeful class. As claimed by Chakravarthi
(2020), this class distribution reflects a real-world
scenario.

4 Systems Overview

In the following paragraphs, we first describe
the active learning approach. We then present
the specific strategies developed for TaskantiLGBT
and Taskhope respectively. For TaskantiLGBT, we

5The numbers for the test set will be included upon release
of the gold labels.
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trained four alternative models to identify the best
possible configuration: baseline, baseline aug-
mented with Tamil data translated to English, base-
line augmented with hope speech data remapped
as non-anti-LGBT content and baseline with aug-
mented data from Taskhope through an active learn-
ing approach. For Taskhope, we trained two alter-
native models: the baseline and the active learning
approach.

Cross-task data augmentation through active
learning The two tasks at hand are related, as
the labels of both datasets can be traced back to
hateful and non-hateful instances. Instances of
homo/transphobic and hope speech messages can
be remapped to their non-hope speech and non-anti-
LGBT comments respectively. On the contrary, it is
not always true that a non-hope speech instance is
homo/transphobic and that a non-anti-LGBT con-
tent contains hope speech. Therefore, given the
small amount of training instances available for
both TaskantiLGBT and Taskhope, we aim to take ad-
vantage of both datasets proposing an approach to
augment the training sets for each task. We first add
the homo/transphobic and hope speech instances in
bulk, and then we filter the uncertain ones, i.e., non-
hope speech for TaskantiLGBT and non-anti-LGBT
content for Taskhope, through an active learning
approach (Hino, 2020) as follows. Let Di and Dj

be the supervised datasets for both tasks. (i) Train
model mi on Di. (ii) Predict the instances in Dj

with mi. (iii) Rank the instances in Dj according
to the confidence of the prediction score returned
by mi. (iv) Transfer the top-k instances in Dj as
silver data to Di. This process is repeated until
|Dj | = ∅ and the final model for Task i is then
used to predict on the dev set for Task i.

Specifically, we augment the dataset for
Taskhope by adding in bulk homophobic and trans-
phobic instances remapped to non-hope speech
instances. We do the same for TaskantiLGBT by
adding in bulk hope speech instances to non-anti-
LGBT content. Then, we use an active learn-
ing approach to identify which non-anti-LGBT in-
stances contain hope speech, and which non-hope
speech instances contain homophobia/transphobia.
In the end we integrate the identified instances
(i.e., hope speech and homo/transphobic) in both
datasets. Figure 1 represents the approach for
Taskhope. First, homophobic and transphobic in-
stances from TaskantiLGBT are added as non-hope
speech. Then, we feed non-anti-LGBT instances

Anti- LGBT Content

BULK

Non- Hope Speech

Non- Anti- LGBT Content

ACTIVE 
LEARNING

Hope Speech
Predictions

Dj
Di

Figure 1: Our strategy to augment the dataset for
Taskhope. Anti-LGBT content includes both homopho-
bic and transphobic instances.

to the model trained on Taskhope dataset. Those
which are predicted as hope speech are integrated
in the training set. We adopt the same approach for
TaskantiLGBT.

4.1 TaskantiLGBT

Baseline In our first and simplest approach we
adopt a similar architecture for both tasks. The
model is built on top of BERT (Devlin et al.,
2019) with a softmax activation function in the
output. For TaskantiLGBT, we adopt a multi-class
approach with mutually exclusive categories with
three output units. This approach is based on the
top-performing model (Muti and Barrón-Cedeño,
2020) at the AMI shared task on the identifica-
tion of misogynous and aggressive tweets (Elisa-
betta Fersini, 2020). No external data is considered
in this model.

Baseline augmented with Tamil data Whereas
we focus on the English language for both tasks, we
exploit the provided dataset in Tamil by translating
it into English using the GoogleTrans API.6 One of
the main purposes of this cross-language augmen-
tation was increasing through machine translation
the amount of transphobic instances with the 155
available in Tamil. However, only some of them
were successfully translated, as many of the sen-
tences remained in Tamil, therefore we could only
exploit 54 instances.

Baseline augmented with hope speech data A
first cross-task data augmentation involved adding
in bulk all the data labeled as hope speech to the
training set of TaskantiLGBT, considered as non-
anti-LGBT content. Specifically, we added 2, 234
hope speech instances.

6https://pypi.org/project/googletrans/
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model variation F1

BERT baseline 0.94
BERT baseline + Tamil 0.94
BERT baseline + Hope 0.92
BERT active learning 0.96

Table 3: Weighted F1-measures on the development set
for TaskantiLGBT.

Baseline augmented through hope speech data
and active learning Before implementing the
active learning process we added in bulk 2, 234
hope speech instances to the non-anti-LGBT con-
tent class. Then, the active learning process worked
on predicting any homophobic/transphobic content
within the non-hope speech instances from the pool
data, i.e., from the dataset for Taskhope. From these
predictions, we then integrated the top-k (with
k = 200) instances into a newly enhanced training
set and iteratively re-train and add instances until
the performance stop increasing or the pool set re-
mains empty. As a result, 194 instances have been
added to the homophobic class.

4.2 Taskhope

Baseline The approach is similar to the one de-
scribed for TaskantiLGBT except that for this task
we adopt a binary approach with two output units.
No external data is considered in this model.

Baseline augmented through homo/transphobic
data and active learning Before implementing
the active learning process, we added in bulk 215
homophobic and 8 transphobic instances to the
non-hope speech class. Then, we instantiated the
active learning process with k = 200, adding 200
instances to the hope speech class.

5 Experimental Setup

No preprocessing is applied to the text, other than
applying the BertTokenizer (Devlin et al., 2019).
We shuffle the training set and take 10% of the
data for development, preserving the class distribu-
tion through stratified random sampling (Pedregosa
et al., 2011). In order to find the best hyperparam-
eters to predict on the test set, we experimented
with different batch sizes (4,8,16) for the baseline
model, over an increasing number of epochs (4,6,8),
testing on the development set. The combination
that performed the best was a batch size of 16 over
4 epochs for both tasks, therefore we used those
hyperparameters to train all models. In order to

model variation F1

BERT baseline 0.76
BERT active learning 0.77

Table 4: Macro-averaged F1 score for each run tested
on development set.

tune the network, we used the AdamW optimizer,
which decouples weight decay from gradient com-
putation, with a learning rate of 1e-5 (Loshchilov
and Hutter, 2019).

As for the evaluation metrics, we stick to the
official one: macro-averaged F1-measure for both
tasks. Since TaskantiLGBT is a multi-class prob-
lem, we computed the weighted F1-measure when
testing on the development set.

6 Results

In this section, we present our results for both tasks.
For TaskantiLGBT we provide the results generated
with the predictions of both development and test
sets. For Taskhope, we present only the results on
the development set.7

6.1 Performance on the Development Set
TaskantiLGBT Table 3 reports the weighted F1-
measures. The best model was the active learning
one, followed by the baseline and the baseline aug-
mented with Tamil data (both 2 units less), and
finally the baseline augmented with hope data (2
units less than the previous one).

Taskhope Table 4 shows the macro-averaged F1-
measures. The highest score is obtained with the
active learning approach again: F1=0.77. The im-
provement over the baseline by only one unit sug-
gests that the augmentation performed through the
active learning strategy does not impact the perfor-
mance significantly.

6.2 Performance on the Test Set
TaskantiLGBT Table 5 shows the official results
of our submitted runs. Contrary to the results
on the development set, the baseline reached the
highest score, followed by the active learning ap-
proach, the baseline augmented with Tamil data
and at the end the baseline augmented with hope
speech data. All the scores differ by one unit. Our
baseline came fourth in the ranking. We also in-
clude macro-averaged precision and recall. The

7At submission time, the gold labels for the test set were
not available.
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model variation F1 prec rec
BERT baseline 0.46 0.53 0.43
BERT baseline + Tamil 0.43 0.49 0.41
BERT baseline + Hope 0.42 0.45 0.41
BERT active learning 0.44 0.49 0.41
Ablimet(1) 0.57 0.57 0.61
Sammaan(2) 0.49 0.52 0.47
Nozza(3) 0.48 0.58 0.45

Table 5: At the top: official macro-averaged F1

score, precision and recall for our submissions to
TaskantiLGBT with top F1 score highlighted. At the
bottom: the performance of the top-three participants in
the shared task.

relatively-low recall values indicate that the models
struggle with recognizing positive instances. This
result is mainly due to the nature of the dataset,
which is strongly imbalanced with respect to the
massive presence of instances belonging to the non-
anti-LGBT class.

Taskhope Table 6 shows the results for both sub-
mitted systems — the baseline and the baseline
reinforced with the active learning approach. Both
models reach the same score, positioning our team
third with respect to the other participants. Once
again, although the active learning approach did
not impact negatively on the performance, it did
not help it either.

7 Conclusions and Future Work

This paper provided a description of our partic-
ipating models to the LT-EDI-ACL2022 shared
tasks on hope speech detection and homopho-
bia/transphobia detection. We addressed the two
problems together, by exploiting data available in
one task to create silver data for the other task.

For TaskantiLGBT, our baseline outperforms all
the other reinforced approaches which make use
of external data when tested on the test set. ‘For
what concerns the active learning approach, it is
likely that non-hope speech data do not contain
homophobia or transphobia, contrary to what we
expected, and therefore they do not contribute to in-
crease the performance for TaskantiLGBT, as shown
by our experiments.

For Taskhope the active learning approach out-
performs the baseline in the development set by
one unit only, and it achieves the same score as the
baseline in the test set, concluding that the impact
of transferring data from one task to the other is

model variation F1 prec rec
BERT baseline 0.53 0.53 0.53
BERT active learning 0.53 0.53 0.53
IIITSurat(1) 0.55 0.56 0.54
MUCIC(1) 0.55 0.54 0.55
ARGUABLY(2) 0.54 0.55 0.54

Table 6: At the top: Official macro-averaged F1 score,
precision and recall for our submissions to Taskhope
with top F1 score highlighted. At the bottom: the perfor-
mance of the top-three participants in the shared task.

not a good strategy. Nevertheless, our approaches
ended up in the third and fourth position of the
shared task.

In future work, we would like to test other
transformer-based models to assess the impact of
different pretraining techniques on the effective-
ness of the active learning approach for these par-
ticular tasks. It would also be interesting to try
different evaluation approaches for these tasks by
exploring the fairness of classifiers (Dobbe et al.,
2018; Mehrabi et al., 2021), with respect to minor-
ity social identities, i.e., the different members of
the LGBT+ community. Specifically, we would
like to investigate whether the classifiers contain
unintended biases, e.g. towards specific sexual
orientations, according to well-known metrics pro-
posed to detect unfairness within toxicity detec-
tion (Borkan et al., 2019).
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Abstract

Social media has seen enormous growth in its
users recently and knowingly or unknowingly
the behavior of a person will be reflected in the
comments she/he posts on social media. Users
having the sign of depression may post nega-
tive or disturbing content seeking the attention
of other users. Hence, social media data can
be analysed to check whether the users’ have
the sign of depression and help them to get
through the situation if required. However, as
analyzing the increasing amount of social me-
dia data manually in laborious and error-prone,
automated tools have to be developed for the
same. To address the issue of detecting the
sign of depression content on social media, in
this paper, we - team MUCS, describe an En-
semble of Machine Learning (ML) models and
a Transfer Learning (TL) model submitted to
"Detecting Signs of Depression from Social
Media Text-LT-EDI@ACL 2022" (DepSign-
LT-EDI@ACL-2022) shared task at Associa-
tion for Computational Linguistics (ACL) 2022.
Both frequency and text based features are used
to train an Ensemble model and Bidirectional
Encoder Representations from Transformers
(BERT) fine-tuned with raw text is used to train
the TL model. Among the two models, the
TL model performed better with a macro av-
eraged F-score of 0.479 and placed 18th rank
in the shared task. The code to reproduce the
proposed models is available in github page1.

1 Introduction

A person feeling unimportant, useless, or unhappy
may be a sign of depression. Depression is one
of the most severe mental health conditions which
may be unnoticed, undiagnosed and untreated in
many cases. People worldwide suffer from depres-
sion and the affected person may operate poorly
at work, studies, and in the community. Recent
research studies have shown that the popularity of

1https://github.com/hegdekasha/
Detecting-sign-of-depression

social media networks in one’s life is increasing
day by day. People are using social media to share
their thoughts, feelings, emotions and sentiments
(Islam et al., 2018). Knowingly or unknowingly
the behavior of a person will be reflected in the
comments she/he posts on social media (Sampath
et al., 2022a; Ravikiran et al., 2022; Chakravarthi
et al., 2022; Bharathi et al., 2022; Priyadharshini
et al., 2022). Social media users who are usually in
depression try to seek the attention and sympathy
of others by posting negative and disturbing mes-
sages or requesting help. Some have even reached
to the extent of going live on social media before
taking drastic steps such as suicide (Chakravarthi,
2020; Chakravarthi et al., 2021; Chakravarthi and
Muralidaran, 2021). Due to all these issues, under-
standing mental health on social media has become
a popular field of study (Alhuzali et al., 2021).

Studies have indicated that the analysis of the
messages posted on social media platforms by the
users can help to predict the sign of depression
(Chiong et al., 2021) of the users and the early
prediction can help the users to get through the
situation. Researchers are exploring to analyze
social media content to predict the mental health
of users in order to lend a helping hand to the
needy at the earliest. In this paper, we - team
MUCS, describe the models submitted to DepSign-
LT-EDI@ACL 20222 shared task to detect signs of
depression in social media text and classify them
into into three categories: "not depressed", "mod-
erately depressed", and "severely depressed". Two
models: i) An ensemble of ML classifiers, namely:
Random Forest (RF), Multinomial Naive Bayes
(MNB), Multi-Layer Perceptron (MLP), and Gra-
dient Boosting (GB) with soft voting ii) TL model
with BERT, are proposed to classify the given input
into one of the three predefined categories. The
rest of the article is structured as follows: A review
of relevant work is included in Section 2, and the

2https://competitions.codalab.org/competitions/36410
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methodology is discussed in Section 3. Experi-
ments, results, and error analysis are described in
Section 4 followed by concluding the paper with
future work in Section 5.

2 Literature Review

Researchers have experimented various methodolo-
gies to build systems capable of detecting the signs
of depression in social media content and a few of
the relevant ones are described below:

To analyze suicide ideation symptoms on Red-
dit social media, Tadesse et al. (2020) developed
a combined Long Short Term Memory (LSTM) -
Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) model based
on Word2Vec features and obtained 93.8% accu-
racy. Haque et al. (2021) implemented the Boruta
algorithm in association with RF classifier to pre-
dict depression in kids and teenagers aged from 4 to
17. Their proposed model was evaluated on Youth
Minds Matter (YMM) dataset and their model pre-
dicted the depressed classes with 95% accuracy.
To identify the signs of depression in Twitter, K S
et al. (2019) used Word2Vec word embeddings
to represent the Tweets and train the combination
of the LSTM and CNN model and Support Vec-
tor Machine (SVM). The LSTM and CNN model
combination and SVM model obtained an overall
weighted avg F1-scores of 0.97 and 0.85 respec-
tively.

Zygadło et al. (2021) employed Naive Bayes,
SVM, and BERT for sentiment and emotion recog-
nition in English and Polish texts. They built COR-
TEX3 - a Polish version of the dataset for senti-
ment and emotion recognition. BERT-based clas-
sifier achieved accuracies of over 90% and around
80% for sentiment and emotion classification re-
spectively. Hämäläinen et al. (2021) have created
a dataset for detecting depression in Thai blog
posts and tested it with four different models: (i)
Bidirectional LSTM (BiLSTM) based model using
Open-Source Neural Machine Translation (Open-
NMT)4 toolkit (ii) LSTM model with Word2Vec
features, (iii) Thai BERT 5 model, and (iv) Multilin-
gual BERT model. Among these models, the Thai
BERT model achieved the highest overall accuracy
of 77.53%.

Even though several techniques have been de-
veloped to detect the sign of depression in social

3https://github.com/azygadlo/CORTEX
4https://github.com/OpenNMT/OpenNMT-py
5https://github.com/ThAIKeras/bert

media text, there are no full-fledged models for all
datasets. Further, the trend in posting comments
on social media changes frequently because of cre-
ative users. Hence, this necessitates the need for
the development of new models to detect the sign
of depression in a social media text.

3 Methodology

The proposed methodology includes two distinct
models namely: i) Ensemble of ML classifiers and
ii) TL model with BERT, for detecting the sign of
depression in social media text. Description of the
two models are given below:

Figure 1: The proposed framework of Ensemble of ML clas-
sifiers

3.1 Ensemble of Machine Learning Classifiers

The proposed Ensemble of ML classifiers consists
of Pre-processing, Feature Extraction and Model
Building steps and the framework of the proposed
model is shown in Figure 1. Each of the steps are
explained below:

Pre-processing - Dataset is pre-processed to
remove punctuation, digits, and stopwords, as they
do not contribute to the classification task. The En-
glish stopwords list available at Natural Language
Tool Kit (NLTK) library6 is used to remove stop-

6https://www.nltk.org
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words and Porter Stemmer7 is used to reduce the
words to their stems.

Feature Extraction - As the given dataset is
imbalanced, resampling is carried out using ran-
domoversampling8 technique to bring balance in
the dataset. Frequency based features, namely: TF-
IDF of character bigrams and trigrams and word
unigrams and text based features, namely: count
of words and characters followed by the count of
adjectives, adverbs, nouns, and pronouns are ex-
tracted. These features are combined and used to
train the Ensemble of ML classifiers. The num-
ber of character bigrams and trigrams extracted
amounts to 9,024 and word unigrams amounts to
13,169.

Model Building - ML classifiers are generally
ensembled by making use of the strength of one
classifier to overcome the weakness of another clas-
sifier to improve the results. RF, MLP, MNB, and
GB classifiers are ensembled to detect the sign of
depression in social media text and soft voting is
used to predict the category of the Test set.

The RF algorithm consists of a set of decision
trees, each of which is trained with a random subset
of features, and the prediction is carried out based
on majority voting of all the trees in the forest (Is-
lam et al., 2019). The MLP classifier is widely used
in classification as they are simple and easy to im-
plement. It is a feed-forward neural network which
consists of three layers, namely: input layer, an out-
put layer, and one or more hidden layers (Lakhotia
and Bresson, 2018). The MNB model is a popular
ML classifier because of its computing efficiency
and relatively good predictive performance (Har-
jule et al., 2020). GB classifier will benefit the
regularization methods that penalize different parts
of the algorithm and improve the overall perfor-
mance by reducing overfitting (Stein et al., 2019).

3.2 Transfer Learning model with BERT

BERT is a popular language representation model
used to train TL model for text classification. It is
pre-trained on Wikipedia corpus with 2,500 million
words of unlabelled text and 800 million words
from huggingface Book Corpus. Further, it is a
bidirectional model which learns information from
both left and right sides of the context.

BERT accepts raw text for fine-tuning the pre-
trained embeddings. The model provides positional

7https://www.nltk.org/_modules/nltk/stem/porter.html
8https://imbalanced-learn.org/

Classes Train set Dev set
moderate 6,019 2,306

not depression 1,971 1,830
severe 901 360

Table 1: Class-wise distribution of the dataset

encoding based BERT tokenizer followed by BERT
embeddings which transforms each token into ten-
sors so that the classifiers can be trained using these
tensors. The framework of the proposed TL model
is shown in Figure 2.

Figure 2: The framework of TL model with BERT

4 Experiments and Results

Several experiments were conducted with different
resampling techniques and various combinations
of features and classifiers and the models that gave
good performance on the Development set are ap-
plied for the Test set. The dataset provided by the
organisers to detect the sign of depression consists
of social media comments in English (Sampath
et al., 2022b). Table 1 gives the class-wise distri-
bution of the dataset. For TL model, the pre-trained
BERT-base-uncased9 model is used with Classifi-
cationModel10 - a transformer based classifier, to
predict the labels for the given Test set. Table 2
shows the hyperparameters and the values of the
hyperparameters used to implement TL model.

The proposed models were evaluated by the orga-
nizers of the shared task based on macro averaged
F-score and the results are shown in Table 3. En-
semble of ML classifiers model achieved macro
averaged F-scores of 0.573 and 0.419 for Develop-

9https://huggingface.co/docs/transformers/model_doc/bert
10https://simpletransformers.ai/docs/classification-

models/
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Hyperparameters Value
Layers 12

Hidden size 768
Self attention heads 12
110 M trainable parameters

Table 2: The values of the hyperparameters used in TL model

Models Dev set Test set

Ensemble based model 0.573 0.419

TL based model 0.620 0.479

Table 3: Performance of macro averaged F-score of the pro-
posed models

ment (Dev) set and Test set respectively. Further,
the TL model outperformed the other model with
macro averaged F-scores of 0.620 and 0.479 for
Dev set and Test set respectively. In spite of re-
sampling the data using random over sampling to
balance the dataset, the results are still low. This
may be because the random over sampling tech-
nique duplicates features from the minority classes
resulting in overfitting for some models (Yap et al.,
2014).

5 Conclusion and Future work

This paper describes the models submitted by our
team - MUCS to DepSign-LT-EDI@ACL-2022
shared task to detect signs of depression from social
media text in English. The two proposed models
are: i) Ensemble of ML classifiers trained with the
combination of frequency and text based features
and ii) TL model with BERT. Resampling is also
explored to handle the data imbalance problem.
The TL model outperformed Ensemble model with
a macro averaged F-score of 0.479 securing 18th

rank in the shared task. Future research will ex-
plore different sets of features and feature selection
algorithms for detecting sign of depression from
social media text.
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Abstract
Automatic speech recognition is a tool used
to transform human speech into a written
form. It is used in a variety of avenues,
such as in voice commands, customer, ser-
vice and more. It has emerged as an es-
sential tool in the digitisation of daily life.
It has been known to be of vital impor-
tance in making the lives of elderly and
disabled people much easier. In this paper
we describe an automatic speech recogni-
tion model, determined by using three pre-
trained models, fine-tuned from the Face-
book XLSR Wav2Vec2 model, which was
trained using the Common Voice Dataset.
The best model for speech recognition in
Tamil is determined by finding the word
error rate of the data. This work explains
the submission made by SSNCSE_NLP in
the shared task organized by LT-EDI at
ACL 2022. A word error rate of 39.4512 is
achieved.

1 Introduction
Speech recognition (also known as speech-to-
text or Automatic Speech Recognition) is a
technique used to convert human speech into
a written format. It is an important tool,
and has many applications, such as in mobile
phones (voice commands for call routing and
voice searching), customer service, emotion
recognition, and more importantly, in helping
disabled people. It can not only help convert
words to text to assist hearing impaired peo-
ple, but also aids physically impaired people in
performing activities such as typing and brows-
ing using voice commands, instead of having
to manually operate a computer.

Tamil is the official language of Tamil
Nadu, Puducherry, Sri Lanka and Singapore.
(Chakravarthi and Raja, 2020)(Chakravarthi
and Muralidaran, 2021) was the first language
to be classified as a classical language in India,

out of over 22 scheduled languages in India. It
is also one of the oldest languages in the world,
seemingly originating over 2000 years ago.

The speech recognition is achieved by con-
sidering the linguistic features of the Tamil
language. The natural language processing ap-
proach is used for the speech recognition task.

The team of SSNCSE_NLP has partici-
pated in the Speech Recognition for Vulner-
able Individuals in Tamil shared task, obtain-
ing the first position with a word error rate of
39.4512.

In our paper, we have used pre-trained
models designed for the Tamil language, to
transcript the speech audios into tokens,
eventually decoding them into text. We
have made use of three pre-trained models,
namely Amrrs/wav2vec2-large-xlsr-53-tamil1,
akashsivanandan/wav2vec2-large-xls-r-300m-
tamil-colab-final2 and nikhil6041/wav2vec2-
large-xlsr-tamil-commonvoice3.

The issue with automatic speech recognition
in older adults as well as physically or men-
tally impaired people is that they tend to dis-
play mild dysarthric speech, or slurred speech,
causing erroneous transcription of the data.
Furthermore, in Tamil speaking places, people
from different regions speak in non-identical
dialects, accents, and speeds, and hence, the
transcription of the data differs from person
to person. When trained with audios from a
single region, there is incapacity to accurately
predict what a person from a different region
is saying.

The rest of this paper is arranged as fol-
lows. Section 2 discusses the related work on

1https://huggingface.co/Amrrs/wav2vec2-large-
xlsr-53-tamil

2https://huggingface.co/akashsivanandan/wav2vec2-
large-xls-r-300m-tamil-colab-final

3https://huggingface.co/nikhil6041/wav2vec2-
large-xlsr-tamil-commonvoice
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speech recognition tasks. The dataset about
the shared task is described in Section 3. Sec-
tion 4 outlines the features and machine learn-
ing algorithms used for this task. Results are
presented in Section 5. Section 6 concludes the
paper.

2 Related Work

Researchers have experimented with a few ap-
proaches to deal with speech recognition in mi-
nority languages such as Tamil recently. The
writers of Voice and speech recognition in
Tamil language (Kiran et al., 2017),propose
the use of a Hidden Markov Model(or HMM).
It is a statistical pattern matching approach
which can generate speech using a number of
states for each model. Since the HMM model
uses positive data, it scales well and it re-
duces the time and complexity of the recog-
nition process. In Design and Development of
a large vocabulary, continuous speech recog-
nition system for Tamil, the authors (Mad-
havaraj and Ramakrishnan, 2017) build two
independent recognition systems for phone
recognition (PR) and for continuous speech
recognition (CSR) using deep neural networks
(DNN). The DNN based triphone acoustic
model is proven to yield significantly better re-
sults in CSR and PR. The authors of Speech
Rate Control for Improving Elderly Speech
Recognition of Smart Devices (Son et al.,
2017), take the help of a convolutional neu-
ral network (CNN) to generate feature vectors
to be fed into a fully connected network (FC)
for frame by frame syllable transition bound-
ary classification. Thus the syllable transi-
tion probability is calculated and the syllables
are segmented. They take the help of a Syn-
chronized Overlap- Add (SOLA) Algorithm to
adjust the speech rate according to the mea-
sured ratio on a time-scale. In Transformer-
Transducer: End-to-End Speech Recognition
with Self-Attention (Yeh et al., 2019), the au-
thors attempt to build a model for end-to-end
speech recognition using transformer networks
in neural transducer. They propose two meth-
ods, namely using VGGNet with causal con-
volution to incorporate positional information
and reduce frame rate for efficient inference
and using truncated self-attention to enable
streaming for transformer and reduce compu-

Data Set Instances Running Time
Training Set 909 20 seconds
Testing Set 239 20 seconds

Table 1: Specifications of the Dataset provided

tational complexity. In this paper, however,
we use pre-trained XLSR models to transcript
the audios.

3 Dataset Analysis and
Preprocessing

The data set given by the shared task organiz-
ers consists of a training set and a testing set,
each consisting of 909 and 239 instances respec-
tively (Bharathi et al., 2022). The training set
contains the audio files and transcriptions of
the audios in the Tamil language, whereas the
testing set contains only the audio files. The
audios in both the training set and the testing
set contain audio recordings, each having an
average running time of 20 seconds.

4 Experimental setup and Features

For feature extraction, the n-gram model is ex-
perimented upon. The three pre-trained mod-
els are each used to extract the features. All
three pre-trained models are fine-tuned ver-
sions of the Facebook XLSR Wav2Vec2 model,
trained using the Common Voice Dataset con-
taining 9283 hours of audios of different lan-
guages. These models have been trained using
the Tamil speech corpus in the same.

The pre-trained XLSR model maps the
speech signal to a sequence of context repre-
sentations. For the model to map the lat-
ter to its corresponding transcriptions, a lin-
ear layer used to classify each context repre-
sentation to a token class has to be added
on top of the transformer block. The output
size of this layer corresponds to the number of
tokens in the vocabulary, which does not de-
pend on XLSR’s pre-training task, but only
on the labeled dataset used for fine-tuning.
The training data is run and the transcrip-
tions are obtained. Punctuation marks and
other characters without meaning are removed
from the transcriptions and all distinct let-
ters of the training data are used to build the
vocabulary (an enumerated dictionary). The
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Figure 1: Working of the finetuned XLSR model
(von Platen)

Word Error Rate for each Model
Model Testing

Data
Amrrs 45.128
akashsivanandan 46.945
nikhil6041 39.4512

Table 2: Word error rate in the testing data for
each pre-trained model

vocabulary saved as a .json file is used to
load the vocabulary into an instance of the
Wav2Vec2CTCTokenizer class.

For XLSR, the fine tuning data has a sam-
pling rate of 16kHz. XLSRs feature extraction
pipeline is fully defined as an instance of the
Wav2Vec2FeatureExtractor class and the fea-
ture extractor and tokenizer are wrapped into
a single Wav2VecProcessor class.

Each training audio file is loaded as a float-
ing point time series at a sampling rate of
16000 samples per second. A data collator is
defined to pad the training data to the longest
sample in the batch. The pre-trained check-
point of Wav2Vec2-XLSR is loaded and all pa-
rameters related to training are defined. The
model is then trained and the word error rate
is found.

The three models are trained in the above
manner and used to generate input values us-
ing tokenizer and the logits are found out using
the model. The tokens for the logits are pre-
dicted and decoded to find the transcriptions
of the audio.

5 Observations

At a first glance at the transcriptions, it can
be seen that the Amrrs model is unable to not
only differentiate between when a particular
word ends and another begins, but is also un-
able to apply the stressed consonants in many
places, such as in the words எù≈ள×  and

ஒùொ≈ாÕ . This  can be justified by the stress be-
ing applied for uncertain periods of time in differ-
ent words. It is also ineffective at identifying vow-
els before stressed consonants which are mainly
used only as stressed consonants and not simply as
consonants, such as ó  and í, because their
sounds are almost always preceded by a vowel,
hence making it indiscernible.
Looking at the transcriptions generated by the

akashsivanandan model, it can be said that it is un-
able to distinguish between consonants of the same
pronunciation sets, such as the harshly pronounced
letters, feebly pronounced letters and the medially
pronounced letters. This can be seen in words such
as ãýÚ which are transcripted as ãñÎ due
to the stressed consonantý being misinterpreted,
subsequently leading to the next letter to also be
misunderstood. The occasional English word in
the audios is pronounced differently compared to
its Tamil transliteration, causing it to be wrongly
interpreted.
The nikhil6041 model is found to produce the

most accurate transcriptions out of all three mod-
els tested. It occasionally mislabels similar conso-
nants(such as ள and ∆) and vowels (such asஅ
and எ) and is sometimes unable to mark the va-
cant spaces between two words, but for the most
part, it generates transcriptions which are in the
vicinity of how the words are actually pronounced
in the audio. However, it does not always corre-
spond to the actual transcription of the audio as the
pronunciations differ when they are spoken or writ-
ten.

6 Conclusion

The need for automatic speech recognition for
vulnerable individuals is growing to be increas-
ingly important every day. More and more of
people’s daily lives are made easier by technol-
ogy, regardless of whether they have disabilities or
not. Speech recognition technology, though pop-
ular and well refined for prominent western lan-
guages such as English, is not available easily to
minorities who do not speak that language. Our
motive has been tomake automatic speech recogni-
tion software more easily accessible to the Dravid-
ian population, more importantly, the Tamil speak-
ing population. In this paper we propose to use pre-
trained speech recognition models created for the
Tamil language and use it to transcribe the testing
audios provided by the organizers. It is noted that
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the nikhil6041 model yields the best results out of
all the three used models. The above model can
be finetuned further by obtaining and using a more
extensive dataset, and training the model against a
more sizable range of accents and dialects. This
will lead to an overall more accurate transcription
of the audios.
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Abstract
With the increase of users on social media
platforms, manipulating or provoking masses
of people has become a piece of cake. This
spread of hatred among people, which has
become a loophole for freedom of speech,
must be minimized. Hence, it is essential to
have a system that automatically classifies
the hatred content, especially on social
media, to take it down. This paper presents
a simple modular pipeline classifier with
BERT embeddings and attention mechanism
to classify hope speech content in the Hope
Speech Detection shared task for Equality, Di-
versity, and Inclusion-ACL 2022. Our system
submission ranks fourth with an F1-score of
0.84. We release our code-base here https:
//github.com/Deepanshu-beep/
hope-speech-attention.

1 Introduction and Related Work

Social media today plays a vital role in spread-
ing hatred and provoking people, which gives rise
to hate-related crimes (Vadakkekara Suresh et al.,
2021). Various hate-related terror attacks usually
have a history of hate-related content in their social
media accounts. Thus, large organizations such as
Facebook, YouTube, Twitter are working tirelessly
to detect and bring down such hateful content from
their platforms. Since hate content must not be
confused with Freedom of speech and expression,
thus it becomes quite challenging to reduce the
number of false positives. Previously, multiple ex-
periments have been performed for Hope Speech
detection, and there are various datasets available
as well for it. The top-performing model presented
in the Hope speech detection shared task at the
LT-EDI-2021 workshop used the XLM-RoBERTa
language model (Conneau et al., 2019), a combi-
nation of the XLM and RoBERTa language model.
Further, they extracted the weighted output of the
final layer of the XLM-RoBERTa model using TF-
IDF to filter out the error that might cause due to

the mixing of various languages supported by the
model. (Gundapu and Mamidi, 2021) presented a
transformer-based ensembled architecture consist-
ing of a BERT pre-trained model and a language
identification model. The language identification
model was used to detect if the input isn’t in En-
glish. On the other hand, the BERT language model
was just responsible for the binary classification of
Hope Speech. (Rajput et al., 2021) presented a
simple classification model which initially created
the static BERT (Devlin et al., 2018) embeddings
matrix of the data to extract the contextual informa-
tion of the data and then experimented with various
Deep Neural Networks (DNN) to train a binary
classifier. Seeing the dominance of transformers
to solve multiple complex applications in Natural
Language Processing (NLP) became the motiva-
tion for our model. Hence, we encode the data
using the contextualized BERT embeddings and
train an attention network. Though it is a simple
architecture with relatively few parameters, it per-
forms efficiently and can be verified through the
results.

2 Shared Task Description

For the Hope Speech Detection for Equality, Di-
versity, and Inclusion (HopeEDI) shared task
(Chakravarthi et al., 2022), we are given YouTube
comments for English, Kannada, Malayalam, Span-
ish and Tamil languages. Our work focuses on the
English language comments in the dataset. The
dataset contains 22740, 2841, and 389 comments
for the training, development, and test set, respec-
tively, annotated with labels {Hope Speech, Not
Hope Speech} for the English database. The de-
tailed distribution for all the languages can be seen
in Table 1, and some of the examples of Hope
Speech, Not Hope Speech have been shown in Ta-
ble 4. Along with the release of the database, the
authors also released a baseline system in which
they experiment with various Machine learning al-
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Language-wise distribution (Train + Dev)
Label English Kannada Malayalam Spanish Tamil

Hope Speech 1962 + 272 1699 + 210 1668 + 190 491 + 161 6327 + 757
Not Hope Speech 20778 + 2569 3241 + 408 6205 + 784 499 + 169 7872 + 998

Table 1: Data distribution for the HopeEDI database.

Comment Label
these tiktoks radiate gay chaotic energy and i love it Hope Speech

I’m a Buddhist...! ALL LIVES MATTER...! Hope Speech
@Paola Hernandez i never said to be intolerant and hateful........ -_- Not Hope Speech

I say we get rid of all racist tv shows Not Hope Speech

Table 2: Examples for Hope Speech, Not Hope Speech in the HopeEDI dataset.

gorithms such as Multinomial Naive Bayes, SVM,
KNN, Logistic Regression, and Decision trees.

3 Experimental Setup

In this section, we give a detailed explanation of
the experimental setup for the proposed model and
depict the summarized view of it in Figure 1.

3.1 Data Preprocessing

Since the comments in raw format are highly un-
structured, containing irrelevant information that
may cause any AI-based model to malfunction.
Hence, we preprocess the data with the following
operations to convert it into a suitable understand-
able format.

• All of the comments are converted to lower
case.

• Commonly used abbreviations such as "FYI",
"ASAP", "WTF" are replaced with their origi-
nal full-forms.

• Removed mentions of any users such as
"@Champions" from the data.

• Updating words with additional repeated char-
acters such as "Helloooo" are updated to their
correct forms.

• Emojis in the comments are decoded and re-
placed with what they signify, such as ":)" is
replaced with "Happy".

• All of the excessive punctuation marks are
removed from the comments.

3.2 Proposed Methodology

Motivated by the efficiency of transformers in NLP,
we begin by encoding the comments using the
BERT language model and creating an embeddings
matrix. Further, this embeddings matrix is fed to
the attention network, trained to classify for Hope
Speech. The architectural components of the pro-
posed model are explained below.

3.2.1 BERT language model
Bidirectional Encoder Representations from Trans-
formers (BERT) is a machine-learning technique
based on transformers to extract contextual embed-
dings of unlabeled texts. Unlike static embeddings,
BERT generates embeddings using bidirectional
context, i.e., analyzes context from both left and
right of a word. Also, BERT’s attention architec-
ture computes the attention parallelly for whole
input at once, unlike other traditional models that
process it sequentially.

To compute the embeddings matrix of the data,
we use the RoBERTa-large-MNLI language model.
Initially, the data is tokenized along with the addi-
tion of "[CLS]", "[SEP]" tokens and then encoding
these tokens to get the embeddings matrix of di-
mensionality 768. We adopted the sliding window
technique while encoding the data due to the con-
straint of BERT family language models to take
a maximum of 512 tokens as input. Hence, we
continue looping to get the embeddings until the
whole data gets encoded and, finally, averaging the
embeddings of these several windows to get the
final embeddings of an input comment. The length
of the maximum input comment is noted, and all
the inputs are extended to have the same length
of their embeddings by adding padding. The at-
tention network is trained using these computed
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Figure 1: Flowchart illustration of the proposed model for Hope Speech classification.

Precision Recall F1-Score
Model Mean Weighted Mean Weighted Mean Weighted

Top performing 0.56 0.87 0.54 0.89 0.55 0.88
Proposed model 0.51 0.86 0.52 0.82 0.51 0.84

Average score 0.47 0.85 0.46 0.80 0.43 0.80

Table 3: Comparison with the top-performing model results.

Comment Label
Maddona saved my Soul in 1999 Hope Speech

Her outfit is very 1990’s Michael Jackson.... I like it ! Hope Speech
The way you pronounced Lewandowski gave me cancer. Levandovskee Not Hope Speech

The end is near. Not Hope Speech

Table 4: Examples for Hope Speech, Not Hope Speech in the HopeEDI dataset.

Contextualized
Embedding Matrix 

Bi-LSTM tanh Softmax Yi

w1

w2

w3

wmax

x

Figure 2: Architectural illustration of the attention mechanism used in the proposed model
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embeddings matrices.

3.2.2 Attention mechanism
The attention mechanism has proved its efficiency
by increasing accuracy in various NLP tasks. The
attention module focuses on inputs having higher
importance in contributing towards solving a task
filtering out meaningless information, unlike in just
flattening or averaging the output of convolutional
layers. The architectural illustration of the attention
module motivated from (Diao et al., 2020) used in
our proposed pipeline is depicted in Figure 2.

Upon obtaining the word-level embeddings ma-
trix from the pretrained RoBERTa-large-MNLI
language model, we pass these obtained matri-
ces to the Bi-LSTM layer of our attention module.
The contextual representations predicted by the Bi-
LSTM layer are further passed along to non-linear
activation functions, namely "Tanh" and "Softmax"
which can be represented mathematically as below:

tanh(x) =
2

1 + e−(2x)
− 1 (1)

Softmax(xi) =
exi

∑n
j=1 e

xj
(2)

Passing through non-linear activation functions up-
dates the training weights for meaningful words
accordingly. These attention weights finally help
out in classifying for Hope speech.

3.2.3 Dense
The Dense layer used in a neural network is con-
nected densely with the previous layer, i.e., each
neuron of the dense layer is connected to each neu-
ron of the last layer. The Dense layers are usually
used for changing the shape of the vectors. We
used the Dense layer taking input from the final
layer of the attention network with the activation
function "sigmoid," which can be present through
the mathematical equation:

σ(wTx+ b) =
1

1 + e−(wTx+b)
(3)

3.3 Comparative Approaches explored
Additionally, we obtained the results by fine-tuning
the RoBERTa-large-MNLI language model over
the dataset for binary classification. With the con-
straints of BERT-based language models to take a
maximum of 512 tokens as input, we fine-tuned the
model with the first 510 tokens of the review com-
bined with [CLS] and [SEP] token at the beginning

and end of the input. We followed the same prepro-
cessing pipeline as in our attention-based network
and achieved an F1-score of 0.77 for the validation
set.

4 Experiment Results and Analysis

We test our model for the English dataset of the
HopeEDI database. The classification report for
our proposed and the top-performing model over
the test set can be seen in Table 3. The proposed
model has proved itself remarkable by achieving
fourth position on the leaderboard with a differ-
ence of 0.04 in F1-score from the top-performing
model. For the validation set, the proposed model
achieved an F1-score of 0.80 while using the same
language model for binary classification achieved
an F1-score of 0.77. To evaluate our results qualita-
tively, we performed an analysis for our prediction
results in Table 4. The presented results indicate
hope and non-hope speech on social media com-
ments. Comments such as "The end is near" clearly
have the potential to provoke violence, and thus can
be used to encourage the masses for violence due to
their negative impact on the mindset. While com-
ments such as "Maddona saved my soul in 1999"
create a positive vibe in the human attitude and give
people hope and boost their confidence to support
good deeds.

5 Conclusion

In this paper, we described the shared task submis-
sion on hope speech detection for English dataset.
We propose a pipeline classifier architecture that
uses an attention mechanism over the contextual-
ized BERT embeddings. For future work, we in-
tend to work upon other languages of the HopeEDI
database and experiment with different neural net-
work architectures combined with contextual em-
beddings.
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Abstract

Depression is one of the most common men-
tal issues faced by people. Detecting signs of
depression early on can help in the treatment
and prevention of extreme outcomes like sui-
cide. Since the advent of the internet, people
have felt more comfortable discussing topics
like depression online due to the anonymity
it provides. This shared task has used data
scraped from various social media sites and
aims to develop models that detect signs and
the severity of depression effectively. In this
paper, we employ transfer learning by applying
enhanced BERT model trained for Wikipedia
dataset to the social media text and perform
text classification. The model gives a F1-score
of 63.8% which was reasonably better than the
other competing models.

1 Introduction

One of the crucial modern world problem that
needs attention today is mental health and its well-
ness. According to GHDX, around 5% of all young
adults have depressive disorders (Vieta et al., 2021).
About half of them never get it diagnosed or treated.
Since the advent of the internet, people have felt
more comfortable discussing topics like depression
and stress online due to the anonymity it provides
(William and Suhartono, 2021). People have come
forward to share their mental struggles with others
and are ready to seek help. This sharedtask has
used data scraped from various social media sites
like twitter, reddit to detect signs and the severity
of depression symptoms.

The main target of this task was to identify Deep
Learning models that performed well in classifying
tweets based on the level of severity of depression.
The term severity here is based on the presence of
certain words and their inclining in the word spec-
trum for mental health. The textual data contains
many hidden patterns and styles that distinctly iden-
tifies signs of depression (un Nisa and Muhammad,

2021). In this paper, we designed a transformer
model with significant fine-tuning to predict if the
context shows moderate, severe or no signs of de-
pression.

2 BERT based Transfer Learning

BERT (Bidirectional Encoder Representations
from Transformers) is a pre-trained deep learning
model that functions on the sequence to sequence
learning of text. BERT models have found to be
performing well in understanding textual data on
depression identification (Martínez-Castaño et al.,
2021). The types of BERT model differs based
on the number of transformer layers, self-attention
layers, number of parameters, types of fine tun-
ing, masking and word embedding and so on. The
classifier uses Google’s BERT-small model1 from
TFHub pretrained for seqtoseq task and adapts it for
text classification with both pooled and sequence
type outputs. The model used in this classifica-
tion system is very similar to García-Pablos et al.
(2020). The difference occurs in fine-tuning of the
model, where in addition to the dropout layer, a
dense classifier layer is added to obtain the final
label. The BERT model for Depression Detection
is shown in Figure 1.

The Training phase consists of the following
steps:

• Pre-Processing: To prepare the input sentence
for the BERT encoder, the words are con-
verted to tokens with input ids and tags us-
ing standard tokenizer. The labels are also
encoded and assigned weights based on the
input data distributed.

• BERT Encoding: The next step is to apply
the pre-trained model to the current input data.
This step tries to map the vector to words in
the context with high precision. The BERT

1https://tfhub.dev/google/small_bert/
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Figure 1: BERT Model for Depression Detection

layer is fine-tuned by adjusting the learning
rate and optimization.

• Dropout: The dropout function tends to ad-
just the weights assigned in each layer so as
to normalizing the weights among the words.
This layer is significant as it differentiates the
words related to depression vs the rest of the
words. This step also distributes the weight to
avoid overfitting.

• Classifier: The final step is to map the pre-
vious layer with 512 words to 3 words (’Se-
vere’, ’ Moderate’ and ’Not depressed’) which
forms the labels for this task. The system uses
a simple dense layer to do that with sigmoid
activation function.

3 Experimental Setup

In this section we will see the experimental arrange-
ment of the model, their preprocessing steps and
their results and discussion.

3.1 Dataset

The dataset for this test comprised of a training,
development and testing data. The training and de-
velopment data, each of them have 3 columns: PID
(post_id), text_data and label. The main content
lies in the text_data field. The number of instances
for each label is listed in Table 1.

Label Train Dev Test
Not depression 1,971 1,830 NA
Moderate 6,019 2,306 NA
Severe 901 360 NA
Total 8,891 4,496 3,245

Table 1: Class-wise distribution of Dataset instances

Label Train Dev Test
Not depression 1,971 1,830 NA
Moderate 6,019 2,306 NA
Severe 901 360 NA
Total 8,891 4,496 3,245

Table 2: Redistribution of Dataset instances

3.2 Pre-Processing

The dataset provided has a mixture raw text ob-
tained directly from the social media platforms.
This data used as such slackened the working of
the models as well as the prediction rate. hence a
series of refining works were done to the dataset
before actual compilation and building.

3.2.1 Removing duplicates and redistribution
of dataset

The train and dev sets contain many duplicates.
After removing these, the distribution results in
just 2720 train cases, 4481 development cases. We
chose to combine the train and development sets
and perform an 80:20 split for the training and
development set. The new class_wise distribution
is given in Table 2 (approximate values because of
the random split).

3.2.2 Removing stop words
The length of texts on the dataset is quite long. To
reduce the model size and improve accuracy, we
remove the stop words. The list of stop words
is obtained from the Python Natural Language
Toolkit and stop_words packages. The length of
the text_data is given in Table 3.

This results in a considerable reduction in our
text data. We set the maximum length of our mod-
els to 300. Shorter sentences are post padded and
the longer ones are post truncated. In the case
of our BERT Model, the maximum length is 512
words.

3.2.3 Tokenization
The words are tokenized using the TensorFlow tok-
enizer with a vocabulary size of 1024 words. Since
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Avg. Length of
words

Median Length
of words

Before 845 572
After 509 349

Table 3: Redistribution of Dataset instances

Figure 2: Layers of the Transfer Learning based BERT
Model

small_BERT model is used for model building, tok-
enization is also performed by the pretrained model.
In addition, the transfer learning also includes a
preprocessing layer which takes care of tokeniza-
tion. Tokenization is a crucial step for BERT based
models as they prepare the data to be processed
by segmenting them between the [CLS] and [SEP]
tags.

3.2.4 One-hot encoding labels
Label binarizer’s encoder function is used to en-
code our labels as one-hot vectors to perform multi-
class classification. In the case of our BERT model,
tf.one_hot function is used to encode the labels into
tensors with a depth of 3 (Jie et al., 2019).

3.3 Fine-tuned BERT Model
The pre-trained small_Bert model for classification
is retrieved from TF Hub. However, to adapt the
model to the given dataset, we perform a layer of
fine-tuning adding a Dense layer as output layer.
The model is trained for 3 epochs with a learning
rate of 3e-5. The number of epochs and learning
rate can be increased but this will add overhead
to the processing time. The details of the different
layers of the model is shown in Figure 2 The details
of the parameters used in each layer of the BERT

model is shown in Figure 3

4 Results and Discussion

The model’s functioning for the given dataset was
better understood by comparing it’s results with
other DL models. The details of the other models
are

• 3-layer embedded model: This is the first and
least complex model. This model has an Em-
bedding layer as input layer. This is passed on
to a pooling layer, followed by a dense layer.
Finally, another dense layer is used as the out-
put layer. The pooling is done by GlobalAv-
eragePooling for 1D. Since word embedding
formed the primitive for many classification
algorithms, this model was chosen (Ge and
Moh, 2017). Further, the efficiency of this
model is often overlooked due to its simplic-
ity.

• RNN with Bidirectional LSTM: This model
comprises an Embedding layer as input layer,
passed on to 2 bidirectional LSTM layers. The
output from the LSTMs are then passed on
to a Dense layer and an output Dense layer.
Dropout is used to counter overfitting. The
reason for choosing this model is to deploy
the hierarchical nature of LSTM that enhances
the performance of contextual understanding
and text classification (Yin et al., 2019).

• BERT based Transformer: This model con-
tains the preprocessing layer, BERT based
Keras layer and dropout layer. The model
is post-processed by adding the final classifier
layer. This model was found to perform best
in case understanding contexts and sequential
operation.

The summary of the three model parameters are
shown in Table 4

4.1 Results

The performance scores against the test dataset for
different models is listed in Table 5. The evaluation
metrics used are Precision (clarity), Recall (cover-
age) and F1-Score. The metrics are calculated at
macro as well as weighted levels. In addition, A
measure of accuracy of the system is calculated
based on their performance on development as well
as test data.
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Figure 3: Summary of the BERT Model

Model No of
Params Layer types

Embedding 68,803 Embedding,
Pooling, Dense

Bidirectional
LSTM

177,155 Embedding,
Bidirectional,
Dense, Dropout

Fine-
tuned
BERT

28,765,188 Preprocessing,
Encoder,
Dropout, Dense

Table 4: Comparison of models used

4.2 Discussion

Tasks like text classification, machine translation
and language modeling rely greatly on the use of
sequential modeling. Even as RNN and LSTM
were perfect for these operations, the computation
time taken due to processing of single input at a
time led to the popularity of transformer models.
Thus the use of BERT is justified in many classi-
fication problems due to their efficiency of being
pre-trained in large dataset and being deeply bidi-
rectional. BERT’s transformer architecture and
model size helped it learn the features better. One
instance where it was able to predict the label cor-
rectly is given below

".., i always make the
wrong choices and i can’t
get myself out of the
depressed state of mind
and i feel like my life is
over ..."

The above sentence was tagged as moderate as
the context is which the words ’depressed’ and
’failure’ are used is also studied. The other two
models had labelled it as severe. The BERT model
works well for context with opposite terms as it
works on parallel processing of layers.

Since contextual words form the key feature in
this learning model, absence of words directly re-
lated to depression in the context had am impact
on the performance of the model. For instance, the
below sentence, though looks like a serious case of
self harm, was tagged moderate due to the lack of
words directly related to depression.

"... I’ll finally get to
take a breather. Today I
think I’ll die."

5 Conclusion

Detecting the signs of depression form just a col-
lection of words is a huge accomplishment in the
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Model Accuracy Macro
F1 score

Macro
Recall

Macro
Preci-
sion

Weighted
F1 score

Weighted
Recall

Weighted
Preci-
sion

Embedding 0.560 0.432 0.449 0.426 0.574 0.560 0.593
Bidirectional
LSTM

0.610 0.466 0.491 0.468 0.610 0.610 0.621

Fine-tuned
BERT

0.636 0.531 0.533 0.528 0.638 0.636 0.641

Table 5: Evaluation of the three DL models

field of Artificial Intelligence. This is because, we
have come to a point where even machine identifies
the emotions of a person from the words he or she
speaks. This work produces one such model that
is capable of detecting depression by exploiting
the efficiency of BERT transformer model. Further
for a model pretrained in a completely different
context, the fine tuned BERT model performed rea-
sonably well when compare to other Deep learning
models such as LSTM and Embedded models. The
model could be enhanced further to address su-
perficial and unclear words by understanding the
context better and by redistributing the weights
among words in the encoder layer.
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Abstract

Social media is considered as a platform where
users express themselves. The rise of social me-
dia as one of humanity’s most important public
communication platforms presents a potential
prospect for early identification and manage-
ment of mental illness. Depression is one such
illness that can lead to a variety of emotional
and physical problems. It is necessary to mea-
sure the level of depression from the social
media text to treat them and to avoid the nega-
tive consequences. Detecting levels of depres-
sion is a challenging task since it involves the
mindset of the people which can change period-
ically. The aim of the DepSign-LT-EDI@ACL-
2022 shared task is to classify the social me-
dia text into three levels of depression namely
“Not Depressed”, “Moderately Depressed”, and
“Severely Depressed”. This overview presents
a description on the task, the data set, method-
ologies used and an analysis on the results of
the submissions. The models that were submit-
ted as a part of the shared task had used a va-
riety of technologies from traditional machine
learning algorithms to deep learning models.
It could be observed from the result that the
transformer based models have outperformed
the other models. Among the 31 teams who
had submitted their results for the shared task,
the best macro F1-score of 0.583 was obtained
using transformer based model.

1 Introduction

According to the World Health Organization
(WHO) (Organization et al., 2017), depression is
a common disorder across the world that has an
impact on the affected person’s mood and feelings.
This mental health disorder affects a large part of
society every year with varying symptoms like
lack of interest, insomnia, thought of death etc.
The symptoms may vary according to the intensity
of disorder. If the intensity is too extreme and left
untreated, it may lead to serious consequences
(Luddington et al., 2009). Thus, early prediction

of depression is inevitable. On the other hand, in
this digital era, social media applications have
become a great platform to look over one’s mood
and feelings (Katikalapudi et al., 2012). Thus,
social media data can be used to detect depression.

Erisk@CLEF (Losada et al., 2017) served as
a root for this task, which aims to detect depres-
sion from the social media data. In addition to
this, many custom data sets (Al Hanai et al., 2018;
Morales and Levitan, 2016), arose that aims to
detect mental illness from various social media
platforms like Twitter (Reece et al., 2017; Tsug-
awa et al., 2015; Deshpande and Rao, 2017; Lin
et al., 2020), Facebook (Eichstaedt et al., 2018),
Reddit (Wolohan et al., 2018; Tadesse et al., 2019),
etc. Among these social media platforms, Red-
dit possesses more textual data and thus, postings
from Reddit were analysed to detect the level of
depression. Also, many research works were based
only on the detection of the presence of depres-
sion rather than detecting the level of depression.
Thus, this shared task aims to detect the level of
depression from Reddit postings.

2 Task description

DepSign-LT-EDI@ACL-20221 aims to detect the
signs of depression of a person from their social me-
dia postings wherein people share their feelings and
emotions. Given social media postings in English,
the system should detect the signs of depression
into three levels of depression namely “Not De-
pressed”, “Moderately Depressed” and “Severely
Depressed”.

3 Data description

For detecting the level of depression from social
media data, postings from Reddit were scraped
and labeled into three class labels namely “Not De-

1https://competitions.codalab.org/competitions/36410
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pressed”, “Moderately Depressed”, and “Severely
Depressed”. The guidelines and details of annota-
tion are explained in (Kayalvizhi and Thenmozhi,
2022). The data set is a “Tab Separated Valued”
data that has been distributed in three splits namely
train set, evaluation set and test data. The details of
data distribution are shown in Table 1. The sample
instances are shown in Table 2.

DepSign-LT-EDI
@ACL-2022

Train Dev Test Total
instances

Not depressed 1,971 1,830 848 4,649
Moderate 6,019 2,306 2,169 10,494
Severe 901 360 228 1,489

Total instances 8,891 4,496 3,245 16,632

Table 1: Data set distribution

4 Methodology

The number of teams that participated in the shared
task was 31 by which we received a total of 68
submissions. The details of methodologies used by
the submissions are explained in this section.

• OPI (Rafał and Michał, 2022): The three
runs submitted used RoBERTa based mod-
els for classification. The first run used a
fine-tuned Transformer architecture based on
RoBERTa large on a data set which was pre-
pared by an arrangement and augmentation
of the provided data set. Second run used
a fine-tuned pretrained RoBERTa large on a
parsed Reddit Mental Health data set2 which
was then fine-tuned on the previously pre-
pared training set. Third run was an ensemble
(mean) of predictions from the previous two
models.

• NYCU_TWD (Wei-Yao et al., 2022): Three
runs were submitted which included machine
learning based methods, pretrained language
models, and pretrained language models with
supervised contrastive learning. VAD score
was adopted into ML based models and
pretrained language models with contrastive
learning to make the system better learn the
representation of given sentences. Power
weighted sum technique was employed to en-
semble these models.

2https://zenodo.org/record/3941387#.YfcI9_lKiUl

• ARGUABLY: The first run used an ensem-
bled approach of combining XLNET, BERT
and RoBERTa by which the contextual and se-
mantic lingual knowledge of a particular sen-
tence was better understood. The second run
was implemented using a fine tuned RoBERTa
model.

• BERT 4EVER (Xiaotian et al., 2022): Two
models based on prompt-learning were con-
structed using different adjectives and three
other models were constructed based on senti-
ment embedding. While training K-fold stack-
ing and back-translation data set were also
used. The first four models were combined
for the first run, first two and the fourth model
were combined for the second run and the first
two and the last two models were combined
for the third run. The t5-base was leveraged as
the base model and different adjectives were
used to indicate different degrees of depres-
sion. BERT model with sentiment embedding
and adversarial training was used to improve
the recognition ability of the model.

• KADO (Morteza et al., 2022): One run was
submitted which used a BERT based Hybrid
Transformer model for the purpose of classifi-
cation.

• UMUTeam (José Antonio and Rafael,
2022): The model combined the linguistic
features, sentence embeddings from FastText
and two distilled embeddings from ROBERTA
and BERT. The first run was implemented us-
ing a neural network. The other two runs used
ensembled approaches of which the mode of
predictions was used by run 2 and average
probabilities was used by run 3.

• DeepBlues (Nawshad et al., 2022): The first
submission used a Depression Specific BERT
pre-trained model called MBERT which was
fine-tuned over the provided data set. The sec-
ond run fine tuned the Mental BERT model
using Relevant Excerpts that were extracted
from the data set and the third model submit-
ted used a Depressive Sentence Proportion
based Method.

• Titowak: Similar data instances from other
data sets like Sentiment140, Suicide Detec-
tion were added to the existing data set using
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PID Text Data Class label

train_pid_1 My life gets worse every year : That’s what it feels like anyway.... moderate

train_pid_2 Words can’t describe how bad I feel right now : I just want to fall asleep forever. severe

train_pid_3 Is anybody else hoping the Coronavirus shuts everybody down? not depressed

Table 2: Sample instances of data set

Doc2Vec and then the training was done using
pre-trained language models like BERT and
RoBERTa and the predictions obtained were
submitted.

• E8@IJS (Ilija et al., 2022): Three submis-
sions were done of which the first one was
based on the RoBERTa model, the second us-
ing Automated Machine Learning (AutoBOT
model) and the third run using a combination
of textual features and knowledge-graph.

• SSN (Adarsh and Betina, 2022): The first
run used a simple Embedding layer followed
by 2 dense layers. The second run used a
RNN with 2 Bidirectional LSTM layers fol-
lowed by 2 Dense layers and the third run
used a transfer Learning model using BERT,
the output of which was passed to a Dense
layer for classification.

• Ablimet: Balancing of the data set was done
using RandomOverSampler. Then Roberta-
base was used as a pretrained language model
and used 2 linear fully connected layers for
the process of classification.

• Viswaas: The submissions were various en-
sembled models using different transformer
models. The weights to each model were ob-
tained using XGBoost and Bayesian Optimiza-
tion methods.

• sclab@cnu: The three submissions done
were based on the transformer models namely
RoBERTa, BERT and an ensembled model
which was constructed by combining both the
above models.

• ai901@cnu: The first run submitted used a
transformer based approach namely RoBerta.
The other two runs were based on Machine
Learning algorithms namely Support Vector
Machine and Logistic Regression.

• Beast: Three models were submitted in which
the first model was trained on Pretrained
BERTWEET, second and third model was
trained on ROBERTA and ROBERTA with
commonsense knowledge respectively.

• Unibuc_NLP: The model submitted had im-
plemented the classification using a Convolu-
tional Neural Network together with GloVe
embedding scheme.

• BFCAI: Different Machine Learning algo-
rithms were used for different submissions
which had used TF/IDF vector space models.

• MUCS (Asha et al., 2022): The first run had
used a transformer based BERT model and the
next two runs had used Ensemble of different
Machine Learning models for the purpose of
classification.

• DepressionOne (Suman and Radhika,
2022): Two runs were submitted in which the
first run was built on pretrained transformers
and the other run uses oversampling and un-
der sampling techniques together with a SVM
classifier.

• SSN_MLRG3 (Sarika et al., 2022) A trans-
former model was submitted. The data set
was initially processed by removing unwanted
symbols and characters. Then, the model
was trained on a Transformer based ALBERT
model.

• nikss: The submission was done based on a
transformer based approach.

• UAGD: A keras neural network model was
submitted with two hidden layers of 64 neu-
rons each was used, with dropout of 0.01.
They had also used SGD optimizer with a
learning rate of 0.03.

• scubeMSEC (Sivamanikandan et al., 2022):
Three transformer based models namely Dis-
tilBERT, ALBERT and RoBERTa were used
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S.No. Team name Features extraction Classifier
Additional data set used

(if any)

1

NYCU_TWD (Wei-Yao et al., 2022),
Vishwaas, ai901@cnu ,

MUCS (Asha et al., 2022),
DepressionOne (Suman and Radhika, 2022),

KUCST (Manex and Amann, 2022), kecsaiyans,
KEC_Deepsign_ACL2022

Word embeddings
Machine learning

classifiers
-

2 IISERB (Tanmay, 2022) Cbow, Doc2Vec
Machine learning

classifiers
Erisk-CLEF

3 BFCAI, IISERB (Tanmay, 2022) Tf-Idf
Machine learning

classifiers
-

4 E8@IJS (Ilija et al., 2022) - AUTOBOT -
5 UAGD - Keras Neural Network -
6 Unibuc_NLP Glove CNN -

7 GA
Custom word
embeddings

CNN -

8 SSN (Adarsh and Betina, 2022) - Transfer Learning -

9 SSN, niksss -
Recurrent neural

networks
-

10
niksss,

kecsaiyans,
KEC_Deepsign_ACL2022

-
Long Short

Term Memory
-

11 UMUTeam (José Antonio and Rafael, 2022)
Linguistic features,

sentence embeddings
Transformers -

12 E8@IJS (Ilija et al., 2022)

Combination of textual
(sentence-transformers,

distilbert, lsa)
features and knowledge-graph

Transformers -

13 OPI (Rafał and Michał, 2022) - Transformers
Reddit Mental Health

data set

14

ARGUABLY,
BERT 4EVER (Xiaotian et al., 2022),

KADO (Morteza et al., 2022), SSN, Ablimet,
Vishwaas , sclab@cnu,

ai901@cnu , Beast,
MUCS (Asha et al., 2022),

DepressionOne (Suman and Radhika, 2022),
SSN_MLRG3 (Sarika et al., 2022), niksss,

ScuBEMSEC (Sivamanikandan et al., 2022),
SSN_MLRG1 (Karun et al., 2022),

RACAI

- Transformers -

15 Titowak - Transformers
Sentiment140,

Suicide Detection

16
DeepBlues (Nawshad et al., 2022),

FilipN (Filip and György, 2022)
-

Domain specific
transformers

-

Table 3: Summary of methodologies
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S.No. Team Name Accuracy
Weighted
F1-score

Weighted
Recall

Weighted
Precision

Macro
Recall

Macro
Precision

Macro
F1-score

Rank
(based on

Macro F1 score)

1 OPI 0.658 0.629 0.623 0.639 0.565 0.512 0.583 1
2 NYCU_TWD 0.633 0.612 0.612 0.624 0.539 0.490 0.552 2
3 ARGUABLY 0.625 0.569 0.550 0.627 0.569 0.479 0.547 3
4 BERT 4EVER 0.625 0.632 0.625 0.644 0.581 0.522 0.543 4
5 KADO 0.618 0.622 0.633 0.615 0.474 0.498 0.542 5
6 UMUTeam 0.625 0.644 0.651 0.641 0.543 0.537 0.538 6
7 DeepBlues 0.651 0.606 0.602 0.615 0.473 0.492 0.537 7
8 Titowak 0.671 0.614 0.602 0.640 0.571 0.515 0.536 8
9 E8@IJS 0.602 0.538 0.586 0.499 0.348 0.256 0.533 9

10 SSN 0.636 0.628 0.618 0.648 0.570 0.526 0.531 10
11 Ablimet 0.623 0.586 0.584 0.588 0.460 0.447 0.530 11
12 Vishwaas 0.609 0.562 0.546 0.588 0.473 0.432 0.524 12
13 sclab@cnu 0.642 0.545 0.524 0.607 0.557 0.455 0.503 13
14 ai901@cnu 0.612 0.642 0.633 0.658 0.573 0.539 0.496 14
15 Beast 0.550 0.666 0.658 0.685 0.591 0.586 0.495 15
16 Unibuc_NLP 0.569 0.613 0.671 0.595 0.384 0.395 0.486 16
17 BFCAI 0.633 0.630 0.642 0.624 0.495 0.517 0.484 17
18 MUCS 0.612 0.527 0.511 0.617 0.519 0.461 0.479 18
19 DepressionOne 0.602 0.638 0.636 0.641 0.533 0.528 0.478 19
20 SSN_MLRG3 0.573 0.576 0.585 0.572 0.403 0.436 0.473 20
21 niksss 0.524 0.585 0.573 0.605 0.516 0.458 0.467 21
22 UAGD 0.577 0.658 0.671 0.653 0.515 0.571 0.464 22
23 scubeMSEC 0.511 0.632 0.625 0.643 0.557 0.525 0.457 23
24 kecsaiyans 0.584 0.633 0.625 0.646 0.572 0.530 0.453 24
25 KUCST 0.546 0.610 0.612 0.612 0.497 0.475 0.443 25
26 IISERB 0.530 0.586 0.577 0.606 0.469 0.470 0.438 26
27 SSN_MLRG1 0.585 0.585 0.569 0.617 0.541 0.469 0.412 27
28 KEC_Deepsign_ACL2022 0.569 0.619 0.609 0.636 0.542 0.513 0.398 28
29 RACAI 0.671 0.550 0.530 0.585 0.481 0.427 0.372 29
30 GA 0.513 0.574 0.569 0.580 0.399 0.398 0.364 30
31 FilipN 0.586 0.527 0.513 0.554 0.373 0.365 0.291 31

Table 4: Team Wise results

to classify the social media posts into different
levels of depression.

• kecsaiyans: To detect signs of depression
from social media text, a machine learning
model with logistic regression was submitted.

• KUCST (Manex and Amann, 2022) : Two
model were submitted which were based on
Logistic Regression of which the first model
considered information about words, POS-
tags and readability measures and the second
model included the ratio of first/third person
and the ratio of singular/plural words.

• IISERB (Tanmay, 2022): The first run sub-
mitted used an entropy based feature weight-
ing scheme which used the Bag of Words
model and Support Vector Machine classi-
fier. The second run used Term Frequency
and Inverse Document Frequency (TF-IDF)
based feature weighting scheme instead of the
entropy based model. The third run used a
paragraph embedding based feature weight-
ing scheme (Doc2Vec) followed by CBOW

and Skipgram model and random forest clas-
sifier. The anxiety data sets released as part
of CLEF eRisk 2021 shared task were used to
build the paragraph embeddings in addition to
the given training data 3.

• SSN_MLRG1 (Karun et al., 2022) : Three
runs were submitted of which the first run
used a fine-tuned version of Distilbert, trained
for 4 epochs with a learning rate 1e-4.
W&B Sweep was run on BERT, ALBERT,
ROBERTA and DISTILBERT with various
parameters and the model with the least evalu-
ation loss and best accuracy was chosen as the
second run. And a basic random forest classi-
fier to test how well a default model adapts to
the given data set was submitted as the third
run.

• KEC_Deepsign_ACL2022: Three runs were
submitted of which the first run was a voting
based ensemble method among machine learn-
ing models like Naive Bayes, Random forest,

3https://erisk.irlab.org/2021/index.html
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Decision tree, Ada boost method. Second run
used Bidirectional LSTM and the third run
used a simple LSTM with dropout.

• RACAI: The system used the XLM-
ROBERTA model with an intermediate layer
before the classification head. The system em-
ployed a new layer configuration inspired by
the biological process of lateral inhibition.

• GA: The model with custom word embed-
dings trained on one-dimensional Convolu-
tional Neural Network was submitted.

• FilipN (Filip and György, 2022): Three runs
that used Mental BERT were submitted with
different assemblies for longer text. First run
used the head and tail of the tokens, the second
run used the head and tail tokens with more
training steps, and the third run used only the
tail tokens with less training steps.

5 Evaluation

The evaluation was done using all the performance
metrics of sklearn. The submitted runs were ranked
using macro F1 score, since the data set is unbal-
anced. The rank list of the teams were tabulated in
Table 4.

From the table, it is clear that the system de-
signed by the OPI team (RoBERTa large with
additional data set) achieved a best macro F1-
score of 0.583. The best accuracy score of
0.671 was achieved by two teams namely Titowak
(RoBERTa with additional data set) and RACAI
(XLM-RoBERTa). The best macro precision and
recall scores of 0.591 and 0.586 were attained by
team Beast. Regarding the weighted scores of F1,
precision and recall, the system designed by team
UAGD (Keras Neural Network) performed better
than the other systems.

6 Analysis and discussion

Out of the 31 teams that participated, 27 teams used
deep learning models to detect the level of depres-
sion. The methodologies of the teams are summa-
rized in Table 3. Among the deep learning models,
25 teams used pre-trained transformers models like
RoBERTa, XLM-RoBERTa, BERT, XLNET, Dis-
tilBERT, AlBERT and T5. Other than pre-trained
transformers models, deep learning models such
as convolutional neural network, RNN, LSTM and
bi-directional LSTM were also used. In addition

to deep learning models, machine learning models
were also implemented. In the machine learning
models, feature extraction was done using word
embeddings, TF-IDF, doc2vec, bag of words, fast-
Text and glove. The machine learning classifiers
like XG-Boost, SVM, linear regression, SGD etc.
were used for training the models. Additional data
sets namely Anxiety data set of e-risk@clef-2021,
Reddit mental health data set, sentiment140 and
suicide detection data sets were used along with
the provided data set for training. Some systems
were trained on balanced data set, after balancing
the data set using random over sampler(Lemaître
et al., 2017).

7 Conclusion

Depression is a common mental illness that has
an impact on a person’s mood and feelings which
may lead to serious consequences if not noticed
and treated at an early stage. Thus, detecting de-
pression at an early stage is a very predominant
need. In this shared task DepSign-LT-EDI@ACL-
2022, the Reddit postings were used to detect levels
of depression using three labels namely “Not De-
pressed”, “Moderately Depressed”, and “Severely
Depressed”. A total of 31 teams submitted their
results and most of the systems were built using
transformers and its variants. The systems were
evaluated using macro-averaged F1-score. The best
performing system of Team OPI has used an en-
semble method of RoBERTa and attained an F1
score of 0.583.
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Abstract

This paper illustrates the overview of the shared
task on automatic speech recognition in the
Tamil language. In the shared task, sponta-
neous Tamil speech data gathered from elderly
and transgender people was given for recogni-
tion and evaluation. These utterances were col-
lected from people when they communicated
in the public locations such as hospitals, mar-
kets, vegetable shop, etc. The speech corpus
includes utterances of male, female, and trans-
gender and was split into training and testing
data. The given task was evaluated using WER
(Word Error Rate). The participants used the
transformer-based model for automatic speech
recognition. Different results using different
pre-trained transformer models are discussed
in this overview paper.

Keywords: Automatic Speech Recognition,
Word Error Rate, Tamil speech corpus, Trans-
former model, Pre-trained model.

1 Introduction

There have been tremendous developments in smart
technologies that continue to evolve and enhance
human-machine interaction (Chakravarthi et al.,
2020; Sampath et al., 2022; Ravikiran et al., 2022;
Chakravarthi et al., 2022; Priyadharshini et al.,
2022). One such recent technology is Automatic
Speech Recognition(ASR) which has paved the
way to a lot of voiced-based interfaces to many
automated systems. Many elderly and transgender
people are unaware of of the technologies available
that are facilitated to aid people in public places
such as banks, hospitals and administrative offices.
Hence, speech is the only medium that could assist
them in satisfying their needs (Hämäläinen et al.,
2015). However, the usage of these ASR systems
by the elderly, transgender and less educated peo-
ple are limited. The reason is most of the existing
automated systems are enabled with voiced-based
interfaces that are in English language. Old aged

and people in rural areas only feel comfortable to
interact in their regional language. If the systems
developed to aid people in public places are enabled
with speech interfaces in the regional language, the
aiding systems are benefited by all people. The
spontaneous speech data in Tamil language is gath-
ered from old-aged and transgender people, who
are bereft of using these facilities to their advan-
tage. This task is organized to find an efficient ASR
model to handle the elderly people speech corpus.
The speech corpus creation is represented in Fig.
1.

The earliest Old Tamil documents are small in-
scriptions in Adichanallur dating from 905 BC to
696 BC. Tamil has the oldest ancient non-Sanskritic
Indian literature of any Indian language. Tamil uses
agglutinative grammar, which uses suffixes to indi-
cate noun class, number, case, verb tense, and other
grammatical categories. Tamil’s standard metalin-
guistic terminology and scholarly vocabulary is
itself Tamil, as opposed to the Sanskrit that is stan-
dard for most Aryan languages. Tamil has many
forms, in addition to dialects: a classical literary
style based on the ancient language (cankattami), a
modern literary and formal style (centami), and a
current colloquial form (kotuntami) (Sakuntharaj
and Mahesan, 2021, 2017, 2016; Thavareesan and
Mahesan, 2019, 2020a,b, 2021). These styles blend
into one another, creating a stylistic continuity. It
is conceivable, for example, to write centami us-
ing cankattami vocabulary, or to utilize forms con-
nected with one of the other varieties while speak-
ing kotuntami (Subalalitha, 2019; Srinivasan and
Subalalitha, 2019; Narasimhan et al., 2018). Tamil
words are made up of a lexical root and one or
more affixes. The majority of Tamil affixes are suf-
fixes. Tamil suffixes are either derivational suffixes,
which modify the part of speech or meaning of the
word, or inflectional suffixes, which designate cat-
egories like as person, number, mood, tense, and
so on. There is no ultimate limit to the length and
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scope of agglutination, which might result in large
words with several suffixes, requiring many words
or a sentence in English (Anita and Subalalitha,
2019b,a; Subalalitha and Poovammal, 2018).

Initially, an ASR system will extract the features
from speech signals. Further,acoustic models will
be created with the features. Finally, the language
model will be created which captures the linguistic
information from the text (Das et al., 2011). The
performance of the ASR systems has to be eval-
uated for it to be used in real time applications.
On large scale automatic speech recognition (ASR)
tasks, an end-to-end speech recognition system has
showed promising performance, making it compet-
itive with traditional hybrid systems. The end-to-
end system includes an acoustic model, lexicon,
and language model that turns acoustic data into
tag labels immediately(Zeng et al., 2021; Pérez-
Espinosa et al., 2017). In the field of end-to-end
speech recognition, two common frameworks are
used. One is distinguished by frame synchronous
prediction, which means that one target label is
assigned to each input frame(Miao et al., 2020;
Xue et al., 2021; Miao et al., 2019; Watanabe et al.,
2017). The performance can also be measured
in terms of phoneme recognition with different
test feature vectors and different model parameters.
The use of acoustic models for speech recogni-
tion, which are created using the voices of younger
adults, may be a significant factor in the recognition
of elderly speech (Fukuda et al., 2020; Zeng et al.,
2020; Iribe et al., 2015). There are few acoustic
models created to carry out the speech recognition
task. Some of the acoustic models are Japanese
Newspaper Article Sentences (JNAS), Japanese
Newspaper Article Sentences Read Speech Cor-
pus of the Aged (S-JNAS) and Corpus of Sponta-
neous Japanes (CSJ). In the literature, all the acous-
tic models are compared and found that the CSJ
model achieves the lowest WER only after the adap-
tation of the elderly voices(Fukuda et al., 2020).
Similarly, dialect adaptation is also required so
as to improve recognition accuracy(Fukuda et al.,
2019). Due to recent developments in large vo-
cabulary continuous speech recognition (LVCSR)
technologies, speech recognition systems have be-
come widely used in a variety of fields(Xue et al.,
2021). Acoustic differences between speakers are
thought to be one of the primary causes of the
decline in speech recognition rates. For elderly
speakers to use speech recognition systems trained

Figure 1: Speech corpus collected from vulnerable indi-
viduals in Tamil language

using normal adult speech data, the acoustic differ-
ence between the speech of elderly speaker and that
of a typical adult should be analyzed and adapted
accordingly. Instead, an acoustic model trained on
the utterances of elderly speakers can reduce this
degradation, as confirmed by a document retrieval
system. High recognition accuracy can be obtained
for speech reading a written text or similar by us-
ing cutting-edge speech recognition technology;
however, the accuracy degrades for freely spoken
spontaneous speech. The main reason for this issue
is that acoustic and linguistic models used in speech
recognition have been developed primarily using
written language text or read speech. However,
spontaneous speech and written language differ sig-
nificantly both acoustically and linguistically(Zeng
et al., 2020). Nowadays, developing ASR systems
recognizing elderly people speech data has became
more common. Due to the ageing population in
modern society and the growth of smart devices,
there is a need to improve speech recognition in
smart devices so that information can be freely
accessible to the elderly as well as the younger
people(Kwon et al., 2016; Vacher et al., 2015; Hos-
sain et al., 2017; Teixeira et al., 2014). Due to the
impacts of speech articulation and speaking style,
speech recognition systems are often optimised for
an average adult’s voice and have a lower accuracy
rate when recognising an elderly person’s voice.
Adapting the currently available speech recognition
systems for handling the speech of senior users is
certain to incur additional costs(Kwon et al., 2016).

2 Task Description

This shared task tackles a difficult problem in Auto-
matic Speech Recognition: vulnerable elderly and
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transgender individuals in Tamil. People in their se-
nior years go to primary places such as banks, hos-
pitals, and administrative offices to meet their daily
needs. Many elderly persons are unsure of how to
use the devices provided to assist them. Similarly,
because transgender persons are denied access to
primary education as a result of societal discrimina-
tion, speech is the only channel via which they may
meet their needs. The data on spontaneous speech
is collected from elderly and transgender people
who are unable to take advantage of these services.
For the training set, a speech corpus containing
5.5 hours of transcribed speech will be released, as
well as 2 hours of speech data for testing test.

3 Related Work

When a model is fine-tuned on many languages
at the same time, a single multilingual speech
recognition model can be built that can compete
with models that are fine-tuned on individual lan-
guage speech corpus. Speech2Vec expands the
text-based Word2Vec model to learn word embed-
dings directly from speech by combining an RNN
Encoder-Decoder framework with skipgrams or
cbow for training. Acoustic models are designed
at phoneme/syllable level to carry out the speech
recognition task. Initially, the acoustic models were
created with JNAS, S-JNAS and CSJ speech cor-
pus(Lin and Yu, 2015; Iribe et al., 2015). Later,
the models were trained/fine-tuned with differ-
ent speech corpus. To get a better performance
and accuracy, backpropagation using the transfer
learning was attempted in the literature. Similar
work was performed for other languages like Ben-
gali, Japanese, etc. Also, more speech corpus is
collected from the young people for many lan-
guages(Zeng et al., 2020; Lee et al., 2021). How-
ever, speaker fluctuation, environmental noise, and
transmission channel noise all degrade ASR per-
formance. As the shared task is given with a sep-
arate training data set, an effective model has to
be created during the training. Therefore, hierar-
chical transformer based model for large context
end to end ASR can be used (Masumura et al.,
2021). In the recent era, the environment is chang-
ing with smart systems and is identified that there
is a need for ASR systems that are capable of han-
dling speech of elderly people spoken in their na-
tive languages. To overcome this problem, the
shared task is proposed for the research commu-
nity to build an efficient model for recognizing the

speech of elderly people and transgenders in Tamil
language.

4 Data-set Description

The dataset given to this shared task is an Tamil
conversational speech recorded from the elderly
people whose average age is around 61 for male,
59 for female and 30 for transgender people which
are tabulated in Table 1 . A total of 6 hours and
42 minutes is collected from the elderly people.
46 audio files were recorded and each audio file
is split into many subsets as transformer model
does not support the large audio files. The speech
is recorded with a sampling rate of 16KHZ. The
audio files from Audio - 1 to Audio - 36 are used
for training (duration is approximately 5.5 hours)
and Audio - 37 to Audio - 47 are used for testing
(duration is approximately 2 hours).

5 Methodology

The methodology used by the participants in shared
task of speech recognition for vulnerable individu-
als in Tamil is discussed in this section. Different
types of pre-trained transformer models used by
the participants in this shared task are

Amrrs/wav2vec2-large-xlsr-53-tamil 1 (Dhanya
et al., 2022)

akashsivanandan/wav2vec2-large-xslr-300m-
tamil-colab-final 2 (Dhanya et al., 2022)

nikhil6041/wav2vec2-large-xlsr-tamil-
commonvoice 3 (Dhanya et al., 2022)

Rajaram1996/wav2vec-large-xlsr-53-tamil 4

(Suhasini and Bharathi, 2022)
The above mentioned models are fine tuned

on facebook/wav2vec-large-xlsr-53 5 pre-trained
model using multilingual common voice dataset.
To fine-tune the model, they had a classifier repre-
senting the downstreams task’s output vocabulary
on top of it and train it with a Connectionist Tem-
poral Classification (CTC) loss on the labelled data.
The models used are based on XLSR wav2vec
model, this XLSR model is capable of learning
cross-lingual speech data, where the raw speech

1https://huggingface.co/Amrrs/wav2vec2-large-xlsr-53-
tamil

2https://huggingface.co/akashsivanandan/wav2vec2-
large-xls-r-300m-tamil-colab-final

3https://huggingface.co/nikhil6041/wav2vec2-large-xlsr-
tamil-commonvoice

4https://huggingface.co/Rajaram1996/wav2vec2-large-
xlsr-53-tamil

5https://huggingface.co/facebook/wav2vec2-large-xlsr-
53
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Table 1: Age, gender and duration of the utterances in speech corpus

S.No Filename Gender Age Duration(in secs)
1 Audio - 1 M 72 10
2 Audio - 2 F 61 9
3 Audio - 3 F 71 11
4 Audio - 4 M 68 8
5 Audio - 5 F 59 14
6 Audio - 6 F 67 9
7 Audio - 7 M 54 8
8 Audio - 8 F 65 16
9 Audio - 9 F 55 3
10 Audio - 10 M 60 13
11 Audio - 11 F 55 17
12 Audio - 12 F 52 6
13 Audio - 13 F 53 11
14 Audio - 14 F 61 9
15 Audio - 15 F 54 1
16 Audio - 16 F 56 6
17 Audio - 17 F 52 12
18 Audio - 18 F 54 6
19 Audio - 19 F 52 8
20 Audio - 20 F 52 9
21 Audio - 21 F 62 13
22 Audio - 22 F 52 12
23 Audio - 23 F 62 13
24 Audio - 24 F 53 4
25 Audio - 25 F 65 3
26 Audio - 26 F 64 8
27 Audio - 27 F 54 6
28 Audio - 28 M 62 8
29 Audio - 29 M 54 16
30 Audio - 30 F 76 9
31 Audio - 31 F 55 9
32 Audio - 32 M 50 6
33 Audio - 33 F 63 6
34 Audio - 34 M 84 6
35 Audio - 35 F 70 6
36 Audio - 36 F 50 6
37 Audio - 37 M 53 6
38 Audio - 38 F 55 6
39 Audio - 39 M 62 6
40 Audio - 40 T 24 6
41 Audio - 41 T 22 7
42 Audio - 42 T 40 8
43 Audio - 43 T 25 11
44 Audio - 44 T 29 10
45 Audio - 45 T 35 9
46 Audio - 46 T 33 16
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S. No Model Name WER (in %)
1 SSN_NLP Submission 1 (Dhanya et al., 2022) 39.4512
2 SUH_ASR (Suhasini and Bharathi, 2022) 39.6487
3 SSN_NLP Submission 2 (Dhanya et al., 2022) 39.6834
4 SSN_NLP Submission 3 (Dhanya et al., 2022) 39.9982

Table 2: Results of the participating systems in Word Error Rate

waveform is converted to multiple languages by
pre-training a single model.

6 Evaluation of Results

The results submitted by the participants are
evaluated based on the WER computed between
the ASR hypotheses submitted by the participants
and the ground truth of human speech transcription.

WER ( Word Error Rate) = ( S + D + I) / N

where,
S = No. of substitutions
D = No. of deletions
I = No. of insertions
N = No. of words in the reference transcription

As discussed in the methodology, different av-
erage word error rate are measured using various
pre-trained transformer based models.

Performance of the ASR submitted by the par-
ticipants are tabulated in Table 2. From Table 2,
the Amrrs/wav2vec2-large-xlsr-53-tamil 6 model
produces less WER compared to other models.

7 Conclusion

This overview paper discusses the shared task for
vulnerable speech recognition in Tamil, where the
speech corpus shared for this task is recorded from
the elderly people. Recognizing the speech elderly
people with better accuracy is a challenging task.
Therefore, the collected speech corpus has been
shared to participants to address the problem with
their method to increase the accuracy and perfor-
mance in recognizing the elderly people speech.
Totally, there were two participants who took part
in this shared task and submitted the results as tran-
scripts of the given data. The team has compared
the result with the human transcripts and calculated
the WER. Both the participants have used different

6https://huggingface.co/Amrrs/wav2vec2-large-xlsr-53-
tamil

transformer based model for building their recog-
nition systems. Finally, the word error rates of
the two participants are 39.4512 & 39.6487 respec-
tively. Based on the observations, it is suggested
that the transformer based model can be trained
with given speech corpus which could give a better
accuracy than the pre-trained model, as the trans-
former based model used are trained with common
voice dataset. Also, a separate language model can
also be created for this corpus.
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Abstract

Depression is linked to the development of de-
mentia. Cognitive functions such as thinking
and remembering generally deteriorate in de-
mentia patients. Social media usage has been
increased among the people in recent days. The
technology advancements help the community
to express their views publicly. Analysing the
signs of depression from texts has become an
important area of research now, as it helps to
identify this kind of mental disorders among the
people from their social media posts. As part of
the shared task on detecting signs of depression
from social media text, a dataset has been pro-
vided by the organizers (Sampath et al.). We
applied different machine learning techniques
such as Support Vector Machine, Random For-
est and XGBoost classifier to classify the signs
of depression. Experimental results revealed
that, the XGBoost model outperformed other
models with the highest classification accuracy
of 0.61% and an Macro F1 score of 0.54.

1 Introduction

Depression is a risk factor for Dementia. Dementia
patients often experience a deterioration in cog-
nitive abilities such as thinking and remembering
(Dong and Yang, 2021). Early detection and treat-
ment of depressive symptoms can greatly improve
the chances of controlling depression and reduc-
ing the harmful effects of depression on a person’s
well-being, health, and social–economic life. The
task of distinguishing between depressed and non-
depressed people using online social media is crit-
ical. Information, communication, and posts on
social media describe a user’s emotional state (Al-
adb et al., 2018). Their sentimental state, on the
other hand, will be strong, which could lead to a
misdiagnosis of depression. Clinical interviews and
questionnaire surveys conducted by hospitals or or-
ganizations, where psychiatric assessment tables
are used to determine mental disorder prognosis,
are currently the most common procedures used.

Depression affects more than 300 million people
worldwide, according to the World Health Organi-
zation. Depression can have a negative impact on
one’s personal well-being, family life, and educa-
tional institutions at work, as well as contribute to
physical damage.

Recently, the task of detecting depression in an
earlier stage is attempted by researchers in alter-
native ways too. One such attempt is to mine the
social media posts of people, from which the signs
of depression can be detected. To this end, vari-
ous machine learning techniques could be applied
to diagnose depression from feelings or emotions
expressed in social media texts, by using Artificial
Intelligence (AI) and Natural Language Processing
(NLP)-based approaches. We have extracted fea-
tures from the text and BOW method is appliled.
For building the model, we have used SVM and
ensmeble based methods Random Forest classifier
and XGB classifier. From the experimental results,
we found that, XGB outperforms other methods
with an accuarcy of 0.60 and an F1 score of 0.54.

2 Literature Review

Ibitoye A.O (Ibitoye et al., 2021) looked at two
research that looked at how supervised machine-
learning classifiers could predict the interaction
of emotions. They used classification methods
to classify depression-related messages on social
media. Mathur (Mathur et al., 2020) suggested a
strategy based on a Bidirectional LSTM (BLSTM)
+ Attention model for detecting depression early
in Twitter users’ messages. To detect depression
from the Twitter dataset, Orabi (Husseini Orabi
et al., 2018) suggested using the Continuous Bag
of Words (CBOW) embedding approach. Kim Jin
et al. (Kim et al., 2021) researched about how a
supervised machine learning algorithm can help
detect post-traumatic stress disorder by measuring
predicting parameters.
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3 Methodology

The overall workflow of the proposed system is
depicted in Figure 1 The flow depicts data prepro-
cessing, lemmatization followed by training and
testing using machine learning model. Support
Vector Machine, Random Forest, and XGBoost are
utilized to classify depression from text data into
no depression, severe and moderate depression.

Figure 1: Overall workflow of the proposed system

3.1 Data Processing

Applying pre-processing is essential for classifica-
tion in the experiment since the data are not or-
ganised in the same format or structure. To min-
imise redundancies and make sure the data is com-
puter usable, data cleaning and transformation were
utilised. The data types are justified so that the
dataset can be compared and compared. The scale
condition in data had to be uniformed, hence nor-
malisation was also required. The psychological
domain knowledge in functional diagnostic crite-
ria is employed in the rebuilding of data structure
while data preprocessing is being implemented. All
data must be reconstructed into only three labels,
which correspond to three types of depression diag-
nostic criteria: not depression, severe depression,
and mild depression.

3.2 Lemmatization

In Natural Language Processing (NLP) and ma-
chine learning in general, lemmatization is one of
the most used text pre-processing techniques. A
given word is reduced to its base word in both
stemming and lemmatization. In the lemmatiza-
tion process, the root word is called lemma. As
a result, a lemmatization algorithm would recog-
nise that better is derived from good, and hence
the lemmatizer is good. Because lemmatization en-
tails determining a word’s meaning from a source
such as a dictionary, it takes a long time. As a re-
sult, most lemmatization methods are slower than
stemming techniques. Although there is a process-
ing expense for lemmatization, computational re-
sources are rarely a consideration in an ML chal-
lenge. WordNet Lemmatizer is used where NLTK
is used to convert Special character, dot remove,
multiple space converted to single space, conver-
sion from upper case to lower case.

3.3 TFIDF transform

The TF-IDF is a subtask of information retrieval
and extraction that seeks to represent the value of a
word in a document that is part of a corpus of docu-
ments. Some search engines utilise it to assist them
get better results that are more relevant to a par-
ticular query. TF-IDF stands for Term Frequency
— Inverse Text Frequency and is a statistic that at-
tempts to better describe how essential a term is for
a document while also considering its relationship
to other papers in the same corpus. This is done by
counting the number of times a term appears in a
document as well as the number of times the same
word appears in other documents in the corpus

3.4 Support Vector Machine (SVM)

Support Vector Machines are typically thought of
as a classification method, however they can be
used to solve both classification and regression
problems. It can handle both continuous and cate-
gorical variables with ease. To differentiate various
classes, SVM creates a hyperplane in multidimen-
sional space. SVM iteratively generates the best
hyperplane, which is then utilised to minimise an
error. The goal of SVM is to find a maximum
marginal hyperplane (MMH) that splits a dataset
into classes as evenly as possible. A hyperplane is
a decision plane that divides a group of items that
belong to various classes. A margin is the distance
between the two lines on the class points that are
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closest to each other.

3.5 Random Forest (RF)

Random Forest is a classifier that combines a
number of decision trees on different subsets of
a dataset and averages the results to increase the
dataset’s predicted accuracy. Instead than relying
on a single decision tree, the random forest collects
the forecasts from each tree and predicts the final
output based on the majority votes of predictions.
The bigger the number of trees in the forest, the
more accurate it is and the problem of overfitting
is avoided. The random forest is formed in two
phases: the first is to combine N decision trees to
build the random forest, and the second is to make
predictions for each tree created in the first phase.

3.6 XGBoost Classifier

The eXtreme Gradient Boosting (XGBoost) tech-
nique is a more advanced version of the gradient
boosting algorithm. The eXtreme Gradient Boost-
ing (XGBoost) technique is a more advanced ver-
sion of the gradient boosting algorithm. XGBoost
is a sophisticated machine learning algorithm that
excels in terms of speed and accuracy. While im-
plementing an XGBoost model, we must take into
account many parameters and their values. To in-
crease and completely use the advantages of the
XGBoost model over competing methods, parame-
ter adjustment is required.

4 Experimental Study and Results
Discussion

The implementation work for the depression detec-
tion challenge is described in this section. The
dataset and data acquisition procedure are ex-
plained in Section 4.1. The division of data for
training and testing purposes is briefly explained
in Section 4.2. Section 4.3 describes the results
attained from the models.

4.1 Dataset

The CodaLa dataset contains social media post-
ings in English, the system is required classify the
signs of depression into three labels namely “not
depressed”, “moderately depressed”, and “severely
depressed”. The dataset collected from codaLabs
consists of 8891 texts which were also included
labels. Figure 2 shows the sample data set with
class moderate, severe and no depression.

Figure 2: Sample Dataset with labels and Text Value

4.2 Data Splitting For training and testing

The complete dataset is split into two sets: a train-
ing set and a test set, which are used to train and
evaluate the model. This method can also be used
to assess the overall performance of the model dur-
ing training and validation. The shape of training
set was (8891,1500) and the shape of testing set
was (3245,1500).

4.3 Discussion

XGBoost outperforms the other methods used with
an accuracy of 64.3%, F1 score 0.54 , recall of 0.64
and precision of 0.52. Random forest attained an
accuracy of 56.4%, F1 score 0.55 , recall of 0.56
and precision of 0.56 which performs less when
compared with XGBoost with respect to accuracy.
SVM which was also implemented attained an ac-
curacy of 56.7%, F1 score 0.55 , recall of 0.56 and
precision of 0.55. Based on the results obtained
the depression prediction of the three class data of
SVM, Random Forest and XGBoost is shown in
Table 1. Learning accuracy like Recall, Precision,
F1-Score of the three class classification using Ran-
dom Forest, SVM and XGBoost is given in table
1.

5 Conclusion

Early detection and treatment of depressive symp-
tom improves a person’s chances of controlling
depression and reducing its harmful effects on their
well-being, health, and social–economic life. The
dataset comprises a text data set for categorising
depression into three categories: moderate, severe,
and not depressed. Machine learning algorithms
are used to classify the text data for identifying
the depression data. Using SVM and Random For-
est classifiers resulted in an accuracy of 0.55 and
0.43. The highest classification accuracy of 0.60
was achieved XGBoost classifier.
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Abstract

Social media platforms have been provoking
masses of people. The individual comments
affect a prevalent way of thinking by moving
away from preoccupation with discrimination,
loneliness, or influence in building confidence,
support, and good qualities. This paper aims
to identify hope in these social media posts.
Hope significantly impacts the well-being of
people, as suggested by health professionals.
It reflects the belief to achieve an objective,
discovers a new path, or become motivated to
formulate pathways. In this paper we classify
given a social media post, hope speech or not
hope speech, using ensembled voting of BERT,
ERNIE 2.0 and RoBERTa for English language
with 0.54 macro F1-score (2st rank). For
non-English languages Malayalam, Spanish
and Tamil we utilized XLM RoBERTA with
0.50, 0.81, 0.3 macro F1 score (1st, 1st,3rd

rank) respectively. For Kannada, we use Multi-
lingual BERT with 0.32 F1 score(5th)position.
We release our code-base here https:
//github.com/Muskaan-Singh/
Hate-Speech-detection.git

1 Introduction and Related Work

Hope plays a significant role in well-being, (Milk,
1997), recuperation, and restoration of human life
by health professionals. Hope provides a belief for
an individual to discover and utilize their pathways
(Chang, 1998). It gives the problem-solving ability
and coping with various challenges to one objec-
tive (Snyder et al., 1991; Cover, 2013; Youssef and
Luthans, 2007). In this work, we aim to identify
this hope through social media comments by in-
dividuals as these comments promote confidence,
support, good qualities, shifting the vision of think-
ing from preoccupation with discrimination or lone-
liness. Social media has influenced hate-related
crimes or spread hatred. Social media platforms
such as Facebook, YouTube, Twitter are working
tirelessly to detect and bring down such hateful

content from their platforms. Since hate content
must not be confused with Freedom of speech and
expression, thus it becomes quite challenging to
reduce the number of false positives.

Earlier attempts for hope speech detection, in
LT-EDI-2021 workshop (Huang and Bai, 2021) in-
volves best-performing model uses a combination
of XLM and RoBERTa, XLM-RoBERTa language
model (Conneau et al., 2019a). It also addressed
non-English language comments by using TF-IDF
to filter out the error due to multilingualism and
code-mixing after extracting the weighted output
of the final layer of the XLM-RoBERTa model.
Another attempt by (Gundapu and Mamidi, 2021)
with language identification model to detect non-
English hope speech. The classification architec-
ture presented a transformer-based ensembled ar-
chitecture consisting of a BERT pre-trained model
and a language identification model. Further (Ra-
jput et al., 2021), presented a simple classification
model which initially created the static BERT (De-
vlin et al., 2018) embeddings matrix of the data to
extract the contextual information of the data and
then experimented with various Deep Neural Net-
works (DNN) to train a binary classifier. Motivated
from the last year’s best performing submission in
LT-EDI-2021 using the transformers, we ensemble
various transformers and utilize the predicted labels
with voting.

2 Shared Task Description

The shared task comprised of Hope Speech De-
tection for Equality, Diversity, and Inclusion
(HopeEDI) (Chakravarthi, 2020; Chakravarthi and
Muralidaran, 2021). We are provided with social
media comments for English, Kannada, Malay-
alam, Spanish and Tamil languages. We partic-
ipated in all languages. The dataset consists of
annotation with Hope Speech, Not Hope Speech for
training development sets, respectively. We have
reported the dataset statistics in detail in Table3.
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Language-wise distribution (Train + Dev)
Label English Kannada Malayalam Spanish Tamil

Hope Speech 2234 1909 1858 660 7084
Not Hope Speech 23347 3649 6989 660 8870

Table 1: Data distribution for the HopeEDI database.

Comment Label
all lives matter .without that we never have peace so to me forever all lives matter. Hope Speech

Only one race the Human Race Hope Speech
She saves lives with her music. Not Hope Speech

Police are already killing people Not Hope Speech

Table 2: Examples for Hope Speech, Not Hope Speech in the HopeEDI dataset.

Table 3: Dataset Statistics for training, development and
test sets for English, Kannada, Malayalam, Spanish and
Tamil

Train Dev Test
English 22739 2840 388
Kannada 4939 617 617
Malayalam 7872 973 1070
Spanish 990 330 330
Tamil 14198 1754 1760

We also did report the hope speech and not speech
labels data distribution for all the languages in Ta-
ble 1. Some examples for the hope speech and not
hope speech comments are presented in Table 10.
Baseline code with machine learning algorithms
(Multinomial Naive Bayes, SVM, KNN, Logistic
Regression, and Decision trees) are also provided
to the participants.

3 System Description

In this section, we provide a detailed explana-
tion of our system submission. In this paper, we
have proposed a pipeline architecture with data
pre-processing Section: 3.1, feature extraction in
Section: 3.2 and proposed ensembled voting model
in Section:3.3.

3.1 Data Pre-processing

Social media comments are usually unstructured
data with special characters. We apply prelim-
inary pre-processing removed stopwords, emoji,
and punctuation removal with NLTK library (Loper
and Bird, 2002).

3.2 Feature Extraction

We tokenize all the sentences and map the tokens
to their word IDs to extract features. For every
sentence in the dataset, we follow a series of steps
(i) tokenize the sentences (ii) prepend the [CLS]
token to the start (iii) append the [SEP] token to
the end (iv) map the token to their IDs (v) pad or
truncate the sentenced to max length (vi) mapping
of attention masks for [PAD] tokens. We padded
and truncated the max_length=30. The generated
sequence sentences are passed for encoding with
its attention mask (differentiating padding from
non-padding).

3.3 Proposed Methodology

For English language, we formulate an ensembled
voting classifier with BERT (Devlin et al., 2018),
RoBERTa (Liu et al., 2019) and ERNIE (Sun et al.,
2020). Firstly, we began encoding comments with
specific pre-trained embeddings for formulating the
matrix.

3.3.1 BERT
Bidirectional Encoder Representations from
Transformers (BERT) involves pre-training deep
bi-directional transformers for language under-
standing. It utilizes unlabeled text by jointly train-
ing the left and proper context in all layers. BERT
takes input as a concatenation of two segments (se-
quences of tokens),x_1, ..., x_Nandy_1, ..., y_M .
Segments usually consist of more than one
natural sentence. The two segments are
presented as a single input sequence to
BERT with special tokens delimiting them:
[CLS], x_1, ..., x_N, [SEP ], y_1, ..., y_M, [EOS].
M and N are constrained such that M + N < T ,
where T is a parameter that controls the maximum
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Figure 1: Proposed Methodology for Hope Speech Detection

sequence length during training. Fine-tuning of the
pre-trained model can be easily handled by adding
the output layer to create state-of-art models for
various NLP tasks without substantial task-specific
architecture modification.

3.3.2 RoBERTa
Robustly Optimized BERT approach has empha-
sized data being used for pre-training and the num-
ber of passes for training. The BERT model is opti-
mized with dynamic masking, more extended train-
ing with big batches over more data, removing the
next prediction objective, and dynamically chang-
ing masking patterns for training data. The model
achieved state-of-art results on GLUE, RACE, and
SQuAD without multi-task finetuning for GLUE
or additional data for SQuAD.

3.3.3 ERNIE 2.0
ERNIE 2.0 is another continual pre-training frame-
work that efficiently supports customized training
tasks in multi-task learning incrementally. The
pre-trained model is finetuned to adapt to various
language understanding tasks. The framework has
demonstrated significant improvement over BERT
and XLNET on approximately 16 tasks, including
GLUE.

Further, due to limited models for multilingual,
we restricted our experiment for Malayalam, Span-
ish and Tamil languages to XLM ROBERTA (Con-
neau et al., 2019b). It significantly aims at cross-
lingual transfer tasks for pre-trained multilingual
language models. The model performs exception-
ally well on low resource languages at a scale. The
empirical analysis presents positive transfer and ca-
pacity delusion. Further, the model also allows mul-

tilingual modeling without sacrificing per-language
performance. It has shown competitive results with
strong monolingual models on GLUE.

For Kannada, we utilize Multilingual BERT (M-
BERT) (Pires et al., 2019), released by Devlin et al.
(2019). It is a language model trained with mono-
lingual corpora in 104 languages. It reports ex-
ceptional results on zero-shot cross-lingual model
transfer. Task-specific annotations for a language
are used to finetune evaluation on others—the mul-
tilingual representation exhibits systematic defi-
ciencies affecting some language pairs.

3.3.4 Experimental Setup
We use V1 100 GPU with 53GB RAM alongside 8
CPU cores for the experimental setup. We divide
the entire dataset with a 90:10 train and validation
split of eight batches, with a learning rate (1e-5)
and Adam optimizer (Kingma and Ba, 2014) with
epsilon (1e-8 ). We feed a seed_val of 42. For
calculating the training loss over all the batches, we
use gradient descents (Andrychowicz et al., 2016)
with clipping the norm to 1.0 to avoid exploding
gradient problem.

3.4 Comparative Approaches explored

We explore a couple of other methods as presented
in Table: 11 and 9 for system submission for de-
tecting hope and not-hope speech from social me-
dia comments. We experimented with ERNIE 2.0,
RoBERTa, XLNET, and BERT and ensembled best-
performing approaches i.e., BERT, ERNIE 2.0, and
RoBERTa. The results depict ensemble results are
outperforming all other experimented models for
English. While for Tamil, Malayalam, and Spanish,
we see XLR-RoBERTa performs exceptionally bet-
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Precision Recall F1-Score
Model Marco Weighted Macro Weighted Macro Weighted

Top performing 0.56 0.87 0.54 0.89 0.55 0.88
Proposed model 0.55 0.87 0.54 0.88 0.54 0.87

Average score 0.47 0.85 0.46 0.80 0.43 0.80

Table 4: Comparison with the top-performing model results for English

Precision Recall F1-Score
Model Macro Weighted Macro Weighted Macro Weighted

Top performing 0.30 0.39 0.34 0.46 0.32 0.42
Proposed model 0.29 0.38 0.33 0.44 0.30 0.40

Average score 0.28 0.375 0.33 0.438 0.303 0.39

Table 5: Comparison with the top-performing model results for Tamil

Precision Recall F1-Score
Model Macro Weighted Macro Weighted Macro Weighted

Proposed model 0.64 0.76 0.53 0.79 0.50 0.75
Average score 0.45 0.67 0.45 0.73 0.44 0.69

Table 6: Comparison with the top-performing model results for Malayalam

Precision Recall F1-Score
Model Macro Weighted Macro Weighted Macro Weighted

Proposed model 0.81 0.81 0.81 0.81 0.81 0.81
Average score 0.79 0.79 0.79 0.79 0.79 0.79

Table 7: Comparison with the top-performing model results for Spanish

Precision Recall F1-Score
Model Macro Weighted Macro Weighted Macro Weighted

Top performing 0.49 0.74 0.48 0.76 0.48 0.75
Proposed model 0.31 0.53 0.32 0.54 0.32 0.54

Average score 0.41 0.65 0.41 0.64 0.40 0.64

Table 8: Comparison with the top-performing model results for Kannada

Tamil Malayalam Spanish Kannada
P R F1 P R F1 P R F1 P R F1

M-BERT 0.64 0.61 0.60 0.72 0.62 0.64 0.75 0.75 0.75 0.72 0.70 0.71
XLM-R 0.65 0.63 0.63 0.76 0.63 0.66 0.82 0.81 0.81 0.70 0.69 0.69

Table 9: Comparative approaches explored for the system submission to classify hate and non-hate speech for Tamil,
Malayalam, Spanish and Kannada

Comment Predicted Label
9.20 To never give hope - to never give up ! She said it with conviction . Hope Speech

how can you disrespect your own body? It is YOURS! Not Hope Speech
Maddona saved my Soul in 1999 Not Hope Speech

Table 10: Qualitative Results for Hope Speech, Not Hope Speech
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P R F1
ERNIE 2.0 0.8 0.73 0.76
BERT 0.81 0.7 0.75
RoBERTa 0.8 0.71 0.75
XLNET 0.8 0.72 0.74
Ensemble 0.81 0.72 0.76

Table 11: We explored comparative analysis for
the system submission to classify hate and non-hate
speech for the English language. In the ensem-
ble approach, we choose the best of all the models
(ERNIE+BERT+RoBERTa).

ter than M-BERT. For Kannada, M-BERT performs
distinctly well.

4 Results and Analysis

We evaluate our model quantitatively and qualita-
tively for the HopeEDI dataset. The classification
report for our proposed model with average and
best submission among all the teams is reported in
Table: 8. The proposed model has shown progres-
sive results with 0.55, 0.54, 0.54 F1 for English,
Tamil, Malayalam, Kannada, Spanish on the leader-
boardhttps://competitions.codalab.
org/competitions/36393#learn_the_
details-result with (2st,1st,1st,3rd,5th)
rank respectively.

• For the English language, 0.55, 0.54, 0.54 are
the reported precision, Recall, and F1-score,
which is relatively 0.08, 0.08, 0.11 more than
the average and 0.01, 0, 0.01 less for best-
performing submission, respectively.

• For the Tamil language, 0.29, 0.33, 0.30 are
the reported precision, Recall, and F1-score,
which is relatively 0.01, 0, 0.003 more than
the average and 0.01, 0.01, 0.02 less for best-
performing submission, respectively.

• For the Malayalam language, 0.64, 0.53, and
0.50 are the reported precision, Recall, and F1-
score, relative, 0.19, 0.08, and 0.06 more than
the average. As we were the best-performing
submission, we did not report the scores and
differences from our submission.

• For the Spanish language, 0.81, 0.81, and 0.81
are the reported precision, Recall, and F1-
score, relative, 0.02, 0.02, and 0.02 more than
the average. As we were the best-performing
submission, we did not report the scores and
differences from our submission.

• For the Kannada language, 0.31, 0.32, 0.32 are
the reported precision, Recall, and F1-score,
which is relatively 0.01, 0.09, 0.08 less than
the average, and 0.18, 0.16, 0.16 less for best-
performing submission, respectively.

Additionally, we also evaluate our prediction re-
sults qualitatively in Table 10. The results display
useful predictions; for hope speech, see Instance 1,
"never give up hope," portrays a sense of hope in
the person writing it. While for non-hope speech,
the terms "how can you disrespect your own body?
It is YOURS." show that the model focuses on the
negative expressions and can successfully under-
stand the context of the statement. The last exam-
ple we have presented, "Maddona saved my Soul
in 1999," is classified as non-hope speech, which
indicates that the model fails to understand the con-
text of the entire statement and focuses more on the
sentiments of the words. As it is clearly understood,
the person who wrote this got a sense of hope from
Maddona; this statement can be classified as a hope
speech. However, the model has predicted it as not
hope speech, which is a false positive case.

5 Conclusion

In this paper, we classify given a social media post,
hope speech or not hope speech, using ensembled
voting of BERT, ERNIE 2.0, and RoBERTa for
the English language with 0.54 macro F1-score
(2st rank). For non-English languages Malayalam,
Spanish and Tamil we utilized XLM RoBERTA
with 0.50, 0.81, 0.3 macro F1 score (1st, 1st,3rd

rank) respectively. For Kannada, we use Multilin-
gual BERT with 0.32 F1 score(5th)position. We
also performed a qualitative analysis. The system
performs quite well to recognize the comments for
hope speech; In the future, we intend to work on a
multi-task learning framework to handle all kinds
of hate speech (aggression, misogyny, racism). We
also aim to detect multilingual hope speech in the
code-mixing scenarios.
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Abstract

The increased expansion of abusive content on
social media platforms negatively affects online
users. Transphobic/homophobic content indi-
cates hatred comments for lesbian, gay, trans-
gender, or bisexual people. It leads to offensive
speech and causes severe social problems that
can make online platforms toxic and unpleas-
ant to LGBT+people, endeavoring to eliminate
equality, diversity, and inclusion. In this pa-
per, we present our classification system; given
comments, it predicts whether or not it con-
tains any form of homophobia/transphobia with
a Zero-Shot learning framework. Our system
submission achieved 0.40, 0.85, 0.89 F1-score
for Tamil and Tamil-English, English with (1st,
1st,8th) ranks respectively. We release our
codebase here 1.

1 Introduction and Related Work

Homophobic/Transphobic (Diefendorf and
Bridges, 2020; Giametta and Havkin, 2021)
content on social media intends to harm Lesbian,
Gay, Bi-sexual (LGB) (with labels such as ’fag’,

’homo’ or denigrating phrases such as ’don’t be a
homo,’ ’that’s so gay’) (Szymanski et al., 2008;
Poteat and Rivers, 2010; Graham et al., 2011;
Fraïssé and Barrientos, 2016).

It is a type of abuse that involves physical vi-
olence such as killing, maiming, beating, or ex-
plicit sexual violence such as rape, molestation,
penetration, or an invasion of privacy by disclosing
personal information.

Some of the example phrases include "Gays
deserve to be shot dead," "Someone should rape
that lesbo to turn her into straight," "Gays should
be stoned," "You lesbos, I know where you live, I
will visit you tonight," "beat the fag out of him,"
"You should kill yourself".

1https://github.com/Muskaan-Singh/
Homophobia-and-Transphobia-ACL-Submission.
git

Social media has provided the freedom to ex-
press their views and thoughts on anything (Gkotsis
et al., 2016; Wang et al., 2019), leading to unpleas-
ant things on the internet (Zampieri et al., 2019).

Online offensive language has been identified as
a worldwide phenomenon diffused throughout so-
cial media platforms such as Facebook, YouTube,
and Twitter during the last decade (Gao et al.,
2020).

It is even more distressing for Lesbian, Gay, Bi-
sexual, Transgender, and other (LGBT+) vulnera-
ble individuals (Díaz-Torres et al., 2020). Because
of who they love, how they appear, or who they are,
LGBT+ people all across the globe are subjected
to violence and inequity, as well as torture and
even execution (Barrientos et al., 2010; Schneider
and Dimito, 2010). Sexual orientation and gen-
der identity are essential components of our identi-
ties that should never be discriminated against or
abused (Thurlow, 2001). However, in many coun-
tries, being identified as LGBT+ will cost lives,
so the vulnerable individual goes to social media
to get support or share their stories to find similar
people (Adkins et al., 2018; Han et al., 2019). Iden-
tifying such information from social media would
eliminate the severe societal problem and prevent
formulating online platforms toxic unpleasant to
LGBT+ people while also attempting to eliminate
equality, diversity, and inclusion.

There are many rules and regulations to protect
LGB persons, but they omit protection based on
gender identity or expression or transgender ado-
lescent experiences (McGuire et al., 2010; Hatchel
et al., 2019).

Lack of annotated data has restrained the re-
search on homophobic and transphobic detection.
(Wu and Hsieh, 2017) find the linguistic behavior
in LGBT+ for the Chinese language. The research
experiments present the traditional system’s failure
for complex dimensions to detect the gender from
the text. (Ljubešić et al., 2020) curated lexicons in
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Table 1: Dataset Statics for training, development and
test sets for English, Tamil and Tamil-English

Train Dev Test
English 3164 792 990
Tamil 2662 666 833
Tamil-English 3861 966 1207

Croatian, Dutch, and Slovene for emotions. Fur-
ther, the lexicons map the social text for migrants
and LGBT+.

2 Shared Task Description

In the shared task, participants are provided with
comments extracted from social media 2. The
challenge was to predict whether or not it con-
tains any form of homophobia/transphobia detec-
tion. The participants are provided with a seed
data (Chakravarthi et al., 2021), sampled as in Ta-
ble: 1 respectively. The comments are manually
annotated to show whether the text contains ho-
mophobia/transphobia. We also did reports data
distribution across Non-anti-LGBT+ content, Ho-
mophobic, Transphobic, for all the languages in
Table 2. Some examples for the Non-anti-LGBT+
content, Homophobic, Transphobic comments are
presented in Table 3. In addition, it also provided
a baseline code with machine learning algorithms
(Multinomial Naive Bayes, SVM, KNN, Logistic
Regression, and Decision trees).

3 Proposed Methodology

This section presents the proposed methodology
for classifying Non-anti-LGBT+ content, Homo-
phobic, and Transphobic content from social media
posts. Initially, we preprocess the comments for
special characters, stopwords, emojis, and punctua-
tion removal using NLTK library (Loper and Bird,
2002). Further, we extract the features, tokenize all
the sentences and map the tokens to their word IDs.
For every sentence in the dataset, we follow a se-
ries of steps (i) tokenize the sentences (ii) prepend
the [CLS] token to the start (iii) append the [SEP]
token to the end (iv) map the token to their IDs
(v) pad or truncate the sentenced to max length
(vi) mapping of attention masks for [PAD] tokens.
We padded and truncated the max_length=30. The
generated sequence sentences are passed for en-
coding with its attention mask (simply differenti-

2https://sites.google.com/view/
lt-edi-2022

ating padding from non-padding). Afterward, we
feed these embeddings for pretraining the XLM
ROBERTA (Conneau et al., 2019). It significantly
aims at cross-lingual transfer tasks for pre-trained
multilingual language models. The model performs
exceptionally well on low resource languages at
a scale. The empirical analysis presents positive
transfer and capacity delusion. Further, the model
also allows multilingual modeling without sacri-
ficing per-language performance. It has shown
competitive results with strong monolingual mod-
els on GLUE. After the pretraining, we fine-tune
the model in the English language, and finally, we
test on Tamil and Tamil-English languages.

3.0.1 Experimental Setup
We use V1 100 GPU with 53GB RAM alongside 8
CPU cores for the experimental setup. We divide
the entire dataset in 90:10 for train and validation
of 8 batches, with learning rate (1e-5) and Adam
optimizer (Kingma and Ba, 2014) with epsilon (1e-
8 ). We feed a seed_val of 42. For calculating the
training loss over all the batches, we use gradient
descents (Ruder, 2016) with clipping the norm to
1.0 to avoid exploding gradient problem.

4 Results

We test our model for the dataset (Chakravarthi
et al., 2021). The classification report for our
proposed and the top-performing model over the
test set can be seen in Table 7. The proposed
model has proved itself remarkable by achieving
0.40, 0.85, 0.89 F-score with 1st, 1st,8th rank for
Tamil and Tamil-English, English respectively
on the leaderboardhttps://competitions.
codalab.org/competitions/36394#
learn_the_details-results. We also
report, analysis of our results in Table: 6
corresponding to Non-anti-LGBT+ content,
Homophobic, Transphobic labels.

• For the English language, 0.94, 0.54 are the
reported precision, and recall, which is rela-
tively 0.01, 0.03 more than the average and
0.01, and 0.04 less than the best performing
model respectively. The reported F1-Score
is 0.40 of our proposed model which is 0.03
less than the average, and 0.21 less than the
best-performing.

• For the Tamil language, 0.94, 0.88, and 0.85
are the reported Precision, Recall, and F1-
score, relative, 0.09, 0.18, and 0.18 more than
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Figure 1: We predicted the labels using fine tuned XLM RoBERTa XLNI model.

Language-wise distribution (Train + Dev)
Label English Tamil English Tamil

Non-anti-LGBT+ content 3733 2548 4300
Homophobic 215 588 377
Transphobic 8 192 150

Table 2: Data distribution for the Homophobia/Transphobia Detection in social media comments database.

Comment Label
I support her, very smart ponnu Non-anti-LGBT+ content

Stupid film there is no gays in the world these are all their imagine only Homophobic
Hey seriously I thought She was a Transgender Transphobic

Table 3: Examples for Non-anti-LGBT+ content, Homophobic, Transphobic in the Homophobia/Transphobia
Detection in social media comments dataset.

Precision Recall F1-Score
Model Macro Weighted Macro Weighted Macro Weighted

Proposed model 0.94 0.94 0.88 0.94 0.85 0.94
Average score 0.85 0.84 0.70 0.85 0.67 0.85

Table 4: Comparison with the top-performing model results for Tamil.

Precision Recall F1-Score
Model Macro Weighted Macro Weighted Macro Weighted

Proposed model 0.63 0.89 0.60 0.89 0.61 0.89
Average score 0.54 0.87 0.52 0.87 0.51 0.86

Table 5: Comparison with the top-performing model results for Tamil-English.
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Table 6: Prediction for Non-anti-LGBT+ content, Homophobic, Transphobic in the Homophobia/Transphobia
Detection in social media comments dataset

Comment Label
Best movie and people not understand relationship feeling I miss
my life

Non-anti-LGBT+ content

gay culture does not suit the Indian culture. that’s it. Non-anti-LGBT+ content
Hormonal and psychological problem!!! Nothing more nothing
less !!!
Don’t bring nature here and make it dirty !!! Homophobic
This is even among animals and many other species. What country
are you talking abt.
Just foolish! Homophobic

Precision Recall F1-Score
Model Macro Weighted Macro Weighted Macro Weighted

Top performing 0.95 0.94 0.58 0.95 0.61 0.94
Proposed model 0.94 0.92 0.54 0.94 0.40 0.92

Average score 0.93 0.92 0.51 0.93 0.43 0.92

Table 7: Comparison with the top-performing model results for English.

the average. As we were the best-performing
submission, we did not report the scores and
differences from our submission.

• For the Tamil English language, 0.63, 0.60,
and 0.61 are the reported Precision, Recall,
and F1-score, relative, 0.09, 0.08, and 0.10
more than the average. As we were the best-
performing submission, we did not report the
scores and differences from our submission.

The qualitative analysis predicted results are in Ta-
ble 6. The true instances, "Best movie and peo-
ple not understand relationship feeling I miss my
life" and "This is even among animals and many
other species. What country are you talking abt.Just
foolish!" are labeled as Non-anti-LGBT+content
and Homophobic, respectively. Unlike the other
instances, these statements have precise nega-
tive/positive phrases that can help detect the senti-
ments. While the cases, "gay culture does not suit
the Indian culture. that’s it." labeled as Non-anti-
LGBT+content, but it is a homophobic comment
on reading the sentence. It indicates that the model
focused more on words such as "gay" and "suit"
rather than the entire meaning of the statement.
"Hormonal and psychological problem!!! Nothing
more nothing less !!!
Don’t bring nature here and make it dirty !!! " in-
stance is labeled as homophobic, but in our opinion,
it is supporting the cause. It signifies that the model

is more focused on the negative sentiments such as
"fool" and "animals" rather than understanding the
entire context of the comment.

5 Conclusion

In this paper, we present our classification sys-
tem; given comments, it predicts whether or not
it contains any form of homophobia/transphobia
with a zero-shot learning framework. Our sys-
tem submission achieved 0.40, 0.85, 0.89 F1-score
for Tamil and Tamil-English, English with (1st,
1st,8th) ranks respectively. We also performed a
qualitative analysis. The system performs precisely
on negative/positive phrases such as "fool" and "an-
imals" rather than understanding the entire context
of the comment. We intend to work on a multi-task
learning framework to handle different kinds of ho-
mophobic/transphobic by capturing context in the
future. We also aim to detect multilingual homo-
phobic/transphobic comments in the code-mixing
scenarios.
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Abstract

Depression is a common illness involving sad-
ness and lack of interest in all day-to-day
activities. It is important to detect depres-
sion at an early stage as it is treated at an
early stage to avoid consequences. In this pa-
per, we present our system submission of AR-
GUABLY for DepSign-LT-EDI@ACL-2022.
We aim to detect the signs of depression of
a person from their social media postings
wherein people share their feelings and emo-
tions. The proposed system is an ensembled
voting model with fine-tuned BERT, RoBERTa,
and XLNet. Given social media postings in
English, the submitted system classify the
signs of depression into three labels, namely
“not depressed,” “moderately depressed,” and
“severely depressed.” Our best model is ranked
3rd position with 0.54% accuracy . We make
our codebase accessible here1.

1 Introduction

Depression is a common mental illness that in-
volves sadness and lack of interest in all day-to-day
activities2. Detecting depression is essential as it
has to be observed and treated at an early stage
to avoid severe consequences (Evans-Lacko et al.,
2018; Losada et al., 2017). Depression implies
mental disorder which may cause disability (Orga-
nization et al., 2012; Whiteford et al., 2015; Vigo
et al., 2016), very few people are able to receive
treatment (Wang et al., 2007). It is far more diffi-
cult for the people with low socioeconomic status
or people living in low economic conditions (Steele
et al., 2007; Ormel et al., 2008) , even adjusting for
disorder severity (Mojtabai and Olfson, 2010; An-
drade et al., 2014) . Consequently, there is a need

1https://github.com/Muskaan-Singh/
Depression-Detection.git

2http://ghdx.healthdata.
org/gbd-results-tool?params=
gbd-api-2019-permalink/
d780dffbe8a381b25e1416884959e88b

to detect these signs of depression early in time to
avoid further repercussions. In this work, we detect
the signs of depression, namely in “not depressed,”

“moderately depressed,” and “severely depressed”
from person’s social media postings where people
share their feelings and emotions.

There are dataset available for detecting depres-
sion task from social media platform such as Twit-
ter (Leis et al., 2019; Arora and Arora, 2019; Yaz-
davar et al., 2020; de Jesús Titla-Tlatelpa et al.,
2021; Chiong et al., 2021; Safa et al., 2021), Reddit
(de Jesús Titla-Tlatelpa et al., 2021; Ríssola et al.,
2019; Tadesse et al., 2019; Burdisso et al., 2019;
Martínez-Castaño et al., 2020), Facebook (Chiong
et al., 2021; Wongkoblap et al., 2019; Wu et al.,
2020; Yang et al., 2020), Instagram (Mann et al.,
2020; Ricard et al., 2018), Weibo (Li et al., 2018;
Yu et al., 2021) and NHANES, K-NHANES (Oh
et al., 2019). The linguistic feature extraction meth-
ods used for detecting depression signs on social
media such as Word embedding (Mandelbaum and
Shalev, 2016), N-grams (Cavnar et al., 1994), To-
kenization (Webster and Kit, 1992), Bag of words
(Zhang et al., 2010; Aho and Ullman, 1972), Stem-
ming (Jivani et al., 2011), Emotion analysis (Leis
et al., 2019; Shen et al., 2017; Chen et al., 2018),
Part-of-Speech (POS) tagging (Chiong et al., 2021;
Wu et al., 2020), Behavior features(Wu et al., 2020)
and Sentiment polarity (Leis et al., 2019; Ríssola
et al., 2019).

2 Related Work

There have been several attempts to use machine
learning algorithms as SVM (Ríssola et al., 2019;
Arora and Arora, 2019; Burdisso et al., 2019; Yang
et al., 2020), Logistic regression (Ríssola et al.,
2019; Chen et al., 2018; Tadesse et al., 2019; Yang
et al., 2019), Neural networks (Wu et al., 2020; Liu
et al., 2019), Random forests (Yang et al., 2020;
Chiong et al., 2021), Bayesian statistics (Yang et al.,
2020; Chen et al., 2018), Decision trees (Yang et al.,
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Label Train Dev Total

Not depressed 3801 1830 5631
Moderately depressed 8325 2306 10631

severely depressed 1261 360 1621

Table 1: Data distribution for the DepSign-LT-EDI
dataset.

2020; Chiong et al., 2021), K-Nearest Neighbor
(Yang et al., 2020; Burdisso et al., 2019), Linear
regression (Yu et al., 2021; Ricard et al., 2018), En-
semble classifiers (Leiva and Freire, 2017; Oh et al.,
2019), Multilayer Perceptron (Chiong et al., 2021;
Safa et al., 2021), Boosting (Tadesse et al., 2019),
K-Means (Ma et al., 2017). (Wu et al., 2020),
proposed a recurrent neural network for predic-
tion of depression from content-based, behavioral
and environmental data. Further, LSTM is used
for post generation for each user from the social
media dataset. The public dataset available were
merged with this generated dataset and fed into a
deep learning classifier. (Srimadhur and Lalitha,
2020), proposed an end-to-end CNN model for de-
tection and assessment of depression levels using
speech. (de Souza Filho et al., 2021), presents best
performing ML models (Random forest, K-nearest
neighbors, XG Boost) for detecting depressed pa-
tients from clinical and laboratory patients of so-
ciodemographic.

3 Shared Task Description

The shared task urges to detect the signs of depres-
sion of a person from the social media post where
people share their feeling and emotions. Its aim
is to detect speech for Equality, Diversity, and In-
clusion (DepSign-LT-EDI@ACL-2022)(??). The
goal was to classify the sign of depression into
three labels, namely, “not depressed,” “moderately
depressed”, and “severely depressed” for a given
social media posting. The dataset (Sampath et al.,
2022) contains 8891, 4496, 3245 comments for
training, development, and test set, respectively, an-
notated with three different labels for the English
language. The detailed distribution of the dataset
based on labels can be seen in Table 1, and some
instances for not depressed, moderately depressed,
and severely depressed are presented in Table 2.
The organizers have provided a baseline code using
state-of-art machine learning techniques along with
the dataset.

Comment Label

Happy New Years Every-
one : We made it another
year

not de-
pressed

Sat in the dark and cried
myself going into the new
year. Great start to 2020 :

moderately
depressed

Words can’t describe how
bad I feel right now : I just
want to fall asleep forever.

severely de-
pressed

Table 2: Examples for Not depressed, Moderately de-
pressed and severely depressed DepSign EDI dataset.

4 Methodology

Firstly, we pre-process the social media tweets with
the basic NLTK library (Loper and Bird, 2002) for
stop words removal, emojis removal, and punctu-
ation removal. Secondly, we extract the features
by tokenizing all the sentences and mapping those
tokens with the word IDs. For every sentence in
the dataset, we follow a series of steps (i) tokenize
the sentences (ii) prepend the [CLS] token to the
start (iii) append the [SEP] token to the end (iv)
map the token to their IDs (v) pad or truncate the
sentenced to max length (vi) mapping of attention
masks for [PAD] tokens. We padded and truncated
the max_length=30. The generated sequence sen-
tences are passed for encoding with its attention
mask (simply differentiating padding from non-
padding). Finally, we predicted the labels using
ensembles voting model for BERT (Devlin et al.,
2018), XLNET (Liu et al., 2019) and RoBERTa
model(Liu et al., 2019). BERT is Bi-directional En-
coder Representation from Transformers (BERT),
involving pre-training Bi-directional transformers
for language understanding from an unlabelled text
by jointly conditioning left t- right context for all
layers. Fine-tuning of a pre-trained BERT model
can be easily done with just one additional out-
put layer for developing a state-of-art model for a
wide range of NLP tasks without substantial task-
specific architecture modifications. Robustly Opti-
mized BERT approach has emphasized data being
used for pre-training and the number of passes for
training. The BERT model is optimized with dy-
namic masking, more extended training with big
batches over more data, removing the next predic-
tion objective, and dynamically changing masking
patterns for training data. The model achieved
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Figure 1: We predicted the labels using fine-tuned BERT, XLNET, and RoBERTa models, respectively, then we
applied an ensemble voting classifier. Each model gives a label to the sentence, highest vote is chosen as the final
label.

state-of-art results on GLUE, RACE, and SQuAD
without multi-task finetuning for GLUE or addi-
tional data for SQuAD. ERNIE 2.0 is another con-
tinual pre-training framework that efficiently sup-
ports customized training tasks in multi-task learn-
ing incrementally. The pre-trained model is fine-
tuned to adapt to various language understanding
tasks. The framework has demonstrated significant
improvement over BERT and XLNET on approx-
imately 16 tasks, including GLUE. We take each
label to the sentence and number of labels with the
highest vote if chosen as the final label in ensemble
voting(Dimitriadou et al., 2001).

4.0.1 Experimental Setup

We use V1 100 GPU with 53GB RAM alongside 8
CPU cores for the experimental setup. We divide
the entire dataset into a 90:10 training and valida-
tion split of 8 batches, with a learning rate (1e-5)
and Adam optimizer(Kingma and Ba, 2014) with
epsilon (1e-8 ). We feed a seed_val of 42. For cal-
culating the training loss over all the batches, we
use gradient descents (Andrychowicz et al., 2016)
with clipping the norm to 1.0 to avoid exploding

gradient problem.

5 Results

We evaluate our model quantitatively and qual-
itatively for the DepSign-LT-EDI dataset. The
classification report for our proposed model with
average and best submission among all the teams
is reported in Table 3. The proposed model has
shown progressive results with the 3rd position
on the leaderboard https://competitions.
codalab.org/competitions/36393#
learn_the_details-result. Analysing
our quantitative results, 0.53, 0.57, 0.54 are the
reported precision, Recall, and F1-score, which is
relatively 0.06, 0.07, 0.06 more than the average
and 0.05, 0.02, 0.04 less for best-performing
submission, respectively. Qualitative analysis of
the predicted labels by the proposed methodology
can be seen in Table 4. The first, third, and
fifth comments were not depressed, moderately
depressed, and severely depressed. They are
correctly classified instances indicating our model
has efficiently identified the phrases with a negative
sentiment, such as "depressed," "anxious," "I
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Table 3: Classification system’s performance measured in terms of macro averaged Precision, macro averaged
Recall and macro averaged F-Score across all the classes. Sklearn classification report was utilized to generate the
reports by all the submission teams

Accuracy Recall Precision Weighted F1- score Macro F1-score
Average of all teams 0.5988 0.5058 0.4782 0.6012 0.4821
Best of all teams 0.6709 0.5912 0.586 0.666 0.583
Our submission 0.6253 0.572 0.5303 0.6333 0.5467

Text_data Label
Sometimes people can be either too oblivious or choose not to care and they may not
intend to harm us but it does hurt : [removed] not depressed
TMS : My doctor wants me to do TMS for my depression. Has anyone done TMS or
is doing it? I was just want to know it is worth it. not depressed

Depressed : I have nothing to look forward to, I wake up feeling so down and depressed
, anxious about everything, I look at myself in the mirror and i feel and look so ugly ,
I shouldn’t be allowed out in public being so disgusting looking...:(

moderate

Uncertain : I would like to die, but I’m scared of the repercussions. More specifically,
I have to attend a birthday party and a gathering to say goodbye to a friend who will
be moving in the next few days and I don’t want to ruin their celebrations

moderate

my whole life has fallen apart : everyone hates me. all my friends hate me. my moms
hates me and my dads too busy for me. i don’t talk to my family. the only person i have
is my boyfriend who will probably leave me soon because of how i am. i eat lunch in
the bathroom. no one in my classes talks to me. i got my boyfriend and his friend
accidentally suspended for an incident they jokingly started that ended in me almost
getting beat up (they meant no harm). i cried all day and i had to leave school early.
i can’t eat. my head is pounding. there’s no hope. there’s no point in living and no one
cares. everyone just hates me. and i’m not a bad or mean person i don’t think, but now
that’s all i am to everyone. i want to end it, but if i fail i get readmitted to the psych
ward and i promised myself if i ever went back there, i would kill myself. i don’t know
what to do anymore.

severe

Antidepressants : Do antidepressants help if your not depressed? I started taking them
to get through a rough patch and they have helped me - does this mean I technically have
depression because I read online that antidepressants don’t help if your not depressed?

severe

Table 4: Qualitative Results for not depression, moderate, severe

would kill myself," and so on. Since the first
comment barely had any negative phrases, the
model classified it as not depressed. However, in
the case of the second instance, the comment is
labeled as not depressed when in reality, it is a
case of severe depression. The probable reason
for this misclassification is that the model cannot
identify medical terms like "TMS," and overall,
the second comment barely has any negative words
or expressions.

The fourth instance is labeled as moderate; how-
ever, the person claims that they want to die; this
indicates that this comment is instead a case of
severe depression. The probable reason for this
misclassification is that the model focuses more on
the phrases like "party," "celebration," "die." rather
than the entire sentences. Since this statement has
a mix of positive and negative phrases, the model
assumes it to be a moderate case. Lastly, the sixth
instance is classified as severe; it seems like the
case of mild depression.

6 Conclusion

In this paper we present our system paper submis-
sion for DepSign-LT-EDI@ACL-2022. We aim to

detect the signs of depression of a person from their
social media postings wherein people share their
feelings and emotions. The proposed system is
an ensembled voting model with fine-tuned BERT,
RoBERTa, and XLNet. Given social media post-
ings in English, the submitted system classify the
signs of depression into three labels, namely “not
depressed,” “moderately depressed,” and “severely
depressed.” Our best model is ranked 3rd position
with 0.54% accuracy . The system performs quite
well to recognize the comments for depression com-
ments; In the future, we intend to work on a multi-
task learning framework to handle all kinds of de-
pression or illness and even the severity of depres-
sion. We also aim to detect multilingual depression
speech in the code-mixing scenarios.
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Abstract

Homophobia and Transphobia Detection is the
task of identifying homophobia, transphobia,
and non-anti-LGBT+ content from the given
corpus. Homophobia and transphobia are both
toxic languages directed at LGBTQ+ individ-
uals that are described as hate speech. This
paper summarizes our findings on the "Ho-
mophobia and Transphobia Detection in so-
cial media comments" shared task held at LT-
EDI 2022 - ACL 2022 1. This shared task
focused on three sub-tasks for Tamil, English,
and Tamil-English (code-mixed) languages. It
received 10 systems for Tamil, 13 systems
for English, and 11 systems for Tamil-English.
The best systems for Tamil, English, and
Tamil-English scored 0.570, 0.870, and 0.610,
respectively, on average macro F1-score.

1 Introduction

Violence is becoming more common on social me-
dia platforms, negatively influencing internet users.
Social media plays an essential role in online com-
munication in the digital era, allowing users to
freely upload and share content and express their
opinions and thoughts. The use of social media
platforms for online communication has grown
across all languages worldwide. These platforms
allow users to post and exchange content and ex-
press their opinions on any topic at any moment
(Al-Hassan and Al-Dossari, 2021; Chakravarthi
et al., 2021b). It has become a big concern for on-
line communities due to the proliferation of online
material (Kumar et al., 2018). It’s considerably
worse for lesbians, gays, bisexuals, transgender
people, and other (LGBTQ+) vulnerable people
(Díaz-Torres et al., 2020). LGBTQ+ individuals
are subjected to abuse, inequality, torture, and even
execution worldwide because of how they look,
whom they love, or who they are (Barrientos et al.,

1https://sites.google.com/view/
lt-edi-2022/home

2010; Schneider and Dimito, 2010). Sexual ori-
entation and gender identity are crucial elements
of our identities that should never be misused or
discriminated against (Thurlow, 2001). In many
countries, however, being LGBTQ+ can lead to
death; therefore, a vulnerable person may turn to
social media for assistance or share their tales in
the hopes of meeting others who share their experi-
ences (Adkins et al., 2018; Han et al., 2019).

This shared task uses a new gold standard dataset
for Homophobia and Transphobia Identification in
Dravidian Tamil, English, and Tamil-English (code-
mixed) languages. Tamil (ISO 639-3: tam) is one
of the Dravidian languages and a primary language
of Tamil Nadu, Pondicherry, Sri Lanka, and Singa-
pore, as well as a recognized minority language in
Malaysia and South Africa with 75 million speak-
ers (Thavareesan and Mahesan, 2019a, 2020a).
Tamil is one of the world’s longest-surviving clas-
sical languages. The earliest Old Tamil documents
are small inscriptions in Adichanallur dating from
905 BC to 696 BC. Tamil uses agglutinative gram-
mar, which uses suffixes to indicate noun class,
number, case, verb tense, and other grammatical
categories. Tamil is the standard metalinguistic ter-
minology and scholarly vocabulary, as opposed
to Sanskrit, which is the norm for most Aryan
languages (Anita and Subalalitha, 2019b,a; Sub-
alalitha and Poovammal, 2018). Tamil words are
made up of a lexical root and one or more affixes.
The majority of Tamil affixes are suffixes. Tamil
suffixes are either derivational suffixes, which mod-
ify the part of speech or meaning of the word, or in-
flectional suffixes, which designate categories like
as person, number, mood, tense, and so on. There
is no ultimate limit to the length and scope of ag-
glutination, which might result in large words with
several suffixes, requiring many words or a sen-
tence in English (Subalalitha, 2019; Srinivasan and
Subalalitha, 2019; Narasimhan et al., 2018). There
are 12 vowels, 18 consonants, and one unique
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character called the aytam in the current Tamil
script. The vowels and consonants combine to
make 216 compound characters, bringing the to-
tal number of characters to 247 (Sakuntharaj and
Mahesan, 2021, 2017, 2016; Thavareesan and Ma-
hesan, 2019b, 2020b,c, 2021). However, social
media users frequently utilize it because it is easier
to type other languages has the roman script. As a
result, the maximum of the information for these
under-resourced languages available on social me-
dia is code-mixed.

This shared task aims to aid research on de-
tecting Homophobic and Transphobic content in
Tamil, English, and Tamil-English (code-mixed)
languages from social media. Participants were
provided with the training, development, and test
set for this task. The task description, data de-
scription, task and evaluation settings, participant’s
methodology, results and discussion, and conclu-
sion are all summarized in the upcoming section.

2 Related work

As social media applications are used world-
wide, information and communication technology,
mainly social media, has changed the way individ-
uals communicate and develop connections. For
instance, YouTube is a popular social networking
site where users can create their profiles, submit
videos, and make comments. Thanks to " liking "
and " sharing " methods, it has a broad audience
as thousands of people may watch each video or
comment, thanks to "liking" and "sharing" meth-
ods (Sampath et al., 2022; Ravikiran et al., 2022;
Bharathi et al., 2022; Priyadharshini et al., 2022;
Chakravarthi et al., 2022a). These comments per-
mit cyberbullies to share unflattering or undesirable
information about their victims easily. Unfortu-
nately, this opens the door for antisocial behaviors
such as misogyny (Mulki and Ghanem, 2021), sex-
ism, homophobia (Diefendorf and Bridges, 2020),
transphobia (Giametta and Havkin, 2021), and
racism (Larimore et al., 2021) to flourish. When it
involves crawling social media data, there are sev-
eral efforts on YouTube mining, largely focusing
on exploiting user comments. Computer scientists
began to research text-based algorithms for spot-
ting abusive languages and hate speech by mining
social media data. The use of social media has
proliferated. A previous study on Homophobia and
Transphobia identification was conducted in 2021
on the dataset paper (Chakravarthi et al., 2021b)

in which Tamil, English, and Tamil-English code-
mixed datasets were built. The dataset comprises
15,141 comments: Tamil – 4946, English – 4161,
Tamil-English – 6034, collected from YouTube.
The dataset was classified at various levels of offen-
siveness, namely," Homophobic," " Transphobic,"
"counter speech," "hope speech," and " Non-anti-
LGBT+ content," by many annotators, trained vol-
unteers from the LGBTQ+ community who iden-
tify as LGBTQ+ or LGBTQ+ allies.

3 Task Description

The primary goal of this venture is to detect ho-
mophobic and transphobic statements in a dataset
collected from social media in Tamil, English, and
Tamil-English. This task is a comment/post-level
classification task. Systems must classify a com-
ment as homophobia or transphobia or non-anti-
LGBTQ+ content. Although a comment/post in
the dataset may contain more than one sentences,
the corpus’ average sentence length is one. The
corpus includes annotations at the comment/post
level. The Participants were given development,
training, and test datasets in Tamil, English, and
Tamil-English.

4 Data Description

Twitter, Facebook, and YouTube are social media
sites that include unintentionally converting infor-
mation provided by millions of consumers, which
may impact a person’s or company’s reputation.
There is a growth in call for the importance of emo-
tion extraction software systems and identifying
irrelevant words in online social media.

The datasets are based on users’ comments on
popular videos, review products, etc., increasing
on youtube nowadays. Thus, it allows extra user-
generated content material in languages with con-
strained resources. Likewise, it is equal for vulner-
able LGBTQ+ people who watch similar motion
pictures and remark approximately the video they
join. We chose to acquire statistics from social
media feedback on YouTube since it is the most
substantially used medium with-inside the world
for expressing an opinion approximately a specific
video. Homophobia and transphobia are not given
much attention. Recently (Guest et al., 2021) cre-
ated an expert annotated dataset for detecting on-
line misogyny. We collected our dataset inspired
by their work.

We collected comments from the YouTube
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Table 1: Class-wise distribution of the dataset

Labels English Tamil Tamil-English
Homophobic 276 723 465
Transphobic 13 233 184
Non-anti-LGBTQ+ content 4,657 3,205 5,385
Total 4,946 4,161 6,034

videos that explain LGBTQ+ instead of collecting
statements from LGBTQ+ people’s personal com-
ing out stories because they contained confidential
information. These comments were collected with
the help of the YouTube Comment Scraper tool2

and were manually annotated with three labels,
namely ’Homophobic,’ ’Transphobic’ and ’Non-
anti-LGBT+ content.’ We collected the dataset in
3 language settings: Tamil, English, and Tamil-
English. The complete details about the dataset can
be gathered from (Chakravarthi et al., 2021b)

5 Task Setting and Evaluation setting

All of the datasets have an unbalanced distribution
of homophobia and transphobia classes. The major-
ity of comments in the Tamil-English code-mixed
dataset belong to the Non-anti-LGBTQ+ content
(5,385) class, indicating a class imbalance seen in
the table. In the Tamil and English dataset, the ma-
jority class is Non-anti-LGBTQ+ content (3,205
and 4,657) compared to the other two categories.
This disparity was rectified by selecting the macro-
averaged F1-score (F) official evaluation metric
task significant variance number of instances in
different classes. Macro-averaging gives the same
weight to all classes, irrespective of their size. We
utilized a Scikit learn classification report tool3.
Participants were able to submit up to five test runs,
with one of them serving as official runs that would
be scored and shown on the leader board. If no
official runs were specified, the most recent contri-
butions from each team were assumed to be official.
In their papers, we allowed groups to explore the
distinctions between their systems. The goal is
for teams to compare the effectiveness of various
setups on the test set.

2https://github.com/philbot9/
youtube-remarkscraper

3https://scikit-learn.org/stable/
modules/generated/sklearn.metrics.
classification_report.html

6 Participants methodology

In this competition, a total of 98 participants reg-
istered. From this, we received a total of 10, 13,
and 11 submissions for Tamil, English, and Tamil-
English languages, respectively. The techniques
and outcomes of these tasks have been described.
For more critical information, refers to their papers,
which are stated below:

ABLIMET (Maimaitituoheti and Abulimiti,
2022) has used a fine-tuning approach to the pre-
trained language model. This model processes the
target data and normalizes its output by a layer
normalization module, followed by two fully con-
nected layers. The pre-trained language model they
used is the Roberta-base model for the English sub-
task, Tamil-Roberta for Tamil, and Tamil-English
subtasks.

bitsa_nlp (Bhandari and Goyal, 2022) has used
famous distinctive models primarily based totally
on the transformer architecture and a data aug-
mentation approach for oversampling the English,
Tamil, and Tamil-English datasets. They imple-
mented various pre-trained language models based
on the Transformer architectures, namely BERT,
mBERT / multilingual BERT, XLM-RoBERTa, In-
dicBERT, and HateBERT, to classify detecting ho-
mophobic and transphobic contents.

SSNCSE_NLP (Swaminathan et al., 2022) has
used a combination of word embeddings and classi-
fiers, as well as some transformers for experiments
with the code mixed datasets. They executed the
feature extractions using TF-IDF and count vector-
izer with some models, namely SVM, MLP, ran-
dom forest, K-nearest neighbors, and simple trans-
formers like LaBSE, tamillion, and IndicBERT.

NAYEL (Ashraf et al., 2022) has experimented
with TF-IDF with bigram models to vectorize com-
ments. Then they implemented a set of classifica-
tion algorithms like Support Vector Machine, Ran-
dom Forest, Passive Aggressive Classifier, Gaus-
sian Naïve Bayes, and Multi-Layer Perceptron.
From these models, they submitted a support vec-
tor machine as the best model because it gave high
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Table 2: Rank list for Tamil language

Teams Acc mac_Pre mac_re mac_f1 W_Pre W_re W_f1 Rank
ARGUABLY 0.940 0.880 0.850 0.870 0.940 0.940 0.940 1
NAYEL (Ashraf et al., 2022) 0.920 0.860 0.810 0.840 0.920 0.920 0.920 2
UMUTeam (García-Díaz et al., 2022) 0.920 0.850 0.800 0.820 0.920 0.920 0.920 3
hate-alert 0.900 0.830 0.750 0.780 0.900 0.900 0.900 4
Ablimet (Maimaitituoheti and Abulimiti, 2022) 0.890 0.810 0.710 0.750 0.880 0.890 0.880 5
bitsa_nlp (Bhandari and Goyal, 2022) 0.850 0.690 0.610 0.640 0.840 0.850 0.840 6
niksss 0.810 0.720 0.590 0.620 0.820 0.810 0.810 7
Sammaan (Upadhyay et al., 2022) 0.880 0.520 0.580 0.550 0.850 0.880 0.860 8
SSNCSE_NLP (Swaminathan et al., 2022) 0.770 0.550 0.470 0.500 0.740 0.770 0.750 9
SOA_NLP 0.690 0.360 0.360 0.360 0.670 0.690 0.680 10

Table 3: Rank list for English language

Teams Acc mac_Pre mac_re mac_f1 W_Pre W_re W_f1 Rank
Ablimet (Maimaitituoheti and Abulimiti, 2022) 0.910 0.570 0.610 0.570 0.940 0.910 0.920 1
Sammaan (Upadhyay et al., 2022) 0.940 0.520 0.470 0.490 0.930 0.940 0.940 2
Nozza (Debora and Nozza, 2022) 0.950 0.580 0.450 0.480 0.940 0.950 0.940 3
hate-alert 0.940 0.510 0.450 0.470 0.920 0.940 0.930 4
LeaningTower 0.940 0.530 0.430 0.460 0.930 0.940 0.930 4
leaningtower 0.940 0.530 0.430 0.460 0.930 0.940 0.930 5
niksss 0.930 0.460 0.440 0.450 0.920 0.930 0.920 6
UMUTeam (García-Díaz et al., 2022) 0.930 0.480 0.430 0.450 0.920 0.930 0.920 7
ARGUABLY 0.940 0.540 0.400 0.430 0.920 0.940 0.920 8
SOA_NLP 0.940 0.500 0.400 0.430 0.920 0.940 0.920 9
bitsa_nlp (Bhandari and Goyal, 2022) 0.920 0.430 0.420 0.420 0.910 0.920 0.910 10
NAYEL (Ashraf et al., 2022) 0.940 0.510 0.370 0.390 0.910 0.940 0.910 11
SSNCSE_NLP (Swaminathan et al., 2022) 0.930 0.480 0.370 0.390 0.910 0.930 0.910 12

Table 4: Rank list for Tamil-English dataset

Teams Acc mac_Pre mac_re mac_f1 W_Pre W_re W_f1 Rank
ARGUABLY 0.890 0.630 0.600 0.610 0.890 0.890 0.890 1
UMUTeam (García-Díaz et al., 2022) 0.850 0.540 0.670 0.580 0.900 0.850 0.870 2
bitsa_nlp (Bhandari and Goyal, 2022) 0.880 0.610 0.560 0.580 0.890 0.880 0.880 3
hate-alert 0.830 0.540 0.630 0.560 0.890 0.830 0.850 4
SOA_NLP 0.900 0.650 0.500 0.540 0.890 0.900 0.890 5
Ablimet (Maimaitituoheti and Abulimiti, 2022) 0.800 0.490 0.640 0.530 0.880 0.800 0.830 6
niksss 0.880 0.560 0.500 0.520 0.870 0.880 0.880 7
NAYEL (Ashraf et al., 2022) 0.900 0.620 0.470 0.510 0.870 0.900 0.880 8
SSNCSE_NLP (Swaminathan et al., 2022) 0.890 0.660 0.430 0.470 0.870 0.890 0.870 9
Sammaan (Upadhyay et al., 2022) 0.830 0.340 0.350 0.350 0.820 0.830 0.830 10
Ajetavya_Tamil-English 0.870 0.340 0.340 0.340 0.820 0.870 0.840 11
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accuracy compared to other models.
Nozza (Debora and Nozza, 2022) team used fine-

tuned models, and they selected two large language
models, BERT and RoBERTa, to classify the task
and gave the result which is shown above. Also,
they chose HateBERT to provide more accuracy
than other models, while this better results than
the BERT model. They experimented with the en-
semble modeling created with a meta-classifier that
treats the predicted label of distinct machine learn-
ing classifiers as a vote towards the final label they
give as a prediction. Also, they gave two frame-
works for ensemble: majority voting and weighted
voting.

Sammaan (Upadhyay et al., 2022): This team
used an ensemble of transformer-based models to
build the classifier. They got 2nd rank for English,
8th rank for Tamil, and 10th rank for Tamil-English.
They experimented with models BERT, RoBERTa,
HateBERT, IndicBERT, XGBoost, Random Forest
classifier, and Bayesian Optimization.

UMUTeam (García-Díaz et al., 2022): This
team used neural networks that combine several
features sets, including linguistic components ex-
tracted from a self-developed tool and contextual
and non-contextual sentence embeddings. This
team got 7th, 3rd, and 2nd ranks in English, Tamil,
and Tamil-English.

7 Results and Discussion

There was a total of 98 people who registered for
this shared task. For the Tamil, English, and Tamil-
English datasets, 14 teams submitted final findings.
In the Table 2, 3 and Table 4 shows the rank list
for Tamil, English and Tamil-English. We used the
average macro F1 score to rank the teams as it iden-
tifies the F1 score in each label and calculates their
unweighted average. Macro F1 scores arrange the
runs in descending order. The Ablimet team gave
the best performance only in the English dataset
using a fine-tuning approach to the pre-trained lan-
guage model. The pre-trained language model used
the Roberta-base model for this English sub-task.
From these models, they submit RoBERTa based
as the best model for this English dataset. This
transformer model achieved well compared to other
models, and this calculation is made with the help
of the Macro F1 score. However, these models per-
formed very low in the Tamil and Tamil-English
subtasks. They got 5th rank in Tamil and 6th rank
Tamil-English because those models gave less accu-

racy. Because they did data balancing in these tasks
for balancing the data to perform the model, this
gave better results, but compared to other teams per-
formed well and gave better output. ARGUABLY
team performed well in Tamil and Tamil-English
tasks using Machine learning and deep learning ar-
chitectures to classify homophobia and transphobia.
Other groups also performed better in this task, pri-
marily those teams organized with fine-tuning ap-
proach, pre-trained models, and transformer mod-
els such as BERT(Devlin et al., 2018), mBERT
/ multilingual. BERT, XLM-RoBERTa(Conneau
et al., 2019), IndicBERT(Kakwani et al., 2020),
HateBERT(Caselli et al., 2020), etc. They include
TF-IDF, count vectorizer, etc., for extracting the
feature from the datasets. We gave the overall
descriptions of those teams in the participant’s
methodology.

8 Conclusion

This paper describes the first collaborative effort
for detecting homophobia and transphobia in social
media on the Tamil, English, and Tamil-English
(code-mixed) dataset to classify YouTube com-
ments. The most successful system used XLM
RoBERTa pre-trained language models for zero-
shot learning to deal with data imbalance and multi-
lingualism. For Tamil, English, and Tamil-English
datasets, their method received macro F1 scores
of 0.87, 0.43, and 0.61. The findings show that
all three languages, Tamil, English, and Tamil-
English, have the opportunity for improvement.
The increased number of participants and improved
system performance indicates a growing interest
in Dravidian NLP. We intend to expand the effort
in the future to include more Dravidian languages
such as Malayalam, Kannada, and Telugu. To make
the system more real-time, we also planned to add
mixed script data.
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Abstract

Hope Speech detection is the task of classifying
a sentence as hope speech or non-hope speech
given a corpus of sentences. Hope speech is any
message or content that is positive, encourag-
ing, reassuring, inclusive and supportive that in-
spires and engenders optimism in the minds of
people. In contrast to identifying and censoring
negative speech patterns, hope speech detection
focused on recognising and promoting positive
speech patterns online. In this paper, we report
an overview of the findings and results from the
shared task on hope speech detection for Tamil,
Malayalam, Kannada, English and Spanish lan-
guages conducted at the second workshop on
Language Technology for Equality, Diversity
and Inclusion (LT-EDI-2022), organised as a
part of ACL 2022. The participants were pro-
vided with annotated training & development
datasets and unlabelled test datasets in all five
languages. The goal of the shared task is to
classify the given sentences into one of the two
hope speech classes (Hope speech, Non hope
speech). A total of 126 participants registered
for the shared task and 14 teams finally sub-
mitted their results. The performance of the
systems submitted were evaluated in terms of
micro-F1 score and weighted-F1 score. The
datasets for this challenge are openly available
at the competition website1.

1https://competitions.codalab.
org/competitions/36393#learn_the_
details-evaluation

1 Introduction

Social media platforms such as Facebook, Twit-
ter, Instagram and YouTube have attracted millions
of people to share content and express their opin-
ions. These platforms also serve as a medium for
marginalised people who want to receive online
help and support from others (Gowen et al., 2012;
Yates et al., 2017; Wang and Jurgens, 2018). With
the pandemic outbreak, the population from sev-
eral parts of the world is affected by the fear of
losing their loved ones and the loss of access to ba-
sic services such as schools, hospitals and mental
health care centres (Pérez-Escoda et al., 2020). As
a result, people turn to online forums to meet their
informational, emotional, and social needs (Elmer
et al., 2020). Online social networking sites pro-
vide a platform for people to network, feel socially
included, and gain a sense of belonging as part of a
community. People’s physical and psychological
well-being, as well as mental health, are greatly in-
fluenced by these factors (Chung, 2013; Altszyler
et al., 2018; Tortoreto et al., 2019).

Although social media platforms have these pos-
itive aspects, social media content also has a large
amount of spiteful or negative posts due to the lack
of any mediating authority (Sampath et al., 2022;
Ravikiran et al., 2022; Chakravarthi et al., 2022;
Bharathi et al., 2022; Priyadharshini et al., 2022).
In order to tackle this problem, social media posts
are analysed to identify and control the spread of
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negative content using methods such as hate speech
detection(Schmidt and Wiegand, 2017), offensive
language identification (Zampieri et al., 2019; Ku-
maresan et al., 2021), homophobia/transpohibia
detection (Chakravarthi et al., 2021) and abusive
language detection (Lee et al., 2018). Technologies
focused on curbing hate speech and offensive lan-
guage have their own drawbacks, such as training
data bias (Davidson et al., 2019), and controlling
user expression by imposing barriers on modes of
speech, thus affecting the principles of Equality,
Diversity and Inclusion. Therefore, we turn our
attention towards spreading positivity rather than
curbing individual expression to address negative
comments.

To this end, last year, we organised the first
shared task on Hope Speech Detection for Equal-
ity, Diversity and Inclusion in EACL 2021 for En-
glish and two under-resourced languages Tamil
and Malayalam (Chakravarthi and Muralidaran,
2021). The English dataset contained monolin-
gual YouTube comments, while those of Tamil and
Malayalam contained code-mixed comments. Con-
tinuing our efforts in this direction, this year, we
have organised the second shared task on Hope
Speech Detection by extending the dataset with
two additional languages, Kannada and Spanish.
It has been launched at the second workshop on
Language Technology for Equality, Diversity and
Inclusion (LT-EDI-2022), held as a part of ACL
2022.

In the context of this shared task, hope speech
refers to any social media comment that is positive,
encouraging, reassuring, inclusive or supportive
that inspires and engenders optimism in people’s
minds. Hope speech detection refers to the task of
classifying a given comment into one of the fol-
lowing classes Hope_speech or Non_hope_speech.
The participants of the shared task were provided
with development, training and testing datasets in
all the five languages. The comments in Tamil,
Kannada and Malayalam datasets were code-mixed
(Chakravarthi et al., 2020). This is because the
dataset consists of YouTube comments and it is
very common for speakers of these languages to
use code-mixed language in online interactions. We
conducted the shared task as a post/comment-level
classification task. In this paper, we present the
overview of the dataset, the results of the compet-
ing systems, and the findings of this shared task.

The CodaLab competition website2 will remain
open to allow researchers to access the datasets and
build upon this work.

2 Task Description

The goal of the proposed shared task is to classify
a given social media comment as hope speech or
non-hope speech. The participants were provided
with training, development, and test datasets in five
languages (English, Tamil, Malayalam, Kannada,
and Spanish). The annotations of the datasets were
made at the comment/post level. A comment/post
may contain more than one sentence, but the av-
erage sentence length of the corpus is one. The
participants could choose to take part in classify-
ing one or more languages. Leader-board results
were published for each language. Some sample
sentences from the datasets and their annotations
are provided below. The comments have also been
translated into standard English for the benefit of
the reader.

• Bruh these LGBT people gotta chill
with this little girl - Brother, these LGBT
people have to chill with this little girl.
Non_hope_speech.

• Idu charitre srustiso avatara super sir- This
is an avatar that is will create history. Superb,
sir! Hope_speech

• Munbotte yellvidha sawbhagiyavum un-
dakatte- I wish you all the best things in future
Hope_speech

• Ithu ennada kanndraavi- What kind of non-
sense is this! Non_hope_speech

• Friendly reminder: las personas #LGTBI,
al igual que todas las demás, tenemos dere-
cho de legítima defensa.- Friendly reminder:
#LGTBI people, like everyone else, have the
right to self-defense. Hope_speech

3 Datasets

The corpus provided in this shared task consists
of a total of 63,883 social media comments in five
different languages. There are 28,424 comments
in English, 17,715 in Tamil, 9,918 in Malayalam,

2https://competitions.codalab.
org/competitions/36393#learn_the_
details-evaluation
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6,176 in Kannada and 1,650 comments in Span-
ish. Since the datasets consist of comments from
social media such as YouTube and Twitter, some
sentences contains @ names, repeated letters or
words, symbols, special characters, etc.

For English, Tamil and Malayalam languages
we used the HopeEDI dataset from (Chakravarthi,
2020). The data was collected on a wide range of
socially relevant topics such as Equality, Diversity
and Inclusion, including LGBTIQ issues, COVID-
19, women in STEM, Dravidian languages, Black
Lives Matter, etc. The inter-annotator agreement
was verified using Krippendorf’s alpha.

The Kannada hope speech dataset contains 6,176
posts collected from YouTube video comments on
various topics, such as social oppression, marginali-
sation and mental health, Indo-China border issues,
or the banning of mobile apps in India. The de-
tails of dataset construction, corpus statistics, inter-
annotator agreement and code-mixing issues are
presented in detail in (Hande et al., 2021).

The Spanish Hope Speech dataset consists of
LGTBI-related tweets that were collected using the
Twitter API (June 27, 2021 to July26, 2021). As
seed for the search a lexicon of LGBITQ-related
terms, such as #OrgulloLGTBI or #LGTB was
used. A tweet is marked as HS (Hope Speech)
if the text: i) explicitly supports the social inte-
gration of minorities; ii) is a positive inspiration
for the LGTBI community; iii) explicitly encour-
ages LGTBI people who might find themselves in
a situation; or iv) unconditionally promotes toler-
ance. On the contrary, a tweet is marked as NHS
(Non Hope Speech) if the text: i) expresses nega-
tive sentiment towards the LGTBI community; ii)
explicitly seeks violence; or iii) uses gender-based
insults.

Table 1 shows the corpus statistics and Table 2
the distribution of the data by class and set, both
showing the data in terms of language. The anno-
tated datasets were divided into training, develop-
ment and test sets to contain approximately 80%,
10% and 10% of the total number of comments.
The corpus statistics were calculated using nltk tool
(Bird, 2006). There are more non hope speech com-
ments than hope speech. This makes the datasets
imbalanced and skewed more towards one class
than the other, which the participants had to take
into account when developing their classification
systems.

4 Task Settings

4.1 Training Phase
During the training phase, we provided participants
with labelled training and development data that
they could use to train and validate their models.
We released the data for all the languages and the
participants were able to whether they wanted to
participate in developing models for more than one
language. The goal of this phase was to provide
the participants with sufficient data that they could
used to perform cross-validation for their prelimi-
nary evaluations and hyperparameter setting. This
ensured that participants were ready for evaluation
before the release of the unlabeled test data. A total
of 126 participants registered for the shared task
and downloaded the datasets in this phase.

4.2 Testing Phase
During the testing phase, the participants were
given test data without the gold labels. Each partic-
ipating team was allowed as many submissions
as they could, from which the best result was
considered for preparing the leaderboard ranking.
The submission outputs were compared with the
gold standard labels and the macro and weighted-
average versions of precision, recall and F1-score
were reported for all the classes. The ranking list
was prepared based on the best performance mea-
sured on the macro F1-scores. In this phase, there
were 13,7,9,6,7 participants who submitted their
results for English, Kannada, Malayalam, Spanish
and Tamil, respectively.

5 Systems

We begin this section by presenting a brief sum-
mary of the baselines established for this shared
task based on the submissions received last year.
We then briefly describe each of the proposals sub-
mitted this year. Readers are encouraged to consult
the participants’ individual papers for a more de-
tailed understanding.

5.1 Baseline results from LT-EDI 2021
In 2021, the shared task on Hope Speech Detection
as a part of LT-EDI workshop received 31,31 and
30 submissions for English, Malayalam and Tamil,
respectively. It was a three-class classification task
in which the class labels were "Hope", "Non-hope",
and "Not Tamil/ Not English/ Not Malayalam".
XLM-Roberta was the popular choice among most
of the top performing teams. Other participants
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Language
English Tamil Malayalam Kannada Spanish

Number of words 522,717 191,212 122,917 56,549 60,058
Vocabulary size 29,383 46,237 40,893 18,807 12,018
Number of comments/tweets 28,424 17,715 9,918 6,176 1,650
Number of sentences 46,974 22,935 13,643 6,871 2,886
Avg. words per sentence 18 9 11 9 21
Avg. sentences per comment/tweet 1 1 1 1 2

Table 1: Datasets statistics

Data Class
Language

Total
English Tamil Malayalam Kannada Spanish

Training
Hope speech 1,962 6,327 1,668 1,699 491 12,147
Non hope speech 20,778 7,872 6,205 3,241 499 38,595

Development
Hope speech 272 757 190 210 169 1,598
Non hope speech 2,569 998 784 408 161 4,920

Test 2,843 1,761 1,071 618 330 6,623
Total 28,424 17,715 9,918 6,176 1,650 63,883

Table 2: Data distribution by class and set

used models such as context-aware string embed-
dings for word representation, Recurrent Neural
Networks and pooled document embeddings for
text representation, Bi-LSTM, and different ma-
chine learning and deep learning models.

Upadhyay et al. (2021) used a voting ensem-
ble approach with 11 models and fine-tuned pre-
trained transformer models to get an F1-score of
0.93. Transformer methods were proposed with
fine-tuned methods such as RoBERTa (Mahajan
et al., 2021), XML-R (Hossain et al., 2021), XML-
RoBERTa (Ziehe et al., 2021), XML-RoBERTa
with TF-IDF (Huang and Bai, 2021), ALBERT
with K-fold cross validation (Chen and Kong, 2021)
and multilingual BERT model with convolution
neural networks (Dowlagar and Mamidi, 2021).
(M K and A P, 2021) showed comparable results
by using a combination of contextualised string
embedding, stacked word embeddings and pooled
document embedding with Recurrent Neural Net-
work.

Chinnappa (2021) used FNN, BERT and SBERT
to classify the comments into one of the two la-
bels after performing language detection which
achieved an F1-score of 0.92. Balouchzahi et al.
(2021) solved the problem by using character se-
quences for words in code-mixed Malayalam and
Tamil comments and by using a combination of
word and character n-grams for English comments
to get an F1-score of 0.92 for English. The F1-
scores do not present the full picture of the quality

of these models because none of these models gave
an F1-score of more than 0.60 for "Hope" class
which means that the high F1-scores were due to
the fact that most of the comments in the dataset
were in "Non-hope" class. The top scores were
0.61, 0.85 and 0.93 for Tamil, Malayalam and En-
glish respectively. From the previous shared task,
it was observed that the number of "Non-hope" la-
bels in Tamil dataset is comparable to the number
of "Not Tamil" labels in last year’s dataset as op-
posed to English and Malayalam which made the
classification in these two languages as a binary
classification task instead of three classes. The
shared task of this year is a binary classification
problem for all the five languages. A summary of
each of the submission this year is presented briefly
in the upcoming subsection.

5.2 Systems Description
In this section, we summarise the systems submit-
ted by the participants of the shared task. A short
discussion on the methodology used in each sub-
mission is presented here.

CIC@LT-EDI-ACL2022 (Balouchzahi et al.,
2022) participated in identifying Hope Speech
classes in English and Spanish. Their model con-
sists of a basic sequential neural network with the
combination of features including Linguistic En-
quiry and Word Count (LIWC) and n-grams. They
developed a deep learning approach which ranked
2nd in English and 3rd in Spanish for hope speech
detection. They also identified psycho-linguistic
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Team-Name M_P M_R M_F1 W_P W_R W_F1 Rank
IIITSurat 0.560 0.540 0.550 0.870 0.890 0.880 1
MUCIC (M D Gowda et al., 2022) 0.540 0.550 0.550 0.870 0.850 0.860 1
ARGUABLY 0.550 0.540 0.540 0.870 0.880 0.870 2
CIC (Balouchzahi et al., 2022) 0.540 0.530 0.530 0.860 0.870 0.870 3
LeaningTower (Muti et al., 2022) 0.530 0.530 0.530 0.860 0.870 0.870 3
CUNI-TIET 0.510 0.520 0.510 0.860 0.820 0.840 4
ginius (Chinagundi and Surana, 2022) 0.510 0.510 0.510 0.860 0.860 0.860 4
Ablimet 0.410 0.410 0.410 0.880 0.880 0.880 5
SSN_ARMM (V et al., 2022) 0.420 0.410 0.410 0.880 0.890 0.880 5
LPS (Ying Zhu, 2022) 0.420 0.410 0.410 0.880 0.890 0.880 5
SSNCSE_NLP (Srinivasan et al., 2022) 0.430 0.390 0.400 0.870 0.900 0.880 6
error_english 0.440 0.390 0.400 0.880 0.900 0.890 6
SOA_NLP (Kumar et al., 2022) 0.460 0.370 0.380 0.880 0.910 0.880 7

Table 3: Rank list based on Macro F1-score along with other evaluation metrics (Macro Precision, Recall and
Weighted Precision, Recall and F1-score) for English language

Team-Name M_P M_R M_F1 W_P W_R W_F1 Rank
Ablimet 0.300 0.340 0.320 0.390 0.460 0.420 1
LPS (Ying Zhu, 2022) 0.290 0.340 0.310 0.390 0.440 0.410 2
ARGUABLY 0.290 0.330 0.300 0.380 0.440 0.400 3
SSN_ARMM (V et al., 2022) 0.280 0.320 0.300 0.370 0.420 0.390 3
SSNCSE_NLP (Srinivasan et al., 2022) 0.280 0.330 0.300 0.370 0.440 0.400 3
CEN 0.280 0.330 0.300 0.370 0.440 0.390 3
SOA_NLP (Kumar et al., 2022) 0.280 0.320 0.290 0.360 0.430 0.380 4

Table 4: Rank list based on Macro F1-score along with other evaluation metrics (Macro Precision, Recall and
Weighted Precision, Recall and F1-score) for Tamil language

Team-Name M_P M_R M_F1 W_P W_R W_F1 Rank
ARGUABLY 0.640 0.530 0.500 0.760 0.790 0.750 1
SSN_ARMM (V et al., 2022) 0.470 0.500 0.490 0.700 0.780 0.740 2
SOA_NLP (Kumar et al., 2022) 0.520 0.480 0.480 0.720 0.790 0.740 3
CEN 0.520 0.470 0.480 0.720 0.790 0.740 3
Ablimet 0.450 0.520 0.480 0.700 0.760 0.730 3
LPS (Ying Zhu, 2022) 0.450 0.490 0.470 0.690 0.760 0.720 4
SSNCSE_NLP (Srinivasan et al., 2022) 0.440 0.470 0.450 0.680 0.750 0.710 5
YUN111 0.310 0.340 0.320 0.560 0.600 0.580 6
MUCIC (M D Gowda et al., 2022) 0.310 0.320 0.310 0.560 0.580 0.570 7

Table 5: Rank list based on Macro F1-score along with other evaluation metrics (Macro Precision, Recall and
Weighted Precision, Recall and F1-score) for Malayalam language
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Team-Name M_P M_R M_F1 W_P W_R W_F1 Rank
SSN_ARMM (V et al., 2022) 0.480 0.470 0.480 0.740 0.760 0.750 1
Ablimet 0.460 0.480 0.470 0.730 0.720 0.730 2
SOA_NLP (Kumar et al., 2022) 0.490 0.470 0.470 0.740 0.760 0.750 2
LPS (Ying Zhu, 2022) 0.450 0.450 0.450 0.710 0.710 0.710 3
SSNCSE_NLP (Srinivasan et al., 2022) 0.450 0.440 0.440 0.700 0.720 0.700 4
ARGUABLY 0.310 0.320 0.320 0.530 0.540 0.540 5
MUCIC (M D Gowda et al., 2022) 0.310 0.310 0.310 0.520 0.530 0.520 6

Table 6: Rank list based on Macro F1-score along with other evaluation metrics (Macro Precision, Recall and
Weighted Precision, Recall and F1-score) for Kannada language

Team-Name M_P M_R M_F1 W_P W_R W_F1 Rank
ARGUABLY 0.810 0.810 0.810 0.810 0.810 0.810 1
Ablimet 0.800 0.800 0.800 0.800 0.800 0.800 2
CIC (Balouchzahi et al., 2021) 0.790 0.790 0.790 0.790 0.790 0.790 3
SOA_NLP (Kumar et al., 2022) 0.790 0.790 0.790 0.790 0.790 0.790 3
SSNCSE_NLP (Srinivasan et al., 2022) 0.790 0.790 0.790 0.790 0.790 0.790 3
LPS (Ying Zhu, 2022) 0.770 0.760 0.760 0.770 0.760 0.760 4

Table 7: Rank list based on Macro F1-score along with other evaluation metrics (Macro Precision, Recall and
Weighted Precision, Recall and F1-score) for Spanish language

and linguistic features that work the best for the
two languages. They found that the overall Macro
F1 scores achieved in the English task was signifi-
cantly lower than the Weighted F1 score because
of the imbalanced classes contrary to Spanish texts
where the classes were balanced.

LPS@LT-EDI-ACL2022 (Ying Zhu, 2022) sub-
mitted results for all the five languages. All the data
submitted came from the same model framework
and the same system architecture which is an en-
semble model consisting of three parts. These are
LSTM, CNN+LSTM and BiLSTM, respectively.
Finally, an attention layer is added before the en-
semble of the three-part results. The introduction of
the attention mechanism not only helped the model
to make better use of the effective information in
the input, but also provided some ability to explain
the behavior of the neural network model.

CURAJ_IIITDWD@LTEDIACL 2022 (Jha
et al., 2022) worked on the dataset of English hope
speech comments. The studies were conducted us-
ing a multilayer neural network, one layer CNN,
one layer Bi-LSTM, and one layer GRU, among the
deep learning networks. The stacked networks of
LSTM-CNN and LSTM-LSTM were also trained.
The stacked LSTM-LSTM network and DNN pro-
duced the best results with Weighted F1-score of
0.89. All of the experiments were carried out in

the Keras and sklearn environment. They used the
pandas library to read the datasets. Keras prepro-
cessing classes and the nltk library were used to
prepare the dataset.

giniUs@LT-EDI-ACL2022 (Chinagundi and
Surana, 2022) used the transformer-based pre-
trained models along with the customized versions
of those models with custom loss functions. Their
best configurations for the shared tasks achieved
weighted F1 scores of 0.60 for Tamil, 0.83 for
Malayalam, and 0.93 for English. They have se-
cured ranks of 4, 3, 2 in Tamil, Malayalam and En-
glish respectively. They experimented with promi-
nently known models namely BERT-Base-Uncased,
RoBERTa-Base, RoBERTa-Large. They found that
RoBERTa-Large performs the best when the last
four layers of the language model are concatenated
for a deeper embedding representation, which is
then passed through a pre classifier and a RELU
activation layer followed by a dropout layer before
finally coming across the classification head for the
labels that are to be predicted.

IDIAP_TIET@LT-EDI-ACL2022 focused on
the English comments. Motivated by the efficiency
of transformers in NLP, they encoded the com-
ments using the BERT language model and created
an embeddings matrix. Further, this embeddings
matrix was fed to the attention network, trained
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to classify for Hope Speech. The proposed model
has proven to be remarkable by achieving fourth
position on the leaderboard with a difference of
0.04 in F1-score from the top-performing model.

IIITSurat@LT-EDI-EACL2022 worked on the
English dataset. Their model works in two phases:
firs, it uses over-sampling techniques to increase
the number of samples and make them comparable
in the training dataset, followed by a random forest
classifier to classify the comments into hope and
non-hope categories. The proposed model achieved
a macro F1-score of 0.55 on the test dataset and se-
cured the first place among the participating teams.

IIT Dhanbad @LT-EDI-ACL2022 (Gupta et al.,
2022) worked on the English dataset. They have
used various machine learning algorithms, namely
- Logistic Regression, Multinomial Naive Bayes
classifier, Random forest classifier and XGBoost.
They have used the scikit-learn library for logistic
regression, Multinomial NB and Random forest
classifiers. The best score as Macro-F1 for the
task achieved by the team is 0.6130. The XGBoost
system is their best performing model.

LeaningTower@LT-EDI-ACL2022 (Muti et al.,
2022) targeted the task in English by using rein-
forced BERT-based approaches. The core strategy
aimed at exploiting the data available for homopho-
bic and transphobic comment detection to augment
the number of supervised instances in the Hope
Speech Detection task. On the basis of an active
learning process, the team trained a model on the
dataset for hope speech detection task and applied
it to the dataset for homo/transphobia detection
task to iteratively integrate new silver data for hope
speech task. Their submission to the shared task ob-
tained a macro-averaged F1 score of 0.53, placing
the team in the third rank.

MUCIC@LT-EDI-ACL2022 (M D Gowda et al.,
2022) dealt with data sets provided in English, Kan-
nada and Tamil. Their methodology used the re-
sampling technique to deal with imbalanced data
in the corpus and obtained 1st rank for the English
language with an average macro F1-035 score of
0.550 and weighted F1-score of 0.860.

SOA_NLP@LT-EDI-ACL2022 (Kumar et al.,
2022) participated in the task covering all the lan-
guages – English, Spanish, Kannada, Tamil and
Malayalam. The proposed ensemble model com-
bined three machine learning algorithms: (i) Sup-
port Vector Machine (SVM), (ii) Logistic Regres-
sion (LR), and (iii) Random Forest (RF). The ef-

ficiency of different combinations of n-gram char-
level and word-level TF-IDF features were also
explored in the identification of hope speech.

SSN_ARMM@ LT-EDI-ACL2022 (V et al.,
2022) worked on the dataset in English, Tamil,
Malayalam and Kannada. They used the In-
dicBERT model which is a multilingual model
trained on large-scale corpora covering 12 Indian
languages. IndicBERT takes a smaller number of
parameters and still manages to give state-of-the-
art performance.

SSNCSE_NLP@LT-EDI-ACL2022 (Srinivasan
et al., 2022) participated in the shared task cover-
ing English, Malayalam, Kannada and Tamil lan-
guages. They employed several machine learn-
ing transformer models such as m-BERT, MLNet,
BERT, XLMRoberta, XLM_MLM. The results in-
dicated that BERT, and m-BERT obtained the best
performance among all the other techniques, gain-
ing a weighted F1- score of 0.92, 0.71, 0.76, 0.87,
and 0.83 for English, Tamil, Spanish, Kannada and
Malayalam respectively.

6 Results and discussion

The total of submissions received for the classi-
fication of English, Tamil, Malayalam, Kannada
and Spanish datasets were 13,7,9,7 and 6 respec-
tively. Three teams submitted their results for all
the languages, while the other participants made
their submissions for a subset of the languages.
Two teams obtained first rank in English with a
macro average of 0.550. One of them (M D Gowda
et al., 2022) used a resampling technique to deal
with imbalanced data and 1D CNN-LSTM archi-
tecture to address the classification problem. The
other team used Random Forest Classifier to clas-
sify the comments. Transformer-based pretrained
models were used in five studies out of which one
of them used multilingual IndicBERT model for
classifying English, Tamil, Malayalam and Kan-
nada languages. This model achieved first and sec-
ond ranks on Kannada and Malayalam languages
respectively.

Among other submissions, the popular choice
was an ensemble of various Machine Learning
classifiers such as Logistic Regression, Multino-
mial Naive Bayes, Random Forest, Support Vector
Machines. However, we observed that the perfor-
mances of the ML classifiers used for this shared
task were slightly lower than the baseline perfor-
mances of ML models used last year. LSTM, BiL-
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STM, CNN were used but their performance were
not as good as the transformer based models.

7 Conclusion

This paper presents the description of the second
Shared Task on Hope Speech Detection for Equal-
ity, Diversity and Inclusion organized at the sec-
ond workshop on Language Technology for Equal-
ity, Diversity and Inclusion (LT-EDI-2022), held
as a part of ACL 2022. In the 2021 edition this
shared task was organized for English and two
under-resourced languages, Tamil and Malayalam,
and for this edition, two new languages, Kannada
and Spanish, have been incorporated. In total, 126
participants signed up for the for the shared task
and finally 13,7,9,6, and 7 teams submitted their
results for English, Kannada, Malayalam, Spanish
and Tamil, respectively. We hope that this shared
task makes a lasting contribution to the NLP field.
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